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For my parents
June 20th 1990. Leaving Dubai behind we are now sailing for Marseille. How do you spell Marseille? One “I” or two? My spelling is terrible. But, I cannot do without smooth and rough breathings. I dreamt of them one night; they looked like barefoot gypsy kids, with greasy hair. I was scared. I also dreamt of a subscript. Since then. I use it too. If you ask for circumflex, if it seems right, I pay my debt.

In the common room we have three flies: Myrto, Janet and Cornelius. They feed on sugar and milk. Sometimes I come across them in the corridor, but I pretend I don’t see them. I’m going to the fridge now to get some unripe fruits. I will put them at the window screen to mellow. Without fruits and books I would have no passion here.

I wish I were on Omonoia Square now, in the smog and the heat, waiting at the crowded bus-stop. And no sign of the bus coming. And when I would finally get at Ampelokipoi, I would buy fish, greens and wheat bread. And God bless. I wish I knew: aren’t you happy?

I got a letter from my mother, the same things again and again. I read it many times. A young sailor came close:

“Captain Manolis, is this letter from your mother?”

“Yes, it’s from my mother.”

“Give it to me to read.”

(Ludwig of Anogea, The sailor’s letter)
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Abstract

Ovid's *Heroides* in the form they have come down to us are a diverse group comprising fourteen verse letters supposedly addressed by heroines of Greek mythology to their absent loved ones (*Her.* 1-14), one further similar letter by the Greek poet Sappho (*Her.* 15), and the so-called "double letters" (*Her.* 16-21), which consist of three pairs of letters exchanged between famous couples of myth and literature. Despite the recent revival in the study of this Ovidian work, this thesis is the first full-length comprehensive commentary on Phaedra's letter to Hippolytus (*Her.* 4) and Hermione's letter to Orestes (*Her.* 8) since 1898. In the main commentary my investigation treats issues of language, style, versification and structure in the light of possible intertextual exchanges with prior works of Greek and Roman literature (esp. Greek epic, Euripidean tragedy and Roman elegy). A wide range of literary, inscriptional and archaeological material is used to illuminate and contextualize this many-sided poetry. The introduction concentrates primarily on issues of characterization mainly from a post-feminist and intertextual perspective with emphasis on the representation of (fe)male voice and desire, and the mechanics of the generic assimilation of prior literary material to the elegiac context. In addition, the introduction also provides a detailed examination of the (mis)application of mythological *exempla* in terms of rhetorical effectiveness and relevance to the overall structure of both letters. The aim of this explorative study, besides including a detailed stylistic and linguistic analysis, is to offer an in-depth and multi-faceted critical examination of the poetic quality of these two poems and with the help of modern, up-to-date literary theories on genre, gender and writing to contribute further to the critical reassessment of the *Heroides* as a whole.
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Introduction

1. Content of *Her.* 4 and 8

A tabular analysis of *Her.* 4 and 8 is as follows:

**Her. 4**

1-7: letter opening, Phaedra is urging Hippolytus to read the letter
8-16: Phaedra’s earlier failed attempts, divine inspiration
17-37: inexperience in love, struggle for *fama*, claim to “virginity”
38-52: Phaedra in the woods
53-66: first mythological list on hereditary sexual perversion (Europa, Pasiphae, Ariadne)
67-84: description of Hippolytus’ physical appearance and of his excellence in sports and hunting
85-104: second mythological list on “amatory hunt” (Cephalus, Adonis, Meleager)
105-28: Theseus’ multiple injustices against Phaedra and Hippolytus
129-46: Phaedra’s “new morality”, explicit call to adultery
147-76: supplication


**Her. 8**

[1]-14: Hermione’s abduction by Neoptolemus
15-26: appeal to Orestes to imitate Menelaus and take up action
27-36: double relationship, descent from Pelops house, Hermione’s betrothal to Orestes by Tyndareus
37-42: Orestes paralleled to Menelaus
43-56: Orestes compared with Neoptolemus, Orestes’ bloody past
57-64: Hermione’s powerless defence of Orestes
65-82: mythological list on hereditary abduction (Leda, Hippodamia, Helen)
83-88: Achilles’ imaginary condemnation of Neoptolemus’ actions
89-100: Hermione’s deprivation of her mother
101-16: Hermione’s nights with Neoptolemus
117-22: final appeal to Orestes
2. Characterization

Despite pseudo-Demetrius' claims that a letter is a straightforward, unmediated reflection of reality, in which the writer can unveil his true soul, a letter is in fact the product of a process of construction. Writing a letter actually means constructing a self, choosing a certain perspective of truth. Far from being a reflection of reality the letter is in fact a fashioned narrative adapted each time to the circumstances at hand. In the case of the Heroides, in particular, the already complicated issue of representation is further problematized by the reversal of elegy’s traditional gender hierarchy. The substitution of the female perspective for the predominant male one, what Rosati has called “l’elegia al feminile,” has significant consequences for the status of both the sender and the addressee of each letter. The speaking “I” of the elegiac male poet is now completely usurped by the “I” of the elegiac puella, and the impression is given that we are at last in position to listen to elegy’s otherwise silenced (with the possible exception of Sulpicia) female voice. There is, however, an important caveat, which should not be discarded. The sex-reversal of the gender-specific role of the male narrator is crucial, but it does not necessarily cause a radical turn-about of elegy’s generic principles. The question at stake here is not so much the narrator’s shift per se, but rather the extent to which this alternative perspective gives voice to a genuine female experience. In the course of the 1970s and 1980s the spectacular boom in the study of women’s social reality and the feminist

---

1 Demetrius On Style 227 (probably late Hellenistic or early Roman times) Πλείστον ἐξέτατο τὸ ἠλικὸν ἢ ἐπιστολὴν ὀίστερ καὶ ὁ διάλογος· σχεδὸν γὰρ εἰκόνα ἐκκαί τῆς ἐκτοῦ νυστικής γραφεῖ τὴν ἐπιστολὴν. καὶ ἔστι μὲν καὶ ἐξ ἄλλου λόγου πάντοθε ἴδειν τὸ ἡδος τοῦ γραφοντος, ἐξ ουδενὸς δὲ ὀφθας, ὡς ἐπιστολής, 222 Ἀρτέμιοι μὲν οὖν ὁ τάς Ἀριστοτέλους ἀναγράφοις ἐπιστολάς φησιν, δι δεῖ ἐν τῷ αὐτῷ τρόπῳ διάλογον τε γράφειν καὶ ἐπιστολάς· εἶναι γὰρ τὴν ἐπιστολὴν οἷον τὸ ἔτερον μέρος τοῦ διάλογου. Cf. also Sen. Epist. 40.1 Quod frequenter mihi scribis gratias ago; nam quo uno modo potes te mihi ostendis. Numquam epistulam tuam accipio ut non protinus una simulam. Si imagine nobis amicorum absentium iucundae sunt, quae memoriam renouant et desiderium falsa atque inani solacio Jeuant, quanto iucundiores sunt litterae, quae uera amici absentis vestigia, ueras notas adferunt? Nam quo in conspectu dulcissimum est, id amici manus epistulae impressa praestat, agnoscre.


4 Rosati (1992), esp. 90ff.
reconsideration of the wider question of female experience and ideology in Greece and Rome has fruitfully renewed the interest in Roman female sexuality and its representation in Latin literature. The last decade, in particular, has seen an increasingly growing number of (post-feminist) interpretations focusing on the question of female representation and female ideology in general within the elegiac erotic discourse. Despite the different methodological origin and orientation of these approaches, there seems to be a wide agreement on the importance of the male-prejudiced representation-mechanisms in the construction of female experience in Roman elegy.

It is very unfortunate that the Roman female voice is lost for us today almost in its entirety. The surviving evidence from ancient sources is too scarce and fragmentary to allow us to reconstruct the whole picture. All that we read and hear about women is filtered through the dominant male perspective. “Female” ideology and “female” voice are but constructions of the contemporary male, upper-class Romans and of their prejudices. As a consequence, in the Heroides the assumption of the role of the elegiac poet by the heroines inevitably means their adherence to the poetic principles of the genre, and more importantly to its phallocentric ideology. The heroines, bound as they are within the constraints of elegy, are unable to articulate their own voice and ultimately succumb to the norms of the predominant male perspective; hence, the poetic restraints set upon them ultimately turn into sexual constraints. A fundamental convention in the collection is that men re-assert their virile status and by behaving according to the Roman social tenets they break free from elegy’s seruitium amoris and claim their manhood back. The heroines faced with such “reality” become frustrated, as they continue to fantasize and portray their loved ones in terms of their “traditional” generic role as subservient of female love. Hence, it is only occasionally that they manage to undo these

---


7 Cf. Greene (1998) xii-xiii on the conventional enslavement of the elegiac lover to his emotions and the servitude of his mistress. Further on the motif of the so-called seruitium amoris see my bibliography in n. on Her. 4.22.
restrictions and give voice to their intimate, female thoughts; despite appearances, the instances where the heroines manage to articulate their female desire through the use of elegy’s phallocentric rhetoric are limited; for most part, these female characters simply ventriloquize the male elegiac poet by giving voice to elegy’s male-prescribed obsessions.

My investigation of characterization derives primarily from a perception of character as a process of literary construction and representation, and less (if at all) as a static reflection of social reality. It is the premise of my argument that, especially in the case of the *Heroides*, characterization is caught up in the problematic of both sexuality and (inter)textuality. In my exploration of the contribution of (inter)textuality in the heroines’ self-portrayal I am greatly indebted to Kauffman’s instructive discussion of the inter-dependence between (inter)textuality and self-representation in the epistolary genre, while my emphasis on the intricacies of the representation of female sexuality and female voice has benefited immensely from recent works on gender-construction in elegy, such as Sharrock (1991)a, (2002)a and b, Greene (1998), Janan (2001) and Wyke (2002).

2.1. Phaedra

A letter written by Phaedra is surely not an Ovidian innovation. Her letter to Theseus in Euripides’ *Hippolytus* with its disastrous consequences constitutes a landmark in her literary career as “letter writer”. However, composing a poetic letter in elegiac couplets has significant effects on Phaedra’s literary status. A letter in Latin written by a Greek mythological heroine sounds at least unconventional. But which world does Phaedra really belong to? Being on the verge of two literary genres, namely Greek tragedy and Roman elegy, how does she define herself?

---


9 Kauffman (1986) 17-27 and 30-61 (on the *Heroides*).

10 In terms of a psychoanalytical approach I have been very sceptical and extremely selective in my use of such readings following duBois’ (1991) 7-36 critique of the ahistorical claims of psychoanalytic theory and its application in classics. Also cf. Gould’s (1978) 48 discussion of tragic characters in text(ure): “in order to seize the essence of a particular human figure in the dramatic whole, we have to attend primarily to the tenor of the poetry and the texture of the language through the play, not to separate off an independent rounded personality who can then be examined, ‘in terms of common realism’, in isolation from the ordered imaginative structure of which his human existence is part, the character, like the plot, being ‘an extension of the poetry’ ... in effect an expanded image.” *mutatis mutandis* my discussion of characterization focuses strictly on textual characters, characters within the texture of the poem’s language.
i) Opening address (Her. 4.1f.)

An ordinary opening of a Roman letter comprises the name of the sender, the name of the addressee and a short, often abbreviated, phrase of salutation.\(^\text{11}\) At first sight Phaedra seems to comply with the Roman conventions of letter writing, as she opens her letter with a poetic adaptation of the common letter formula \(s(i)\) \(u(ales)\) \(b(ene)\) \(e(st)\) \(e(go)\) \(q(uidem)\) \(u(alaeo)\). A closer examination, however, reveals the complexity and subtlety of this opening couplet, which ultimately undermine its conventionality. In fact, Phaedra’s salutation fails to fulfil its main purpose, which is the identification of the sender and the addressee; neither Phaedra nor Hippolytus are mentioned by name. The concealment of the correspondents’ names is not unusual, especially in the case of incest letters. Byblis’ love letter to her brother Caunus in Ov. Met. 9.523ff. offers an interesting parallel, since Byblis, like Phaedra, carefully conceals her name in the opening of her letter. Byblis avoids writing not only her name, but her title as well.\(^\text{12}\) In the Heroides, Canace, who is involved in an incestuous affair with her brother Macareus, also tries to conceal her name by postponing her reference to the names of the correspondents until the third couplet in her letter.\(^\text{13}\)

What we read in Phaedra’s case is that this letter is sent by a Cretan girl (\(Cressa\) \(puell\a\)) to the man or husband of an Amazon (\(Amazonio...u\iro\)). The ambiguity of \(u\iro\), which can denote either “a man” in general,\(^\text{14}\) or more specifically “a husband”,\(^\text{15}\) is intentional and it further confuses rather than clarifies the situation. Had it not been for the superscription of the letter,\(^\text{16}\) the reader might have thought for a moment that he was about to read Phaedra’s disastrous suicide note to Theseus (the husband of the Amazon).

Phaedra’s use of the adjective \(Cressa\) calls for further scrutiny. The possibility of a verbal echo from Eur. Hipp. 372, where the Chorus calls Phaedra “a wretched Cretan child” (\(\acute{\alpha}t\alpha\lambda\alpha\nu\alpha\ \pi\alpha\i\i\ \kappa\rho\rho\sigma\i\alpha\i\)), is tempting, but the specific form \(Cressa\) seems to have been dictated by reasons of metrical convenience.\(^\text{17}\) However, the fact that \(Cressa\) is a favourite Ovidian antonomasia for Ariadne\(^\text{18}\) also contributes to the concealment of Phaedra’s identity by giving the false impression that this letter is a letter addressed by Ariadne to Theseus.\(^\text{19}\) Even in the

\(^{11}\) On epistolary formulas see n. on Her. 4.1f.
\(^{13}\) Ov. Her. 11.5 \(h\oec\ \i\epsilon\t\a\i\i\ \epsilon\a\l\o\i\a\ \s\i\t\a\/(\s\i\t\a\i\a)\i\i\)
\(^{14}\) OLD s.v. uir 1.
\(^{15}\) OLD s.v. uir 2a. a husband, b. a lover.
\(^{16}\) For the genuineness of the letter’s superscription see pp.277ff.
\(^{17}\) All alternative forms (Cretaea, Cressia, Cretensis, Cretica) would have been unmetrical. Further on Cressa see n. on Her. 4.2.
\(^{18}\) Cf. e.g. Ov. Am. 1.7.16, Ars 1.327ff. See Barchiesi on Her. 2.76.
\(^{19}\) Phaedra’s references to her sister, Ariadne, (cf. lines 63-6, 116) play a crucial role in her argumentation. For a detailed examination of Phaedra’s attempt to become a second Ariadne in her letter see Fulkerson (2005) 122-35, 137-42.
unfortunate event of an interception, if someone slightly unfolded the letter scroll, the opening salutation would hardly have revealed the true identity of both the sender and the recipient. Phaedra’s play with the reader’s expectation is indicative of her Hellenistic learning, since this deception technique at the opening of the poem was amply attested in Hellenistic poetry (possibly originating in early Greek poetry) and is also present in Roman elegy (cf. e.g. Tib. 1.5).

Phaedra’s self-identification as *puella* (a distinctive elegiac signal) placed at the very opening of her letter is undoubtedly programmatic. *puella* is not only “the standard term for a woman viewed as a potential object of love,” but also a term suggesting the *pathos* and the erotic suffering of the girl. Above all, Phaedra’s self-identification as *puella* practically signals her transposition from the world of Greek tragedy to that of Roman elegy; what we are about to read is the versified letter of an elegiac mistress and not the soliloquy of a tragic heroine. In addition, the term’s association with young age plays down her real age and makes Phaedra a suitable match for young Hippolytus. Phaedra’s self-identification as *puella* is picked up again near the end of her letter at lines 173f. (*quamuis odisse puellas / diceris*), where she concludes her letter with a ring-composition through the mention of Hippolytus’ alleged hatred for girls.

Some critics have found the attribution of *puella* to Phaedra, a married woman, a rather incongruous choice given that *puella* -in the majority of cases- is used for unmarried, young maidens (often a synonym for “virgin”). What makes the term inappropriate, however, is not its attribution to a married wife (a use well attested in elegy), but the fact that, when the term is attributed to wives, it is strictly reserved for those with lascivious behaviour (in this sense the term is often used for *meretrices*). It goes without saying that such connotations of impropriety lie beyond Phaedra’s intentions; however, they are a first indication of the dangers inherent to her (mis)application of elegiac language.

Phaedra’s concealment of her identity also helps to avoid the risk of any implications of incest. Phaedra is well aware of the illicit nature of her proposal and takes all necessary precautions. A reference to Phaedra and Hippolytus by name would automatically put both of them in the context of a (step)mother – (step)son relationship; hence, it is avoided. Instead, the

---

20 For more see Cairns (1979) 166ff. and Maltby’s introduction to Tib. 1.5.
21 Further on *puella* as an elegiac signal see n. on Her. 4.2. *puella* is the generic term widely used by the elegists with regard to their beloved.
23 pace Volk’s (2005) 88 suggestion that there is “a secret communication between author and reader over which the *persona* has no control and of which he or she is unaware,” I believe that the *persona* working hand in hand with the poet is fully aware of its literary status and the implications of her words.
29 Cf. De Vito (1994) 313. In a strikingly similar way, Byblis in her love letter to Caunus (Ov. Met. 10.523ff.) tries to play down their “brother-sister” relationship. Not only does she postpone the names of the correspondents in the opening of her letter (Met. 10.530-4), but more importantly she decides to physically remove the term “sister” by scratching it out from the salutation of her letter (Met. 10.523-9).
mother-son relationship is effectively replaced by the elegiac love affair between a *puella* and a *uir.*

Phaedra’s reference to her Cretan origin is also very important, especially when examined in conjunction with the presence of the “motif of Crete” in Euripides’ *Hippolytus.* In the play, all references to Crete occur at critical moments of the action and carry connotations of suffering and doom, since the heroine’s departure from the paternal house presages death and disaster. In particular, Phaedra’s own references to her origin constitute a reminder of the sexual perversion of her Cretan family and a reminder of her tragic sexual heredity; Crete in effect “comes to stand metaphorically for evil itself,” a representation of the inevitability of moral failure. In this light, Phaedra’s reference to her Cretan origin is ill-omened, as it is bound to bring to the attentive reader’s mind connotations of doom and disaster from tragedy.

Phaedra mentions her Cretan origin repeatedly throughout her letter. Nevertheless, her emphasis on her Cretan descent proves to be rather controversial. On the one hand, it facilitates her inclusion in her family, but at the same time it marks her alienation from Theseus. Right from the very beginning Phaedra depicts herself as a foreigner, an outcast, who finds it difficult to adjust and incorporate herself to her new environment. Given the years of marriage with Theseus, away from her homeland, this can be seen as a hint at an unhappy married life. Her emphatic association with her homeland is meant to challenge her husband’s power over her and effectively undervalues her status as Theseus’ wife. In addition, it also helps to further associate herself with Hippolytus, whose descent from the Amazon also makes him a foreigner. In this light, the juxtaposition of the two adjectives *Amazonio Cressa* further stresses her detachment from Theseus as opposed to her proximity to Hippolytus.

The ominous connotations behind Phaedra’s emphatic association with her Cretan line are far from over. The fact that the Cretans were traditionally considered to be liars makes Phaedra’s identification as *Cressa* an unfortunate and rather self-contradictory choice, as it undermines her credibility. The connection with her previous literary career as letter-writer in

---

30 On this see p.33.
32 Goff (1990) 64.
33 Winnington- Ingram (1960) 176.
34 Reckford (1974) 327.
35 Cf. *Her.* 4.61 *en ego nunc, ne forte parum Minoia credar*, 68 *Cnosia me uellem detinuisset humus*, 157 *quod mihi sit genitor... Minos*, 163 *mihi dotalis tellus... Crete*.
37 Cf. also her wish for the death of her children with Theseus at lines 125f.
39 For the Cretans’ association with lying see n. on *Her.* 4.2.
tragedy is inevitable. In the Euripidean play, it was Phaedra’s disastrous letter, which full of lies and false accusations caused Hippolytus’ death. In the following line, Phaedra prompts Hippolytus to have no fear and read her letter thoroughly (perlege, quodcumque est). Her additional suggestion that there can be no harm at all from reading a letter (quid epistula lecta nocebit?) is meant to recall to the attentive reader’s mind the disastrous outcome of the reading of that lethal letter. From a metaliterary perspective, Phaedra seems to suggest that her new, elegiac letter is harmless compared with its lethal tragic precedent. Her emphasis, however, on her Cretan origin undermines considerably the sincerity of her letter. Hence, the iunctura Cressa puella is a telling manifestation of the incongruity that lies at the very heart of Phaedra’s new elegiac status, as she finds herself trapped between tragedy and elegy. She strives to become an elegiac puella, however she fails to overcome her tragic legacy, which haunts her and ultimately cancels all her attempts to break free from the prescribed doom of her tragic past. In this respect, Cressa puella signals both her departure from her tragic past, and the unfortunate failure of her new elegiac existence.

Phaedra’s use of salutem mittit as an epistolary salutation is remarkable, mainly because of its rareness in classical Latin poetry, where this particular letter greeting is attested only in the Ovidian verse letters. Once again, the possibility of a Euripidean influence offers an interesting explanation for this strange choice. Salus, apart from greeting, also means good health. In this second meaning, Phaedra’s wish for good health becomes extremely important in connection with the heroine’s love-diseased image in the play, the so-called “nosos imagery”. The “nosos imagery” is one of the most prominent metaphors in the play, whose presence dominates the first half of the action entirely. Initially, nosos coincides with “desire” and becomes synonymous with her erotic passion for Hippolytus. In the course of the play, Phaedra’s nosos gradually spreads beyond control and it soon contaminates even Hippolytus by inflicting upon him physical and mental torment, which ultimately causes his death. From physical illness to mental affliction and eventually to death the “nosos imagery” -through its manifold transformations- plays a crucial role in the workings of the impending disaster. Hence,

---

40 For a detailed discussion of this allusion to the Euripidean Hippolytus see Barchiesi (1993) 337f. (=2001) 108f., and Casali (1995)b 5. Also see n. on Her. 4.3.
42 Ovid is the only classical poet to use salutem mittit (or mitto) as an epistolary salutation (so Lanham (1975) 31f. with n.61 for references in other Ovidian works). In the Heroides, the salutation appears again at: 13.1, 16.1, 18.1, 19.1.
43 OLD s.v. salus 8.
44 OLD s.v. salus 2. A similar double entendre on salus may be also at work at Her. 11.[1f.], 13.1f. Further on this play see n. on Her. 4.1.
45 Cf. also her reference to love as wound at line 20 ...et caecumpectra ulmus habent with n. ad loc.
the double entendre of salus in Phaedra’s letter is cutting. The love-diseased Phaedra sends to Hippolytus “wishes for good health”, which in effect are an invitation to join her in ill-health, to share her love-disease and ultimately to give in to her nosos. The ominous nature of this witty ambiguity is further enhanced by Phaedra’s last words on stage. Moments before leaving the stage to enter the palace and kill herself, Phaedra concludes her last public speech with her decision to take revenge by making Hippolytus “share this disease in common with [her].” Moreover, Hippolytus himself later in the play uses the “nosos metaphor” to describe the forthcoming disaster. In this light, Phaedra seems to be left once again in the middle, lingering between tragedy and elegy. Her reminiscence of her very last words in the Euripidean play and her decision to take revenge now become the opening words in her elegiac letter, thus transforming an otherwise conventional epistolary wish for good health into an ominous invitation to Hippolytus’ death.

ii) Phaedra the elegiac poet (Her. 4.7-16)

In Euripides’ Hippolytus, Phaedra’s public confession of her love for her stepson is followed by a long speech in which she tries to justify her actions (Eur. Hipp. 373-430). Phaedra finds herself caught between speech and silence and her initial response is to look for remedy in the concealment of her love with silence. And when silence fails her, in a very aristocratic way she opts for the only remaining alternative, death.

The Ovidian Phaedra initially gives the impression of having similar concerns about the revelation of her illicit love. Her decision to write this letter, she claims, was not taken on the spur of the moment. On the very contrary, her letter is the outcome of her inner struggle and moral inhibition (a claim she repeats near the end of the letter). There is, however, a crucial distinction. In complete contrast with her tragic counterpart, the Ovidian Phaedra does not retreat into silence; instead, following an aggressive tactic she communicates her love to Hippolytus. Phaedra’s initial justification is based on her rather paradoxical assumption that...

49 Eur. Hipp. 730f. τῷ δὲ σάλου / κοινῇ μετασχοῦν σαφρονεῖν μαθήματα.
50 Eur. Hipp. 933 (...) νῦσσε εἰς ὅντος ἀιτίου;
51 On the scholarly controversy about the interpretation of Phaedra’s speech see Halleran on Eur. Hipp. 373-420 with bibliography ad loc., also see Knox (1952) 8-10, Rabinowitz (1987) 131f. For a totally different approach, according to which Phaedra manipulates her speech in order to propitiate the Chorus and secure the Nurse’s help, see Roisman (1999) 77f.
54 Eur. Hipp. 392-402. For Phaedra and Hippolytus as two typical examples of aristocrats with aristocratic ideals see Knox (1952) 17f.and 21f., Norwood (1953) 75, Zeitlin (1985) 70.
55 Her. 4.151f. et pugnare diu nec me summittere culpae / certa sui –certi squid habet amor with my note ad loc.
pudor (chastity, shame)\textsuperscript{56} has its share in amor (love),\textsuperscript{57} which in fact constitutes a reversal of the conventional incompatibility between pudor and amor (a topos for both Greek and Latin love poetry).\textsuperscript{58} The reversal is suggestive of the heroine’s elegiac mindset and her new erotic priorities, which stand far apart from the standards set by her tragic counterpart. The Ovidian Phaedra lingering between speech and silence eventually opts for confession over concealment. Casali’s suggestion that Phaedra’s failed triple attempt to communicate with Hippolytus (lines 7f.) is meant to pick up her failed triple attempt not to communicate with Hippolytus in Eur. Hipp. further enhances the intertextual association on grounds of the binary opposition “communication (elegy) / concealment (tragedy)”.\textsuperscript{59} Casali moves one step further and argues that these attempts can be read as an allusion to her failed communication with Hippolytus in her previous literary career (namely Sophocles’ Phaedra, Euripides’ first and second Hippolytus).\textsuperscript{60} His suggestion is intriguing; however, I am rather reluctant to accept his exclusive emphasis on Greek tragedy, since one runs the risk of totally discarding the story’s other literary treatments either from the Greek post-classical period (e.g. Lycophron’s Hippolytus) or from earlier Latin dramatic production.

Phaedra’s emphasis on number three (three attempts, triple anaphora of ter)\textsuperscript{61} provides a further link with Euripides’ Hippolytus, which seems so far to have gone unnoticed. Phaedra proves to be a well-informed reader of the play, where number three has a prominent role: a) the play takes place on the third day of Phaedra’s fasting,\textsuperscript{62} ii) Phaedra’s resolution to die is the third plan she considers in her attempt to control her unnatural love for Hippolytus,\textsuperscript{63} iii) Theseus is granted by Poseidon three wishes,\textsuperscript{64} iv) Aphrodite’s victims are in triads.\textsuperscript{65}

Further ominous implications are introduced through the wider intertextual association of Phaedra’s triple attempt with similar cases from earlier literature,\textsuperscript{66} in particular the failed attempts of Ulysses or Aeneas to embrace the ghosts of their loved ones during their visit in the Underworld.\textsuperscript{67} The association with Lucretia’s triple attempt to reveal to her father her rape by Sextus Tarquinius as narrated by Ovid in his Fasti (2.283 ter conata loqui ter desistit, ausaque

\textsuperscript{56} OLD s.v. pudor I. 2.
\textsuperscript{57} Her. 4.9 quo licet et prodest, pudor est miscensus amori. For the text of this line see pp.278f.
\textsuperscript{58} Further on the poetic topos of the incompatibility between pudor and amor see n. on Her. 4.9 with parallels. Phaedra’s only other reference to her pudor is found at line 155, where pudor has already left her (denuquit, profligata pudor sua signa reliquit).
\textsuperscript{60} Casali (1995)b 4.
\textsuperscript{61} On the triple anaphora of ter, a frequent Ovidian feature, see n. on Her. 4.7f.
\textsuperscript{62} Eur. Hipp. 275 ποὺς δ’ οὖ, πραταίραν’ γ’ οὖ’ αἴσθος ἡμέρας.
\textsuperscript{63} Eur. Hipp. 400-2 τρίτον δ’, ἐπειδὴ τοιςδ’ οὖκ ἔξηνυτον Κύρην κρατήσας, καθανεῖν ἐδοξέ μοι, / κράτιστον — οὐδεὶς ἀντερεῖ—βουλεύματων.
\textsuperscript{64} Eur. Hipp. 44-6 κενεὶ πατὴρ ὁρᾷς, ὅς ὁ πόντιος / ἀναζεῖσαι Ὀπασείδων ὥσπερ τὸ λέγει τέμπα, / μὴν μεταίσθαι εἰς τρίς ἐξοδοθαὶ θεῖα 887-8 ἄλλ’, ὡς πάτερ Πόσειδον, ὅς ἔμοι ποτὲ ἀράς ὑπόσχον τρεῖς (…).
\textsuperscript{65} Eur. Hipp. 361 ἡ τήνδε κόμη καὶ δομοὺς ἀπόλασεν, 1403-4 [Hipp.] τρεῖς ὄντας ἡμῖν ἄλεσ’, ἡσθήματα, Κύρης / [Art.] πατέρα γε καὶ σε καὶ τρίτην εὐνόημον.
\textsuperscript{67} Ulysses: Hom. Od. 11.206f. τρίς μὲν ἐνρωμὴν, ἔλεεν τὲ μὲ θυμὸς ἄνγει, / τρίς δὲ μοι ἐκ χειρῶν σκηνὴ ἐκέλευν ἡ καὶ ὀνείρο / έπτατ’, Aeneas: Verg. Aen. 6.700f. ter conatus ibi colo dare bracchia circum; / ter frustra comprensa manus effugit imago, also 2.792f.
quarto / non oculo ideo sustulit illa suos) is also relevant, since the parallel with Lucretia, the Roman chaste matron par excellence, fits in well with Phaedra’s self-portrayal as a chaste and loyal wife. Finally, Phaedra’s reference to her failing tongue at the edge of her mouth is reminiscent of Medea’s hesitant attempts to reveal to her sister Chalciope her love for Jason.\textsuperscript{68} All these intertextual echoes infuse Phaedra’s narrative with rather sinister implications, which prefigure the failure of communication with Hippolytus, despite her hard attempts for the contrary.

No matter how tempting the association between Phaedra’s concern for pudor in her letter and her similar concern for shame in tragedy can be,\textsuperscript{69} a further crucial distinction needs to be made. For tragic Phaedra a\textit{ aïdōς}, intrinsically linked with her\textit{ eïkleia},\textsuperscript{70} is what keeps her from giving voice to her love for Hippolytus; her a\textit{ aïdōς} is incompatible with Eros and remains such until the end of the play. Phaedra in her justification speech to the Chorus (lines 385-7) offers an insight into how she perceives the term through a special reference to the dual nature of \textit{aïdōς}. There, she distinguishes between an inward a\textit{ aïdōς} (meaning “modesty, shame, chastity”) and an external social a\textit{ aïdōς} of “reputation, good name,” a respect for the opinion of others and an awareness of conformity with the social norms.\textsuperscript{71} It is precisely her eïkleia, which causes a\textit{ aïdōς} and ultimately results in death. In complete contrast, the Ovidian Phaedra’s pudor seems to be devoid of such moral connotations; hence, the reminiscence of the tragic a\textit{ aïdōς} seems to be restricted only to the level of verbal correspondence.\textsuperscript{72} Her pudor is merely a device to justify her use of the letter; more importantly, in a perverse way, the compatibility of pudor with\textit{ amor} cause no problems whatsoever.\textsuperscript{73}

In an attempt to provide further justification Phaedra complements her reference to her initial hesitation with the manipulation of a poet’s divine inspiration scene (lines 10-4). In doing so, Phaedra ingeniously equates her love for Hippolytus with the commands of\textit{ Amor} and thus shakes-off responsibility, since she has no other choice but to succumb to god’s will and write her letter. Far more importantly, Phaedra’s reference to\textit{ Amor}’s divine inspiration constitutes a bold acknowledgment of her new status as an elegiac poet. What initially seemed to be a struggle between speech and silence now becomes a struggle between tragedy and elegy in

\textsuperscript{68} Ap. Rhod. 3.683-6 μυθος δ’ ἄλλοτε μὲν οἱ ἐκ’ ἀκροτάτης ἀνέτελλεν ἐλλάβεις, ἄλλοτ’ ἐνερθεν κατὰ στήνος πεπόνθος / πολλάκισ δ’ ἰμερόν μὲν ἀνά στόμα θυεῖν ἐνσπειρ. / ὕθεγη δ’ ὁ νοόν κρούδαιναι παρατέρω. pace Jacobson (1974) 148 n.16, who fails to read Ovid’s use of the “thrice” motif in combination with that of the tongue-tied girl; instead, he considers it strictly in terms of epic parody.


\textsuperscript{70} Segal (1970) 284, Winnington-Ingram (1960) 177f.


\textsuperscript{72} Curley (1999) 171 draws attention to the inherent lack of the Latin term pudor to express the ambivalence of the Greek aïdōς (good and bad).

\textsuperscript{73} Paratore (1952) 224.
terms of poetics. Her self-consciousness as a letter writer develops in her assumption of her new elegiac persona; Phaedra has become an elegiac poet.74 The image of Love dictating to Phaedra is inevitably associated with similar scenes in Roman elegy, where Love chides the poet for his attempt to compose in a genre other than love poetry (esp. epic), and calls him back to elegy. This poetic conceit, common among the Augustan poets (possibly under the influence of Callimachean literary principles),75 was very popular with the Roman elegists.76 Phaedra’s implicit allusion to her elegiac status through her self-identification as puella in the opening couplet has now given place to a more explicit statement. To sum up, Phaedra by following Amor’s poetic instructions effectively identifies herself with the elegiac poet.77

A comparative reading with the opening poem of Ovid’s Amores, given their close thematic affinity and their programmatic character, has much to offer in terms of Phaedra’s literary status.78 The fact that in both passages Amor delivers a laconic order which extends over one line79 combined with the divine command which is immediately followed by the imagery of love as fire80 further support the association. McKeown is partly right in arguing that Amor in the opening poem of the Amores is portrayed more as an interfering god and less as “a deity who inspires poetry”81 in his view the god’s laconic response to the poet’s long protest is rather insufficient to justify a case of divine inspiration.82 Nevertheless, one of the fundamental principles of Roman elegy involves the identification of loving with writing and love often becomes synonymous of the poem itself.83 On the face of this elegiac identification of sexuality with textuality, Amor’s shooting of his arrows against the poet is practically an act of poetic

74 It is very unfortunate that Volk (2005) 90-2 in her most recent discussion of the poetic persona in the Heroïdes failed to take notice of Phaedra’s identification with the elegiac poet and expressed the misguided assumption that “the Heroïdes, with its obvious lack of poetic self-consciousness and the subsequent “weakness” of its persona, is in its own category” among the rest of Ovid’s elegiac work (91).
75 Further on this issue, particularly on the differentiation between Callimachus and the Augustans in terms of aesthetic and social standards see McKeown’s discussion in his introduction to Am. 1.1. esp. 10ff., also Papanghelis (1994) 95-106 and Keith (1994) 27 n.1 with bibliography ad loc.
76 Cf. Prop. 1.1.1-8, 2.10.25f., 2.15A.1-4, Ov. Am. 1.1.1. 2.13.1f. and 38 with McKeown, Her. 20.230. Ars 3.43f. with Gibson. Cf. also Prop. 3.3 (Apollo and Muse Calliope substitute for Love), Ov. Am. 3.1 (a dispute between Tragedy and Elegy), Cf. also Verg. Ecl. 6.3-5. Hor. Carm. 4.15.1-4.
79 Cf. Ov. Am. 1.1.124 “quod uige conas, notes, accipe” dixit “opus”. In both cases, the line is a pentameter, which underlines the elegiac character of the god’s orders (Armstrong (2001) 159 n. 6).
80 Cf. Ov. Her. 4.15ff. adsit et, ut nostras auido norat igne medullas. Fungat sic animos in mea utoa tuos—Ov. Am. 1.1.25f. me miserum! certas habuit puer ille sagittas. I uror. et in uocto pectorre regnat Amor. For more on the combination of love’s arrows with love’s fire (two widespread topos in elegy) see note on Her. 4.15f.
81 McKeown’s introductory note to Am. 1.1. p.8. and idem on 1.1.23ff.
82 McKeown on Am. 1.1.23ff.
inspiration; hence, *Amor* becomes an inspiring god both in terms of erotics and poetics. Besides, the god’s active involvement in the poetic process in the very beginning of the poem, where he steals away the last metric foot from the poet’s hexameter (lines 4f.) further adds to his inspiring role.

Close thematic and verbal similarities also argue in favour of a possible association with Ov. *Am.* 2.1, where the lover-poet composes his work in accordance with the commands of *Amor*. The presence of love’s imagery as fire following immediately after the divine command is a further indication, while the employment of *ausus eram* at line 11 denoting the undertaking of an ambitious literary project is echoed by Phaedra’s *conata loqui* at line 7. Within the *Heroides*, Acontius’ letter to Cydippe (*Her.* 20) also offers an interesting parallel with Phaedra’s case, since Acontius is strikingly reminiscent of Phaedra, when he makes a similar claim that his letter is dictated by *Amor* himself.

---

44 *Am.* 2.1.3 *hoc quoque iussit Amor* with McKeown, 38 *purpureus quae mihi dictat Amor*. Cf. also Prop. 2.13A.4 (sc. Amor) *iussit et Ascracum sic habitare nemus*, Ov. *Ars* 3.43 *me Cytherea docere / iussit*. For further intertextual associations with the *Ars* see Spoth (1992) 114, Landolfi (2000) 13-8, also Kenney (1992) 424, Farrell (1998) 319 n.21. In view of Phaedra’s erotodidaxis, the presence of *Amor* at the prologue of Phaedra’s letter could be a remote echo of divine epiphanies at the prologue of didactic poems (further on divine epiphanies in didactic poetry see Gibson on Ov. *Ars* 3.43-56).

45 *Am.* 2.1.7f. *atque aliquis iuuenum, quo nunc ego, saucius arcu / agnoscat flammea conscia signa suae*. Cf. also Prop. 2.13A.1-7, esp. *specula quot nostro pectore flXit Amor*, and Byblis’ incest letter to Caunus (*Met.* 9.514-6 *ipsa petam! poterisne loqui? poterisne fateri? / coget amor, potero! uel, si pudor ora tenebit, / littera celatos arcana fatebitur ignes*), where Byblis’ initial fight between *amor* and *pudor* ultimately gives way to her confession under love’s commands.

A reference to Love as an inspiring god may be absent from Euripides’ second Hippolytus, but is very close to a surviving fragment from Euripides’ first Hippolytus. Unfortunately, the fragmentary nature of the surviving evidence permits us to draw only tentative conclusions about the plot of the play. However, following the generally accepted assumption, Phaedra, instead of concealing her passion, makes a direct sexual approach to Hippolytus in an attempt to seduce him. The reference to Eros as “instructor in boldness and daring” (πόλμη καὶ θράσους διδάσκαλον) must have appeared within the context of her attempt at seduction. In both passages, the love god inspires the revelation of the forbidden passion. The fact that the Euripidean fragment is the first surviving evidence (and it is very likely that it belongs to the earliest ones), where Eros receives the title διδάσκαλος, adds further significance to the allusion.

iii) Phaedra between fama and εὐκλεία

Phaedra’s unfailing concern for her reputation (fama) throughout her letter recalls her similar concern for εὐκλεία in the Euripidean Hippolytus, where she is completely usurped by her struggle to maintain the integrity of her public image at any cost. The thickly sown references to her εὐκλεία together with her long justification speech to the Chorus (Eur. Hipp. 373-430) provide sufficient evidence for her view of life and her moral principles. At the very heart of her Weltanschauung lies the struggle between her inner self and her public image. Phaedra’s view of the world is in accordance with the prevailing Athenian male ideology about female silence and female sexual control within the constraints imposed by female gossip and public criticism. She sounds like “a woman who wants to fulfil her role in a world whose order is established by male authority.” Either out of conformity to the norms of female behaviour or as expression of her aristocratic code of ethics Phaedra assumes εὐκλεία as

89 fr. 430 Nauck2 (= Eur. first Hipp. fr. C Barrett, ap. Stob. 4.20.25); ἐγὼ δὲ πόλμη καὶ θράσους διδάσκαλον ἐν τοῖς αἰμαχίαισιν ἐυπορώσατο; ἔρωτα, πάντων δυσμαχωσατον θεόν.
90 Zeitlin (1987) 55 with n. 9. The idea must have been earlier than Euripides, but it is here that Eros receives the exact title. This particular portrayal of Eros by Euripides is later found in Nicias of Miletus (NH 566), and it seems that the idea of love (Eros / Aphrodite) being a “διδάσκαλος of poetry” must have been popular in Hellenistic poetry (cf. Bion frr. 9 and 10, Macrocretes fr. 19f.). Further on the Hellenistic popularity of the motif see McKeown’s introductory note to Am. 1.1., pp. 8f. and Procopius (1939) cited by Jacobson (1974) 149 n.17.
91 Cf. Her. 4.17f., 27f., 51, 129f., 139f.
93 A wide range of different, often conflicting, interpretations has been put forward in respect of the function of Phaedra’s speech varying from a speech of moral self-justification to a rhetorical manipulation aiming at winning the Chorus’ favour and the Nurse’s help. Cf. Halleran on Eur. Hipp. 373-430 with bibliography. also see Reckford (1974) 315. Roisman (1999) 77-86.
95 Gill (1990) 89 with n.57 and bibliography ad loc.
the governing principle of her life with utmost importance. However, her struggle for reputation becomes something of a paradox in that the circumscription of her life between εὐκλεία and δύσκλεία reaches such levels of self-containment that Phaedra ultimately fails to maintain the crucial distinction between appearance and reality. Her external image to the eyes of the public becomes an end in itself, as she becomes all the more estranged from morality, which ultimately causes both hers and Hippolytus’ death.

Phaedra’s preoccupation with her good name in the letter is but a remote echo of Phaedra’s εὐκλεία in the play. Her fama is perceived and should be understood purely in Roman terms. Actually, Phaedra’s repeated references to fama seems to be a means of the heroine’s Romanization within the generic context of Roman elegy, since such concern was considered to be a desirable, a typical virtue of a Roman matron. A respectable matrona was expected to conduct her life (private or public) with moral integrity in order to preserve her fama and the honour of her family.

Phaedra’s proud declarations of a spotless married life with Theseus stand very close to Helen’s similar claims for a morally unmarred life with Menelaus in her reply letter to Paris. Helen in a striking anachronism presents herself in terms of a unauiira, that is a woman married and devoted to only one man, the embodiment of the ideal role of a Roman matron. Both passages ultimately recall Dido and her archetypal concern for her good name in Vergil’s Aeneid.


103 In view of Phaedra’s assumption of the role of the “elegiac poet” Phaedra’s concern could also be associated with the lover-poet’s frequent claim for eternal loyalty to his mistress. though in reversed gender order. For further discussion on this elegiac topos with examples see Lilja (1965) 172-8 and Lyne (1980) 65-7.
104 Cf. Her. 4.18 fama -velim quaerem - crimen nostra uacet. 31f. si tamen ille prior. quo me sine crimen gessi. candor ob insolita labe notancho erat.
105 Cf. Her. 17.17f. fama tamen clara est. et adhibe since crimen nixi. et laudem de me nullus adulter habet. 69 au on ego perpetuo famin sine labe tenue. 69
107 Cf. Verg. Aen. 4.27. 55. 322. 665f.
commitment to their marital relationships. First, they both perceive their erotic infatuation in terms of the conventional erotic combination of love as fire and as wound. Second, Phaedra’s affiliation of pudor with fama reiterates that of the Vergilian Dido. Phaedra is striving to control her passion within the constraints imposed by pudor. It is her pudor that prevents her from revealing her illicit passion and maintain her good name. But when this inhibition fails under the pressure of Love’s divine intervention, Phaedra’s primary concern becomes the preservation of her fama. The Vergilian Dido shows a similar concern for the balance between pudor and fama, when in accordance with the precepts of pudor she struggles to maintain her reputation against her feelings for Aeneas. What generates her ill repute is her surrender to her erotic feelings for Aeneas. Dido’s complaint to Aeneas at lines 322f., where the loss of her shame inevitably results in the loss of her good name, articulates most effectively the interdependence between pudor and fama. The correspondence between Dido and Phaedra is further sustained by their use of sine crimen, however in contrasting contexts. While Phaedra uses the phrase in her claims to a morally spotless life with Theseus, Dido, on the other hand, moments before killing herself, contemplates on her failure to live a respectable married life sine crimen. The contrast between Dido’s failure and Phaedra’s (alleged) success makes the association to stand out. Phaedra also resembles Dido, in her mistaken interpretation of her relationship with Hippolytus. Trapped as she is between truth and her erotic infatuation she will fall prey to her own misguided expectations, like Dido did in falsely considering her erotic union with Aeneas as marriage.

The interconnection of pudor with fama also brings Phaedra close to what appears to be the only case of “female” voice within the territory of the male-prescribed Roman elegy, namely Sulpicia. The similarities (verbal, thematic) in particular with Sulpicia’s poem [Tib.] 3.13 offer strong evidence for the association of the two texts. Sulpicia, like Phaedra, is striving to

108 For Dido’s devotion to the love of the dead Sychaeus in particular cf. Verg. Aen. 1.344 with Austin, 4.28f., 550-2.
109 Verg. Aen. 4.15f., 19f. with n. ad loc. – Verg. Aen. 4.1f., 66-8.
110 Verg. Aen. 4.7-10.
111 Cf. Verg. Aen. 4.170f., 221, 322f. Dido’s concern for fama is echoed in the opening of her elegiac letter to Aeneas in Her. 7.5f. sed merita et famam corpusque pudicum / cum male periderim, perdere verba leue est.
112 Verg. Aen. 4.321-3...te propter eundem / extinstc pudor et, qua sola sidera adibam, / fama prior.
113 On the ominous connotations of sine crimen and its association with the epitaph language see my note on Her. 4.31.
114 Her. 4.18 and 30.
115 Verg. Aen. 4.550-2 non licuit thalami expertem sine crimen uitam / degere more ferae talis nec tangere curas: / non servata fides cineri promissa Sychaeo.
116 The text of Sulpicia’s six elegidia is preserved in the third book of the Corpus Tibullianum (3.13-18 (= 4.7-12)). Sulpicia’s elegies are preceded by the so-called “amicus Sulpiciae” group of five longer poems, which are also concerned with the Sulpicia-Cerinthus affair (3.8-12). The identification of Sulpicia, the authorship and the dating still remain a matter of scholarly dispute (cf. Currie (1983) 1751-55, Hinds (1987) 29f., 46, Lowe (1988) 194, Keith (1997) 295f., Holzberg (1999), Hallett (2002) 47). For extensive bibliography on Sulpicia see Wyke (2002) 163 n.27; to her list add Bréguet (1946), Fredericks (1976), Currie (1983), Hallett (2002). In my discussion I consider Sulpicia to have come later than Ovid.
117 For a detailed discussion of the intertextual correspondence between the Ovidian Phaedra and Sulpicia see Michalopoulos (forthcoming) “Ovid’s Phaedra, Sulpicia and the politics of fama.” On the intertextual connection between Sulpicia’s persona in [Tib.] 3.13 and Dido’s Vergilian portrait see Keith’s (1997)
comply with her prescribed female virtues of silence and sexual constraint under the pressure of her good reputation.\textsuperscript{118} Hence, her \textit{ pudor } becomes intrinsically linked with her \textit{fama}. Both Phaedra and Sulpicia give the impression of being preoccupied with their public image, nevertheless they also show signs of ironic detachment. Phaedra, on the one hand, as we have seen above, is not immensely troubled with people’s gossip \textit{per se}, but only to the extent that this gossip affects Hippolytus’ erotic response to her approach.\textsuperscript{119} Sulpicia, on the other hand, is much more outspoken, since she proves to be practically indifferent to her reputation. She even challenges the regulation of female sexuality by rumour by inviting those who lack their own erotic experiences to circulate her erotic affair.\textsuperscript{120}

One could explain these similarities on grounds of a common -more or less- ideology of Roman female respectability. But, the association between the two poets proves to be much deeper judging from their ingenious employment of \textit{ pudor } in terms of poetic creativity. Sulpicia’s reference to her dilemma between speech and silence in the opening couplet of her poem is clearly programmatic. Her employment of a sexually charged vocabulary (\textit{texisse, nudasse})\textsuperscript{121} intertwines loving with writing. \textit{ pudor } becomes “a central force that dictates poetic behaviour”, since the revelation of her passion coincides with the publication of her erotic poem and the display of her own body becomes a metaphor for the poetic display of her love, thus making her \textit{tabellae} \textsuperscript{122} become synonymous of her love.\textsuperscript{123} This poeticization of \textit{ pudor } has immediate consequences on her \textit{fama}. Since \textit{ pudor } is associated with poetic creativity, Sulpicia’s \textit{fama} -besides its implications of moral reputation- stands for her poetic fame as well.\textsuperscript{124} In this light, Sulpicia’s struggle between concealment and revelation should be understood not solely within the context of Roman phallocentric ideology, but more importantly within the context of “the interpretative problem created by the assumption of the female author into elegiac discourse.”\textsuperscript{125} As Lowe nicely puts it: “the final theme of the poem, then, is not reputation \textit{per se}, but the wider irony of writing public poetry on private experience.”\textsuperscript{126}

Phaedra in her letter also follows the elegiac trope of identifying love and poetry. The somewhat ambiguous use of \textit{ars} in her claim to her alleged erotic inexperience (lines 23-7) deserves special attention. Given the programmatic character of the divine inspiration scene only a few lines above (10-14), I am more than inclined to read \textit{ars} as a clever \textit{double entendre}.
both for the “art of love” and for the “art of writing.” Her simulated renunciation of love becomes a simulated renunciation of her poetry and in doing so Phaedra ultimately manages to intertwine sexuality with textuality. If such connotations are perceptible here, then her use of *fama* at line 18 in respect of her unspotted marital life also carries further implications of poetic reputation. However, this renunciation of *ars* has much more serious implications. Phaedra throughout her letter pays heed to the advice of the *praecceptor amoris*, who “recognizes how large a role artifice plays in arousing and sustaining desire.” In her attempt to downplay the artifice of her erotic approach she runs the risk of almost negating the principal erotic norm of the collaboration of art with love, which so often resounds in the teaching of the *praecceptor*. Thus she damages considerably the inherently erotic character of her writing, and finds herself stumbling on the verge of self-denial.

Phaedra associates her erotic inexperience with the elegiac motif of love’s belated arrival, which is somewhat of a paradox coming from the mouth of a married woman. Judging from her reference to their children with Theseus (123-6) the couple must have spent a long time together, hence love’s late arrival can be seen as an implicit hint at Phaedra’s disappointment and the betrayal of her hopes for a blissful married life. In fact, her frustration is discernible throughout her letter in her references to Theseus, which are all made in derogatory tone and primarily concern his unfaithfulness to her and his injustices against Hippolytus. The complete absence of a second-person address to him is noteworthy. Theseus’ depiction in the letter does not differ greatly from his representation in the Euripidean play, where he shows also elements of being an emotionally detached and uncaring husband. However, the implications of a less blissful married life is not inappropriate within the Roman context, since the marital life of the Roman élite was frequently characterised by some sort of enstrangement and laxity of the emotional bond between the two consorts.

A further point of contact between Phaedra and Sulpicia is provided by this rare sense of mutuality, which pervades the descriptions of their love affairs. Both refer to their loved ones in terms of “an equal other half”, “a perfect match.” The presence of the adjective *dignus* in both passages is supportive of my suggestion, which in my view goes deeper than the linguistic

---

127 Also see n. on *Her.* 4.25.
129 Kauffman (1986) 52.
130 Cf. *Ov.* *Ars* 1.1-4 with Hollis, 2.11-4 and 2.313f. with Janka, 3.41f. with Gibson.
131 *Her.* 4.19 *uenit amor grauius, quo seior, 26 cui uenit (sc. amor) exacto tempore*. See my note on *Her.* 4.19.
134 Cf. Roisman (1999) 126-33. For a detailed discussion of Phaedra’s portrayal of Theseus in her letter and its intertextual association with Euripides’ *Hippolytus* see Michalopoulos (forthcoming) “Theseus in Ovid’s *Heroides* (*Her.* 2, 4 and 10).”
Both Phaedra and Sulpicia give voice to the erotic motif of mutuus amor (ἰσος ἥρως), which is well attested in Roman elegy as a witty poetic reversal of the predominant Roman phallocentric view of love in terms of male penetration and domination.\(^{137}\) This alternative perception of love as a relationship between equals ultimately draws on Sappho’s erotic lyrics with her similar claims for reciprocity in love, as well as the dissolution of the boundaries separating the self and the other.\(^{138}\)

A final link between Phaedra and Sulpicia is provided through their awareness of their wrongdoing. Sulpicia is less concerned with a public acknowledgment of this fact.\(^{139}\) Phaedra, on the other hand, is very conscious of the inappropriateness of her proposal; despite her allegations for the contrary, her use of a language with clear undertones of guilt gives away her resolution to overcome any moral constraints and pursue her erotic passion.\(^{140}\)

Phaedra in an attempt to further strengthen her association with Hippolytus intertwines her concern for fama with his own concern for reputation. The preservation (or loss) of her good name inevitably results in the preservation (or loss) of the good name of her beloved. In fact, she proves to be more preoccupied with Hippolytus\(^{141}\) rather than herself, since both her references to her fama are made in connection with him either anticipating his anxieties and fears or simply offering reassuring answers to her beloved’s possible objections.\(^{142}\) In complete contrast with the Euripidean Hippolytus, where Phaedra’s struggle for εὐκλεία offered the necessary moral grounds for self-justification, her perverse elegiac rhetoric has now transformed her fama from a power of self-restraint into a motive in favour of adultery.

Phaedra’s disregard for her children’s reputation in her elegiac letter signals a further departure from the Euripidean play, where her tragic counterpart, in accordance with the Athenian politics of reputation, sees in her imminent death, apart from self-justification, the potential of securing for her children a noble reputation.\(^{143}\) Phaedra practically becomes a mouthpiece for the Athenian male anxieties about the political legitimacy of their male

---

\(^{137}\) Kautzmann (1986) 55, Hallett (2002) 50. pace Keith’s (1997) 302 misguided suggestion that Phaedra’s claim to erotic mutuality constitutes actually the missing “elegiac parallel for Sulpicia’s evocation of the mutual worthiness of poet-lover and beloved” the theme of mutuus amor is already attested in Roman elegy as early as Tib. 1.5.65f. For more see Maltby on Tib. 1.5.65f. with bibliography. Also see Keith’s (1997) 302f. valid suggestion for the possibility of a Gallan intertext, through the intervention of the Vergilian equality between Aeneas and Dido in the Aeneid. Lowe (1988) 204f. associates Sulp. [Tib.] 3.13 with Catullan epigram on grounds of formal structure and narrative technique (on possible Catullan echoes in [Tib.] 3.8-12 see Hallett (2002) 48-51, esp. 48 on the adjective digna (3.8.15)).


\(^{139}\) Sulp. [Tib.] 3.13.10f. sed pecasse luuat, utulius componere famae / taedet.

\(^{140}\) For Phaedra’s use of a guilt-vocabulary see n. on Her. 4.18. The Euripidean Phaedra was also conscious of her adultery (cf. Eur. Hipp. 28, 312, 34), see Turato (1974) 148f., Roisman (1999) 32f., Halleran on Eur. Hipp. 10-2 with bibliography ad loc.


\(^{142}\) Her. 4.18 fama – uelim quaeras– crimine nostra uacat, 27 tu noua seruatæ capies libamina famae, cf. also 129f. nec, quia priuigno uidear coitura nouerca, / terruercial animos nominæ uana tus, 139f. uidet unplexos aliquis, laudabimur ambo ; / dicar priuigno fida nouerca meo.

\(^{143}\) Eur. Hipp. 420-5 and again at 717f., also 305f. (the Nurse’s reference to Phaedra’s children).
offspring, since after Pericles' reforms in 451/50 the political legitimacy of a male Athenian had to be derived from both his parents. Phaedra associates her struggle for ἐυκλεία with her children's ἐυκλεία, since her morally unblemished life will guarantee for her children the fundamental political right of παρρησία (freedom of speech). In the end, Phaedra will achieve her goal, but it is rather ironic that her children will enjoy the ἐυκλεία, which she herself will lose. In striking contrast, the elegiac Phaedra does not show the slightest concern for her children's reputation. In fact, she does not even care about their very existence, since her only reference to them is nothing more than a wish that they had died in birth, so that they would not become a nuisance for her beloved. Phaedra does not treat her children as a bond between herself and her husband, but rather as one of Theseus' many injustices against herself and Hippolytus (Eur. Hipp. 113-26). This is the portrayal of a degenerated Roman mother on the verge of self-denial. Phaedra is moving to extremes, since she is willing to even disassociate herself from her children in favour of her illicit passion for Hippolytus. The reference is by no means insignificant. Given the Amazons' hostility towards reproduction and motherhood, Phaedra's rejection of motherhood is a well-calculated choice, which is meant to portray her as an Amazon-like figure and thus make her even more desirable in Hippolytus' eyes.

iv) Phaedra's "virginity"

Phaedra complements her claim to her erotic inexperience with an equally paradoxical claim to "virginity" (Her. 4.27-34). The choice of the flower imagery is a calculated one, which contributes further to the enhancement of the virginal undertones, especially through its affinities with the hymeneal tradition (Sappho, Catullus). Phaedra's claim to her chastity is beyond doubt controversial. The reference cannot and should not be taken literally, especially in view of her many years of married life with Theseus. Rosati's suggestion for "una verginità sociale" understood within the context of Phaedra's unconventional reassessment of adultery according to the adulterer's merits (lines 33f.) seems to offer a plausible solution to the apparent contradiction.

Critics so far have focused their attention only on the incongruity of Phaedra's virginal imagery, which is treated as part of the poet's "attempt at representing Phaedra's confused

---

146 Her. 4.125f. with n. on Her. 4.126 on the use of ὑσκερα.
148 On the Amazons' hostility towards marriage and reproduction see p. 32 n.228.
149 Cf. in particular Her. 4.30 et tenui primam delegere ungue rosam ~ Catul. 62.43 idem cum tenui carpitius defloruit ungu. For more on the sexual / virginal imagery see n. on Her. 4.29f. Also see Jacobson (1974) 148, Pearson (1980) 113-5 and Armstrong (2001) 55, 163f.
150 Rosati (1985) 116f.
vision of the situation.”\footnote{Jacobson (1974) 148.} In this light, Phaedra’s claim to her “virginity” is seen as another example of her misinterpretation of reality as a result of her erotic infatuation. It is my contention that Phaedra’s “virginity” - far more than an unfortunate contradiction- is an intentional choice, which is better understood within the context of a carefully drawn self-portrayal aiming primarily at Hippolytus’ erotic persuasion.

Despite her proud declaration against the craftiness of her writings at lines 25f., Phaedra throughout her letter is struggling to depict herself as most appealing to Hippolytus. A way to achieve that is by portraying herself as Hippolytus’ perfect match through the appropriation of his chastity. In doing so, Phaedra turns into a reflection of her beloved; she practically becomes a female Hippolytus whose “virginity” “mirrors Hippolytus’ real and jealously guarded virginity.”\footnote{Armstrong (2001) 163. Cf. the extremity of a similar claim made by the Senecan Phaedra: Sen. Phaedr. 668f. respersa nulla labe et intacta, innocens / tibi mutor uni.} An element in Phaedra’s virginal representation, which is aimed specifically at arousing Hippolytus’ male desire, is the combination of purity with sexuality, since this combination of female virtue and licentiousness constitutes primarily a male erotic fascination.\footnote{Further on the male fascination of a woman as “virgin and whore” see Mulvey’s (1989) critical model which discusses male representation strategies against the Freudian (Lacanian) sexual instincts of “fetishistic scopophilia” and “sadistic voyeurism.” Also see Wyke (2002) 140 n.54 with bibliography} An interesting parallel is offered by Ovid’s Amores 1.5, where the poet voices in the depiction of his beloved the same male version of desire. In the poem, Corinna is portrayed in binary terms and thus simultaneously affirms her sexuality together with her moral restraint.\footnote{Greene (1998) 77-84.} Her sexually charged representation reaches its climax in her comparison with the self-contradictory image of Semiramis, a female figure notorious for her sexual lechery, entering her bridal chambers.\footnote{Ov. Am. 1.5.9-11 ecce, Corinna uenit tunica uelata rectincta, / candida diuidua colla tegente coma, / qualiter in thalamus Formosa Semiramis isse / dicitur et multis Lais amata viris.} The paradoxical combination of female virtue with depravity is exploited by the poet as “the ultimate sexual turn-on for the male lover in the poem”.\footnote{Greene (1998) 80.} The same applies to Phaedra and her binary self-depiction, in which she actually suppresses her own voice and desire in favour of Hippolytus’ male desire. Instead of articulating her personal female speech, Phaedra becomes a mouthpiece of male erotic fascinations in order to fulfil Hippolytus’ expectations. But even so, her attempts are bound to fail, since she fails to take into consideration Hippolytus’ ambiguous sexuality.\footnote{Further on this see pp. 33ad 45ff.} Hippolytus is not a typical male. In fact, he stands far apart from any sexual ideology. His seclusion in the untouched meadow and his devotion to Artemis is a telling reflection of his rejection of conventional sexuality. Hippolytus lives his life irrespectively of any social norms and practices, in a world where nobody and nothing matters more than his virginity, which ultimately becomes an end on its own. Hence Phaedra’s offering of her virginity hits deaf ears and all her attempts at Hippolytus’ sexual persuasion end in failure.
v) Phaedra as lena

Another role put on by Phaedra in her letter is that of the elegiac lena. Instead of making a reference to her Nurse,\(^{159}\) Phaedra moves a step further and appropriates her role. However, the process of such appropriation does not derive directly from tragedy, but through the assimilation of the Nurse’s role in the Hellenistic, and most importantly, in the elegiac literary tradition.\(^{160}\) Hence, Phaedra’s suggestion to Hippolytus to abandon his fatherly devotion, because this kind of respect (*pietas*) has been regarded as “unsophisticated” (*rustica*) and was abandoned ever since the time of Saturn’s reign, is strikingly reminiscent of the rejection of old moral standards in favour of modern practices by the elegiac lena.\(^{161}\) Especially, her rejection of the past on grounds of *rusticitas* (“lack of sophistication in love”) brings Phaedra very close to the propositions advanced by the praeceptor in the *Ars amatoria* (3.107-28) who has also usurped the role of the lena.\(^{162}\) In both occasions, the lena-like narrator dismisses the somewhat primitive quality of the old days for the sophistication and refinement of modern Rome. There is, however, a distinction to be made; in the case of the praeceptor, the opposition between the unrefined past of outmoded *rusticitas* and the sophistication of contemporary Rome involves bodily *cultus*, and not so much the standards of contemporary morality.\(^{163}\)

Phaedra’s reference to the reign of Saturn, instead of the usual reference to the reign of Tatius, the ancient king of the Sabines, is a rather peculiar choice. The integrity shown by the Sabine women was the typical Roman paradigm for the ancestors’ simple morality\(^{164}\) and Tatius’ reign became synonymous of the traditional Roman virtues of frugality and propriety; hence, the example of the Sabine women as a discarded model of old-time morality appeared in all similar comparisons made by the lena (or other lena-like narrators).\(^{165}\) Phaedra’s departure from such practice could be seen as an act of resistance towards the Romanization of her writing. Her use of the Latin name of the god (*Saturnus*), instead of the Greek one (*Cronus*),\(^{166}\) combined with *pietas* -a typically Roman virtue- sounds already very strange in the mouth of a Greek heroine. Given the Greek background of the story, a reference to an event of the early origins of Roman history would be completely inappropriate, and consequently rhetorically

\(^{159}\) Cf. e.g. Canace’s reference to her Nurse’s active involvement in her erotic affair (*Her.* 11.33-44).


\(^{161}\) Cf. *Ov. Am.* 1.8.33ff., *Ars* 3.107ff., also *Am.* 3.4.37ff. Phaedra is also critical towards Hippolytus’ *rusticitas* at lines 101ff., where she claims that his countryside without the presence of Venus is nothing but a rustic place.

\(^{162}\) Cf. esp. *Ov. Ars* 3. 113 *simplicitas rudis ante fuit* with Gibson, 127ff. *...nec nostros mansit in annos / rusticitas priscis illa supersites aus* Further on the praeceptor as lena in *Ov. Ars* 3 see Gibson’s (2003) 19-21 detailed discussion. On the association of the lena with the elegiac poet see esp. Myers (1996), also see Morgan (1977) 59-68 for the lena in Prop. 4.5 and *Ov. Am.* 1.8.

\(^{163}\) See Gibson on *Ars* 3.107ff. and on 113ff.


\(^{166}\) For the identification of the Roman *Saturnus* with the Greek *Cronus* see n. on *Her.* 4.132.
ineffective. In any case, a reference to Tatius' reign in the letter is impossible also on grounds of relative chronology, since Phaedra's story antedates the rape of the Sabine women.\textsuperscript{167}

Phaedra's reference to Saturn's reign briefly touches upon a very popular idiom of Augustan poetry, the Golden Age,\textsuperscript{168} with the addition of a small twist, that of sexual licence.\textsuperscript{169} The surviving literary evidence remains unclear over the issue of sexual liberation during the Golden Age, since most references to the Golden Age are often mixed up with similar accounts of the Old Times in general. What can be said with some certainty is that licentia amoris constituted a topos of the Old Times (Zeitalter), especially in elegy.\textsuperscript{170} This specific association of the Golden Age with sexual license is a first in Roman elegy.\textsuperscript{171} Perhaps Phaedra is further developing here the idea of the compatibility of shame and sexual freedom during the Old Times.\textsuperscript{172}

From an intertextual viewpoint, Phaedra's particular predilection for the Golden Age could be read as a response to Hippolytus' fantasies of a Golden Age in Euripides' \textit{Hippolytus}. Twice in the play\textsuperscript{173} Hippolytus sounds "as the nostalgic standard-bearer of the Golden Age".\textsuperscript{174} Either in his present (remote in his un-touched meadow) or in his wishes (vehemently denouncing the female race on the whole) he longs for a world, which displays the qualities of the Golden Age.\textsuperscript{175} However, in complete contrast with the Ovidian Phaedra, Hippolytus' version of the Golden Age is completely a-sexual. His moral standards are not dependent on differentiated patterns of sexual behaviour. On the very contrary, his morality is defined by being totally averse to any sort of sexuality. His world is a world devoid of female sexuality and matrimonial reciprocity.

Phaedra without further delay complements her rejection of old morality with a reference to modern moral practices (lines 133f.). The structure of the couplet is telling: the general exposition of the new, sophisticated morality in the hexameter is narrowed down to the example of the Jupiter-Juno family incest in the pentameter. Phaedra has no intention to theorize; her rejection of old times' morality is made to support her proposed incest, and Jupiter's incestuous relationship with Juno, his sister, provides the perfect example. A first subtle allusion to this

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{168} For more on the Golden Age motif see n. on \textit{Her.} 4.132.
  \item \textsuperscript{169} For a detailed examination of the heroines' employment of the Golden Age motif in the collection see Spentzou (2003) 43-83 (with some reservations); in particular for Phaedra's use of the motif see Landolfi (2000) 37-42.
  \item \textsuperscript{170} See Gatz (1967) 132 with references.
  \item \textsuperscript{171} Cf. Tib. 1.3.35-48, 1.10.1f., 2.3.69-74, Prop. 2.32.49-52, 3.13.25-46, Ov. \textit{Am.} 3.8.35-6. As far as Tib. 2.3.69-74 is concerned, following Maltby ad loc. (cf. Bailey on Lucr. 5.925-1010) I take the reference in connection with the pre-agricultural phase of mankind (according to the Epicurean tradition, cf. Emped. fr. 128 Diels (= 118 Wright =122 Inwood)), and with the Golden Age. For an opposite view see Newman (1998) 236.
  \item \textsuperscript{172} Cf. Prop. 3.13.38.
  \item \textsuperscript{173} Cf. Eur. \textit{Hipp.} 74-87 and 616-24.
  \item \textsuperscript{174} Zeitlin (1985) 71.
\end{itemize}
incestuous relationship was already made earlier at line 35 through Phaedra’s metonymic reference to Jupiter as Juno’s *fratreque uirumque*. There, the incestuous couple was used for a comparison in terms of physical appearance; here, the reference serves as divine justification for Phaedra’s proposals.\(^{176}\) Phaedra’s reference to Juno through the telling combination *marita soror* (an exact equivalent in female terms of Jupiter’s *fratreque uirumque*), instead of her conventional title of Juno as Jupiter’s *coniunx et soror*,\(^ {177}\) is suggestive of her emphasis on incest.

A further identification of the Ovidian Phaedra with the Euripidean Nurse also operates behind Phaedra’s image as a supplicant near the end of her letter (lines 153-6). Phaedra’s appeals to Hippolytus bring to mind the Nurse’s two supplication scenes in the play: first, in front of Phaedra in order to force her confess her hidden passion,\(^ {178}\) and second, during her confrontation with Hippolytus where she uses her supplication as a means to keep Hippolytus silent.\(^ {179}\) Besides, one should not exclude the possibility of a more straightforward allusion to a (now lost) scene of Phaedra’s erotic supplication to Hippolytus.\(^ {180}\)

In any case, Phaedra’s assumption of the role of the elegiac *lena* remains a rather controversial choice. The combination of the role of the *lena* with that of the *praecceptor amoris* facilitates her exit from elegy’s narrow focused elegiac code,\(^ {181}\) but at the same time it is also indicative of the contradictions and incompatibilities involved in her inner struggle to articulate her own voice and desire under the pressure of elegy’s generic restraints.

### vi) Phaedra in the woods (Her. 4.37-52)

In *Eur. Hipp.* Phaedra during her first appearance on stage, despite the Nurse’s advice against the public disclosure of her secret suffering,\(^ {182}\) opts for a gradual revelation through the ambiguities and impossibilities of her hunting fantasies (Eur. *Hipp.* 208-238). The close intertextual association between lines 37-50 of Phaedra’s letter and Phaedra’s so-called “delirium scene” in Euripides’ *Hippolytus* has now become more than a commonplace. However, the correspondence is not as direct as generally considered and we should allow also for the possible influence (stylistic, syntactic) of Vergilian pastoral and Propertian elegy.\(^ {183}\) Moreover, despite the obvious verbal and thematic similarities, from a narratological perspective there is a crucial differentiating factor, namely the change of the narrator’s

---


\(^{177}\) Further on the widespread motif of Juno as Jupiter’s sister and wife in both Greek and Latin literature see my note on *Her.* 4.133f.


\(^{179}\) *Eur. Hipp.* 605-7. For further connections between the Ovidian Phaedra and the Euripidean Nurse see Armstrong (2001) 165f.

\(^{180}\) Possibly in Euripides’ first *Hippolytus*? (so Barrett (1964) 11, against Rosiman (1999) 9f.).


viewpoint. In tragedy, Phaedra’s erotic confession unfolds gradually along her quasi-lyric utterances, which generate the Nurse’s puzzled and rather slow-minded replies. Hence, the reader approaches the revelation of Phaedra’s desire through the alternation of the (often contrasting) perspectives of the two women. In the case of Phaedra’s letter, we are moving from public revelation to private confession, since we are now entering the private and intimate sphere of a woman confessing her erotic passion in writing. The dual perspective of tragedy is now condensed to the letter-writer’s only viewpoint, which is the only governing perspective of the narrative. The reader of her letter can see and hear only through Phaedra’s eyes and ears.

A far more significant discrepancy between the two texts involves the different state of mind of the two Phaedras. In the play, Phaedra is overwhelmed completely by her passion and seems to have lost contact with reality. Driven by her erotic infatuation and close to erotic frenzy, she is balancing precariously on the verge of a delirium. What she delivers is nothing more than wishful thinking, an erotic hallucination, and her hunting fantasy ultimately becomes a figure of metaphor for her suppressed desire to be with Hippolytus. The Ovidian Phaedra, on the contrary, seems to be much more in control of her passion. What she describes in her letter is no longer a fantasy. Her hunting pursuit is not a wish, but a reality. Phaedra has actually managed to fulfill in her narrative present (letter) the wishful thinking of her literary past (tragedy). This crucial change reflects on the grammar of the two texts, where her extensive use of optative or equivalent verbal constructions in tragedy has now given place to the much more assertive indicative. In addition, pathetic interjections, like πρὸς θεῶν 219, εἰθὲ 230, ψεῦ ψεῦ 242, which raise the emotional pitch by underlining Phaedra’s excitement, are now replaced by temporal adverbs, like iam...iam 38f., saepe 45, nunc 47, which rather suggest the sense of “here and now”.

Phaedra calls at line 37 her new hunting pursuits ignotas arites. The ambiguity of the term, which -in addition to its meaning as “pursuit, activity”- can also denote “art, artistic skills” is not coincidental, especially in view of the prepositional construction with mittor.

---

184 See Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 208ff.: “Here Ph. continues to use ordinary non-lyric anapaests, but her excitement is marked by her use of lyric ἄ in place of Attic secondary η (does this point to some kind of quasi-lyric delivery? one can only guess): the Nurse of course sticks to η.” Also Halleran on Eur. Hipp. 198-266.

185 The loss of contact with the surroundings as a technique to highlight the change of the character’s troubled or changed state of mind seems to have been something of a convention in tragedy. see Halleran (2000) on Eur. Hipp. 198-266 with bibliography. For a similar example of this technique see Roisman’s (1999) 70 n.14 discussion of Alcestis’ vision at Eur. Alc. 252-63.


189 Cf. Her. 4. 37 mittor in arites, 38 est mihi, 39 mihi...est, 40 subsequor, 41 ire libet, 45 iuuat versare, 46 feror, 51 referent, 51 remisit, 52 urit.

190 See OLD s.v. ἄρχα 7 and 8 respectively.
It is my contention that Phaedra's relocation to the woodland is not only spatial, but more importantly generic. As she runs for the woodland, Phaedra leaves behind not only her palace, but also her literary past, thus signalling her assimilation into the world of elegy. Hence, her frantic roving in Hippolytus' woods ultimately becomes a metaphor for her venture in these ignotas...artes, which become synonymous with her new literary attempts in elegiac poetry.

In tragedy, Phaedra's reference to the wild opens with a deliberate echo of the innocence of Hippolytus' untouched meadow; her yearning for the pure water of a spring and for some repose in a grassy meadow recalls his exclusive and pure meadow, which is watered by the rivers of Aïdôs. But soon she transforms Hippolytus' untouched woodland into a projection of her suppressed erotic desire through her emphatic use of the verb ἔραμαι (219, again at 215 ἔρασαί) and through her reference to hunting and riding, whose sexual connotations invest her account with a distinctively erotic colour. The Ovidian Phaedra proves to be a well informed reader by picking up the sexual overtones of the Euripidean passage, but she moves one step further, as she tries to assimilate these overtones in the new elegiac context. Phaedra restricts her reference to the countryside only to a passing reference (line 44), while she puts much more emphasis on her hunting and riding pursuits (lines 37-44). The employment of the hunting imagery, apart from its obvious links with Hippolytus, is also associated with the poetic motif of "amatory hunt", which has high frequency in elegy. In addition, Phaedra's hunting desire makes much better sense if seen within the context of erotic obsequium. The idea of accompanying your beloved in his hunting pursuits as a proof of erotic devotion is a typically elegiac concept, which is more than likely to have originated in the elegiac work of Comelius Gallus. Hence, Phaedra through the elegization of her

192 For the text in this line see p. 280.
193 OLD s.v. urs 8 "artistry, person's art.
196 On the importance of Hippolytus' hunting see pp. 45 with n.312, and 47f.
197 Further on the "amatory hunt" motif see n. on Her. 4.37-52.
198 For more on the erotic obsequium see p.97 and n. on Her. 4.103.
199 Cf. Tib. 1.4.49-52, Prop. 1.1.9-16, 2.26.29ff., Ov. Am. 1.9.9-14, 2.11.49ff., 2.16.19-32. For the dependence of this motif on Euripides' Hippolytus see Fedeli (1980) on Prop. 1.1.9 and Willamowitz-Moellendorff (1924) 2.59 n.2., 2.19.17-26, Ov. Her. 5. 17-20 with Knox.
Euripidean reminiscence manages to convert the typically elegiac obsequium, and thus further reinforce her new literary status as an elegiac puella. Phaedra’s hunting obsequium offers further links with Sulpicia and her concerns in Sulp. [Tib.] 3.9, where she complains about her beloved, Cerinthus, who has abandoned her for hunting. Like Phaedra, Sulpicia is more than willing to join her beloved in his hunting pursuits by carrying the hunting nets and by guiding the hounds. Far more importantly, in both texts the association of hunting with loving is so close as to cause in the end “the collapse of hunter into lover.” As mentioned above, Phaedra’s reference to her hunting pursuits resounds with sexual connotations. Likewise, Sulpicia’s employment of a similar sexually charged imagery causes the initial opposition between Venus and Diana to break down and infuse the narrative with erotic colour. In the end, her infatuation for her beloved transforms the woodland from a place of hunting to a place of loving; Cerinthus from hunter becomes a lover. However, a crucial discrepancy still remains: in comparison with the Ovidian Phaedra, Sulpicia’s reference to her hunting pursuits is only a fantasy, no more than wishful thinking. Sulpicia is fantasizing what the Ovidian Phaedra has already realized. In this respect, Sulpicia stands closer to the Euripidean Phaedra and her erotic day-dreaming. Furthermore, Sulpicia faced with the harsh reality of Cerinthus’ erotic indifference ultimately returns to the initial opposition between hunting and loving, as she concludes her poem by urging her beloved to completely give up his hunting pursuits and run back to her erotic embrace. This is a clear departure from Phaedra’s tactics, who only goes as far as to suggest to Hippolytus just an occasional pause from his hunting practices.

Phaedra’s reference to goddess Diana in her letter also deserves attention, especially in view of a similar reference in Euripides’ Hippolytus. In tragedy, Phaedra concludes the so-called “delirium scene” with a wish to be transposed to the precinct of Artemis of the Limne, where Hippolytus and his comrades are exercising their horses. Artemis is evoked in

---

202 Phaedra later in her letter will make a second extensive use of both the “amatory hunt” and the erotic obsequium motifs in her list of mythological exempla at lines 93-104. See also p. 97.
203 Further on the intertextual exchange between the two texts see Michalopoulos (forthcoming) “Phaedra, Sulpicia and the politics of fama.”
204 Sulp. [Tib.] 3.9.12-4 ipsa ego per montes retia torta / ipsa ego velociis quaeram uestigia cerul / et demam celeri ferra uincla cani, also 20 caste puer, casta retia tange manu – Her. 4.41f. in nemus ire libet pressisque in retia ceruis / hortari celeres per iuga summa canes.
205 Further on this see Hinds (1987) 34f.
206 Sulp. [Tib.] 3.9.23f. at tu uenandi studium concede parenti / et celer in nostros ipse recurre sinus.
207 Qv. Her. 4.89f. quod caret alterna requie, durable non est ; / haec reparat uires fessaque membra nouat.
208 Cf. Eur. Hipp. 228-32 with Barrett. Phaedra’s reference to her chariot-driving skills in her letter at lines 45f. (which also concludes her reference to her hunting pursuits) is perhaps an echo of the riding-reference in tragedy. Further on the sexual implications of Phaedra’s horse-riding see Glenn (1976) 228-31, Brenk (1986), Armour (1988) and Roisman (1999) 53-5, Patrikiou (2004) 296 n.5 with bibliography. The specific reference to Artemis of the Limne by the Euripidean Phaedra has also certain ominous connotations, since Artemis of Limne was involved in the drowning of one of her followers (Saron), who was also a hunter (further on this see n. on Her. 4.46 with bibliography ad loc.). For the role of Artemis in the Euripidean Hippolytus in general see Knox (1952) 25-31 (esp. for the close correspondence and the
connection with the taming of horses in an attempt to further highlight the erotic undertones in Phaedra’s longing for the remote Artemisian spaces. The Ovidian Phaedra refers to Diana in terms of her traditional association with her bow,209 but she manages to manipulate her reference and thus transform this conventional association into a multi-purposed reference. The implications of chastity are seriously undermined by the emphasis on the bow, which is commonly used as a double entendre for male genitalia.210 Moreover, through the bow Phaedra also manages to associate two very different divinities with opposing attitudes to love, Diana and Amor, thus proving that “her adherence to Diana is but a thinly veiled manifestation of her devotion to that other archer-god, Cupid.”211 Besides, the bow imagery offers a link with Hippolytus himself, since his excellence in archery is mentioned later in the letter in connection with Diana’s bow within a similar context of sexual implications.212

An echo from Vergil’s Aeneid is perhaps perceptible in Phaedra’s connection of Diana with Amor, since Venus in her first appearance to Aeneas is also depicted in terms particularly fitting to Diana.213 In addition, Dido in the hunting company of Aeneas is also portrayed as a Diana-like figure (Verg. Aen. 4.136-39),214 and the presence of the “amatory hunt” motif further supports the association. The Vergilian Dido, trapped as she is between her promise for eternal chastity and her passion for Aeneas, “combines features both of Hippolytus (…) and of Phaedra.”215

The Ovidian Phaedra concludes her section on her “amatory hunt” with a reference to her erotic passion through a simile, where she likens the rage of her erotic roving in the wild to the frenzy of a god-stricken Bacchant.216 The image of a distraught woman likened to a Bacchant is a poetic commonplace, very frequent in Roman elegy.217 In Phaedra’s letter, it becomes particularly fitting in that it further facilitates the smooth transition to the following section, the list of mythological exempla at lines 53-66.218 To be more precise the bacchic imagery helps Phaedra’s association with Pasiphae and Ariadne, who are often described in

---


212 Ov. Her. 91f. arcus –et arma tuae tibi sunt imitanda Dianae– / si numquam cesses tendere, mollis erit.


215 Further on this see Hardie (1997) 322, also see Armstrong (2001) 57.

216 Her. 4. 47-50. See Jacobson (1974) 149 for the possibility of a Euripidean influence and n. on Her. 4. 49.

217 For more details on the motif and Phaedra’s “dionysiac wildness” see Armstrong (2001) 52-4 and nn. on Her. 4.47, 48.

218 For more details on this section see p. 61ff.
Latin poetry as love-lorn Bacchants, because of their erotic infatuation for their loved ones. Perhaps it is not by chance that Dido is also paralleled to a Bacchant, when she rages in anger and despair through the city at the news of Aeneas’ imminent departure.  

A final remark: in Eur. Hipp. Phaedra through her hunting fantasies portrays herself as the perfect match for Hippolytus; she almost becomes a reflection of her beloved, as she imagines herself roaming in the very same places frequented by him, she becomes involved in the same practices and shares the same interests with him. In the end, Phaedra “longs not only to be with Hippolytus but even more to be him.” Phaedra’s self-portrayal in her letter is along the same lines, but she adds a further twist through her ingenious arrangement of the material in the letter. Placing her reference to Hippolytus’ hunting skills after the account of her own hunting pursuits is an intentional choice with significant consequences. Through this προθύστερον-like arrangement Phaedra manipulates the correspondence between herself and Hippolytus to her own advantage. Now that Phaedra’s hunting pursuits come first in the letter, Hippolytus gives the false impression of being a reflection of Phaedra; it is him who offers a complementary portrayal, and not the other way round. This false impression complicates the situation and has further implications on Phaedra’s representation. If Hippolytus has become a reflection of Phaedra, who in turn was already a reflection of Hippolytus, then Hippolytus ultimately becomes a reflection of himself. Hence, Hippolytus actually looks at himself through Phaedra. The highly complicated character of Phaedra’s representation tactics now becomes evident. Her game is one of distorting mirrors and deceptive reflections, a game of constructed realities, in which Phaedra has reserved for herself the role of the mirror. Phaedra has become the mirror in which Hippolytus can see himself, and as a mirror, her interests, desires, her very existence depends exclusively on the image she reflects, which is none other than Hippolytus himself.

---

219 Pasiplae: Ov. Ars 1.31ff. in nemus et saltus thalamo regina recit o terrur. ut Aonio concita Baccha deo. Ariadne: Ov. Her. 10. 48. also cf. Catul. 64.60f. 251-64 saved and married to Bacchus after her abandonment by Theseus. Nunn Dion. 47.419ff. Also see my note on Her. 4.47.

220 Verg. Aen. 4.300-3. On the morbid implications of the bacchic imagery see my note on Hor. 4.47.

221 Goff (1990) 34 (her emphasis). Phaedra’s struggle to become Hippolytus was first noted by Zeitlin (1985) 110: “In desiring and desiring to be desired in turn, and also desiring not to desire, she plays all the roles—herself (now woman, once virgin), Aphrodite, Hippolytus, and Artemis, the eternal παρθενος.” See also Segal (1965) 141. Gill (1990) 87 with n. 44 and bibliography ad loc.

222 Further on the multiple similarities (verbal. thematic) between Phaedra’s self-portrayal and Phaedra’s description of Hippolytus see n. on Her. 4.93f.

2.2. Hippolytus

The generically inherent to the *Heroides* substitution of the “female” voice for the conventionally dominant male perspective combined with Phaedra’s programmatic self-identification with the elegiac poet at lines 11-4\(^{224}\) has a huge impact on Hippolytus’ status in the letter. Phaedra’s elegicization inevitably inscribes Hippolytus in the realm of elegy as “the object of her desire,” which was a role conventionally reserved for the female. In addition, the process of Hippolytus’ accommodation to the new elegiac context is double-edged in that it operates both under the mechanics of intertextuality (mostly in connection with Greek tragedy and the earlier Roman elegiac production) and under the procedures of gender construction.

i) Hippolytus the son of the Amazon (*Her*. 4.1f.)

In the opening couplet of her letter Phaedra establishes Hippolytus as the recipient of her letter; however, she avoids calling him by name. Instead, she refers to him as “the son of the Amazon.”\(^{225}\) Hippolytus’ identification through his relationship with his mother, and not through his name, is a well-organized choice with multiple repercussions. An intertextual reminiscence from Euripides’ *Hippolytus* is possible, since Hippolytus is mentioned (by Aphrodite) for the first time in the play as “the son of the Amazon.”\(^{226}\) In addition, both Euripides and Phaedra maintain the same degree of vagueness about the exact name of the Amazon.\(^{227}\)

Phaedra through Hippolytus’ association with his mother manages not only to conceal his name, but more importantly to suppress their “(step)mother- (step)son” relationship, and thus downplay any implications of the proposed incest. Hippolytus is not her (step)son, but the son of the Amazon. However, being the son of an Amazon is somewhat of a paradox given the Amazons’ proverbial hostility towards marriage and reproduction in general.\(^{228}\) According to the main mythological tradition, the Amazons lived in a liminal place forming a community, where anything male was excluded. In this light, Phaedra’s reference to Hippolytus’ mother works as an implicit allusion to the hero’s problematic sexuality. His asexual behaviour, his rejection of Phaedra’s advances and his fixation to his liminal stage between puberty and maturity should be understood as parts of his Amazonian inheritance. Hence, the reference to

\(^{224}\) See pp.1ff.

\(^{225}\) *Her*. 4.1f. *Quam nisi tu dederis, caritura est ipsa, salutem /mittit Amazonio Cressa puella uiro.*


the Amazon effectively prefigures the failure of Phaedra’s erotic advance. As Casali nicely puts it: “in the word Amazonio is already written Hippolytus’ refusal.”

Interestingly enough the Ovidian Phaedra’s reference to Hippolytus’ unresolved sexuality through his association with his mother seems to echo a similar, less implicit, reference made by her Euripidean counterpart. In the play, Phaedra’s very first, and rather cryptic reference, to Hippolytus involves a clear hint at his ambiguous sexuality, which is intrinsically linked with his Amazonian descent. Even more appropriate proves to be Hippolytus’ one and only recollection of his mother near the end of the play, where he perceives his forthcoming doom as a consequence of his unfortunate birth by the Amazon.

The fact that Hippolytus is introduced as “the son of the Amazon” complicates the situation further, since the association with his mother, instead of his father, can also be seen as an implicit allusion to Hippolytus’ illegitimacy: he is after all the child of Theseus’ illicit liaison with the Amazon. The nameless mother underlines his low and shameful origin. Phaedra later in her letter (lines 117-24) will mention again Theseus’ illicit affair in another reference to Hippolytus’ illegitimacy.

Phaedra lays the generic foundations of her letter right from the very beginning. Her emphatic juxtaposition of *puella uiro* at line two is clearly programmatic and sets the pace for the whole letter. This letter has nothing to do with her other letter in tragedy; this is a love letter sent by an elegiac *puella* to her elegiac *uir*. Hence, Hippolytus’ identification with the elegiac lover (*uir*) is the inevitable consequence of Phaedra’s self-identification as an elegiac *puella*. In respect of Hippolytus’ age the application of *uir* for Hippolytus is rather problematic, in that the term is mostly applied to male adults as opposed to those still in puberty. And Hippolytus is far from being a male adult; to be more precise, Hippolytus refuses to assert his virile status and start behaving as a sexually mature grown-up. Instead, he remains a stubborn devotee of Diana and of her virginal universe, thus entrapping himself in a transitive phase between adolescence and adulthood. Phaedra’s predilection for the rather generic *uestis* with regard to Hippolytus’ garment, instead of a more specific type of clothing (like *toga* or *palla*), is another indication of her reluctance to mention the exact age of her beloved. In my view, what seems to be a “misunderstanding” is actually a reflection of Phaedra’s inner desire. Her deliberate
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233 For a detailed discussion of Hippolytus’ illegitimacy and its importance for both the Euripidean play and Phaedra’s elegiac letter see the relevant section below.
234 For *uir* as a generic term for the elegiac lover see Pichon (1966) s.v. and OLD s.v. *uir* 2b.
235 Pichon (1966) s.v., OLD s.v. 1b.
237 For more see n. on Her. 4.71. For the importance of the deployment of gender stereotypes in Roman epic through the description of clothing see Keith (2000) 19-22. On Hippolytus’ effeminization through his dress in Eur. Hipp. see Craik (1998) 35f.
distortion of factual reality is part of her wider strategy to make Hippolytus realize his new role as an adult and thus urge him succumb to her love. Once again the Ovidian Phaedra follows in the steps of her Euripidean counterpart, since in the play Phaedra always refers to Hippolytus as an adult.238

ii) Hippolytus, the son of Theseus

Phaedra refers to Hippolytus in connection with his father twice in her letter. The first time, the reference appears in the list of mythological exempla at lines 53-66,239 where father and son are mentioned together with regard to their erotic involvement with Ariadne and Phaedra respectively. Phaedra’s attempt to build a parallel between Theseus-Ariadne and Hippolytus-herself results in the close association of Hippolytus with Theseus on grounds of common sexuality. The grammar in these four lines supports the association. Not only Hippolytus and Theseus appear together at the beginning of line 65, but more importantly Hippolytus is mentioned by his patronymic (Thesides).240 Furthermore, the repetitive succession of two forms of the same verb (capit (Hippolytus) capta (by Theseus)) at line 64 implies an additional sense of continuity between father and son.241 In any case, the attentive reader does not fail to take into consideration the fact that Phaedra’s comparison rests on the condition that both father and son have been erotically involved with the two sisters. But this is true only for Theseus, while for Hippolytus is more like wishful thinking. As a result, the close association between father and son ultimately collapses into pieces.

The father-son relationship appears again in the section about Theseus’ multiple injustices against Phaedra and Hippolytus at lines 109-26. In comparison with the first reference the tone has completely changed. Hippolytus and Theseus have no longer anything in common and the father-son connection now turns into a relationship of hatred and antagonism. Hippolytus is portrayed as a victim of Theseus’ brutality, since Theseus constantly tries to inflict upon his son as much pain as possible; first, through the killing of his mother (lines 117-20), and second through his exclusion from any claim to the throne (lines 121-6). This is an account of a deeply problematic father-son relationship, in which even the slightest hint of fatherly concern and affection seems to be missing; the traditional family values of affection and reciprocity disappear under the pressure of personal antagonisms for political power and control.242

The list of Theseus’ injustices reaches its climax with the reference to Hippolytus’ illegitimacy (lines 121-6), which occupies equal number of lines with Phaedra’s reference to the

238 In the Euripidean play a big variety of terms is applied to Hippolytus in respect of his age. Phaedra calls him ἄνδρι (Eur. Hipp. 311 ὑοδ’ ἄνδρου), a term also used by Hippolytus for himself (Eur. Hipp. 944, 1031). Aphrodite calls him νεανίας (Eur. Hipp. 43) and his servant says he is νέος (Eur. Hipp. 114, also 1098). There are also references to him as καταγ (603, 609, 613) (see Cairns (1997) 58f.). Despite the wide range of these terms, Hippolytus should be understood as an adult (so Cairns (1997) 58f.).
239 For more on Phaedra’s list of mythological exempla see pp. 61ff.
240 Her. 4.65 Thesides Theseusque duas rapuere sorores with n. ad loc.
241 Note also the metonymic reference of domus una (line 63) for both of them.
killing of Hippolytus' mother (117-20). Her specific choice of the rare (poetic) Grecism nothus is telling,243 since the Greek origin of the term offers valid reason to suspect an intertextual allusion to the Euripidean text. Perhaps the Ovidian Phaedra is echoing here the Euripidean Nurse, who also calls Hippolytus a νόθος in her first reference to him in the play.244 But the reference to Hippolytus' illegitimacy in the letter is much more than a verbal echo from tragedy. Phaedra proves to be an attentive and well-informed reader of the Euripidean play, where Hippolytus' illegitimacy plays a prominent role. Throughout the play the references to Hippolytus as "the illegitimate son of Theseus" are constant245 and become an essential part of the father-son relationship.246 Moreover, Phaedra moves a step forward and invests her reference to Hippolytus' illegitimacy with political implications, since she interprets his personal misfortunes within the wider context of strife for political power.247 She holds that behind Theseus' failure as a father hides his ambition to maintain political power and his will to transfer this power only to his legitimate heirs. In this light, the killing of Hippolytus' mother and his bastardy turn from personal issues into matters of public concern.

Phaedra's emphasis on the political aspects of Hippolytus' illegitimacy can also be associated with a similar claim made by Hippolytus himself during the agon scene with his father (Eur. Hipp. 902-1101).248 In his reply to Theseus at lines 1009-11249 Hippolytus tries to refute both the possibility of his erotic seduction by Phaedra, and the alleged conspiracy to inherit Theseus' wealth and his political power through his marriage to Phaedra.250 The fact that Theseus did not put these two political charges forward in his earlier accusations has raised a considerable amount of suspicion. It has been suggested that Hippolytus' defence against any political implications of his illegitimacy is actually reminiscent of an attempt made by Phaedra in the first Hippolytus to tempt him through the offer of Theseus' throne.251 From this perspective, Phaedra's emphatic reference to the political implications of Hippolytus' illegitimacy could well be a remote intertextual echo of the first Hippolytus.

243 For more on nothus see n. on Her. 4.122.
247 The concentration of political language in this section can hardly be missed, cf. e.g. praeposuit 111, iniuria 113, magnis...rebus 114, uritute 117, digna 118, regna paterna 122, tollendi causa 124). For more on this see my notes ad loc.
248 For a detailed examination of the agon scene see Lloyd (1992) 43-54.
Given the close correspondence between father and son on grounds of sexuality at lines 63-6, the emphasis on Hippolytus’ disputed descent inevitably implicates Theseus’ legitimacy as well. Theseus had double parentage, since he had Neptune as his divine father and king Aegeus, as his mortal one. Phaedra is aware of his double paternity judging from her combined reference to him both as *Aegides* (line 59) and as *Neptunius heros* (line 109).

**iii) Elegiac Hippolytus**

Phaedra’s earliest allusion to Hippolytus’ elegiac status appears as early as the opening couplet of her letter, where she refers to him as *uir (Amazonia... uiro 2)*, a typical elegiac signal. Only a few lines below, Hippolytus’ characterization as *ferreus* (iron-hearted) combined with the imagery of erotic subjugation (*dabit uictas ferreus ille manus 14*) further enhances his elegiac status, since both features constitute typical figurative tropes of elegy’s erotic language. Phaedra emphatically returns to Hippolytus’ hard-heartedness near the end of her letter (lines 147-76); there, in a scene which has all the characteristics of a conventional elegiac supplication (however in reverse sex-order), Hippolytus’ apathy is given in terms appropriate to the cruelty of the elegiac *puella*.

Hippolytus’ erotic indifference in Phaedra’s letter has obvious similarities with his a-sexual behaviour in the Euripidean play. However, one should be extremely vigilant not to be taken in by these superficial similarities. It is true that Hippolytus, self-consumed as he is by his obsession for chastity, is averse even to the slightest hint, which could potentially mar his morally spotless life. The refutation of (his) sexuality reaches its climax in his vehement tirade against women (lines 616-68). Moments after the revelation of Phaedra’s passion for him by the Nurse Hippolytus in disgust and anger delivers a stream of abuse and accusations against women. His refutation of the female race ranges from his absurd suggestion for an a-sexual, feminine-less procreation to the ultimate extinction of women from the face of the earth. Nevertheless, the violence of Hippolytus’ misogynistic speech in tragedy has nothing in common with the resistance he shows in elegy. In the letter, Hippolytus’ attitude towards Phaedra’s approach has a distinctively elegiac undertone; he is no longer a self-obsessed, fervent misogynist, but an “elegiac object of desire,” whose hard-heartedness is to a certain extent justified by his elegiac status. While in tragedy Hippolytus “expresse(d) more stalkly the cultural beliefs that define the ways in which the female threatens the social structures,” in the

---

252 On Theseus’ double parentage see n. on *Her.* 4.59 with bibliography ad loc.
253 For both *Aegides* and *Neptunius heros* see nn. ad locc.
254 For more on the long literary history of *ferreus* and of the imagery of erotic subjugation in Greek and Latin literature, and in particular in Roman elegy, see n. on *Her.* 4.14.
255 Cf. *duritia 86, tutus 145, tolle moras 147, amans 154, duraque corda 156, flecte... animos 165, ferax 165, parca 167.* For the elegiac undertones of the vocabulary see nn. ad locc.
letter Hippolytus’ reaction -far from echoing social anxieties- is in accordance with the rules and conventions of the elegiac genre. In my view, Phaedra’s only obvious allusion to Hippolytus’ misogyny is her reference to his hatred for the girls in the penultimate couplet of her letter (lines 173f.), where the presence of *diceris* (an “Alexandrian footnote”) signals the intertextual allusion.258

Phaedra’s comparison of Hippolytus with Jupiter at lines 35f.259 in terms of physical appearance offers another example of his elegicization. The comparison follows the established elegiac *topos* of the poet’s comparison of his beloved with a goddess,260 but in reverse sex-order. Perhaps a hint at Hippolytus’ effeminization is perceptible here.

Hippolytus’ association with the interior of Phaedra’s *domus* at lines 137-46 is much more significant. Phaedra takes advantage of Theseus’ long absence (109f.) and urges Hippolytus to succumb to her proposition and join her erotically, even in the very same palace, where she dwells with his father. There is no need for the two lovers to take any precautions to conceal their love affair, since this can be easily masked under their “(step-)mother -(step-)son” relationship (lines 139f., 143-46). Phaedra’s reference to her *domus* deserves special attention, especially when examined in conjunction with the role of *oikos* in Euripides’ *Hippolytus*. In the play, Phaedra’s *oikos* maintains and simultaneously challenges its traditional fifth-century Athenian ideological association with female seclusion and patriarchal continuity.261 The interior of the house is always mentioned in terms of female confinement and silence. It is not by chance that the Chorus in its very first reference to Phaedra associates her with the interior.262 Phaedra belongs to the interior sphere of her *oikos*, as long as she is a chaste and faithful wife. It is the realization of her illicit passion for Hippolytus, which cuts off her lore with her prescribed attachment to the interior and its silence, and turns her into a potential threat against the very existence of her house. Moreover, Phaedra herself in her first long speech to the Chorus (Eur. *Hipp.* 373-430) identifies *oikos* as the female place *par excellence*. It is interesting that she complements her curse against the first adulteress with a description of the house as the dark theatre of female lust and mischievousness (Eur. *Hipp.* 408-418). In this light, the *oikos* poses a potential threat against Phaedra. Overcome by desire Phaedra loses her self-control and fails to comply any longer with her role as a faithful wife. Instead, she exits the oppressive (socially and psychologically) environment of her *oikos* and exchanges the suppression of her erotic desire with an open revelation in public. Her exit from the *oikos* is not only a striking transgression of the “inside / outside” dichotomy; more importantly it signals the beginning of

259 *Her.* 4.35f. *si mihi concedat luno fratreque uirumque, / Hippolytum uideor praepositura loui!*
260 Further see n. on *Her.* 4.35f.
262 Eur. *Hipp.* 131-3 *τειρομέναν νοσερά κοίτα δήμας ἐνυς ἵκειν / oikovn.*
her end. When all her attempts to break free from the social and moral constraints imposed upon her fail, Phaedra returns to the interior of her οἰκός, but this time only to find death by her own hand in her marital chamber. She commits suicide and the house ultimately triumphs in imposing to the female its confinement and concealment.

The association of Hippolytus with his οἰκός in the play is equally important. In view of the significance of οἰκός as one of the most fundamental formations of the ancient πόλις, it is not difficult to read Hippolytus’ detachment from his house as a reflection of his ambiguous pre-social (and pre-sexual) status.263 His predilection for the untouched meadow practically means the rejection of his οἰκός. Even his tirade against female race is thickly sown with domestic terms (Eur. Hipp. 616–67).264 In the end, however, despite his arduous struggle to disassociate himself from his οἰκός, the house becomes the purveyor of death, like it was for Phaedra.265 Hippolytus leaves the meadow and follows the Nurse into the house, where he falls prey to her female deviousness. It is inside the οἰκός, where Hippolytus binds himself with the fatal oath which ultimately costs him his life.266 When he returns on stage, he is banished not only from his house, but (even worse) from his native homeland, while later -near the end of the play- Hippolytus appeals to the house to speak the truth — in vain.267

The Ovidian Phaedra’s reference to her domus has nothing in common with the οἰκός in the Euripidean play as “the site of the transgression and punishment of its female members and the betrayal of its male”268 Her domus is not a space of female confinement and of suppression of female desire, but rather a house of love, where she can enjoy her passion with her beloved. The gloomy references to the darkness of the interior and the timbers of the roof (where she will hang herself from) in tragedy269 have given place now to her bed as the place of erotic pleasure.270 This is no longer the Euripidean chamber of death and suicide, but the chamber of a Roman mistress. In striking contrast to the tragic οἰκός, which posed a potential lethal threat for both lovers, Phaedra’s domus functions as a guarantor of both lovers’ safety.271
Phaedra’s specific reference to the door (ianua) at lines 141f.\textsuperscript{272} is also intrinsically related with the issue of Hippolytus’ elegicization, since it portrays Hippolytus in the role of the elegiac exclusus amator.\textsuperscript{273} Through the recapitulation of the most typical clichés of the komos (παρακλαυσθείρον)-tradition, such as the promised night, the unlocking of the door, the cruel husband, the custos, Phaedra manages to further enhance the elegiac undertones of the reference. Once again the intertextual reading of the reference to the door in the letter with similar references in the Euripidean play has much to offer. In the play, the door serves as the boundary between private and public sphere, between female and male, concealment and revelation, shame and promiscuity.\textsuperscript{274} It is Phaedra’s crossing of the threshold, which sets the play in motion, but at the same time it is this very movement, which signifies the beginning of her downfall. When Phaedra crosses the threshold for the second time, she is determined to kill herself. With regard to Hippolytus, his crossing of the threshold proves to be equally lethal, since, as we have discussed above, inside the house he binds himself with a fatal oath. From this perspective, the dramatic irony of Phaedra’s erotic reference to the door in her letter is cutting. The door identified by Phaedra with the elegiac door\textsuperscript{275} is exactly the same door, through which both herself and Hippolytus enter the house to meet death. More importantly, this elegiac door is the same door, which Theseus in the play orders the slaves to open, so he can see with his own eyes the dead body of his wife.\textsuperscript{276} The Ovidian Phaedra manages to transform the threshold of death into a threshold of love; nevertheless, for the attentive reader the ominous connotations of the reference still lurk at the background.

iv) Hippolytus at Eleusis (Her. 4. 67-84)

The heart of Phaedra’s letter is taken up by her description of Hippolytus’ beauty, or to be more precise, by her recollection of Hippolytus’ physical appearance during their meeting at the Eleusinian mysteries (lines 67-84). The Ovidian Phaedra seems to be reminiscent of a similar reference made by Aphrodite in her prologue speech in Euripides’ Hippolytus (lines 24-8). However, Aphrodite’s short and third-person summary of pre-dramatic events has nothing in common with Phaedra’s personal account of her erotic past. In the play, the reference to the mysteries is all too important not only because this was Phaedra’s first meeting with Hippolytus, but more significantly because this was the very first time, when Phaedra fell in love with her stepson.\textsuperscript{277} On the contrary, the Ovidian Phaedra employs her reference to this meeting (almost entirely) with respect to Hippolytus, and less to herself. Furthermore, she downplays the

\textsuperscript{272} Cf. Her. 4.141f. non tibi per tenebras duri reseranda mariti / ianua, non custos decipiendus erit.
\textsuperscript{273} For bibliography on exclusus amator see n. on Her. 4.141.
\textsuperscript{274} For the possible implications of promiscuity (even prostitution) of Phaedra standing at the palace door see Cohen (1991) 148 and McClure (1999) 126 n.48.
\textsuperscript{275} For the house door as poetic property of the elegiac production (as opposed to the palace, which belongs to tragedy) see Wyke (2002) 126f.
\textsuperscript{276} Eur. Hipp. 808-10 ξαλάτε κλήθρα, πρόσπολοι, πυλομάτων, / εκλύεθ' ἄρμοις, ὡς ἰδο πικράν θεάν / γυναικός, ἢ μὲ κατάνοον άπώλεσεν.
\textsuperscript{277} For the poetic topoi of “love at first sight” see n. on Her. 4.69f.
significance of the meeting, which seems to serve more as an excuse to proceed to the
description of Hippolytus’ exquisite physical beauty rather than as a justification of her feelings
for him. The parenthetic reference to her long standing desire for Hippolytus at line 69 (nec
non tamen ante placebas) undercuts the uniqueness of this meeting, since this is clearly neither
their first meeting nor the time when Phaedra fell in love with her stepson. In addition, the
element of divine intervention is totally removed from Phaedra’s letter. Whereas in the prologue
of the Euripidean play Aphrodite accepts full responsibility for causing Phaedra to fall in love
with Hippolytus, in the letter Phaedra falls in love with Hippolytus not through the divine
intervention of Venus, but as a result of Hippolytus’ exquisite beauty. Phaedra’s combined use
of the “love as disease” motif with the lack of any reference to Venus is indicative of her
emphasis on the physical aspects of love, as opposed to love as a god-inspired irrational passion
in tragedy. The Ovidian Phaedra is not the victim of divine vengeance, but an elegiac puella
fully responsible for her actions.

Moreover, in the play Aphrodite is rather vague about the exact nature of the mysteries
and avoids mentioning them by name. The setting of Attica and more importantly her use of
δψις...μυστηρίων (Eur. Hipp. 25) are thought to allude to the Eleusinian mysteries, where
the fully initiated in the highest of the ceremonies were involved in some sort of secret δψις (a
“viewing”, whose exact nature still remains uncertain). Whatever the case may be, the
Ovidian Phaedra does not seem to be much troubled about the exact nature of the mysteries.
Instead, her reference to the mysteries makes better sense if seen within the context of the erotic
motif of a young man meeting his beloved during a religious festival. Through the association
with this well-established literary topos Phaedra manages to eroticize an otherwise insignificant
reference from tragedy and further exploit it to her own advantage.

Judging from her Romanised reference to Eleusis (Cerealis Eleusin 67) the Ovidian
Phaedra seems to have picked up the Euripidean allusion to the Eleusinian mysteries. Her
emphasis on Eleusis, far from being a mere intertextual reminiscence, offers Phaedra great
potential for drawing further connections with Hippolytus. First of all, Hippolytus’ participation
in the Eleusinian mysteries is indicative of his spiritual and rather mystic idiosyncrasy. The
young man’s piety and his close association with the divine are constantly mentioned (or

278 pace Shuckburgh on Her. 4.67.
279 Eur. Hipp. 27f. ἱδώσα Φαίδρα καρδίαν κατέσχετο / ῥοπτὶς δεινὸ τοῖς ἐμοὶς βουλεύμασιν.
280 Her. 4.79 acer in extremis ossibus haestit amor. Further on the erotic topos of “the bones as the seat of
love” see n. on Her. 4.15f.
281 So Barrett and (more emphatically) Halleran on Eur. Hipp. 25.
282 The metonymic reference to Athens as “the land of Pandion” (Eur. Hipp. 26) offers perhaps a further
implicit and learned hint at the identification of these mysteries with the Eleusinian rites, since Demeter
came to Athens during the reign of Pandion (see Ferguson (1984) ad loc.). Also, we should not be
dissemissive of the possibility of an Ovidian allusion to an explicit reference to the Eleusinian mysteries
appearing in plays which have not survived. For evidence of lost plays see Barrett (1964) 10-45, esp. 18-26.
283 See n. on Her. 4.67.
alluded to) throughout the Euripidean play. Moreover, Phaedra’s specific mention of Ceres proves to be a fitting choice, since the strong associations of the goddess with chastity further underline Hippolytus’ moral purity. Also, the Eleusinian mysteries commemorated the events of an erotic abduction, namely the abduction of virgin Persephone by Hades, Demeter’s subsequent grief and the ultimate recovery of her daughter. Hence, Persephone’s rape could be seen as an implicit incitement to Hippolytus to play a more energetic role and imitate the example set by Hades by abducting “virginal” Phaedra. A further similarity between Hippolytus and the rape of Persephone comes from Hippolytus’ attachment with goddess Diana, whose role in the story of Persephone’s rape is not insignificant. According to the main mythological strand, Persephone, moments before her abduction by Hades, was gathering flowers accompanied by Artemis and Athena, who were the first to run in rescue of the ravished maiden. Servius’ comment on Verg. Aen. 6.118 offers a good explanation for the presence of Diana in the story, since Diana together with Proserpina are the two other faces of Hecate, the triple deity.

Given that Ceres was considered by the Romans the goddess of legitimate marriage, to whom they used to sacrifice during the wedding ceremony, Phaedra’s reference to her subtly suggests perhaps her wishful thinking about the outcome of her relationship with Hippolytus. More importantly, the erotic involvement of Ceres with Iasius - a story, which was treated at length by Ovid in his Amores 3.10- offers the perfect parallel for Phaedra. The similarities (both thematic and verbal) between the two love affairs are close. First, both Ceres and Phaedra fall in love with a hunter and vision, in both cases, is the catalyst in stirring up the female erotic passion. In addition, a struggle between pudor and amor precedes their surrender to desire, while both heroines describe amor in terms of similar psychosomatic symptomatology (the fire
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286 For Phaedra’s paradoxical claim to “virginity” see pp. 22ff.
289 Serv. on Verg. Aen. 6.118 Hecate trium potestatum numen est: ipsa enim est Luna, Diana, Proserpina. For more on Hecate’s triple identification see Fontenrose (1981) 210f. n.27.
290 Treggiari (1991) 164.
292 Cf. Phaedra’s description of Hippolytus at lines 67-84 as “the object of her desire” (on this see below) - Am. 3.10.25 uiderat Iasium, 27 uidit et.
293 Cf. Her. 4.9f. qua licet et prodest, pudor est miscendus amori; / dicere quae puduit, scribere iussit amor, 155 depuduit, profugusque pudor sua signa reliquit - Am. 3.10.28 hinc pudor, ex illa parte trahebat amor. / uictus amore pudor.
of love devouring the marrow of their bones). A final link between the two stories is offered by the Cretan background of Ceres-Iasius affair.

In the Euripidean play, Hippolytus in order to participate in the Eleusinian mysteries leaves Troezen and goes to Athens (lines 24-6), where Phaedra already dwells as the loyal wife of Theseus. Phaedra’s elegiac account of this meeting in her letter is slightly – but crucially – differentiated in that she puts her emphasis once again on the foreign origin of both herself and Hippolytus. Phaedra moves in exactly the same direction with Hippolytus, from “outside to inside.” Both are foreigners and they visit Eleusis as guests. In her letter Phaedra appropriates not only the direction of Hippolytus’ visit to Eleusis, but more importantly the purpose of this visit, which is the viewing of the mystery rites (cf. Eur. Hipp. 25 εἰς δῶρον... μυστηρίον). Hippolytus goes to Eleusis to see the mysteries, but instead he is being seen by Phaedra. Hence, he is being transformed from the subject of his δώρον... μυστηρίον to the object of Phaedra’s erotic δήμαρχος. The reversal is crucial, since it is intrinsically linked with Phaedra’s elegiac appreciation of reality. Vision is one of the most important functions operating in the Euripides’ Hippolytus and Phaedra’s play on vision in this section lies at the heart of her representation of Hippolytus.

We have seen above how Phaedra’s concern for fame reflects the anxieties of a shame culture, where women operate under the restraint and suffocating control of the male eye (public or private) and of female slander. In such a male-made and male-orientated society the representation of the world is nothing more than a male construction. The gaze is male, since the predominant ideology and language are male. From this perspective, Phaedra’s appropriation
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294 Cf. Her. 4.15f. adsit et, ut nostras auido fouet igne medullas, / figat sic animos in mea wota iuos !, 19f. ...urimus intrus ; / urimus, et caecum pectora ulnus habent – Am. 3.10.27 ut teneae flammam rapuere medullae.
295 There is a plentiful of references to Crete in Am. 3.10: Iasius is a Cretan hunter hunting at the mountain of Ida (line 25), Ceres being in love with lason spends the whole time on Crete (lines 37, 39), references to Minos (line 41f.) and the conventional literary topos of the Cretans as liars (lines 19f.).
296 A possible further link between Phaedra and Persephone may be provided through the god Sun, since from what we learn from the Homeric Hymn to Demeter (lines 25f.) Persephone’s cries were heard only by Hecate and Sun, who was the head of Phaedra’s family (cf. her allusion at line 53f. with n. ad loc.). Also, Phaedra’s starvation, which is mentioned in the Euripidean text (lines 136-8), but not in her letter, offers another interesting parallel with Demeter’s fasting as a sign of grief for the loss of Persephone. The use of the “rather unlikely periphrasis” Δόματος... δέμας... ἄργον ἰδεῖν 138 for the grain (see Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 135-8) further adds to the association.
297 Eur. Hipp. 24-6 ἐξοικεῖ θεοῦ γάρ νυν Πτεραύοις πον’ ἐκ δόμων.../σιμνών ἐς δύνων καὶ τέλη μυστηρίων/ Πανδούνος γὰς. For the importance of Hippolytus’ visit to Athens in the play see Barrett (1964) 33f. Whether Athens or Troezen provides the setting for the play or the letter see n. on Her. 4.107.
298 Cf. e.g. her juxtaposition of Amazonia Cressa in the very opening address of her letter, which serves exactly the same purpose.
299 Her. 4.67f. tempore quo nobis inita est Cerealis Eleusin, / Cnosis me wellem detinisset humus!
of the male gaze is problematic and the situation becomes more complicated in view of her self-
identification as an elegiac poet in the opening of her letter. Actually, Phaedra’s appropriation of
the male gaze comes as a consequence of her new poetic status. The description of the beauty of
the beloved is not uncommon in the elegiac genre. What makes this description extraordinary is
the inversion of sex-order in the subject-object relationship, since it is now the male that is
being described by the female.

Beyond any doubt, the fact that Phaedra places the description of her beloved’s physical
appearance at the very heart of her letter (lines 67-84) indicates its special significance. Phaedra
lavishes great detail in the description and pays great attention to the symmetrical development
of the description. The section is split into two halves with equal number of lines: the first (lines
71-8) refers to Hippolytus’ physical beauty, while the second (lines 79-89) treats Hippolytus’
sporting activities. The second half is also divided in two equal halves: lines 79-82 are about
athletics and lines 83-6 are devoted to hunting. Nevertheless, despite appearances, Phaedra’s
description of Hippolytus is a far cry from being a romantic description of an idealised
beloved. Hippolytus is not described as a “whole”, as an “entity”, where physical appearance
matches his competence in sports and hunting. Instead, his image emerges “as a fetishized
object of the narrator’s gaze.” Phaedra’s view of Hippolytus is the view of a fragmented
“reality”, a fragmented description of various body parts (hair, face, feet, arms) and of various
athletic and hunting activities (chariot racing, javelin, hunting). By fragmenting his body into
pieces Phaedra manages to put Hippolytus, the owner of this disparaged body, under her
control. She chooses and emphasizes those aspects of her beloved, which best serve her
argument; hence, her gaze does not reflect reality, but rather constructs it. Hippolytus is lacking
unity and coherence; he is simply a composite of some random and rather unconnected details.
Ultimately, Hippolytus is turned into an “icon”, an image to be looked at rather than a
personality of autonomous existence. A reference to Hippolytus’ voice is nowhere to be found;
he is transformed into a mute object of Phaedra’s desire. On the very contrary, Phaedra’s
emphasis on her eyes (or more generally to her judgment) underlies the controlling role of her
gaze as opposed to Hippolytus’ degradation to being merely an object of her gaze.

Western literature articulated the female gaze” (further on Sappho’s female gaze see also Stehle (1996)
esp. 219ff., Wilson (1996) 14f., 100ff.). Further on (fé)male gaze in the Greek novels in particular see
303 My discussion of Phaedra’s representation strategies is greatly indebted to Greene’s (1998) thorough
and stimulating discussion of the narrator’s similar techniques of manipulation in the representation of
Cynthia in Prop. 1.3 and especially of Corinna in Ov. Am. 1.5 (pp. 51-9 and 77-84 respectively).
304 For a similar list of characteristics of female beauty in Roman elegy cf. e.g. Prop. 1.3.21ff. (hair, face,
eyes), Ov. Am. 1.5.19-22 with McKewon (white neck, long hair, arms, shoulder, bosom, breasts, waist, thighb), 2.2.5, 2.4.33ff. (hands, height, hair colour), 2.5.45ff. (eyes, hair, face), Prop. 1.3.9ff. For features of
female beauty see Richlin (1992) 32-3, 44-56, Quinn (1963) 66-73, Lilja (1978) 123-4, 128-9. 305 mihi... placebas, 74 Phaedra iudice, 82 ora... in se uersa, 84 nostra... lumina.
One might have expected that the shift of perspective would also bring along a shift in the construction of desire; that Phaedra’s appropriation of the male gaze would actually bring as a consequence an attempt to deconstruct male desire and replace it with her female voice. But is that so? How “female” Phaedra’s gaze really is? Is she actually replacing the dominant male view with her own female experience? A closer reading of Hippolytus’ description reveals that Phaedra’s appropriation of the strategies of the male gaze essentially means her appropriation of the male desire as well. Other than the reversal in sex-order, Phaedra has fully subscribed to the practices employed by a male narrator. Her emphasis on the narrator’s vision, the fragmentation and silencing of the beloved as means of (rhetorical and physical) control over him show Phaedra’s adherence to the strategies of the male gaze. Her version of Hippolytus is no different from Corinna’s depiction in Ov. Am. 1.5, since both Hippolytus and Corinna are portrayed as fragmented totals of some erotically charged, but loosely inter-related details; both are statue-like figures circumscribed by silence. In this light, Phaedra’s offer to Hippolytus of her royal riches near the end of her letter (lines 163f.) could perhaps be seen within the context of venerating offerings to a statue of mortals or gods.

Nevertheless, there are certain elements in Phaedra’s description of Hippolytus, which seem to suggest some kind of resistance against the complete appropriation of the male gaze. Despite the fact that she is -to a great extent- a mouthpiece of the dominant male ideology, Phaedra shows some signs of resistance by giving voice to an alternative female sensitivity. A close examination of Hippolytus against Corinna’s portrayal by Ovid in Am. 1.5 proves to be instructive. Following Greene’s acute remark: “nowhere in his (Ovid’s) description of her (Corinna) does the narrator mention Corinna’s head, face, or eyes –parts of the body which are most associated with a person’s humanity.” This rather strange case of “decapitation” further enhances the dismemberment and dehumanization of the beloved. Hence, “head-less” Corinna not only lacks unity, but more importantly she is doomed to silence, since she has no mouth, and has to depend on the intervention of the narrator to bring her back to the speaking world. Phaedra, on the contrary, diverts from such strategy. Her dismemberment of Hippolytus aims more at the arousal of erotic desire rather than at the hero’s dehumanization, since she makes two crucial references to Hippolytus’ face, which offer her the opportunity to unify his scattered body parts into a whole. In my view this diversion indicates a “female” gaze, which seems to suggest a more unified version of desire as opposed to male strategies of “fetishistic scopophilia.”
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309 Her. 4.72 ora, 78 in ore.
The grammar in the passage offers further evidence for Phaedra’s differentiated construction of desire. The fact that all references to Hippolytus are given in nominative undercuts effectively his objectification, since (at least) on a grammatical level he retains some kind of subjectivity. The only case of accusative used for Hippolytus is the emphatic accumulation of adjectives at line 73 (quamque vocant aliae uultum rigidumque trucemque).

Another critical feature of Phaedra’s elegiac representation of Hippolytus is the ambiguity of his sexual status. Hippolytus in the letter is a strange mixture of both masculinity and effeminacy; his sexual identity is as ambivalent as his unresolved age between adolescence and adulthood. In view of the reversal of sex-order, which constitutes an inherent principle in the Heroides, it goes without saying that his substitution for the elegiac puella further complicates the issue of his sexual identity.

The Ovidian Phaedra does her best in order to portray Hippolytus as a typical example of Roman manliness. Her description of Hippolytus is striking for its distinctively Roman character. The austerity and rigour of her beloved joined by his excellence in athletic and hunting pursuits are suggestive of his manhood. The undeniable proof for his virile status, however, is offered by his rejection of excessive personal care and the meaningful application of the adjective uirilis with reference to his beauty. Hippolytus’ portrayal conforms to all dictates of contemporary morality reflecting conventional prejudices about male / female attractiveness. Judging from the surviving evidence, appearance in public for the Romans must have been dictated by an extremely firm and exclusive set of gender-prescribed moral and social conventions. Men, as opposed to women, abstained from excessive personal care; however, a certain degree of neatness must have been permissible, so long as they stayed away from effeminacy. Hence, Phaedra voices here the Roman male anxieties about effeminacy as a potential threat against masculinity. Furthermore, Hippolytus’ rejection of effeminacy associates him with the advice offered by the praeeptor in the Ars amatoria to his male pupils to avoid excessive personal care. Hippolytus is in complete agreement with the praeeptor, since he voices exactly the same moral standards; the fact that Hippolytus is actually named by
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312 Her. 4.75f. sint procul a nobis iuuenes ut feminas compti! - / fine coli modico forma uirilis amat.
313 For the masculine connotations of the adjective uirilis and its occurrence in Roman legal writing see Gardner (1998) 146f.
314 Cf. e.g. Cic. Off. 1.130, also Quint. Inst. Or. 11.3.137.
315 For more on the fragility of Roman masculinity and the potential threat of effeminacy see Wyke (2002) 173f. with n.61 with bibliography ad loc.
the praeceptor as an example of a man renowned for “rustic” beauty further supports the association.\footnote{Ov. Ars 1.511 Hippolytum Phaedra, nec erat bene cultus, amauit.}

Hippolytus’ restraint and rigour reflects the standard conceptions of Roman manliness; a closer examination, however, of the vocabulary and imagery applied reveals his complex and ambiguous nature. As it turns out, Hippolytus’ manly portrayal is seriously undermined by the duplicity of Phaedra’s rhetoric. The first hint at Hippolytus’ less manly side is offered through the specific reference to the Eleusinian mysteries, since Hippolytus’ seclusion to his virginal meadow (cf. \textit{Her} 4.85-92 echoing Eur. \textit{Hipp.} 73-80) offers a close parallel with Persephone. In particular, the image of Hippolytus plucking flowers in his untouched meadow in Euripides’ \textit{Hippolytus} (lines 73-80) recalls Persephone’s gathering of flowers in a meadow moments before being abducted by Hades.\footnote{For the gathering of flowers as the archetypical pursuit of the chaste / innocent female see parallels in Green on Ov. Fast. 1.345f. On the association between Hippolytus and the Kore in terms of virginity see Zeitlin (1985) 66f.. Also see Cairns (1997) 62f.}

Phaedra’s misinterpretation of Hippolytus’ flower crown at line 71 (praecincti flore capilli) plays a programmatic role in this section and it is a first clear indication of her infatuation.\footnote{Segal (1965) 122. Further on the crown-motif see Herter (1940) 285f.} Driven by her passion for her beloved Phaedra fails to understand the actual symbolic use of Hippolytus’ wreath. While in the Euripidean play Hippolytus’ crown “is a symbolic offering of his sexuality to the virgin goddess, a concrete embodiment of the offer which he makes every day of his life”, Phaedra treats the crown merely as an adornment for Hippolytus’ hair, similar to those adorning the heads of the elegiac \textit{puellae}.\footnote{Cf. e.g. Prop. 1.3.21f., Ov. Am. 1.6.37, 68, 3.10.36.}

Phaedra’s main strategy towards Hippolytus’ effeminization is realized through the manipulation of language. Despite her proclamation for the rejection of the \textit{pueri delicati}, her description of Hippolytus resounds with elements which ultimately subvert his heroic status. Her reference to Hippolytus’ garment is not surprising, since a reference to cloths is often associated with physical beauty in erotic descriptions.\footnote{Cf. e.g. Ap. Rhod. 3.454 (Medea’s reference to Jason’s outfit), Prop. 1.2.3f., 2.3.15, Ov. Am. 1.5.10 with McKeown, 1.8.24, 3.1.11, Sulp. [Tib.] 3.8.11f.} As far as the colour of the garment is concerned, white (\textit{candida uestis} 71), in addition to its connotations of good luck, could also be seen as a manifestation of Hippolytus’ morally unblemished life.\footnote{On the implications of \textit{candida uestis} see n. on Her. 4.71.} After all, in the context of the Eleusinian mysteries, a white garment is particularly appropriate, since white was the conventional colour of garments in most religious festivals.\footnote{See n. on Her. 4.71.} What is remarkable, however, is Phaedra’s emphatic opening of the hexameter with the adjective \textit{candidus}. \textit{candidus} is an adjective traditionally associated with the elegiac \textit{puella} with reference to the paleness of her complexion, which was considered to be particularly attractive.\footnote{See especially Nikolaidis (1994) 28 n.26, 31 n.36. Also Lilja (1965) 132, Pichon (1966) s.v. \textit{candidus}. Cf. Ov. Am. 1.5.9f., 1.7.40 with McKeown, 3.3.5, 3.7.8.} In addition, the grammatical...
gender of the adjective (candida - female) combined with its emphatic placement add to the implications of effeminacy. This indirect hint is further reinforced by Phaedra’s reference to Hippolytus’ blush of modesty in the pentameter (line 73 flaua uerecundus tinxerat ora rubor). The combination of pale complexion with the light blush of shame as a conventional feature of female beauty, particularly popular in the virginal idiom of brides, constitutes the climax of Phaedra’s effeminization strategy of Hippolytus, since the young man is portrayed in terms suitable for an elegiac puella. Far from simply assimilating Hippolytus in his new elegiac environment, Phaedra’s rhetorical duplicity severely damages his heroic status.

Phaedra’s reference to Hippolytus at lines 73-6 on grounds of his austerity and his rejection of excessive personal care is another ingenious example of her manipulation of language. Her use of the adjective rigidus in reference to Hippolytus’ sternness is somewhat controversial, since rigidus is often used with regard to male erection. The sexual undertones of the adjective undermine its effectiveness in establishing Hippolytus’ morality. Phaedra’s description of Hippolytus’ excellence in physical activities at lines 79-86 is also very suggestive, since, apart from the obvious sexual implications of horse-riding and hunting, the whole section is thickly sown with a sexually charged vocabulary, which eroticizes further Hippolytus’ heroic valour.

Phaedra’s reference to Hippolytus’ hair deserves special attention. It is true that Phaedra shows the same degree of ambiguity about the exact length of Hippolytus’ hair, as in her vague reference to Hippolytus’ garment at line 71. Instead, she puts all her emphasis on Hippolytus’ lack of excessive care for his personal appearance. However, given that long hair was often associated with the pueri delicati, Phaedra’s silence is meaningful. In any case, her reference to his hair can be considered as another sign of effeminacy in that it recalls the widespread elegiac topos of the reference to the beauty of the puella’s hair.

Phaedra concludes her portrayal of a sexually ambiguous Hippolytus with an equally ambiguous combined reference to his excellence in horse-riding and hunting. Both physical activities were part of the educational agenda of both Greeks and Romans, since they were considered to contribute the most to the young man’s assertion of his virile status.
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327 Cf. Catul. 61.191-5.
328 Further on the literary history of blushing and its elegiac implications see n. on Her. 4.72.
330 For the sexual connotations of horse-riding see nn. on Her. 4.21-4 and 22. For the motif of “amatory hunt” see pp. 77ff. and n. on Her. 4.41.
331 Cf. lentum 81, hastile 81, lacerto 82, cornea 83, duritia 86. For the sexual implications of the terms see nn. ad loc.
332 On the sexual (and heroic) implications of men’s long hair see n. on Her. 4.76.
333 Phaedra’s use of flaua at line 72 with reference to ora echoes perhaps Hippolytus’ blond hair (cf. Eur. Hipp. 1343 ἐξετήν τε κάρα). Blond hair as a feature of male heroic beauty dates back to Homer; however, fair hair was later established as a conventional attribute of female beauty. Further on this see Craik (1998) 35. On flaua and its association with Ceres see n. on Her. 4.72.
334 See n. on Her. 4.79-82.
335 For Hippolytus’ interest in horse-riding in view of his political ambition to obtain nobility among Theseus’ genuine heirs see Roisman (1999) 137.
adolescence to adulthood. Without a shadow of doubt, Phaedra’s reference to Hippolytus as hunter is bound to recall his similar portrayal in Euripides’ *Hippolytus* (esp. his self-portrayal at lines 73-87). Hippolytus’ association with hunting is an indisputable evidence of the hero’s masculinity; secluded in his untouched meadow he enjoys hunting and the company of his devoted friends, who will remain his only company until his very last moment. At first sight, there seems to be nothing suspicious in Hippolytus’ close association with his comrades. However, as Craik has recently argued, a close and detailed examination of the vocabulary applied by Hippolytus with reference to his comrades reveals the homosexual nature of this relationship. It is true that hunting carries connotations of both sexual indulgence and sexless life, since the liminal space of the forest lies between license and innocence and the hunter consequently balances between savage and civilized man. If such connotations are perceptible in Phaedra’s reference to Hippolytus’ hunting, her reference to hunting, in addition to its association with the erotic motif of “amatory hunt”, can also be seen as an implicit allusion to Hippolytus’ effeminacy through his homosexual attachment to his comrades.

A final remark: Phaedra’s representation of an effeminate Hippolytus should not be seen exclusively in view of her rhetorical strategy to assimilate Hippolytus in his new elegiac context. In my view, Phaedra once again proves to be a well-informed and attentive reader of the Euripidean text, where Hippolytus’ ambiguous sexuality constitutes part of a wider investigation of the exchange and inversion of the socially prescribed gender roles. Phaedra picks up and further develops hints, which are already present in the play, and accommodates them to her poetic program. Throughout the play, from Phaedra’s ambiguous first reference to him at line 351 until the very end Hippolytus remains an ambiguous figure in many respects. The uncertainty of his age is intrinsically related with the uncertainty of his social role and of his sexual identity. Now a ἄνθις, then a young νεανίς, Hippolytus oscillates between male and female. Either through the female overtones of his defence against his father in the *agon* scene or through the effeminate characteristics of his physical appearance the rigidity

337 For the centrality of Hippolytus’ hunting in Eur. *Hipp.* and the ambiguity in terms of sexuality around hunting see pp. 45 n.312 and 47f.
343 Eur. *Hipp.* 351 δασις ποιειν υμᾶς ἐσθ, ὁ τῆς Ὺιαμαῖονος...
346 Goff (1990) 65f.
of the male / female dichotomy in the play collapses and consequently problematizes Hippolytus’ sexual ambiguity even further. From this perspective, Phaedra’s strategy of Hippolytus’ effeminization in her elegiac letter makes better sense if seen within the context of an elegiac transformation of a similar tragic technique.

2.3. Hermione

Palmer’s view of Hermione’s letter as the “feeblest and least poetical” of the Heroides or Jacobson’s remarks on the letter’s “rather boring, not to say sometimes silly and annoying” structure is but a mundane commonplace in the scholarly appreciation of the letter. Until very recently, the letter was severely criticized almost exclusively on grounds of certain linguistic and metrical shortcomings, its rigidity of expression and the excessiveness of its overall rhetorical character, while the issue of Hermione’s characterization was either ignored as a whole or only superficially touched upon. The first to diverge from such interpretation and focus his attention on the question of Hermione’s self-representation was Williams (1997), later followed by Fulkerson (2005). Both scholars’ inter- and intra-textual readings of Hermione’s portrayal yielded a fruitful re-assessment of the letter by disclosing its high degree of complexity and sophistication. My discussion of Hermione’s self-representation lies to a great extent within the same context of interpretation, as I also make extensive use of both inter- and intra-textuality as components of textual characterization. Indeed, Hermione in her letter is constructing a self through a complex web of multiple textual references to prior works of literature, as well as to letters within the collection. However, my own investigation moves a step further, as I examine Hermione’s self-portrayal in conjunction with her struggle to assert her right both as a woman and as a letter writer. Her self-definition is intrinsically related with her struggle to find her own voice and articulate her “female” desire under the constraints and erotic expectations imposed on her by the two rivaling lovers. In this light, her self-representation is transformed from a static conflation of textual exchanges into a dynamic

347 For a thorough discussion of the effeminate details in Hippolytus’ physical appearance in the play see Craik (1998) 35f.
348 Further on the “feminization” of men in tragedy as a repeated and persistent poetic strategy see Zeitlin (1985)b 80; in particular on Hippolytus’ feminization see Zeitlin (1985)a 65-7.
349 On the description of young men and effeminate beauty in general in Euripides see Poole (1990) 120-8.
350 Palmer (1898) 98.
353 It is rather unfortunate that the paucity of the relevant surviving evidence allows us only tentative speculations about the nature of these intertextual exchanges. For an extensive collection and discussion of the earlier literature (both Greek and Roman) see Jacobson (1974) 43-6, La Penna (1979), Allan (2000) 16-8, Fulkerson (2005) 89f.
process, where textuality merges with sexuality and writing ultimately stands for an alternative way of desiring.

i) Living the absence

Hermione opens her letter rather abruptly, without a formal salutation. Instead, she plunges into it by crudely stating the facts of her current misfortune: Pyrrhus, the son of Achilles, holds her against her will confined in his palace (lines 3f.). Given the particular circumstances of the letter (Hermione is a captive secretly sending away her letter) the lack of an opening salutation can be explained as an attempt to suppress the identity of both the sender and the receiver, in case the letter gets intercepted on its way. Moreover, the abruptness of the opening can also be seen as the result of Hermione’s turbulent state of mind and the urgency of the situation. Under the pressure of her current distress Hermione seems to care more about the safe sending of her letter and less about abiding by epistolary conventions, such as the letter’s salutatio. She does not want to waste any time. Even if she was prevented from writing the rest of her letter, the initial couplet alone (lines 3f.) would suffice to get the message across (in the form of a short note).

Nevertheless, the somewhat unconventional character of the letter’s opening does not necessarily remove any of its rhetorical complexity. On the very contrary, these lines communicate much more information than they may initially seem to. Despite Hermione’s attempt to conceal the name of the addressee and keep her own identification as subtle as possible, her reference to her abduction by Neoptolemus gets straight to the point and puts the reader immediately at the very heart of the story. Hence, lines 3f. introduce issues of key importance to Hermione’s argumentation; above all, her abduction by Neoptolemus. The early reference to this event (at the very opening couplet of the letter) which is clearly programmatic also suggests its great importance, since it becomes intrinsically related with her dual status as daughter (of Helen) and wife (of Neoptolemus). Hermione at two pivotal moments of her life becomes—directly or indirectly—involved with abduction: either as the prey of Neoptolemus’ rape or as the innocent victim of Helen’s abduction by Paris. Her entire life revolves around abduction and Hermione throughout her letter defines herself in terms of the absence of her husband and/or her mother. It is surely not by chance that the only instances in her letter where she recalls her exact words from the past concern her violent separation from her husband and her mother (lines 7f. and 80 respectively).

Hermione throughout her letter tries to construct a self and define her presence through the interpretation of the absence of her loved ones. She is the daughter of an absent mother and the wife of an absent husband. This sense of absence and emptiness reflects on the syntax of the

---

354 For the spurious character of the letter’s opening salutation (lines 1f.) transmitted in some manuscripts see pp. 283f.
355 The lack of an opening salutation is not uncommon in the *Heroides*; letters 5-12, and (from the double) letters 17, 18, 20, 21 also open without a formal salutation.
opening couplet (3f.). Instead of providing a direct object for the verb *(tenet)*, Hermione opts for the emphatic use of the participle *inclusam* alone, thus maintaining an effect of a certain vagueness and uncertainty in the sentence.\(^{356}\) Hermione translates bodily absence into grammatical uncertainty. By doing so, she moves from defining herself through the absence of her loved ones into actually effacing herself even from the grammatical level of her letter. Her desire for her absent loved ones ultimately becomes a desire for absence itself.

The so-called “heredity theme” is also introduced in the opening couplet.\(^{357}\) Hermione’s allusion to Neoptolemus’ valour through the use of the epic patronymic (*Achillides*)\(^{358}\) and the elevated apposition *animosus imagine patris* captures the reader’s attention. Neoptolemus is introduced in view of his family’s great past and of his proud parentage. His past, and more precisely his association with his father, Achilles, is called upon to give an explanation for his present behaviour. Neoptolemus is seen as a mere projection of his father (*Achillides*) and later he is judged and condemned by Hermione exactly on these grounds (line 84). Actually, one of Hermione’s rhetorical strategies in the letter is to evoke, even to re-create if necessary, the past, in order to provide a valid interpretation of the present. For her, past and present form an undivided entity, a circle of events, where from there seems to be no escape. Throughout the letter Hermione plays with time scales by constantly moving from present to past and back to present again. Deprived of Orestes and helpless as she is in the possession of Neoptolemus, her belief in a hereditary continuity seems to be the only logical explanation of this current misfortune. It is exactly this sense of absence in her personal life, which makes her project her personal misery on to the canvas of a common family fate merging in this way her personal history with the history of her family.\(^{359}\)

Trying to counterbalance the sense of absence in her personal life, Hermione takes up action and plays multiple roles by imitating the lives of others.\(^{360}\) The first obvious candidate is Helen, her mother. Throughout her letter Hermione brings up the similarities between herself and Helen, whose abduction by Paris sets the pattern for her current misfortune. Her proud declaration at lines 40f. (*proderit exemplo mater amata suo. / tu mihi quod matri pater est*) that Orestes is to her, what Menelaus was for Helen, attests to the fact that she lives in the shadow of her mother and that she actually aspires to become a “second Helen” herself. In Hermione’s eyes everything is filtered through her association with her mother’s turbulent past; her ambiguous reference to her Helen-like abduction (lines 5f.), her constant references to her mother (19f., 40f., 73-80, 91-100), her appeals to Orestes to imitate the paradigm of Menelaus.

---

356 The same elliptical usage occurs also at lines 9f. and 103. Further on this see Jacobson (1974) 52f.
357 For the motif of “worthy ancestors” in the *Heroides* see Jacobson (1974) 47 n.9, Sabot (1976) 233 and Bettini (1990) 422 n. 2.
358 Further on the use of *Achillides* see n. on *Her.* 8.3.
360 It is true that the reading of Hermione’s letter is enriched immensely by the comparative reading of both Briseis’ letter to Achilles (*Her.* 3, see Jacobson (1974) 47, 379, Williams (1997) 125, Fulkerson (2005) 90-102), and that of Helen’s response to Paris (*Her.* 17, see Williams (1997) 122-4). The circle of possible intratextual readings has opened up lately also to include Hypermestra’s letter to Lynceus (*Her.* 14) (see Fulkerson (2005) 102-5).
in claiming his wife back (19-26, 37-42) and her concern for her physical appearance (10, 79f., 95-100) are all suggestive of Helen's deep impact on Hermione's life. Her present becomes a mere repetition of her mother's past. The multiple similarities (verbal, thematic, rhetorical) between Hermione and Helen have long now been thoroughly discussed. For my part I would only add the following: in her re-enactment of Helen, Hermione passes the erotic element in their abduction in silence. Both women are portrayed almost exclusively as the innocent victims of male violence. Through this subtle shift of emphasis from erotic desire to erotic suffering Hermione manages to transform Helen's abduction from a paradigm of erotic lust to a reminder of the reconstitution of an injustice.

Hermione's reference to Helen's abduction by Paris also provides her with the opportunity to widen the heredity theme so as to include Orestes as well. The close parallel between Hermione and Helen inevitably brings to the fore the association of Orestes with Menelaus. On the face of it, Helen's abduction becomes the connecting link not only between Hermione and her family, but more importantly between Hermione and her absent husband. Like Hermione, Orestes' present is also projected against the past of his family, entangling his personal history with the history of the male members of the house of Tantalus. His introduction to the letter is realized through Hermione's appeal to claim her back from Neoptolemus by imitating Menelaus' example (19-22), while his association with the Tantalids is constant throughout the letter (44-8, 122). Later in the letter Hermione will repeat the same call through her acknowledgement of the paradigmatic role of her parents' relationship for her life (39-42). Orestes is urged to live in the shadow of Menelaus, in the same way in which Hermione imitates the life of her mother. Williams' convincing arguments that Hermione's emotional reactions in the letter are aimed to echo Orestes' distress and his frenetic crises after his matricide further enhance the similarities between the two. From this new perspective, Hermione seems to push the game of multiple role-playing to an extreme, as she includes Orestes among the people, whose lives she tries to imitate in her letter. In her desperate attempt to re-establish the connection with her absent husband Hermione goes as far as to subtly identify herself with him, and become a "second Orestes".

Hermione's response to her husband's inertness is drastic. Given Neoptolemus' initial connection with Achilles (line 3) her association of Orestes with Menelaus transforms the issue of Helen's recovery from a feud between two lovers to a conflict between two families. This is no longer a private matter, but a matter of family pride and hereditary honour. Hermione's extensive use of patronymics in her letter, especially in connection with the two rivals, further reinforces this sense of continuity. This leaves Orestes with no other option but to succumb to the fate of his family and follow the steps of Menelaus who had deemed it was worthy to endure

fierce war for the love of his wife (25f. sic quoque eram repetenda tamen, nec turpe marito / aspera pro caro bella tulisse toro).

In Hermione's letter there is no single evidence for her emotional independence and self-sufficiency. Her reliance on others is constant throughout and she fails to reach any kind of self-definition on her own, as she always perceives herself in relation to others. Hence, her introduction to the letter is made through her association with Neoptolemus (3f.), while soon after that, Hermione associates herself with Orestes by subscribing to his conjugal protection (8 “haec tibi sub domino est. Pyrrhe, puella suo!”, also lines 31ff.). Later on, Hermione decides to transfer her emphasis from Orestes to her own family and more precisely to her mother (40f. proderit exemplo mater amata suo. / tu mihi, quod matri pater est), but when she feels in need of wider validation, she does not hesitate to take refuge to the realm of myth and incorporate herself to the wider context of her family fate (65-74, 81f. ne non Pelopeia credar, / ecce, Neoptolemo praeda parata fu!, 122 aut ego Tantalidae Tantalis uxor ero!). Hermione's transposition to the realm of myth has further repercussions. By merging her personal experience with the mythical past of her family, Hermione retreats even further from her narrative present; she seems to have abolished her individuality as a whole, as she seeks validation not through herself but through the collective memory of her family. Even at the very end of her letter, Hermione fails to assert herself on her own right and to take control of the situation. Instead, she rounds off her letter in ring-composition by concluding her plea with another reference to Neoptolemus, her new master, and the frustration she experiences during the nights she has to spend with him.

Hermione's dependence on others develops in the letter according to the following pattern: Neoptolemus (- Orestes) – Helen – Tantalid women – Helen – Neoptolemus, which (if one removes Orestes) is symmetrically organized around her association with the women of her family. Hermione finds herself framed (or better, entrapped) by the presence of an enemy (Neoptolemus- Neoptolemus, outer pair) and the absence of her mother (Helen – Helen, inner pair). In this sense, Orestes (who is conspicuously absent) becomes almost a parenthesis in her life. I am more than inclined to believe that this intricate pattern is meant to be read as a subtle hint at Orestes' marginal involvement in her life. Hermione intentionally exaggerates her self-portrayal of helplessness and despair in order to arouse Orestes' sympathy for her and achieve his return. Instead of asserting her own place in her relationship and giving voice to her own desire, she manipulates her “female” voice in order to construct a passive and helpless self which will be most appealing to the male expectations of her lover. Hence, Hermione maintains

364 According to Lindheim's (2003), esp. 78-135 Lacanian reading of the Heroides, the heroines' multiple role-playing belongs to a rhetorical strategy of self-diffusion and self-deprecation which ultimately aims at the affirmation of the male self and the satisfaction of the male desire. In her own words: “Desiring to be the cause of the hero’s desire, the heroine begins a performance that leads her to play out various roles in relation to him. Each guise she assumes is a calculated one; she seeks through each role she acts out to manipulate the hero and his desire as is she were a puppeteer pulling the strings.”
365 For an extensive discussion of Hermione's (mis)application of mythological exempla in her letter see pp. 60ff.
the gender-prescribed role of female passivity, while she preserves for Orestes the role of the rescuer. Orestes is the only one who can guarantee her happiness by interrupting the circle of heredity doom.

ii) Married to a name

The nature of Hermione's relationship with Orestes is also very important in terms of characterization. Hermione's self-identification as puella through the recollection of her exacts words during her abduction by Neoptolemus is clearly programmatic and does more than to simply imply the elegiac context of the affair (8 "haec tibi sub domino est, Pyrrhe, puella suo!"). Her reference to Orestes as dominus, despite the term's erotic connotations, is a rather strange choice, in that it goes against one fundamental generic convention of Roman elegy, that of seruitium amoris. Instead of the man being enslaved to the woman, Hermione reserves for herself the role of the submissive one. However, Hermione's choice is not so much a departure from elegiac conventions, but rather a case of a gender-reversed seruitium amoris (the woman enslaved to the man), which is equally frequent in Roman elegy. The fact that this female form of erotic servitude is present in Greek erotic poetry could perhaps be associated with Hermione's Greek descent. Moreover, while dominus can be seen within the wider context of Hermione's use of legal terminology in the letter (especially in view of her reference to the manus iniectio procedure at line 16), I am inclined to read behind its use Hermione's implicit allusion to the harshness of her affair with Orestes. The fact that she is actually reporting her own words in direct speech invests her words with certain genuineness and the pretence of personal experience. Hence, her use of dominus becomes a subconscious choice dictated by the problematic nature of her relationship with Orestes, which ultimately prevents her from subverting the hard conditions of her reality within the literary conventions of elegy. Hence, her recollection of the past becomes like a crack on the solid surface of the poem, which offers an insight into her personal, more intimate thoughts.

Hermione does not give the impression that she knows a great deal about Orestes on a more personal level, as her husband. In fact, her references to him are restricted only to the first half of the letter (lines 1-61), while in the second half he disappears almost completely, as Hermione retreats to her own self-obsessed, self-pitying world of absence and rejection. One might argue that she seems to know a lot more about Orestes in connection with his family and his turbulent past. But this is but a false impression. Hermione tactfully avoids getting into

366 Cf. Ov. Am. 3.7.11, Ars 1.314, also Cat. 45.14. Further on Hermione's use of dominus see n. on Her. 8.8.
367 For bibliography on seruitium amoris see n. on Her. 4.22.
368 Further on female erotic servitude in Greek and Latin poetry see Murgatroyd (1981) 592, 594, esp. 597 nn. 35 and 25 for elegiac occurrences, also Copley (1947) 289.
369 For a detailed discussion of Hermione's use of legal terminology see below.
370 The insertion of direct speech as a means to raise the emotional pitch is frequent in the Heroides (cf. e.g. 3.102, 111-2, 6.25-28, 14.53-66, 17.86, 157-8, 162).
much detail; instead, she concentrates only on some widely known events from his family life. Hermione's reference to Orestes is far from being a mere retrospective investigation of the hero's past. Instead, it becomes more of an insight into the future in an attempt to remind Orestes of his conjugal obligations. From this perspective, lines 49-54, despite claims for the contrary, become extremely relevant to Hermione's argumentation. Hermione's recollection of the past, which is but a meticulous selection of events, proves to be extremely manipulative. Through her highly subjective perspective the past is re-shaped and re-interpreted in the way which suits her argumentation the best. Orestes' bloody past is recalled only as proof for his heroic valour and the rest of the ominous events are suppressed. Hence, his disgraceful matricide, which Hermione passes twice in silence (both at lines 49-54 and 119f.) becomes conspicuous through its absence. Instead, all emphasis is put on Orestes' sense of his family duties and obligations. Above all, Orestes is portrayed as a man of action, someone who has the will and physical power (nec uirtute cares 49, materia uellem fortis meliore fuisses 51) for great deeds, no matter how (self-) destructive these deeds can be. Through her ingenious manipulation of language and of factual reality Hermione tries her best to play down his responsibility for the killing of his mother. The horrible act comes second in importance to the execution of his family duties, the responsibility is transferred to Agamemnon (50), while Orestes is left with no other choice but to succumb to his obligation to avenge his fathers' death (52). Hermione carefully avoids even the slightest allusion to Orestes' post-matricidal mental and emotional instability, which constituted an indispensable feature in the hero's long literary career.

Furthermore, Hermione's use of terms showing affection and intimacy with reference to Orestes is rather limited; she addresses him using his name only once throughout the entire letter (15 Oreste). The feeling of her husband's absence now translates into an absence of feeling. The reader cannot find anywhere Hermione's recollection of, or even the slightest allusion to, any blissful moments of their life together. There seems to be no emotional bond between the two and Hermione, indeed, gives the impression that she knows very little about Orestes as her husband. In fact, Hermione, together with Penelope and Deianira, are the only heroines in the entire collection whose letters do not contain a nostalgic reminiscence of a happy past shared with their loved ones. This lack of shared memories becomes all the more evident in Hermione's two emotional recollections from the past. Her selection is surely not

---

372 pace Jacobson (1974) 50: "a full six lines [49-54] recount an event in the hero's life which has no direct bearing on the heroine" (my emphasis).
374 For the possibility, however, of a covered allusion to Clytemnestra's killing through Hermione's reference to Aegisthus' throat see n. on Her. 8.53.
376 Fulkerson (2005) 94.
coincidental, as she chooses two instances from her personal history, where Orestes is conspicuously absent (abduction by Neoptolemus (5-10) and separation from Helen (75-80)).

Hermione's use of the conditional clause *cura mei si te pia tangit* at line 15 is equally suggestive of the problematic nature of her relationship with Orestes. Hermione expresses her doubts about Orestes' intentions in the very couplet, which actually introduces her passionate appeals to him to imitate Menelaus' example and rescue her from Neoptolemus. Such concerns are indicative of a conjugal relationship which lacks the affection and mutual trust of a married couple. The same kind of emotional detachment can also be discerned behind Hermione's frequent use of legal terminology.377 Her written appeal to Orestes is replete with legal terms to the extent that her love-letter ultimately transforms into a legal challenge.378 In my view, Hermione's refuge to the realm of law indicates her acknowledgement of the emotional distance between herself and Orestes. Knowing that her sentimental pleas to Orestes are most likely to fail, she seeks further justification and support on legal grounds; in this light, her constant appeals to him to assert his legal rights and defend his wife (7f., 15f., 19f., 25f.) seem to counter-balance her husband's emotional alienation. Law is evoked to make up for any losses in love.

Hermione's reference to her beloved through the third-person periphrasis *nomen Orestae* at line 9, instead of a second-person one, is suggestive of her emotional detachment and it helps to maintain the impression that she is addressing her abduction by Neoptolemus to nobody in particular.379 This periphrasis together with her choice for *dominus* at line 8 make Orestes "no more than another third-person outsider."380 To move one step further, Hermione now treats Orestes' physical absence as a complete absence. Hence, Orestes-the person ultimately becomes Orestes-the name; her beloved is nothing more than a *nomen*. Hermione uses again the same periphrasis *nomen Orestae* with an equally alienating effect near the end of her letter where she mentions the nights spent by Neoptolemus' side (lines 115f.).381 The sarcasm behind her allegedly mistaken choice of the name of Orestes instead of that of Neoptolemus is cutting. More importantly, Hermione by interpreting her hardship purely in linguistic terms, manages at the same time to turn the game around to her own advantage. She is no longer the helpless victim of violence and sexual desire of two rivalling lovers; instead, she seems to hold herself the key to her own happiness, which is nothing more than a question of right choice between two names.

Orestes becomes not only a name, but a title as well, since Hermione throughout her letter attributes to him a series of titles. The distribution of these titles is well calculated and

---

381 For the sexual undertones of Hermione's vocabulary in this section see n. on *Her*. 8.11-16.
they seem to develop from the harsh and distant to the more intimate ones. Thus, Orestes makes his first appearance in the letter as a powerful dominus in possession of his puella (8 sub domino est...puella suo); then the tone gradually softens, when Orestes is portrayed in terms of an injured maritus /uir, who is prompted to fight for the recovery of his abducted wife (25f. nec turpe marito / aspera pro caro bella tulisse toro, 29 uir, precor, uxori...succurre). Later, when the reference to the relationship becomes more intimate, Hermione reminds Orestes of his double status as “husband and cousin” and calls him to avenge the insult made to his family (29 frater succurre sorori). Her emphatic juxtaposition of the two patronymics Tantalidae Tantalis at the final line is along the same lines of intimacy382 underlining the close ties between two members of the same family.

Hermione’s emphatic employment of the “double relationship” theme at lines 27-30 is also part of the same strategy. Faced with Orestes’ failure as husband Hermione resorts to her ultimate argument of defence by reminding her beloved of his double status as her cousin.383 Orestes is related to Hermione not only by marriage (husband) but also by blood (cousin) through their common descent from Pe/opetius Atreus (27).384 It seems that Hermione’s employment of the “double relationship” theme is not only an attempt to re-establish a closer connection with him, but rather a means of making Orestes finally realize the size of his responsibility. Where he fails as a husband, his sense of duty as a cousin should never fail to call him to action, and vice versa.

iii) Becoming an object

Hermione’s self-portrayal as a helpless, abandoned woman, of no—or little—significance, marginalizes herself and leaves the centre of the story, indeed the centre of her whole life, to Orestes. Her strategy of self-degradation and de-humanization is consistent throughout her letter.385 At the very heart of this self-effacing process lies the negation of her self as a person and her consequent objectification.386 Hermione seems to translate the absence and the rejection she has received from her loved ones into a self-destructive obsession, which, nevertheless, should not be understood as a case of psychotic self-degradation, but rather within the context of a strategy to satisfy Orestes’ erotic fantasy.

A first indication of her “transformation into an object” is offered by the grammar of the letter; in most sentences Hermione appears as the syntactical object.387 This combined with her

382 Jacobson (1974) 52
383 Hypermestra (Her. 14) is also writing a letter to her cousin, Lynceus. Further on the intra-textual exchange between Hermione and Hypermestra see Fulkerson (2005) 102-5. Also see n. on Her. 8.27-9.
385 For a more detailed discussion of this technique see Lindheim (2003) passim, esp. 13-77.
386 Hermione’s self-degradation echoes to a certain extent the contemporary male Roman attitude towards women as property, see Treggiari (1982)b.
387 Fulkerson (2005) 91 with n.11
use of passive voice\textsuperscript{388} implies her submissive role. Hermione is introduced to the poem as a prisoner, a victim of abduction (3f.), and she is eager to sustain this image primarily through her parallel with her mother, but also through the application of a carefully chosen vocabulary.\textsuperscript{389} More importantly, Hermione as a prisoner in Neoptolemus' hands gives the impression of having resigned from any claim to her freedom; instead of fighting for her own self-assertion and her right to independence, her only concern is how to achieve her transference from the possession of Neoptolemus to that of Orestes. Her vague use of _inclusam\textsuperscript{390}_ at line 4 which turns her "into a spectator of her own life" paired with the third person reference to herself at line 8 ("haec tibi sub domino est, Pyrrha, puella suo!") stress the sense of detachment from her own self. Her self-objectification becomes more obvious in her appeal to Orestes to claim her back at line 16 by means of the _manus iniectio_ procedure (legis actio per manus iniectionem). Hermione's wording is actually a close poetic adaptation of the legal formula ( _eam ob rem tibi manum inicito_ ) used in this legal procedure, during which one could claim back his stolen property.\textsuperscript{392} Hermione's relegation to _res_, a property object needs no further exemplification. Instead of voicing her own will and desire, Hermione becomes a mouthpiece of male sexual fantasy. Her voice is silenced and her degradation to the state of an object, upon which the male lover exerts his right of possession and control, is actually expressing the male attitude to love by confirming the erotic supremacy of the male over the female.

Hermione becomes an object of exchange, a commodity between the people who supposedly should have cared for her. What her female hands fail to do (6 cetera femineae non valuere manus), she asks the fearless hands of her husband to do for her (16 inice non timidas in tua iura manus!). Being no longer a person, she is likened to a cattle herd (armenta 17), a war-booty ( _praeda_ 82) and, even worse, a mere bundle (sarcina 94). As Fulkerson nicely puts it: "Hermione is an object to be traded, stolen, or sold."\textsuperscript{393} Now her only value is her exchangeability. Even her betrothal by Tyndareus to Orestes, the most important event of her adult life, is given in terms of a commercial transaction (31f. _me tibi Tyndareus, uita grauis auctor et annis, tradidit_).\textsuperscript{394} While her father, Menelaus, treats her merely as a means of strengthening his alliances and complementing his political ambitions (33f.). When Hermione contemplates the controversy of her "double marriage",\textsuperscript{395} she examines the situation strictly in terms of the possible harm she may inflict on the two rivals (35f.). Once again she silences her own desire. It is my contention, however, that, despite appearances, Hermione manages to preserve her own voice through the application of a

\textsuperscript{388} Fulkerson (2005) 90f. with n. 10.
\textsuperscript{389} capta 11, raperet 12, rapiat 17, rapta coniuge 18, muptae...ademptae 19, repetenda 25, apta rapina 66, uecta 70, rapta 73, aberat 81, praeda 82, abducta...coniuge 86, ademptus 102, captam 103, condidit 108.
\textsuperscript{390} For more on this see above.
\textsuperscript{391} Jacobson (1974) 53.
\textsuperscript{392} Further on the _manus iniectio_ procedure see n. on _Her_. 8.16.
\textsuperscript{393} Fulkerson (2005) 100. For more details and bibliography see n. on _Her_. 8.32.
\textsuperscript{394} For the commercial character of _tradidit_ see n. on _Her_. 8.32.
\textsuperscript{395} Further on this see n. on _Her_. 8.31-4.
carefully chosen vocabulary and the highly skilled structure of the couplet. Her union with Orestes by being put in the hexameter receives more attention compared with her reference to Neoptolemus, who is mentioned in the subordinate pentameter. In addition, her application of nubebam, a verb often applied to women in marriage context,\(^{396}\) is in complete contrast with the passive iungar (a sexually charged verb),\(^{397}\) which often bears negative connotations of subjugation.\(^{398}\) Besides, the active voice of nubebam suggests willing co-operation in the wedding, while the passive voice of iungar highlights once again Hermione's victimization.\(^{399}\)

Hermione's concern for her physical appearance (9f., 79f., 95f.) constitutes a similar lapse of her female tongue, which cracks the solid surface of her calculated and highly rhetorical letter. The reference to her beauty in her recollection of the two most tragic events of her life (her abduction by Neoptolemus and her separation from her mother) is meant to be taken as a touch of “childlike feminine vanity.”\(^{400}\) Moreover, I suspect that Hermione's obsession with her physical appearance subconsciously serves as a constant reminder of the feminine care she has been missing. In this light, her concern for beauty makes better sense if seen not so much as an expression of female vanity but rather as Hermione's attempt to bring herself closer to Helen, as an alternative way to fill up her need for motherly care.

iv) Reading and being read

A final remark: The metaliterary implications of Hermione's inter- and intra-textual self-construction have a huge impact on her literary status. Hermione, a chameleon-like figure, through her multiple transformations and the re-enactment of the thoughts and manners of other letter-writing heroines oscillates between her role as a textual character within a poem and that of an external reader of the rest of poems within the collection.\(^{401}\) From being read (an object of reading) she ultimately becomes a reader herself (a reading subject), participating thus in the poetic process of her characterization from both inside and outside the text. From this perspective, Hermione's multiple role-playing invites a reading of the letter as a work within a community of poetic texts and less as an emotional outburst of the heroine; hence, the letter's literariness is disclosed, which causes as a result the “genuineness” and “sincerity” of Hermione's writing to be severely damaged.

\(^{396}\) OLD s.v. 1
\(^{397}\) TLL 7.658.60ff.
\(^{398}\) TLL 7.53.80ff., OLD s.v. iungo 1.
\(^{399}\) Note also how the dative tibi - referring to Orestes - by being emphatically placed at the beginning of the hexameter carries much more weight compared with the bare dative Pyrrho, which simply follows the verb. Further on the structure of the couplet see n. on Her. 8.35f.
3. The (mis)application of mythological exempla in *Heroides* 4 and 8

Ovid's innovative and playful use of mythological *exempla*, especially in his elegiac production, has long now been noticed. Either to support a claim with universal validity or to raise the poet's private experience to the level of shared human experience or purely as means of embellishment and poetic expansion, mythological *exempla* lie at the forefront of Ovid's artistic arsenal. Through the employment of mythological *exempla* the poet manages to liven up his narrative and keep the reader constantly unsettled by broadening the textual horizon through witty comparisons and unexpected reversals. For Ovid, myths are primarily tales, belonging to a long literary tradition, devoid of any exalted religious or symbolic connotations. Above all, myth is a rhetorical device, a component of poetic creation, which can be shaped, altered, used or disposed of each time according to the rhetorical and literary needs at hand. Its validity or falsehood depends almost entirely on rhetorical appropriateness and the need for persuasion, or as Davis nicely puts it: "when it is convenient for myth to be treated as true, it is; when it is not convenient, it is admitted to be false." 

It is very unfortunate that the use of mythological *exempla* in the *Heroides* has received little attention so far. It is only until very recently that scholars have started to include the use of myth in their critical assessment of these letters. In this chapter, I will investigate the heroines' (mis)application of mythological *exempla* as they appear in the three short mythological lists in *Her.* 4 (lines 53-66 and 93-104) and 8 (lines 65-81). My interest lies primarily on issues of content and rhetorical function both within the narrative framework of each letter and with regard to any possible intertextual influences from earlier Greek and Roman literature (with an emphasis on Roman elegy).

Before I begin my discussion a crucial distinction needs to be made with regard to the use of the term "myth" and "history." The *Heroides* constitute a unique case in the Roman elegiac corpus not only for allowing the (otherwise almost silenced) "female" voice to be heard, but also for its idiosyncratic use of intertextuality in the construction of textual characters. Despite the fact that they have assumed the role of the elegiac poet, both Phaedra and Hermione actually belong to the world of Greek myth. The elegiac status of these two mythological heroines does not annul their fictitiousness, which still has a huge impact on their appreciation of reality. Unlike the external readers of their letters, both heroines fail to make the essential
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403 Davis (1980) 415.

discrimination between “myth” and “history”. As a consequence, what the external reader of these letters considers to be “myth”, for the heroines it is “history”; what he perceives as “fiction”, for them it is a “fact”, a “reality”. In this light, both Phaedra and Hermione treat the mythological exempla employed in the mythological lists under examination not as a literary poetic device, a group of mythical tales of abstract and symbolic value, but rather as chapters of their personal history, fragments of their shared family heritage. Living their lives and their stories from the inside, they ultimately manage to infuse the text of their letters “with a completely new dynamic through the synthesis of intertextualized myth and psychological fantasy.”

3.1.1. Her. 4.53-66

There are two short mythological lists in Phaedra’s letter (lines 53-66 and 93-104), of similar layout and almost similar length. The first one (lines 53-66) comprises an introductory couplet (53f.) followed by three mythological exempla, which demonstrate the proposition put forward in the introductory couplet. The exempla are placed in chronological order, each one extending over a couplet. The three mythical female figures are brought together on grounds of common Cretan descent and of their involvement in illicit or unnatural love affairs. The list is rounded off with a “concluding” couplet (61f.) corresponding in language and theme to the introductory one, where Phaedra underlines again her subscription to the long line of her female ancestors. Lines 63-6 form an expansion on the Theseus-Ariadne exemplum, which for reasons I will discuss in detail below constitutes an integral part of the short mythological list and not a superfluous addition.

A few lines before offering a detailed description of Hippolytus’ exquisite physical appearance during their meeting at the Eleusinian mysteries (lines 67-84), Phaedra makes a flashback, in which she relates her present misfortune with the long series of unfortunate erotic affairs of her female ancestors. The close connection between these lines and Eur. Hipp. 337-43 has long now been noticed and it is true that both passages have much in common in terms of content and structure. However, the fact that Euripides’ Hippolytus is the only surviving literary source does not necessarily argue for its exclusivity. Ovidian erudition and the complex character of the poet’s intertextual practices undermine considerably any suggestion of a straightforward, linear correspondence between the two texts. The unfortunate loss of the earlier

405 Smith (1994) 270.
406 For Europa’s differentiation from the rest in terms of blood ties see p.66.
407 With the exception of Europa.
408 With the exception of Ariadne.
relevant material, like Euripides’ first *Hippolytus (Hippolytus Kalypтоменос)*,\(^{410}\) Sophocles’ *Phaedra*, and Hellenistic works (e.g. Lycophron’s *Hippolytus*)\(^{411}\) or later Roman dramas\(^{412}\) leaves us for most part in the realm of speculation.\(^{413}\) Nevertheless, even though this is not the case of a straightforward association, the intertextual exchanges between Phaedra’s elegiac letter and the Euripidean *Hippolytus* are of such high quality and density that cannot be dismissed.

In the Euripidean play, Phaedra’s recollection of her family’s unfortunate past occurs at a critical moment of the action, just before the revelation of her love for Hippolytus. Being unable or in fear of bringing herself to tell the truth to the Nurse, Phaedra opts for a gradual revelation by taking refuge in her family’s past (Eur. Hipp. 337-43).\(^{414}\) The illicit erotic affairs of both her mother and sister offer a strong case for self-justification. Phaedra presents herself as having no other option but to succumb to the hereditary lust of her ancestry, since her present (so she argues) is dictated by the fervent amorous past of her generation. In her struggle to make the Nurse realize that she is in love, Phaedra’s use of mythology aims primarily at underlining the erotic aspect of these stories. In the words of Winnington-Ingram: “It is not a question of inherited guilt, but of inherited sexuality” (my emphasis).\(^{415}\) Her emphasis on love in her enigmatic replies to the Nurse is noteworthy (cf. οἰνὸν... ἡράσθης ἔρων 337, δν (sc. ἔρον) ἔσχε ταύτου 338, σὸ τ’, ὅ τάλαιν ὁμαιε, Διονύσου δέμαρ (sc. οἰνὸν ἔσχες ἔρων) 339, ὡς ἀπόλλυμαι 341, τι τοῦθ’, δ ή λέγουσιν ἀνθρώπους ἔρων; 347).\(^{416}\) Phaedra is drawing

\(^{410}\) For the title *Kalypτomenos* see Pollux 9.50 (for a variant *Katakalypτomenos* see Σ on *Theocrit. 2.10*). For the name of the second *Hippolytus* *Stephanias* see Arist. Byz. 28, and for *Stephanephoros* see Stob. 4.44.34 and Hesych. s.v. ἀνασειράζει.

\(^{411}\) *TrGF* 1 100F 1g. ΠΠΠΟΑΥΤΟΣ.

\(^{412}\) Unfortunately, nothing survives from Republican tragedy about a Hippolytus-play.

\(^{413}\) Further on lost Greek tragedies see Barrett (1964) 10-45, Coffey-Mayer (1990) 5-10, Mills (1999) 195-207 and Halleran (2000) 25-37, Friedrich (1953) 110-49 (followed by Zintzen (1960), Snell (1964) 23-46, Webster (1967) 64-71) suggests that Seneca’s *Phaedra* can often be used as a “safe” guide towards the reconstruction of Euripides’ first *Hippolytus* in terms of plot and characterization. However, I find that this view is very speculative and that it needs sounder justification, especially since the loss of earlier literature makes it impossible to track down Seneca’s sources for the play.

\(^{414}\) Contrary to the widely held assumption about Phaedra’s gradual revelation, Roisman (1999) 61-3 offers an interesting alternative reading, according to which Phaedra actually manipulates her “unwilling” confession in order to shake off responsibility from herself and gain the Nurse’s pity and co-operation. In the end, it is the Nurse, not Phaedra, who mentions Hippolytus by name.

\(^{415}\) Winnington-Ingram (1958) 175. Cf. Σ on Eur. Hipp. 337 ὃ ταλίμονιν αἰνιγματικῶς θέλει φράσαι τὸν ἔρωτα. πιθανῶτα δὲ ἢμα τῇ αἰνιγμῷ καὶ τῇ συγγνώμῃν ἡτίσατο ὡς προγνοκόν κεκτημένῃ τὸ κάθος καὶ οὐκ ἰδίᾳ φώσεως ομάρτμα, Reckford (1974) 323: “the reticence with which she treats sexual passion, whether her relatives’ or her own ... making only brief, allusive mention of her mother’s love and her sister’s”, Coffey and Mayer on Sen. *Phaedr.* 113 “that Phaedra’s blood is somehow tainted with unnatural desires” is hinted at by Eur. Hipp. 343 and Ov. *Her.* 4.55”, Halleran on Eur. Hipp. 337-43: “While she (sc. Phaedra) places herself in the context of her family’s unfortunate sexual passions...”, Craik (1998) 31 “Unusual sexual activity is a brooding background to *Hippolytus*”, Roisman (1999) 61 “The scene that follows, in which Phaedra refers to her mother’s and sister’s illicit loves... further clearing herself of responsibility for what she presents as her hereditary passion ... that the source of her misery is love.” (all emphases are mine)

\(^{416}\) Following Barrett on line 342 I take ἐκείθεν in its temporal meaning (see LSJ s.v. ἐκείθεν III. “of Time, thenceforward”). Barrett ad loc. translates: “it was then, not of late, that my misfortune began.”
Hippolytus' attention to the "how" (δόγμα ἀπόλλυμαι 341) and not to the "why" of her hereditary doom.417

An obvious discrepancy with the Euripidean text is Phaedra's reference to the role of Venus in her letter. In Euripides, the mythological allusions are introduced ex abrupto and develop along the exchange between Phaedra and her Nurse.418 The Ovidian Phaedra, on the contrary, introduces her mythological exempla with a couplet, where she expresses her fears lest her forbidden love for Hippolytus is another tribute owed by her family to Venus (lines 53f). Europa, Pasiphae and Ariadne are all employed as examples of Venus' vengeance against Phaedra's generation, and hereditary sexuality is not mentioned in general, but rather in connection with a very specific cause. It is the critics' unanimous conviction that the allusion here is made to the well-known story of Sun's revelation of the illicit affair between Venus and Mars.419 According to the myth, Venus directed her revenge against all Sun's female progeny, because the latter had disclosed to Hephaestus her adulterous relationship with Mars. Hephaestus caught Venus and Mars in the act and ridiculed them in front of the Olympian gods.420 Hence, the Ovidian Phaedra by putting her emphasis on the why and less on the how of her downfall stands far apart from her tragic counterpart. This shift from inherited sexuality to inherited guilt is significant, as it makes Phaedra's inherited sexuality merely the outcome of her inherited guilt. By holding Venus responsible, Phaedra manages to downplay her guilt, if not to dismiss it all together. She is not the one to blame; this is the fate of her family. Through the integration of her personal story to her family's long line of hereditary guilt she is hoping to acquit herself from the charge of adultery, since she gives the impression of being trapped in a situation, from where there is no escape but to surrender to Venus' divine will. Her fate is one of prescribed doom.421

Phaedra's inclusion of Venus' wrath calls for further scrutiny. Apart from introducing the short mythological list, lines 53f. in effect illuminate Phaedra's state of mind. A closer reading against the Euripidean text proves to be instructive. Compared with Aphrodite's early appearance in the play, Venus makes a rather belated appearance in Phaedra's letter (as opposed to the early appearance of Amor (lines 11-16)). Furthermore, Phaedra's appropriation of Venus' wrath is in complete contrast with what Aphrodite argues in her prologue speech in the play

417 Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 342-4 "no-one here will wonder why the women have this taint" (his emphasis).
418 Reckford's suggestion that Venus' hatred against Sun might have appeared in Euripides' first Hippolytus (Reckford (1974) 311 with n. 6) or in his Cretans (idem 321 with n.17) is interesting. However, Reckford fails to provide any substantial evidence for his claim; as a result, his overall argumentation remains extremely speculative. Cf. also the reservations expressed by Collard-Cropp-Lee against Reckford's assumptions.
420 Further on the myth and its popularity see n. on Her. 4.54.
421 Phaedra's allusion to Sun is an appropriate choice not only for herself and her family, but also for Hippolytus, since following a rather obscure tradition preserved by Servius on Verg. Aen. 7.776 Hippolytus was closely related with Sun (nam et Virbius inter deos colitur. Virbiun autem quidam Solem putant esse, cuius simulacrum non est fas attingere, properea quia nec sol tangitur). Within the same context of interpretation, I also note the identification of Phaedra with Venus (see Sauer in Roscher 1.2.2684 s.v. Hippolytos, Ilberg in Roscher 3.2.2224 s.v. Phaidra (in der Kunst).
Phaedra is right in holding Venus responsible for the imminent disaster, but she is seriously mistaken about the true cause of Venus' anger. Aphrodite throughout her opening speech (cf. Eur. Hipp. 5.f., 11-16, 21-3, 48-50) mentions repeatedly that the true cause of her anger is Hippolytus' lack of respect and his refusal to pay his debts to her divinity, and not the revelation of her adulterous relationship by Sun. She holds nothing against Phaedra. But it is exactly this misunderstanding that brings the Ovidian Phaedra closer to her tragic counterpart. In Eur. Hipp. Phaedra shows the same degree of misinterpretation of Aphrodite's role in her life and of her own responsibility. Moments after announcing to the chorus her resolution to die, Phaedra rightly holds Aphrodite responsible for her death (Eur. Hipp. 725-7 εγώ δὲ Κύπριν, ἤπειρ ἐξαλλύσι με, / ψυχής ἀκαλαχθεῖσα τής ἐν ἰμέρα / τέρπω); however, she fails to realise that she “is only a means to another end” in the unfolding tragedy and not the goddess’ ultimate objective. Phaedra is ignorant of Aphrodite’s open statement in her prologue speech, where she is mentioned as the “innocent” victim of divine revenge (47-50). Instead, she considers herself to be a helpless victim unable to escape Aphrodite’s relentless power. In this light, Phaedra the letter-writer with her restricted view of reality is strikingly reminiscent of her tragic counterpart.

Europa (lines 55f.)

The inclusion of Europa in the list constitutes a peculiar choice both because it departs from the Euripidean subtext and, more importantly, because Europa does not actually belong to Sun’s family. Phaedra’s emphatic reference to her (the daughter of Agenor and Telephassa) as ‘the very origin of the family’ (55 prima...gentis origo) surely sounds strange. Armstrong contends that the inclusion takes places “perhaps a little facetiously” as it further obscures the reason behind Venus’ revenge. But is that so? Is Phaedra’s recollection of Europa actually that accidental and unintentional? A closer examination of the wording of the couplet has much to offer. The integration of Europa is first attempted through a verbal link between the exemplum and the introductory couplet, since prima...gentis origo (line 55) corresponds to ex tota gente (line 54) in an attempt to establish Europa as the very beginning of Phaedra’s line. But holding Europa, a woman, as the head of a whole generation undoubtedly comes as a shocking surprise for the Roman reader. In fact, Phaedra’s emphasis on the female origin of her generation runs against the Roman

422 Zeitlin (1985) 56.
424 Cf. Apollod. Bibl. 3.1.1 Ἄγνωρ δὲ παραγενέμενος εἰς τὴν Φοινίκην γαμεῖ Τηλέφασσαν καὶ τέκνοι θυγατέρα μὲν Ἐὐρώπην, παιδας δὲ Κάδιμον καὶ Φοίνικα καὶ Κίλικα. There seems to have been a general disagreement on Europa’s ancestry. Alternative parentage includes Phoenix (or Tityus) as her father, and Argiope (Hyg. Fab. 178.1), Cassiopeia or Perimede as her mother (for sources see Ha in Brill’s New Pauly s.v. Europe/ Europa 2.210). Further on this issue with references see Frazer (1921) 296 n.2, 298 n.1. Campbell on Mosch. Europa 7 for Europa, daughter of Phoenix.
patriarchal hierarchy, since the male-prescribed title of the *auctor gentis* was strictly preserved for the first male ancestor in chronological order.\textsuperscript{426} Phaedra’s shift from male to female is indeed strange, but it can be justified on grounds of rhetorical persuasion. Her desperation and fervent desire to convince Hippolytus lies behind her unconventional rhetoric. For reasons I will discuss in detail below Phaedra needs to include Europa in her family flashback and she is willing to do that at any cost, even through this blatant reversal of social conventions. In any case, the role of the *auctor gentis* is not new for Europa. The idea is also present at Ov. *Met.* 2.833-3.6, where Europa’s abduction by Jupiter appears at the opening of a lengthy section about Thebes and its turbulent past. Europa’s connection with the remote beginning of Thebes is echoed again in the *proemium* of Statius’ *Thebaid*, where her abduction by Jupiter is also mentioned among the remote beginnings of the Cadmean generation.\textsuperscript{427}

Europa’s close association with Cretan women, and Pasiphae in particular, is not new in Roman elegy. In Propertius\textsuperscript{428} Europa features among a multitude of women renowned for their beauty, who are now in the Underworld. The reference to her as *auctor gentis* is not explicit; however, the fact that she is being evoked first is suggestive of her prominence. Her close association with Pasiphae is highlighted by the fact that they both share the same pentameter, while each one is placed at the second foot of each hemistich. Perhaps it is not by chance that their pentameter is immediately followed by a hexameter containing a general reference to Cretan women.

Europa’s Cretan origin is more emphatically manifested at Ov. *Ars* 1.283-342, where Pasiphae’s story receives a lengthy and detailed treatment by the *praeceptor amoris* as an exemplification of unbridled female lust.\textsuperscript{429} Near the end of the story Pasiphae infatuated by her unnatural love for the bull wishes to become another “Europa” and, like her, to be carried-off by a bull.\textsuperscript{430} Pasiphae’s wish leaves no doubts about the paradigmatic role of Europa in the sexual history of the Cretan family. Emerging as Pasiphae’s *alter ego* Europa becomes an indispensable member of the Cretan line in that she sets a behavioural pattern for the rest of the women of Sun’s family. It is worth noting that the reference to Europa appears in a list of mythological *exempla*, which resounds with Euripidean overtones. Pasiphae’s story is followed by the unfortunate love affairs of Aerope, Cleopatra and Phaedra, which were all treated by Euripides (*The Cretans, The Cretan Women*, first and second *Hippolytus* respectively).\textsuperscript{431}


\textsuperscript{427} Stat. *Theb*. 1.4-6 (…) *gentisne canam primordia dirae, / Sidonios raptus et inexorabile pactum / legis Agenoreae scrutametemque aequora Cadmum?*

\textsuperscript{428} Prop. 2.28.49-56 *sunt apud infernos tot milia formosarum: / pulchra sit in superis, si licet, una locis! / ubiscum Antiope, ubiscum candida Tyro, / ubiscum Europa nec proba Pasiphae, / et quot Creta tulit utus et quot Achaia formas, / et Thebae et Priami diruta regna senis: / et quaecumque erat in numero Romana puella, / occidit: has omnis ignis auarus habet.*

\textsuperscript{429} On the Hellenistic (neoteric) character of the list see Hollis on Ov. *Ars* 1.283-342.

\textsuperscript{430} Ov. *Ars* 1.323f. *et modo se Europan fieri, modo postulat Io, / altera quod bos est, altera uecta boue!*

\textsuperscript{431} See Hollis on Ov. *Ars* 1.327ff. Notice also that the reference to Aerope is followed by Scylla’s unlucky love with Minos, Europa’s son (lines 331f.).
it is tempting to suspect a possible Euripidean influence behind the idea of Europa being the head of the Cretan female progeny. However, this assumption needs further evidence.

Anyhow, the awkwardness of Europa’s inclusion in the mythological list remains unresolved mainly due to the lack of any family ties between herself and Sun. It is true that there are no direct blood-ties between Europa and Sun. However, Europa is associated with Sun through the marriage of her son, Minos, with Pasiphae, Sun’s daughter.432 The association with the Cretan family is not totally ungrounded, but still it is rather weak for the justification of her title as “the head of Sun’s female progeny.”

The rather dubious inclusion of Europa in the list provides Phaedra with further rhetorical potential. Phaedra compiled this short mythological list in order to exemplify the uncontrollable lust of the female members of her family. At first sight, all these women are put together on grounds of common origin and of perverse sexual behaviour. A scrupulous examination, however, reveals that -in a very strict sense- both criteria do not apply simultaneously to all three exempla; instead, each criterion applies to only one pair at a time. So, common origin is appropriate for Pasiphae and Ariadne, but not for Europa, while monstrous sexual behaviour applies to Europa and Pasiphae, but not to Ariadne.433 Minos, on the other hand, provides a common link with all three exempla, as he is related to all three women: he is the son of Europa, the husband of Pasiphae, and the father of Ariadne (and of Phaedra). What is more, Pasiphae gives birth to the Mino-taur.434 It is surely very ironic that a list of women is kept together by the implicit presence of a man. Phaedra’s shift from female to male has a huge impact on her argumentation; through her emphasis on Minos Phaedra manages to transform the hereditary guilt of Sun’s progeny into a Minoan family affair. Phaedra once again underlines the inescapability of her predicament, since her self-identification as the daughter of Minos (Minoia credar) inevitably generates the family curse upon her. 435

Jupiter’s disguise as a bull also helps her introduce the first subtle hint at the “bull motif,” which offers multiple links both within the list and between the list and the rest of the poem. But it is not only through Jupiter’s disguise that the “bull motif” is introduced. Europa’s descent from Agenor offers an interesting parallel, since one of Agenor’s remote ancestors was Io, the unlucky maiden who was transformed into a cow by Juno as a punishment for her affair with Jupiter.436 In fact, Phaedra places her emphasis more on Jupiter and less on Europa. Even though Europa’s overwhelming presence in the hexameter limits Jupiter to a space no bigger
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432 According to Diod. Sic. 4.60.2.4ff. Minos, who was married with Pasiphae, was not the son, but the grandson of Europa (the son of Minos, Europa’s son).
433 Notice how Pasiphae, placed at the centre of the three exempla, meets both criteria.
434 Andrews (1969) 60. However, I find his astronomical interpretation of the Europa-Minos myth overall highly arbitrary and poorly justified.
435 Ov. Her. 4.61f. en ego nunc, ne forte parum Minoia credar, / in socias leges ultima gentis eo with n. ad loc. Phaedra identifies herself as Minoia again near the end of her letter at line 157 quod mihi sit genitor, qui possidet aequora, Minos.
436 In Ovid, Europa and Io very often appear together in mythological references, cf. Ov. Am. 1.3.23-6 carmine nomen habent exterrita cornibus Io / et quam fluminea lusit adulter aue, / quaeque super pontum
than his name, the whole couplet is effectively framed by *Iuppiter* and *deum*, with *Iuppiter* emphatically placed first in the hexameter and followed by *Europa*. Jupiter’s importance is also reflected on the grammar of the couplet, since Jupiter is the subject of *dilexit*, as opposed to Europa, who is the object of that verb. But it is exactly this explicit reference to Jupiter’s feelings (*dilexit*), which differentiates him greatly from Europa; the emphatic placement of the verb at the opening of the pentameter comes exactly under the name of Jupiter in the previous line, and despite their spatial separation in the couplet points to their association. Jupiter’s disguise as a bull is withheld until the end of the couplet (the second half of the pentameter) in an attempt to depict Europa’s abduction as a case of divine love, and less as another example of divine trickery. In striking contrast, we hardly hear anything about Europa’s feelings, since her own desire is completely silenced and she is transformed into the voiceless victim of Jupiter’s desire. The only reference to her is an appositional clause (*prima est ea gentis origo* 55), whereas she completely disappears from the pentameter.

But how does the reference to Europa contribute to Phaedra’s argumentation? Her primary goal in this section is to avoid responsibility by justifying her love for Hippolytus on grounds of heredity. By stretching her past back as far as Europa Phaedra manages to establish a long line of sexual notoriety starting from its remote beginnings and thus implicitly to suggest the power of nature over her moral principles. In addition, her emphasis on Jupiter glorifies her ancestry and at the same time helps her establish her divine descent. Her royal status (she is after all a Cretan princess and a queen of Athens) is further enhanced by her divine origin. Phaedra later in her letter will return to her association with Jupiter through her reference to Crete as the island of Jupiter (163 *est mihi dotalis tellus, Iouis insula, Crete*).

The Europa-exemplum plays an additional role by pointing also to Hippolytus, who should pick up behind Phaedra’s emphasis on Jupiter her subtle invitation to him to take up a more energetic part in their relationship. Hippolytus should imitate Jupiter’s example and actively pursue his feelings for Phaedra. After all, the parallel between Jupiter and Hippolytus is not new in the letter, since a few lines above (lines 35f.) Phaedra had openly expressed her preference for Hippolytus over Jupiter.

A comparative reading of the presence and function of Europa’s abduction by Jupiter in Roman elegy and in the Ovidian corpus, in particular, with its presence here will provide us with a useful intertextual framework about the rhetorical purpose of this myth in Phaedra’s
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simulato uecta iuuenco / uirginea tenuit cornua uara manu, Ars 1.323f. et modo se Europan fieri, modo postulat Io, / altera quod bos est, altera uecta boue.

437 The same also applies to *Pasiphae* and *enixa est* in the following mythological exemplum (lines 57f.)


439 For a deceiving Jupiter in connection with Europa see *Ov. Am.* 1.3.22 *lusit, 23 simulato...iuuenco, Met.* 2.847-51, esp. 850 *induitur faciem tauri, 6.103-4 elusam...imagine tauri / Europam, Fast.* 5.606 *falsa cornua fronte tuit*. Also [*Sen.*] *Octau.* 201.
Phaedra is very selective in her employment of the myth, but since her reference is restricted to only one couplet, this brevity can be understood as a result of limited space. However, her suppression of certain details and her emphasis on others is not perhaps so coincidental. Hence, for reasons of rhetorical relevance nothing is said about either her transportation from Sidon to Crete or her precarious plucking of flowers in the company of her maids. Similarly, even the slightest hint at her virginity is carefully avoided.

In the Ovidian corpus, Jupiter’s liaison with Europa is very often employed as a typical example of Jupiter’s extramarital affairs, with Europa frequently appearing in many Ovidian catalogues of the god’s adulterous conquests. In this light, Phaedra’s choice for the specific myth is rather unfortunate and her careful attempt to conceal her adultery ultimately fails, as the true nature of her incestuous plan finds its way through her words.

A final remark concerns the validity of the story per se. Am. 3.12.19-42 is one of these instances in the Ovidian work, where the poet proudly dismisses myth as being merely a fiction, nothing more than poetic lies (41 fecunda licentia uatum), devoid of any historical validity (19 nec...ut testes, 42 obligat historiae nec...fide). One of the stories appearing in this list of questionable mythological exempla is Jupiter’s affair with Europa (Am. 3.12.33f. Iuppiter aut in aues aut se transformat in aurum / aut secat inposita uirgine Taurus aquas); the same story is also dismissed as being nothing more than poetic lies in Scylla’s indignant reproach to Minos at Ov. Met. 8.120-5. From this intertextual perspective, Phaedra’s use of a story with somewhat limited validity in a list of mythological exempla, whose main aim is to persuade, seriously undermines her credibility and weakens her argumentative power. No matter how hard she tries, her doom lurks in the shadows and occasionally finds its way between the lines. Despite her desperate effort to exploit the inclusion of Europa in the most efficient way, the remaining incongruities ultimately fight against her, causing her attempts to fail.

Pasiphae (lines 57f.)

The position of Pasiphae’s story at the very heart of the mythological list suggests its importance, which is further enhanced by the fact that Pasiphae is the only female figure in the list to open a couplet. Being placed in the middle, the exemplum looks simultaneously at both

---

440 My emphasis on elegy and Ovid in particular is not intended to be exclusive. Where appropriate other works of Latin literature are included.
441 Cf. Ov. Am. 1.3.23-4, 3.12.33-4, Ars 1.323-4, Met. 2. 868-1, 3.2. 6.103-7, 8.120, Fast. 5.605-18.
444 Further on the passage see Davis (1980) 413-5, Davison (1993) 217-8, Graf (2002) 111. For similar instances of Ovidian "dismissal" of myth, cf. e.g. Am. 3.6.13-8, Hor. 18.49-52, Ren. 16f., Met. 3.732, Fast. 1.353f., Tr. 1.5.79f., 1.9.33f., 3.8.11f.
445 Esp. line 123 (...) generis falsa est ea fabula!
directions in the list: in terms of the bull-imagery and the theme of deception the hexameter looks backwards to the Europa–Jupiter love affair, while the pentameter through the reference to the Minotaur and the theme of infidelity looks forward to the Ariadne–Theseus affair. In Ovid, Pasiphae often appears in connection with Europa and Ariadne as a female member of the Cretan family.446

Pasiphae’s story picks up and further expands the bull-imagery put forward in the previous exemplum. Phaedra’s reference to Pasiphae seems to have a direct bearing on her exchange with the Nurse at Eur. Hipp. 337f.447 This time, however, the story serves a totally different purpose. Phaedra’s omission of any explicit reference to Pasiphae’s erotic feelings for the bull brings a new twist to her Euripidean reminiscence. Nothing is said about Pasiphae’s erotic infatuation with the bull. Instead, Phaedra glosses over the unnatural affair by focusing almost entirely on the monstrous fruit of Pasiphae’s birth. But still, the emphatic placement of taurō last in the hexameter calls for further attention. Near the end of her letter, Phaedra picks up again the reference to her mother’s unnatural love affair by portraying Hippolytus as “a doublet of Pasiphae’s bull” (lines 165f.).448 Hippolytus will ultimately have to succumb to Phaedra, just like the bull did to Pasiphae’s love.449 Through this parallel, Phaedra manages to further expand her Euripidean reminiscence by complementing the mother-daughter analogy with the association between the lovers of the mother and daughter (bull–Hippolytus).

With respect to the “bull motif” there is an additional aspect, which seems to have gone so far unnoticed. According to Apollodorus450 the bull, which Pasiphae (maddened by Poseidon) fell in love with, was the same bull which king Minos had failed to sacrifice to Poseidon, despite his initial promises.451 There is a crucial detail, which deserves special attention, since it helps to draw a close parallel between Pasiphae and Hippolytus. Pasiphae's bull appeared from the bottom of the sea at Poseidon's command,452 just like the fatal bull, which killed Hippolytus,


447 Phaedr. ὀ τῇ σφίν, οὐν, μῆτερ, ἤμασθε ἄρον, / Nurs. ὃν ἔχει ταύρον, τέκνον, ἦ τι φῆς τόδε; Davis (1995) 50. See also Spath (1992) 116 n.28.

448 Also see Diod. Sic. 13.4.1, 12.27.9.

449 The Euripidean echoes are further enhanced by the fact that the attribution of Pasiphae’s love for the bull to Poseidon’s revenge for Minos’ irreverence must have originated in Euripides (so Cantarella (1976) 48).

450 Apollod. 3.1.4ff.; καὶ Ποσειδώνι θύων ἡξάτο [Μίνως] ταύρον ἀναφανίναι ἐκ τῶν βοῦδων, καταθέουσιν ὕποσχόμενος τὸν φανέτα, τοῦ δὲ Ποσειδώνος ταύρον ἀνέντος αὐτῷ διαπερπὴ τὴν βασσελείαν παρέλαβε, τοῦ δὲ ταύρον εἰς τὰ βούκλια πέμπῳ ἔσχεν ἔτερον, βαλασσοκρατῆσας δὲ πρῶτος παῖδα τῶν πηγῶν σχεδὸν εἴπηκεν. ὁργασθεὶς δὲ αὐτῷ Ποσείδων ὅτι μὴ κατέθεν τὸν ταύρον, τούτων μὲν ἔξηρος, Πασιφάεις δὲ ἐλέειν εἰς ἐπιθυμίαν αὐτῶν παρακεκέφασιν, ἡ δὲ ἔρασθείς τοῦ ταύρου συνεχήν λαμβάνει Δαίδαλον, ὡς ἢ αρχετόκοτον, περευμενὴς ἐξ Ἀθηνῶν ἐπὶ φῶνον, οὕτω δειλινὴν βοῦν ἐπὶ προχότα κατασκεύασας, καὶ ταύτην βαλὼν κοιλάνως ἐνθῶθεν, ἐκδιώκῃς τε βοῦν τοῦ δρόμον περιέρχεσθαι, καὶ θεῖς ἐν ὑπερ εἴασθο ὁ ταύρος λήψεται λύσσασθαι, τὴν Πασιφάην ἐνεβίβασθεν. ἔλθαν δὲ τὸ ταύρος ὡς ἀλκηνήν βοι συνιήθεν, ἡ δὲ Ἀστέριον ἐγένετο τὸν κληρεῖαν Μηνίσταυρον, οὕτω εἴε ταύρον πρόσοπον, τὰ δὲ λοιπά ἀνδρίς. Also see Eur. Cretans fr. 72e 21-34, Diod. Sic. 4.7.2 and 13.4 and Paus. 1.27.9.

451 Also see Cantarella (1976) 48.
was spewed by a sea wave, according to the messenger’s report at Eur. *Hipp.* 1205-14.\(^{453}\) Moreover, in both cases Poseidon plays the role of the avenger god, since Hippolytus’ punishment was also carried out by Poseidon as a fulfillment of Theseus’ last of three wishes.\(^{454}\)

One could argue that Pasiphaë, like Europa, is portrayed as a victim of male sexual violence judging from the use of the passive past participle *subdita*. However, the close juxtaposition of the two passive participles (*decepto subdita*) makes Pasiphaë’s erotic submission to a deluded bull sound somewhat bizarre, if not ridiculous, while the passiveness of *subdita* is effectively played down by its framing by *decepto* and *tauro*.\(^{455}\) There is surely a comic undertone in this unusual union. The theme of erotic deceit constitutes an obvious link with the first *exemplum*, but in a reversed sex-order, since in the second *exemplum* male and female have exchanged roles and the female from victim of male deception has taken up the role of the deceiver. Pasiphaë becomes more of a Jupiter-like figure as she mates with the bull after hiding herself into the wooden effigy of a cow.

It is true that Phaedra’s depiction of Pasiphaë as a deceiver is not breaking any new ground, since there are plenty of references to Pasiphaë’s deception of the bull in elegy, and in the Ovidian corpus in particular.\(^{456}\) Such emphasis, however, becomes particularly significant for Phaedra’s argumentation, so far as we can judge from its central position in the list. Framed by two mythological *exempla* about female victims of male deception (Europa, Ariadne) the reference to Pasiphaë serves as Phaedra’s subtle warning to Hippolytus. Phaedra through this *exemplum* adds a further crucial touch to her family’s long-standing erotic legacy, the art of erotic deception. Pasiphaë stands out from the rest for her unique self-consciousness and her determination to fulfil her erotic infatuation at any cost. Instead of remaining a passive spectator of her life, she takes her fate in her own hands and pursues her erotic desire to the extreme; this is why Phaedra has reserved for her the central and most prominent place in her mythological flashback. Hippolytus should read between the lines the subtle warning of Phaedra’s rigid determination to imitate her mother’s example and overcome her beloved’s resistance.

In Roman elegy Pasiphaë features as the archetype of unrestrained female lust. For the first time she is depicted like that at Prop. 3.19.11f., where her story comes first in a catalogue of family affairs, which all (with the exception of Tyro) end up in disaster as a result of


\(^{455}\) In the hexameter Pasiphaë’s predominance also translates in numbers, since three terms in the line refer to her compared with the two referring to the bull.

\(^{456}\) Cf. Ov. *Ars* 1.325 hanc tamen implerit uacca deceput aserna / dux gregis, et partu proditus auctor erat, (for Euripidean echoes in the Ovidian version of the story in the *Ars* see Cantarella (1976) 48-50), *Met.* 8.132-3 quae toruum ligno decepit adultera taurum discordemque utero fetum fulit, 9.739-40 tamen illa dolis et imagine uaccae passa bouem est, et erat, qui deciperetur, adulter. An interesting exception is Prop. 2.32.57f. uxorem quondam magni Minois, ut aiunt, / corrupti torui candida forma bouis, where Pasiphaë’s liaison with the bull is treated as an extreme case of seducing a faithful wife.
unbridled female sexuality. Pasiphaë’s uncontrolled libido is later picked up and further expanded by Ovid in his *Ars Amatoria* (1.281-342), where Pasiphaë also features in a catalogue of mythological *exempla* illustrating women’s excessive lust over men’s. Pasiphaë’s story receives the bulk of the *praecipitorn’s* interest outdoing the rest of the *exempla*, which are restricted to only one couplet (or two couplets maximum) each. All but one of the female figures, which appeared at Prop. 3.19.11-21, are also present in the Ovidian passage, thus further underlining the link between the two texts, while the additional *exempla* include — among others — also members of the Cretan family, like Europa (323f.), Aerope (327f.), Scylla (331f.) and Phaedra (through the reference to Hippolytus’ death (338)). Pasiphaë reappears in Ovid’s *Remedia amoris* in a context very similar to that of the *Ars amatoria*, since she is mentioned in a mythological list illustrating cases of extreme erotic passion. It is very interesting that the rest of the female characters mentioned in the list (Phyllis, Dido, Phaedra, Helen) appear as letter writers in the *Heroides*. Pasiphaë is also the unfaithful wife *par excellence*. In the vast majority of references to her, her perverse feelings for the bull are linked with marital infidelity and the annulment of her marital oath. Likewise, her reference to the Minotaur as *crimen* in the pentameter (58) gives away Phaedra’s self-consciousness and her preoccupation with the adulterous nature of her love affair. Actually, the reference to Pasiphaë’s love affair through *crimen* combined with a reference to the Minotaur as proof of her adultery is common in Ovid. However, given

---

457 Prop. 3.19.11-22. The list comprises Pasiphaë, Tyro, Myrrha, Medea, Cytemnestra and Scylla. The list is organized in two groups: a) first three *exempla* (Pasiphaë, Tyro and Myrrha) as exemplifications of erotic illicit affairs, b) the last three *exempla* (Medea, Cytemnestra, Scylla) forming a group of erotic affairs with murderous consequences (I follow Fedeli on Prop. 3.19.15-6, who (like Baehrens) argues against the transposition of lines 15f. after line 20 (suggested by Postgate (1881), repeated by Richardson (1977) 396-7).

458 Hollis on Ov. *Ars* 1.281-2 and 283-342: “In fact Eclogue 6 seems to have been in Ovid’s mind here no less than Propertius iii.19.”

459 Cf. Ov. *Ars* 1.281f. *parcer in nobis nec tam furiosa libido; / legitimium finem flamma uirilis habet* and 341f. *omnia feminea sunt ista libide mota; / acrior est nostra plusque furoris habet.*

460 Tyro is the only exception.

461 For a detailed examination of Ovid’s treatment of the story in the *Ars*, especially in terms of structure, see Weber (1983) 17-38.


463 Ov. *Rem.* 53-4 *utile propositum est saeuex extunguere flammhas / nec serum utii pectus habere sui.*

464 With the exception of Philomela and Scylla.


467 *crimen* is a legal term, which is widely used in elegy with reference to adultery. Further see nn. on *Her.* 4.18, 31 and 58. Despite her initial claims for the contrary, Phaedra throughout her letter proves to be very conscious of her adultery, cf. *crimen* 25, *nocens* 28, *crimine* 31, *adulterio...adulter* 34, *culpa* 138, 145, *culpae* 151. For more see n. on *Her.* 4.31.

Phaedra's consistent attempts throughout the letter to conceal her proposed adultery, such reference becomes totally inappropriate. Perhaps, it could be seen as another unfortunate slip of tongue, offering insight to the heroine's innermost thoughts and fears; another failure to suppress the true character of her proposal. In any case, the inverted correspondence between Pasiphae's double delivery (crimen onusque 58) and Phaedra's concern on how to avoid even the slightest blemish on her marital life (cf. lines 4.18 fama ... crimine nostra vacat, 31 me sine crimine gessi) further adds to the overall awkwardness of the exemplum.

The reference to the Minotaur also proves very useful and rhetorically effective for Phaedra, first for offering a smooth transition to the following exemplum (Ariadne – Theseus) and second, for offering a further link between the mythological list and the rest of the letter, since Phaedra later in her letter (lines 115f.) picks up the reference to the Minotaur through a reference to his killing by Theseus.

Ariadne (lines 59f.)

It becomes evident right from the very start that Phaedra's reference to her sister, Ariadne, further develops the theme of erotic infidelity, introduced in Pasiphae's exemplum. The emphatic placement of perfidus -a forceful adjective- first in the hexameter receives further prominence by the fact that this is the only couplet in the list which does not open with a proper name. The substitution of Theseus' patronymic (Aegides) for his name is an intentional choice, which goes beyond metrical intractability in a dactylic line of the alternative Atheniensis. Aegides combined with the use of perfidus can be seen as a subtle allusion to Aegeus' death, which was caused by Theseus' frivolous character. The patronymic works as a reminder of the potential dangers posed by Theseus, who has been the source of multiple disasters in the past, as Phaedra will show in much more detail later in her letter (lines 109-26).

In terms of gender hierarchy, Ariadne's exemplum comes in complete contrast with Pasiphae's story. The power game is reversed once again and the male (Theseus) re-asserts its authority over the female (Ariadne), which is consequently reduced to being the victim of male power. However, Phaedra in her usual way hides a further surprise. Her portrayal of Theseus is not restricted only to his unfaithfulness, but is complemented by a reference to the "winding house." Actually, in terms of structure the central part of the exemplum is taken up by the

469 Theseus was notorious for his erotic unfaithfulness (cf. Catul. 58f., 132ff., Bömer on Fast. 3.437).
470 perfidus (in Greek ὅμορφος, cf. Nonn. Dion. 47.389, 48.544) is a typical adjective for unfaithful lovers and a stock adjective for Theseus, ever since its use by Ariadne at Catul. 64. 132f. ("sicine me patriis aueclam, perfide, ab artis, / perfide, deserlo liquisli in litore, Theseu?"), also 174. Further on the adjective see n. on Her. 4.59.
471 According to the main mythological version, when Theseus was returning to Athens, after his victory against the Minotaur, either himself or the captain of his ship failed to hoist white sails (the agreed sign for his survival). At the sight of the black sails, Aegeus believed his son was dead and found tragic death by throwing himself off Acropolis (or into the sea). Cf. Plut. Thea. 22, Paus. 1.22.5, Apollod. Epit. 1.10ff., Diod. Sic. 4.61.6ff, Hyg. Fab. 43.2.1, Serv. on Verg. Aen. 3.74.
labyrinth (\textit{curua...tecta}) around which the two lovers are placed and frame the whole couplet (\textit{perfidus Aegides.../ ... sororis ope}). The reference to the labyrinth is significant as it helps to undermine Theseus' heroic reputation. In fact, there is nothing grand in this reference as far as Theseus is concerned. By putting her emphasis on Ariadne and her thread, Phaedra manages to manipulate her reference to Theseus' safe return in order to give a serious blow to his virile status. In her hands, the labyrinth, traditionally one of the greatest landmarks in Theseus' life, turns into the hero's biggest detriment. His safe return from the labyrinth is no longer his own achievement; instead it is attributed entirely to Ariadne's assistance.\textsuperscript{472} Theseus is a hero only because of the help of a woman. The balance between male and female becomes extremely fragile. It is surely not by chance that Ariadne is not mentioned by name but through the periphrasis \textit{sororis ope} (60) as this further stresses her contribution.

Phaedra in her reference to the labyrinth remains conspicuously silent over the killing of the Minotaur by Theseus. The omission is even more striking in view of the reference to Pasiphae's "guilty burden" (\textit{crimen onusque suo 58}) in the previous exemplum. This is another fine example of Phaedra's selective memory, which is dictated by her rhetorical needs at hand. A reference to the killing of the Minotaur is totally inappropriate here, as this would automatically betray Ariadne's cooperation to the killing of her brother; however, the killing of the Minotaur is particularly appropriate to appear among Theseus' many injustices against Phaedra's family later in the letter (\textit{Her. 4.109-28, esp. 115-6 ossa mei fratris claua pertracta trinodi / sparsit humi}).

A reference to Ariadne also appears in Phaedra's mythological flashback at Eur. \textit{Hipp. 339} (\textit{σο 'τ, ὄ τάλαταν ὃμα, Διονύσου δόμας}); however, the reference there is made in connection with Ariadne's unlucky love affair with Dionysus. According to this strand of myth, by the time Theseus arrived at Crete, Ariadne was already the bride of Dionysus.\textsuperscript{473} Ariadne fell in love with Theseus, helped him escape the labyrinth and ran away with him, abandoning Dionysus.\textsuperscript{474} Whether or not the Ovidian Phaedra is aware of this version cannot be deciphered. If so, Ariadne's abandonment by Theseus becomes even more ironic, as Dionysus' runaway bride in a reversal of fate becomes herself a victim of abandonment by her new lover.

\textit{Her. 4.61-6}

Lines 61-6 intervene between the short mythological list and the description of Phaedra's meeting with Hippolytus at Eleusis. At first sight, these lines seem to be merely a

\textsuperscript{472} The attempt to underestimate the beloved's heroic valour through the exaggeration of the heroines' contribution to the deed is a common strategy in the \textit{Heroides} (cf. e.g. both Hypsipyle's (\textit{Her. 6.12}) and Medea's (\textit{Her. 12.163-74}) remarks about Jason's heroic deeds at Colchis).

\textsuperscript{473} Halleran (2000) 23 places the marriage between Dionysus and Ariadne after the killing of the Minotaur.

\textsuperscript{474} Further on this version see Barrett on Eur. \textit{Hipp. 339}. The story might have appeared as early as in the \textit{Cypria} (Webster (1966) 23f).
narrative filler, a link-passage between two sections. A closer examination, however, proves that lines 61-6 constitute a vital part of the list, whose integration is supported by a number of intricate verbal and thematic similarities.

A first obvious link between lines 61-6 and the mythological list is Phaedra's reference to her family's destiny at line 63 (*hoc quoque fatale est*), which picks up both verbally and thematically a similar reference made in the introductory couplet (*forsitan hunc generis fato reddamus amorem* 53). In this light, the reference to her house at line 66 (*de nostra...do*mo) does not simply frame the pentameter, but it effectively rounds-off with ring composition the whole mythological section, which is devoted to Phaedra's house and the perverse sexual heredity. Phaedra's emphasis on her Cretan descent offers a further connection, since one of Phaedra's principal concerns in the list is to establish her place in the long line of her Cretan family past.

The expansion on Ariadne's *exemplum* is not a superfluous addition for the purposes of rhetorical elaboration; in these lines Phaedra's past meets up with her present and through the close parallel between Phaedra and Ariadne, Phaedra becomes "worthy" of her family. Her unfortunate love affair with Hippolytus effectively legitimizes her Cretan descent (cf. lines 61f. *en, ego nunc, ne forte parum Minoia credar, / in socias leges ultima gentis eo!*), since it is through her victimization that Phaedra "officially" joins the rest of the female members of her family. The framing of line 64 by the two sisters (*me...soror*) paired by the repetition of *...soror /...sorores* at the end of two consecutive lines (64-5)*475* underlines the close sisterly relationship.*476* The victimization of both Phaedra and Ariadne is also reflected on the fact that they are both mentioned as syntactical objects.*477*

The close association between the two sisters inevitably results in the close parallel between their lovers. The syntax at lines 64f. supports this idea of continuity and interconnection in a most expressive way; both the succession of *capit* by *capta* at line 64 and the emphatic juxtaposition of *Thesides Theseus* at the opening of line 65 convey this sense of continuity and analogy between the two couples.*478* Hippolytus becomes a "second Theseus", in the same way in which Phaedra re-iterates the life of Ariadne. In this ingenious way, Phaedra manages to inscribe her family history in a circle of hereditary unrestrained sexuality, which is dictated by continuous analogy and repetition and from which nobody seems to be able to break free.

**Her. 4.53-66: Overall rhetorical function and structure**

Given the reference to Venus' wrath in the introductory couplet (lines 53f.), one might have expected from the following mythological list to throw further light into the cause of this

---

475 Further on this see n. on *Her.* 4.65.
476 On the close relationship between Phaedra and Ariadne see n. on *Her.* 4.64.
477 Cf. 64 *me...capit capta...soror, 65 duas rapuere sorores, 66 ponite...bina tropaea.*
478 For more details see nn. ad locc.
anger. Indeed, the mythological exempla are closely related to Venus’ wrath; however, instead of looking back at its cause, they look forward to its consequences. The reference to the past is intended to clarify the present (and future) of the letter.

Phaedra’s success through the employment of this list is twofold: first, she manages to establish the idea of her family’s hereditary sexuality, and second she integrates herself with the rest of the female members of her Cretan family. Her emphasis, however, on her Cretan descent undercuts the effectiveness of her argumentation, since it is bound to recall the ominous connotation of the “Crete motif” in Eur. Hipp., where Crete ultimately becomes a symbol of moral failure and potential destruction.

In the Euripidean play Phaedra’s reference to the unfortunate love affairs of her family constitutes “a device which has the effect of minimizing the shockingness of her own case and her own unique responsibility for it”. The Ovidian Phaedra picks up the rhetorical effectiveness of her Euripidean counterpart, but she further manipulates the reference by accommodating it to the popular in Latin poetry topos of “hereditary guilt”. Phaedra’s inclusion to her Cretan family is not a goal in itself, but an essential prerequisite for her further argumentation. Her reference to her past is intrinsically linked with the idea of fate’s inescapability. Her ultimate goal is to shake off responsibility both from herself and from Hippolytus. Her family’s past is a long line of hereditary disaster. She is surely not the one to blame, as this is the fate of her family. Her fate is one of prescribed doom and there is nothing she can do to prevent the imminent disaster from happening.

With respect to Hippolytus and his share of responsibility, there is nothing much we can really say, as we hardly hear anything about him. Phaedra saves no room for him in this section, apart from a reference at lines 63-6; but there again he is nothing more than a shadowy reflection of his father. Hippolytus’ “disappearance” is far from accidental. Given that Phaedra is trying here to justify her actions, a more extended reference to her beloved would inevitably get him involved in the proposed adultery. By having him removed from the picture at this crucial stage she manages to play down his responsibility and secure for both of them a place away from reproach—at least for now.

In terms of structure, Phaedra takes great pains to give unity and coherence to the mythological list and she manages to do so through a web of multiple links between the three mythological exempla. In terms of gender, Phaedra’s arrangement of the exempla is remarkable, as she organizes her list in a male-female alternation pattern, of the type A-B-A-B. Her initial emphasis on Jupiter (male) is followed by Pasiphae’s energetic role in the bull’s deception (female), which in turn gives place to Theseus’ injustice against Ariadne (male). The whole section is rounded off by her emphatic self-portrayal as Ariadne’s doublet (female). The

479 Cf. Cressa puella 2, generis fato 53, ex tota gente 54, prima...gentis origo 55, Pasiphae mater 57, ne...parum Minoia credar 61, domus 63, de nostra...domo 66, genitor...Minos 157, mihi dotalis...Creta 163.

480 Griffin (1990) 134 with n.12.

481 See Tarrant on Sen. Ag. 906f.
common theme of deceit offers a further link between all three exempla in the list, since each story is a variation of erotic deceit (Europa: abduction, Pasiphae: adultery, Ariadne: abandonment).\(^{482}\) Placed in the centre of the list, Pasiphae’s active role in the bull’s deception becomes all the more prominent, thus adding further emphasis to her erotic cunningness. A final link is provided, as shown above, by Minos and the bull-motif.

There is, however, an additional link, whose subtle presence permeates the whole section together and which has remained so far uncovered: the function of vision. The importance of vision becomes apparent right from the very beginning through the allusion to Venus’ wrath, since the actual cause of Venus’ indignation was the revelation of her adulterous relationship with Mars by Sun. More importantly, Sun is the god who brings the light and sees everything over the entire world (both human and divine).\(^{483}\) Vision is present in the first exemplum also through the (possible) etymological association of ἑτρῶπη (the Greek form for Europa) with the adjective ἐὕριοσα / ἐὕριος (“the wide-eyed”).\(^{484}\) The presence of two typical etymological markers (prima and origo)\(^{485}\) in the hexameter further supports my suggestion. The irony involved in the big-eyed Europa, who fails to see through Jupiter’s disguise (tauro dissimulante deum 56) is cutting. The combined play on vision and deception also continues in the second exemplum initially through the etymological derivation of Pasiphae from the Greek adjective πασιφά(ψ)'ης (“all shining”);\(^{486}\) then through the implicit emphasis on deception, since the “all shining” Pasiphae conceals her true identity by hiding herself in the dark interior of the wooden cow-effigy constructed by Daedalus.\(^{487}\) In the third exemplum, the connection with vision does not derive from etymology, but through Theseus’ deadly wanderings in the dark winding halls of the labyrinth. It is only through Ariadne’s help that the hero leaves the darkness of death behind and following the maiden’s thread (or her “shining

---

\(^{482}\) So Jacobson (1974) 156.

\(^{483}\) Cf. Ovid’s reference to Sun as “the god who first sees everything” with reference to his role in the revelation of the Venus-Mars adultery at Ov. Met. 4.172 uidet hic deus omnia primus with Bömer. The idea of Sun as an all-seeing god is a widespread motif in use even since the Homeric epics (cf. Hom. Il. 3.277 Ἡλέκτος θεός, ὑπὸ πάντι ἀριθμῷ καὶ πάντι ἐπάθειαῖς, cf. Od. 11.109, 12.323), for parallels (both Greek and Latin) see Pease on Verg. Aen. 4.607 and Bömer on Ov. Met. 1.769 with bibliography.

\(^{484}\) See Aly (1914) 63ff., Frisk (1960) s.v. Εὐρώπη, Chantraine (1968) s.v. εὕρως. Also cf. TLG s.v. Εὐρωπη. “Hoc certe constat, ueteres magnam uel potius maximam pulcritudinis partem in oculis statuisse; eosque aliquando a colore laudasse, aliquando a magnitudine, et quidem in feminis praesertim.” εὕρως is also attributed to Sun (cf. Orph. Lith. 701 Ἡλιον εὐρώσατο. Further see LSJ s.v. εὐρώσατο.

\(^{485}\) For origo and primus as etymological markers see Michalopoulos (2001) 4 with n.15 (with bibliography ad loc.).

\(^{486}\) See Maltby (1991) s.v. Pasiphae: Fulg. Myth. 2.7. p.47.18 Pasiphaen...id est quasi pasifanon, quod nos Latine immibus apparentem dicimus, and Paschalis (1997) 88. Camilloni (1986) 56 suggests an alternative etymological derivation of Pasiphae from πασίφαις (= κτήσιτης) and φῶς, thus meaning “signora della luce.” It is interesting that πασίφαις is also attributed to Sun (Orph. Hymn. 36.3). For more details on Pasiphae’s legend and its association with Sun (being the daughter of the wife of Sun) see Camilloni (1986) passim.

\(^{487}\) For Daedalus constructing the wooden cow-effigy see Ov. Ars 1.325 hanc tamen impleuit uacca deceptus acerna / dux gregis, et partu proditus auctor erat, Met. 8.132-3 quae toruum ligno decepti adultera taurum discordemque uero fetum tuli, 9.739-40 tamen illa dolis et imagine uaccæ passa bouem est, et erat, qui decipereu, adultery, Apollod. 3.1.4, Hyg. Fab. 40.2.2-4 exsul cum venisset, petit in ea auxilium. is et uaccam lingeam fecit et uerae uaccae corium induxit, in qua illa cum tauro concubuit (on the possibility of Hyginus’ account being spurious see Cantarella (1976) 50).
crown") reaches the light of life safe and sound. Ariadne, even though she is not mentioned by name, or perhaps exactly because of this, also provides a further allusion to vision, since her name seems to have been associated with “light” and “brightness.”

Running the risk of over-interpretation, I would also draw attention to the possible presence of an acrostic in the mythological list. Ovid’s resourcefulness extends the play on vision beyond the content of the text, as he challenges the reader’s eye to distinguish the acrostic formed by the initial letter of the four hexameters at lines 55-62, which reads: I-P-P-E, the singular vocative of the Greek ἦπος. If such connotations are perceptible here, the acrostic is clearly alluding to Hippolytus by picking up the etymological derivation of his name from ἦπος (Hippo-lytus). In terms of gender this adds a further twist to the list, which, despite the fact that it is supposed to be about the female members of Phaedra’s family, it is ultimately held together by the implicit presence of two male figures: Minos and Hippolytus. Furthermore, given the ominous character of the horse imagery in the letter Phaedra’s cryptic mysticism, the name of the deceased was spelled out in the acrostic. 

In close connection, I would simply add that in the great majority of funerary epigrams with acrostics, the name of the deceased was spelled out in the acrostic. Phaedra, once again seems to lose the battle against her Euripidean reminiscence, which finds its way through her words investing her letter with such ill-omened connotations of death.

3.1.2 Her. 4.93-104

Phaedra resorts to the use of mythological exempla for a second time at lines 93-104, where she argues for the compatibility of love with hunting. In terms of structure Phaedra’s mythological list comprises three mythological exempla, which are held together by the acrostic formed by the initial letter of the four hexameters at lines 55-62, which reads: I-P-P-E, the singular vocative of the Greek ἦπος. If such connotations are perceptible here, then the acrostic offers an additional argument for my inclusion of lines 61-6 to the mythological list.

---

488 In other mythological versions Ariadne guides Theseus by offering him a “shining crown”, further see n. on Her. 4.59.


490 The acrostic lacks the initial heavy breathing (H-); however, cf. Nicand. Alexipharm 266-74 and Ilias Latina 1-8 and 1063-70, where “we must face the possibility that Nicander and Latinus were satisfied with acrostics of their names defective in one letter” (Courtney (1990) 13). The use of acrostics in order to highlight the meaning of a word by drawing attention to its form is attested ever since Homer. However, it was developed as a conscious poetic technique during the Hellenistic times (cf. e.g. Nicand. Thcr. 345-53 and Alex. 266-74, Arat. Phoen. 783-7 (with Kidd on 783) and became popular with Latin poets. cf. Ennius Epicharmus (*) ap. Cíc. de div. 2.111 with Pease. Verg. Georg. 1.428-33, Aen. 7.601-4, Ilias Latina. Further on acrostics (both Greek and Latin) see Graf in RE (1894) 1 s.v. Akrostichis. Hilberg (1899), idem (1900), Vogt (1967) with bibliography cited in p.80 n.1. Fowler (1983), Courtney (1990) esp. 5f. with bibliography.

491 If so, then the acrostic offers an additional argument for my inclusion of lines 61-6 to the mythological list.

492 On this etymology see n. on Her. 4.21 with bibliography.

493 See n. on Her. 4.21.

494 Courtney (1990) 6f.
common theme of “amatory hunt”. The first exemplum (Cephalus-Aurora) extends over two couplets (93-6), while the following two (Adonis-Venus, Meleager-Atalanta) occupy one couplet each (97ff., 99ff.). The mythological reference is rounded off by four lines serving as a conclusion, where Phaedra recapitulates her argument through the suggestion that both herself and Hippolytus should be included in the crowd of lovers appearing in the mythological exempla above.

This is not Phaedra’s first reference to the compatibility of love with hunting in her letter. Much earlier at lines 37-44 Phaedra had implied the eroticization of the wild through her attempts to imitate Hippolytus’ hunting pursuits.495 This time, however, the link between love and the wild is provided through the world of myth. Moreover, the emphasis now shifts from Phaedra to Hippolytus, since the application of the mythological exempla is intended to strengthen primarily the parallel between Hippolytus and the mythical hunters, and less the connection between Hippolytus and Phaedra.

Three very well known mythical hunters, namely Cephalus, Adonis and Meleager by not failing to combine their hunting pursuits with love have set out the pattern, which Hippolytus should follow. At first Phaedra’s choice of the particular exempla seems all too appropriate, not only because of the common link of hunting, but also due to the fact that all three stories concern problematic family affairs: Cephalus’ involvement with Aurora is an extramarital relationship, Adonis is the illicit fruit of Myrrha’s incestuous union with her father, and Meleager meets death by his mother.

Nevertheless, all three stories end in death and destruction: Cephalus kills his wife (Procris),496 Adonis is killed while hunting, and Meleager is killed because of his hunting association with Atalanta. It is exactly these morbid connotations, which seriously undermine the appropriateness of the exempla and undercut the overall effectiveness of Phaedra’s argumentation. The impression is given that Phaedra in a rather self-contradicting way ultimately fights against her own case. The irony involved in Phaedra’s specific choice of myths has not gone unnoticed by scholars.497 It is my contention, however, that a closer and in-depth examination of each mythological exemplum per se as well as in connection with the rest of the exempla in the list will throw further light on Phaedra’s somewhat controversial use of myth.

Cephalus-Aurora (lines 93-96)

Cephalus’ erotic involvement with Aurora is emphatic both by position and extent. The story comes first in the list and occupies double the space (two couplets) compared with the other two exempla (one couplet each). The exemplum is perfectly balanced with the two lovers (Cephalus and Aurora) being appointed one couplet each. However, a closer reading reveals

495 Further on the erotic implications of Phaedra’s reference to her hunting pursuits see p.29 n.208.
496 On the implicit reference to the killing of Procris at lines 93f. see Jacobson (1974) 153; Jacobson’s remark was later picked up and further discussed by Casali (1995)b 6f.
Phaedra’s subtle preference for Cephalus. First, her reference to Aurora (95f.) follows that to Cephalus (93f.). Second, Cephalus holds a prominent place in the hexameter by being emphatically placed at the very centre of the line (after the penthemimeral caesura), with three words on each side (93). Last, the application of clarus, a high-register epithet, which is extremely rare in Roman elegy,498 is no doubt emphatic.

The priority of the Cephalus-Aurora story in the list could be justified on grounds of intertextuality, given its presence in the Euripidean Hippolytus.499 In the play, the Nurse employs the story of Cephalus’ erotic abduction by Eos in her double attempt to illustrate the inevitability of love and to convince Phaedra that there is nothing shameful in her love for Hippolytus. The story, coupled with Zeus’ affair with Semele, is used as evidence for the omnipotence of Eros, even over the gods.500 Phaedra through her re-employment of Cephalus’ story effectively takes up the role of the elegiac lena;501 however, she makes all necessary changes in order to serve her rhetorical needs. In the Euripidean text much emphasis is laid on the literary descent of the stories.502 The Nurse through the employment of mythological exempla is struggling to validate action. But her emphasis on the literariness of the stories has a counter effect, since Phaedra is prompted to imitate examples of divine lust, which are considered to be nothing more than poetic products. The poetic origin and the fictitious character of the stories ultimately fight against their validity, thus weakening considerably the Nurse’s argumentative power.503 In stark contrast, the Ovidian Phaedra carefully avoids any hint at the fictitious character of the stories. Her exempla are evoked without the slightest reference to their poetic origin. For Phaedra myth is history, without the slightest shadow of doubt regarding its validity. These are not tales composed by poets, but actual love affairs, whose true character should be taken at face value. Thus, Phaedra manages to successfully interweave myth with the reality of her letter.504

Another crucial discrepancy between the Euripidean Nurse and the Ovidian Phaedra in the application of Cephalus’ story is the purpose for which it is employed. In Eur. Hipp. the story is employed to exemplify Love’s omnipotence. Cephalus and Semele are employed as two victims of divine erotic desire (of Eos and Zeus respectively). For Phaedra, this is no longer the

498 Further see n. on Her. 4.93.
501 For Phaedra as lena see pp. 23ff.
503 The Nurse’s dismissive attitude towards μῦθον at line 197 is irrelevant to my discussion, since the term there is more likely to be used in the sense of “popular wisdom tales about afterlife.” On the disputed interpretation of these lines see Knox (1952) 27, Barrett (1964) and Halleran (2000) on Eur. Hipp. 191-7.
504 For Ovid’s playful attitude towards myth see the bibliography cited in p.60 n.402.
case. Cephalus is evoked mainly, because of his multiple correspondences with Hippolytus: both are young and share a common interest in hunting. Moreover, both youths appear together in the opening of Xenophon’s *Cynegeticus* in a long list of renowned hunters, who had been pupils of Centaur Chiron. In addition, Cephalus and Hippolytus have a common descent from Poseidon. Theseus’ divine father was Poseidon, which makes Hippolytus Poseidon’s grandson. Cephalus, on the other hand, was third in descent from Poseidon Cephalus’ father. Deion or Deioneus, was the son of Aeolus, whose father was Poseidon (or Hippotes Poseidon). The final connection between the two young men concerns their physical appearance. Phaedra throughout her letter constantly refers to Hippolytus’ exceptional beauty; to use her words, Hippolytus was *pulcherrimus rerum*. So too was Cephalus, whose handsomeness aroused Aurora’s divine desire and made her abduct him. The vast majority of the surviving sources do not fail to mention his extraordinary beauty, which judging from Pherecydes’ account must have been an original feature of the story.

However, Phaedra brings further modifications to the story. In the Euripidean text, Cephalus is portrayed as the victim of Aurora’s abduction. Aurora’s rape of Cephalus was a very-well known story ever since the Epic Cycle and it is first recorded in Hesiod’s *Theogony*. In Roman elegy the story appears only once, at *Ov. Am.* 1.13.39ff., where the early coming of Dawn (Aurora) is explained as a result of her flight from her aged husband (Tithonus). The poet complements his suggestion with the hypothetical claim that this would not be the case if Aurora was holding in her arms young Cephalus, instead of Tithonus (*Am.* 505–506). However, Tithonus is mentioned as Aurora’s long-time lover only in the Amadisian series of romances, which were not available to the poet. Moreover, this story does not seem to have been a widespread one in the Roman world, as it is not mentioned in any other Roman source.

---


507 There seems to have been an alternative version of Cephalus’ parentage arguing for his Athenian origin. In this version Cephalus was the son of Hermes either with Herse, daughter of Cecrops (ApoHod. 3.14.3) or with Creusa, daughter of Erectheus (Hyg. *Fab.* 160). Further on Cephalus’ parentage see Gibson on *Ov.* *Ars* 3.725 with bibliography ad loc.

508 Cf. *Her.* 4.30, 35ff., 64, 71-84, 125.

509 *Her.* 4.125 ο άνων noctura tibi, pulcherrime rerum.


514 Following Kenney (1994) appr. cr. and McKeown ad loc. I consider lines 33f. as spurious. Aurora is also mentioned at *Ov. Am.* 2.4.43, however, the reference there is made in connection with her golden hair (cf. *Am.* 2.4.43 *seu fluenta, placuit croceis Aurora capillis*).

515 For the coming of dawn described in terms of Aurora’s marital relationship see Green on *Ov. Fast.* 1.461.
In fact, Cephalus' rape by Aurora proves to be particularly popular with Ovid, since the story appears again: a) in Sappho's letter to Phaon (Her. 15.87-92, esp. 87f.), b) as part of the narration of Cephalus' and Procris' unhappy marriage in the Metamorphoses (Met. 7.672-862, esp. 700ff.), and c) in the advice given by the praeceptor in the third book of the Ars amatoria (Ars 3.83-8, esp. 83f.). The similarity between the Ars and Phaedra's letter is striking, since the praeceptor, like Phaedra, employs the story as reinforcement to his suggestion that there is nothing immoral in love.

There seems to be a certain degree of sentiment and reciprocity in Phaedra's reference to the Cephalus-Aurora love affair, which implies the intimacy of a relationship. Moreover, Phaedra departs from Cephalus' conventional portrayal as the innocent victim of abduction, emphasizing instead his active co-operation. This is no longer a story of erotic rape, but rather the romantic love affair between a goddess and a mortal. Her own version of Cephalus is what Hippolytus should aspire to become by giving in to her love. Phaedra will not imitate Aurora in forcing her will upon her beloved; on the other hand, however, it is high time Hippolytus took a more energetic role and responded to her erotic call.

In all cases mentioned above, Aurora's liaison with Cephalus appears in connection with the erotic adventures of Venus with Adonis and Luna with Endymion. The association of the three female figures in terms of their erotic affairs is common in both Greek and Latin poetry, where the goddesses appear either in combination of twos or all three together. However, the Ovidian Phaedra slightly varies the usual combination by substituting Meleager-Atalanta for Endymion-Luna, mainly because of the appropriateness of the hunting context provided by the former.

Another reason behind Phaedra's avoidance to mention Cephalus' abduction by Aurora is the marriage between Cephalus and Procris, which is passed over in silence both by the Euripidean Nurse and the Ovidian Phaedra. The Cephalus-Aurora love affair may be an appropriate exemplum in many respects, as we have seen above; however, it is essentially an extramarital relationship, since, according to the main mythological strand, the abduction of the

---

518 Cf. Am. 1.13.39 at si quem manibus Cephalum complexa teneres. The emphasis on Aurora's erotic embrace of Cephalus is perhaps suggestive of her abduction.
519 Sappho expresses her fears lest Aurora abduct Phaon, because of his exquisite beauty, and replace Cephalus with him, cf. Her. 15.87f. hunc ne pro Cephalo raperes, Aurora, timebam- / et faceres, sed te prima rapina tenet!
521 Cf. Ov. Am. 1.13.39 at si, quem mauis, Cephalum complexa teneres, Her. 15.87f.: hunc ne pro Cephalo raperes, Aurora, timebam- / et faceres, sed te prima rapina tenet!, Ars 3.84: nec Cephalus roseae praeda pudenda deae.
522 Ov. Her. 4.95 nec...Aurorae male se praebet amandum.
524 Cf. Ov. Ars 3.83-6 with Gibson ad loc, Ov. Her. 15.87-92. The tripartite exemplum also echoes the advice given by the elegiac lena to her pupil so as to earn many lovers. For more see Gibson (2003) on Ars 83-98.
young Cephalus took place only a month or two after his marriage to Procris.\footnote{Cf. Apollod. 1.9.4, Athen. 13.566d, Ov. Met. 7.690ff., Hyg. Fab. 189, Astr. 2.42.4, Ant. Lib. 41.1, Nonn. Dion. 48.679-81, Schol. SG on germ. Aret. pp.186, 229. Servius on Verg. Aen. 6.445. Further see Green (1979) 19-20. For Cephalus' abduction by Aurora as an incident separate from his wedding with Procris see Rapp in Roscher s.v. Kephalos 1090.} The story centres on marital infidelity, deceit and destruction and it is treated as such by Ovid in his \textit{Metamorphoses} (Met. 7.672-862),\footnote{Further on Ovid's treatment of Cephalus' rape by Aurora in relation to the Cephalus-Aurora marriage in the \textit{Met.} see below.} where ``the failure of trust in a violent and possessive love''\footnote{Segal (1978) 176. On the centrality of marital ``faith'' and ``belief'': trust / distrust in the story in the \textit{Met.} see Segal (1978) 194-6.} lies at the heart of the narration. Phaedra proves to be well aware of these ominous connotations; hence, she does her best to downplay the illicit nature of this affair by suppressing Cephalus' marriage to Procris. The -somewhat unusual- attribution of \textit{sapiens} to Aurora at line 96, apart from denoting erotic skill, could also be seen as an allusion to Aurora's consciousness of her adultery.\footnote{Further on the adjective \textit{clarus} at line 93 becomes meaningful, especially in view of its transference from Eos in the Euripidean play (\textit{Eur. Hipp.} 455 \textit{ή καλλιφέργης} ... \textit{Εαως}) to Cephalus in the Ovidian letter (\textit{Her.} 4.93 \textit{clarus}...\textit{Cephalus}).\footnote{Further see n. on \textit{Her.} 4.18, 25, 26, 34 and 52.} If this assumption is right, then the presence of the adjective \textit{clarus} at line 93 becomes meaningful, especially in view of its transference from Eos in the Euripidean play (\textit{Eur. Hipp.} 455 \textit{ή καλλιφέργης} ... \textit{Εαως}) to Cephalus in the Ovidian letter (\textit{Her.} 4.93 \textit{clarus}...\textit{Cephalus}).\footnote{Further on Ovid's treatment of Cephalus' rape by Aurora in relation to the Cephalus-Aurora marriage in the \textit{Met.} see below.} In my view, \textit{clarus} has an additional metali- literary role and serves as an ``Alexandrian footnote''; after all, its emphatic position first in the hexameter and its rarity in elegy betray its importance.\footnote{Segal (1978) 176. On the centrality of marital ``faith'' and ``belief'': trust / distrust in the story in the \textit{Met.} see Segal (1978) 194-6.} To be more precise, I am inclined to read behind the application of \textit{clarus} an allusion to the work of the Hellenistic poet Nicander, whose version of the story in his \textit{Heteroioumena} included (so far as we can tell) for the first time Cephalus' erotic seduction by Aurora.\footnote{Cf. Ov. \textit{Her.} 4.52 \textit{me tacitam consuevis amar}.} \textit{Clarus} sounds like the Greek \textit{Κλάρος}, an oracle and grove of Apollo, near Colophon,\footnote{For Phaedra's awareness of the illicit character of her erotic approach see \textit{on \textit{Her.} 4.18, 25, 26, 34 and 52.} \textit{puece} Green (1979) 19 who holds that Nicander ``may have (only) modified or romanticized'' the seduction of Cephalus by Aurora. Further on this controversial issue see Davidson (1997) 170ff.} and Nicander was from Claro.\footnote{Further on the adjective see \textit{n. on \textit{Her.} 4.93.}}

Aurora's involvement in the Cephalus-Procris affair must have been present in the story from the very beginning, at least as early as Pherecydes (\textit{FGrH} 3 F34 Jacoby).\footnote{So Polsch (1959) 330 n.2, Green (1979) 18f., Fontenrose (1981) 94, Davidson (1997) 172 n.29.} Aurora's abduction (or seduction) of Cephalus, in particular, seems to have been established as an integral and indispensable part of the myth during the Hellenistic period. It is very likely that the story originated with Nicander's \textit{Heteroioumena}.\footnote{Polsch (1959) 330 n.2, Otis (1966) 411-2, Paphathomopoulos (1968) 165 n.1. Segal (1978) 175, Green (1979) 19 with n.18. Fontenrose (1979-80) 290 n.6, \textit{iekem} (1981) 94.} If this assumption is right, then the presence of the adjective \textit{clarus} at line 93 becomes meaningful, especially in view of its transference from Eos in the Euripidean play (\textit{Eur. Hipp.} 455 \textit{ή καλλιφέργης} ... \textit{Εαως}) to Cephalus in the Ovidian letter (\textit{Her.} 4.93 \textit{clarus}...\textit{Cephalus}).\footnote{Further on Ovid's treatment of Cephalus' rape by Aurora in relation to the Cephalus-Aurora marriage in the \textit{Met.} see below.} In my view, \textit{clarus} has an additional metali- literary role and serves as an ``Alexandrian footnote''; after all, its emphatic position first in the hexameter and its rarity in elegy betray its importance.\footnote{Further on Ovid's treatment of Cephalus' rape by Aurora in relation to the Cephalus-Aurora marriage in the \textit{Met.} see below.} To be more precise, I am inclined to read behind the application of \textit{clarus} an allusion to the work of the Hellenistic poet Nicander, whose version of the story in his \textit{Heteroioumena} included (so far as we can tell) for the first time Cephalus' erotic seduction by Aurora.\footnote{Further on the adjective see \textit{n. on \textit{Her.} 4.93.} \textit{puece} Green (1979) 19 who holds that Nicander ``may have (only) modified or romanticized'' the seduction of Cephalus by Aurora. Further on this controversial issue see Davidson (1997) 170ff.} \textit{Clarus} sounds like the Greek \textit{Κλάρος}, an oracle and grove of Apollo, near Colophon, and Nicander was from Claro.\footnote{Further on the adjective see \textit{n. on \textit{Her.} 4.93.}} In this ingenious way
Phaedra with admirable Hellenistic allusiveness pays her literary debt to Nicander and at the same time proves to be an erudite reader with rich literary background. Nevertheless, her acknowledgment of the literary descent of the myth proves to be rather controversial in that it contradicts her initial reluctance to diverge from the Nurse’s similar acknowledgement of the fictitious character of her stories in the Euripidean text. Phaedra’s literary self-consciousness ultimately aligns her with the Euripidean Nurse in terms of their use of myth strictly as devices of poetic composition, as products of a long standing literary tradition.

Despite Phaedra’s careful efforts to conceal Cephalus’ marriage, she ultimately fails to do it. Procris is present in the exemplum through the conspicuous absence of any explicit reference to her. Hence, Phaedra’s reference to Cephalus’ exceptional hunting skills and especially the emphasis on the great number of his many preys (line 93f. multaeque.../ferae) are bound to recall Procris who tragically lost her life through Cephalus’ hunting spear. It goes without saying that these morbid connotations ultimately undercut the effectiveness of the exemplum. Procris, even at the backdrop of the story, proves to be an extremely interesting figure, especially in view of her association with Phaedra. According to one strand of the myth, Cephalus (after his abduction and) following Aurora’s advice disguised himself and put his wife’s marital fidelity to the test. After the exposure of her unfaithfulness, Procris fled in shame to Crete. There, she cured King Minos from his inability to procreate, which was afflicted upon him by his wife Pasiphae as punishment for his marital infidelities. The surviving sources disagree on whether or not Procris had sexual intercourse with Minos. In any case, Procris’ adulterous liaison with Minos seems to be in accordance with her morally frail behavior. In Ovid’s Remedia amoris Minos’ passionate love for Procris, despite his marriage to Pasiphae, comes first in a list of mythological exempla employed by the praeceptor to support his advice not to be content with only one love. Apollodorus’ account of the story also

affectionum curatio 10.3.8, 10.46.7, Schol. on Nicandr. Ther. vita line 7-9, ibid 958 lines 5-7, Plut. Pomp. 24.5.3, Clemens Protrepticus 2.11.2.2, Hesychius s.v. κλάριν. On Apollo’s oracle in Clarus see Haussoullier (1898).

537 Cf. Nicander Ther. 957f. Καὶ κεν Ὄμηρειοί καὶ εἰσέται Νικάνδρῳ / μνῆστιν έξοις, τὸν ἐβρευε κλάριν νιφόεσσα πολίζην, Alex. 9-11 οὕτω γέγο τοῖς παιδεῖς έυξιλῶν Κρεωϊσ / πιστάτιν ἐκάναντο γεωργίαιν ήπατρόν / ἐξόμοιν τριπόδεοι πάρα Κλαρίος έκάτωτο. For the identification of Nicander from Clarus with Nicander from Colophon see Gow-Schofield (1953) 4f.


539 Jacobson (1974) 153 was the first to detect the allusion, which was later developed by Casali (1995) 6f.

540 Cf. Ov. Met. 7.700ff., esp. 721ff., Ant. Lib. 41.5, Hyg. Fab. 189.1-3, also. Apollod. 3.15.1 offers another variant according to which Cephalus found Procris in bed with a certain Pteleon, who had bribed her with a golden crown.

541 Further on Procris’ escape from Cephalus in shame see Fontenrose (1981) 89-91.

542 Pasiphae had put on Minos a horrible spell to discharge snakes and scorpions in his partners’ bodies every time he tried to copulate. Cf. Apollod. 3.15.1, Ant. Lib. 41.4.3.

543 Ov. Rem. 453 Pasiphaes Minos in Procridc perdidit ignes with Henderson and Pinotti ad loc.
contains an explicit reference to this adulterous relationship.544 From this perspective, the implicit allusion to Procris offers a link with the first mythological list in the letter (lines 53-66) through king Minos.

The association between Phaedra and Procris is as old as the Homeric epics judging from a reference in the Odyssey, where Procris, Phaedra and Ariadne are mentioned together among the multitude of dead heroines that Odysseus met during his visit in the Underworld. The fact that all three of them share the same line is indicative of their close association.545 Ovid’s treatment of the story in his Metamorphoses (7.700ff, esp. 743ff.) offers an interesting variant, which further supports the association between the exemplum and Phaedra’s love affair. Following the account of the story given by Cephalus, Procris, after the exposure of her marital infidelity, did not flee to Minos, but went off to the mountains and devoted herself to hunting full of hate for the opposite sex.546 Procris thus becomes a female mirror-image of Hippolytus, since her life in the wild and her devotion to Diana bear a striking resemblance with the principles and the way of life of the young hunter. Hence, Procris, present in her absence, has a twofold role by offering with her paradigm a parallel both for Phaedra and Hippolytus.

The possibility of an allusion to Procris’ escape to Crete becomes even more intriguing in view of the meta-literary implications of clarus at line 93, since Procris’ stay with Minos was mentioned in Nicander’s work.547 An additional link with Nicander is also provided through the gifts, which Procris received in Crete. According to Pollux (Onom. 5.38ff.), who cites Nicander from Colophon as his authority (fr. 97 Schneider), Minos offered Procris as a reward for the cure she provided him (or alternatively as enticement for her seduction)548 a hound, which outran all others and a javelin, which never missed its target.549 The hound provides a link with

---

544 Apollod. 3.15.1 Πρόκρινε δέ Κέφαλος ἄδημως. ἢ δὲ λαβοῦσα χρυσὸν στέφανον Πελεόντης δυνήτως παρειστάτατε, καὶ φοράθεσα ὑπὸ Κέφαλον πρὸς Μίνωα ψεύχει. ὁ δὲ αὐτῆς ἐρᾶ καὶ πείθει συνελθεῖν. There was, however, an alternative mythological tradition, where the relationship between Procris and Minos was devoid of any moral blemish: Ant. Lib. 41.4f. Πρόκρις δέ καταλαμβάνα τον Κέφαλον ὑπὸ αἰσθήσεως ἄχθος φεύγουσα παρά Μίνωα τοῦ βασιλέα τοῦ Κριτικοῦ. καταλαμβάνει δὲ αὐτὸν ἐχθρόν ὀπίσθια, ὕπατο καὶ ἐδιδάσκα τοῦ τρόπον αὐτοῦ, εἰ γένυντο πάθεις, ὁ γὰρ Μίνωος υἱῆς ὀρθεκεχεί ὅρεις καὶ σκορπὸν καὶ ἀκολούθησις καὶ ἀπέκτησαν αἱ γυναῖκες δοςις ἐμίτωτο, Hyg. Astr. 2.35 Quem (sc. Minos) Procris Cephali uxor laborantem dicitur sanasse.

545 Hom. Od. 11.321 Πειρατην τε Πρόκρινε τε ίδων καλῆν τ’ Αριάδνην. According to Hyg. Fab. 189.4ff. Procris fled to Crete, where she joined Diana and her company in their hunting pursuits.

546 Od. (1966) 177.

547 Cf. Apollod. 3.15.1 ὁ δὲ (sc. Minos) αὐτῆς λαβοῦσα χρυσὸν στέφανον πελεόντης δυνήτως παρειστάτατε, καὶ φοράθεσα ὑπὸ Κέφαλον πρὸς Μίνωα ψεύχει. ὁ δὲ αὐτῆς ἐρᾶ καὶ πείθει συνελθεῖν. According to Ovid (Met. 7.754ff.) the hound and the javelin were offered to Procris by Diana as a gift. This version was later followed by Hyginus (Fab. 189.5.2-4 Ἰκάνος ἐξισούς τὸν Κέφαλον πρὸς Μίνωα νόμον καταλαμβάνα, ἐξίσοις τοῖς Πρόκρικοις, δοῦσα τὴν Κριτικαίαν πειν ὀπίσθια τῷ μὴν βλάψαι, συνελθεῖται. According to Ovid (Met. 7.754ff.) the hound and the javelin were offered to Procris by Diana as a gift. This version was later followed by Hyginus (Fab. 189.5.2-4.4 Πειρατην τε Πρόκρινε τε ίδων καλῆν τ’ Αριάδνην).

548 Cf. Ant. Lib. 41.5.4-7: ὁ Μίνωος διδοὺ τῇ Πρόκριδι τὸν ἄδημον τοῦτο ἀπὸ τοῦτο τοῦτοῦ ἐξέφυγε θρῆνον, ὀλλὰ πάντα ἐχειροῦντο, Hyg. Astr. 2.35.1-7: Canis. Hic dicitur ab Iove custos Europae adpositus esse et ad Minos pervenisset. Quem Procris Cecalli uxor laborantem dicitur sanasse et pro eo beneficio canem munere accepisse, quod illa studiose fuit vetationis et quod cani fuerat datum ne ulla fera praeterire uem posset, also [Eratosth.] Cat. 33. Both the javelin and the hound were
the first mythological section at lines 53-66 through its association with Europa. According to the myth, this hound was fabricated by Hephaestus and was offered to Jupiter as a gift. Jupiter then gave it to Europa as guardian dog. From Europa the dog passed on to Minos, who in turn offered it as a gift to Procris. Europa is not the only member in Phaedra’s family that serves as a link between the Cephalus exemplum and lines 53-66. The implicit allusion to Procris’ sexual remedies to Minos also implicates Pasiphae, who had inflicted the terrible curse upon her husband. To move a step further, Procris as a healer of Minos could even be a remote echo of Daedalus’ role in accommodating Pasiphae’s monstrous sexual desire for the bull implied at lines 57f.

Phaedra tries her best to provide her short mythological list with cohesion through a well-planned web of multiple, often subtle, links between the exempla. Her choice to follow up the Cephalus exemplum with the story of Adonis, apart from the obvious common theme of “amatory hunt”, can also be explained on grounds of a “father-son” relationship. From Hesiod (Theog. 986-91) we learn that Aurora bore to Cephalus a son, named Tithonus (or Phaethon), whose exquisite beauty was the reason for being carried-off by Aphrodite. Alternative names for this child were: Espeiros or Heosphoros, Phosphoros, Arcesium or Aoos. The last alternative (Aoos) is important for my discussion, since according to the entry in the Etymologicum Magnum, Aoos (possibly a Cyprian dialectic form for Εὔοιος or Ηεώιος) was the name of Adonis. Apollodoros offers further evidence in support of the family ties between Cephalus and Procris.

Unsurpassable, cf. Apollod. 3.15.1 ΄ξοντος οὖν αὐτοῦ κόνια ταχῶν <και> ἀκόντων ἱππόλον, Ant. Lib. 41.5.6-7 ὁ Μίνας διδοὺ τῇ Πρόκριτῳ τῶν ἄκοντων καὶ τῶν κόνων τούτων δὲ οὐδὲν ἐξέφυγε θηρίον, ἀλλὰ πάντα ἐξευροῦντο, Ὠν. Μετ. 7.754f. dona, canem munus; quem cum sua traderet illi / Cynthia, "currendo superabat" dixerat "omnes," Hyg. Fab. 189.5.2-4: Diuna misericordia tacta dat eiiaculum quod nemo evitare posset et canem Laelapem quem nulla fera effugere posset, et iubet eam ire et cum Cephalo con<ten>dere, 273.11 [ludis funebribus Peliae uicit] Cephalos Deionis filius funda, Astr. 2.35.1-6: pro eo beneficio canem m numer a accepitse, quod illa studiosa fuerit uentionis et quod cani fuerat datum ne ualla fera praeiterire cum posset. That the javelin was impossible to miss the target became proverbial (Diogenian. Paroem. 7.55= Apostol. 14.84, Eustath. on Hom. Od. 11.320 pp. 440, 29). The adjective of the attribute of the adjective mutilae to ferae at lines 93f. also hints at Cephalus’ success in hunting with the help of his unsurpassable javelin.

550 Hyg. Astr. 2.35.1f.: Canis. Hic dictur ab loue custos Europae adpositus esse et ad Minoa peruenisse.
551 Davidson (1997) 177.
552 Also Paus. 1.3.1.7-2.1: (...) και φέροντα Ημέρα Κέφαλον, δεν κάλλιστον γεννευόν χασιν ὑπὸ Ημέρας ἔρασθης ἄρποσθηναι καὶ οἱ παιδὰ γενέσθαι Φαεθόντα, αν δοσερὸν ἢ Ἀφροδίτης ἢ παρολο ἀρκάσεα. καὶ οἱ παιδὰ ἀλλοι τε καὶ Ῥαίπειδος εὑρήκεν ἐν ἐπει τοῖς ἴπποις τοῖς γυναικίσι. Αccording to Apollodoros, Phaethon was Tithonus’ child (Apollod. 3.14.3 'Ερευς δὲ ές τὰς γυναικίς. ὁ ἔρασθής Ἡς ἴπποις και μισθάτα ἐν Συρία παιδὰ Εἴγηντος Τιθόνων, και Ερμοὶ Κέφαλος. οὐ δοσερὸς τὸς Ημέρας ἴπποις και μισθάτα στὶς Συρίας παιδὰ Εἴγηντος Τιθόνων, οὐ παῖς Εἴγηντος Φαεθόντα) On the vexed issue of the identification of this Phaethon with the famous child of Helios and Clymene, see Fontenrose (1981) 102f. with notes (and bibliography ad loc.).
553 Hyg. Astr. 2.42.4ff. (quoting Eratosthenes).
554 Hyg. Fab. 189.
555 Phileas ap. EM 17.33-38 Ἀφος: Ποταμός τῆς Κύπρου Ἀχ γὰρ ὁ Ἀδωνις ἀνυμάζεται καὶ ἄπτεται τῆς Κύπρου βασιλείας. Ζωῖλος δὲ ὁ Κέδρασσες καὶ αὐτὸν ἀπὸ τῆς θάλασσας κλήθηναι ἄπτεται τῆς Κύπρου βασιλείας. Αὐτὸν τῆς Κύπρου μέρη ὁ Ἰβηρικὸς, ἀλλὰ Ἀφος καλοῦσιν. Φιλαδέρς δὲ πρῶτον βασιλέα Ἀφον, τὴν γάρ θείαιν τοις βασιλείας αὐτοῦ οὖ περιήγην. Αὐτὸν ἀπὸ τῆς Κύπρου βασιλείας Ἀφος, τὴν γάρ θείαιν τοις βασιλείας αὐτοῦ οὖ περιήγην, Ἀθήνας ἀναστατικά καὶ Κέφαλον, Hesychius A 8987 "Ἀφος: θεοί ὁι ἐκ Δρόμου μετακομισθέντες εἰς Ἰππο τῆς Κύπρου βασιλείας."
and Adonis. In his account of the genealogy of Cecrops' family, Adonis, who is identified with the Adonis loved by Venus,\textsuperscript{556} comes sixth in descent from Cephalus.\textsuperscript{557} An additional link between Adonis and Cephalus is provided through Procris on grounds of incest. Adonis was the fruit of the incestuous affair between Myrrha (or Zmyrna)\textsuperscript{558} and her father (Theias, Cinyras).\textsuperscript{559} Following a minor branch of mythological tradition Procris had also committed adultery with her father, Erectheus.\textsuperscript{560}

Links are also provided between the two framing examples of the list. In this case, the association involves the female characters of the stories, and more specifically the fact that both Procris and Atalanta were two very well known and highly competent huntresses. Xenophon's treatise on hunting concludes with a passing reference to women renowned for their hunting skills, in which Procris and Atalanta are the only paradigms mentioned by name.\textsuperscript{561} Moreover, both huntresses also feature together in Eustathius' note on Hom. \textit{Od.} 11.320, where they are associated on grounds of "manliness."\textsuperscript{562}

\textbf{Adonis – Venus (lines 97f.)}

The erotic affair of Venus and Adonis comes second in this short mythological list. Given the intertextual character of the section, this is a significant departure from the Euripidean subtext. In \textit{Eur. Hipp.} (451-58) the Nurse complemented her reference to Cephalus with the story of Zeus and Semele, which is of little use-if any at all- to Phaedra. Hence, she replaces it with the Adonis-Venus love affair, which offers her great potential for further exploitation. Even so, her departure is not entirely alien to the Euripidean context, since the reference to the Adonis-Venus love affair could be picking up a (possible) allusion to Adonis near the end of the play (\textit{Eur. Hipp.} 1420-22),\textsuperscript{563} where Artemis in her final address to Hippolytus promises to

\textsuperscript{556} Apollod. 3.14.3. According to Apollodorus the male line of Cephalus' house is as follows: Hermes (+Herse) > Cephalus (+Eos) > Tithonus > Phaethon > Astynoos > Sandocos (+Pharnace) > Cinyras (+Metharme) > Adonis. For Hesiod, Adonis was the son of Phoenix and Alpeshiboia, while for Panyassis he was the son of Theias+ Smyrna.

\textsuperscript{557} According to Apollodorus the male line of Cephalus' house is the following: Hermes (+Herse) > Cephalus (+Eos) > Tithonus > Phaethon > Astynoos > Sandocos (+Pharnace) > Cinyras (+Metharme). For Hesiod Adonis was the son of Phoenix+Alpeshiboia, while for Panyassis the son of Theias+ Smyrna.

\textsuperscript{558} Further on Myrrha's (or Smyrna) genealogy see Frazer (1921) 2.86 n.1.

\textsuperscript{559} On the many variations of Adonis' origin see Fontenrose's (1981) 168 comprehensive discussion with notes and bibliography ad loc.

\textsuperscript{560} Hyg. \textit{Fab.} 253 with Davidson (1997) 181.

\textsuperscript{561} Xen. \textit{Cyne}. 13.18: οὐ μόνον δὲ δόσι τῶν ἄνδρων κυνηγεσίων ἤρασθην ἄγαθοι, ἀλλὰ καὶ αἱ γυναικεῖς αἱς ἐδώκειν ἡ θεὸς ταῦτα ["Ἀρτέμις"], 'Αταλάντη καὶ Πρόκρις καὶ άλλη ἄλλη.

\textsuperscript{562} Eustath.on Hom. \textit{Od.} 11.320: ἵστεων δὲ δὴ τε περιδέοται ἐκ' ἄνδρια καὶ Ἡ Πρόκρις αὕτη καθά καὶ τίς Ἀργαθόνι καὶ ἑτέρα Ροδογοῦ, ἡ καὶ ἀλλή Ἀταλάντη.

venge his death by killing Aphrodite’s dearest mortal.\textsuperscript{564} Despite the reservations of the Scholiast on line 1421,\textsuperscript{565} it is generally assumed that the person hiding behind the rather vague phrasing is Adonis.\textsuperscript{566}

There seems to be a certain degree of irony with regard to the temporal sequence of the stories in the list, since Phaedra tries to persuade Hippolytus to succumb to her love by offering as an example the Adonis-Venus affair. But her suggestion is somewhat of a paradox in that, as one reads in the Euripidean play, the Adonis-Venus story chronologically follows that of Phaedra-Hippolytus.\textsuperscript{567} The killing of Adonis was the outcome of Artemis’ revenge for the death of Hippolytus. This is an interesting case of \textit{προθύστερον}, which has an obvious counter effect to Phaedra’s argumentation, since the disorder of temporal sequence further complicates rather than enhances the inclusion of the \textit{exemplum} in the list.\textsuperscript{568} At the same time, this lapse of logic reveals Phaedra’s highly textual character, since the intertextual sequence of events proves much stronger than their temporal succession. Furthermore, the allusion to the death of Adonis inevitably recalls the tragic outcome of Phaedra’s erotic involvement with Hippolytus, whose death antedates the killing of Adonis. Once again Phaedra’s reminiscence of her tragic past comes back to haunt her elegiac present and undercuts the argumentative coherence of her letter.

Phaedra’s reference to the danger posed by a wild boar at the concluding line of the mythological section further supports the allusion to Adonis’ death,\textsuperscript{569} since following the most popular mythological version Adonis was killed by a wild boar while hunting.\textsuperscript{570} It is my contention, however, that Phaedra’s particular reference to the boar is not restricted exclusively to the Adonis-Venus \textit{exemplum}; it also provides an interesting, though subtle, link with the mythological list at lines 53-66 with particular reference to the Venus-Mars relationship. As we have seen above, the boar that killed Adonis was stirred by Diana. However,  

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{564}Eur. Hipp. 1420-2 εγὼ γὰρ αὐτὴς ἄλλον ἐξ ἐμῆς χερὸς / ὅς ἀν μάλιστα φίλτατος κυρὴ βροτῶν /τόξοις ἀφόκτωσε τοῖ δειμνὸσαμι.
  \item \textsuperscript{565}Σ on Eur. Hipp. 1421 εἰς τὸν Ἀδωνίν δὲ αἰνίτεται, ὅς τινες, λήποι δὲ τὸ τοιοῦτον. οὐ γὰρ τόξοις Ἀρτέμιδος ἀπόλετο Ἀδωνίς· ἄλλ᾽ ὑπ᾽ Ἀρεσις. ἀβηλόν οὖν τίνα φησί. \(\Sigma\) rejects the identification following that version of the story, according to which Adonis was not killed by Artemis’ arrows, but by Ares (for literary evidence for this version see Fontenrose (1981) 201 n.25). Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 1416-22, on the other hand, reads the reference to the arrows of Artemis as an attempt to disguise the identity of her victim, while Fontenrose (1981) 168 takes it as “a metaphor for the swift death that Artemis will bring.” According to Apollodorus (3.14.3 Ἀδωνίς δὲ ἔτι παῖς ὄν Ἀρτέμιδος χόλῳ πληγεὶς ἐν θηρᾷ ὑπὸ σωὶς ἀπέθανεν) Adonis in a very young age lost his life while hunting; he got killed by a boar sent by angry Artemis. Apollodorus, however, provides no further information about the cause of Artemis’ wrath.
  \item \textsuperscript{567}Casali (1995) b 7.
  \item \textsuperscript{568}Cf. Phaedra’s substitution of a reference to the reign of Saturn for the conventional reference to the reign of Tatius in order to avoid an uncomfortable case of \textit{προθύστερον} at lines 131f. For more see n. ad loc.
  \item \textsuperscript{569}Her. 4.104 (…) neque obliquo dente timendus aper.
  \item \textsuperscript{570}Cf. Apollod. 3.14.4, Ov. Met. 10.715f. In Roman elegy all references to Adonis are associated with his death by the boar and Venus’ lament (cf. Prop. 2.13.53-6, Ov. Am. 3.9.15f.). The story is likely to have been treated by Gallus (through Euphorion (and Hermesianax)) see Papanghelis (1987) 68 n.46. Further on Adonis’ death see Frazer (1914) 11 n.2, Atallah (1966) 53-91, esp. 54-62, Detienne (1977)a 66-68, esp. nn. 41f., Ribichini (1981) 108-123.
\end{itemize}
a handful of surviving sources offer an alternative version of the story, according to which Mars out of jealousy for Venus’ affection for Adonis transformed himself into a boar and killed the young man.\(^{571}\) In this light, the reference to the boar provides an additional link between the two mythological lists on grounds of the disastrous outcome of both extramarital relationships.

Adonis’ devotion to hunting, even above his reverence for Venus, bears a striking resemblance with Hippolytus. The resemblance is further reinforced by Venus’ erotic infatuation, which caused her to join Adonis in the woods and become his closest companion. As we hear from Ovid in his *Metamorphoses* (*Met.* 10.519ff., esp. 533-41) not only did Venus take up Diana’s dress, but she effectively imitated her role as huntress. Venus’ erotic hunt with Adonis recalls Phaedra’s similar attempts to imitate Hippolytus’ way of life at lines 37-44. The verbal similarities with Phaedra’s similar reaction in the letter deserve special notice in that they establish a valid link between the two passages.\(^{572}\) In both passages, the detailed reference to the erotic embraces of the two lovers clearly implies the erotic character of their repose on the grass.\(^{573}\)

Adonis and Hippolytus do not only have a similar death, but a similar afterlife as well. Servius’ note on Verg. *Ecl.* 10.18 is enlightening in this respect. Erinoma, a Cyprian maiden, enrages Venus with her chastity. Venus plots against her by making Jupiter fall in love with her. At Juno’s request Venus also makes Adonis fall in love with Erinoma. Jupiter out of jealousy strikes Adonis with his fatal thunderbolt. Venus’ complaints for the injustice and her lament over dead Adonis results in the restoration of Adonis back to life, since Jupiter allowed him to spend the rest of his life with Erinoma.\(^{574}\) Like Adonis, Hippolytus was also granted a second chance after his death and was restored to life as Virbius\(^ {575}\) with the help of Aesculapius.\(^ {576}\)

---


\(^{575}\) Cf. line 98 *sustinuit positos quaellitet herba duos* — *Met.* 10.539


\(^{574}\) Judging from *Apollocdorus* (3.10.3) the story goes back as far as the Greek epic of *Naupactica* (cf. *Naupactica* fr. 105f. Davies). The oldest surviving reference to the story in Augustan poetry is *Verg. Aen.* 7.761-82 with Servius and Fordyce (1977) *ad loc.* (which is the only surviving version, where Virbius is the son of Hippolytus), also *Hor. Carm.* 4.7.25f. The story of Virbius was popular with Ovid (cf. *Ov. Met.* 15.497-546, *Fast.* 3.263ff., 6.737-62 with Frazer (1929) *ad loc.* Further see *Hyg. Fab.* 48, 251-32f. According to Pausanias (2.32.4.1-6) a statue of Asclepius was erected very close to Hippolytus’ grave in Troczen.
According to Ptolemy Hephaestion I, Cocytus, the man who healed Adonis' wound by the boar, was also a pupil of Chiron, like Hippolytus (and Cephalus).

The association of Adonis with the Underworld seems to be an original feature of his myth. Adonis as a child became the object of dispute between Venus and Persephone. Jupiter ruled over the divine strife by dividing the year into three equal parts and granting an equal share to each of the three persons involved. From this perspective, the Adonis-Venus exemplum offers a potential link with Phaedra’s earlier reference to the Eleusinian mysteries (lines 67ff.), which Phaedra complements with a detailed description of Hippolytus’ physical appearance (lines 71-84). In addition, Phaedra’s erotic infatuation at the sight of her beloved also must have been a popular feature of the story. Pausanias offers an interesting account of Phaedra’s erotic burning at the sight of Hippolytus (2.32.3.1ff.). In his description of the city of Troezen he mentions a place, where from Phaedra used to gaze upon Hippolytus whenever he was practicing his athletics. Inflamed with passion and unable to find relief, Phaedra used to shrub off with her hands the leaves of a myrtle tree, which grew there. The myrtle tree could potentially offer a subtle link between Hippolytus and Adonis. As mentioned above, the dispute between Venus and Persephone over Adonis was settled by having each goddess enjoy the company of Adonis for an equal period of time. Adonis, however, offered his share of time to Venus, a fact that infuriated Persephone. According to Ausonius, Persephone punished Adonis by tying him up and tormenting him on the bark of a myrtle tree. Phaedra’s reference to roses near the beginning of her letter, in addition to its obvious sexual implications, might also provide a further link with Adonis’ exemplum, since the dying Adonis (or his blood) was transformed into a rose.

---

578 Cf. Panyassis (quoted in Apollod. 3.14.4). According to Hyginus (Astr. 2.7.3.3-8) Jupiter charged Muse Calliope with the ruling and she allocated to Venus and Persephone an equal share by splitting the year in two equal halves. So also in Σ. on Theocr. 3.48. For further sources see the comprehensive list in Fontenrose (1981) 172 with n.26.
579 Cf. Eur. Hipp. 24-28 ἐλαύνειν γὰρ τὴν Πιθήκοιν ποιεῖν ἐκ δῶμαν / σεμίναι δὲ δυνα Обισί ἐς δύναν καὶ τελῆ μνηστηρίων / Παιδόνως γῆν, παροῦς εὐγενῆς δόμαι / ἱδίαςα θανάτων καρδίαν κατέσχετο / ἐρωτέ δειμαι τὸς ἐμοῖς θολεῖσθαι:
580 Paus. 2.32.3.1-8: κατὰ δὲ τὸ ἔτερον τοῦ περὶκλέους μέρους αὐτόν ἦσθιν Ἰππολίτου κολούμενον καὶ ναοῦ ὑπὸ αὐτοῦ Ἀφροδίτης Κατασκόπιας αὐτοθέν γὰρ, ὅπερ γιγανότοιο ὁ Ἰππόλυτος, ἀπεκλεῖσεν ἐς αὐτὸν ἐρώσα ἡ θανάτω δύναται ἐὰν περισσεῖ ἡ μυροίνῃ, τὰ φύλλα ὡς καὶ πράττον ἐγραφα έχονα τετριπυλέα ἡ μνήμη ἡ θανάτω καὶ μαστών ὁ το ἐρωτε ὁθεμέλιαν εὐρίσκειν, ἐς ταῖς τὰ φύλλα έστινα μέρες τῆς μυροίνης.
581 Apollod. 3.14.4.
583 For more on this see n. Her. 4.30.
584 Serv. on Verg. Ecl. 10.18.14f.
585 According to Bion 1.64ff. from Adonis’ blood sprang a rose and from his tears an anemone. For Nicander (Nicander fr. 65 Schneider = ap. ξ. on Theocr. 5.92e), later followed by Ovid (Met. 10.735), an anemone sprang from Adonis’ blood. For the multitude of the mythological versions concerning Adonis’ associations with either roses and/or anemones see Bömer on Met. 10. 735 and idem on Fast. 5.225.
586 Hippolytus and Adonis are also closely associated at Οv. Ar. 1.509-12 (forma iu no neglecta decet; Μινόιδα Θησεύω / abstult, a nulla tempora comptus acu. / Hippolytum Phaedra, nec erat bene cultus,
A final parallel between this exemplum and Phaedra’s relationship with Hippolytus is provided through Myrrha, Adonis’ mother. The allusion to her through the high style, epic periphrasis Cinyra... creatum at line 97 can hardly go unnoticed. It is exactly the suppression of her name, as opposed to the elevated reference to Cinyras, which generates the allusion to Myrrha’s incestuous affair with her father. Myrrha, just like Procris in the Cephalus-Aurora exemplum, is present through her conspicuous absence. Despite the inappropriateness of the implications of incest, the similarities with Phaedra’s case are hard to ignore. Both stories are about incest and in both the Nurse plays a prominent role by taking the development of the plot in her hands. In fact, in both cases the disastrous outcome comes as a result of the Nurse’s devious initiatives. Finally, both stories are stories of divine wrath, in which Venus plays the role of the avenging goddess. At lines 53-66 Phaedra interpreted her current misfortune as a result of a divine curse inflicted upon her family by Venus. Myrrha’s illicit passion for her father was the result of Venus’ revenge against Cenchreis, Myrrha’s mother, who had claimed that her daughter exceeded in beauty even Venus herself.

Meleager-Atalanta (lines 99f.)

With the Meleager exemplum Phaedra “moves on from boar-slain to boar-slayer”. This story, which was extremely popular in both Greek and Latin literature, is a fitting choice, since it is a story of “amatory hunt”. According to myth, Oeneus, Meleager’s father, provoked Diana’s anger by failing to offer her the sacrifices she deserved. As a result, Diana sent the Calydonian boar to ravage Oeneus’ land. Atalanta, a virgin huntress, joined Meleager and many others in the hunt of the Calydonian boar and thanks to her hunting competence she managed to be the first one to strike the boar. Meleager fell in love with Atalanta and offered her the head and skin of the boar as prize for her prowess in hunting and as a token of his love.

588 Similarly to Phaedra’s case, the Nurse also convinces Myrrha to overcome her initial moral reservations and commit incest by sharing the bed with her father. Cf. Apollod. 3.14.4, Anton. Lib. 34, Ov. Met. 10.382ff., Hyg. Fab. 58, Serv. on Verg. Ecl. 10.18.5f. For further sources and bibliography see Fontenrose (1981) 200 n.22.
589 Curley (1999) 168. For the close association between the myth of Adonis and that of Atalanta see Detienne (1977) a passim.
592 Atalanta is completely absent from the Iliadic version of the story, where Meleager is married to Cleopatra (Hom. Il. 9.529ff.). In this version, Diana out of her anger for Oeneus stirred up a strife between the Aetolians and the Curetes over the skin and head of the Calydonian boar. The Aetolians benefited immensely so long as Meleager was fighting at their side. But the hero withdrew embittered with his mother, who cursed him for having killed one of her brothers. Despite the numerous entreaties and gift offerings Meleager succumbed only to the pleas of his wife, Cleopatra, and returned to the battle (although Ovid in the Met. is not following the Iliadic version, he mentions Cleopatra’s name).
So far, the correspondence between the *exempla* and Phaedra's case is established primarily in terms of gender; Hippolytus shares similarities with the male mythical figures, and Phaedra with the female ones. Atalanta, however, constitutes a close parallel for both Phaedra and Hippolytus, thus turning the gender-based dyadic comparison (male-male, female-female) into a cross-over between couples (female-male and female-female). Atalanta's sexual notoriety makes her an appropriate parallel for Phaedra, but at the same time she seems to have more in common with Hippolytus. Apart from the obvious fact that they are both hunters, Atalanta and Hippolytus show an almost identical attitude towards marriage. A reference to Atalanta in Theognis' elegiac work throws further light to this close similarity. Atalanta is portrayed in terms that suit Hippolytus; Atalanta effectively becomes a female Hippolytus. Like him, she is virgin (1288 παρθένον), with physical beauty (1289 ὄραϊν περ ἔοισαν), she is averse to love (1289 ἀναινομένην γάμον ἄνδρῶν / φεύγειν ζωσιμένην, 1292 φεύγουσιν ἰμερόντα γάμον, 1294 μάλ' ἀναινομένη) and in order to maintain her virginity she leaves her father's house and goes off to live and hunt in the woods (1291-3 πατρός νοσφυτεία δόμων ξανθῆ 'Αταλάντη / ὀίχετο δ' ὑψηλάς εἰς κορυφὰς ὀρέων / φεύγουσιν ἰμερόντα γάμον). With regard to the story of Meleager and Atalanta per se, Phaedra's account diverges significantly from the two most popular versions, at least in the form in which they appear in Roman elegy (and in the Ovidian corpus in particular). There seems to have been two main mythological traditions (possibly two variations of the same myth). In the Boetian version, Atalanta, a fast runner, was the daughter of Schoeneus. She was loved by Hippomenes, who defeated her in a race by using a trick with golden apples. In the Arcadian version, Atalanta, the daughter of Ias(i)us (or Iasion), was a huntress. Milanion, also a hunter, fell in love with her and eventually won her after a series of hardships and entreaties. These two versions, which in time became indiscriminately conflated, formed the -more or less- standardised version of the myth. Phaedra, however, deviates from both versions opting for an alternative one, in which
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593 For the correspondence between Hippolytus and Procris in reverse sex-order see p.84 above.
594 See Gibson on Ov. Ars 3.775f.
595 Theogn. 1287-94 ἀλλὰ σ' ἐγὼ πρόσωφο φεύγοντα με, ὡς ποτὲ φασίν / ᾿Ιασίνον κούρην, παρθένον ᾿Ιασίην, / ὃραίνῃ περ ἔοισαν ἀναινομένην γάμον ἄνδρῶν / φεύγειν ζωσιμένην ἢ ἀτέλεστα τέλει / πατρός νοσφυτεία δόμων ξανθῆ 'Αταλάντη / ὀίχετο δ' ὑψηλάς εἰς κορυφὰς ὀρέων /φεύγουσιν ἰμερόντα γάμον, χρυσῆς Ἀφροδίτης / δόρας τέλεος δ' ἔγνω καὶ μάλ' ἀναινομένη. The similarity in context with Phaedra's letter is striking. Atalanta is employed as a warning against the boy who flees from the poet's love. There is, however, a crucial difference: the reference in Theognis is made in connection with Atalanta's race and her lover's trick with the apples, and not in terms of her prowess in hunting.
596 Cf. also Apollod. 3.9.2, Hyg. Fab. 185. Also see the list of sources with bibliography in Fontenrose (1981) 203 n.34, and Whitaker (1983) 16.
599 For a comprehensive list of literary evidence for both versions see Fontenrose (1981) 202f. nn. 32f. and Bömer on Ov. Met. 10.560-707 (p.188f.). Further on the contamination of the two versions see Bömer on Met. 8.273ff. (pp. 98f.), Janka on Ov. Ars 2.185f. For an opposite view see Luck on Ov. Tr. 2.399ff., Stroh (1971) 49 with n.10.
Atalanta becomes erotically involved with Meleager during the Calydonian hunt. The common theme of “amatory hunt” offers an obvious explanation for the deviation. Phaedra’s emphasis on Meleager, however, and his erotic feelings for Atalanta turn out to be a rather ominous choice, since Meleager’s story is one of death and family disaster. Meleager’s decision to offer the skin and head of the Calydonian boar to Atalanta and not to his maternal uncles caused a broil during which he killed his uncles; as a result, Althea, his mother, caused Meleager’s death. On the face of it, the elevated reference to Meleager through the emphatic use of the patronymic Oenides combined with the careful position of the verb arsit at the opening of the hexameter and the postposition of et (line 99 arsit et Oenides) can hardly be accidental. As it has been rightly suggested, Meleager’s erotic flame clearly prefigures the flames of his tragic death. In a wider context Meleager’s family history as a whole prefigures that of Hippolytus; the similarity between the two becomes evident: Meleager was killed by his mother, and so was Hippolytus, who was killed by his (step)mother. The similarity also involves Althea and Phaedra not only for causing the death of their (step)sons, but also for terminating their disgraceful lives in the very same way (by hanging themselves in remorse for the killing of their sons).

The emphatic framing of the pentameter, which is devoted to Atalanta, by the subject (illa, i.e Atalanta) and the verb (habet) balances Meleager’s prominent presence in the hexameter. In my view, ferae spolium in the pentameter is much more than merely a reference to the skin of the boar. This reference actually adds further to the morbid connotations of the exemplum. Given the implicit allusion to Meleager’s death in the hexameter, the only reference to the hero is actually through the mention of the skin of the boar. All that Atalanta is left with is the skin of the dead boar, the token of his love, which eventually becomes the substitute for Meleager’s physical presence. It sounds very ironic that Atalanta, instead of the actual company of her beloved, can only enjoy the inanimate pledge of a dead love (100 spolium amoris). To make matters worse, it was this very skin, which caused the killing of her beloved. A final link between Meleager and Hippolytus is offered through Meleager’s double paternity (human and

---


601 Cf. e.g. Ov. Met. 8.425ff., Apollod. 1.8.2f., Diod. Sic. 4.34.4ff., Hyg. Fab. 174.


604 For Althaea hanging herself in remorse see Apollod. 1.8.3, Diod. Sic. 4.34.7.3ff.
It is tempting to read behind Phaedra’s choice of this particular version of the story a possible influence from drama (Greek and Roman). The lack of adequate evidence is disheartening. However, it seems very likely that Meleager’s erotic involvement with Atalanta during the Calydonian hunt was a development introduced to the myth by the Athenian dramatists, possibly a Euripidean innovation. It has been suggested that a surviving fragment from Euripides’ *Meleager* (fr. 530 Nauck) might be suggestive of an erotic affair between Meleager and Atalanta. The story about the affair must have been a popular one and it was later picked up by Roman dramatists. Fragments from both Accius’ *Meleager* and Pacuvius’ *Atalanta* survive, but hardly anything can be deduced about the details of their dramatic treatments.

Phaedra’s attribution of the adjective *Maenalia* to Atalanta at line 99 is worth mentioning not only because of its rarity. The ambiguity of whether *Maenalia* refers to *Maenalus* the Arcadian mountain or to *Maenalus* the Arcadian hero, Atalanta’s father, makes its application even more interesting. In my view, the ambiguity is intended to pick up the controversy surrounding the name of Atalanta’s father. If the reference here is made to Maenalus the person, *Maenalia* is used as a patronymic; hence the possibility of a Euripidean reminiscence becomes all the more likely, since, as we learn from Apollodorus, Maenalus was the name of Atalanta’s father used by Euripides.

---

605 Meleager was the son of Oeneus, king of Aetolia; however, Ares was considered to be his divine father, cf. Hes. fr. 25.4 M-W, Hom. Il. 9.550, Ov. Met. 8.437, Apollod. 1.8.2, Hyg. Fab. 171, Ant. Lib. 2.1. Further on his double paternity see Geffcken in RE (1931) s.v. *Kephalos* 15.1.446, Bömer on Ov. Met. 8.437 with parallels and bibliography.

606 On Theseus’ double paternity see n. on Her. 4.59.

607 Cf. Her. 4.109-12.


609 All three *exempla* mentioned in the list had been dramatized before Ovid’s time. Further on the tragic character of the stories and their recodification in elegy by Phaedra see Curley (1999) 168 with n.46.


612 Eur. *Meleagrus* fr. 530 Nauck: Τελαμών δὲ χρυσόν αἰετον πέλτης ἐπὶ / πρόβλημα θηρώς, βόσκει δ’ ἐστιν κάρα, / Σαλαμίνα κοιμάσαν πατρίδα τὴν εὐμάκειον / Κύρηδος δὲ μίση, / Ἀρκάς Ἀταλάντης, κύνας / καὶ τῶς ἔχουσα, πελέκειος δὲ διστομοῦν / γένον ἐπικάλλ’ Ἀργαύος οἱ δὲ / θεσίου / παῖδες τὸ λαῖον ἤχον ανάρθηκον ποδός, / τὸ δ’ ἐν κενόσι, ὡς ἐλαφίρων γόνο / ἐχομεν, / δὲ πᾶσιν Ἀιτωλοῖς νόμος. Even so, the ambiguity around the interpretation of the genitive *Μαινάλου* remains. According to the ancient Scholion ad loc. (followed by Craik (1988) and Mastronarde (1998) ad loc. -the latter with some
Phaedra’s choice for the Meleager-Atalanta love affair is rather unusual. With the only other exception of the *Metamorphoses*, where the love affair of Meleager with Atalanta appears imbedded within the narrative of the Calydonian hunt (*Met.* 8.260-546), Ovid in his work, especially in his elegiac production, follows the two most popular versions of Atalanta’s erotic involvement with either Hippomenes or Milanion. Especially, in the single *Heroides*, this is the only reference to the Meleager-Atalanta love affair, while in the double letters, Atalanta is mentioned twice (*Her.* 16.265f., and 21.123f.) in connection with Hippomenes and his trick with the apples.

Given the popularity of the Milanion-Atalanta story the substitution of Meleager for Milanion is peculiar, but Meleager, as we have seen above, offers much greater potential for comparison with Hippolytus. In any case, however, I believe that Milanion is not totally removed from the picture. In a similar way to Procris and Myrrha in the two preceding *exempla*, Milanion remains present at the background of the story through his absence. His suppressed presence is bound to recall the paradigmatic use of his story by Propertius in the opening poem of his *Monobiblos* (Prop. 1.1.9-16), where the poet employs the Milanion-Atalanta story in order to mark the contrast between his erotic suffering and Milanion’s success in winning over Atalanta’s love through his persistent endurance. The programmatic character of the *exemplum* has long now been noticed. A close examination of the intertextual character of the *exemplum* proves to be instructive for my discussion. While Milanion’s erotic suffering is likely to have been modelled on a Hellenistic source, the archaic style of the reference—compared with the similar treatment of Milanion by Ovid and Gallus in Verg. *Ecl.* 10.56ff.—most likely suggests the poetry of Gallus as a common source. Yet, the underlying common theme of “amatory hunt” as a cure for love ultimately looks back to the Euripidean *Hippolytus*.

reservation) *Maenadou* is more likely to refer to the Arcadian mountain, where Atalanta lived as a huntress, and not to Atalanta’s father. If this is the case, then Apollodorus’ claim is based on a misreading of the Euripidean text. Whether or not Apollodorus had this line in mind cannot be determined, since he must have had a much wider range of sources at his disposal. In any case, Apollodorus (3.8.1) also mentions a certain Maenalus, son of the Arcadian king Lycaon, who gave his name to the homonymous Arcadian mountain (cf. Hellanic. fr. 162 Jacoby, Paus. 8.3.4f., Steph. Byz. *Ethnica* (Epit.) p.426 lines 6-10, Σ on Pind. *Ol.* 9.88c.1f., Σ on Theocr. 1.124a.1ff., Σ on Ap. Rhod. 1.168, 769, Hdn. *De prosodia catholica* vol. 3.1, p.159 line 10). In this light, all references to Maenalus ultimately look back to Maenalus, the Arcadian hero. Further support for the association of *Maenalius* with *Maenalos*—the person is provided by Stephanus Byzantius, who derives the adjective *Maenalidoc* -ia from *Maivalos* the Arcas, and not the mountain.


620 There are actually two more references to Meleager in the single letters: a) *Her.* 3.92, where Briseis makes an erudite allusion to the epic version of Meleager’s myth (see Barchiesi on 91-8) and, b) *Her.* 9.151, where Deianira suggests a parallel between her “heroic” suicide and her brother’s (i.e. Meleager) heroism (for more on the complex character of this allusion see Casali ad loc).

621 See Michalopoulos on *Her* 16.265.

622 References to Meleager (however, in connection with his death by Althea) appear at *Ov. Rem.* 721f., *Ib.* 601f. and *Tr.* 1.7.17.


624 So Fedeli on Prop. 1.1.9 (p.72).

Milanion’s erotic suffering as a hunter in the woods, by Atalanta’s side, is reminiscent of Phaedra’s hunting fantasies in the company of Hippolytus as described at Eur. Hipp. 215ff. Milanion in his desire to bend Atalanta’s resistance effectively becomes a “male Phaedra”. From this perspective, the Meleager-Atalanta exemplum (through Milanion’s suppressed “presence”) through this dense web of implicitness and erudition offers an additional intertextual link between Phaedra’s letter and the Euripidean play.

Milanion offers a multiplicity of connections with Hippolytus. First, through hunting: Milanion also features -together with Hippolytus, Theseus and Cephalus- in Xenophon’s list of renowned hunters who had been pupils of Centaur Chiron. A second connection is provided on grounds of incest. Following Apollodorus, Milanion was the son of Amphidamas, the brother of Iasus. According to the Arcadian mythological version, Atalanta was the daughter of Iasus, which makes her and Milanion first cousins; hence, their love affair was another case of family incest. A final link between the two stories is provided through the wrath of Venus, since Venus directed her wrath also against Atalanta, because the young huntress so obstinately rejected Milanion’s love.

Her. 4.101-4

Lines 101-4 are not merely a transitional section between the mythological list (93-100) and Phaedra’s criticism of Theseus (109-28). Both couplets constitute an indispensable part of the mythological section and Phaedra is working hard to establish a solid connection. Line 101 is a concise recapitulation, or better an emphatic statement, of the rhetorical purpose of the list, while the careful placement of nos first in the hexameter, enhanced by the emphatic accumulation of quoque iam primum, infuses to Phaedra’s request a certain sense of urgency. Phaedra is desperate to include both Hippolytus and herself in the company of the lovers mentioned above.

Phaedra’s remark in the pentameter (line 102) that Hippolytus’ woods without love are but a rustic place is much more than a complement to the hexameter. This opposition reflects the conflict between two incompatible visions of life: on the one hand, there is Hippolytus with his virginal life in the countryside, away from love and art, while, on the other, Phaedra proposes the fusion of the countryside with love, the combination of nature with art. Phaedra’s suggestion for the compatibility of love with the countryside springs from her failure to read properly into Hippolytus’ seclusion in the countryside. At Eur. Hipp. 73-87 Hippolytus  

---

626 Skutsch (1901) 15f., Snell (1953) 298. Clausen on Verg. Ecl. 10.55. Cf. also Aristophanes’ account of Milanion in Lysistrata (Lys. 781-96) (further on this see Janka on Ov.: Ars 2.187ff.).
627 Xen. Cyng. 1.2.
628 Apollod. 3.9.1.
considers his seclusion in the “untouched meadow” as totally a-sexual and strongly denies any erotic element to it. The meadow for him is the only place, where chastity and virginity can be secured.\textsuperscript{631} Phaedra, on the other hand, by focusing on all those elements, which Hippolytus tried to discard, interprets his preoccupation with hunting not as a symbolic act of celibacy, but rather in the context of “amatory hunt”. Her version of the woods is purely erotic.\textsuperscript{632}

It is my view that Phaedra’s eroticized appreciation of Hippolytus’ (otherwise plain) woods is more than an invitation to him to join her in love; her comment looks far beyond the context of this specific reference. Phaedra’s suggestion for the combination of love with the countryside can be read as a metaliterary comment on the long standing (and much disputed) issue of the intersection between the bucolic / pastoral and elegiac ideal. As early as Theocritus, the tension between erotic suffering and the peacefulness of bucolic love lies at the heart of pastoral poetry. From exclusive opposition to mutual compatibility love remains central to the bucolic / pastoral discourse throughout the evolution of the genre.\textsuperscript{633} Phaedra through her employment of the three erotic mythological exempla is trying to infuse the woods with love and thus emphatically restate the intersection between the two discourses. Her combination between love and nature keeps up with the long-standing literary tradition of the eroticized pastoral countryside. From this perspective, the proposed combination of love with the countryside works as a metaliterary postscript to the preceding short mythological section. Her incitement to Hippolytus to take up a more energetic role effectively becomes a meta-literary guide on how she expects him to read and understand the mythological exempla mentioned above.

Phaedra’s rejection of rusticitas at line 102 proves to be a rather self-contradictory choice in view of her poetological claims near the beginning of her letter,\textsuperscript{634} where she argues that she comes to love inexperienced and totally unprepared (lines 25f.).\textsuperscript{635} The use of rusticus is an interesting case of double entendre, since the adjective, apart from its “rural”, “rustic”, connotations\textsuperscript{636} is also used to denote the “opposite of urban” and the “lack of urban sophistication”.\textsuperscript{637} Especially in erotic contexts, rusticus implies lack of sophistication and experience in sexual matters.\textsuperscript{638} In this light, Phaedra’s suggestion to Hippolytus to abandon the unsophisticated, love-less woods and give in to her erotic proposals essentially equates love


\textsuperscript{632} Spentzou (2003) 72-4.


\textsuperscript{634} Cf. Her. 4.20, 25-7, 37.

\textsuperscript{635} Further on this see pp.19ff.

\textsuperscript{636} OLD s.v. 2a.

\textsuperscript{637} OLD 7b. Further on this meaning see Scivoletto (1976) 71 and Labate (1984) 41 n.44.

\textsuperscript{638} See also Pichon (1966) s.v. rusticus, Booth (1981) 2692. rusticus in the sense of “inexperienced in love” is very common in the Heroides (cf. 1.77, 16.222, 287, 17.12, 13, 186, 20.59).
with art. Phaedra is actually asking from Hippolytus to substitute her art of love for his virginal art of hunting, since it is the generic artlessness of the natural world, which accounts for his sexual inexperience. But in doing so, Phaedra contradicts her initial claims in erotic/ artistic inexperience.

Phaedra rounds-off her mythological list with her reference to the well-established elegiac motif of obsequium amoris (lines 103f.). The image of the lover hunting with his beloved seems to have been generically inherent to elegy, possibly originating with Gallus. An instance from Oenone’s letter to Paris (Her. 5), where she describes her “amatory hunt” in the company of her beloved and the advice given by the praeceptor amoris at Tib. 1.4.41 offers sufficient evidence for the adaptation of the obsequium motif within the context of “amatory hunt”. Moreover, the attribution of comes to Phaedra proves to be a fitting choice, since the term was commonly used for wives within the context of Roman coniugal obsequium. On the face of it, this can be seen as another instance, where Phaedra perceives her erotic affair with Hippolytus in terms of a marital relationship. The term, however, also carries certain ominous connotations, since it is attested in sepulchral epitaphs for those (wives in particular) who follow their beloveds or friends to death. Once again, the multi-layeredness of Phaedra’s language and the complexity of her rhetoric ultimately outdo her attempts to fight against her prescribed literary destiny, since these dark shadows of doom hint at the tragic outcome of the story and seal the mythological section with death.

To sum up, Phaedra’s application of mythology in her letter to Hippolytus is a far cry from a short list of exempla strictly used for purposes of rhetorical ornamentation. In her hands myth raises above the level of a static “treasury of pictures”; instead, it becomes, a powerful rhetorical tool, whose (mis)application manages to infuse her text with elements of intellectual wit, irony, and even self-contradiction. Both mythological lists are effectively integrated to the body of the letter in terms of content and rhetorical function. The selection of the mythological exempla is carefully calculated, while the overall structure of each section follows a complex, though clear layout, which proves to be perfectly balanced in every single detail. Nothing is left at random; everything is put at the right place serving a wide range of rhetorical purposes. Both

---

640 Cf. e.g. Prop. 2.26.29ff., Ov. Am. 1.9.9-14, 2.11.49ff., 2.16.19-32. For a comprehensive list of parallels see McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.9.9-14 and Yardley (1981) 64 with n.6.
641 It has been suggested that the similarities between Verg. Eel. 10.55-60, Tib. 1.4.47-50 and Prop. 1.1.9-16 are indicative of a Gallan origin (so Skutsch (1901) 15, Ross (1975) 89-91, DuQuessay (1979) 62 n.214, see also Malby on Tib. 1.4.47f. and Murgatroyd on Tib. 1.4.39f.).
642 Ov. Her. 5.19f. retia saepe comes maculis distincta tetendi; / saepe citos egi per iuga fonga canes.
643 Tib. 1.4.41 neu comes ire neges.
644 The fact that in all three passages comes appears in the same metrical sedes further supports my suggestion.
646 Cf. Her. 4.17 with n., 62, 147.
647 Cf. CLE 439.2, 516.2, 1187.10, 1148.8, 1432.11, ThLL 3.1774.57-70, e.g. Verg Aen. 4.667, Hor. Carm. 2.17.12, Ov. Am. 3.9.65. Tr. 1.6.20. Also see Gibson on Ov. Ars 3.17f.
mythological lists resound with intertextual exchanges, in particular from the Euripidean tragedy. Phaedra's choice and her employment of the specific mythological exempla betrays her new elegiac authority, as she tries to accommodate some well-known stories from Greek tragedy650 in the elegiac code.651 Nevertheless, Phaedra through her ingenious manipulation and her creative re-working manages to overcome the danger of slavish imitation. In the end, she offers an unmistakably fresh use of myth, distinctive for its appropriateness and effectiveness for her rhetorical needs of persuasion. As Spoth nicely puts it: "Phaedras skrupellose Rhetorik isoliert Fragmente mythographischen Materials und ordnet sie kaleidoskopisch um, zu verblüffend neuen, elegischen Mustern."652

3.2 Ov. Her. 8.65-82

Hermione resorts to the use of mythological exempla only once in her letter (lines 65-82). Myth is employed primarily to facilitate her integration to her family, since Hermione sees her current misfortune within the wider context of an inescapable fate, which runs through the female members of the house of Tantalus. Her abduction by Neoptolemus is the latest addition to a long series of female rapes, and as such it guarantees her entry to the family of Tantalus. With regard to the letter's structure, this short mythological list balances Hermione's earlier digression on Orestes' descent from the house of Pelops (lines 47-56) and offers Hermione at the same time the opportunity to associate herself with Orestes on grounds of common descent.

Lines 65-82 (in parts or as a whole) have caused considerable uneasiness among scholars in terms of authenticity653 with the main argument against Ovidian authorship concerning primarily certain so-called "un-Ovidian" features of diction and metre.654 Peter Knox in his most recent discussion of the passage further advances Palmer's suggestion655 by considering lines 71f. and 75-82 as scribal interpolations.656 In his view, the text as it stands poses certain difficulties which are unsurpassable both in terms of diction and content; hence, he concludes, lines 65-82 more than likely betray a hand other than Ovid's. Against such reservations, it is the premise of my argument that the short mythological list at lines 65-82, with the exception of lines 71f., constitutes an indispensable part of the letter.657 All linguistic and metrical rarities (not an uncommon feature in Ovid's Heroides) and the possibility of minor interpolation should not necessarily invalidate the section as a whole. In my view,

650 For information on the dramatization of these stories see Curley (1999) 168 n.46.
651 Cf. Curley (1999) 168: "Phaedra's paradigms activate tragedy by blending the very codes of elegy and epic".
654 For a full bibliographical list on the linguistic and metrical abnormalities in this section see Williams (1997) 133 n.6.
655 Palmer on Her. 8.71.
657 My discussion is in line with Williams (1997), esp. 113-9.
appropriateness of content and rhetorical efficiency constitute a much sounder platform for critical evaluation. Hence, the combined examination of rhetorical effectiveness with close stylistic and metrical analysis has much more to offer towards a better understanding of the issues involved.

Critics who reject the incorporation of the mythological list into the main body of the letter also argue against Hermione’s inclusion in her family, which they find precariously founded on factual inaccuracies. These so-called “factual inaccuracies”, however, turn out to be nothing more than a misguided reading, which results from the disregard of a vital poetic principle, namely the differentiation between the poet and his persona in the poem. Williams is right in underlining the importance of maintaining this crucial distinction between Ovid and his heroine at all times.658 Ovid is not Hermione.659 In the case of the Heroides, in particular, the concept of the literary persona offers a sound methodological tool, which contributes to a better understanding of the poems by sustaining the literariness and the highly intertextual character of the work.660

Hermione, deprived of both her parents from an early age,661 is struggling to restore her connection with her mother through the existence of a common family past. In this attempt, her fragmentary memory,662 her fantasy, her romantic idealism,663 and above all her need for erotic persuasion often fight against factual accuracy. In her desperation, Hermione does not hesitate even to (re)invent, if necessary, possible connections between herself and the other members of her family. Hence, all these (minor or major) “factual inaccuracies” should be seen as reflections of her turbulent psychological condition. Hermione’s view of reality is one of extreme relativity, where nothing is fixed and stable. Past and present are constantly under her creative adaptation, each time according to the rhetorical needs at hand. In Williams’ words “strict factual accuracy may matter less than tactical need”.664 From this viewpoint, the so-called “genealogical distortions” or the “tenuous” links between family members should be treated strictly on grounds of rhetorical effectiveness and psychological appropriateness.

In terms of structure this short mythological list comprises an introductory couplet (65f.), which contains the main proposition,665 three mythological exempla (67-74),666 a digression on Hermione’s separation from her mother (75-80) and a concluding couplet (81f.). Each exemplum is allocated a couplet, and the concluding couplet (81f.) through its close

---

658 Williams (1997) 117.
659 Cf. Knox (1995) 10: “O[vid] could not have blundered so: genealogical relationships were the sort of material he took great care with.”
660 On the concept of the literary persona see the bibliography cited in Volk (2005) 85 n.12 and Davis (1989). Especially on the role of the heroines’ personal perspective in the collection see pp. 4f.
661 Cf. Her. 8.89f. para mea sine matre fui; pater arma ferebat; / et duo cum uiuant, orba duobus eram.
662 Cf. Her. 8.75 uix equidem memini, memini tamen.
663 On Hermione’s romantic approach to reality see Williams (1997) 120f.
664 Williams (1997) 119.
665 The introduction of a mythological list with a rhetorical question is not uncommon in Ovid, cf. e.g. Ov. Ars 1.475, 2.185.
666 For the excision of lines 71f. see below with details.
correspondence (verbal and thematic) with the introductory one rounds-off the list effectively with ring-composition.

Hermione’s reference to the female members of her family through the iunctura Tantalides matres has caused much controversy. Palmer translated matres as “matrons” and argued for the inappropriate application of the term, since both Hermione and Hippodamia at the time of their abduction were not matres, but puellae. Palmer may be right for Hippodamia (for more on this see below), but clearly this was not the case for Hermione, who mentions her betrothal to Orestes (either explicitly or implicitly) constantly throughout her letter. Faced with the uncertainty about her status (virginal or marital) at the time of her seduction by Jupiter, Palmer carefully avoids any reference to Leda, while his comment about Helen is of no interest, since lines 71f. are spurious. In my view, there seems to be nothing wrong in the application of matres, given that the term is used here generically in the sense “ladies,” “respected women.” This rather rare and formal use of the term, is, nevertheless, in accordance with the elevated context of Hermione’s reference to her family’s past.

But it was Hermione’s employment of Tantalides, which caused even more suspicion. Her use of the patronymic, which has been criticized as “inexact” and “odd(ly),” is a striking choice, but surely not a mistaken one. This is not the case of a genealogical blunder, since Tantalides is used in prolepsis. None of the women named in the list was a Tantalid, because of her descent from Tantalus; instead, Leda, Hippodamia and Helen received this title through their marriage to a member of Tantalus’ family (Jupiter, Pelops and Menelaus respectively). Hermione follows in the same steps through her engagement with Orestes. Hence, taking Tantalides as ἐκ τῶν ἀποτελεσμάτων removes any possible incongruities, and at the same time it underlines Hermione’s inclusion to Tantalus’ family.

Another thorny issue is the authenticity of the reference to Helen’s abduction by Theseus at lines 71f. Most modern editors rightly bracket the couplet as an interpolation, since a number of verbal and primarily metrical irregularities offer valid ground against its Ovidian authorship. Goold’s brief remark that the reference to Helen at lines 71f. brings an irrelevant interruption to the letter’s argumentation points to the right direction, but it needs further justification. Beyond any doubt her abduction by Theseus secures Helen a place in a list

---

667 Palmer on Her. 8.66: “Hermione and Hippodamia were not matres, “matrons”, when carried off, but puellae; the same remark applies to Helen when carried off by Theseus.”
668 Cf. Her. 8.8, 15f., 18, 25f., esp. 29-36, 41, 95f.
669 There seems to have been a certain ambiguity concerning the exact sequence of Leda’s love affair with Jupiter and her marriage to Tyndareus. In most versions of the story her seduction by the god precedes her marriage. For a list of literary sources see Frazer (1921) 2.23f. n.7.
670 For more details see n. on Her. 8.66.
671 Jacobson (1978) 54 n.18.
673 My reading makes Delz’s (1986) 83 emendation of Tantalides matres to Tantalidum matres also unnecessary.
674 The awkward metrics in the hexameter has been first pointed out by Palmer (1898) ad loc. For further discussion see bibliography in Williams (1997) 133 n. 6, to his list add Sedlmayer (1881) 32f. on lines 69f.
of rapes. However, this is where similarity ends, since in the rest of the mythological exempla erotic abduction is intrinsically linked with guile and deception: Jupiter is transformed into a swan, Pelops beats Oenomaus in the chariot race with the help of Myrtilus, Paris conceals his erotic passion for Helen under his role as a guest. Helen’s abduction by Theseus, on the very contrary, is a clear-cut case of male violence over female frailty and involves no trail of deception.\textsuperscript{676} Furthermore, given the great importance of Helen’s abduction by Paris in the letter, a reference to her earlier abduction by Theseus would undercut its impact and it would weaken significantly Hermione’s implied parallel with her mother. Besides, within the context of my interpretation of the use of Tantalides at line 66 Theseus does not fulfill the conditions of entry, since (contrary to Jupiter, Pelops and Menelaus) he does not belong to the house of Tantalus. Finally, the clumsiness of the repetition of Taenaris in two consecutive lines (72f.) is a further indication of a possible interpolation.\textsuperscript{677}

A possible explanation for the insertion of the couplet, apart from the popularity of the story of Helen’s rape by Theseus, could be found on grounds of structural balance within the mythological list. All exempla in the list involve rape, but it is only the third, and last one (Helen’s abduction by Paris), which also entails a reference to the recovery of the victim. Hence, the introduction of Helen’s rape by Theseus could be seen as an attempt to restore the balance in the list, since with the insertion of the Helen-Theseus story the list now comprises four exempla, which can be organized in pairs (in ascending order): the first two (Leda and Hippodamia, lines 67-70) on the abduction of Tantalid women, and the last two (Helen-Theseus, Helen-Paris, lines 71-4) on the recovery of the female victims. The close intertextual association of Hermione’s letter with \textit{Her.} 16, where Paris reminds Helen of her abduction by Theseus,\textsuperscript{678} offers perhaps a further explanation for the inclusion of lines 71f. It is possible that the interpolator had in mind Paris’ determination to imitate Theseus’ example, through which he could include himself, along with the Dioscuri and Theseus, in a mythological list about erotic abduction.\textsuperscript{679}

\textbf{Leda – Jupiter (lines 67f.)}

For Hermione to open her short mythological list with Leda seems to be an obvious choice, since Leda stands first in the long line of her female ancestors. Her choice becomes all the more appropriate in view of her attempt to underscore the divine origin of her family, since Leda’s seduction by Jupiter practically establishes Jupiter as the head of the family. It becomes clear right from the very beginning that Hermione’s reference to her family counter-balances

\textsuperscript{676} Cf. e.g. Apollod. 3.10.7, Plut. \textit{Thes.} 31-2, Hyg. \textit{Fab.} 79. See also the list of sources cited in Frazer (1921) 2.25 n.2.

\textsuperscript{677} Knox (1995) 10.

\textsuperscript{678} \textit{Her.} 16.149-54 with Michalopoulos on 149.

\textsuperscript{679} \textit{Her.} 16.327-30: \textit{nam sequar Aegidae factum fratrumque tuorum. / exemplo tangi non propiore potes. / te rapuit Theseus, geminas Leucippidas illi; / quartus in exemplis adnumerabor ego} with Michalopoulos ad loc.
her reference to Orestes’ divine origin earlier in the letter (lines 47f.). Hermione is no inferior to her loved one. Orestes can boast for having Jupiter as the founder of his family, and so can she. In fact, Hermione compared to Orestes proves to be in a much more privileged position, since she comes second from Jupiter (Jupiter is her grandfather), while Orestes is much further down the line of genealogical succession (fifth from Jupiter). Hermione’s striking avoidance to mention Leda by name further underlines her close association with Jupiter. In a very Hellenistic manner, Leda is not identified by name but through her erotic involvement with Jupiter; hence, all emphasis shifts from her to Jupiter and his deception (66 mendacia cycni, 67 in plumis delituisse Iouem).

Throughout her letter Hermione is striving to establish herself as a “second Helen,” leading a life, which effectively repeats her mother’s life. Leda’s emphatic placement as first in the mythological list helps to establish the association not only between Hermione and Leda, but also with Helen. A comparative reading with the exchange of letters between Paris and Helen throws further light into this matter. In fact, Hermione’s association with Leda dates back to Vergil’s Aeneid, where Hermione is called Ledaea. This is exactly how Paris addresses Helen at the opening of his letter, while in two further instances in the letter Helen is called filia Ledae. In this light, Leda becomes the meeting point of both daughter and grand-daughter, thus strengthening their association.

A further similarity is provided through Helen’s reference to Leda with regard to her divine ancestry. Like Hermione, who tries to balance her reference to Orestes’ high birth with a similar reference to her own family, in her reply to Paris (Her. 17.51-65) Helen also tries to outdo Paris’ boastful claim about his high birth (Her. 16.175-204) with a reference to the divine origin of her family. The similarities between the two letters are noteworthy. Both Helen and Hermione establish Jupiter as the head of their family through his erotic involvement with Leda, while both portray Leda as the innocent and credulous victim of Jupiter’s trickery. Furthermore, Helen also refers to Paris as fifth to Jupiter, however, in her case the reference is made only to emphasize by contrast her closer descent from Jupiter, as opposed to Hermione’s positive reference to Orestes’ high birth (Her. 8.48).

---

680 See especially Williams’ (1997) 121f. intra-textual reading of Her. 8 in connection with Her. 16. Nevertheless, Williams does not consider intra-textuality as part of Ovid’s poetic agenda in the collection. For an opposite view, which sees the heroines as members of a writing and reading community within the collection and consequently values intra-textuality as a fundamental poetic principle in the composition of the letters see now Fulkerson (2005) 1-18.

681 Cf. Virg. Aen. 3.327 Ledaeam Hermionem.

682 Ov. Her. 16.1f.: Hanc tibi Priamides mitto, Ledaea, salutem, / quae tribui sola te mihi dante potest with Michalopoulos on line 1.


685 For the heroines’ concern about their ancestry in the collection see Jacobson (1974) 399.

686 Cf. Her. 17.55 Led...cyno decepta, 56 falsam gremio credula fuit auem with Michalopoulos ad loc.

687 Cf. Her. 17.59f. (...) sed qui tibi Gloria magna est / quintus, is a nostro nominee primus erit.
A close examination of the references to Leda’s affair with Jupiter in Roman elegy (and Ovid in particular) throws further light to the appropriateness of the *exemplum* in Hermione’s list. In the majority of cases, Leda (often in the company of Helen)⁶⁸⁸ is employed as an example of rare female beauty.⁶⁹⁸ I believe that Hermione in her reference to Leda is well aware of this association. Physical appearance becomes a further link which, in addition to genealogy and erotic abduction, holds the three female figures (Leda, Helen, Hermione) together in the list. Female beauty, passed on from mother to daughter and from daughter to grand-daughter, guarantees continuity between the female members of the family. Hermione,⁶⁹⁰ just like Leda⁶⁹¹ and Helen,⁶⁹² was renowned for her beauty, ever since the Homeric epics; her allegations for the contrary later in her letter are nothing but mere flattery to Helen.⁶⁹³

Almost all references to Leda’s exquisite beauty in elegy appear in connection with her abduction by Jupiter.⁶⁹⁴ Leda often features in lists of Jupiter’s erotic infidelities.⁶⁹⁵ Hermione’s emphasis on Jupiter’s deceptive transformation into a swan is in accordance with the vast majority of the relevant mythological references in elegy,⁶⁹⁶ where erotic guile is associated with male deception and female victimization.⁶⁹⁷ In doing so, Hermione manages to emphasize those aspects of the myth’s conventional application in elegy, which mostly befit her argument.

---

⁶⁸⁸ Ov. *Am. 1.10.1-4* Qua! *ab Eurota Phrygiis aucta carinis / coningibus belli causa duobus erat, / qualis erat Lede, quam plumis abditus albis / calidus in falsa lusit adulter aue, and *Ars* 3.251-4 non mihi uenitis. *Semene Ledewe, docendae, / perque fretium falsa, Sidoni, vecta bouve, / aut Helene, quam non stulte, Menelae, reposcis/ tu quoque non stulte, Troicce raptor, habes.


⁶⁹³ *Her.* 8.99f. τε tamen esse Helenen, quod eras pulcherrima, sensi; / ipsa requirebas, quae tua nata fort!⁶⁹⁴ The only exception is *Ov. Am.* 2.4.41f., where the reference to Leda is made with regard to her long, black hair.

⁶⁹⁵ Further on Ovid’s use of Jupiter’s multiple erotic transformations as paradigm for the successful philanderer see Davis (1989) 72-86. For a list of such catalogues see McKeown on *Am.* 1.3.21-4.


⁶⁹⁷ Cf. *e.g.* Greene’s (1998) 74ff. excellent discussion of *Ov. Am.* 1.3 in terms of the poem’s gendered rhetoric and the poet’s conventional approach to the myth.
Leda is not only a victim of rape, but also a victim of male deception. More importantly, her abduction comes as a result of both male violence and deception. Hence, she offers the perfect example for both Hermione (and Helen).

Despite Hermione's attempts to make the most out of her reference to Leda, her choice of the specific myth is somewhat problematic. There is no doubt that Leda's abduction by Jupiter sets the archetypal pattern for the rest of the Tantalid women. Nevertheless, the story *per se* proves to be a rather unsuitable choice, especially in respect of its validity. Ovid in his *Amores* 3.12 complains about his mistress' popularity with men; a popularity gained, as he claims, through the publication of her beauty in his poetry. His poetic work is the cause of his suffering. In an attempt to overturn his current misfortune by attacking the idealised portrayal of his mistress he argues that his poetic account of Corinna is pure poetic fiction, the product of his imagination. Myth is the material appropriate to poetry as opposed to the truthfulness of history. The poets' creative imagination knows no boundaries; there are no limits to poetic license. The poet cites in support of his claim a long catalogue of some well-known myths, which are considered to be the fruit of poetic imagination, without the slightest relevance to reality.698 Jupiter's erotic transformations appear in the list, with his seduction of Leda mentioned first.699 But if the stories told by the poets are treated strictly in terms of poetic creativity, then myth becomes just a literary device. Hence, the fictitious character of the reference to Leda's rape by Jupiter seriously undermines the validity of the story, which in turn is degraded to being merely a literary falsehood.

Ovid is not alone in considering the Leda-Jupiter affair as nothing more than a poetic lie. In fact, the Ovidian reference belongs to a long-standing tradition of disbelief in this myth. The Euripidean treatment of the story, in particular, is very useful for my discussion. In Euripides, in the majority of cases,700 the story of Leda's intercourse with Jupiter, disguised as a swan, is either denied or severely questioned, because of its extraordinary character.701 In my view, Hermione's employment of Leda's myth is not devoid of such connotations of disbelief. Either because of a misunderstanding or because she is consciously picking up the allusions present in the Euripidean text, Hermione employs Leda's myth with a certain degree of disbelief. Moreover, the use of *mendacia* also carries implications of poetic falsehood. Even if

---

698 In his employment of the long mythological catalogue Ovid was undoubtedly influenced by rhetorical exercises and mythological sourcebooks. The attack against a story in terms of being a poetic fiction draws heavily on the rhetorical exercise of *anaskeue*, practiced in the rhetorical schools. Further on the possible rhetorical influence on *Am. 3.12* and Ovid's own arrangement of the mythological catalogue see McKeown (1979).


700 Stinton (1976) 75-9 argues that any disbelief expressed in the Euripidean text does not concern the validity of Leda's story as a whole, but rather its bizarre details. See also Jacob (1998) 50-5. The Ovidian Hermione misreads the Euripidean text. She fails to see the irony and the correspondence of the mythological reference to the specific context each time; hence, she takes Euripides' disbelief for granted. For more on Helen's birth see Bethe *RE* 7 (1912) s.v. *Helene* 2.2826f.
she knows that a reference to Leda might weaken her argumentation, Hermione is determined to
inscribe herself to the long line of her family history properly, starting with Leda.

**Hippodamia – Pelops (lines 69f.)**

With the story of Hippodamia’s abduction by Pelops Hermione turns to her father’s side
of the family. The reference to Pelops is not unexpected; Hermione in many occasions
throughout her letter identifies herself and Orestes as members of the house of Pelops.\(^{702}\)
Furthermore, Pelops’ erotic affair with Hippodamia fits perfectly well in the list by being a rape
story. Nevertheless, objections have been raised concerning its appropriateness. Fairly recently
Knox has atheitized the couplet, primarily on grounds of contextual irrelevance arguing for the
inappropriateness of Pelops’ presence in the list; to use his own words: “the entire couplet is out
of place in this context.”\(^{703}\) His main argument is that Pelops – contrary to the rest of the
*exempla* – is not involved into a story of rape. Hippodamia was not the victim of Pelops’
abduction; she was given, instead, to him as a prize for his victory in a chariot race against
Oenomaus, Hippodamia’s father. The case is not as clear-cut as it may initially seem. The fact
that Hippodamia was offered to Pelops as a prize does not necessarily exclude abduction.
Apollodoros’ account of the story, the fullest surviving version, preserves a detailed account
of the chariot race.\(^{704}\) Oenomaus, indeed, offered his daughter to the winner of the race; there is,
however, a crucial detail, which should be taken into account. Hippodamia was not offered as
prize to the victorious suitor after the end of the race.\(^{705}\) Instead, each potential suitor would take
Hippodamia before the race and with her on his chariot he would race against Oenomaus
covering the distance from Elis to the Corinthian Isthmus.\(^{706}\) Oenomaus would then pursue them
in full armour and claim his daughter back by killing defeated suitors. From this perspective, the
chariot race was effectively a reiteration each time of Oenomaus’ attempt to recuperate his
ravished daughter. Initially Hippodamia became the suitor’s prey, a victim of abduction and
then the prize in a chariot competition. The suitors were asked to maintain their possession
against Oenomaus, who played the role of the avenger. In this light, Hippodamia’s erotic affair
with Pelops becomes essentially a story of erotic abduction, and there seems to be nothing
objectionable to its integration in the list.\(^{707}\)

---

\(^{702}\) Cf. *Her.* 8.27 *quod aus nobis idem Pelopeius Atreus, 47 tu quoque habes proaum Pelopem
Pelopisque parentem, 81 ne non Pelopetea credar.*

\(^{703}\) Knox (1995) 10. He rejects the couplet also on grounds of its metrical peculiarities.

\(^{704}\) Apollod. *Epit.* 2.4-6. For a full list of literary sources see Frazer (1921) 2.157. n.4 and Michalopoulos
on *Her.* 16.209f.

\(^{705}\) For the literary motif of games with a woman as prize see Michalopoulos on *Ov.* *Her.* 16.263f.


\(^{707}\) The fact that at *Ov.* *Ars* 2.5-8 the emphasis is put again on the heroine’s abduction by Pelops is not
coincidental (cf. also Prop. 1.2.19f.). The only two exceptions are *Ov.* *Am.* 3.2.15f., where the reference is
made solely to Hippodamia’s beauty, and *Her.* 16.266, where Paris refers to Hippodamia as the prize of a
contest.
Hermione exploits every single detail, which can contribute to the unity and cohesion of the list. Pelops' presence in the list provides an interesting intratextual link with the Paris-Helen exemplum in the following lines. The connection between Pelops and Paris is provided primarily through their foreign origin. Pelops was Phrygian,708 and so was Paris.709 The reference to peregrinis...rotis at line 70 clearly alludes to his foreign descent. The association between Pelops and Paris is further exemplified by the structure of the mythological list. A more careful examination reveals how the list can be organized in pairs of twos in terms of gender:710 Leda and Hippodamia (the female characters) are portrayed as abduction victims, while Pelops and Paris (the male characters) are associated through their Phrygian origin.

The association of Pelops with Paris is not new. An intratextual, comparative reading with Paris' letter to Helen (Her. 16) throws further light on Hermione's rhetorical strategy. Paris throughout his letter depicts himself as a fearless young man who would go to any lengths in order to be together with his beloved. No hardships, not even a war, can shake his determination.711 Paris expresses the wish to fight for Helen and win her as a prize of a competition, just like Pelops won Hippodamia.712 His metonymic reference to Pelops through Phrygios...sinus is clearly meant to stress their common origin, and thus further emphasize their close association. Hermione, like Paris, refers to Pelops using a similar metonymy (69 peregrinis...rotis), which calls for our close attention.713 Hermione both succeeds and fails in her application of peregrinus. Her choice is successful in that it helps the allusion to Pelops' Phrygian origin without mentioning it openly; thus, she manages to avoid the adjective's usual implications of effeminacy and contempt.714 On the other hand, however, peregrinus is an adjective with negative connotations in two respects. First, the adjective often appears in the context of erotic infidelity to denote an extramarital love affair.715 Second, peregrinus is known for its legalistic undertones. The term was applied to foreigners whose marriage with Roman (and non-Roman) citizens with regard to the civil status of the offspring was in the middle of huge legal controversy during the Principate.716 From this perspective, despite Hermione's attempt to gloss over Pelops' Phrygian identity, her use of peregrinus fails to remove completely any possible negative implication.

708 Cf. e.g. Pind. Ol. 1.23f., Soph. Aj. 1292, Pherec. FGrH 3F 37f. Jacoby, Prop. 1.2.19 Phrygium. Luc. Menipp. 14.19 (Tantalus). With the only exception of Ov. Am. 3.2.15-8, Pelops' foreign origin is mentioned in all references to him in elegy and in Ovid (cf. Prop. 1.2.19f., Ov. Her. 16.266, Ars 2.5-8).
709 Cf. e.g. Ov. Am. 1.10.1f., Ars 1.53f.
710 This offers another argument for the excision of couplet [71f.] from the list.
711 Cf. Her. 16.341-764.
712 Ov. Her. 16.265-8. The mythological exempla also comprise Hippomenes (and Atalanta) and Hercules (and Deianira). For more details see Michalopoulos ad loc.
713 The pentameter uecta peregrinis Hippodamia rotis is an Ovidian adaptation of Prop. 1.2.20 aucta externis Hippodamia rotis. For Ovid's adaptation of the Propertian line see Knox (1995) 10, Janka on Ov. Ars 2.7f. For more see n. on Her. 8.70.
714 See Pease on Verg. Aen. 4.103.
715 Cf. e.g. Hor. Carm. 3.3.18, Prop. 3.20.6, Ov. Her. 1.76 peregrino captus amore, 9.47 peregrinos addis amores with Casali, 12.111 virginitas facta est peregrine praeda latronis with Bessone). In this sense, the use of peregrinus amor becomes almost synonymous to externus amor, which is conventionally used as a by-word for extramarital love (see Barchiesi on Her. 1.76).
Moreover, Oenomaus’ failed attempt to claim his ravished daughter back and his murder by Pelops make Hermione’s choice perhaps less effective in view of her attempt to be successfully restored back to her husband. This is surely not the message she is trying to get across. A further ominous aspect of the story concerns the final outcome of the Pelops-Hippodamia affair. According to the main mythological strand, Pelops and Hippodamia lived together in happiness and prosperity and had three (or six) sons. However, Hyginus preserves an alternative version, according to which the couple’s common life ended in tragedy, since Hippodamia incited Atreus and Thyestes, her two children from Pelops, to kill Chrysippus, their step-brother. As a result, Pelops avenged Chrysippus’ murder and killed Hippodamia.\footnote{Hyg. Fab. 85.4 hunc (sc. Chrysippum) Atreus et Th<γ>estes matris Hippodamiae nimpulsu interfecerunt; Pelops cum Hippodamiam argueret, ipsa se interfecit. Also cf. Thuc. 1.9, Eur. Chrysippus (=TrGF Eur. fr. 838-44 Kannicht), Paus. 6.20.7, Tzetz. Chil. 1.415ff., Σ on Hom. Il. 2.105.}

In Roman elegy Hippodamia is not used exclusively as an example of rape, since all references to her abduction by Pelops are made in connection with her extraordinary physical appearance.\footnote{For Hippodamia’s exemplary beauty see also Diod. Sic. 4.73.5.2. Pelops also matched Hippodamia in beauty (see Apollod. Epit. 2.6, Σ on Eur. Or. 999.9f.).} Propertius in his attack against the excessive use of cosmetics mentions Hippodamia among other mythical heroines as an example of unadorned beauty.\footnote{Prop. 1.2.19f. nec Phrygium falso traxil candore maritum / aucta externis Hippodamia rotis with Whitaker (1983) 114-5.} Ovid’s reference to Hippodamia in his \textit{Amores} is in a very similar context,\footnote{Am. 3.2.13-18, esp. 15f. a, quam paene Pelops Pisaea concidit hasta, / dum spectat uultus, Hippodamia, tuos!} as the poet likens himself to Pelops, who stood speechless at the sight of Hippodamia’s stunning beauty. Such combination of exceptional physical appearance and erotic rape earn Hippodamia a place in the mythological list and make her a perfect parallel for Hermione.

Helen – Paris (lines 73f.)

Hermione’s short mythological list reaches its climax with her reference to Paris’ abduction of her mother. Not only is this the most recent case of rape in the family, but more importantly Hermione’s current misfortune is the immediate aftermath of this incident. Hermione gives a significant twist to her application of myth. While in the previous two \textit{exempla} she portrayed her female ancestors as victims of rape, now she moves from rape to the recuperation of the abducted. Helen is not mentioned as the victim of Paris’ violence, but rather as the cause of the Trojan War. The shift of emphasis is effectively reflected on the grammar of the couplet. Phaedra’s choice to convey the temporal sequence of events through the “past participle - verb” structure is significant, in that Helen’s abduction is given through the past participle (\textit{rapta}), while all weight is put on the verb. Helen’s prominence is also reflected on the emphatic use of the prepositional clause \textit{pro se} and on the fact that it is she, and not Menelaus, the subject of the verb governing the whole couplet (\textit{Argolicas...uertit in arma manus} 74). The emphasis on Helen is convenient for Hermione’s argumentation in two respects.
First, Helen is the necessary link through which the hereditary theme of rape is reiterated and is passed on from the family's remote beginnings to the present. Second, and more importantly, Menelaus through his recuperation of Helen sets the perfect example for Orestes, who should imitate his father-in-law and claim Hermione back from Neoptolemus. Repeatedly throughout her letter Hermione urges Orestes to imitate Menelaus in the victorious return of his wife. Her application of the Helen-Paris story with special emphasis on the restoration of the abducted wife is not uncommon in Roman elegy. Both Propertius and Ovid complement their references to Helen's abduction with a reference to the Trojan War, which is treated in terms of Menelaus' attempt to take his wife back.

The juxtaposition at the beginning of the hexameter of Spartan Helen with Trojan Paris through the careful placement of the adjectives of origin (Taenaris Idaeo) is remarkable. Hermione's metonymic use of Taenaris for Helen is interesting, since the adjective is extremely rare in Augustan poetry, but frequent in the Heroides in connection with Helen. Nevertheless, Hermione's particular choice for Taenaris also seems to carry with it certain ominous connotations, because of its associations with cape Taenarum, the southernmost point of Laconia, which was considered to be an entrance to the Underworld. The reading Tyndaris, instead of Taenaris, perhaps removes any difficulties caused by the gloomy connotations of Taenaris. At the same time, the patronymic picks up a reference made to Tyndareus earlier in her letter (lines 31f.), where Hermione refers to her betrothal (or marriage) to Orestes by her grandfather Tyndareus, during Menelaus' absence at Troy. Moreover, the association with Tyndareus is also very appropriate in terms of Helen's recuperation by Menelaus, since, according to the main mythological strand, it was Tyndareus who had enforced upon the suitors the pledge to protect Helen and her husband from any injury.

Hermione complements her short mythological list with a digression on the last exemplum. This is not uncommon, since, as we have seen above, Phaedra in her letter to Hippolytus also concluded both mythological lists with complementary sections. In like

---

722 Prop. 2.32.31f. with Whitaker (1983) 133.
723 Ov. Am. 1.10.1f. (echoing Prop. 1.2.19f., 1.3.1ff.), 2.12.17f. Also cf. Ov. Ars 1.685-8, 3.253f.
724 For women as the cause of wars, and Helen in particular as the cause of the Trojan War see McKeown on Am. 2.12.17-26, idem on 2.12.17f.
725 Further on this see n. on Her. 8.73.
726 For Tyndaris used for Helen, cf. Ov. Am. 2.12.17, Her. 5.91, 16.100 with Michalopoulos, 308, 17.120, Ars 1.746. Also see Bömer on Ov. Met. 8.301.
727 Despite the plausibility of Tyndaris, I print Taenaris.
728 On the controversial issue of Hermione's betrothal (or marriage) to Orestes see nn. on Her. 8.9f. and 31-4.
729 Cf. Hes. fr. 204.78-92 M-W, Isoc. Hel. 40, Paus. 3.20.9, Apollod. 3.10.9, Ov. Ars 1.687f. See Bömer on Ov. Met. 12.6f.
730 Her. 4.61-6 and 101-4.
manner, lines 75-82 constitute an integral part of the mythological list and in addition facilitate the transition from the mythological section to the rest of the poem. Palmer\textsuperscript{732} was the first to express serious doubts about the Ovidian authenticity of lines 75-80 suggesting their excision (together with lines 71f.) as an interpolation. His principal objection concerned problems of content. In his view, Hermione's detailed account of her separation from her mother contradicts her claim to her fragmented memory. Palmer became even more suspicious in his examination of certain instances in the text (see below), where -in his opinion- the meaning is vague and inconsistent within the specific context. I find his approach completely misguided, primarily because he fails to take into consideration Hermione's state of mind and more importantly the very nature of her rhetoric. In his search for square logic Palmer completely disregards the intimate character of Hermione's memories.

Hermione complements her reference to Paris' abduction of Helen with a much more personal account of the story. Despite Palmer's claim to the contrary, there is actually no discontinuity between Hermione's reference to the arming of Greece and her account of her parting from her mother. In fact, it is the very same story, seen, however, from a different angle. What we have here is a shift of perspective rather than a change of subject matter. Myth is appropriated in terms of family affairs, as Hermione offers a personal insight into a major mythological ("historical" for her) event, the Trojan War, and its impact on her life. This is the personal account of the first victim of this war. For Hermione, Helen's abduction is not just the cause of a conflict, but above all the cause of family disaster. Hermione is the first victim of this disaster and she is now given the chance to speak. Through this highly emotional flashback Hermione merges myth with personal history, thus accomplishing a twofold goal: first, to inscribe herself in the history of her family; second, to raise the emotional tension in her letter.

Hermione's reference to her torn hair at her mother's departure reveals her understanding of the separation in terms of a definite separation imposed by death, since, according to Greek and Roman customs, the violent tearing of a woman's hair was a common practice and an essential part of the ritual lament.\textsuperscript{733} Despite the ominous connotations, however, Hermione's preoccupation with her physical appearance, even at the moment of her parting from her mother, could be seen as an expression of her female vanity.\textsuperscript{734} From this perspective, Hermione's ritual manifestation of wild grief and lament could be associated with the established elegiac topos of the enhancement of the puella's beauty through her disarranged hair. Dishevelled hair is a clear sign of a woman's abandonment by her beloved,\textsuperscript{735} but at the

\textsuperscript{732} See Palmer on Her. 8.75, followed by Knox (1995) 10f. who extends the interpolation at least as far back as line 65.

\textsuperscript{733} See Alexiou (1974) 6 with nn. 22,23, to her list of literary parallels (n.27) add Aesch. Pers. 1056 (plucking out hair from beard), 1062, Soph. Aj. 634, Eur. Alc. 101-2, Andr. 826-7, 1209, Supp. 973-4, El. 150, Hec. 652-5, Tro. 279, Hel. 372-4. Also see Garvie on Aesch. Cho. 22-83 with bibliography. pACE Knox on Her. 11.116 according to Roman rituals of lament the female members of the family were also expected to shear off their hair and leave them on the body of the deceased (cf. e.g Cic. Leg. 2.64, Livy 1.11.1, Ov. Tr. 3.3.51, Cons. ad Liv. 98, 318, Luc. 2.36ff., Apul. Met. 5.11).

\textsuperscript{734} Williams (1997) 117f., also see Jacobson (1974) 53.

\textsuperscript{735} Fedeli on Prop. 3.6.9-10.
same time the disarray of hair is often a feature which adds further to the beauty of the beloved by offering “a sensual foretaste of the dishevelled pleasures of the night”. Besides, Hermione’s preoccupation with beauty became evident in the short mythological list through the implicit allusions to the exquisite beauty of her female ancestors (Leda, Hippodamia, Helen).

In terms of structure the mention of Leda by name and her prayers to “her Jupiter” (78 *suumque Iouem*) offer a strong link between the complementary section and the mythological list. The same purpose is served by the accumulation of Hermione’s family members at line 77 (*fiebat auus Phoebeque soror fratresque gemelli*).

With regard to the repetitions *equidem memini, memini tamen* (line 75) and “*sine me, me sine*” (line 80) Palmer treats them as nothing more than jingle, and also fails to understand the relevance of the genitive *timoris* (line 76). Once again he fails to take into consideration any sentimental value in Hermione’s recollection of the past. It is true that clarity of meaning becomes at times obscured by certain stylistic and metrical irregularities. These obscurities, however, should not be seen as the result of Hermione’s artistic deficiency, but rather as the reflection of her psychological turmoil. Hermione’s flashback to Helen’s departure paired by her acknowledgement of the lack of both parents in early childhood (lines 89-100) constitutes the emotional peak of her letter. In this light, *timoris* at line 76 is totally understandable within the context of fear, panic and distress experienced by Hermione at her abandonment by her mother. Fear fills the gap left behind by Helen. This sense of fear clearly reflects on the grammar and diction of the lines under examination. The section is thickly sown with repetitions (*omnia... / omnia 75-6, “sine me, me sine” 80, abis /...aberat 80-1*) which give away Hermione’s upset state of mind, while her carefully chosen vocabulary (*omnia luctus 75, plena timoris 76, fiebat 77, orabat 78, scissa 79, clamabam 80*) is indicative of the sorrow and horror felt by Hermione at Helen’s departure. Far from being an awkward repetition or just a jingle, the repetition of “*sine me, me sine*” (80) underscores Hermione’s distress and further “suggests the disruption of domestic harmony when Helen leaves”. The chiastic arrangement picks up the equally emphatic repetition of *equidem memini, memini tamen* (75). Moreover, the double repetition of *memini* (emphatic by position over the third foot strong caesura) offers to Hermione’s account a sense of autopsy, of first-hand knowledge of the events. In re-telling these horrible events Hermione is actually experiencing again the fear and anguish of the past.

---

736 Further on the disarray of hair as an enhancement of the *puella*’s beauty see Greene (1998) 86 citing Curran (1984) 84, McKeown on *Am. 1.7.11f.*

737 Verducci (1985) 250.

738 Palmer on *Her. 8.75.*

739 Cf. Jacobson (1974) 55f.: “But undoubtedly the high point of the poem is the sympathetic and effective account by Hermione of her life without parents, a brilliantly evocative delineation of a young woman mourning her lost childhood.”

740 Williams (1997) 118.

741 For *memini* as an “Alexandrian footnote” and the possibility of an allusion to a well-known scene from Greek or Latin literature see n. on *Her. 8.75.*
Given Hermione's fragmented memory, the reference to her desperate appeal to Helen at line 80 (clamabam: "sine me, me sine, mater, abis?") is noteworthy. Through the quotation of her exact words Hermione manages not only to establish her authority by validating the truthfulness of her claim, but also to infuse her text with sentiment and pathos. The reader gets the impression, at least for a moment, that he travels back in time; the illusion is sustained by the disruption of the letter's linearity and the reader moves from the letter's present to the letter's past, since the insertion of Hermione's exact words unsettle the temporal progression of the narrative. By entangling him in her memory Hermione manages to manipulate the reader of her letter, who is left with no other option than to adopt her own version of truth and see reality through her own perspective.

The concluding couplet (lines 81f.) by recapitulating in the most emphatic and assertive way the purpose of Hermione's list of mythological exempla rounds-off the mythological section with ring-composition. Hermione comes at the end of a long line of hereditary fate, which is common for all Tantalid women. Her current misfortune (i.e. her abduction by Neoptolemus) is part of a family legacy, where the association with the house of Pelops comes through rape.

To sum up, lines 65-82, with the exception of lines 71f., whose authenticity is rightly disputed both in terms of language and content, can stand as they are in the manuscript tradition. Hermione's list of mythological exempla is surely not an interpolation, but an integral part of her overall argumentation. The heroine tries to establish a place among the female ancestors of her family in terms of erotic abduction. Her short list of mythological exempla is a far cry from being a random accumulation of stories; instead, Hermione takes great pain in offering cohesion and unity to the list. The combination of male guile and female victimization together with the foreign origin of the abductors are the two main common themes, which run throughout the whole list. Furthermore, there seems to be a certain structural pattern, since the exempla in terms of the outcome of the erotic abduction could be organised in pairs, as follows: Leda and Hippodamia become Tantalids through rape, while Helen and Hermione risk loosing their status as Tantalid women. A final remark concerns a certain sense of inner movement in the list, since the exempla are employed in gradual progression from guile (Leda) to abduction (Hippodamia) and finally to the recuperation of the abducted wife (Helen).

The use of reported speech is a technique much favoured by Ovid in the Heroides (twenty six instances in total), which adds further to the dramatization of the letters.

The similarity (both in wording and content) with Phaedra's claim at Her. 4.61f. (en, ego nunc, ne forte parum Minoi~ credar, / in sociasleges ultima gentis eol) is striking, pace Palmer on Her. 8.75 there is no need to rewrite line 81 on the model of Her. 4.61. Further on the theme of hereditary guilt in Ovid see Jacobson (1974) 374 with n.9.
The *Heroides* of all the surviving Ovidian works has the poorest manuscript transmission. The text for letters 1-14 (and 16-21) depends for the most part on a codex of early Carolingian date (around 800), probably written in France. The oldest surviving codex is Paris lat. 8242, also known as the *Puteanus* (*P*), which dates to the Carolingian age (s. IX). The second oldest manuscript which preserves the *Heroides* is Eton 150 (*E*, s. XI). These two manuscripts together with the almost two hundred later manuscripts represent the text’s tradition, which unfortunately has suffered extensive contamination, scribal interpolation and great physical damage. The already precarious textual transmission of the text becomes further complicated by the presence of additional verses (titular salutations, “introductory distichs”, distichs found in the body of the poems), which are attested only in a minority of witnesses. Some of these additional passages are clearly interpolations, while others may possibly belong to a stand-alone branch of tradition, independent of the mainstream one (Dörrie (1971) 7 refers to it as “apocryphal”). As a result, to construct a stemma is almost impossible, so is an *eliminatio codicum*, while there is almost no room at all for *recensio*. In such a corrupted manuscript tradition there is “no monopoly of truth”; an old reading is not necessarily a better reading and, in the majority of cases, manuscript tradition cannot settle the matter; hence, lines must be judged on their own merit. Tarrant’s precautionary remark that “all inherently plausible readings, whatever their source, must be taken seriously, and sense and usage are the only sure criteria for deciding among them” still proves to be the golden rule, which I adopt as my main principle in my discussion of textual criticism of *Heroides* 4 and 8.

---


748 Further on these issues see my comments ad loc.


753 Tarrant (1983) 270. Cf. also Kenney (1961) 480: “the mechanical application of critical ‘methods’ is impossible; Ovidian usage and ‘ratio et res ipsa’ are the only guides” and Goold (1974) 476: “what is important is readings, not manuscripts.”
For the needs of this commentary I have not embarked on any systematic reading of the manuscripts. I have myself consulted a copy of the Burman edition (1727), which Professor J. B. Hall kindly put at my disposal, Shuckburgh (1885), Palmer (1898), Giomini (1957), Dörrie (1971), Showerman-Goold (1977) and Rosati (1989). It is very unfortunate that Dörrie's ambitious and elaborate edition of the *Heroides* ultimately failed to deliver a reliable critical edition of the text. In spite of the full *apparatus criticus* provided, his examination of the manuscripts in many respects is lacking, and he is rarely critical in the constitution of the text.

The Showerman-Goold (1977) edition, on the other hand, may not offer exhaustive annotation of textual criticism (mainly due to the nature of the series), nevertheless it provides a sound text, which overall presents the best readings and it is beyond any doubt the product of serious critical examination of the manuscript tradition. In any case, the *Heroides* constitutes a special case in terms of textual criticism, where no edition can claim to be definitive. In my discussions in the commentary I have restricted myself exclusively to places in the text where issues of textual criticism affect directly my interpretation. Manuscript evidence and conjectures are mentioned only where they are discussed in the commentary, while trivial spelling mistakes or variants have not been recorded. The text of *Heroides* 4 and 8 printed below is a slightly revised version of the text offered by G. P. Goold's (1977) second and revised edition of G. Showerman's edition (1914) in the Loeb Classical Library series. I follow the Showerman-Goold (1977) text even in its punctuation, except line *Her.* 4.140. Also, apart from all proper names, I capitalize only the first word of each epistle. A table of comparative readings between my text and the editions since Shuckburgh (1885) are given in the following pages.

---

754 Burman (1727) incorporates a great number of N. Heinsius' readings and emendations of the text.
755 For a list of the most important editions of the *Heroides* see Dörrie (1971) 19-21. A new edition of the *Heroides* is eagerly awaited from Prof. J. B. Hall.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Qua</td>
<td>Qua</td>
<td>Qua</td>
<td>Qua</td>
<td>Qua</td>
<td>Quam</td>
<td>Qua</td>
<td>Quam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>destitit</td>
<td>destitit</td>
<td>destitit</td>
<td>destitit</td>
<td>destitit</td>
<td>restitit</td>
<td>destitit</td>
<td>destitit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>sequitur</td>
<td>sequitur</td>
<td>sequitur</td>
<td>sequitur</td>
<td>†sequitur</td>
<td>sequitur</td>
<td>sequitur</td>
<td>sequitur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>fouet</td>
<td>fouet</td>
<td>fouet</td>
<td>fouet</td>
<td>fouet</td>
<td>fouet</td>
<td>fouet</td>
<td>fouet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>figat</td>
<td>figat</td>
<td>figat</td>
<td>figat</td>
<td>figat</td>
<td>figat</td>
<td>figat</td>
<td>figat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>serius</td>
<td>serius</td>
<td>serius</td>
<td>serius</td>
<td>serior</td>
<td>serius</td>
<td>serior</td>
<td>serior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>laedunt</td>
<td>laedunt</td>
<td>laedunt</td>
<td>laedunt</td>
<td>laedunt</td>
<td>laedunt</td>
<td>laedunt</td>
<td>urunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>Gnosia</td>
<td>Gnosia</td>
<td>Gnosia</td>
<td>Gnosia</td>
<td>Gnosia</td>
<td>Gnosia</td>
<td>Gnosia</td>
<td>materiam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>materia</td>
<td>militia</td>
<td>materia</td>
<td>materia</td>
<td>materia</td>
<td>militia</td>
<td>materia</td>
<td>duritia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.133f</td>
<td>Iuppiter esse pium statuit quod-cumque iuuaret, / et fas omne facit fratre marita soror.</td>
<td>Iuppiter esse pium statuit quod-cumque iuuaret, / et fas omne facit fratre marita soror.</td>
<td>Iuppiter esse pium statuit quod-cumque iuuaret, / et fas omne facit fratre marita soror.</td>
<td>Iuppiter esse pium statuit, quod-cumque iuuaret, / et fas omne facit fratre marita soror.</td>
<td>Iuppiter esse pium statuit, quod-cumque iuuaret, / et fas omne facit fratre marita soror.</td>
<td>Iuppiter esse pium statuit, quod-cumque iuuaret, / et fas omne facit fratre marita soror.</td>
<td>Iuppiter esse pium statuit, quod-cumque iuuaret, / et fas omne facit fratre marita soror.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.133f. Iuppiter esse pium statuit quod-cumque iuuaret, / et fas omne facit fratre marita soror.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.137</td>
<td>nec labor est celare licet. pete munus ab illa.</td>
<td>nec labor est celare, licet peccemus, amorem:</td>
<td>nec labor est, celare licet: pete munus ab illa:</td>
<td>nec labor est celare, licet! pete munus, ab illa</td>
<td>nec labor est celare, licet peccemus, amorem.</td>
<td>nec labor est celare licet†pete munus ab illa†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.176</td>
<td>perlegis</td>
<td>perlegis</td>
<td>perlegis</td>
<td>perlegis</td>
<td>qui legis</td>
<td>qui legis</td>
<td>qui legis</td>
<td>iam legis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1f</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>Orestis</td>
<td>Orestis</td>
<td>Orestis</td>
<td>(7) Orestis</td>
<td>Orestis</td>
<td>Orestae</td>
<td>Orestis</td>
<td>Orestae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>feras</td>
<td>feres</td>
<td>feras</td>
<td>(16) feras</td>
<td>feres</td>
<td>feras</td>
<td>feras</td>
<td>feras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>ut ante fuit</td>
<td>[ut ante fuit]</td>
<td>ut ante fuit</td>
<td>(19) [socer... stertisset]</td>
<td>pater... plorasset</td>
<td>socer... stertisset</td>
<td>pater... iacuisset</td>
<td>pater... stertisset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>plus quoque, qui prior est ordine, possit auus.</td>
<td>plus quoque, qui prior est ordine, possit auus</td>
<td>plus quoque, qui prior est ordine, possit auus</td>
<td>(32) plus quoque, qui prior est ordine, possit auus</td>
<td>plus quoque, qui prior est ordine, possit auus</td>
<td>plus patre, qui prior est ordine, pollet auus</td>
<td>plus quoque, qui prior est ordine, possit auus</td>
<td>plus quoque, qui prior est ordine, possit auus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>habes</td>
<td>habes</td>
<td>habes</td>
<td>(45) habes</td>
<td>habes</td>
<td>habits</td>
<td>habits</td>
<td>habes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>melius</td>
<td>medios</td>
<td>melius</td>
<td>(46) melius</td>
<td>melius</td>
<td>medios</td>
<td>medios</td>
<td>melius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.59</td>
<td>Oresti</td>
<td>Oresti</td>
<td>Oresti</td>
<td>(57) Oresti</td>
<td>Oresti</td>
<td>Orestae</td>
<td>Orestae</td>
<td>Orestae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>has solas habeo semper</td>
<td>solas habeo semper semperque</td>
<td>has solas habeo semper</td>
<td>(61) semper solas habeo solasque</td>
<td>semper solas habeo semperque</td>
<td>solas habeo semper semperque</td>
<td>solas habeo semper semperque</td>
<td>solas habeo semper semperque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>cygni</td>
<td>cygni</td>
<td>cygni</td>
<td>cygni</td>
<td>cygni</td>
<td>cygni</td>
<td>cygni</td>
<td>cygni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>quodue mihi misereae</td>
<td>quodue mihi misereae</td>
<td>quod mihi -uae misereae!-</td>
<td>(86) quodue mihi misereae</td>
<td>quodue mihi misereae</td>
<td>quod mihi -uae misereae!-</td>
<td>quod mihi, uae misereae!</td>
<td>quod mihi -uae misereae!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.110</td>
<td>uiro</td>
<td>uiro</td>
<td>uiro</td>
<td>uiro</td>
<td>uirum</td>
<td>uiro</td>
<td>uiro</td>
<td>uirum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.115</td>
<td>Orestis</td>
<td>Orestis</td>
<td>Orestis</td>
<td>(113) Orestis</td>
<td>Orestis</td>
<td>Orestis</td>
<td>Orestis</td>
<td>Orestae</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Text
PHAEDRA HIPPOLYTO

Quam nisi tu dederis, caritura est ipsa, salutem
mittit Amazonio Cressa puella uiro.

perlege, quodcumque est –quid epistula lecta nocebit?
tem quoque in hac aliquid quod iuuet esse potest;

his arcana notis terra pelagoque feruntur.

inspicit acceptas hostis ab hoste notas.
ter tecum conata loqui ter inutilis haesit

lingua, ter in primo destitit ore sonus.

qua licet et prodest, pudor est miscendus amori;
dicere quae puduit, scribere iussit amor.

quidquid Amor iussit, non est contemnere tutum;

regnat et in dominos ius habet ille deos.

ille mihi primo dubitanti scribere dixit:

“scribe! dabit uictas ferreus ille manus.”

ad sit et, ut nostras uuido uorat igne medullas,

 fingat sic animos in mea uota tuos!

non ego nequitia socialia foedera rumpam;
fama –uelim quaeras– crimen nostra uacat.

uenit amor grauius, quo serior –urimur intus;

urimur, et caecum pectora uulnus habent.

scilicet ut teneros urunt iuga prima iuuencos,
frenaque uix patitur de grege captus equus,

sic male uixque subit primos rude pectus amores,
sarcinaque haec animo non sedet apta meo.

ars fit, ubi a teneris crimen condiscitur annis;
cui uenit exacto tempore, peius amat.

tu noua seruantae capies libamina famae,
et pariter nostrum fiet uterque nocens.
est aliquot, plenis pomaria carpere ramis,
et tenui primam delegere uangue rosam.

si tamen ille prior, quo me sine crimen gessi,
candor ab insolita labe notandus erat,
at bene successit, digno quod adurimur igni;
    peius adulterio turpis adulter obest.

si mihi concedat Iuno fratreque uirumque,
    est mihi per saeas impetus ire feras.

iam mihi prima dea est arcu praesignis adunco
    Delia; iudicium subsequor ipsa tuum.

in nemus ire libet pressisque in retia ceruis
    hortari celeris per iuga summa canes,
    aut tremulum excusso iaculum uibrare lacerto,
    aut in graminea  ponere corpus humo.

saepe iuuat uersare leues in puluere currus
    torquentem frenis ora fugacis equi;
    nunc feror, ut Bacchi furiis Eleleides actae,
    quaeque sub Idaeo tympana colle mouent,
    aut quas semideae Dryades Faunique bicornes
    numine contactas attonuere suo
    namque mihi referunt, cum se furor ille remisit,
    omnia; me tacitam conscius urit amor.

Iuppiter Europen -prima est ea gentis origo-
    dilexit, tauro dissimulante deum.

Pasipheae mater, decepto subdita tauro,
    enixa est utero crimen onusque suo.

perfidus Aegides, ducentia fila secutus,
    curua meae fugit tecta sororis ope.

hoc quoque fatale est: placuit domus una duabus;
    me tua forma capit, capta parente soror.

Thesides Theseusque duas rapuere sorores-
    ponite de nostra bina tropaea domo!

Tempore quo nobis inita est Cerealis Eleusin,
    Cnosia me uellem detinuisset humus!

tunc mihi praecipue (nec non tamen ante placebas)
    acer in extremis ossibus haesit amor.
candida uestis erat, praecincti flore capilli,
flava uerecundus tinxerat ora rubor,
queunque uocant aliae uultum rigidumque trucemque,
pro rigido Phaedra iudice fortis erat.
sint procul a nobis iuuenes ut femina compti! –
fine coli modico forma uirilis amat.
te tuus iste rigor positique sine arte capilli
et leuis egregio puluis in ore decet.
siue ferocis equi luctantia colla recurvas,
exiguo flexos miror in orbe pedes;
seu lentum ualido torques hastile lacerto,
oru ferox in se uersa lacertus habet,
siue tenes lato uenabula cornea ferro.
denique nostra iuuat lumina, quidquid agis.
tu modo materiam siluis depone iugosis;
non sum duritia digna perire tua.
quod caret alterna requie, durabile non est;
haec reparat uires fessaque membra nouat.
arcus –et arma tuae tibi sunt imitanda Dianae–
si numquam cesses tendere, mollis erit.
clarus erat siluis Cephalus, multaeque per herbas
con siderant illo percutiente ferae;
nec tamen Aurorae male se praebebat amandum.
ibat ad hunc sapiens a sene diua uiro.
saepe sub ilicibus Venerem Cinyraque creatum
sustinuit positos quaelibet herba duos.
arsit et Oenides in Maenalia Atalanta;
illa ferae spolium pignus amoris habet.
nos quoque quam primum turba numeremur in ista!
si Venerem tollas, rustica silua tua est.
ipsa comes ueniam, nec me latebrosa mouebunt
saxa neque obliquo dente timendus aper.
eaquora bina suis oppugnant fluctibus Isthmon,
et tenuis tellus audit utrumque mare.
hic tecum Troezena colam, Pittheia regna;
iam nunc est patria carior illa mea.
tempore abest aberitque diu Neptunius heros;
illum Pirithoi detinet ora sui.
praeposuit Theseus – nisi si manifesta negamus –
Pirithoum Phaedrae Pirithoumque tibi.
sola nec haec ad nos iniuria uenit ab illo;
in magnis laesi rebus uterque sumus.
ossa mei fratris claua perfracta trinodi
sparsit humi; soror est praeda relicta feris.
prima securigeras inter uirtute puellas
  te peperit, nati digna uigore parens;
si quaeras, ubi sit – Theseus latus ense peregit,
nec tanto mater pignore tuta fuit.
at ne nupta quidem taedaque accepta iugali–
cur, nisi ne caperes regna paterna nothus?
addidit et fratres ex me tibi, quos tamen omnis
  non ego tollendi causa, sed ille fuit.
o utinam nocitura tibi, pulcherrime rerum,
in medio nis uiscera rupta fovent!
i nunc, sic meriti lectum reuerere parentis–
  quem fugit et factis abdicat ipse suis!
nec, quia priuigno uidear coitura nouerca,
terruerint animos nomina uana tuos.
ista uetus pietas, aeuo moritura futuro,
rustica Saturno regna tenente fuit.
[luppiter esse pium statuit, quodcumque iuuaret,
et fas omne facit fratre marita soror.]
illa coit firma generis iunctura catena,
inposit nodos cui Venus ipsa suos.
nec labor est celare Iicet pete munus ab illa†
cognato poterit nomine culpa tegi.
uiderit amplexos aliquid, laudabimur ambo;
dicar priuigno fida nouerca meo.
non tibi per tenebras duri reseranda mariti
  ianua, non custos decipiendus erit;
ut tenuit domus una duos, domus una tenebit;
oscula aperta dabas, oscula aperta dabis;
tutus eris mecum laudemque merebere culpa,
tu licet in lecto conspiciare meo.
tolle moras tantum properataque foedera iunge—
qui mihi nunc saeuit, sic tibi parcat Amor!
non ego dedignor supplex humilisque precari.

heu! ubi nunc fastus altaque uerba? iacent.
et pugnare diu nec me submittere culpae
certa fui —certi siquid haberet amor;
uicta precor genibusque tuis regalia tendo

bracchia! quid deceit, non uidet ullus amans.
depudui, profugusque pudor sua signa reliquit.

Da ueniam fasse duraque corda doma!
quod mihi sit genitor, qui possidet aequora, Minos,
quod ueniant proaui fulmina torta manu,
quod sit auus radiis frontem uallatus acutis,
purpleo tepidum qui mouet axe diem—
nobilitas sub amore iacet! miserere priorum
et, mihi si non uis parcere, parce meis!
est mihi dotalis tellus Louis insula, Crete—
seruiat Hippolyto regia tota meo!

Flecte, ferox, animos! potuit corrumpere taurum
mater; eris tauro saeuior ipse truci?

per Venerem, parcas, oro, quae plurima mecum est!
sic numquam, quae te spernere possit, ames;
sic tibi secretis agilis dea saltibus adsit,
siluaque perdendas praebeat alta feras;
sic faueant Satyri montanaque numina Panes,
et cadat aduersa cuspide fossus aper;
sic tibi dent Nymphae, quamuis odisse puellas
diceris, arentem quae leuet unda sitim!

addimus his precibus lacrimas quoque; uerba precantis
iam legis, et lacrimas finge uidere meas!
HERMIONE ORESTAE

[Alloquor Hermione nuper fratremque uirumque nunc fratrem. nomen coniugis alter habet.]

Pyrrhus Achillides, animosus imagine patris, inclusam contra iusque piumque tenet. quod potui renui, ne non inuita tenerer; cetera femineae non valueru manus.

"quid facis, Aeacide? non sum sine uindice," dixi: "haec tibi sub domino est, Pyrrhe, puella suo!"

surdior ille freto clamantem nomen Orestae traxit inornatis in sua tecta comis. quid grauius capta Lacedaemone serua tulissem, si raperet Graias barbarar turba nurus?

parcius Andromachen uexauit Achaia uictrix, cum Danaus Phrygias ueret ignis opes.

at tu, cura mei si te pia tangit, Oreste, inice non timidas in tua iura manus! an siquis rapiat stabulis armentis, arma feras, rapta coniuge lentus eris?

†sit socer exemplo nuptae repetitor ademptae, cu pia militiae causa puella fuit!

si pater ignauus uidua stertisset in aula, nupect Paridi mater, ut ante fuit.† nec tu mille rates sinuosaque uela pararis nec numeros Danai militis —ipse ueni! sic quoque eram repetenda tamen, nec turpe marito aspera pro caro bella tulisse toto.

quid, quod auus nobis idem Pelopeius Atreus, et, si non esses uir mihi, frater eras.

uir, precor, uxori, frater succurre sorori! instant officio nomina bina tuo.

me tibi Tyndareus, uita grauis auctor et annis, tradidit; arbitrium neptis habebat auus.
at pater Aeacidae promiserat inscius acti;
   plus quoque, qui prior est ordine, posset auus.
cum tibi nubebam, nulli mea taeda nocebat;
   si iungar Pyrrho, tu mihi laesus eris.
et pater ignoscet nostro Menelaus amori —
   succubuit telis praepetis ipse dei.
quam sibi permisit, genero concedet amorem;
   proderit exemplo mater amata suo.
tu mihi, quod matri pater est; quas egerat olim
   Dardanius partis aduena, Pyrrhus agit.
ille licet patrii sine fine superbat actis;
   et tu, quae referas facta parentis, habes.
Tantalides omnes ipsumque regebat Achillem.
   hic pars militiae; dux erat ille ducum.
tu quoque habes proaum Pelopem Pelopisque parentem,
   si melius numeres, a Ioue quintus eris.
nec uirtute cares. arma inuidiosa tulisti,
   sed tibi — quid faceres? — induit illa pater.
materia uellem fortis meliore fuisses;
   non lecta est operi, sed data causa tuo.
hanc tamen implesti; iuguloque Aegisthus aperto
   tecta cruentavit, quae pater ante tuus.
increpat Aeacides laudemque in crimina uertit —
   et tamen adspectus sustinet ille meos.
rumpor, et ora mihi pariter cum mente tumescunt,
   pectoraque inclusus ignibus usta dolent.
Hermione coram quisquam obiecit Oresti,
   nec mihi sunt uires, nec ferus ensis adest?
flere licet certe; flendo defundimus iram,
   perque sinum lacrimae fluminis instar eunt.
has solas habeo semper semperque profundo;
   uement incultae fonte perenne genae.
num generis fato, quod nostros errat in annos,
   Tantalides matres apta rapina sumus?
nec ego fluminei referam mendacia cycni
   nec querar in plumis delituisse Iouem.
qua duo porreetus longe freta distinet Isthmos,
   uecta peregrinis Hippodamia rotis;
[Castori Amyclaeo et Amyclaeo Polluci
reddita Mopsopia Taenaris urbe soror;]
Taenaris Idaeо trans aequor ab hospite rapta
Argolicas pro se uertit in arma manus.
uix equidem memini, memini tamen. omnia luctus,
omnia solliciti plena timoris erant;
flebat auus Phoebeque soror fratresque gemelli,
orabat superos Leda suumque Iouem.
ipsa ego, non longos etiamunc scissa capillos,
 clamabam: "sine me, me sine, mater abis?"
nam coniunx aberat! ne non Pelopeia credar,
ecce, Neoptolemo praeda parata fui!
Pelides utinam uitasset Apollinis arcus!
damnaret nati facta proterua pater;
nec quondam placuit nec nunc placuisset Achilli
abducta uiduum coniuqe fierum.
quae mea caelestes iniuria fecit iniquos,
quodue mihi —uae miserea! — sidus obesse querar?
parua mea sine matre fui, pater arma ferebat,
et duo cum uiumant, orba duobus eram.
non tibi blanditias primis, mea mater, in annis
incerto dictas ore puella tuli;
non ego captaui breuibus tua colla lacertis
nec gremio sedi sarcina grata tuo.
nec cultus tibi cura mei, nec pacta marito
intraui thalamos matre parante nouos.
obuia prodieram reduci tibi —uera fatebor—
nec facies nobis nota parentis erat!
te tamen esse Helenen, quod eras pulcherrima, sensi;
ipsa requiebas, quae tua nata foret!
pars haec una mihi, coniunx bene cessit Orestes;
is quoque, ni pro se pugnat, ademptus erit.
Pyrrhus habet captam reduce et uictore parente—
hoc munus nobis diruta Troia dedit!
cum tamen altus equis Titan radiantibus instant,
perfuor infelix liberiore malo;
nox ubi me thalamis ululanem et acerba gementem
condidit in maesto procubuique toro,
pro somno lacrimis oculi funguntur obortis,
quaque licet, fugio sicut ab hoste uirum.
saepe malis stupeo rerumque oblita locique
ignara tetigi Scyria membra manu,
utque nefas sensi, male corpora tacta relinquo
et mihi pollutas credor habere manus.
saepe Neoptolemi pro nomine nomen Orestae
exit, et errorem uocis ut omen amo.
per genus infelix iuro generisque parentem,
qui freta, qui terras et sua regna quatit;
per patris ossa tui, patrui mihi, quae tibi debent,
quod se sub tumulo fortiter ulta iacent—
aut ego praemoriar primoque exstinguar in aeuo,
aut ego Tantalidae Tantalis uxor ero!
Commentary
Phaedra opens her letter with a poetic adaptation of the conventional letter-opening formula *si uales bene est, ego ualeo*, which according to Seneca was an old practice surviving until his own days (*Epist. 15.1 mos antiquis fuit, usque ad meam seruatus aetatem, primis epistulae uerbis adicere “si uales bene est, ego ualeo”,* cf. Cugusi (1983) 47f., *idem* (1989) 386). The poetic adaptation of conventional letter-opening formulas is one of the most important epistolary features of the *Heroides* (cf. *Her. 13.1f., 14.1f., 16.1f., 18.1f., 19.1f.*). Further on epistolary formulas see Merklin (1968) 472f., Kirfel (1969) 11ff., Lanham (1975) 15-22, 31ff., Trapp (2003) 34-38, Cugusi (1983) 28f. and 47f., *idem* (1989) 385f., Görgemanns (2004) 1138f., also *TLL 5.1.1672.37ff* and *1687.57ff.*, 8.1179.20ff.). Phaedra’s letter opening bears a striking similarity with two other Ovidian letters of seduction: Byblis’ letter to Caunus at Ovid’s *Met. 9.530f.* (*quam, nisi tu dederis, non est habitura salutem, / hanc tibi mittit amans,* further on this see p. 7 with n.12 (with bibliography) and Curley (1999) 177) and Paris’ letter to Helen (*Her. 16.1f.* *Hanc tibi Priamides mitto, Ledaea, salutem, / quae tribui sola te mihi dante potest,* see Michalopoulos on *Her. 16.1f.* with bibliography ad loc., also Pohlenz (1913) 5-7 on the correspondence between Paris’ letter and Byblis’ letter to Caunus at Ov. *Met. 9.530ff.*). Undermining the function of an actual letter *salutatio* Phaedra manages to conceal the identity of both herself and Hippolytus; a technique which occurs throughout the collection, with the exception of *Her. 1.1f., 2.1f., 5.1f.*

On the authenticity of the superscription (PHAEDRA HIPPOL YTO) and the opening couplet see 277f.

1. caritura: Phaedra’s reference to her lack of *salus* (“good health”) has additional metalinguistic connotations, since the sense of lacking, above all the absence of the recipient’s presence, constitutes an essential pre-requisite of epistolography in general (Altman (1982) 13-5, 127f., 186, Kauffman (1986) 24-26, Lindheim (2003) 19-22, Barthes (1978) 157-9, esp. 13-7 on absence as a fundamental principle or erotic discourse). It is exactly this sense of longing, her need for what is missing (or better, her need for whom she is missing) that instigates Phaedra to write her letter. In this light, her struggle for *salus* ultimately coincides with her desire for Hippolytus, which makes her wish for physical well-being a mere metaphor for her erotic longing.

salutem: Ovid is the only classical author who uses *salutem mittere* as a letter greeting, which in most cases obeys the third-person convention of letter greetings, like here (Lanham (1975) 31-3). In the *Heroides* again in 13.1f., 16.1f., 18.1f., 19.1f., cf. also *Tr. 5.13.1f.* *Hanc tuus e Getico mittit tibi Naso salutem, / mittere si quisquam, quo caret ipse, potest, Pont. 1.10.1f.* *Naso suo profugus mittit tibi, Flacce, salutem, / mittere rem siquis, qua caret ipse, potest* (for an extensive list of Ovidian examples see Bömer on Ov. *Met. 9.530*). *salus* is an interesting case of *double entendre:* the term apart from “greeting” (esp. in epistolary formulas, see *TLL*
5.1.1672.37ff. and 1687.57ff., OLD s.v. salus 8) also means “good health” (OLD s.v. salus 2); hence, its use could be seen as Phaedra’s very first hint at the nosos theme in the letter. Love as nosos is a widespread topos in Roman poetry (possibly under Greek influence (tragedy, Hellenistic love poetry, novel) see La Penna (1951) 206-8). The imagery is significant, especially in view of the centrality of the nosos imagery in Euripides’ Hippolytus, where Phaedra’s physical illness reflects her erotic suffering (for more on this see pp. 10f. and n. on Her. 4.20). This play on the double meaning of salus (“greeting” and “good health”), already present in Cato (Agr. 141.3), is a favourite play with Ovid, especially in letter openings (cf. Her. 13.1f., 16.1f., also Tr. 3.3.87f., 5.13.1, Pont. 1.10.1f., 3.2.1., also see Kirfel (1969) 94f., Williams (1994) 124f.). Phaedra’s reference to her adultery in terms of liberation from her conjugal bonds at line 17 (socialia foedera rumpam) invests salus with an additional meaning, that of “freedom” (OLD s.v. salus 4).

2. Amazonio ... uiro: Phaedra in an attempt to suppress her close association with Hippolytus carefully avoids mentioning him by name; instead, she opts for a periphrastic reference which puts all emphasis on Hippolytus’ association with his mother. Further on the multiple consequences of such choice for both Phaedra and Hippolytus see pp.32f. In fact, Phaedra calls Hippolytus by his name only twice in her letter (lines 36 and 164). In complete contrast, Hippolytus is the most named (or referred to) character in Eur. Hipp. (cf. lines 11, 53, 310, 352, 513, 581, 689, 728, 885, 900, 1162, 1436). Nevertheless, in the Euripidean play Hippolytus is also mentioned for the first time as “the son of the Amazon” (cf. Eur. Hipp. Ἀμαζώνος τόξος 10, also 307-10, 351, 581f.).

The Ovidian Phaedra, like her tragic counterpart, also avoids any reference to the name of Hippolytus’ mother. The avoidance of the Amazon’s name in the Euripidean play could have been dictated by reasons of metrical convenience (see Barrett (1964) on 10f., Halleran (1995) 10-12). I am inclined to detect behind the special reference to the Amazon’s association with horses at lines 307 (μὰ τὴν ἀνακοσμεῖν ἰππίαν Ἀμαζώνα) and 581 (ο ὁ τῆς φιλίκου παῖς Ἀμαζώνος) a possible etymological allusion to the name Hippolyte (Ἰππολύτη) (cf. Paschalis (1997) 368f.). The Amazon must have been an Attic importation into Hippolytus’ ancestry (see Barrett (1964) 8 n.3. Herter RE Suppl. 13 (1973) s.v. Theseus 1153.22ff.). Her name was either Antiope (cf. Schol. on Eur. Hipp. 10, Plut. Thes. 26, 28.2, Apoll. Epit. 1.16, Diod. Sic. 4.28, Paus. 1.2.1, 1.41.7, Sen. Ph. 927, Hyg. Fab. 30.20) or Hippolyte (lsocr. 12.193, Plut. Thes. 27, Simonides fr. 551A Campbell quoted in Apoll. Epit. 1.16, Serv. Verg. Aen. 11.661). Further on the name of Hippolytus’ mother see Eitrem RE 8 (1913) s.v. Hippolytos 1865.37ff., Frazer (1921) 2.143 n.2. and Casali (1996) n.8.). Phaedra’s chiastic arrangement of both herself and Hippolytus in the line (abBA) is noteworthy in that Cressa puella becomes effectively framed by Amazonio ... uiro; in this way Phaedra’s desire to be in Hippolytus’ arms is reflected on a visual and syntactical level. Furthermore, the juxtaposition of the geographical adjectives (Amazonia Cressa) offers an additional contact point between the two unnamed
lovers, that of their foreign origin (on this see p.9). *Amazonius* is a rare poetic adjective, appearing before Ovid only at Verg. *Aen.* 5.311 and Hor. *Carm.* 4.4.20. In Ovid again at *Her.* 21.119 and *Pont.* 3.1.95).

**Cressa:** Phaedra’s constant references to her Cretan origin throughout her letter (cf. lines 55-66, esp. 61 *ne forte parum Minoia credar*, 115f., 163f.) receive further significance in view of the ominous character of similar references in the Euripidean play, where Crete stands for evil, death and sexual perversion (for more details on the multiple implications of Phaedra’s employment of *Cressa* see p.7f.). In addition, her emphasis on Crete, given the traditional association of the Cretans with lying, undermines her credibility as letter-writer (further on this also see pp.9f.). The Cretans’ inclination to lies was proverbial and constituted a widespread *topos* of both Greek and Roman literature, even since Homer (cf. *Hom. Od.* 11.568, 13.256 with Heubeck and Hoekstra, 14.199, 19.179, *Hes.* fr. 11, 144 M-W, *Hom. Hymn. Dem.* 123 with Richardson, also 223-5, *Epimenides* fr. 1.3 *Κρήτης ἄει ψεύσται, κακά θηρία, γαστέρες ἀργαί* (ap. *Paul ad Tit.* 1.12), *Call. Hymn.* 1.8 “*Κρήτης ἄει ψεύσται*”, *Arat. Phae.* 30 *εἰ ἐσ νύν δή* (sc. a Cretan story), *Ov. Am.* 3.10.19 *Cretes erunt testes; nec fingunt omnia Cretes*, *Ars* 1.299 *quamuis sit mendax, Creta negare potest* with Hollis for a list of parallels, also see Otto (1962) s.v. *Creta* and Vertoudakis (2000) 106ff., esp. 106 nn. 24f. for Greek sources dating back to Homer. On the intertextual importance and the self-reflexivity especially of the Callimachean excerpt above see Barchiesi (1993) 351ff.).

*Cressa* is a high-register poetic adjective, rare in Roman elegy (6 occurrences in Ovid, 2 in the *Her.* (here and 2.76), 2 in *Propertius* (2.1.61, 4.7.57 referring to Pasiphae), 0 in Tibullus, see also *TLL Onom.* 4.710.21ff.).

**puella:** Phaedra’s self-identification as *puella* in the very opening couplet of her letter is undoubtedly programmatic, given the elegiac connotations of the term (cf. Pichon (1966) s.v., Barchiesi on *Her.* 1.3). Through her use of this distinctive elegiac signpost Phaedra asserts her new literary status and at the same time establishes the elegiac character of her letter. This is the versified letter of an elegiac woman and not the soliloquy of a tragic heroine. Phaedra will implicitly identify herself as *puella* again near the end of her letter (line 173 *puellas*) (further on Phaedra’s self-identification as *puella* see p. 8).

**uir:** Phaedra’s self-identification as *puella* has an immediate effect on Hippolytus’ literary status. Her reference to him in terms of an elegiac *uir* is a clear indication of his own elegicization as well; in her eyes Hippolytus plays the role of an elegiac lover (for more on this see pp.36ff.).

3. *perlege:* “read thoroughly, read to the end”. The emphatic use of the prefix *per-* (it denotes completion, see *OLD s.v. per-, prefix* and Booth (1981) 2697 on the precision of prepositional prefixes, Cooper (1895) 254 on their possible colloquial character) is indicative of the urgency of Phaedra’s appeal. *perlegere* is very rare in Augustan poetry with the exception of Ovid’s epistolary works (see McKeown on *Ov. Am.* 1.11.19, for the restricted poetic use of adjectives
and adverbs compounded with *per-* see Axelson (1945) 37f.). In this particular form of imperative the verb occurs for the first time in Ovid (cf. also *Her.* 5.1, 16.12, 21.109, *Rem.* 487, *Fast.* 1.591, *Pont.* 2.27) and later in Juvenal (14.192) and Martial (14.183.1). In the double *Heroïdes* the verb occurs again within the same context at the opening of Acontius’ letter to Cydippe (*Her.* 20.3 *perlege!* *discedat sic corpore languor ab isto*), as well as in Cydippe’s recollection of her Nurse’s instigation to read the inscription on Acontius’ fallacious apple (*Her.* 21.109 *sustulit hoc nutrix mirataque “perlege!” dixit*).

The similarity with the opening of Oenone’s letter is striking, as she uses the same verb (in double repetition) to make a similar invitation to Paris to read her letter to the end (*Her.* 5.1 *perlegiis? an coniunx prohibit noua? perlege*). It is perhaps ironic that Paris (later in his life) echoing Oenone through the use of the same imperative will also urge Helen to read his letter to the end (*Her.* 16.12 *perlege sed formoe conueniente tuae* with Michalopoulos ad loc.).

Phaedra’s invitation to Hippolytus to read her letter to the end calls for further investigation in view of the great number of Roman artistic representations, which depict Hippolytus holding or throwing away a letter delivered to him by the Nurse (cf. *LIMC* s.v. *Hippolytos I* 5.1.449ff (nos. 35, 37-9, 48-9, also Casali (1995)b 13 n.12 with bibliography). Whether or not these representations can be associated with an earlier Greek version (even with Euripides’ first *Hipp.*, so Leo (1878) 178f., against Halleran (2000) 26), in which Phaedra wrote a seduction letter to Hippolytus still remains a much vexed question (see Jacobson (1974) 146 n. 11 with bibliography). In any case, her appeal to Hippolytus can be read as an intertextual reminiscence from her earlier literary life, or better as an implicit attempt to fight against her prescribed fate. This time Hippolytus is warned not to reject her approach before reading the whole of her letter first. Curley’s (1999) 161f. suggestion for a possible allusion to Sophocles’ *Phaedra* is highly speculative and lacks substantial evidence. Furthermore, especially in view of Hippolytus’ refusal, the imperative *perlege* can be seen as an invitation not only to Hippolytus, but to the external reader of the letter as well (see Casali (1995)b 3, Barchiesi (1993) 337 = (2001) 108)). Further on the act of reading as a pervasive part of the narrative see Kauffman (1986) 36. Perhaps, it is not by chance that Caunus has a Hippolytus-like reaction as he reads only half-way through Byblis’ incestuous love letter, cf. *Ov.* *Met.* 9.574f. *attonitus subita tuvenis Maeandrius ira / proicit acceptas lecta sibi parte labellas.*

**quodcumque est:** the aphaeresis of *est* and the strong punctuation (full stop) mark the coincidence of metrical pause with sense-pause in the line.  

**quid...nocebit?:** Phaedra draws attention to the potentially dangerous and deceitful character of female writing (see Fulkerson (2005) 140f. with nn. 59f., on the association of letters with deceit see Rosenmeyer (2001) 25-8, 43-60; 110-30, also see LandoHt (2000) 17 on dangerous poetic letters). The irony of the question is cutting. Despite Phaedra’s assurances about the harmless character of her writing, such reference is bound to recall to the reader’s mind the disastrous consequences of her lethal letter in Eur. *Hipp.* (so Jacobson (1974) 146, Casali

4. te quoque: a common combination in apostrophe (often in lists or catalogues), very frequent in Hellenistic poetry καὶ σῶ (for bibliography see Michalopoulos on Her. 16.349). Its association with the Roman funerary (epigram) tradition (Merkelbach (1971)) is very appropriate in that it helps to maintain the ominous connotations of the opening couplet (on the ominous implications of the opening of the letter see pp. 9 and 11).

iuxet: Phaedra is conscious of the illicit nature of her proposition; hence, right from the very beginning she is careful to appeal to his emotion (delight, pleasure) rather than his logic.

5. arcana: a rare noun in elegy (0 Tibullus, 2 Propertius, 6 Ovid, in the Her. again only at 17.265). For the adjective arcanus used in the same context, cf. Her. 17.265 hactenus; arcanum furtuiae conscia mentis, Ars 1.137 nil opus est digitis, per quos arcana loquaris, Ars 2.596; in connection with secret love-letters, cf. Ov. Am. 2.15.15 arcanas...tabellas, Met. 9.516 littera...arcane, Sen. Phaedr. 875 fido pectore arcana occultam.

notis: “letters, written characters” (OLD s.v. 6a and b, cf. e.g. Ov. Am. 1.12.8, Ars 630, in the Her. cf. 1.62 digitis charta notata meis, 3.2 notata...manu, 5.22 legor Oenone falso notata tua, 20.212 uerba ferens doctis inuidiosa notis, the use of notare for “writing” seems to be a poeticism (Barchiesi on Her. 1.62)). Given the letter’s cryptic character (arcana) notis seems to carry also connotations of “signs of an (erotic) cipher” (OLD s.v. 6b, Pichon (1966) s.v. nota, cf. Prop. 3.8.26, Ov. Am. 1.420, 2.5.20 with Booth for parallels. Ars 1.489f.). For non-verbal signs and nods exchanged between lovers, particularly in drinking parties, see Michalopoulos on Her. 16.258.

terra pelagoque feruntur: a poetic variation of the political formula (both in poetry and prose) terra marique (in Greek κατὰ γῆν καὶ κατὰ θάλασσαν). Further on the history of the formula see Momigliano (1942) 62ff. Phaedra’s substitution of the Greek pelagus for the Latin mare is perhaps reminiscent of a reference made by the Chorus to Eros’ similar flight over land and sea at Eur. Hipp. 1272-80 (ποτάται δὲ γαῖαν ενάχητον θ / ἀλμυρὸν ἐπὶ πόντον / θέλγει δ’ ἀργός, ὃ μανόμενα κράδια / πτανός ἐφορμάσθη χρυσοφαίης, / φόινικόν ὀρεσκόν σκυλάκων πελαγίων θ / ὅσα τε γὰ τρέφει / τά τ’ ἀέλλος αἰθύμενα δέρκεται, / ἀνδρας τε συμπάντων βασιλείδα τιμάν, also Soph. Phaedra fr. B Barrett ἶ ἔρως γάρ ἄνδρας οὗ μόνους ἐπέρχεται / οὐδ’ αἰ ἱναίκας, ἀλλὰ καὶ θεῶν ἀνω / νυχῖς χαράσσει κατ’ ἄνων ἐρέχεται). On the face of it, Phaedra hints at the erotic nature of her writing, even before the reference to her inspiration by Cupid. The above mentioned intertextual association helps to identify the secrets borne over land and sea with erotic secrets. Furthermore, this flight over sea can also be seen as a remote echo of Phaedra’s sea journey from Crete to Athens. However, in the Euripidean play Phaedra’s transposition from her birth place is seen as the beginning of her doom (cf. Eur. Hipp. 752-63, also 155-61). Phaedra’s wish at line 68 never to have left Crete most eloquently shows her awareness of this fact. In this light, Phaedra’s reference to the
crossing of the sea becomes potentially dangerous. On the symbolism of the sea and the employment of sea imagery in the play see Segal (1965) *passim*, esp. 119-21; for the significance of sea in Greek tragedy in general see Lesky (1947) esp. 215ff.. The special reference to the sea is perhaps explained by the fact that the Cretan sea was considered to be stormy (cf. Soph. *Tr.* 118f. πολύπονον ὀσπερ πέλαγος / Κρήτην with Σ ad loc.)

The high frequency of *terra marique* in epitaphs further enhances its ominous connotations (cf. e.g. CLE 1185.10 *per mare, per terras subsequitur dominum*, 1845.3 *per freta per terr[as sedula] durn sequitur*). Phaedra's slip of tongue is meaningful and lies at the very heart of her generic conflict. Having experienced death and disaster in the Euripidean tragedy, Phaedra carries her "tragic legacy" into her new elegiac life. As a result, her elegiac appeal to Hippolytus is often undercut by such ominous Euripidean reminiscences, which foreshadow failure and death in the letter (cf. also her use of *sine crimine* at line 31 with n.). For ironic prefiguration and foreshadowing in the *Heroides* see Michalopoulos (2006) 33 n.69 with bibliography ad loc.

I am also tempted to read the reference to the journey over the sea in light of the poetic topos of the wind blowing a lover's perjured words or oaths over the sea (see Maltby on Tib. 1.4.21 with bibliography ad loc., Otto (1962) s.v. *ventus* 2), which in connection with *Cressa* at line 2 it further undermines Phaedra's credibility as letter writer.

*pelagus* (a transliteration of the Greek πέλαγος) is a poetic Graecism.

6. A *sententia*. Ovid was particularly fond of using *sententiae* in his work, possibly under the influence of the rhetorical school of his time (for more see Michalopoulos (2006) 63f). For a collection of such *sententiae* in the *Her.* see Carbonero (1993). See also lines 9, 11f., 25f., 29f., 34, 75f., 89f., 135f.

*hostis ab hoste*: perhaps an allusion to the *militia amoris*, since *hostis* is often used to describe an angry opponent in a lovers' quarrel (cf. e.g. Ov. *Ars* 2.461 with Janka, 3.667, *Rem.* 659, also *Her.* 7.62). On the motif see La Penna (1951) 193, Murgatroyd (1975), *idem* on Tib. 1.10.53-6, Booth (1981) 2695 n.63 with bibliography, Wyke (2002) 34 n.56 with bibliography, Maltby (2006) 158-60 with n.12. Moreover, the relationship between (step)mother and (step)son was traditionally notorious for its hostile character (for more see n. on *Her.* 4.129f.). The polyptoton (*hostis...hoste*) is further emphasized by the repetition *notis 5/ notas 6*.

7f. *ter...ter / ...ter*: the triple anaphora of *ter* is a poetic commonplace to describe—in most cases—a repeated attempt followed by failure, like here; it dates back to Homer (where it is generally followed by *τὸ τεταπρον* or failure, see Hopkinson on Call. *Hymn.* 6.13-15) and it is very frequent in Vergil (for a list see Pease on Verg. *Aen.* 4.690) and Ovid (cf. e.g. *Am.* 1.7.61f., 3.6.69, 3.7.23f., *Her.* 14.45, 18.35f., *Met.* 2.270f. with Bömer on the function of the double anaphora of *ter*, 7.189f., 7.261, esp. *Fast.* 2. 823 *ter conata loqui ter destitit*). The enjambment further adds to the triple repetition.
It was a common belief that single numbers, especially number three, enclose mystic power, possibly because of the traditional three-partite cosmic structure (air, earth, sea), cf. Theocr. 2.43 with Gow, Verg. Ecl. 8.73-5, Georg. 1.345, 4.384ff., Aen. 6.229, 6.506, 11.188ff., Tib. 1.2.56 with Murgatroyd and Maltby, Ov. Met. 7.153, 7.189-91, 14.387, Fast. 4.551 with Fantham. For the special meaning of number three (3) in magic and rituals see Gow on Theoc. 2.43, Austin on Verg. Aen. 1.267, Pease on Verg. Aen. 4.510, Norden (1923) 348-54, Tupet (1976) 47, Faraone (1991) 41f. For the power of numbers in general see Ifrah (1985).

inutilis haesit lingua: inutilis...lingua is unique in Latin poetry, but the personification of lingua combined with haereo is common (cf. e.g. Ter. Eun. 977 lingua haeret metu, Verg. Aen. 2.774, 7.250, Ov. Met. 1.551, 4.266, 9.351. For further examples see TLL 6.2499.45ff.). Cf. also Her. 5.52, 11.82, 12.56, 13.13 for similar cases of personification of lingua. Phaedra’s reference to her failed attempts to communicate with Hippolytus is noteworthy for its sexual undertones. Through the careful application of a sexually charged vocabulary (haereo has a wide range of sexual uses (Adams (1982) 181f.)), especially the attribution of inutilis which is used in descriptions of impotence (Adams (1982) 46), Phaedra manages to describe her failure in communication in terms of sexual malfunction. For Ovid’s predilection for compounds (mostly adjectives and participles) with the in- privative see Booth (1981) 2698, also Cooper (1895) 250-2. Again at lines 10, 32, 33, 65, 87, 92, 106, 113, 117.

in primo destitit ore sonus: the verbal similarity with Apollonius’ account of Medea’s failed attempts to communicate to Chalciope her feelings for Jason is striking, cf. Ap. Rhod. 3.683-6 μῦθος δ’ ἀλλως μὲν οἱ ἐκ ἀκροτάτης ἀνέτελλεν / γλώσσης, ἀλλοτ’ ἐνερθε κατὰ στήθος πεπότητο / πολλάκις δ’ ἰμερόν μὲν ἀνὰ στόμα θυεῖν ἐνισσεῖν, / φθογγῇ δ’ οὐ προῦβαινε παροιτέρω.

in primo...ore: a common iunctura in the Her., cf. 2.32 in falso...ore, 4.78 in ore, 16.228 inuito...in ore, 17.17 ficto...in ore, 17.36 in ore, 19.40 in ore meo, 20.122 nieuo...in ore. The combination of os with a suitable adjective to identify a poetic style is a common Ovidian idiom, cf. e.g. Ov. Am. 1.15.19 animosi...oris and 2.1.11 with McKeown, 3.1.63f. contacto...ore (further see Thomas (1978) 448f.).

destitit: on the text see p.278.

9. prodest: on the text see p.278f.

pudor est miscendus amori: Phaedra’s first attempt to portray herself as a virtuous woman and offer moral justification to her illicit plans actually constitutes a reversal of the traditional topos of the incompatibility between pudor and amor (cf. e.g. AP 12.117.3 Meleager ...ποίησις...ὅπερ, ἀείμενος: — Τι δ’ ἐρωτικὸς λογισμὸς; with Gow- Page ad loc., AP 12.120.4 Posidippus τὸν παραταξάμενον πρὸς σὲ λογισμὸν ἔχω AP 5.93.1 Rufinus ἠπλοῖσαι πρὸς ἑρωταντῆ νοισιά στέρνοντι λογισμὸν, AP 16.198.3 Maecus, Verg. Aen. 4.55, Prop. 2.24A.4 aut pudor ingenuis aut reticendus amor, Ov. Am. 1.2.32 with McKeown, 1.6.59f., 1.8.35f., 3.1.22, 3.10.29 uictus amore pudor, esp. Her. 15.121 non ueniunt in idem pudor atque amor, 17.96 quam cadat.
The combination of the double caesurae ("strong caesura" and heptameter) builds the line in a slow pace.

10f. iussit amor / ... Amor iussit: cf. Medea's similar inner conflict at Ap. Rhod. 3.653f. ἤτοι ὅτι ἐνδυσεῖν, ἐρυκέ μιν ἐνδοθεν αἰδώς / αἰδοὶ δ' ἐργομένην θρασύς ἱμερος ὀφρύνεσκεν with Curley (1999) 171. The triple repetition of amor at lines 9-11 is remarkable: first, through a line-final repetition between lines 9 and 10 (...amori / amor), and then through the repetition of the end of line 10 at the beginning of line 11 (iussit amor / ... Amor iussit). The repetition also helps to highlight both the prominent presence of Love and the urgency of his commands.

11-4. Phaedra's careful arrangement of two well-known elegiac topoi is remarkable: a) Amor instructing on a poem in progress (lines 11, 13), b) Amor's omnipotence over gods and mortals (lines 12. 14).

11. quidquid Amor iussit: the idea of a divinity ordering the content of a poem goes back to Hes. Theog. 33 καὶ μ᾽ ἐκέλονθ᾽ ὑμεῖν μακάρον γένος αἰνέν ἐόντων; cf. also Call. fr. 1.25f., fr. 67.1f. Pf., Tib. 1.6.30, Prop. 2.13.4, 16.40, Ov. Am. 2.1.3 with McKeown, Ars 3.43f. with Gibson, Met. 9.515. The phrase (amor iussit) appears again at Tib. 1.6.30, Ov. Am. 2.1.3, Her. 20.230, Sen. Phaedr. 354 and CLE 83.90.

Amor's divine apparition at the very opening of the letter and his instructions regarding the content of the poem are clearly programmatic. Phaedra through a dense web of intertextual allusions to similar instances of divine inspiration in elegiac poetry manages to assume the role of the elegiac poet and thus further establish her elegiac status (further on Phaedra's role in the letter as an elegiac poet see pp.11ff.).

Amor: modern conventions demand Amor (the love-god) to distinguish from amor (the erotic feeling) in the previous line; however, the conflation of the two should not be excluded (cf. Booth on Ov. Am. 2.1.3 and 18.15, Kenney (1958) 61).

11. non est contemnere: the idea of the mortals' futile fighting against the will of gods was known even since Homer (cf. e.g. Il. 6.129, 141, 17.489f., 20.367f.) and became proverbial (see Murgatroyd (1980) and Maltby (2002) on Tib. 1.6.29f.).
tutum: here in the sense of “free from risk, safe” (*OLD* s.v. 5b), the adjective appears again at lines 120 and 145 with reference to the Amazon and Hippolytus respectively meaning “unharmed, secure” (*OLD* s.v. 1, see n. on *Her.* 4.145).


*regnat et in...ius habet...deos*: both terms belong to the legal technical language (*La Penna* (1951) 192, Kenney (1969) 253), which is used extensively by Ovid in this letter, cf. e.g. *socialia foedera* 17, *crime* 18, *crimen* 25, *sine crimine* 31, *iudicium* 40, *iudice* 74, *iniuria* 113, *tollendi causa* 124, *nobilitas* 161 (further on Ovid’s predilection for legal terminology in general see Kenney (1969) and Booth (1981) 2694 n.58 with bibliography). Together with *Ov. Am.* 1.1.5 (*hoc in carmina iuris*) this is the earliest occurrence of *ius* denoting “a god’s power” (*McKeown on Ov. Am.* 1.1.5, cf. also *TLL* 7.2.690.68ff.).

*et*: the postponement of *er* by analogy with the postponement of *καὶ* in Hellenistic poetry was a neoteric mannerism, see Papanghelis (1994) 156f., Maltby (1999) 384f. with n.16 with bibliography, *idem* (2002) 71f. with n.122 with bibliography, McKeown on *Ov. Am.* 2.10.36 with bibliography and on 1.9.22, Michalopoulos (2006) 60f. Again at lines 15, 99 and 123.

13f. Cf. the Nurse’s interpretation of Phaedra’s erotic feelings in terms of the god’s will at *Eur. Hipp.* 476 τῶλμα δ’ ἐρῶσα: θεὸς ἐβουλήθη τάδε.

13. *dixit*: the intensity of the command implied through the double repetition of *ius sit* at lines 10f. is further enhanced by the emphatic placement of *dixit* last in the hexameter (immediately followed by the imperative *scribe! 16*). The verb *dicere* often introduces *Amor’s* divine utterances (cf. e.g. *Ov. Am.* 1.1.24, 2.1.9, *Rem.* 40). For a list of parallels of Love’s commands to the poet see McKeown on *Ov. Am.* 1.6.12 and 2.1.38.

14. *Amor’s* laconic instructions to Phaedra are restricted only to the pentameter, stressing thus further the elegiac character of her writing (cf. *Ov. Am.* 1.1.24, see also pp.14f.).

*dabit uictas...manus*: *manus dare* is a common metaphor for erotic subjection, originating in the technical vocabulary of war (*La Penna* (1951) 194 with references) and of gladiators (for
more see Otto (1962) s.v. *manus* 211); it is very popular with Ovid, cf. Her. 17.262 *cunctatas tempore uicta manus* with Michalopoulos, 21.240 *do...uictas in tua uota manus*, Am. 1.2.20 *porrigimus uictas tua iura manus* with McKeown, 1.7.1 *Adde manus in uinclae meas*, 28 *uinclae subite manus*, Met. 5.351 *dextra sed Ausonio manus est subjicta Peloro*, 5.236 *submissaeque manus*, Petron. 111.10 *porrexit ad humanitatem uictam manus*. For similar combinations of amatory and military expressions cf. e.g. Prop. 4.3.12, Ov. Her. 2.117ff., 7.95ff., Met. 6.428ff.

**ferreus**: a typical elegiac signal denoting hard-heartedness, common in Ovid's elegiac verse, where the metaphorical use of *ferrum* in erotic contexts is very frequent (cf. Pichon (1966) s.v., for a list of parallels see McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.6.27 and 1.11.9). A heart made of iron or rock is a widespread literary convention for both Greek and Latin literature going back to Homer (cf. Hom. Od. 23.103, 23.172, Hes. Op. 147, Theog. 239, Aesch. Prom. 242, Aristoph. *Acharn.* 491, *ε' χιλνη*, Cic. *Amic.* 87, *Tusc.* 3.12, Tib. 1.1.64 with Maltby, 1.10.2, Prop. 1.9.31, 1.16.29ff., Ov. Am. 1.6.27, 1.7.50, 1.11.9, 1.14.28, 2.5.11, 2.19.4, 3.6.59, Her. 2.137, 10.107-110, 12.138, Met. 9.614, 14.712, Tr. 1.8.41ff., Juv. 1.31). In Tibullus the adjective is applied to the man of the Iron Age twice (cf. 1.2.67 and 1.10.2 with Maltby), which in view of Phaedra's reference to Saturn's Golden Reign at lines 131f. (see n.) could perhaps invest the attribution of *ferreus* to Hippolytus with further connotations of old-fashioned morality.

Adjectives in -eus, with the exception of those who denote material (cf. line 83 *cornea*), are stylistically elevated (Ross (1960) 60ff.) (cf. lines 49 *semideae*, 160 *purpureo*) and are metrically convenient in hexameters (see Norden (1927) 218 and Bömer on Met. 15.296 and 12.417).


**ut nostras auido orat igne medullas**: the chiasmic arrangement of the terms in the line (ab V BA) puts all emphasis on the verb around which they are centred. Phaedra here introduces the erotic motif of “love as fire” (further on this see n. on Her. 4.19f. below).

**nostras...medullas**: *nostras* is a case of poetic plural. The substitution of *nos / noster* for *ego / meus* is frequent both in prose and verse (often for reasons of metrical convenience, like here), possibly originating in colloquial register as a result of rhetorical influence (hence its high frequency in elegy), see K-S 1.2. 87ff., Löfstedt (1928) 1.27-8, LHS 2.16-8. For more see N-A on Lygd. [Tib.] 3.2.5. Again at lines 18 *fama...nostra* and 84 *nostra lumina*.

**medullas**: cf. Eur. *Hipp.* 255 *χρήν γάρ μετρίας εἰς ἀλλήλους / φιλίας θνητοὺς ἀνακάρνασαί / καὶ μὴ πρὸς ἄκρον μυελὸν ψυχῆς*. The bones as the seat of love's attack (or
love’s malady) is a widespread erotic topos of Hellenistic literature (for parallels see Theocr. 3.17 with Gow and Hunter ad loc., Fordyce on Catul. 45.16, Prop. 1.9.29 with Fedeli, Bömer on Ov. Met. 14.351).

**auido...igne:** the inunctura originates with Ovid (cf. Met. 9.172 flammae with Bömer, 9.234, 12.280, 15.530 faces, Sen. Med. 885f., [Verg.] Aen. 640), perhaps a Vergilian influence (cf. Verg. Georg. 3.271f. (continuoque auidis ubi subdita flamma medullis / uere magis , quia uere calor redit ossibus (...) and Aen. 4.66 est mollis flamma medullas, also Ov. Am. 3.10.27f. uidit et, ut tenerae flammam rapuere medullae, / hinc pudor, ex illa parte trahebat amor).

**vorat:** on the text see p.279. vorat is a strong verb. For love as a cruel and destructive force see Grassmann (1966) 139 131n., Fedeli on Prop. 1.1.6 and McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.1.5.

16. **fingat...animos:** on the text see p.279.

**animos in mea uota tuos:** animos is another case of poetic plural. The imagery of moulding Hippolytus’ mind complements nicely that of the melting of Phaedra’s bone marrow. The use of in + accusative to denote manner (“according to”) is common (see OLD s.v. in 18, TLL 7.1.754.31f. Further parallels see McKeown on Am. 1.13.46).

17. **nequitia:** “wantonness, baseness”, a typical term for the morally laxed elegiac way of living, cf. Prop. 1.6.26, 2.24A.6, Ov. Am. 1.13.32, 2.1.2, 3.1.17, Pichon (1966) s.v.). Ovid at Am. 2.1.2 uses the term to refer to his poetry (on its metaliterary connotations see Landolfi (2000) 21 and Michalopoulos on Her. 17.29).

**socialia foedera rumpam:** “marriage- bond”, the metaphor of marriage as foedus is common in Roman elegy (cf. Reitzenstein (1912) 9-36, Pichon (1966) s.v. foedera). The idea of “love as contract” (foedus amoris), despite its (plausible) Greek background, seems to have been largely imported from Roman legal terminology (further see La Penna (1951) 190-2, Freyburger (1980), Maltby on Tib. 1.5.7). Phaedra, although a Greek heroine, voices the idea of partnership (societas), which best characterizes the relationship between husband and wife in Roman marriage. The Romans showed a particular preoccupation for partnership in life and community of property between the spouses. Wife and husband were joined by socialia foedera and enjoyed socialia iura and socialis amor (see Treggiari (1991) 208, esp. 249f.).

The inunctura appears only twice in Ovid (again at Ov. Met. 14.380 socialia foedera laedam also with reference to marital relationship) and in Livy (34.57.9.2, 45.25.9.2). For similar formations in Ovid see e.g. Her. 5.101, Met. 6.536 coniugalia iura, 7.710 foedera lecti, 715 iura iugalia, 852 foedera lecti, 11.743f. coniugale / foedus, 11.743-4 with Bömer, Ponto 3.1.73.

Phaedra later in her letter (line 147) refers again to her proposed relationship with Hippolytus in terms of foedus amoris (see n. ad loc.).

**rumpam:** Phaedra’s use of rumpere (OLD s.v. rumpo 3a “to burst (barrier, bonds) so as to escape, break out of or through”) is linked with the popular elegiac idea of liberty and escape from the (often chained) erotic servitude (see Murgatroyd (1981) 597f.; at the same time this particular choice implicitly suggests Phaedra’s view of her marriage to Theseus in terms of
imprisonment. Perhaps it is not by chance that the Euripidean Phaedra during her first appearance on stage also makes use of a vocabulary, which implied a similar longing for freedom (Eur. Hipp. 199 loosening of the yoke of her limbs, 202 removal of the head-dress and release of her hair) (Rabinowitz (1987) 132). For a similar phrasing see Ov. Fast. 4.602 statque semel iuncti rumpere uincla tori with Fantham.

18. fama: Phaedra’s concern for fama (“good reputation”) is a typical virtue of a respectable Roman matron. Through her proud declaration of a spotless life (repeated at lines 31f.) Phaedra embodies the Roman ideal of the uniuira, a woman married and devoted to only one man (see Michalopoulos on Her. 17.17ff.). From an intertextual perspective, her emphasis on fama echoes her similar concern for ἐὔξλεως in Eur. Hipp. For a detailed discussion of Phaedra’s preoccupation with her good name (fama) and its multiple intertextual implications see pp.16ff. Her concern for good reputation goes back to Homeric quotations of future speeches (cf. Od. 6.276-84 (Nausicaa), ll. 6.659-62, 7.87-91, 16.838-42, 22.106-8 (Hector)), while the struggle for good name often appears among the pursuits of a mistress in elegy (cf. Pichon (1966) s.v. fama).

crimine: Despite her claims for the contrary, Phaedra proves to be conscious of the illicit character of her proposition. crimen is a legal term, widely applied in elegy with reference to adultery (cf. Pichon (1966) s.v. crimen, further on the term see n. on Her. 4.31). Cf. crimen 25, nocens 28, crimine 31, adulterio... adulter 34, culpa 138, 145, culpae 151, which contribute to the formation of a context of guilt.

-uelim quaeras-: Phaedra’s use of parenthesis gives to her letter a certain degree of spontaneity and immediacy by creating the illusion of Hippolytus’ actual presence. She is addressing him as if he was standing close to her. The use of parenthesis, which was inherited principally from Hellenistic poetry, is a popular narrative device in Ovid. Further see Lapp (1965) 52ff., von Albrecht (1964), Lyne (1978) 30f., Galimberti Biffino (1988), Solodow (1988) 54f., Clausen on Verg. Ecl. 1.31 with bibliography, Tarrant (1998), Wills (1996) 337-41, Wheeler (1999) 102. A similar conditional clause is also found at line 119 (si quaeras, ubi sit). Further on the so-called quaeris-formula see Heinze on Her. 12.199 with bibliography.

19-26. Rosati (1985) 115 finds these lines “particolarmente interessante per capire il codice etico cui la lettera si inspira.” Phaedra’s initial claim to fama receives further justification through her self-portrayal as a virtuous and loyal wife. Her portrayal is twofold: lines 19-26 deal with her inexperience in love, while at tines 27-36 she puts forward her claims to her (alleged) virginity.

19. uenit amor grarius, quo serior: cf. Prop. 1.7.26 saepe uenit magno faenore tardus amor, esp. Sulp. [Tib.] 3.13.1f. Tandem uenit amor qualem texisse pudore / quam nudasse alicui sit mihi fama magis (further on the intertextual link between Her. 4.19 and Sulp. [Tib.] 3.13.1 see pp. 18ff.), also Prop. 1.9.1, 2.3B.46. Ov. 1.6.13 uenit amor. For the motif of love’s late arrival and its consequent harshness see Fedeli on Prop. 1.7.26.
grauius...serior: on the text see 279.

19f. urimur intus; / urimur, et...: the repetition of *urimur* is emphatic (cf. Tib. 2.4.5f ...urit / uror...). Similar repetitions of verbs (or equivalent verbal structures) in significant places in the verse are broadly used by Ovid in his *Her.* (in the majority of cases adding further emphasis), cf. 5.145f., 10.33, 11.59f., 19.151f., 15.162f. For more see Wills (1996) 174-178. The metaphorical use of fire and heat for love constitutes a widespread *topos* in ancient poetry (for a list of parallels see Pease on Verg. *Aen.* 4.1f., Maltby on Tib. 1.1.6 and 1.8.7, Gibson on *Ars* 3. 597f.). Love as fire is particularly frequent in Roman elegy (cf. McKeown on *Ov. Am.* 1.1.26 with bibliography, also Booth (1981) 2695 n.63).

It is tempting to detect behind the image of Phaedra on erotic fire a possible influence from visual arts. Two surviving works, however of a much later age, might be echoing an iconographic tradition of “Phaedra on fire.” In a mosaic from New Paphos (from the “House of Dionysus,” 250-300 AD) a little Eros is targeting Phaedra with an inflamed torch (see *LIMC V2* s.v. *Hippolytus* I 35); similarly on the face of a Roman sarcophagus from Tyrus (?) a little Eros is sculpted raising a flamed torch on Phaedra’s chest (cf. *LIMC V2* s.v. *Hippolytus* I 32). Further on Ovid’s influence from visual arts in his work see Bartholomé (1935), Wilkinson (1955) 172ff., Benediktson (1985)b, McKeown on *Ov. Am.* 1.1.21-24 with bibliography.


caecum...uulnus: love as wound is another widespread *topos* in Latin poetry (originating in Lucr. 4.1120, also see Verg. *Aen.* 4.67, 683, 689, 10.732, *Ov. Met.* 6.293, 7.342, *Stat. Silv.* 5.5.82), and elegy in particular, cf. e.g. *Ov. Am.* 1.2.7, 2.9A.3-4, *Her.* 6.82, 7.191f., 16.38, 210, 244, 278 (see Pichon (1966) s.v. *uulnus, saucius*). For further parallels in both Greek and Latin poetry see Jocelyn on Ennius’ *Medea*. 216, Gow on *[Theocr].* 11.15, 30.10, *AP.* 5.225. On the *iunctura* see Bömer on *Ov. Met.* 7.342 (and *TLL* 3.45.53ff.). Phaedra’s use of the wound imagery inevitably evokes the imagery of Cupid as an archer, especially in view of Phaedra’s sole reference in the Euripidean *Hippolytus* of love as wound caused by Cupid (*Eur. Hipp.* 392 *ēpei μ’ ἔρος ἔτρωσεν*, in all other references she mentions love as a disease. Love as disease (physical or mental) is a frequent metaphor in Roman elegy, possibly under Greek influence (tragedy, Hellenistic love poetry, novel) see La Penna (1951) 206-8, Booth (1981) 2695 n.63 with bibliography, Maltby (2006) 153. Further on Phaedra’s use of the *nosos-* imagery in her letter see pp. 10f.). The fact that the image of Eros as archer first originates in Eur. *Hipp.* 530-33 (*οὔτε γὰρ πυρὸς οὖτ’ ἀστρων ὑπέρτερον βέλος, / οἶον τὸ τάς Ἀφροδίτας / ἰησὺν ἔκ χερῶν / Ἕρως, ὁ Διὸς παῖς*) further supports the intertextual link. For the bow as Cupid’s attribute
and the god’s skills in archery see Ap. Rhod. 3.278f. with Campbell, Tib. 2.5.105f. and 2.6.15 with Maltby, Prop. 1.7.15, 1.10.21, Ov. Am. 1.1.21-24 with McKeown, Am. 2.5.1, also Ov. Am. 2.5.1, 3.9.7f., Met. 1.461 and 10.34 with Bömer, and Apul. Met. 4.30.4 with Kenney, also Pichon (1966) s.v. arcus, Maltby (2004) 264f. If such connotations are perceptible here, then Phaedra manages to produce a striking image of suffering from a wound caused by Eros’ fiery arrows. Actually, the combination of torch, bow and arrows as Amor’s arms was conventional, since the Hellenistic times, cf. Ap. Rhod. 3.286f. with Campbell , AP. 5.181 (Meleager), 5.189 (Asclepiades), Tib. 2.6.15f. with Maltby, Prop. 2.12.1-12, 3.16.16 with Fedeli, Ov. Am. 1.1.25f., 1.2.45f. with McKeown, 1.15.27, 2.9.5 with McKeown with bibliography, Her. 2.39f. (Venus), Ars 1.21-24 with Hollis, Sen. Phaedr. 276, Repos. Carm. de aegr. Perd. 7-8, also Wyke (2002) 63 n. 19 with bibliography. On Eros’ fiery missiles see the literature assembled by Williams on Call. Hymn. 2.49, Kost on Mus. 19, esp. Pease on Verg. Aen. 4.1f.

pectora: a common poetic plural for metrical reasons. The breast as the seat of love is a commonplace in erotic poetry, cf. McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.1.25f., Pichon (1966) s.v. pectus, Bömer on Met. 7.55. Also see line 4.23 sic male uixque subit primos rude pectus amores (in the Heroides again at 1.22, 3.60, 7.189, 8.58 (in connection with fire), 12.142, 213, 13.30, 15.112, 207, 212, 16. 25, 50, 126, 17.138, 18.65, 92, 19.192, 21.231). The close similarity with Ariadne’s and Helen’s similar references to love as wound in the chest is noteworthy (cf. Her. 7.191-2 nec mea nunc primum feriuntur pectora telo: / ille locus saeuli uulnus amoris habet, 16. 277-8 non mea sunt summa leuiter destricta sagitta / pectora; descendit uulnus ad ossa meum. 21-4. The taming of oxen and horses in erotic context is a commonplace in erotic poetry, particularly favoured by Ovid (cf. Am. 1.2.13-6 with McKeown, 3.4.13-16, Her. 9.27f. with Casali and Lindheim (2003) 67, Ars 1.471f., 3.555f., Rem. 89f. and 235f. with Pinotti, also see N-H on Hor. Carm. 2.5.1f., Tib. 1.3.41f. and 1.4.16 with Murgatroyd and Maltby, La Penna (1951) 206, Buchheit (1962) 104 n.6 with bibliography, Pichon (1966) s.v. domare). After all, Eros, as a rustic fertility god, was born among the herds in the countryside, cf. Tib. 2.1.67f. ipse quoque inter agros iterque armenta Cupido / natus et indomitas dicitur inter equas with Maltby citing Eur. Hipp. 1274-7 θέλυει δ' Ἑρώς, ὃ μαίνομένα κραδία / πταῖος ἐφορμάσθη χρυσοφαῖς: / φύσιν ὄρεσσων σκυλάκων πελαγίων θ' / δόξα τε γά τρέφει). An epigram from Moschus (AP A.PI. 200) offers an interesting portrayal of Eros as plougher (where the combination of Eros’ torch and bow also appears). Here Phaedra manipulates the conventional erotic simile in order to provide further links between herself and her beloved. Her specific choice of animals becomes very appropriate in the letter’s context, since both the bull and the horse play a prominent role in the life of the two lovers. Hence, the erotic implications of the animal imagery are further enhanced by its symbolic significance for the two main protagonists of the story (Phaedra and Hippolytus) and by the multiplicity of its intertextual associations. For a detailed examination of the simile see Pearson (1980) 112-20, Armstrong (2001) 159 and nn. below.
21. ut teneros urunt iuga prima iuuencos: the transition from adolescence to adulthood in terms of taming through the metaphor of the girl as filly or heifer is a commonplace in both Greek and Roman poetry (for parallels in Greek literature see Calame (2001) 238-44 with nn.119-23, also Call. Epigr. 45.3 Pf., Plaut. Curc. 50ff., Catul. 63.33, 68. 118, Verg. Ecl. 6.50, Hor. Carm. 2.5.1f. with N-H, 3.11.9, Stat. Silv. 1.2.164f.). Phaedra's substitution of iuuencos for boues, which is the normal use for oxen used for ploughing (so Mynors on Verg. Georg. 1.45f.), is worth mentioning. Her emphasis on their young age subtly plays down the age gap between herself and her young stepson. The association between the two is supported by the careful placement of iuuencos and equus at the very end of two consecutive lines. In addition, the use of tener (a frequent attribute to elegiac mistresses, cf. Pichon (1966) s.v. tener) further underscores the youth and the vulnerability of the yoked animals.

More importantly, her particular choice for the “young bulls” must have been dictated by the overwhelming presence of the bull imagery in her family: Europa's love for Jupiter disguised as bull (tauro dissimulante deum 56), Pasiphae's unnatural love for the bull (decepto subdita tauro 57, corrumpere taurum / mater 165f.), Theseus' killing of the Minotaur (115f.) (see Pearson (1980) 115f.). Furthermore, from an intertextual perspective Phaedra's choice of the bull imagery is fitting for Hippolytus. Her reference to the young bulls works as an ominous allusion to Hippolytus' tragic death, which was caused by the lethal combination of a monstrous bull, miraculously spewed by a sea wave, and Hippolytus' panic-stricken horses, according to the messenger's speech at Eur. Hipp. 1213ff. (cf. also Ov. Met. 15.508-11 with Curley (1999) 200f., Rem. 743f. perdat opes Phaedra, parces, Neptune, nepoti, / nec faciet pauidos taurus auitus equos). Further on the symbolism of the bull imagery in the play see Segal (1992) 433f. with n. 47 with bibliography and Detienne and Vernant (1978) 190-206. For a similar interplay between the two imageries in Seneca's Phaedra see Paschalis (1994) 121-6.

urunt: on the text see p.279f.

iuga prima: an Ovidian iunctura, cf. Am. 1.2.14 detractant prensi dum iuga prima boues,1.13.16, Rem. 235 aspicis ut prensos urant iuga prima iuuencos, Met. 4.733. Ovid seems to have been very fond of the association of iugum with marriage (so Pearson (1980) 114 n.16 with bibliography). Phaedra's use of the yoke imagery is indicative of her confusion, since the yoke is appropriate with regard to her marital relationship with Theseus, but totally inappropriate in respect of her proposed adulterous relationship with Hippolytus (cf. her equally confused application of foedera at line 147).

The yoke imagery is one of the most prominent motifs in Eur. Hipp. (see Reckford (1972) esp. 419-21, Fowler (1978) 18, Zeitlin (1985) 58ff., Goff (1990) 63). In addition, the pun on yoking plays a central role in Hippolytus’ life, since Hippolytus in the Euripidean play is transformed from the one who unyokes his horses (a symbolic manifestation of his opposition to any sexual union promoted by Aphrodite) into a victim of the συζωγιατ Χάριτες (1148 “yoked
Graces”) when he ultimately succumbs to his horrible misfortune (1389 οἴει συμφωνὴ συνεξζύγης) (further see Calame (2001) 241).

22. frenaque uix patitur de grege captus equus: the horse imagery is particularly appropriate especially in view of the ominous etymological derivation of Hippolytus from ἰππός and λύω (Τηπό-Λυτος = “furiis direptus equorum” Ov. Fast. 3.265). On the etymology see Paschalis (1994) 119f., idem (1997) 271f. and Michalopoulos (2001), esp. Segal (1965) 147 n. 48 with bibliography on the connections made in antiquity between his name and his fate (cf. also the similar etymology of the name of Hippolytus’ mother (Hippolyte), see note on Her. 4.2).


The morbid allusions to the death of Hippolytus already present in the etymology of his name are further enhanced in view of the combined presence of both the bull and the horses in Hippolytus’ death (cf. Eur. Hipp. 1174ff.) in the Athenian version of the myth (as opposed to the Troezinian version, where Hippolytus’ death comes solely from the sea (see Pausan. 2.32.10)).

Phaedra’s specific reference to a horse “taken from / cut off from the herd,” (de grege captus) constitutes a further hint at the symbolic identification of the horse with Hippolytus, since the reference does not concern any horse in general, but more specifically horse which has been separated from its herd. It is exactly this separation which brings to the attentive reader’s mind Hippolytus’ separation from society and his seclusion to his “untouched meadow”, a theme which is repeatedly touched upon in the play (cf. e.g. Eur. Hipp. 12 μόνος πολιτῶν, 75-77 ἐνθοῦτε ποιμήν ἀξιοίς θέους βοτὰ / οὐτήθει πω σιδάρσεις, ἀλλὰ ἀκήρατον /μέλισσα λειμῶν ἤριν διήρεται, 84 μόνῳ γὰρ ἐστὶν τουχτέμοι γέρας βροτῶν, 986 ἐγὼ δάκους φοῖης ἐξ ιχθυν δοῦνα λόγον.

frenaque uix patitur: the reference to the reins - emphatically placed at the beginning of the line - supports further the dark allusion to Hippolytus tragic death, since the hero is dragged to death entangled to the leather reins of his horses (cf. Eur. Hipp. 1236-39, 1244-46, Ov. Met. 15.518-20). The verbal similarity with Eur. Hipp. 1223f. is noteworthy (αἰ δ’ ἐνδακοῦσαι στόμια συνεχείς / ναθμοίς / βία φέρουσιν). Cf. also Phaedra’s similar reference at line 46 torquentem frenis ora fugacis equi with n. ad loc. In artistic representations, whenever Hippolytus is depicted with a horse, he is always holding the reins of his horses (see LIMC V2 s.v. Hippolytus I, e.g. 32, 49, 52, 54, 68-70, 86). For Hippolytus’ death in Ov. Met. 15 see Curley (1999) 199ff.

captus: a hint at the elegiac motif of the seruitium amoris (on the motif see Copley (1947), Lilja (1965) 86f., 94, Lyne (1979), Pichon (1966) s.v. capere, N-H on Hor. Carm. 1.33.14,
equus: the horse and bull imagery can also be seen as a double entendre for (male and female) genitalia, possibly under the influence of the similar metaphorical use of the terms by the Greeks (for horse: see Adams (1982) 30, 165, Henderson (1991) 126f., 165, 177, for bull: Henderson (1991) 133, 202f.). Cf. also the sexual innuendos behind the use of frenum (Adams (1982) 74). Further on the sexual (and phallic) implication of the bull and Hippolytus’ horses see Knox (1952) 6 n.8, Segal (1965) 125, 144-48, (1978) 136, also Zeitlin (1985) 193 n.32.

23. uixque subit primos rude pectus amores: the close association with the simile is further supported by the use of subit, the repetition of uix and by the presence of primos...amores which picks up the prima iuga at line 21. Helen in her letter to Paris makes a similar claim to her alleged erotic inexperience (cf. Her. 17.141-6, esp. 141f. sum rudis ad Veneris furtum, nullaque fidelem—/ di mihi sunt testes—lusimus arte uirum). Like Briseis (Her. 3.17f.) and Phyllis (Her. 2.63f.), Phaedra proudly pronounces her timidity and inexperience in love while rejecting at the same time love as a technique (more on this see Spentzou (2003) 55).

pectus: for pectus as the seat of love see n. on Her. 4.20 above.

rude: rudis is a typical adjective to denote unsophistication and inexperience in love, see Michalopoulos on Her. 17. 141f. with bibliography.

amores: the use of the plural amores, instead of the singular amor, to suggest affection and intensity of feeling is an old, familiar practice in Roman poetry, see Pease on Verg. Aen. 4.28, La Penna (1951) 195-201.

24. sarcinaque haec animo non sedet apta mea: this idea of endurance in erotic context and of Love punishing the unwilling originates at Eur. Hipp. 443-6 Κύριας γάρ οὖ φαρτός, ἥν πολλὴ ρυρὴ / ἡ τόν μὲν εἰκόνθ’ ήσυχὴ μετέχεται, / δὲν ό, ἃν περισσὸν καὶ φρονοῦνθ εὐρη μέγα), cf. also Tib. 1.8.7f., Prop. 2.5.16, Ov. Am. 1.2.10. The possibility of a sexual innuendo behind the use of sedeo (see Adams (1982) 165) should not be excluded.

sarcina is mostly prosaic, but it is popular with Ovid (often in metaphorical use), cf. Tr. 1.1.126, 3.84, 3.14.16, 5.6.5, Pont. 1.2.45, 3.7.14, again in the Her. 3.84, 4.24, 7.107, 9.58, also Plaut. Most. 430, Trin. 596, 719, Prop. 4.3.46, Hor. Epist. 1.13.6, Juv. 2.103, [Verg.] Catal. 10.16.

25f. Phaedra’s pretentious claims to her erotic inexperience are contradicted later in her letter by her direct references to her new pursuit of erotic arts (37 ignotas mittor in artes) and to her conscious love for Hippolytus (52 conscius amor). In fact, the letter itself is a manifestation of the art she denounces.

25. ars fit: Phaedra vigorously starts the verse with the emphatic use of the double-edged ars, meaning “wile, stratagem” (OLD s.v. 3, TLL 2.658.46ff., cf. in the Her. 12.50, 17.142, 20.47, 21.222) and “art” (OLD s.v. 8). In the latter sense, the term becomes extremely significant, since Phaedra’s “erotic art” actually coincides with her “art of writing.” (further on the poetological
implications of *ars* here see Spensztou (2003) 55ff. and my discussion at pp. 19ff.). Cf. also Ov. *Ars* 1.4 *arte gerendus Amor*, 2.313 with Janka on *dissimulatio artis* and 3.41 *arte perennat Amor* with Gibson's note that "it is characteristic of Ovid to emphasise *ars* at critical moments in his prologues." Prop. 1.1.17 (*in me tardus Amor non ullas cogitatat artes*) offers an interesting parallel; however, the reference there is made to Love's slow pace, and not to his late arrival.

*teneris...annis*: *tener* picks up *teneros...iuuencos* (20) and suggests once more Phaedra's "virginity".

crimen: Despite her allegations for the contrary, Phaedra's use of *crimen* betrays her self-consciousness (see n. on *Her*. 4.18).

condiscitur: the intensive prefix *con-* in compounds is a colloquial feature, with high frequency in early Latin and Roman comedy (see Cooper (1895) 262-74). For Ovid's fondness of verbs prefixed by *con-* (or *com-*) see McKeown on Ov. Am. 2.4.3 and Wills (1996) 441-3 (cf. line 165 *corrumpere*).

26. *exacto tempore*: a slip of tongue which undermines Phaedra's attempts to portray herself as a young maiden. The *iunctura* appears again in Latin poetry at Hor. *Sat*. 1.1.18.

peius amat: in addition to marking the intensity of the feeling, *peius* has further ethical implications, especially in terms of personal integrity and propriety (see *TLL* 8.237.6ff.). Phaedra is constantly preoccupied with the moral implications of her actions.

27. *libamina*: a religious term, *libamen* is a Vergilian innovation for *libamentum* (Austin on Verg. *Aen*. 6.246). Further on nouns in *-amen* and their increasing popularity in poetry, esp. in Ovid, see Norden (1965) 27ff. and Hollis on *Met*. 8.729. Phaedra effectively introduces her claim to "virginity" (lines 27-30) through this imagery of the first offering of the fruits. The sacral connotations of *libamina* together with the somewhat elevated opening of the hexameter through the emphatic use of the second-person pronoun (*tu*) (a hymnic feature) is a subtle parodic hint at the elegiac *topos* of comparing one's beloved with a god (for more on the *topos* see n. on *Her*. 4.35f.).

28. *nocens*: a legal term, which combined with *crimen* (25), further contributes to Phaedra's sense of guilt (see n. on *Her*. 4.18 above). Ending a pentameter with a participle (with the exception of *nocens* and *amans*) is uncommon, so Palmer (1897) ad loc.

pariter nostrum...uterque: Phaedra's suggestion for Hippolytus' equal share in her proposed injustice is indicative of her appreciation of love in terms of reciprocity and equality. For a detailed discussion of Phaedra's use of the elegiac motif of *mutuus amor* see pp. 20f., also see n. on *Her*. 4.33.

29f. Phaedra complements her animal simile with the equally incongruous erotic imagery of picking up fruits and flowers in a garden. The floral metaphor resounding with Catullan (61.21-5, 87-9, esp. 62.39-47 with Godwin) and Sapphean (*fr*. 105a, 105c) echoes is meant to reinforce the virginal aspects of her self-portrayal (further on the overall function and the incongruity of
this metaphor see Pearson (1980) 113f., Armstrong (2001) 163f., De Vito (1994) 314-6, Folkerson (2005) 131, also see pp.20f.). The hymenael implications create “a precarious mixture of purity and sexuality.” (Armstrong (2001) 163). At the same time Phaedra’s seclusion in this garden is bound to recall Hippolytus’ similar seclusion in his virginal “untouched” meadow, which makes Phaedra almost a reflection of her beloved (cf. Eur. Hipp. 73-87, further on Hippolytus’ virginal meadow see p.28 n.194). In this light, Phaedra’s concern for her virginity could be seen as an appropriation of Hippolytus’ concern with his virginity in Eur. Hipp. (cf. Segal (1975) 162 n.14).

29. est aliquid: a colloquial expression (see Barchiesi on Her. 3.131), first found in Ovid (see Green on Ov. Fast. 1.484. For further parallels see Bömer on Ov. Fast. 6.27).

**pomaria**: *pomum* is a generic term for any orchard fruit (so Kenney on Her. 20.9, OLD s.v. *pomum* 2b), but given the erotic context of the passage I think it is safe to assume that the reference here is made to apples. Apples were considered to be symbols of love; hence, the apple imagery is very frequent in ancient erotic poetry (see Clausen and Coleman on Verg. Ecl. 3.64, Fedeli on Prop. 1.3.24, Kenney on Her. 20.9 and intro p.15 n.60, 19. n.74, Littlewood (1967), Harmon (1974) 160, Brazda (1977), Rosenmeyer (2001) 109 with n.23, Petropoulos (2003) 64-9 and 69-73). Apples are often offered as gifts (as means of seduction) to win over girls (cf. Theocr. 3.10, *AP* 5.79, 80, Verg. Ecl. 3.70f., Prop. 2.34.69,71, *Her.* 20.9f., 209-12, 21. 107, 215-7). For apples as gifts of the traditional lover see Enk (1946) on Prop. 1.3.24, Wlosok (1967) 345 n.1, Lyne (1970) 72 n.3, Cairns (1977) 327 n.3, Hodge and Buttimore (1977) 93 n.23, Maltby (1980) 69. For artistic representations of Venus with apples see *LIMC* s.v. *Venus* 8.1.176-181, and 23a, 26, 28.


**ramis**: for *ramus* as a botanical metaphor for “penis” see Adams (1982) 28.

was very popular in the Hellenistic Epigrams (cf. e.g. *AP* 5.74, 79ff., 143). Further on the rose imagery see N-A on Lygd. [Tib.] 3.4.31ff., Thomson (1997) on Catul. 62.39ff. with bibliography, also Bömer on Ov. *Met.* 10.735 with bibliography ad loc, and *idem* on *Fast.* 5.336. In Greek comedy ῥόδον and κήπος are used as metaphors for female genitalia (Henderson (1991) 135, cf. also Ovid’s reference to penis as a drooping rose (*languidiora rosa*) at *Am.* 3.7.66). Nevertheless, roses are also associated with death (cf. Bion *Epitaph.* *Adon.* 64ff. δάκρυον ἀ Παφία τόσον χέει δόσον Ἀδωνις / αἴμα χέει, τά δὲ πάντα ποτὶ χηροὶ γίνεται ἀνθή / αἴμα ῥόδων τίττει, τἄ δὲ δάκρυα τάν ἀνεμώναι. [Mosc.] *Epitaph.* *Bion.* 5 νῦν ῥόδα φοινίκισθε τά πένθημα, νῦν ἀνεμώναι, Prop. 4.7.60 muciet ubi Elysias aura beata rosas). In particular for Ovid’s symbolic use of the “flower motif” in the *Met.* see Segal (1969) 33-38.

tenui...ungue: a common formation, often in connection with the metaphorical use of plucking a flower for erotic desire, cf. Catul. 62.43 *idem cum tenui carpitus defloruit ungui*, / nulli illum pueri, nullae optauere puellae, Hor. *Carm.* 3.6.23f. (...) et incestos amores / de tenero meditatur ungui with Williams (1965) 66f. and West (2002) 68, Prop. 1.20.39 *decerpens tenero pueriliter ungui*, Ov. *Ars* 3.79f. (...) *carpite florem*, / qui, nisi carpitus erit, turpiter ipse cadet, cf. also *AP* 5.157 (Meleager) (= G-P XLIX) Τριχὶς ὄνος ὑπ᾽ Ἐρωτὸς ἀνέτραφες Ἡλιοδώρας / ταῦτης γὰρ δόνει κνίσμα καὶ ἐς κραδῖνη. Despite the close verbal similarity with Catullus’ epithalamium (Catul. 62.43), Phaedra stands closer to the *praecensor* of the *Ars*, as she shares with him the same “male” sexual desire in plucking the flower, instead of preserving its beauty (Hinds’ suggestion cited by Gibson on *Ars* 3.79f.). From an intertextual perspective, Phaedra’s reference to the gathering of flowers seems to pick up Hippolytus’ garland to Artemis as a symbolic offering of his purity (Eur. *Hipp.* 73-8). Baker on Prop. 1.20.39 traces the motif of the “delicate fingernail” back to a Greek proverb, cf. Cic. *Fam.* 1.6.2.6f. *sed praesta te eum qui mihi a teneris, ut Graeci dicunt, unguiculis es cognitus* (generally for scratching in erotic context, cf. e.g. *AP* 7.219.5f. (Pompeius the Younger) ... καὶ τὰ ποθεύτων / κνίσματα, 12.209.3f. (Strato) ἔστω πον προδένεικα θυγήματα καὶ τὰ πρὸ ἐργῶν / παίγνια, πληκτισμοῖ, κνίσμα, φίλημα, λόγος. Also Theocr. 5.49 with Gow (1952).


31f. si ... / notandus erat, / ... successit: cf. 18 *fama -uelim quaeras- crimine nostra uacat*, a “past general supposition” to imply something certain, not an unfulfilled wish (note the detachment of the conditional *si* from the verb). For Phaedra, her relationship with Hippolytus is not something hypothetical, but something plausible.
si tamen: tamen in the sense of “however, nevertheless” (OLD s.v. si 8b) always accompanies si in such antithetical uses.

sine crимine: crimen here in the sense “reproach, accusation” (OLD s.v. 2), a judicial term (Cicerale (1978) 32 n. 27). sine crимine appears for the first time at Verg. Aen. 4.550 (with Pease) and is very frequent in Ovid in this metrical position (see Casali on Her. 9.137 with parallels). Its frequent attestation in epitaphs (cf. CLE 1203.3 and Pease on Verg. Aen. 4.550, Lattimore (1942) 279 n. 108, 295f., cf. Prop. 4.11.35-54.) makes its presence rather inauspicious (cf. the other epitaph-like phrase terra pelagoque at line 5 with n.).

ab insolita labe: Helen twice in her letter to Paris makes a similar claim, cf. Her. 17.13f. rustica sim sane, dum non oblita pudoris, / dumque tenor uite sit sine labe meae and 69f. aut ego perpetuo famam sine labe tenebo, / aut ego te potius quam tua dona sequar with Michalopoulos. labes in the metaphorical sense of “moral stain”, “disgrace”, “dishonour” (OLD s.v. 5) is not frequent in poetry, but is common in Ovid (for parallels see Casali on Her. 9.8). Also cf. Senecan Phaedra’s similar claim (Sen. Phaedr. 668f. respersa nulla labe et intacta, innocens / tibi mutor).

For parallels of Ovidian use of ab with instrumental ablatives see Shuckburgh (1885) ad loc.

33. at: like the Greek ἀτ. For at introducing the apodosis to a conditional clause see McKeown on Ov. Epigr. 3 and Ov. Am. 1.3.11f.

digno quod adurimur igni: cf. Ov. Her. 19.5 urimur igne pari, Sulp. [Tib.] 3.13.10 (...) cum digno digna fuisse ferar. adurimur picks up the double repetition of urimur at lines 19f. thus maintaining the imagery of love as fire (see n. on Her. 4.19f.). The first person plural combined with the digno...igni suggests her elegiac approach to love in mutuality (also see n. on Her. 4.28). Also note the postponement of quod for metrical reasons and the jingle digno...igni.

34. peius adulterio turpis adulter: peius picks up peius at line 26. The accumulation of negative terms and the emphatic polyptoton adulterio...adulter are indicative of the fact that Phaedra is very conscious of the immorality of her proposal.

35f. Phaedra’s comparison of Hippolytus with Jupiter constitutes a witty reversal in terms of gender of the established elegiac topos of the poet’s comparison of his beloved with a goddess (see Lieberg (1962), McKeown on Am. 1.10.1-8 with parallels in the Amores, also cf. Plaut. Curc. 167, Andr. 959ff., Heaut. 693, Catul. 68.70, 70.1ff., 72.1f., Tib. 1.10.59f. and 2.4.59f. with Murgatroyd ad loc.). The reversal is the inevitable result of Phaedra’s assumption of the role of the elegiac lover, since it is no longer the male poet, but the mistress who compares her beloved to a god.

fratremque uirumque: Phaedra’s depiction of Jupiter as “brother and husband” is suggestive of her mental and psychological turmoil. Instead of the traditional reference to him as “the father of the gods and (king of) the humans” (cf. Enn. Ann. 6.203 Sk. diuom pater atque hominum rex which ultimately goes back to the Homeric formula πατήρ ἄνδρον τε θεῶν τε
(cf. Hom. Il. 1.544 with Kirk), also cf. Verg. Aen. 1.65 diuum pater atque hominum rex with Austin and Ov. Met. 14.807 diuum hominumque parentem with Bömer), Phaedra focuses on Jupiter’s family relationships and identifies him as “the brother and husband” of Juno. Phaedra finds herself on the brink of incest and in need of justification, and Jupiter’s incest offers the perfect example (for a similar allusion to incest through the use of the Homeric formula κασιγνητόν τε πόσιν τε see Gow on Theocr. 17.130). Phaedra later in her letter (lines 133f.) will re-use the example set by Jupiter in a more open way.

The formation ψτ-que...-ψτ is stylistically elevated, modelled on the Homeric ψτ...-ψτ, and very common in epic (further see McKeown on 1.6.57f. with bibliography, Maltby on Tib. 1.1.33, also Bömer on Met. 12.156 with bibliography).

Hippolytum uideor praepositura Ioui: the similarity with Lesbia’s claims to Catullus is noteworthy, cf. Catul. 72.1f. Dicebas quondam solum te nosse Catullum, / Lesbia, nec prae me uelle tenere Iouem and 70. 1f. Nulli se dicit mulier mea nubere malle / quam mihi, non si se Iuppiter ipse petat. Also cf. Ov. Fast. 2.676 ne uideare hominem praeposuisse Ioui. Nevertheless, in view of Catul. 70 Phaedra’s claim sounds like nothing more than a deceitful exaggeration of a woman in love, cf. Catul. 70.1-4 Nulli se dicit mulier mea nubere malle / quam mihi, non si se Iuppiter ipse petat. / dicit: sed mulier cupido quod dicit amanti, / in uento et rapida scribere oportet aqua.

uideor: Phaedra throughout her letter makes extensive use of similar verbs in passive which, despite her claim for the contrary, gives away her awareness of the social repercussions of her actions and her concern for public criticism (cf. credar 61, numeremur 101, uidear 129, laudabimur 139).

Hippolytum...Ioui: the position of the two in the pentameter visualizes their juxtaposition; furthermore, the placement of Hippolytus at the beginning and Jupiter at the end suggests Phaedra’s preference for the former.

37-52. Phaedra’s new hunting pursuits have a striking resemblance with a similar account of her hunting ravings at Eur. Hipp. 207-49 (cf. also the Senecan Phaedra’s similar fantasies (Sen. Phaedr. 387-403). For a detailed discussion of lines 37-52 and their multiple implications for Phaedra’s character in the letter see pp. 26ff. Apart from the obvious intertextual associations with tragedy, Phaedra is also playing here with the erotic motif of “amatory hunt”, which employs hunting imagery with regard to erotic pursuit (cf. e.g. Call. Epigr. 31Pf, AP. 5.16.5-6, 100.1f., 193.1, 12.92, 102, 146, Plaut. Epid. 215f., Prop. 1.1.1f, Tib. 1.6.1-6 with Murgatroyd and Maltby, Hor. Sat. 1.2.105-8, Carm. 3.12.10-2, Ov. Am. 2.9.9, Ars 1.45-8 with Hollis, 89, Ov. Medic. 27). Further on the motif see Kenney (1970)c 386-8, Davies (1980), Murgatroyd (1984), Hintermeier (1993) 111 n.20, also N-H in the introduction to Hor. Carm. 1.33. In general, Ovid seems to have been fond of the hunting theme in his work (see Tsitsiou-Chelidoni (2003) 218 n.610 with bibliography). Given Hippolytus’ association with the Amazons,
Phaedra’s self-portrayal as a huntress can be seen as another attempt to become more desirable to her beloved, this time by evoking the archetypal image of an Amazon.

37. *iam quoque*: combined with the repetition *iam mihi* at line 39 it echoes similar formations at Verg. *Ecl.* 1.0.58f. *iam mihi...uideor.../ ire* and Prop. 2.19.17f. *iam nunc me... / iuuat* (Rosati (1985) 130. On the emotional repetition of *iam* see Maltby on Tib. 1.1.25 with bibliography ad loc.

- *uix credes*: “hardly”, “scarcely”, this usage of *uix* is frequent in Ovid, see Bömer on *Met.* 4.350f., *TLL* 8.243.18ff. On Ovid’s use of parenthesis see n. on *Her.* 4.18.

*ignotas mittor in arites*: in view of her subtle self-identification as an elegiac poet near the beginning of her letter (lines 10-14) this reference to her hunting pursuits could well be read as a covert meta-poetical comment on Phaedra’s new literary venture at hand. Her reference to hunting is meant to recall the relevant Euripidean passage, even though the correspondence is not a direct one. As Rosati (1985) 129f. convincingly argues, Phaedra’s reminiscence of her “delirium scene” from Euripidean tragedy reaches her letter through the filter of the “amatory hunt” motif as it appears in earlier Latin poetry (esp. under the influence of Verg. *Ecl.* 10 and Prop 2.19). Phaedra is not simply taking up hunting: more importantly, she is embarking on a new (meta)literary quest to re-codify her tragic past into her elegiac present. She carries forward her fantasy from tragedy, which is adapted to her new textual environment, according to the needs of the elegiac motif of “amatory hunt” (on the self-reflexivity of the passage in terms of poetics and gender see Spentzou (2003) 113). Her detailed account in the following lines (39-46) follows almost to the word the precepts offered by the *praecceptor* in Tib. 1.4.40ff.

*mittor*: on the text see 280.

*in arites*: For the final construction of *in + accusative* see McKeown on *Ov. Am.* 1.1.21-2. *artes* picks up *ars* at line 25 underlying once again Phaedra’s literary consciousness.

38. *est mihi...impetus ire*: for the construction, cf. *Ov. Am.* 2.5.46 *fuit in teneras impetus ire genas* with McKeown, *Her.* 5.64 *et mihi per fluctus impetus ire fuit* with Knox, *TLL* 7.1.610.5ff. For Shuckburgh (ad loc. and on *Her.* 5.64) *ire per* implies “a notion of desperate courage or wild despair.”

*per saeuas...feras*: again at *Her.* 7.38, the *iunctura* appears for the first time at Tib. 1.10.6, again at Lygd. [Tib.] 3.9.22, *Ov. Met.* 4.404, 7.387, Sen. *HO* 1327, [Sen.] *Octau.* 637. Cf. also Prop. 1.1.12 *rursus in hirsutas ibat et ille feras.*

39. *iam*: emphatic anaphora stressing the immediacy, the “here and now” of her hunting pursuits.

*arcu praesignis adunco*: cf. *Eur. Hipp.* 167f. *τὸξων μεδεόουσαν ἀὐτεὺν/ *Ἀρτέμιν* and 1451 τὴν ποζόδαμον Ἀρτέμιν. Phaedra’s Cretan origin may account for her emphasis on Diana’s bow, since the Cretans, ever since Homer, were renowned for their skill in archery (see N-H on *Hor. Carm.* 1.1.5-17, also cf. Caes. *Gal.* 2.7.1.2. *Numidas et Cretas sagittarios*, *Apul. Met.* 11.5.12 *Cretes sagittiferi Dictynnam Dianam*, *Ov. Met.* 7.777 with Bömer); hence, the bow
ultimately became a typical Cretan weapon (cf. Call. *Hymn* 3.81 *Κυδώνιον...τόξον*, fr. 560 Pf. *τόξον* ... *Κυδώνιον*, Verg. *Ecl.* 10.59, Hor. *Carm.* 4.9.17, also Vertoudakis (2000) 29-35 for references in Hellenistic epigrams). For Diana’s conventional association with her bow, cf. Call. *Hymn.* *Artem.* 2, 8-10, Verg. *Aen.* 1.499, 11. 11.536-8, Ov. *Met.* 1.697f, 5.619ff., *Fast.* 2.157ff., Sen. *Phaedr.* 72, Grat. *Cyneg.* 124-6, 252, 497. For artistic representations of Diana with her bow cf. *LIMC* s.v. *Artemis / Diana* 27, 35a, 73, 91f. Furthermore, the special association of Diana with her bow can be seen as Phaedra’s subtle attempt to eroticize goddess Diana through her weapon, since the bow is the most characteristic attribute of Cupid (and Venus, cf. *Her.* 2.40f.). A similar suggestion is to be found at Ov. *Am.* 1.1.10 through the unexpected application of one of Cupid’s typical adjectives (*pharetratus*) to Diana (*lege pharetratae virginis arua coli*, further see McKeown ad loc.). Phaedra’s second reference to Diana’s weapons at line 92 takes place in a clearly erotic context. For the bow as a frequent metaphor for male genitalia see Adams (1982) 2lf. For a detailed discussion of Phaedra’s association of Diana with *Amor* see pp.29f.


40. **Delia**: Diana, born on the island of Delos, is emphasized by the placement first in the line and by the enjambement. *Delia* as a name for Diana was in use since Verg. *Ecl.* 7.29, cf. *Met.* 5.639, *Her.* 19.95, *Fast.* 5.537 (see *TLL onom.* D 90.10). Further on Phaedra’s association with Diana (both virginal and erotic) see Armstrong (2001) 54-7.

40. **iudicium...tuum**: *iudicium* is a legal term with high frequency in Ovid (Kenney (1969) 253). The framing of *subsequor* by *iudicium...tuum* is emphatic.

41. **in nemus ire libet**: cf. Phaedra’s similar utterance in Eur. *Hipp.* (215f. *πέμπετέ μ’ εἰς ὅρος...εἰμι πρὸς δλαν / καὶ παρὰ πεὺκας*, 233f. *τί τὸδ’ άλῳ παρὰφρον ἔρρυμας ἑποσ; / νῦν δὴ μὲν ὅρος βεδ’ ἐπὶ θήρας*). The image of a distressed lover wandering around is a symptom of passion in Hellenistic and Latin poetry (Clausen on Verg. *Ecl.* 6.52, see also *idem* on 10.55-6n). The reference here is intended specifically to the elegiac motif of accompanying one’s beloved in hunting (a motif originating in all probability in Gallus’ elegiac work (Ross (1975) 61-5)). Phaedra’s account is strikingly reminiscent of Oenone’s (*Her.* 5.17-20 with Knox and Spentzou (2003) 50) and Sappho’s (*Her.* 15.137-52) recollection of their blissful time in the hunting company of their loved ones.

**pressisque in retia ceruis**: cf. *Her.* 5.19 *retia saepe comes maculis distincta tetendi*. Nets often appear in the context of the “amatory hunt”. The idea is first found at Verg. *Ecl.* 3.75 (and later at Tib. 1.4.49f., Ov. *Ars* 1.2692.189 with Janka, *Met.* 10.171- 3, 529ff.) and it is very likely to have originated with Gallus (for more see Maltby on Tib. 1.4.47-8 and 49-50). Carrying the hunting nets was a duty usually reserved for slaves (cf. Xen. *Cyneg.* 2.2, esp.6.5-10); hence, the image can be associated with the *seruitium amoris*. For more on hunting nets see Xen. *Cyneg.*
2.2-9 (on nets for hare hunting) and 10.2 (for nets on boar hunting), Kenney (1970) 386-8, Hollis on Ov. Ars 1.263, Phillips and Willcock (1999) 5f. and Malby on Tib. 1.6.5f.

42. hortari...canes: cf. Eur. Hipp. 219 ἐραμαί κυσὶ θαυμάζει, 216f. ἵνα θηροφόροι / στείβουσι κώνες, also Her. 5. 20 saepe citos egi per iuga longa canes. Inciting the hounds with loud cries was a common hunting practice according to Xenophon (cf. Xen. Cyneg. 6.17, 19-20, on the variety of hound species see Xen. Cyneg. 3.4 passim, 10.8, also Phillips and Willcock (1999) 6-8, esp. 12.18.). In the majority of the surviving artistic representations Hippolytus is depicted in the company of dogs (cf. LIMC V2 s.v. Hippolytus I 5, 9b, 10,11,15, 31, 32, 39, 49, cf. also Eur. Hipp. 17f. χλωράν δ' ἀν' ὄλην παρθένῳ ξυνόν ἄει / κυσίν ταχείας θήρας ἔξαιρεῖ χθονός). The reference to the hounds can perhaps be associated with the barking of the dogs, which was a common hazard for the elegiac lover (cf. e.g. (Tib. 1.6.31f., 2.4.32, 34, Prop. 4.5.73f., Ov. Am. 2.19.40, also Hor. Epod. 5.57f., Sat. 1.2.128, Carm. 3.16.2f.). In Greek hounds were often used as metaphors for the phallus (cf. Arist. Lys. 158, AP Argentarius 5.105.4, AP Strato 12.225.2) (Adams (1982)).

per iuga summa: for Hippolytus’ preference for remote places cf. Eur. Hipp. 73 -81, 1137f., also Sen. Phaedr. 235 sequi (sc. Hippolytum) per alta nemora, per montes placet. Dido and Aeneas also hunt at the top of the mountains (Verg. Aen. 4.151 postquam altos uentum in montes atque iunia lustra).

43. tremulum...lacerto: cf. Eur. Hipp. 220f. καὶ παρὰ χαῖταν ξανθὰν ῥίψατ / θεσσαλὸν ὄρπακ', ἐπὶλοχὼν ἤχοσ(α). Phaedra’s brandishing of the spear with its phallic connotations (Adams (1982) 19f., 46) further contributes to the sexual undertones of her reference to hunting. Through her careful selection of vocabulary Phaedra manages to portray herself as the perfect complement to Hippolytus’ depiction at line 81 (seu lentum ualido torques hastile lacerto). On the use of lacertus see n. on Her. 4.81 below.

44. aut in graminea...huimo: the Ovidian Phaedra has realized the wish made by her Euripidean counterpart (Eur. Hipp. 201f. ὅποι ἐ' αἰγείρωσ ἐν τε κομῆτι / λειμὼν κλιθεῖσθ' ἀναπαυσάμαιν), cf. also Sappho’s similar claim at Her. 15.147-9 cognoui pressas noti mihi caespitis herbas; / de nostro curuum pondere gramen erat. / incubui tetigique locum, qua parte fuisti. Phaedra’s reference to lying on the grass with its erotic connotations constitutes an allusion to her eroticized version of Hippolytus’ virginal meadow in the Euripidean play (further on Hippolytus’ “untouched meadow” see p. 28 n.194). Her hunting is one of love. Phaedra will re-employ this erotic imagery later in her letter, in connection with the Venus-Anchises love affair (97f. saepe sub ilicibus Venerem Cinyraque creatum / sustinuit positos quaelibet herba duos). This eroticized reference to the countryside could also be seen as a compressed and remote echo of the locus amoenus. If such connotations are perceptible here, then her innocent hunting setting for her erotic adventures with Hippolytus could potentially transform into a place of sexual violence and destruction for both herself and her beloved, like most of the landscapes of this category (on the potentially destructive character of locus amoenus-like

**graminea:** for adjective in -eus see n. on *Her.* 4.14.

45f. Phaedra’s reference to chariot racing echoes her similar wishes at Eur. *Hipp.* 228-31 δέσποιν’ ἀλίας Ἀρτεμι Δήμην / καὶ γυμνασίων τῶν ἵπποκρότων, / εἴθε γενοίμαν ἐν σοὶ δακέδωι, / πόλους Ἐνέτας δαμαλιζομένα and 234f. πόθον ἐστέλλου, νῦν δ’ αὖ παμάθοις / εἰπ’ ἀκύμναντοις πώλοιν ἔρασαι, and complements Hippolytus’ competence in chariot driving later in the letter (79f.). In the Euripidean play, the reference to Artemis of the Limne is ominous, since, according to a Troezenian legend, Artemis of the Limne was involved in the death of one of her followers, Saron, who was also a hunter (see Segal (1965) 159 with n.70). In any case, a reference to the chariot inevitably recalls Hippolytus’ tragic death. Further on Phaedra’s interest in horsemanship see Brenk (1986) and Armour (1988).

46. *torquentem frenis ora equi:* the spondaic opening suggests the stopping of the horse with the reins as opposed to the short dactyls at the end (Pearson (1980) 116). Phaedra as charioteer further supports the imagery of erotic subjugation suggested by the taming of the horses at line 22 (*frenis ~ frena* at line 22).

**leues in puluere currus:** later picked up by *leuis egregio puluis in ore* at line 78.


**feror:** for *feror* as a technical term of literary criticism (a designator of an “Alexandrian footnote”) see Papaioannou (2005) 67 n.48 with bibliography.
Eleleides: a case of onomatopoeia from *ελελειδές*, an orgiastic cry (Palmer (1898) ad loc.) or a loud, formalized lamentation-cry; in the latter case, the choice proves to be rather ill-omened. *ελελειδές* was also used as a war cry (Achaeus *TrGF* 20 F 37, *Ar. Au.* 364) or to denote panic and madness (Aesch. *Prom.* 877). From Plutarch (*Thes.* 22.4) we learn that *ελελειδές* was the cry which accompanied the sacrifice at the festival of Oschophoria in Athens. Further see Theander (1915), Chantraine (1968) s.v. *ελελειδές*, West (1974) 8, Bömer on Ov. *Met.* 4.15. In Greek tragedy, the image of a Bacchant often carries connotations of death (cf. Eur. *Hipp.* 549f. *δρομάδα Ναϊδ’ ὴπως τε Βάκ’ - χαν* (alternative reading τάν "Αιδος ὡς Βάκχαν*), Hes. 1077 Βάκχαις Ἀιδοῦ διαμορφάσας, Phoen. 1488f. *αἰδομένα φῄρομαι βάκχα νεκυ’ / αν, Or. 319f. ἄβακχεντον αἰθιασον ἐλάχετε’ ἐν / δάκρυσαι καὶ γόοις, 1492f. ἄθυροσι δ’ / αἰά νυν δραμόντε βάκχαι / σκύμνον ἐν χεροῖν ὀρείαν / ξυνήρπτασαν*).

The Romans were quite apprehensive about the potential danger posed by female participation in Bacchic rites or festivals judging from the suppression of the Bacchanalian cult in Italy in the year 186 BC. The cult, which must have been an Italian version of Dionysiac cult, was initially practiced only by women, while from the first decade of the second century onwards membership opened also to young men. The cult involved nocturnal rites and encouraged promiscuity, consumption of wine, sexual licence, even common-law crimes (esp. poisoning), as means of fundraising for the operation of the cult (see Liv. 39.8-19, Cic. *Leg.* 2.37). The cult was popular mostly in rural areas (esp. Southern Italy, Apulia), but soon spread among the women of Rome’s social elite. The official suppression of 186 BC was only the beginning of a long and arduous struggle towards the complete extinction of the Bacchanalian cult lasting until 180 BC. For more details see Hänninen (1998) 115ff., Bauman (2003) 35-40 and Flower (2000). On the association between women and Bacchic rites in Greece and Rome see Lyons (1997) 103-33, Dillon (2001) 139-57, Kraemer (2004) 12-16, 20f., 27, 35f.

furiis: for love as *furor* ("madness") see n. on *Her.* 4.51.

48. sub *Idaeo tympana colle*: the close verbal and thematic similarities with Catul. 63 suggest a Catullan influence, cf. Catul. 63. 9 *typanum tuum*, Cybebe, tua, mater, initia, 12 *agite iete ad alta*, Gallae, Cybeles *nemora simul*, 29f. *leue typanum remugit*, cava cymbala recrepant / viridem citus adit *Idam* properante pede choros, 52 *ad Idae tetuli nemora*. Also cf. Eur. *Hipp.* 141-4 ἢ σῷ ᾠ’ ἐντereo, ὢ κατοῦρα, / εἰτ’ ἐκ Πανὸς εἰθ’ Ἐκάτας / ἢ σεμινὸν Κορυβάντων φοι- / τᾶς ἢ ματρὸς ὀρείας. Phaedra’s specific reference to Mt. Ida is not coincidental, since this erotically charged place has been the setting for many erotic adventures, such as Ganymedes’ abduction by Jupiter, the judgement of Paris, and Venus’ erotic encounter with Anchises (further on Mt. Ida see Michalopoulos (2006) *General Index s.v. Ida*). Jacobson (1974) 149 rightly suspects an echo from Euripides, more precisely an allusion to lines 141-50 of the *Hippolytus*, where the Chorus speculates about the nature of Phaedra’s sickness. The intertertextual association is supported both in terms of verbal and of thematic similarity: the orgiastic company of Pan (/Faunus), cf. Eur. *Hipp.* 142 εἴτ’ ἐκ Πανὸς εἰθ’ Ἐκάτας ~ *Her.* 4.49

Idaeo: for the epithet stereotypically attributed to Paris see Michalopoulos on Her. 16.303.

49. semideae Dryades Faunique bicornes: cf. Ov. lb. 81f. uos quoque, plebs superum, Fauni Satyrique Laresque / Fluminaque et nymphae semideumque genus. Phyllis also places Faunus on Mt. Ida (Her. 5.137f. cornigerumque caput pinu praecinctus acuta / Faunus in immensis, qua tumet Ida, ingis). Faunus was an Italian rural deity ("a descendant of Saturn," so Collins and Hays (191) ad loc.) identified with Pan (cf. N-H on Hor. Carm. 3.18.1, Bömer on Ov. Met. 1.193 and idem on Fast. 2.271, Fantham on Ov. Fast. 4.650); possibly under Greek mythological influence he became "pluralized" and was associated with local deities (Nymphs, Satyrs, cf. e.g. Verg. Aen. 7.47f., 8.134) see Bömer on Met. 14.637-41, Clausen on Verg. Ecl. 6.27, Fordyce on Verg. Aen. 7.47ff., also Parker (1997) 73-100. Following Green on Ov. Fast. 1.397 "the multiplication of singular deities appears to have been a very common exercise in literature." Further on the presence of Fauni in Latin poetry see Ross (1975) 25.

semideae: compounds in ἤµι- are very common in Greek; compounds in semi- are frequent in epic, but generally avoided by Tibullus and Propertius. Ovid, on the contrary, is very fond of the prefix semi- and of compounds in –deus (for more see Linse (1891) 47,51, Ross (1969) 22, esp. n.25, McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.6.3-4).

bicornes: often attributed to Faunus, Pan and Satyrs since Ovid (cf. Ov. Met. 15.304, Calp.Sic. Ecl. 2.13), a similar stock adjective for these deities is corniger (cf. e.g. Her. 2.84, 5.137, Fast. 3.647 (Pan), for more examples see TLL 4.959.83ff.). For Ovid's predilection for compounds in general see Glenn (1936), Kenney (1973) 121ff., Booth (1981) 2696-9, cf. also Quint Inst. 1.5.65-70).

50. numine contactas attonuere: cf. Ov. Ars 1.312 ut Aonio concita Baccha deo, 2.380 ut Aonii cornibus icta dei with Janka on the image of horned Bacchus (here the horns are transferred to Faunus).

51. mihi referunt: possibly a case of a so-called "Alexandrian footnote" (so named by Ross (1975) 78), which was a popular poetic method of alluding to prior works of literature (see Miller (1993) 157 n.10. For more on the "Alexandrian footnote" see Michalopoulos (2006) 34f. and ibid on Her. 16.137f. with bibliography ad loc.). Perhaps Ovid here has in mind earlier literary treatments of Phaedra's erotic frenzy.

referent...remisit: for verbs compounded with re- in Ovid see McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.8.76 (cf. also reddamus 54, recurras 79, reparat 90, reuerere 127, reseranda 141, reliquit 155).

furor: it picks up the frenzy of the Bacchants at line 47 (furiiis) which is now transferred to Phaedra as "erotic madness" (furor). Love (amor) as madness (furor) is a well-established topos in both Greek and Roman erotic poetry, originating as early as in Greek lyric poetry (cf. e.g.
Sapph. fr. 204 Page, Theogn. 1271, 1338). For more on the motif of amor as furor (μαβία / ἐρωμαβία) see Preston (1916) 5ff., Pichon (1966) svv. furor, insanus, morbus, Giangande (1974) 6, N-H on Hor. Carm. 1.13.4-8, Fedeli on Prop. 3.24.17-18, Thomas on Verg. Georg. 4.488, Maltby on Tib. 2.6.17-18, also see Gill (1997) for passion as madness in general. The motif is very frequent in the Her. (cf. 2.45, 5.69,121, 9.133, 145, 13.34, 14.93, 16.237, 20.207). Phaedra in the Eur. Hipp. also perceives her erotic passion as madness (241 ἐμάνη, ἔπεσον δαιμόνιος ἀττή), while frequent mention of erotic madness (μαβία) is made throughout the play (cf. Eur. Hipp. 214, 232, 236-8, 241, 398, also 1146). There is, however, a crucial distinction. While in tragedy μαβία carries with it connotations of divine intervention (see Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 241, Knox (1952) 6), Phaedra’s furor in her letter is perceived strictly in elegiac terms as a manifestation of her erotic infatuation, without any supernatural implications.

52. omnia: emphatic by position (note the enjambement), punctuation and metre (the coincidence of the ictus with the accentus at the end of the first foot of the pentameter contributes to the isolation of the term).

tacitam: yet another reference to Phaedra’s initial decision to keep her passion secret (cf. line 7ff. and 151ff.), just like her tragic counterpart in Eur. Hipp. (cf. 38-41 ἑνταῦθα δὴ στένουσα κάκεσαλημένη / κέντρος ἔρωτος ἢ τάλαιν ἀπόλλυται / σιγῇ, 393-4 κάλλιστ’ ἐνέγκαυμ’ αὐτόν. ἡράδμην μὲν οὖν / ἐκ τοῦδε, σιγᾶν τήνδε καὶ κρύπτειν νόσον).

conscius...amor: despite her previous mention of erotic frenzy, Phaedra once again proves to be fully aware of her actions (cf. 18n, 25n, 26n, 34n), cf. Ov. Am. 2.2.17 conscius esse uelis – domina est obnoxia seruo with McKeown, 2.7.11 atque ego peccati uellem mihi conscius esset!, Her. 21.49 quamuis mihi conscia non sim, Tr. 3.6.9. The iunctura appears only here in elegy (cf. TLL 4.371.25ff.); conscius, however, is often used in erotic contexts to denote a secret knowledge of love (for parallels see McKeown on Ov. Am. 2.1.7-10, Luck (1970) 472 n.15).

53-66. This is the first of the two short lists of mythological exempla employed by Phaedra in her letter. For a detailed examination of its structure and function and an in depth analysis of each exemplum see pp. 61ff.

53. forsitan: forsitan is the poetic alternative to the prosaic fortasse (Axelson (1945) 31f.), very frequent in Ovid; for its construction with the indicative see Ov. Am. 1.6.45-6, 2.6.28 with McKeown and bibliography ad loc. Further on its use see LHS 2.334f., Bömer on Met. 5.333, Fedeli on Prop. 3.20.6, TLL 6.1138.32ff.

generis fato: I take generis with fato (“due to the fate of my generation”), not with amorem. fatum is an interesting case of double entendre, since it can mean “fate, destiny” (OLD s.v.3), as well as “death, doom, ruin” (OLD s.v.6); in the latter sense, it prefigures the mythological list with hints of disaster. For the importance of hereditary backgrounds in the Eur. Hipp. see Winnington- Ingram (1960) 169-91, esp. 175f.
reddamus amorem: reddere with an abstract object in the sense of “paying something as a debt, compensation” is a common idiom (OLD s.v. 9). However, the iunctura reddere amorem appears in Augustan poetry only here, and later at Sen. Phoen. 401 redde amorem fratribus.

54. et Venus ex tota gente tributa petat: In complete contrast with her Euripidean counterpart, the Ovidian Phaedra attributes her family’s turbulent erotic past to Venus’ wrath against the Sun, who revealed the adulterous relationship of Venus with Mars to her husband, Vulcanus. This was a well-known story even since Homer (cf. Od. 8.266-369, esp. 335-342). As we learn from Σ on Eur. Hipp. 47 (ἀπολείται καίκερ οὗσα εὐκλείης. τὸ δὲ αἴτιον δἰ πάσας ταῖς ἄφ’ Ἡλίου γενομένας ἐμήνεν Ἐφροδίτης. τῇ τὴν μηνυθεῖσαν ὄρ’ Ἡλίου μοιχείαν. τὴν γοῦν Πασιφάην ὦ μόνον τοῦ ταῦτον, ἀλλὰ καὶ τοῦ ** Μίνωος ἐρασθήναι φασιν, ὡς ἱστορεῖ Σωσικράτης) the revenge of Venus against the Sun’s female progeny was also treated by the Atthidographer Sosicrates (FrGrH 461 F 6). So far as we can judge from Hyginus’ mythological account (Hyg. Fab. 148, esp. 148.3 Soli autem Venus ob indicium ad progeniem eius semper fuit inimica) and from Servius’ comments on Virg. Ecl. 6.47.5-14 (quidam ‘uirgo’ non quod uirum illo tempore non haberet, sed quia talis ei poena iam uirgini destinata sit, intellegunt, ob iram scilicet Veneris, quae irata Soli, quod se, ut quidam uolunt, Anchiseae, ut alii, Marti coniunctam prodidisset, subolem eius inhonestis amoribus subiecit, ut Circe, Medeam, Pasiphaen. et hoc dicit, in illa commiserabili dementia feliciores fuisset, quae se animalia credebant, quam Pasiphaenae, quae cum sciierit se hominem, taurum sectabatur) and on Aen. 6.14.2-12 (sane fabula de hoc talis est: indicato a Sole adulterio Martis et Veneris Vulcanus minutissimis catenis cinctum, quibus Mars et Venus ignorant季 implicati sunt et cum ingenti turpitudine resolui sub testimonio cunctorum deorum. quod factum Venus uelhementer dolens stirpem omnem Solis persequi infandis amoribus coepit. igitur Pasiphae, Solis filia, Minois regis Cretae uxor, tauri amore flagravit et arte Daedali inclusa intra uaccam ligneam, saeptam corio iuvencae pulcherrimae, cum tauro concubuit, unde natus est Minotaurus, qui intra labyrinthum inclusus humanis carnibus uscebatu) the story must have been very popular with the Romans as well. In Ovid, it appears again at Am. 1.9.40, Ars 2.561ff. with Janka and Ov. Met. 4.169ff. with Bömer. For further evidence see Bömer on Ov. Met. 4.167-89, pp. 67-9, Rudd (1976) 25f., cf. also Sen. Phaedr. 124-8. For a detailed examination of the multiple (inter)textual implications of Venus’ involvement in Phaedra’s family history see pp. 63f.

ex tota: for the Ovidian use of ex before substantive adjectives starting with a consonant see Ross (1969) 48, cf. also line 123 ex me.

tributa: an hapax in Roman elegy, very rare in Augustan poetry (again only at Ov. Met. 8.263 and [Ov.] Nux 88), the plural is used primarily for reasons of metrical convenience, but it also prepares the ground for the following list of exempla. tributum is a financial term, which during the Augustan period referred to direct taxes raised in the provinces (for more see Nicolet (1976)). For a similar association of Venus with financial imagery (land taxation) at Plaut. Truc.
141f. see Maltby (2004) 259. For love in terms of commercial transaction see n. on Her. 8.32 below.

55. Jupiter Europen: Iuppiter placed first in the line draws attention to Phaedra's divine origin, while the pentemimeral caesura associates the two lovers even further. Europa's abduction by Jupiter is an addition made by the Ovidian Phaedra to the list of her family's erotic stories given by her tragic counterpart in Eur. Hipp. 337-43. The story also appears among the mythological exempla used by the Chorus to exemplify Love's omnipotence in Seneca's Phaedra (303-8, later echoed in [Sen.] Oct. 203-6). For more on the literary and artistic representation of the myth see Bühler (1968).

Europen: in an attempt to underscore the Greek setting of the story Ovid preserves the Greek accusative in -en (instead of Europam), which is in use since Ennius Ann. 9.302 Skutsch. In Ovid the Greek accusative Europen appears again at Ars 1.323 and Met. 5.648 (with Bömer). It is tempting to see behind Phaedra's use of the Greek declension an allusion to her Greek origin, and on a metalinguistic level, a reminiscence of her previous life in Greek literature. In the collection, both Briseis (Her. 3.1f.) and Oenone (Her. 5.1-4) open their letters by drawing attention to the fact that, despite their foreign origin, they both write in Greek. In fact, the motif of the heroines' linguistic foreignness is frequent in the collection, as the pretence that these Latin letters are letters actually written in Greek constitutes a fundamental convention of the Heroides (see Farrell (1988) 313f., 334f. with n.54). For Ovidian preference for the accusative of Greek names see Michalopoulos (2006) 65 and on Her. 16.259f. (for examples see Knox on Her. 1.5 and Bömer on Met. 4.115 and 13.877 with bibliography). On Greek accusatives in -en of proper names in Latin poetry see Housman (1910) 245-7 (= (1972) 823-5). In any case, it is almost impossible to discern with certainty between the alternative endings, since the scribal evidence is in the majority of cases contradictory and untrustworthy, see Housman (1910) 248, 252 (= (1972) 826, 828).

-prima est ea gentis origo-: The strong hyperbaton puts further emphasis on Phaedra's origin. Phaedra starts from the very beginnings of her remote past with prima...gentis origo corresponding to the ex tota gente at line 54. Her choice, however, of Europa, a woman, for the male-prescribed role of the auctor gentis is remarkable in terms of conventional gender hierarchy. Further on the implications of such reversal see p.65. The presence of origo, a typical etymological marker (see Michalopoulos (2001) 4 with n.15 and bibliography ad loc.) in connection with Europa's etymological association with eye-sight and Jupiter's bull-disguise possibly suggest to me a play on vision (further see pp.76f.). On parenthesis as a Callimachean stylistic feature see n. on Her. 4.18

56. dilexit: the careful placement of Iuppiter and dilexit at the beginning of two consecutive lines is noteworthy. The emphasis is laid more on Jupiter than Europe, possibly in an attempt to urge Hippolytus imitate the divine example and play a more active role. On the very contrary, we hear nothing of her feelings. For the high frequency of diligo as a synonym for amo in the
Ovidian corpus (in contrast with its scarce use by Tibullus and Propertius) see TLL 5.1.1176.61ff.

tauro dissimulante deum: cf. Moschus’ *Europa* 279 κρύπτει τε διά τρέψε δέμας καὶ γείνετο ταῦρος, *Met.* 2.850 induitur faciem tauri with Bömer for Ovid’s dependence on the treatment of the story by Moschus. The postponement of dissimulante after dilexit plays down Jupiter’s deceit. tauro (repeated in the following line) is another hint at the bull motif and possibly to its morbid connotations (on the bull motif see n. on *Her.* 4.21 and pp.66ff.). The framing of the couple between *Iuppiter* and *deum* (56) makes the god’s presence even more dominant.

57. Pasiphae...tauro: cf. *Eur.* *Hipp.* 337ff. ὁ τελκαμον, ὑπὸν, μητέρ, ἠράσσατις ἐρων ἢν ἔσχε Ταῦρον, τεκνον, ἢ τὸ φῆς τόδε; (also see *Sen.* *Phaedr.* 113-9). Phaedra’s emphatic placement of Pasiphae first in the line is further enhanced by the fact that Pasiphae is the only female figure in the list to open a mythological exemplum. Phaedra shifts her emphasis from male (Jupiter) to female (Pasiphae). Pasiphae’s importance is also reflected on the grammar, since she and Phaedra are used as subjects, while Europa and Ariadne are used as objects. Moreover, Phaedra’s emphasis on Pasiphae’s deception of the bull conveys a covered message to Hippolytus about her determination to overcome his resistance. Judging from her second reference to this story near the end of her letter (lines 165f.) Hippolytus in her eyes becomes “a doublet of Pasiphae’s bull” (see Spoth (1992) 116 n.28, Davis (1995) 50).

decpto subdita tauro: *decepto* picks up *dissimulante*; the change from active (*dissimulante*) to passive (*decepto*) marks the transformation of the male from deceiver of the female to a victim of female deception. The telling juxtaposition of the two past participles (*decepto subdita*) depicts the mutual erotic submission of both lovers (the bull’s to Pasiphae’s deception, Pasiphae’s to the power of the bull). In this light, the second participle, through its implications of sexual subjugation, lessens somehow the strong effect of female deception. For the literary history of the liaison between Pasiphae and the bull see Barrett on *Eur.* *Hipp.* 337-8.

58. enixa est utero crimen onusque suo: another instance of Phaedra’s feeling of guilt (cf. *Her.* 4.18n, and 31n above). For similar references to the Minotaur as evidence for the unnatural sleeping of Pasiphae with the bull, cf. *Ov.* *Ars* 1.326 (...) et partu proditus auctor erat, 2.23ff. *Daedalus,* ut clausit conceptum crimine matris / semihouemque uirum semiuirumque bouem, *Met.* 8.132ff. quae toruum ligno decept adultera taurum / discordemque utero fetum tuit (...), 155-6 creverat opprobrium generis, foedumque patebat / matri adulterium monstri noutate biformis. For crimen in the sense of “accusa’ nei confronti del sesso femminile” see Fedeli on Prop. 3.19.15f. In the *Heroides,* Canace also refers to her child, the fruit of her incestuous union with her brother, as crime (*Her.* 11.66 *crimina sunt oculis subripienda patris,* pace Reeson (2001) ad loc.)
59. **perfidus**: the adjective is emphatic not only by position, but also by the fact that this is the only exemplum in the list, which does not open with a proper name. **perfidus** is a typical adjective for unfaithful lovers (cf. Verg. *Aen.* 4.305 with Pease, 366, 421 (Dido for Aeneas), *Her.* 2.78 with Knox, *Her.* 12.19 with Bessone, Ov. *Rem.* 597 with Pinotti (with bibliography) and Lucke, [Verg.] *Culex* 133, also Pichon (1966) s.v. and Landolfi (2000) 99 n.50) with a long history in Latin poetry (Fedeli on Prop. 1.11.16 stresses its Catullan origins in the sense of the violator of a foedus amicitiae (mostly in erotic context)). Theseus is ὀρθανδήτης (Nonn. *Dion.* 47.389, 48.544) and notorious for his erotic unfaithfulness (cf. Catul. 58f., 132ff., Bömer on *Fast.* 3.437). **perfidus** is a stock adjective for Theseus, cf. Catul. 64, 132, 133, 174, Ov. *Ars* 1.536, *Fast.* 3.464, 473, *Epist. ex Ponto* 4.3.17, [Verg.] *Aetna* 583. In the *Heroides*, cf. *Her.* 2.78 (through Demophoon’s imitation of his father), 10.58, 78, 116f. For the high concentration of the “perfidus motif” in the *Heroides* see Bessone on *Her.* 12.19 and Michalopoulos on *Her.* 17.191-6 with bibliography ad loc., also see Della Corte (1969). For male faithfulness in elegy see Lilja (1965) 172-86, Lyne (1980) 65-7, while for the Romans’ application of double standards to husbands and wives with respect to marital fidelity see Wyke (2002) 33 n.51.


There is definitely more to the employment of *Aegides* than merely the intractability of *Atheniensis* or *Athenaeus* in dactylic poetry (cf. Norden on Verg. *Aen.* 6.21). Through Theseus’ association with his father Phaedra manages to include also Theseus (and through him Hippolytus) in the “hereditary guilt” motif, which is the underlying idea of the mythological list. Both Theseus and Hippolytus are now seen in the perspective of a common family fate. In addition, the use of *Aegides* could be seen as an implicit allusion to Aegeus’ death caused by Theseus’ forgetfulness (see also p. 72). The patronymic *Aegides* (a Greek formation, cf. e.g. ll. 1.265 Θησέας ἀ’ Αἰγείδης, Theogn. 1233 Αἰγείδης Θησεός, Plut. *Thes.* 24.5.1 Αἰγείδης Θησεόν) seems to have been an Ovidian introduction to Latin poetry (cf. *Her.* 2.67, 10.131, 16.327 with reference to Theseus, *Met.* 8.174, 405, 560, 12.237, again only at *Stat. Theb.* 12.546, 769, *Achil.* 1.192). The use of patronymic instead of proper name is a neoteric “learned” mannerism (see...
Ross (1975) 62). In the Euripidean play, Theseus is mentioned as “the son of Aegeus” only twice (1282-3 τὸν εὐπατρίδην Αἰγέως ... / παῖδα and 1431 ὃς γεραιώτερο τέκνον Αἰγέως). In all other occasions, he is called “the son of Poseidon”.

With respect to Phaedra’s recollection of her family’s erotic past in Eur. Hipp., the reference there to Ariadne takes place in connection with her marriage with Dionysus, and not through her relationship with Theseus (for more on this see p.73).

59. ducentia fila: for similar expressions for Ariadne’s thread, cf. Her. 10.72 ...pro duce fila dedi, 103f. nec tibi, quae reditus monstrarent, fila dedissem, / fila per adductas sape recepta manus. Also cf. Catul. 64.112-115, esp. 113 errabunda regens tenui uestigia filo / ne labyrinthus flectus. On Ariadne’s thread cf. Σ on Hom. Od. 11.322, Eustath. on Hom. Od. 11.320 p.1688, Diod. Sic. 4.61.4f., Plut. Thea. 19.1, Hyg. Fab. 42, Serv. on Verg. Aen. 6.14.22-24 and on Verg. Georg. 1.222.1-16. In what became the canonical version of the myth Ariadne offers Theseus a ball of thread (for the symbolic value of Ariadne’s thread in terms of poetics see J. Miller (1976), N. Miller (1986) esp. 281-6 and Kaufmann (1986) 57). However, there seems to have been an alternative tradition, according to which Ariadne provided Theseus not with a thread, but with a luminous wreath, whose light guided the hero safely in the dark labyrinth. The wreath which was either a marriage gift to Ariadne from Bacchus (Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 339) or from Theseus became superfluous in the canonical version and was later catasterized by Bacchus after Ariadne’s death (cf. Arat. Phaen. 1.71f. Ἄπειδος κάκενος Στέφανος, τὸν ἀγαυὸν ἔθηκεν / σῆμι ἐκεῖνα Διόνυσος ἀποκομήνης Αἰαῖδης, Hyg. Astr. 2.5.1.9-12 dicitur etiam a Vulcano facta (sc. corona) ex auro et Indicis gemmis, per quas Theseus existimatur de tenebris labyrinthi ad lucem venisse, quod aurum et gemmae in obscuro fulgorem luminis efficiabant. Further on Ariadne’s wreath see Webster (1966) 25f. Note the arrangement of the terms in the line (of the type ABAB).

60. curua....tecta: for the concept of the labyrinth as a round architectural construction, cf. Call. Hymn. 4.311 γναμπτῶν ἔδος σκολιοῦ λαβυρίνθου, Apollod. Bibl. 3.1.4 (= TrGF II adesp. [34] ἤν δὲ ὁ λαβυρίνθος, δὲν Δαίδαλος κατεσκεύασεν, οίκημα καμπαιζ λυπολέκης πλανῶν τὴν ἔξοδον (possibly a Sophoclean fragment (so Austin on Verg. Aen. 6.27, Hill on Ov. Met. 8.152-82)), Verg. Aen. 5.588-91 ut quondam Creta furtur Labyrinthus in alta / parietibus textum caecis iter ancipitemque / mille uitis habuisse dolum, qua signa sequendi / frangeret indeprensus et inremeabilis error, 6.27-30 hic labor ille domus et inextricabilis error; / magnum reginae sed enim miseratus amorem / Daedalus ipse dolos tecti ambagesque resoluit, / caeca regens filo uestigia. Both passages look back at Catul. 64.114f. ne labyrinthis e flexibus egredientem / tecti frustraretur inobservabilis error” (so Austin on Verg. Aen. 6.27), Ov. Her. 10.71 tecto...recuruo, 10.128 saxe a testa, Met. 8.157ff., esp. 157f. thalamo... / multiplicique domo caesiceisque includere tectis, 172-4 utque ope uirginea nullis iterata priorum / ianua difficillis filo est inuenta relecto, / protinus Aegides, also Plin. NH 36.85.
sororis ope: There is no doubt that the reference to Ariadne's help is aimed at undermining Theseus' heroic valour (on this see p.73). Ariadne claims to have saved Theseus from certain death at Catul. 64.149-51 (certe ego te in medio versantem turbine leti / eripui, et potius germanium amittere creui, / quam tibi fallaci supremo in tempore dessem); a claim, which she repeats in her letter to Theseus, cf. Her. 10.71f. cum tibi, ne uictor tecto morerere recuruo, / quae regerent passus, pro duce fila dedi et 103f. nec tibi, quae reditus monstraret, fila dedisset,/ fila per aductas saepe recepta manus). Also Eur. fr. 1001 N3.. λίνου κλωστήρα περιφέρει λαβὼν, Ap. Rhod. 3.997f. δῆ ποτε καὶ θησαι κακών ὑπελόσατι ἀεθλῶν / παρθενική Μινωίς ἐνυφρονέουσι Αριάδνη. Catul. 64.112f. inde pedem sospe multa cum laude reflexit / errabunda regens tenui uestigia filo, Prop. 2.147f. nec sic, cum incolorem Minois Thesea uidit, / Daedalium lino cui ducexexit iter, 4.4.41f. prodita quid mirum fraternal cornua monstri,/ cum patuit lecto stamine torta uia?, Ov. Met. 8.172f. utque ope uirginea nullis iterata priorum / ianua difficultis filo est inuenta relecto, Fast. 3.462 quae dedit ingrate fila legendu uiro. Further see Whitaker (1983) 42ff. Nevertheless, Vergil offers an alternative version, according to which it was not Ariadne, but Daedalus who provided the assistance out of sympathy for Ariadne's unlucky love affair (Aen. 6.28-30 magnum reginae sed enim miseratus amorem / Daedalus ipse dolos tecti ambagesque resoluit, / caeca regens filo uestigia).

Like line 57, the couplet is also framed by the names of the two lovers (perfidus Aegides...sororis ope).

fugit: here in the sense of “escaping the danger, escaping death” (OLD s.v. fugere 6, TLL 6.1.1488.26ff.), but the verb often appears in the context of erotic abandonment (TLL 6.1.1481.1ff., Pichon (1966) s.v. fugere), cf. e.g. with reference to Theseus: Catul. 64.58 innemor at iuuenis fugiens, 183 quine fugit lentos incuruans gurgite remos?, Her. 10.34 “quo fugis?” exclamo; “scelerate reuertere Theseu!”, also see Pease on Verg. Aen. 4.314.

61. en ego nunc: en ego is a favourite Ovidian exclamation (cf. Am. 1.2.19, Ars 3.598, see Bömer on Met. 6.206). The application of nunc underlines once again the urgency, the “here and now” of her appeal (cf. iam 37, iam 39, saepe 45, nunc 47).

ne forte parum Minoa credar: an outspoken claim to her inclusion to her Cretan family. Phaedra’s preoccupation with her Cretan origin is constant throughout the letter (cf. Cressa puella 2, generis fato 53, ex tota gente 54, prima...gentis origo 55, Pasiphae mater 57, ne...parum Minoa credar 61, domus 63, de nostra...domo 66, mihi sit genitor...Minos 157, mihi dotalis...Creta 163). Minoa is an elevated patronymic, modelled on the Greek epic adjective Μινώης, which first occurs at Hom. Hymn. Apoll. 393 (referring to Cnossus). The adjective is used widely by Apollonius Rhodius either with reference to Crete (Argon. 2.299, 516, 4.1456, 1691) or as a patronymic for Ariadne (Argon. 3.998, 4.433, also 3.1998 κούρην Μναος). Minoius in Latin poetry occurs only at Verg. Aen. 6.14 (Minoa regna), Ov. Her. 17.193 (for Ariadne), Fast. 3.81 (for Crete), Ib. 289, and is later picked up by Lucan (3.163, 5.406) and Statius (Ach. 1.192). For the formation of patronymics in -ius under Greek influence
see Harrison on Verg. Aen. 10.123. On the contrary, Minois, a similar formation (also under Greek influence, cf. Call. fr. 110.59 Pf. νύμφης Μινώιδος, Nonn. Dion. 47.424, 48.548) is much more popular with regard to Ariadne (cf. Catul. 64.60, 247, Prop. 2.14.7, 2.24b.43, 2.32.57, 4.11.21, Sen. Phaedr. 127, Her. 16.349, Ars 1.509, Met. 8.174 with Bömer, [Verg.] Lydia 152, Aetna 22, Ciris 31). A similar claim to family integration is also made by Hermione, cf. Her. 8. 81f. ne non Pelopeia credar, / ecce, Neoptolemo praeda parata fui! with n. ad loc. and p.53. The Senecan Phaedra concludes her reference to the guilty past of her family with a similar assertion, cf. Sen. Phaedr. 127f. (...) nulla Minois leui / defuncta amore est, iungitur semper nefas. For further examples of the linguistic similarities between the Ovidian and the Senecan Phaedra see Tarrant (1978) 262 n.208

cedar: Phaedra’s use of passive verbs like this one (cf. also uidear 120, laudabimur 139, dicar 140) is indicative of her awareness of public criticism and its potential effects on her relationship with Hippolytus (cf. lines 139f. and 145f.) (on this see pp. 16ff. and esp.18 n.119).

62. in socias leges: Palmer ad loc. translates: “I am now the last to come under the laws of marriage of my race.” (cf. OLD s.v. socius1 4b). Phaedra later in her letter makes a similar reference to marital bonds with respect to her liaison with Hippolytus (line 147 properataque foedera iunge, also 17 socialia...foedera). Cf. Dido’s reference to her “marital” bonds with Aeneas (Verg. Aen. 4.213 cuique loci leges dedimus, conubia nostra). For the final construction of in + accusative as an Ovidian feature see McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.1.21f.

ultima gentis eo: cf. Eur. Hipp. 341 τριτή δ' ἐγὼ δύστηνος ὡς ἀπόλλυμαι. ire in the sense of “walking to meet death (or fate)” is perhaps under a Greek influence, since such use is very common in tragedy (cf. e.g. Soph. Ant. 807f., 867f., 877, 892, Eur. Alc. 163).

63-6. In a further attempt to shake off responsibility from both herself and her beloved Phaedra applies the motif of hereditary guilt also to Hippolytus and his father. Her depiction of Hippolytus as a “second Theseus” in terms of sexual behaviour is strikingly reminiscent of Phyllis’ similar association of Demophoon with Theseus on grounds of hereditary unfaithfulness (cf. Her. 2.67-78).

domus una duabus: the claim is later echoed by the Senecan Phaedra, cf. Sen. Phaedr. 665f. domus sorores una corripuit duas, / te genitor, at me gnatus. The juxtaposition of una duabus at the end of the line is emphatic. A similar wordplay on unus, duo and domus also occurs later in the letter (line 143 ut tenuit domus una duos, domus una tenebit), but the reference there is made in connection with the protection offered by the house to Phaedra and Hippolytus.

64. me...soror: father and son are framed by the two sisters. The close association between the two sisters is as early as Hom. Od. 11.321 Φαίδρην τε Πρόκριν τε ἱδὼν καλὴν ἔ' Ἀριάδνην.
Cf. Jacobson’s (1974) 149 remark that Phaedra in comparison with Ariadne is “fulfilling her fate more than suffering it."

**capit capta parente:** another allusion to the *seruitium amoris* (on the metaphor see n. on Her. 4.22). The succession of the verb in the present tense (*capit*) by its past participle (*capta*) further enhances the sense of continuity between the two sisters. Phaedra carefully avoids any mention of the fact that Theseus is her husband (De Vito (1994) 316).

65. **Thesides Theseusque:** Hippolytus, like Theseus a few lines above, is called by his patronymic; the repetition of the initial sound *Thes-* in both names underscores the father-son relationship. For similar repetitions cf. Ov. *Am.* 1.10.19 nec *Venus apta feris Veneris nec filius armis*, 2.11.36 *Nereidesque deae Nereidumque pater*, 2.18.24 *Hippolytique parens Hippolytusque legant*, Met. 2.268f., 11.361, 12.94, further parallels see McKeown on *Am. Am.* 1.10.19. For repetitions denoting “father-son” relationship see Wills (1996) 257ff.

**duas rapuere sorores:** *rapere* is a strong verb, loosely related to Phaedra’s reality, since Ariadne was not abducted by Theseus; instead, she followed him with her own will. Once again Phaedra constructs reality through the projection of her innermost wishes and desires. Nonetheless, Theseus had a very bad reputation for abducting women (cf. Athen. 13.557a Ἰσσαργος γοῦν ἐν τῇ τεσσαρακούτη ἐν τῇ τεσσαρακούτη ἐν τῇ τεσσαρακούτη ἐν τῇ τεσσαρακούτῃ τῶν Ἀττικῶν καταλέγων τὰς τοῦ Θησαύρου γενομένα γυναῖκας φησιν τὰς μὲν αὐτῶν ἔξ ἐρωτος γεγενήθη, τὰς δ’ ἐξ ἀρπαγής, ἀλλας δ’ ἐκ νομίμων γάμων ἐξ ἀρπαγῆς μὲν Ἐλένην, Ἀριάδνην, Ἰππολύτην καὶ τὰς Κερκύνοις καὶ Σίνιδος θυγατέρας, νομίμως δ’ αὐτῶν γῆμαι Μελίβοιαν τὴν Αιαντος μητέρα. Ἡσίῳδος δὲ φησιν καὶ Ἰππην καὶ Ἀιγήλην, δι’ ἢν καὶ τοὺς πρὸς Ἀριάδνην ὅρκους παρέβη, ἄς φησι Κέρκως. Φερεκύδης δὲ προσπίθησι καὶ Φερέβουιαν. πρὸ δὲ τῆς Ἐλένης καὶ ἐκ Τροίζην ἢρπασεν Ἀναζώ. μετὰ δὲ τὴν Ἰππολύτην Φαίδραν ἔσχεν.). His abduction of young Helen, in particular, is often mentioned in the *Heroïdes* (cf. *Her.* 5.127-9, 16.149-54, 327-9, 17.21-34. For a detailed discussion of Helen’s abduction by Theseus see Michalopoulos (2006) 5f., 39f., esp. on *Her.* 16.149. Phaedra through her allusion to Theseus’ role as abductor of women is urging Hippolytus to imitate his father’s example.

**rapuere:** Ovid prefers for the third person plural of the perfect indicative the less frequent -ere ending in -ere, instead of the more popular ending in -erunt (further on this see Michalopoulos (2006) 65).

**sorores:** *soror* carefully placed at the end of two consecutive lines (…*soror/* …*sorores*) forms what Wills calls a “line-final repetition”; the figure is common in the *Heroïdes* (for examples see Wills (1996) 422).

66. Phaedra’s claim is closely reminiscent of both Phyllis’ and Ariadne’s similar ironic statements in their letter to their loved ones (Demophoon and Theseus respectively), cf. *Her.* 2.65f. *di faciant, laudis summa sit ista tuae! and Her.* 10.130 *non ego sum titulis subripienda tuis.*

**ponite…bina tropaea domo:** for double success (*bina tropaea*), cf. Ov. *Her.* 17.241f. *utque fauet Cytherea tibi, quia uicit habetque / parta per arbitrium bina tropaea tuum with
Michalopoulos, Rem. 157f. uince Cupidines pariter Parthasque sagittas / et refer ad patrios bina
tropaeas deos with Pinotti. Phaedra’s anachronistic reference to erotic success in terms of a Roman
triumph adds an interesting touch of Romanization to the Greek background of the story. tropaea
belongs to military vocabulary. The concept of erotic subjection as a triumph appears very often in
elegy (cf. Prop. 2.8.40, Ov. Am. 1.2.23-48, 2.9.15f., Her. 9.104 et tulit a capto nota tropaeae uiro
with Casali, 21.214 ingenii uideos magna tropaeae tu!, further see McKeown’s introduction to Am.
1.2). For the idea of erecting trophies against the opposite sex see Ov. Ars 2.744 with Janka and
3.812 with Gibson.

Phaedra echoes here Phyllis’ complaint to Demephoon (Her. 2.63f. fallere credement
non est operosa puellam / gloria. simplicitas digna fauore fuit) which according to Barchiesi ad
loc. it can be seen as a parodic reminiscence of Juno’s complaint to Venus at Verg. Aen. 4.93-5
("egregiam uero laudem et spolia ampla refertis / tuque puerque tuus magnum et memorabile
numen, / una dolo diuam si femina uicta duorum est.").

bina...domo picks up (in reversed order) domus...duabus (63). domo by being placed
last in the line concludes not only the line, but more importantly the whole section of Phaedra’s
reference to the hereditary guilt of her house!

67-84. The heart of Phaedra’s letter to Hippolytus is occupied by her description of his physical
appearance through a flashback to their meeting during the Eleusinian mysteries. For a detailed
examination of this section in terms of narratology, rhetorical function and its intertextual relation to
Eur. Hipp. (with special emphasis on Hippolytus’ elegicization) see pp. 39ff.

67. tempore quo: a temporal iunctura (either tempore quo or quo tempore) introducing a reference to
past events widely used both in poetry and in prose (cf. e.g. Cic. Quint. 16.3, 46.7, 60.10, Rosc. 2.14,
Hor. Sat. 2.3.34, Epist. 1.2.66, Verg. Georg. 1.61, 3.267, Ov. Rem 86). In the Heroides flashbacks to a
happily shared past with their loved ones constitute a common technique. For an in depth examination

Cerealis Eleusin: the attribution of the Roman adjective Cerealis to Eleusin, which preserves its
Greek declension is an interesting combination. The nominative Eleusin is Greek, cf. Palmer (1898)
ad loc., Bömer on Met. 7.439 and TLG 3.725c 10-16. The iunctura is found only in Ovid and then in
Seneca (who preserves the nominative in –in both in his poetry and his prose, cf. Sen. HF 302 with
Billerbeck, 843, HO 599, Ph. 838, Tro. 843, Nat. Qu. 7.30.6.2, also see Serv on Verg. Georg.
1.162.4-7 talis est et in graecis ratio; nam 'actin' et 'actis' dicunt, 'delphin' et 'delphis', 'Eleusin' et
'Eleusis': sed verius in 'n' desinunt, quod in obliquis habent, ut 'actinos, Eleusinos, delphinos'). For
the same line ending in Ovid cf. Met. 7.439, Fast. 4.507.

On the disputed identification of the Roman goddess Ceres with the Greek Demeter see Le
on the nature and secret character of the Eleusinian mysteries see Magnien (1938), Mylonas (1961),

On the multiple implications of Phaedra’s specific reference to the Eleusinian mysteries see pp.40ff. Phaedra’s recollection of their meeting in the mysteries is reminiscent of the motif of the first encounter between the lovers during a religious festival, which was popular both in Greek New Comedy (see Halleran on Eur. Hipp. 24-8 with parallels) and in Roman Comedy (cf. Plaut. Aul. 794ff., Cist. 156ff., Ter. Ad. 470, further see Stockert on Plaut. Aul. 36 with bibliography). The love affair between Acontius and Cydippe also originates in a festival on the island of Delos (cf. Call. Aetia 3 fr. 67-75 Pf. and Her. 21.77-104). For bibliography on the motif see Rosati (1985) 126 n.24. It is very interesting that the festival of Ceres (Initia Cereris) also provides the setting for Myrrha’s incestuous union with her father (cf. Ov. Met. 10.430 with Bömer on 431-45), as well as for an erotic seduction in Plautus’ Aulularia (Plaut. Aul. 794ff.).

68. Cnosia me uellem detinuisset humus!: another instance where Phaedra proves to be a well-learned reader of the Euripidean tragedy, since her transposition from Crete to Athens in the play is considered to be the beginning of her doom. For more details see n. on Her. 4.5 above. The substitution of humus for terra (or tellus) is an Ovidian variation (Knox on Her. 7.140), frequent in the Her., cf. 7.140 Punica...humus, 10.106 Craeteam...humum, 13.94 Troada...humum, 16.276 Taenaria...humo, 20.106 Mygdonia...huno. For further instances in the Ovidian corpus see Fast. 1.490, 2.444, 4.362,5.658, 6.82, 462. Tr. 1.108,1.3.74, 3.1.6, 3.2.46, 3.5.56, Ib. 222.336.

The framing of the pentameter (Gnosia...humus) was a popular neoteric feature, see Conrad (1965) 226ff., Pearce (1966).

Cnosia: this is another reminder of Phaedra’s Cretan origin. Cnosius is often used as a synonym to “Cretan” (cf. e.g. Catul. 64.172, Verg. Aen. 3.115, 6.23, 566, Prop.2.12.10, Ov. Met. 3.208). For the form Cnosia instead of Gnosia see p.280.

69f. Phaedra is playing with the poetic topos of “love at first sight.” The motif originating as early as in Homer (cf. Hom. Il. 14.293) received special attention during the Hellenistic period (cf. Theocr. 2.66 with Gow, 2.82, 3.42, Ap. Rhod. 3.287-8 with Campbell and bibliography ad loc.). In the Her., cf. 12.33 et uidi et peri of Bessone and Heinze, 20.205ff. with Kenney, 21.103ff., also see McKeown on Am. 1.8.24f., Hinds (1993) 21-7. Phaedra’s reference is meant to recall specifically the Catullan description of Ariadne falling in love with Theseus (Catul. 64.84-93, esp. 91-3), which is archetypal for Roman elegy, as well as Medea’s similar reaction at the sight of Jason (Ap. Rhod. 3.445ff., esp. 453). In view of the reference to the Eleusinian mysteries, the hint at the “love at first sight” motif is very appropriate, in that god Dis, before abducting Proserpina, also fell in love with her at first sight (cf. Ov. Met. 5.395 poene simil nisa est diletate raptaque Dini).

69. (nee non tamen ante placebas): the intertextual association with Eur. Hipp. 24-8 (ἐλθόντα γὰρ νῦν Πιτέας ποτ’ ἐκ δόμαι / σεμνῶν ἐς διόν καὶ τέλη μυστηρίων Πανδίονος γῆν, πατρὸς εὐγενῆς δέμαρ / ιδώσα φαίδρα καρδίαν κατέσχετο / ἐρωτὶ δεινῷ τοῖς ἐμοῖς βουλέψασιν), where Phaedra falls in love with Hippolytus during their first meeting at Eleusis
is tempting (so Palmer (1898) ad loc.). Nevertheless, the parenthetic acknowledgement of her long standing desire for Hippolytus, even before their meeting at Eleusis, clearly marks the differentiation. In contrast with the Euripidean text, for the Ovidian Phaedra this is neither her first meeting with Hippolytus nor is it the first time when she falls in love with him (further see pp. 39f.). The *litotes* (*nec non*) combined with the sequence of the two monosyllables by the two two-syllables (*tamen ante*) draws attention to her claim. The figure of *litotes*, which has its roots to *sermo communis*, is frequently applied in Augustan poetry, often for reasons of metrical convenience. On parenthesis as a Callimachean feature see n. on *Her.* 4. 18.

*nec non*: following the practice set by Propertius and Tibullus Ovid uses *nec* before consonants (cf. lines 69, 95, 103, 113, 120, 129, 137, 151), but he uses *nec* even before vowels (see n. on *Her.* 4.103). See also n. on *Her.* 4.103f.

70. haesit: cf. Ariadne's similar reaction at the first sight of Theseus (Catul. 64. 91-3 *non prius ex illo flagrantia declinavit / lumina, quam cuncto concepit corpore flammam / funditus atque imis exarit tota medullis*) and Dido's infatuation when staring at Cupid in the human shape of Ascanius (cf. Verg. *Aen.* 1.717-9 (...)*haec oculis, haec pectore toto / haeret et interdum gremio fouet inscia Dido / insidat quantus miserae deus (...)). *haesit* picks up *haesit* at line 7 (see n. ad loc.)

70. acer...amor: the pentameter is framed between *acer...amor*. The attribution of *acer* to *amor* to denote love's cruelty is frequent in elegy, see McKeown on *Ov.* *Am.* 1.2.17 and Maltby on *Tib.* 1.2.15. Cf. *Eur.* *Hipp.* 27f. *i dó ως Ψαϊδρα καρδίαν κατέσχετο / έρωτι δείνφ*. 

in extremis ossibus: for the bones as the seat of love see n. on *Her.* 4.15.

70-84. Phaedra organizes her description of Hippolytus' beauty in three sections: a) 71-78: on clothing and personal grooming, b) 79-82: on his excellence in athletic exercises, c) 83f.: on his hunting pursuit. For a detailed investigation of Phaedra's appropriation of the male gaze and its multiple consequences on Hippolytus' status (both in terms of genre and gender) see pp.43ff.

71. candida uestis: a reference to the garments worn by the beloved often complements the description of his/her beauty (cf. e.g. *Ap.* *Rhod.* 3.454, *Prop.* 1.2.3f., 2.3.15, *Ov.* *Am.* 1.5.10 with McKeown, 1.8.24, 3.1.11, *Sulp.* [Tib.] 3.8.11f.). The choice of white colour is in accordance with the Roman practice of the worshippers wearing white in most religious festivals (cf. *Tib.* 2.1.16 with Maltby, *Ov.* *Am.* 1.5.10 , 2.13.23f. with McKeown, *Fast.* 1.70 with Bömer, 2.654, 4.906, Bömer on *Ov.* *Met.* 10.431-45 (pp.149), Green on *Ov.* *Fast.* 1.79), especially in the Cerialia festival (cf. *Ov.* *Fast.* 4.619f. *uestes Cerialibus albas / sumite; nunc pulli uelleris usus abest, 906, 5.355 ut dantur uestes Cerialibus albae*). Further see Radke (1936), esp. 61ff. The specific choice of *candida* is far from coincidental, since *candidus* is a typical elegiac signal which is very often attributed either to the elegiac *puellae* in general or to elements of their physical beauty (e.g. Prop. 2.28.51, *Ov.* *Am.* 1.4.7, 2.18.29, 3.3.5, 3.7.8, Pichon (1966) s.v.). Whiteness or paleness of skin was considered as a desirable feature of female beauty (see N-A on Lygd. [Tib.] 3.4.29). The epithet is also often ascribed to deities (cf.
TLL 3.241.36ff.) or to elegiac mistresses appearing as deities (see Ov. Am. 1.5.10 with McKeown); in the latter sense Hippolytus’ description could also be seen within the context of a divine epiphany (cf. his comparison to Jupiter in terms of his beauty at line 35f. above). In any case, its application with reference to Hippolytus is a first clear hint at the hero’s elegicization (on this see pp.46f.). In view of the story’s tragic aftermath, it is rather ironic that the white colour of the garment carries implications of good luck and fortune (OLD s.v. candidus 7, also see Tib. 1.3.94 and 1.10.45f. with Maltby, also Prop. 1.17.26, Catul. 64.235). By Ovid’s time white was considered to be a propitious colour, as opposed to the gloomy connotations of the black, dark or grey clothing, appropriate for funerals. However, during the Imperial times white became the colour of mourning (further see N-A on Lygd. [Tib.] 3.2.18). Phaedra’s specific preference for candidus (“bright white”) instead of albus (“matt white”) proves to be a well-planned choice in another respect as well (for more on the chromatic opposition albus / candidus see N-A on Lygd. [Tib.] 3.2.10 with bibliography), since the moral connotations of the adjective (OLD s.v. 8b) makes its attribution to Hippolytus as a reflection of his unmarried morality (in particular for the use of candidus and its multiple connotations in the elegies of Tibullus see Booth-Maltby (2005)). Last, Hippolytus’ candida uestis picks up Phaedra’s claim to her alleged pure and unspoiled erotic life at line 31 candor ab insolita labe.

uestis: Phaedra’s use of the generic uestis (OLD s.v. uestis 1,2) instead of a more specific term, such as toga or palla, is part of her strategy to avoid any reference to Hippolytus’ exact age in an attempt to play down their age difference (also see p.33). For the Romans the passage from adolescence to adulthood was symbolically marked by the assumption of the toga uirilis (the exact age remains uncertain, most likely around the age of 14-16), see Stone (1994), Gardner (1998) 142f., Godwin (1997) and Thomson (1997) on Catul. 68.15). For more on Roman clothing see Stone (1994), Vout (1996). Judging from Roman legal writings on clothing the Romans seem to have been particularly preoccupied with public decency in terms of clothing for both sexes, cf. Ulp. Dig. 34.2.32.2, Paulus Sent. 3.6.80. The wearing of loose togas characterised Roman dandies (cf. e.g. Cic. Catul. 2.2, Ov. Rem. 679f., for bibliography see Maltby on Tib. 1.6.39f.), while the elegists are adamant in their condemnation of expensive and extravagant garments (see Gibson (2003) on 169-192).

In view of the praeceptor’s remark at Ov. Ars 3.191 that “white cloths suit the dark-skinned” (alba decent fuscas) we might infer from Hippolytus’ white his dusky skin, which is in accordance with his training in the countryside at lines 79-84 (cf. Cic. Off. 1.130.9-11 sunt recta et simplicia laudantur. Formae autem dignitas coloris bonitate tuenda est, color exercitationibus corporis, Ov. Ars 1.513, Hor. Carm. 1.8.4 with N-H ad loc. (For the need of those having dark skin to apologize for it, see Verg Ecl. 10.38f. seu quicumque furor quid tum, si fuscus Amyntas? / et nigrae uiolae sunt et uaccinia nigra with Clausen ad loc. and N-H on Hor. Carm. 2.4.3).
praecincti flore capilli: The reference to the crown is important in that it picks up its symbolic use in Eur. *Hipp,* where the crown helps to bring together all three main protagonists: Hippolytus and the offering of his garland to Artemis (Eur. *Hipp.* 73f.) and Theseus’ removal of his crown from his head (Eur. *Hipp.* 806f.), which visually recalls Phaedra’s removal of her veil at the beginning of the play (201f.) (see Luschnig (1980) 96f., Goff (1990) 61f.). Phaedra’s misinterpretation of Hippolytus’ symbolic offering of a wreath to Artemis is intentional (cf. Eur. *Hipp.* 74f. σοι τόνδε πλεκτὸν στέφανον εξ ἀκηράτου / λεμυόνως, ὀ δέσποινα, κοσμήσας φέροι). Hence, from proof of his chastity the crown becomes in Phaedra’s eyes a feature which adds further to the elegiac beauty of her beloved (see also see p.46). Moreover, I am tempted to read the reference to Hippolytus’ crown as a metaliterary allusion to the title of the surviving Euripidean tragedy (*Ηππόλυτος Στεφανίας* (or *Στεφανηφόρος*) to differentiate it from Euripides’ first *Hippolytus* (*Ηππόλυτος Καλυπτόμενος*), on the titles see Barrett (1966) 10 n.1 and 37 n.1).

flore: the collective singular is poetic, see Green on Ov. *Fast.* 1.345.

capilli: *capillus* is prosaic. It is frequent in satire and elegy (always restricted to the line end, cf. also line 77) and eminently absent from elevated poetry (*TLL* 3.314.24-48). The most frequent word for hair in elegy is *coma; crinis* is widely used in epic. Further (with statistics) see N-A on Lygd. [Tib.] 3.1.10, Bessone on *Her.* 12.11f., Maltby on Tib. 1.1.67f. with bibliography. *capillus* is a diminutive; diminutives were often employed to infuse sentiment in the narrative, and strike a more personal, emotional tone, see Fordyce on Catul. 3.18 (cf. also on 64.60); however, their presence in elegy is somewhat restricted (on the use of diminutives in poetry see Axelsson (1945) 38-45, Ross (1969) 22-6, Gow (1932), also Cooper (1985) 164ff.).

72. The symmetrical arrangement of two adjectives and nouns around a central verb in the pattern *A-B-verb-a-b* constitutes the so-called “golden line” (the term was introduced by Dryden). The figure, which was not unknown to Ennius, but sparsely used by Lucretius, became more frequent with Catullus and was particularly favoured by Ovid. Further on “golden line” see Michalopoulos on *Her.* 16.109 with bibliography.

uerecundus...rubor: a rare *iunctura* in elegy, in Ovid again at *Met.* 1.484 with Bömer. For similar combinations, cf. Ov. *Ars* 2.572 (*uerecudi...pudoris*) and *Tr.* 4.4.50 (*uerecundo...pudore*). The combination of a pale complexion with a light blush of modesty constituted a desirable feature of female beauty, in particular (see Nikolaidis (1994) 27f., 38). The contrast between a red flush of modesty and paleness was very popular in Hellenistic poetry (cf. e.g. Ap. Rhod. 3.298, 963, 681, for more parallels see Enk on Prop. 2.3.11f.) and it was then passed on to Latin literature (cf. e.g. Verg. *Georg.* 1.430, *Aen.* 12.67-9, Prop. 2.3.10, Ov. *Am.* 1.4.22, 1.8.35 with McKeown (1989) ad loc., *Am.* 3.3.5f., *Ars* 1.729 with Hollis, *Her.* 20.120 with Kenney, 21.217, *Met.* 3.423 with Bömer, Lygd. [Tib.] 3.4.30 with N-A, Sen. *Phaedr.* 376, *Benef.* 4.36.2, also André (1949) 324-6, Pichon (1966) s.v. *rubere,* Lyne (1983) 63 n.7). The juxtaposition of colour terms was a standard poetic technique, see André (1949) 345ff.

flaua ora: in Eur. Hipp. Hippolytus is blond (Eur. Hipp. 1343 ξανθὸν τε κάρα); blond was the colour of heroes (so Fordyce on Catul. 64.62f., Coffey and Mayer on Sen. Phaedr. 652, André (1994) 326f. and Nikolaidis (1994) 71, Tromaras on Catul. 64.63-5, cf. e.g. Her. 12.11 Jason’s blond hair). The epithet was common for deities (see TLL 6.1.888.48ff.), heroes and elegiac mistresses with reference to hair-colour (for parallels see Murgatroyd on Tib. 1.5.43f., also see Leary (1990) 153, Lilja (1965) 123-4, 128-9). Perhaps this is the missing evidence for the use of the adjective not for hair-colour, but for complexion (so McKeown on Am. 2.4.39f. and Booth on Am. 2.4.39-44). In addition, the nuptial associations of bright yellow or saffron (cf. Catul. 61.8-10, 134, Tib. 2.2.18 with Murgatroyd and Maltby) complement nicely the image of Hippolytus’ bridal-like blush of modesty. The attribution of flauus to Hippolytus offers perhaps a subtle link with the Cerialia, since flaua was conventionally used for Ceres as well (cf. e.g. Hom. Il. 5.500 ξανθὴ Δημητρῆρ, Hom. Hymn. Dem. 302 ξανθῇ Δημητρῆρ), first attested in Verg. Georg. 1.96, Tib. 1.1.15, Am. 1.1.7, 1.1.8, 3.10.3, 43, Fast. 4.424, Lucan 4.412, CLE 570.2. For an extensive list of parallels see Pease on Verg. Aen. 4.590. In view of a possible implicit reference to Hippolytus’ dark complexion through the white colour of his garment, flauus seems very appropriate for sun-burnt complexion (André (1994) 128ff.), as opposed to the paleness of the pueri delicati.

73. quemque aliae uocant: another case of a so-called “Alexandrian footnote” (see n. on Her. 4.51).

uultum rigidumque trucemque: the face is one of the most prominent features of physical beauty ever since Homer (cf. e.g. Il. 19.285 (Briseis), Od. 18.192 (Penelope)); so, in Roman elegy, cf. e.g. Tib. 1.8.46, 1.9.15, 69, Prop. 2.3.9f, 3.8.27, 3.22.36 with Fedeli on the synecdochic use of facies for beauty (also see McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.8.33f.), Ov. Am. 2.1.5, Her. 16.236, Pichon (1966) s.v. uultus). Cf. also the reference to the beauty of Aeneas’ face at Verg. Aen. 4.150 (tantum egregio decus enieta ore).

rigidum: in elegy the adjective appears only in Ovid often in the sense of “austere, rigid” (OLD s.v. 4), cf. Ov. Am. 1.6.73, 2.4.15, 3.4.44, Rem. 35, 762; however, rigidus has further sexual connotations (Adams (1982) 46 and 103) associated with male erection. The repetition in the following line (pro rigido 74) is emphatic.

trucem: the epithet was frequently used in elegy for those opposed to love, cf. e.g. Prop. 2.34.50, 3.15.38, Ov. Ars 2.186, 477, also Hor. Epod. 5.4, truces...animos, Met. 7.111, 8.297,
9.81, also Calp.Sic. Ecl. 4.60, Mart. 3.58.10, 7.58.7f., Billerbeck on Sen. IIF 371, Keulen on Sen. Tro. 220. trax is later repeated at line 166 with reference to Pasiphae’s bull (eris tauro saeior ipse truci?).

74. Phaedra iudice: the mistress as iudex is a legal metaphor (see Kenney (1969) 253), widely used in elegy, cf. Prop. 2.13.14 ... nam domina iudice tutus ero, Ov. Am. 2.2.56 with McKeown, 2.17.2 conicar iudice turpis ego, also Ars 3.491, Rem. 428, Met. 2.428, 8.24, 10.613, Fast. 3.488 iudicio peccas turpius ipe tuo. In the Her., cf. 16.206 iudice te nobis anterendus erit, 17.244 iudice te causam non tenere duae. Phaedra is extremely cautious in concealing her identity; we are 74 lines in the letter and this is the first reference to her name (again only at line 112).

75f. Hippolytus’ rejection of excessive personal care is in complete accordance with the principles of Roman manliness. Through this reference the hero’s Romanization reaches its climax in the letter. Phaedra judges Hippolytus in terms of the prevailing attitude towards male appearance in Ovid’s time. Further on this see pp.45ff.

75. sint procul iuuenes ut femina compit: Phaedra gives voice to contemporary Roman anxieties of personal grooming as a potential threat against masculinity, cf. Cicero Off. 1.130 cum autem pulchritudinis duo genera sint, quorum in altero venustas sit, in altero dignitas, uenustatem muliebrem ducere debemus, dignitatem uirilem. Ergo et a forma remoueat omnis uiro non dignus ornatus, et huic simile utitum in gestu motuque caeatur. Nam et palaestrici motus sunt saepe odiosiores et histrionum nonnulli gestus ineptiis non vacant, et in utroque genere quae sunt recta et simplicia laudantur. Formae autem dignitas coloris bonitateuanda est, color exercitationibus corporis. Adhibenda praeterea munditia est non odiosa neque exquisita nimis, tantum quae fugiat agrestem et inhumanam neglegentiam. Eadem ratio est habenda uestitus, in quo, sicut in plerisque rebus, mediocritas optima est (and Quint. Inst. 11.3.137ff.), Ov. Ars 3.433f. sed uitate uiros cultum formamque professos / quique suas ponunt in statione comas. It is surely not by chance that Hippolytus is employed by the praeceptor as the embodiment of his advice on male public appearance at Ov. Ars 1.511 Hippolytum Phaedra, nec erat bene cultus, amauit. In this light, closely related is the chorus’ comment on the potential danger posed by extraordinary male beauty in Seneca’s Phaedra (Sen. Phaedr. 820f. raris forma uiris saecula perspici / impunita fuit). Further on excessive care for personal appearance as sign of a man’s effeminacy see Gibson on Ov. Ars 3.101-34 and on 3.434, Scivoletto (1976) 85 n.45 and Myerowitz (1985) 198f. n.2, Williams (1999) 127-32. Hippolytus’ beauty must have been extraordinary, see Fontenrose (1981) 165 n.13.

procul: a solemn, high style, sacral proclamation; a ritual cry, possibly originating in the Eleusinian mysteries (if so, this is a further link with Cerealis Eleusin). Further on procul see Maltby on Tib. 1.1.76 with bibliography, also Bömer on Met. 2.464, Pinotti on Ov. Rem. 14, Booth (1981) 2699. On the very contrary, for the praise of the effeminate beauty of young men see McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.8.33 with bibliography.
femina: femina, a neutral term for “woman,” is preferred to mulier in poetry, possibly due to its connotations of respect in the Republican period (so Adams (1972) 239, see also Axelson (1945) 55f.). In prose, femina as an emphatic term for “female” (as opposed to uir) gradually replaced mulier from the Augustan period onwards (see Adams (1972) 242-9). Cf. also Her. 14.55 femina sum et uirgo.

76. fine coli modico forma uirilis amat: a certain neatness (munditia) seems to have been permitted to a certain extent to young men as long as it did not lead to effeminacy.

forma uirilis: again only at Ov. Fast. 6.631. Hippolytus in mentioned by Phaedra as uir (line 2 Amazonio...uiro).

77. iste: an unpoetic pronoun with colloquial colour, see Axelson (1945) 71f., LHs 2.184, Tränkle (1960) 162, Bömer on Met. 1.488, Casali on Her. 9.69 (for a different view see Kenney (1986) a 56f.).

rigor: it picks up the sexual implications of rigidus (73) and rigido (74), see Adams (1982) 46 n.1, and 59.

positique sine arte capilli: the beauty of the hair as a feature of female beauty is another erotic topos of elegy (cf. Lilja (1965) 120, 123, 128f., Pichon (1966) s.v. capillos, on Roman female hairstyles see Gibson (2003) 151, 159, 277, 280f.). The reference here is made with respect to Hippolytus’ lack of concern for hair-dressing as a sign of the rustic ways of the mos maiorum (for the association of long hair with archaic virtue see N-H on Hor. Carm. 1.12.41). Untied hair (often perfumed) were considered as a trademark of the pueri delicati (further see N-A on Lygd. [Tib.] 3.4.27 with bibliography). Cf. a similar reference to Hippolytus’ hair at Sen. Phaedr. 757 (rigidas Hippolyti comas, a possible imitation of Ov. Met. 3.100 gelidoque comae terrore rigebant, 13.765 iam rigidos pactis rastris, Polypheme, capillos). Further on the heroic implications of long hair see Jeanmaire (1939) 257f., 379f., Miller (1998) 41, Calame (2001) 106 n.51 with bibliography.

Phaedra, similarly to her use of uestis, remains equally vague about the exact length of Hippolytus’ hair. For the Romans, the ritual practice of cutting a man’s hair signified the passage from adolescence to adulthood (see Tromaras on Catul. 81.139), while long, uncut hair carried associations of eternal youth (see N-A on Lygd. [Tib.] 3.4.27, cf. also the practice of cutting a boy’s hair of childhood, when he became an ephebe, see Fitch on Sen. Hf. 853 and Steininger RE 7 (1912) s.v. Haartracht und Haarschmuck 2118.43ff.). For the sexual implications of men’s long hair for both Greek and Romans see Blümner (1911) 271, 396 n.10, Dover (1978) 78, also Watson on Hor. Epod. 11.28, Fitch on Sen. Ag. 853, Vollmer on Stat. Silv. 3.4, Greg. Naz. Or. 14.17. Phaedra’s emphasis on Hippolytus’ lack of (erotic) art, corresponds to her own lack of erotic art (cf. line 25). Thus, her beloved’s uncultivated beauty matches the artlessness of her letter.

78. leuis puluis in ore: Palmer ad loc. interprets puluis as a reference to Hippolytus’ first beard (cf. Sen. Phaedr. 648 cum prima puras barba signarat genas), but such use of puluis is
unattested. More importantly, the reference to the dust from the arena on Hippolytus’ face offers a smooth transition to the following section about his excellence in horse-racing in the circus (lines 79f.). For *puluis* in the strict sense of dust from race-course of the arena see OLD s.v. 2a. Further support is provided by the fact that the *iunctura leuis...puluis* appears again in a similar context in Ovid’s *Amores*, where the poet complains about the light dust, which sits on the white garment of his mistress (3.2.41f. *dum loquor, alba leui sparsa est tibi puluere uestis. / sordide de nieuo corpore puluis abit*).

More importantly, Hermione’s reference to *leuis...puluis* (“light dust”) casts a dark shadow on Hippolytus’ beauty and offers an implicit hint at his death by evoking the Roman funerary formula of *s(it) t(ibi) t(erra) l(euis)* (see Lattimore (1942) 65-74, OLD s.v. *leuis* 1d).


*siue...seu...siue:* this combination of disjunctive conditional conjunctions, however infrequent in the archaic period, was popular in classical times (see N-A on [Tib.] 3.4.11f. with bibliography).


80. *exiguo...in orbe pedes:* it echoes Phaedra’s skills in charioteering at lines 45f. (*saepe iuuat uersare leues in puluere currus / torquentem frenis ora fugacis equi*) assimilated, however, to the context of the Roman *gyrus* (cf. also Eur. *Hipp.* 228-31 and 1131). On the equine exercise (*gyrus*) see Gibson on Ov. *Ars* 3.383f. Given Ovid’s favourite pun on *pes* meaning “bodily foot”
and “metrical foot” (cf. Ov. Am. 3.1.8, see Keith (1994) 37), Phaedra’s admiration for Hippolytus’ excellence in steering the racing chariot could also be seen as an implicit admiration of his attempt to find his course by controlling the swift metrical feet in his new elegiac context.

81. lentum...hastile: lentus is often attributed to arms, cf. e.g. Verg. Aen. 7.162-164 lentum...spicula, 7.731 lento...flagello, 12.489 lenta...hastilia. In Ovid, the combination appears again only at Met. 8.28. lentus is an elegiac signal, often used to denote an unwilling lover or his reluctant behaviour (see Pichon (1966) s.v., Fedeli on Prop. 1.15.4, Maltby on Tib. 2.6.36), whose frequency in the Heroïdes is very high (10 times). The verbal similarity with Scylla’s description of Minos at Ov. Met. 8.28 torserat adductis hastilia lenta lacertis is noteworthy. For an extensive discussion of the close relationship between Phaedra and Scylla see Curley (1999) 186ff., also Tsitsiou-Chelidoni (2003) 50-3.

ualido...lacerto: lacertus is rare in prose, “ein Lieblingswort Ovids” (for statistics see Bömer on Met. 8.28). The combination is very frequent in Ovid, cf. Her. 3.125f. ualidoque...uibrata lacerto / ...hasta, Lucr. 4.829 braccia...ualidis ex apta lacertis (it is absent from Vergil, Horace, Tibullus and Propertius). Vergil seems to distinguish between lacertus (“parte superiore del bracchio”) and bracchium (“l’avambraccio”) (so Boscherini in Enciclopedia Virgiliana (1984) 1 s.v. corpo umano 901); here the reference is made with reference to muscular strength. Cf. also the Nurse’s reference to Hippolytus’ strong right arm at Eur. Hipp. 605 (ai πρός σε τής σής δεξιώς ευόλένου). In elegy, the admiration of the arms is conventionally more fitting with reference to a woman rather than a man; hence, the reference to Hippolytus’ fair arm also hints at his effeminization (see Craik (1998) 35). On the attractiveness of women’s arms cf. e.g Tib. 1.5.43-6, Prop. 3.6.13, 4.3.23, Tib. 1.2.75, Ov. Am. 1.13.5, Ars 1.231, Her. 18.213, Stat. Silu. 5.2.66.

hastile: in poetry it is first attested at Enn. Ann. 392 Skutsch (configunt parmam, tinnit hastilibus umbo), and it is frequent thereafter in Vergil and Ovid, while its first attestation in prose is rather late (Sen. Epist. 36.7). The term means primarily the shaft or handle of the spear, its synecdochic use for spear is poetic (see OLD s.v. hastile).

lentum ualido...hastile lacerto: a “golden line” (see n. on Her. 4.72).

82. Hippolytus’ description echoes Phaedra’s similar account of her hunting pursuits at line 43 (aut tremulum excusso iaculum uibrare lacerto).

ferox: Hippolytus shares the same qualities (ferox) with his horses (ferocis), the adjective is often used with reference to mortals or divinities showing defiance and harshness (OLD s.v. 3a). In elegy, in particular, the adjective denotes the arrogant and scornful in love (see Pichon (1966) s.v.).

lacertus: this is one of the two instances in classical Latin dactylic poetry, where lacertus is not placed last in the hexameter (again at Her. 13.104 quarum suppositus colla lacertus habet, also at Prud. Psych. 594-5 compressa ligantur / uincla lacertorum sub mente).
In this section Phaedra picks up the theme of amatory hunt. Her portrayal of Hippolytus as a hunter and her detailed mention of his hunting equipment are meant to complement her own self-portrayal as huntress at lines 37-46. At the same time the section also functions as an introduction to her second list of mythological exempla (lines 93-104).


cornea: the adjective derives from *cornus* (the cornel cherry) and not from *cornu* (horn), see Palmer ad loc. For adjectives in *-eus* denoting material see n. on *Her.* 4.44. Cf. Xen. *Cyne. 10.3 τὰ δὲ προβόλια πρῶτον μὲν λόγχας ἔχοντα τὸ μὲν μέγεθος πεντεπαλάςτος, κατὰ δὲ μέσον τὸν αὐλὸν κνώδονας ἀπολεχαλκευμένους, στιφροὺς, καὶ τὰς βάβδους κρανειας δορατοπαχεῖς.*

**uenabula**: the *terminus technicus* for hunting spear. The poetic plural is for metrical convenience (cf. Ov. *Met.* e.g. 8.404, 9.205, 10.173, 12.453).

**ferro**: the iron spearhead is very appropriate for an iron-hearted hunter (cf. line 14 *dabit uictas ferreus ille manus*).

84. **nostra...lumina**: Phaedra’s explicit reference to her erotic gaze. *lumina* is another case of poetic plural (see n. on *Her.* 4.15). The metonymic use of *lumina*, a short form of *lumina oculorum*, is poetic; in Latin poetry it occurs ever since Lucretius and it is particularly favoured by Ovid. For more see Maltby on Tib. 1.1.65-6, N-A on Lygd. [*Tib.*] 3.4.22, also Axelton (1945) 41f.

**iuuat**: again at line 87 and 45 with reference to Phaedra’s horsemanship (an attempt to further associate the two lovers not simply in terms of the same practices but also through the application of the same verb). For its high frequency in Roman elegy see Pichon (1966) s.v. *iuuare*.

85f. An ominous phrase foreshadowing the tragic outcome of the story. On the text see p.281.

85. **materiam**: in the sense of “material or object upon which an art is exercised” (see *TLL 8.461.39ft.*, *OLD s.v. materia* 6). Despite its high frequency in Ovid (47 times), the term is rare in Augustan poetry (so Knox on *Her.* 7.34). *materia* here echoes the Ovidian metaphor of the elegiac *puella* as the *materia* for the poet’s work, cf. Ov. *Am.* 1.1.19 *nee mihi materia est numeris levioribus apta* with Wyke (2002) 146, 1.3.19 *te mihi materiem felicem in carmina*

siluis... iugosis: cf. Eur. Hipp. 17f. ἥλιος ἰδέαν ὀνοματεμφάνει ἀντὶ / νυμφήν ταχείας τοῦπαρακείμενος ἰγοσὺς appears again only at Ov. Am. 1.1.9 quis probet in siluis Cererem regnare iugosis. The introduction of a great number of adjectives in -osus in Latin poetry seems to have been an Ovidian innovation, cf. Knox (1986)b 99-101. For more on adjectives in -osus and the nuance of such formations in Latin diction see Cooper (1895) 22-32, Ernout (1947) 64, idem (1949), Ross (1969) 53-60, esp. 58ff., Fedeli on Prop. 1.2.9, Knox (1986)b 97-101, McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.1.9, Maltby on Tib. 1.1.17 with bibliography.


87f. In imitation of Prop. 2.19.17f. ipse ego uenabor: iam nunc me sacra Dianae / suscipere et Veneris ponere uota iuuat. The combined presence of the two goddesses suggests Phaedra’s interpretation of Hippolytus’ hunting pursuits both in terms of chastity and of sexual freedom. The presence of Venus in the subordinate pentameter, however, is indicative of Hippolytus’ preference for Diana.

87. incinctae...Dianae: Phaedra’s emphasis on Delia at line 40 now becomes understandable, as she uses the goddess as a further link between herself and Hippolytus. The specific iunctura appears only here, see TLL onom. 133.53f.; for similar combinations, cf. Verg. Georg. 4.342f. ...Oceantides ambae, / ambae aura, pictis incinctae pellibus ambae, Ov. Am. 3.2.41 succinctae crura Dianae, Ars 3.143 succinctae ...Dianae, Met. 3.156 succinctae sacra Dianae, 9.89 nympe ritu succincta Dianae, 10.536 fine genu uestem ritu succinctae Dianae, Ov. Fast. 2.635 incinctos...Lares, 5.217 pictis incinctae uestibus Horae (the frequent application of the participle succinctus in epic warfare context hints at its high-style origin, cf. Enn. Ann. 16.426 succincti gladii, sub scutis, sed...machaeris, 527 succincti gladiis, Veg. Aen. 1.323 succinctam pharetra). On hunter’s clothing, cf. Gratt. Cyneg. 340 <mantica curta chlamys>, Opp. Cyneg. 1.97f. εὐσταλέως δὲ χιτώνα καὶ εἰς ἐπιγουνίδα πῆχας / ἐλκέσθω, σφιγγότο ἀπὸ ἐπημο dbois τελεθῶν: For the conventional imagery of girdled Diana see Bornmann on Call. Hymn Dion. 11f. ... εἰς γόνον μέχρι χιτώνα / ζωννυσθαι λεγνατοῦ, ἵνα ἄριστα θηρία κατακλωσίαν on artistic representations of girdled Diana while hunting see LIMC s.v. Artemis / Diana e.g.18, 19a, 17a, 91,95, 151.


Dianae: Diana, originally with i long (Enn. Ann. 7.240 Skutsch, Scaen 33, Plaut. Bacch. 312), which was shortened later (first in Lucilius 104 at the end of the hexameter). However, Diana did not entirely disappear (e.g. Prop. 2.28.60, Ov. Met. 5.619, 8.353, Grat. Cyneg. 2, 13, 99,124). For more see TLL onom. 127.27-55.
88. et Veneri numeros eripuisse suos: numerus is used here in the sense of “office, duty” (Lewis-Short (1879) s.v. numerus D). Palmer and Shuckburgh ad loc. translate “to rob Venus of her duties.” For the syntax of eripuere with abstract objects meaning “take away suddenly” see Green on Ov. Fast. 1.621.

89f. A sententia. On Ovidian predilection for sententiae see n. on Her. 4.6.

89. requie: requie together with membra (see below) support the sexual undertones of the couplet. On the erotic associations of requiescere, cf. Tib. 1.2.4, [Tib.] 3.19.11, Prop. 2.25.7 (metaphorical use), Ov. Am. 1.5.25, 1.6.45, Her. 5.13, Ars 2.351, 3.695, Met. 10.556ff., Fast. 1.667f. Further see Maltby on Tib. 1.1.43 with bibliography.

90. fessaque membra: fessus is extremely rare in Roman elegy and it is sparingly used by Ovid (appearing only once in the Amores (2.9.19) and five times in the Her. (2.90, 4.90, 18.162, 19.56, 21.14)), because of its “epic”, elevated origin (cf. Axelson (1945) 29f. -30). For a full list of its frequency and its interchangeability with the metrically equivalent lassus see McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.2.3-4. membra is a popular euphemism for male genitalia, see Adams (1982) 46,69,224, Booth on Ov. Am. 2.3.3, also see TLL 6.1814.9ff., 8.636.65ff.

91. arcus -et arma...Dianae-: cf. Verg. Aen. 11.652 aureus ex umero sonat arcus et arma Dianae. The stretching of the bow reflects on the strong hyperbaton, since the main clause (arcus mollis erit), interrupted by a parenthesis and an hypothetical clause, stretches over the couplet. Phaedra eroticizes her reference to Diana’s bow and through her carefully chosen vocabulary (arma, tendere) further sustains the erotic implications in this section. On arcus and arma as metaphors for male genitals and the employment of tendere and its derivatives in contexts of male erection see Adams (1986) 21f. Hippolytus’ association with his bow could have been inherited from his mother, since the Amazons were notorious for their excellence in archery (cf. Paus. 4.13.1, Otto (1984) 106).

92. mollis: (sc. arcus) the iunctura appears only here. mollis is often used with reference to effeminate and emasculated males (Wyke (2002) 174). On mollis as terminus technicus of elegy and as a signifier for the genre itself see Wyke (2002) 168f. and Michalopoulos on Her. 16.125f. with bibliography.

93-104. This is Phaedra’s second list of mythological exempla in the letter and it comprises three sets of love affairs (the first extending over four couplets, the last two occupying one couplet each) and four complementary lines. Phaedra picks up the theme of “amatory hunt”, however, she manipulates the conventional opposition between Venus and Diana through the collapse of the hunter into a lover. For a detailed examination of the list as a whole and of each exemplum individually see 77ff.

93f. The story is also mentioned by the Nurse at Eur. Hipp. 454-6 to support her claim for the omnipotence of love. Cephalus’ abduction by Aurora was a well-known story ever since the Epic Cycle (Epigoni F4, incert. loc. 1 Davies). Also cf. Xen. Cyneg. 1.6, Apollod. 1.4.3f., Athen. 13.566d, Ov. Am. 1.13.[33ff.], 39f., Her. 15.87ff., Ars 3.684, Met. 7.700-713. Further on
the myth see Bömer on *Met.* 7.490-865 at p.324 (on his abduction by Aurora), Fontenrose (1981) 86ff., Kearns (1989) 177, Miller (1993) 157 n. 9, Gibson on Ov. *Ars* 3.683-74 (pp.356-9). For artistic representations of Aurora abducting Cephalus see *LIMC* s.v. *Eos / Aurora* e.g. 50, 69, 74, 77,80, *Eos / Thesan* e.g. 30, 32 and Caskey-Beazley (1954) 37f.

The setting of the story is strikingly reminiscent of the references to the countryside as the setting for both Phaedra’s and Hippolytus’ hunting pursuits above (cf. *siluis* 93 ~ *in nemus* ire libet 41, *per herbam* ~ *in graminea...humo* 44, multae.../ ferae 93f. ~ saeua.../feras 38, also *illo percutiente* 94 ~ tremulum iaculum ubi/ rere lacerto 43, *lentum valido torques* *hastile lacerto* 81).

93. *clarus...Cephalus*: “famous, celebrated”, *clarus* is a high style epithet, extremely rare in Roman elegy, it appears only once in Propertius (2.31.9) and in Ovid’s *Amores* (2.1.35) (seven occurrences in the *Heroides*); it is absent from Tibullus. Cephalus was a famous mythical hunter. *clarus* is also a honorific adjective attributed to those of senatorial rank (*TLL* 3.1275.8ff., *OLD* s.v. 7b), but also attributed to gods (*TLL* 3.1273.79ff.); in particular, Κλάριος (*Clar(ius)* was a conventional honorific epithet of Apollo (cf. e.g. Call. *Hymn. Apoll.* 70, Bömer on *Met.* 1.368 with bibliography, *idem* and Green on *Fast.* 1.20, see *TLL* 2.245.39ff.).

Cephalus appears together with Theseus, Hippolytus and Milanion in a long list of renowned hunters at Xen. *Cyneg.* 1.2 (καὶ ἐγένοντο αὐτῷ μαθηταὶ κυνηγεῖς τε καὶ ἑτέρων καλῶν Κέφαλος, Ἀσκληπίος, Μελανίας, Μέστωρ, Ἀμφιάραος, Πηλεύς, Τελαμών, Μελέατρος, Ἐπανόρος, Ἐπανόρος, Παλαιμήδης, Μενεθεός, Ὀδυσσεὺς, Δομήδης, Κάστωρ, Πολυδεύκης, Μαχάων, Ποδαλείριος, Ἀντίλοχος, Αἰνείας, Ἀχιλλεύς, ὁν κατὰ χρόνον ἔκαστος ὑπὸ θεῶν ἐτυμήθη). More importantly Cephalus constitutes the perfect example for Hippolytus through his combination of heroic origin (*clarus*), excellence in hunting (*siluis...per herbam*) and love (*se praebet amandum*). For *clarus* as an “Alexandrian footnote” (more specifically as an allusion to the work of Nicander from Colophon) see pp.82f.

*Cephalus*: emphatic by position, since it is placed at the very heart of the hexameter framed by three words on each side.

94. *percutiente illo*: echoing Phaedra’s similar reference to Hippolytus at line 81 *seu lentum valido torques hastile lacerto* with note ad loc.

*multae...ferae*: for the possibility of a subtle allusion to Cephalus’ killing of his wife (Procris) see Casali (1995)b 6f. (also cf. Ov. *Ars* 3.733 *ille* (sc. Cephalus) *feram uidisse*). If such connotations are perceptible here, the reference may entail a dark, subtle allusion to Phaedra’s death. Like Procris, Phaedra will also meet death as a result of her beloved’s misinterpretation of reality.

nec...male se praebebat amandum: Cephalus is the exact opposite of Hippolytus. Diverting from the established version of the story Phaedra (in the steps of the Nurse at Eur. Hipp. 454-6 ἵππαι δός ἀνηφθηκέν ποτε / ἡ καλλιφεγηγης Κέφαλον ἐς θεοὺς Ἡώς / έξετο εἰνεκ) adds a new twist to it by presenting Cephalus not as a victim of Aurora's abduction but rather as willingly yielding to her love. The litotes (nec...male) underlines Hippolytus' active cooperation.

sapiens: it picks up Phaedra's conscient...amor (line 52). Aurora resembles Phaedra in that she is equally aware of the illicit nature of her love affair with young Cephalus (cf. OLD s.v. sapiens 2a “understanding, having sound judgment”, s.v. sapio 4 “to have consciousness”). The adjective is attributed to Aurora only here (cf. e.g. Aurora's Homeric epithets: καλή, εὐθρόνος, ροδοδάκτυλος, δία, κρυπόπελος, φαεσίμβροτος, ἤριγένεια, εὐπλόκαμος, χυσόθρονος, δυσόνυμος). sapiens, sapere, sapientia were avoided by poets before Ovid (with the exception of Horace, where it occurs 57 times), as their use must have been rather colloquial (see Bömer on Ov. Met. 10.622 optari potes a sapiente puella (with bibliography)). The iunctura to denote “a clever girl” in erotic context is rare.

96. ibat a sene...uiro: cf. Ov. Am. 1.13.1 Iam super venit a seniore marito, which is modeled on the epic descriptions of dawn, cf. Hom. Il. 11.1f. Ἡώς δ' ἐκ λέχεων παρ' ἀγαιοῦ Τιθωνόοι / ὀρνυτο (for more parallels in Latin literature see McKeown ad loc.). The periphrasis sene...uiro brings an erotic twist to the conventional description, since Aurora prefers Cephalus to Tithonus, because of the latter's unsatisfactory sexual performance as a result of his old age. Even though the story of Tithonus' eternal old age does not occur in Homer, old age became Tithonus' main feature and the reason for being avoided by his wife Aurora. (cf. Mimnermus fr. 4 West Τιθωνόου μὲν ἐδωκεν ἐξειν κακὸν ἀφίτον < > / γῆρας, δ καὶ θανάτου ρήγιον ἄργαλέου, AP (Antipater of Thessalonica) 5.3.5f. γηρᾶσκεις, Τιθωνέ. τὶ γὰρ σὴν εὔνετιν Ἡώ / οἴκτον ἀρθρίδην ἡλασάς ἐκ λέχεων; Ov. Am. 1.13.1, 37f.). Propertius offers a more sympathetic portrayal of a loving Aurora towards her old husband (Prop. 2.18B.7-18, esp. non Tithoni sernens...senectam, 15 cum maiora senis Tithoni gaudia uiui, 17 cum sene non puduit dormire). Further on the story see Michalopoulos on Her. 16.201f.

97f. The Venus-Adonis story does not appear in the list of mythological exempla employed by the Nurse in the Euripidean play (Eur. Hipp. 451-7). However, this reference might be picking up an allusion to Adonis near the end of the play (Eur. Hipp. 1420-22). Further on this see pp.86f.

sub ilicibus: picking up and eroticizing Phaedra’s repose on the grass during her hunt at line 44 in graminea ponere corpus humo. The ἰλεξ (see André (1985) s.v.) was sacred to Pan (cf. Tib. 2.5.26); hence, it is very appropriate in view of Phaedra’s reference to Dryades Faunique at line 49 (see n. ad loc. on the identification of Faunus with Pan).
Cyniraque creatum: the combination of the father's name with the participle creatum is a high-style, epic periphrasis, frequently applied as hexameter ending in Ovid (cf. e.g. Met. 1.760, 5.145, 7.3, Fast. 5.227). Following Casali (1995)b 7 the elevated periphrasis is meant to recall Adonis' incestuous origin; Adonis was the fruit of Myrrha's illicit affair with her father, Cinyras (first attested in the comic poet Plato fr. 3.1-3 ὁ Κινύρα, βασιλεὺς Κυνηίων ἀνδρὸν δασυπρόκτον/ παῖς σοι κάλλιστος μὲν ἐφο θαυμαστότατος τε / πάντων ἀνθρώπων). For a list of sources see Fontenrose (1981) 200 n.23 and Bömer on Ov. Fast. 5.227.

99f. There seems to have been two main mythological traditions concerning Atalanta's liaison with either Hippomenes (through a race, Boetian version) or with Milanion (through hardships, Arcadian version). On the conflation of the two versions see pp.91f. In Roman elegy, Atalanta is always (except for Ov. Am. 1.7.13f. where she appears alone) mentioned in connection with Milanion (cf. Prop. 1.1.9f., Ov. Am. 3.2.29, Ars 2.185-194, also cf. Res. fr. 72-6 M-W, Theocr. Id. 3.64, Philet. fr. 18 Powell, Apollod. 3.9.2, Hyg. Fab. 185.2). Hence, Phaedra's reference to Atalanta's erotic involvement with Meleager constitutes the only case of deviation in elegy. For Phaedra's specific rhetorical intentions here see p.92.

99. arsit et: the "love as fire" motif (see n. on Her. 4.19). The postponement of et at the second place in the line further underscores arsit, which is emphatic by position. The combination of ardere with et as line-opening is popular with Ovid (cf. e.g. Ars 1.284, 2.378, Met. 2.248, 10.156, Fast. 3.442, 6.438); so is the construction of in with the object of love, see McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.9.33.

Oenides: the patronymic is used again by Ovid with reference to Meleager only at Her. 3.92, Met. 8.414, Fast. 4.76 with Bömer. In all other instances Oenides is attributed to Diomedes (the grandson of Oeneus). Besides Ovid, Oenides appears only in Statius (13 times), [Verg.] Catal. 9.6, Epiced. Drus. 110, Ilias Lat. 466. The use of the patronymic is perhaps intended to remind Hippolytus of Diana's wrath against Oeneus (cf. Ov. Met. 8.279, also 6.415), thus warning Hippolytus about the fierceness of his patron goddess. The accumulation of the three Greek names (Oenides...Maenalia Atalanta) in the line is noteworthy.


Maenalia means “Arcadian” by synecdoche, since Maenalus is a mountain in Arcadia (see Bömer on Ov. Fast. 5.89, Clausen on Verg. Ecl. 8.22). The fact that Mt. Maenalus was
considered sacred to Pan (cf. Call. *Hymn*. 3.88f., Theocr. *Id*. 1.124, Paus. 8.36.8) offers an interesting link with Phaedra’s orgiastic frenzy at lines 47-50 (see n. *Her*. 4.49 *Faunique bicornes*). The adjective appears in Latin for the first time in Augustan poetry (for statistics see McKee on *Am*. 1.7.13f.). In addition to Maenalia, *Nonacrina* (*Ars* 2.185f., *Met*. 8.426) and *Tegaea* (*Met*. 8.317, 380) are also used for Atalanta. Further see Bömer on *Met*. 8.317 and Janka on *Ars* 2.185.

*Maenalia* could also be a patronymic, hinting at the much disputed issue of Atalanta’s father. His name was either *Ias(i)us / Iasion* (Arcadian version) or *Schoeneus* (Boetian version, so *Ov. Am*. 1.7.13, *Tr*. 2.399). For more on this see Frazer’s (1921) 1.398 n.2 extensive note. Apollodorus informs us that according to Euripides the father’s name was *Maenalus*. Atalanta is named *Maenálou kóyy* at Eur. *Phoen*. 1162 (with Σ, Craik (1988) and Mastronarde (1998) ad loc.), where the ambiguity between Maenalus the mountain and Maenalus the father is similar to the one found here. There can be no proof that Apollodorus had this specific Euripidean passage in mind. However, it is tempting to suspect an allusion to the above mentioned Euripidean passage behind Ovid’s ambiguity in the use of *Maenalus*.

For patronyms in *-ius* see n. on *Her*. 4. 61.

100. *ferae spolium*: *spolium* seems to echo the elegiac idea of erotic success as trophy (see La Penna (1951) 194f. and n. on *Her*. 4.66). For more see pp.92f.


101-4. For more details on the complementary function of these lines to the list of the mythological *exempla* see pp.95ff.

101. *nos quoque iam primum turba numeremur in ista!*: an echo of Prop. 1.6.27f. *multi longinquo periere in amore libenter, / in quorum numero me quoque terra tegat.*

*quoque iam primum*: the emphatic accumulation underscores the immediacy and urgency of Phaedra’s claim.

*turba*: used with reference to a “throng” (*OLD* s.v. 2), often in amatory context, the term is popular with Augustan poets, and Ovid in particular (for its frequency see Casali on *Her*. 9.51). Its use in apposition to a plural (a frequent feature in the *Her.*, cf. 1.88, 136, 9.51, 15.202) is stylistically elegant. Given Ovid’s fondness of applying *turba* to members of a family (see Winnington-Ingram (1955) 140f., who fails to include *Her*. 4.101, 8.12, also see *OLD* s.v. 5b) implications of incest could perhaps be detected here.

*numaremur*: the association with *Veneri numeros* at line 88 further underlines the erotic character of the mythological *exempla*.

102. *rustica silua*: “if you exclude Venus, your forests are but a rustic place,” cf. Lucr. 5.962 et *Venus in siluis iungebat corpora amantum*, *Ov. Am*. 3.1.43 *rustica sit sine lasciui mater Amoris*. *rusticus* is an interesting case of double entendre offering to Phaedra great potential,
which she exploits to the full. The adjective primarily means “rural, rustic, in connection with the country” (OLD s.v. 2a); however, it is also used (esp. in erotic context) to denote “lack of urban sophistication,” crudeness and artlessness, erotic inexperience, in a word the “opposite of urban” (OLD s.v. 7b, Scivioletto (1976) 71, Booth (1981) 2692 nn.34f., Labate (1984) 41 n.44, Hollis on Ov. Ars 1.672, Gibson on Ov. Ars 3.127f.). The latter use of the term is very frequent in the Heroides, cf. 1.77, 16.222, 287, 17. 12, 13, 186, 20.59. For extensive bibliography on the term see Michalopoulos on Her. 16.221f. and on Her. 17.185f. (with bibliography for rusticitas). Phaedra’s rejection of Hippolytus’ morality, repeated more emphatically at lines 131f., aligns her with the elegiac lena. Further on the multiple sexual and generic implications of Phaedra’s use of rusticus see pp.96f.

tua est: aphaeresis at the last foot of the pentameter.

103. ipse comes ueniam: an allusion to the elegiac motif of obsequium amoris (for more details on the motif and the multiple connotations of comes see p.97). Cf. the similar wish of the Senecan Phaedra (Sen. Phaedr. 613-16, esp.700-3).

ueniam: ueniam following immediately after Venerem in the previous line and in combination with two clear etymological markers (primum (101) and rusticica (102), see Cairns (1996) 33-40, 44-46) picks up the well-known etymological derivation of Venus from uenire (see Maltby (1991) s.v. Venus, Paschalis (1997) 44 and Michalopoulos (2001) s.v. Venus (a)).

103f. nec me latebrosa... / neque ob liquo: following the practice set by Propertius and Tibullus Ovid uses nec before consonants, but he extends the use of neque even before vowels. This is one of the few exceptions in the Ovidian corpus where neque appears before a vowel (in the Her. only here, no more than 20 times in his entire elegiac production). For more on the use of nec / neque see Axelson (1945) 115-118 and Ross (1969) 39-46.

latebrosa saxa: the iunctura appears only here, for adjectives in -osus see n. on Her. 4.85n.


**aper:** an attack by a boar figures among the potential dangers during the lover’s hunting (cf. e.g. Ov. *Her.* 9.37, 20.101, *Ars* 2. 386-8, 2.190, 373, *Rem.* 204,422, Sulp. [Tib.] 3.9.16). Ovid’s specific choice for *aper* is not that haphazard, since *aper* can be seen as an implicit allusion to Adonis’ tragic death see p.86f. An *aper* also appears in the amatory hunt of Dido and Aeneas (*Verg. Aen.* 4.158f.). From Ovid onwards there is no difference in the use of either *aper* or *sus* to refer to a boar (Mynors on Verg. *Georg.* 3.255).

105. **aequora bina...Isthmon:** cf. Gallus fr. 1 *uno tellure diuidit amne duas.* This is a conventional description of the Corinthian Isthmus, cf. *Her.* 12.104 *quique maris gemini distinet Isthmos aquas,* Fast. 6.495f. est spatio contracta breui, *freta bina repellit,* *unique pulsatur terra duabus aquis,* Sen. *HF* 336 et *bina findens Isthmos exillis frena,* 1164f. *Actaea quisquis arua,* *qui gemino mari / pulsata Pelopis regna Dardanii colis with Billerbeck and Fitch, Prop. 3.21.22 *Isthmos qua terris arcest utrumque mare.* For more on such descriptions, which were extremely popular in Latin poetry, especially after Ovid, see Tarrant on Sen. *Ag.* 563. **aequora bina** seems to be an equivalent in periphrasis for *bimaris,* Ovid’s almost stereotypical adjective for Corinth or Isthmus, cf. *Her.* 12.27 *hic Ephyren bimarem,* Met. 6.418f. *Pittheia Troezen, quaeque urbes aliae bimaris clauduntur ab Isthmo,* also Met. 7.405 *bimarem... Isthmon, Tr.* 1.11.5 *bimarem... Isthmon* with Luck (the adjective *bimaris* was a Horatian neologism, cf. *Hor. Carm.* 1.7.2. *bimarisue Corinthi* with N-H, possibly a translation of the Greek διπορος, cf. Eur. *Tro.* 1097f. ἦ διπορον κορυφὰν / ἵππος*.


**oppugnant fluctibus** is an interesting combination of war (La Penna (1951), for oppugno as “besieging one’s heart” in amatory context cf. *Verg* *Ciris* 272 with Lyne, *Ov. Rem.* 691 with Pinotti) and sea-navigation vocabulary. The verb *fluctuo* is often used to denote a state of turmoil, especially in relation to violent emotion (ira, curae, anger, worries, see OLD s.v.
fluctuare 3, also Pease on Verg. Aen. 4.532), but also in connection with love and feelings of affection (cf. TLL 6.1.941.53-56).

Isthmon: another instance of Greek accusative in the letter (see n. on Her. 4.55). Isthmon in Latin poetry appears in Ovid (3 times), at Sen. Ag. 564 and at Val. Fl. Argon. 8.23 always (with the only exception of Seneca) concluding the hexameter. Phaedra’s specific reference to (the Corinthian) Isthmus is another instance of a sinister foreboding, since Isthmus is the place, where, according to Euripides, Hippolytus meets death (cf. Eur. Hipp. 1205-1209 ... ες δ' ἄλληρρηθώς / ἀκτάς ἀποβλέπωντες ίερόν εἰδομεν / κυμ' οὐρανῷ στροίζον, ὅσ' ἀφηρέθη / Σκίραωνς ἀκτάς ὀμμα τούμον εἰσορᾶν / ἐκρυπτε δ' Ἰσθμόν και πέτραν Ἀσκληπιοῦ, so also at Ov. Met. 15.507 iamque Corinhiaci carpebam litora ponti). On Troezenian topography and Euripides’ acquaintance with it see Barrett’s detailed discussion on Eur. Hipp. 1198-1200 and 121f., also Σ on 1209. Furthermore, the specificity of the reference to Isthmus is also aimed at Theseus, since according to Plutarch (Thes. 8.2) Isthmus is the setting of Theseus’ first love affair (with Perigune, the daughter of Sinis, who gave birth to Melanippus). Besides any intertextual association, Phaedra’s reference to Isthmus has further implications on a more abstract and symbolic level, since the image of Isthmus is often evoked to denote the transition and instability between two situations in a person’s life (cf. e.g. Soph. fr. 145 N (=568 R) λάθα Περίσιν στυγρά / κανήρατος· ὁ δύνασις / θνατοῖς εὐπομισσάτα μελέων, / ἀνέχουσα βιόν βραχὺν ἵστημι: For the metaphorical use of ἱστημός in Greek for both male and female genitalia see Henderson (1991) 131 n. 143.

106. et tenuis tellus: cf. line 30 et tenui..., the repetition of the sounds e-t at the beginning of three consecutive words should be mentioned (et tenuis tellus). The iunctura (“narrow (strip of) land”) (OLD s.v. 4a,b) appears only here in Latin poetry.

audit utrumque mare: cf. Prop. 3.21.22 Ἰσθμος qua terris arcent utrumque mare.

107. hic tecum Troezena colam: whether Athens or Troezen provides the setting for Phaedra’s letter remains a much disputed issue (see the list in Jacobson (1974) 144 n.5, Bömer on Ov. Met. 15.506 with bibliography, Curley (1999) 161). Jacobson (1974) 143f, following Barrett (1964) 32 n.4, argues for Athens, which was possibly the setting of Euripides’ first Hipp. (or Sophocle’s Phaidra), so also Ov. Met. 15.506, Fast. 6.739, Sen. Phaedra). I am more inclined towards Troezen in view of the letter’s strong intertextual associations with Euripides’ second Hippolytus, the absence of any reference (or even allusion) to Athens and Phaedra’s mention of their common visit to Eleusis at lines 67f. In any case, no definite conclusions can be drawn. For a detailed discussion on the scene of Euripides’ surviving Hipp. see Barrett (1964) 32-4, Halleran (1995) 26, 144, Curley (1999) 154 n.20 with bibliography.

Troezena: a Greek accusative.

For the conventional attribution of Pitthe(i)us to Troezen, cf. Met. 6.418 Pittheia Troezen, quaeque urbes aliae bimari clauduntur ab Isthmo, 15.296 Pittheam ... Troezena with Bömer, 15.506 Pittheam profugo curru Troezena petebam. For adjectives in -e(i)us see n. on Her. 4.14.

regna: the poetic plural regna, instead of regnum, is dominant in Latin poetry, ever since Ennius (see Michalopoulos on Her. 16.324 with bibliography ad loc.).

109-28. In this section Phaedra enumerates Theseus’ many injustices against Phaedra and Hippolytus, but also against the members of their individual families. The carefully structured list is organized as follows: a) Theseus’ combined harm against Phaedra and Hippolytus (109-14), b) Theseus and the Minotaur (115f.), c) Theseus and Ariadne (116), d) Theseus and the Amazon (117-20), e) final reference to the problematic father-son relationship (121-8).

109-12. Judging from indirect evidence, namely Plutarch’s reference to Phaedra’s accusations against Theseus’ sexual misdemeanours (see Barrett B (= Plut. Mor. 27f.-28a with Barrett (1964) 18 n.3, Sen. Phaedr. 96-9), and from implicit hints in the surviving Hippolytus (cf. Hipp. 152-54. and 320) it seems very likely that such accusations may have appeared in the first Hippolytus (see also Rosati (1985) 119f. n.10, Roismam (1999) 9ff., esp. 13 nn.41f.). Theseus was notorious for his uncontrolled sexuality cf. e.g. Istros FGrHist. 334 F.10, Plut. Thes. 29.f.). Phaedra’s account of Theseus’ uncontrolled sexuality is in accordance with the hero’s portrayal in Eur. Hipp., where he embodies the exact opposite of his son. Theseus stands in striking contrast to Hippolytus in relation to sexual behaviour and voices the conventional “double standard” of male sexuality (cf. Eur. Hipp. 320, 967-70).

The importance of Theseus’ attachment to Pirithous is reflected on its position in the list (it comes first) and on the fact that the reference stretches over four lines in contrast with the other references which vary from less than one line to one couplet at the most (with the only exception of Hippolytus’ bastardy which also occupies four lines (121-4)).

109. abest...aberitque: the complaint for the absence of the beloved is very frequent in the collection, cf. Her. 1.50, 57, 2.23, 16.299f., 17.153f., 179 (in all cases abesse is the verb used to denote the absence). Such repetition of present and future tenses was idiomatic, almost conversational in Latin, and it was very frequent in letters (see Wills (1996) 302). Theseus’ prolonged absence is underscored both by the elision in the first foot (tempor(e) abest) and by the combined presence of the temporal ablative (tempore) and the temporal adverb diu. Phaedra’s complaint about Theseus absence is almost a reversal of the popular erotic idea that the absence of the loved one arouses feelings of true love and longing to the one left behind (cf. Plaut. Amph. 542, Ter. Eun. 192-6, Prop. 1.6, 8, 11, 19, Ov. Am. 2.16.11, Her. 1.50, 9.43, 16.104). This reversal can perhaps be associated with the so-called loci mutatio suggested by the praeceptor at Ov. Rem. 213-248 (see Pinotti ad loc.) as means of getting over a relationship. Also see Fedeli on Prop. 3.21.1f.
More importantly, Phaedra manages to manipulate her complaint against Theseus’ absence and transform it into a valid justification for her adultery. Phaedra is echoing a similar reference at Ov. *Ars* 2.357ff., where the *praeeptor* argues against the prolonged absence of the husband which gives valid reason for the wife’s infidelity (Rosati (1985) 119f.). Phaedra’s reference echoes contemporary social and legal practices, since “long physical separation might (also) seem to imply a divorce” (Treggiari (1991) 451). For the Romans prolonged absence of a husband or wife justified remarriage (see Corbett (1930) 215f.). Phaedra rounds off the list by making a similar reference to Theseus’ abandonment of their common bed at lines 127f.

**Neptunius heros:** on Theseus’ double parentage see n. on *Her.* 4.59. *Neptunius* is a common patronymic of Theseus in Latin poetry (cf. *Her.* 17.21 *Neptunius...heros*, *Met.* 9.1 *Neptunius heros*, Stat. *Theb.* 12.588 *Neptunius heros*, for patronymics in *-ius* see note on *Her.* 4.61). Its employment, however, is rather ominous, because of Neptune’s involvement in Hippolytus’ death through the three wishes he granted to his son Theseus (see Barrett (1964) 39-42 and idem on Eur. *Hipp.* 887-9, Halleran on Eur. *Hipp.* 887-90). In the play, Theseus is called “the son of Poseidon” in connection with his fatal curse (cf. Eur. *Hipp.* 43-46, 886-90, 895f., 116df., 1315-21, 1411, see Barrett (1964) on 878). Moreover, the reference to Theseus’ descent from Neptune is perhaps also intended as an implicit allusion to the hero’s ferocious character, since, according to Aulus Gellius *poetae... ferocissimos et inmanes et alienos ab omni humanitate tamquam e mari genitos Neptuni filios dixerunt* (ap. Noct. Att. 15.21).

**110. illum Pirithoi detinet ora sui:** while in Eur. *Hipp.* Theseus is away on a visit to an oracle (cf. lines 281, 790 with Barrett), in Phaedra’s letter Theseus is away accompanying his friend Pirithous (so in Soph. *Phaedr.* frr. G and H Barrett, also at Sen. *Phaedr.* 91, 244, 627, 835-41, where Theseus spends four years in the Underworld as a punishment for helping Pirithous ravish Persephone. For more on Theseus’ absence in the relevant plays see Barrett (1964) 31f.). The pair of friends in the Underworld was extremely popular in artistic representations (see Brommer (1982) 97-103, *LIMC* s.v. *Peirithoos* esp.89, 90, s.v. *Theseus* XIII.291-297. According to Pausanias (10.29.9f.) Theseus’ descent to the Underworld was depicted in the Cnidian Lesche at Delphi. For more on Theseus’ *katabasis*, which was known ever since Hesiod (fr. 280 M-W), see Herter *RE* Suppl. 13 (1973) s.v. *Theseus* 1161.36ff. The relationship between Theseus and Pirithous was considered to be archetypical of true friendship already in Homer (*Od.* 11.631). In Latin it became proverbial (see Otto (1968) s.v. *Theseus* 347§ 1779). For more on Theseus’ connection with Pirithous see Mills (1996) 10-13. On the high frequency of the pair in Ovid see Herter *RE* Suppl. 13 (1973) s.v. *Theseus* 1158.9ff.; to his list add Hor. *Carm.* 4.7.27f., Prop. 2.1.37f, Ov. *Ars* 1.744, *Tr.* 1.3.66, 1.9.31f., *Pont.* 2.3.43, 2.6.26, Stat. *Silv.* 4.4.104. Also see Bömer on Ov. *Met.* 8.303 and esp. Galán Vioque (2002) on Mart. 7.24.3-6 with parallels and bibliography. For references to Greek literature see Galasso (1995) on *Pont.* 2.3.41-6.4.10.78, Stat. *Silv.* 2.6.54-5 with van Dam. An interesting link between Hippolytus,
Theseus and Pirithous can be found at Hor. *Carm. 4.7.25-8* *infernis neque enim tenebris Diana pudicum / liberat Hippolytum, / nec Lethaea valet Theseus abrumpere caro / uinacula Perithoo.*

Phaedra’s emphasis on Pirithous combined with her reference to the Amazon (below) might also allude to a rather obscure strand of the myth, according to which both Theseus and Pirithous raped Antiope, Hippolytus’ mother (cf. Pindar fr. 174f. Snell (= 157f. B), Paus. 1.2.1). *detinet:* the verb often occurs in amatory contexts to denote erotic attachment (cf. Ov. *Am.* 2.17.16, *Ars 2. 98*, *Rem. 272*, *Curt. 5.5.20*, *Met. 13.301*, Serv. on Verg *Aen.* 4.348, see *TLL* 5.1.815.38ff.), always with animate subject (except Vergil).

*sui:* the use of the possessive pronoun for somebody particularly dear is a feature of the *sermo communis* (*LHS* 179, 772-6, *OLD* s.v. *suus* 7, also cf. e.g. Prop. 1.1.1, 2.27, 4.23, 5.25) and adds to the overall intimacy of the reference. For more on the use of personal pronominal adjective to express affection in erotic context see McKeown on Ov. *Am.* 1.15.30.

111. *praeposuit:* the verb is rare in Roman elegy, it appears only in Ovid (for Ovid’s predilection for compounds see n. on *Her.* 4.49). The motif of preferring one’s beloved to other rivals (or riches) is common in the *Her.*, cf. 2.82, 5.97, 6.132, 7.124, 16.165, 17.134). Phaedra through her careful choice of an elegiac vocabulary infuses her narrative with erotic implications which are imed perhaps at the supposedly homosexual attachment of Theseus to Pirithous (*Plut. Theis. 30.2 ὁς δ’ εἶδεν ἄτερος τὸν ἔτερον καὶ τὸ κάλλος ἔθαυμασε καὶ τὴν τόλμαν ηγάσθη, μᾶχης μὲν ἐπιβολαῖον, Xen. Symp. 8.31 καὶ Ὀρέστες δὲ καὶ Πυλάδης καὶ Θησεῖς καὶ Πειρίθους καὶ ἄλλοι δὲ πολλοὶ τῶν ἠμιθέον ὦ ἀριστοί ὑπνοῦται οὐ διὰ τὸ συγκαθεύδειν ἄλλα διὰ τὸ ἀγαθαὶ ἄλληλοις τὰ μέγιστα καὶ κάλλιστα κοινὴ διαπεπράξατι, Sen. Phaedr. 97f. supra et illicitos toros / Acheronte in imo quaeerit Hippolytus pater, Mart. 7.24.3-6 te fingente nefas Pyladen odisset Orestes, / Thesea Pirithoi destiluit. set amor, also see Mayer (1883) 67f. and Herter *RE* Suppl. 13 (1973) s.v. *Theseus* 1192.25-9, Tarrant on *Ag.* 1009, Grimal (1951) s.v. *Pirithoos* 377, Jacobson (1974) 155, De Vito (1994) 317 with n.12 (for an opposite view see Coffey and Mayer on Sen. *Phaedr.* 97 and 244, and Poole (1990) 135).

*nisi si:* *nisi si* is a colloquial pleonasm, frequent in archaic Latin (see H-S 668, also cf. e.g. Pacuv. *Antiope* 8 Warmington (= D’ Anna 1.4)) and Roman comedy (e.g. Plaut. *Capt.* 530, *Curt. 51, Most.* 769, *Trucu. 670, 782, 927*, *Ter. Ad.* 594, *Eun.* 160, 524, 902), but rare in the rest of Latin poetry. On the frequent use of *nisi si* in the place of *nisi* see K-S 2.417. For a list of parallels in Ovid see Reeson on *Her.* 13.55 (to his list also add Ov. *Met.* 14.561, *Pont.* 3.1.21).

112. *Pirithoum Phaedrae Pirithoumque tibi:* a “versus echoicus,” remarkable for consisting of only four words. The accumulation of the Greek sounds (*th, ph, ae, ou*) offers a distinctive Greek colour, emphasizing the Greek origin of the technique (Maltby (1999) 383). This kind of repetitions (what Wills (1996) 415 calls “parallel half-lines”) is very frequent in the *Her.* (cf. 2.40, 7.14, 10.94, 11.70,114, 13.104) and it appears always in the pentameter.
113. sola non haec ad nos iniuria uenit: cf. Ov. Fast. 6.737 notus amor Phaedrae, nota est iniuria Thesei. sola emphatic by position is further stressed by the strong litotes. iniuria is widely used in elegy to denote the violation of the foedus amoris (cf. Pichon (1966) s.v. iniuria). For love as foedus see n. on Her. 4.17.

114. laesi: a popular term with the elegists used for those wronged in love (in the sense “to hurt your lover” see OLD s.vv. laedo 3b and amor 1c, also see Janka on Ov. Ars 2.447f. with bibliography), especially with reference to amatory infidelity (cf. Pichon (1966) s.v. laedere, in the Her.: 5.4.102, 7.59, 8.36. 10.98). laedere is a legal term used to denote damage done to the interest of another (see Berger (1953) s.v.).

115f. Phaedra complements her mythological list at lines 53-64 with this second reference to her family's tragic past. But her emphasis now shifts from the long series of female victims to Theseus and his many injuries against her family. The reference to the Minotaur, who was conspicuously absent from the mythological list above, receives special importance by being placed first in the couplet and by extending over one line and a half. Ariadne appears again; however, this time the reference to her is limited only to less than one pentameter.

115. frater: Phaedra’s choice of frater, which is rather colloquial and less elevated compared to germanus, raises the emotional pitch of the reference to her brother. Ariadne also refers to the Minotaur as frater in her letter to Theseus (Her. 10.77 me quoque, qua fratrem, mactasses, improbe, claua), cf. also Catul. 64.180 quemne ipsa reliqui / respersum iuuenem fraternal caede secuta, but 64.150 et potius germanum amittere creui). Her emphasis on the brother-sister relationship further enhances the emotional repercussions of Theseus’ cruelty on her. Even though Ovid’s use of the germanus / frater distinction seems to be based primarily on stylistic criteria (further on this see Reeson’s extensive note on Her. 11.89), there is an explanation for the specific choice here. germanus, unlike frater, is used exclusively for siblings born from the same parents (OLD s.v. germanus, TLL 6.1914.40-49 and 6.2.1914.40-73, cf. Char. Gramm. 389.15ff. Barwick frater aut ex alia matre aut ex aio patre potest esse, germanus ex isdem parentibus sit necesse est. Further see Del Rio (1939)); hence Phaedra’s preference for frater makes better sense if understood as an attempt to play down the brother-sister relationship. In this light, her application of frater is twofold: first, it invests her narrative with emotional undertones, and second it helps Phaedra to dissociate herself from her monstrous brother (cf. Ariadne’s many references to the Minotaur as a “monster”, a “semi-bull – semiman” creature in her letter to Theseus, cf. Ov. Her. 10.102, 106, 127, also Catul. 64. 101, 110, Prop. 4.4.41, Ov. Met. 8.169). The repetition of the combinations fr and tr brings the words in which they appear even closer (fratris...perfracta trinodi); the sound effect perhaps mimicks the sound of broken bones.

ossa.../ sparsit humi: the image of bones scattered on the ground is common in Latin for scenes of killing. For close verbal parallels, cf. Her. 10.106 stratamque Cretaeam belua planxit humum, Fast. 3.708 sparsis ossibus albet humus (echoed in Sen. Oed. 94 albens ossibus
sparsis solum, Stat. Theb. 2.29 sparsa solo...ossa. The phrasing has a distinct epic quality, since the locative humi echoes the Homeric adverb χαμαί, which also appears in contexts of warfare killing (cf. Hom. Il. 13.616-8, 16.741, also 4.526, 5.583, 588, 14.418). For humi echoing the Greek structure βάλλειν / πιπέιν / φέρεσθαι χαμαί see K-S 1.2.485 and K-G 2.1.444. LHS 2.145 consider the substitution of humo for humi (an old dative?) as a late Latin phenomenon. However, it is found already in classical Roman poetry, often in Ovid (cf. e.g. Her. 21.242, Met. 1.424, 9.84, also see TLL 6.3124.24ff., OLD s.v. humus 1b and Harrison on Verg Aen. 10.557f.). Very similar in use and meaning is the phrase sternere caede uiros, another poetic euphemism for “killing”, particularly favoured by Vergil. For more see Axelson (1945) 65-8, esp. 67, Austin on Verg Aen. 2.398.

sparsit: the use of active voice (sparsit) highlights Theseus’ role in the killing of the Minotaur. On the contrary, with regard to Ariadne Phaedra opts for the passive relicta est, which is a much more appropriate choice in that it puts all emphasis on the act of abandonment and Ariadne’s consequent victimization.

claua...trinodi: an Ovidian iunctura appearing only here and at Fast. 1.575f. (in connection with Hercules) occupat Alcides, adductaque claua trinodis / ter quater aduerso sedit in ore uiri with Bömer and Green. For similar formations, cf. Verg Aen. 7.507 stipitis...nodis, Ov. Her. 10.101 nodoso stipite (Ariadne’s reference to Theseus’ club), Ov. Met. 6.691 nodosa robora with Bömer, 11.83 nodosa robora, 12.349 nodose robore. Phaedra’s account of Theseus’ fight against the Minotaur is stripped of any quality of altruistic heroism, which was predominant in the hero’s fifth century public representations (see Mills (1997) 16). What we have here is the appropriation of a myth with wider, public significance into a personal story. For Phaedra Theseus is not a civilizer and a liberator of his people, but the merciless killer of her brother. For more details on Theseus’ fight against the Minotaur see Mills (1997) 10-13.

The use of a club strikes a rather Roman, or in any case a post-fifth century BC, note. Theseus in early Greek art is depicted as killing the Minotaur with a sword. It is near the late fifth century when Theseus begins to be depicted with a club, possibly as a result of the conflation of his myth with the myth of Hercules (cf. LIMC s.v. Theseus 5.2.329, 6.1.48). During the Hellenistic period the club became Theseus’ standard weapon (see Shefton (1962) 368 n.137, cf. LIMC 6.2.71, 7.2.241,242 (= 6.2.24), 257, 259 (=63), 260 (=62)), while in the Roman period a pedum appears very often (also very frequent in the Etruscan art, cf. LIMC e.g. 7.2.250, 251, 256,258 (=6.2.64), 6.2.58, 59,61,68). On the conflation (mythological, artistic) between Theseus and Hercules see Isocr. Helen 23 – 28, Shefton (1962) 344-353, Boardman (1982), esp. 2-5, Woodford (1994) LIMC s.v. Theseus 7.1.942f. and s.v. Minotauros 6.1.580f., Mills (1997) 27-29, esp. 27 n.113, 136, Walker (1995) 51-3, Mills (1997) 129ff. The substitution of the club for the sword could also be the result of an influence from Theseus’ use of a club during an earlier circle of labours, namely the chase of the Marathonian bull.
According to a surviving fragment from Callimachus' *Hecale* (Call. *Hec.* fr. 69.1 οἰόκερωσ ἔτερον γάρ αὐτοῖσαι κορώνη with Hollis) Theseus using his club broke one horn of the Marathon bull (cf. *LIMC* e.g. 7.2. 185,188,189,201). A handful of literary sources identify the Cretan bull with that from Marathon (cf. Mills (1997) 23 n.90 and Bromer (1982) 27-34, esp. 27f.). Ariadne in her letter to Theseus also refers to Theseus' killing of her brother with the use of a club, cf. *Her.* 10.77-8 *me quoque, qua fratrem mactasses, inprobe, claua; / esset, quam dederas, morte soluta fides*).

**trinodi:** this is an Ovidian adjective (again only at *Fast.* 1.575). Given the legal connotations of *nodus* (cf. Juv. 8.50 with Courtney) I am tempted to read behind Theseus' *tri-nodus* club a hint at his triple injustice against the Minotaur, Ariadne and the Amazon.

116. *praeda relicta feris:* Ariadne's abandonment by Theseus complements and re-affirms Phaedra's accusation against the hero's infidelity at line 59 above (*perfidus Aegides* with n. ad loc.). Ariadne's conventional depiction as prey for wild animals goes back to Catul. 64.152f. *dilarecandajerio; dahor alitibusque / praeda,* again at *Her.* 10.96 *praeda cibusque jeris* (with Knox (1995) ad loc. for the Homeric model of such formulations), also see *Her.* 11.111 *nate, dolor matris, rahidarum praedarum.* *praeda* picks up the hunting imagery, and it is also associated with the widespread *topos* in Latin erotic poetry of the lover as Cupid's booty (cf. Pichon (1966) s.v. *praeda,* McKeown on Ov. *Am.* 1.2.19.

While in the mythological list above Phaedra made a special note of Ariadne's help to Theseus (cf. 60 *sororis ope*), here she deliberately suppresses the actual details of the story in order to play down her sister's participation to the killing of their brother, and thus transfer all responsibility to Theseus. But she remains equally vague in respect of Ariadne's fate after her abandonment by Theseus (rescued by Bacchus? self-hanged in despair? further on the multiple versions of the story see Herter *RE* Suppl. 13 (1973) s.v. *Theseus* 11.36.40ff.). Perhaps her silence is a metaliterary comment on the multitude of the relevant mythological versions, whose number was huge in antiquity already (cf. Plut. *Thes.* 20.1).

117-20. The reference to the Amazon receives special attention by extending over two couplets. In doing so, Phaedra is aiming once again at transferring the "hereditary motif" from her family to Theseus himself. In this light, Theseus' injustice against Phaedra seems to reiterate the hero's previous injustice towards the Amazon in the past.

**prima...inter uirtute puellas:** *uirtute puellas* is a paradoxical juxtaposition hinting at the Amazons' unsettled gender, more specifically to their androgyny (on the Amazons' unique sexual nature see Blake Tyrrell (1984) 76-85, 88-112). The paradox of the "virile woman" is further supported by the allusion to the etymological association of *uirtus* with virility (cf. 117f. *uirtute paellas / ...uigore parens* with Casali (1996) 2 with n. 2). On the ethical implications of *uirtus* (in the sense of "moral excellence") under the influence of the Greek ἀρετή see McDonnell (2003) 247-51.

**securigeras...puellas:** a striking oxymoron. *securiger* is a poetic adjective, an *hapax* both in Ovid and in Augustan poetry, it occurs again later at Sen. *Oed.* 471, *Ag.* 217 (Amazon), V. Fl.
Compounds in *fer* or *-ger* are archaic, epic and are found only in poetry, whereas Greek epithets in *-φόρος* are distributed to prose as well (their number increased considerably with Vergil and Ovid). For Vergil’s rather restricted use of compounds in *-fer* or *-ger* see Norden on Verg. *Aen.* 6.141. For more see Bömer on *Fast.* 1.125 with bibliography. For adjectives in *-fer* attested for the first time in Ovid see Linse (1891) 42-44, Arens (1950), Ross (1969) 20 n. 14 with bibliography. For Ovid’s predilection for compounds see n. *Her.* 4.49. A very similar compound (also an *hapax* in Latin poetry) is *securifer* (*Ov.* *Met.* 12.460 with Bömer).


118. *te peperit*: Phaedra picks up once again her initial reference to Hippolytus’ descent from an Amazon (*Amazonio...uiro* 2, on the multiple implications of Hippolytus’ Amazonian decent see pp.32ff.).

*nati digna uigore parens*: another allusion to the unsettled sexual status of both the Amazon and Hippolytus. The mother is worthy of her son not only because of her physical strength, but also because of their common denial of their sexuality. In fact, this is a remarkable claim in that it constitutes a reversal of Ovid’s contemporary Augustan ideal of raising the Roman youth (in particular the young Roman aristocracy, namely that children should stand up to the legacy inherited by their parents, cf. Sallust *Catil.* 51.6, 55.6, *Jug.* 31.18, 33.3, 63.8, *La Penna* (1963) 117); this idea permeates thoroughly the Ovidian exile corpus (cf. *Met.* 8.847 *non illo digna parente*, *Tr.* 4.2.40 *digna parente*, *Pont.* 2.2.82 with Galasso, 2.8.33, 2.9.38). This shrewd reversal is another indication of Phaedra’s infatuation with Hippolytus who becomes the centre of her personal universe, the metre of comparison for everything and everyone. For a similar inversion in Ovid, where Livia Dusilla is considered worthy of her son or husband see *Ov.* *Pont.* 4.13.30 *esse udicarum te Vestam, Liiua, matrum, / ambigaum nato dignior anne uiro, / esse duos iuuenes, finra adiumenta patris.*

119f. Phaedra has read her mythology well, since the killing of the Amazon by Theseus belongs to a rather obscure branch of the mythological tradition (cf. *Hyg.* 241 *Theseus Aegei filius* (sc. occidit) *Antiopam Amazonam Martis filiam ex responso Apollinis*, *Sen.* Phaedr. 226f., 578, 927-9, 1166f.). For the possibility of an allusion to Euripides’ first *Hippolytus*, where a mention of this killing might have appeared see Zintzen (1960) 31. According to the myth, the killing of the
Amazon took place during the invasion of the Amazons in Attica as a response to Theseus' abduction of one of them, or as a response to Theseus's marriage with Ariadne, while he was already married to Antiope. However, there seems to have been an alternative version, in which the Amazon was slain fighting on Theseus' side (cf. Plut. *Thes.* 27.4 ἕνως δὲ φοινὶς μετὰ τοῦ Θησέως μαχομένην πεσεῖν τὴν ἄνθρωπον ὑπὸ Μολπαδίας ἀκοντισθείσαν, καὶ τὴν στῆλην τὴν παρὰ τὸ τῆς Γῆς τῆς Ὀλυμπίας ἱερόν ἐπὶ ταύτῃ κεῖσθαι, see duBois (1982) 33 with n.33 for further parallels). For a detailed discussion of Theseus' fight against the Amazons see Mills (1997) 30-33. Theseus' killing of the Amazon might have been the product of conflation with Hercules' similar adventure (see Boardman (1982) 5-16, Halliday (1928) 210, Mills (1997) 31 n.132).

The Amazonomachy was a particularly popular theme for artistic representation, esp. for the Athenians. The most renowned artistic treatment of the Amazonomachy must have been the one painted by Polygnotos in the Stoa Poikile (Athens) (cf. Paus. 1.15.1-4, Blake Tyrell (1984) 11-13, Mills (1997) 40-1 with notes) and the one in the Athenian Treasury at Delphi (cf. Pausanias 10.11.4, de la Coste-Messelière (1957) 70-81, Boardman (1982) esp. 9f.). For a comprehensive discussion of public artistic depiction of Amazonomachy in classical Athens (Theseion, Stoa Poikile, Parthenon, Shield of Athena Parthenos) see Boardman (1982) 16-20, also duBois (1982) 57-61 on the Athenian Treasure at Delphi, 61f. on Theseion, 62-4 on the Parthenon, 64-6 on the temple of Apollo at Bassae).

119. *si quaeras*: the second person address to Hippolytus helps to create the illusion of his actual presence (cf. also line 18 *uelim quaeras* with n. ad loc.)


*ensis*: an elevated term, Ovid follows the Augustan predilection for the elevated *ensis*, instead of the rather prosaic *gladius*. For more see Axelson (1945) 51, Watson (1985) 441-3, Lyne (1989) 103f., Oakley on Liv. 7.10.9, *TLL* 5.2.608.40ff.
120. pignore: it picks up *pignus amoris* at line 100. *pignus* is a common legal term applied to persons standing as a guarantee of a relationship, esp. to children in respect of a marriage (*OLD s.v. pignus* 4). For Ovid’s penchant for legalistic terminology see n. on *Her.* 4.12. For a child as *pignus* in the *Her.*, cf. 6.122 *pignora Lucina bina fauente dedi*, 11.113 *nate, parum fauti miserabile pignus amoris*, also Prop. 4.11.73 *nunc tibi commendio communia pignora, natos*.


121. *taeda...iugali*: the *iunctura* originates in Catul. 64.302. Also cf. Verg. *Aen.* 4.18, Ov. *Met.* 1.483, Tr. 4.5.33, Pont. 3.2.55, Sen. *HO* 339, [Sen.] Octav. 570, 694f., V. Fl. *Argon.* 5.443, Sil. *Pun.* 17.73, also Stat. *Silv.* 3.5.70. (see also *TLL* 7.2.624.18ff.). The metonymic use of *taeda* for “wedding” is common (cf. e.g. Catul. 64.25, 302, 66.79, Verg. *Aen.* 4.339-40, Ov. *Am.* 3.6.75, *Her.* 14.10). *taeda* (as opposed to *fax*, which is used for both marriage and death) appears mostly in marital context (*OLD s.v. 2b, so in the *Her.* 6.134, 8.35), however cf. Verg *Aen.* 7.322 *funestae taedae*. On the association of the two kinds of torches (wedding, death) see Shackleton Bailey (1967) 315-6 on Prop. 4.11.46. For the use of torches in marriage, death and other religious ceremonies see Bömer on *Fast.* 4.727.

*iugalis*: in the sense “nuptial”, “matrimonial” is a poetic adjective in use since Catullus; it is also employed by Dido in similar context at Verg. *Aen.* 4.16, 496. For more see Bömer on Ov. *Met.* 3.309.

122. Cf. the Senecan Phaedra’s similar suggestion to Hippolytus (*Sen. Phaedr.* 617-9 *manda recipe sceptra, me famulam accipe: / [te imperia regere, me decet iussa exequi] / muliebre non est regna tutari urbiun*. For the possibility of an allusion to Euripides’ first *Hippolytus* see p.35.

*regna paterna*: it echoes *Pittheia regna* at line 108. The combination is frequent in Latin poetry (cf. e.g. Verg. *Aen.* 3.121, Prop. 3.19.22, Sen. *HF* 255, *Med.* 620, *Oed.* 22, 793, 794, V. Fl. *Argon.* 5.240), but it appears only here in Ovid. The use of an adjective (*paterna*) in the place of a genitive (*patris*), perhaps under the influence of the same practice in Greek ever since Homer,
is a Latin idiom (see LHS §55ba and Hofmann (1926) §146) equally frequent both in prose and poetry. For more see Austin on Verg. Aen. 2.543, Fordyce on Catul. 44.10 and Bömer on Met. 1.779.

**paterna nothus**: the juxtaposition *paterna nothus* through the close association of the two terms in the line is meant as an implicit hint at Theseus' own illegitimacy (on this see Patterson (1990) esp. 65, Roisman (1999) 38f., cf. also Plut. Thes. 17.1 ἀλλ' ἐπὶ νόθῳ καὶ ξένῳ παιδί). For such contrasting juxtapositions of terms denoting relationship as a common feature in Seneca see Fitch on Sen. HF 51f.

**nothus**: a rare poetic Grecism (7 times in poetry: Catul. 34.15, 63.27, Lucr. 5.575, Verg. Aen. 7.283, 9.697, only once in prose: Cic. Quint. 2.12.4.3), it is an *hapax* in Ovid (and in elegy). The rarity of Phaedra's choice possibly hints at the Euripidean text, where the Nurse uses exactly the same term to refer to Hippolytus at line 309 (νόθων φρονοῦντα γυνής, again at lines 962 and 1082). Further on Roman father-son relationships and Roman heirship see Kaser (1965) 278ff., Eyben (1992), Sailer (1991), *idem* (1994) 161f., also Harrison (1968) 1.13 on Greek practices.

123. *addidit et fratres*: Acamas and Demophon (cf. Σ on Eur. Hipp. 314 Ἀκάμας καὶ Δημοφῶν παῖδε Φαίδρας καὶ Θησέας, Σ on Eur. Hec. 123 οἱ δὲ τῶν Θησέας παῖδες, Ἀκάμας καὶ Δημοφῶν οἱ ἤσαν κλάδου τῶν Αθηναίων and [Apollod.] Epit. 1.18). According to Σ on Eur. Hec. 123 Acamas and Demophon were the children of Theseus with Aithra, while Stesichorus calls Acamas the son of Iope (Stes. fr. 16.22-26 (...) γενέσθαι; δὲ Θη [εὐ] Δημοφῶ [ντα μ] ἐν ἐξ Ἰο [πης της θρικ [λέοντι Ἀ]κάμαν [τα δὲ /.]. [. ἕκ δὲ της αμ [ ] [. τη [. ]. η [. ]). Cf. also Hippolytus' affectionate reference to his (nameless) brothers in Seneca's *Phaedra*, cf. 434 sospesque Phaedra stirpis et geminae iugum?, 631 pietate caros debita fratres colam. Further on Theseus' children see Herter RE Suppl. 13 (1973) s.v. Theseus 1183.35ff., 1211.21-27 and Mills (1997) 190 n.11. Phaedra in her application of *fratres* proves once again how conscious she is of the crucial difference in the meaning of the two terms (see n. on *Her.* 4.115). Also note the postponement of *et* (see n. on *Her.* 4.99).

124. *tollendi causa*: Phaedra’s reference to the Roman ritual of *tollere liberos* is another instance of her Romanization. A Roman father was expected to raise his new born child in the air in order to acknowledge its legitimacy and take it into his power and protection. This practice registered the child to the inheritance networks and rights. Further on this practice see Shuckburgh (1885) ad loc., Watson (1967) 77-81 with notes, Veyne (1985) 23f., Harlow (1998) 161 with n.7 and bibliography.

125f. In complete contrast with Phaedra’s genuine concern for her children and their right to self-government and freedom of speech in Eur. *Hipp.* (Eur. *Hipp.* 420-5, also 313f.), the Ovidian Phaedra puts her love for Hippolytus even above her feelings and her maternal obligations towards her physical children. On this crucial discrepancy with the Euripidean text see pp. 21ff. A similar complaint about motherhood as burden is made by Sappho in her letter to Phaon (*Her.* 15.69-70 et tamquam desint, quae me sine fine fatigent, / accumulat curas filia

125. *utinam*: a poetic combination for introducing an unrealistic wish. In the *Her.* the interjection occurs again in three other instances (cf. 1.5, 11.21, 19.115); it is very common in elegy (cf. Tib. 1.3.2 with Murgatroyd, *Ov. Am.* 2.5.7 with McKeown, also 2.11.5, 15.9, 3.6.73, also see Ross (1969) 49-53), as opposed to epic poetry (absent from Vergil, see *Met.* 3.467 with Bömer, also see [Verg.] *Ciris* 287 with Lyne). The tolerance of hiatus after *o* and other interjections is a common elegiac feature (see Platnauer (1951) 57, also cf. Prop. 1.3.39, 8.9, 16.27).


Phaedra’s choice for the more elevated *pulcher* (instead of the colloquial *formosus*) further underscores Hippolytus’ beauty. For extensive bibliography on the stylistic differentiation between *pulcher* / *formosus* see Michalopoulos on *Her.* 16.85f. Moreover, given Phaedra’s attempt to offer Hippolytus a moral justification for her proposition, its implications with the moral, ethical aspect of beauty make *pulcher* a very appropriate choice (*OLD* s.v.3). *formosus*, on the other hand, refers almost exclusively (with the exception of Claud. 10.324) to physical appearance, with an emphasis on sexual attraction. For a similar differentiation in the combined use of *pulcher* with *formosus* see *Ov. Ars* 3.255-58 (*turba docenda uenit, pulchrae turpesque puellae, / pluraque sunt semper deteriora bonis. / formosae non artis opem praecetapaque quae sunt; / est ills sua dos, forma sine arte poten.*) with Gibson ad loc., also (possibly) at Prop. 2.28.49f. *sunt apud infernos tot milia formosarum: / pulchra sit in superis, si licet, una locis!* Besides, there seems to have been some sort of gender-based differentiation with respect to the use of the two terms (and their derivatives) between (would-be) lovers: *pulcher* is used solely by women, while *formosus* is used only by men (Dickey (2002) 143 nn. 17, 18). For similar line-endings, cf. *Ov. Ars* 1.213 *pulcherrime rerum*, *Met.* 9.9 *pulcherrima uirgo*, also Verg. *Aen.* 1.72 *forma pulcherrima Deiopea*, 1.496 *forma pulcherrima Dido* (again at 4.60), 7.761-2 *Hippolyti proles pulcherrima bello / Virbius*.

infans!). For a similar wording see Her. 11.118 diripiunt auidea uiscrea nostra ferae. uiscrea is an interesting double entendre. uiscrea is used primarily for the internal organs of the body (OLD s.v. 3), the womb in particular (see OLD 3b, McKeown on Ov. Am. 2.14.27). In the latter sense, Phaedra’s reference to her womb is balancing the reference to Amazon’s death at line 119 (Theseus latus ense perigit), since latera (in Greek πλευρά) is often used with reference to a specific part of the womb (see Adams (1982) 108)). Moreover, the reference to the womb is perhaps echoing the chorus’ reference to female melancholy and helplessness caused by labour at Eur. Hipp. 160-9. For the womb as a potential threat through its associations with female instability and insanity see Goff (1990) 6 n. 6 with bibliography.

uiscrea is also used for children, in the sense “my own flesh-and-blood” (see McKeown on Am. 2.14.27f. with bibliography, cf. Ov. Met. 5.18, 6.651, 664, 8.478, 10.465, Her. 11.118), which seems to have been an idiomatic use of Ovidian coinage (see Bömer Ov. Met. 6.651 and Pinotti on Rem. 59, Ortega (1970) 221 n.14 argues for the colloquial origin of the usage). Phaedra’s wish for the death of her children could be seen as another hint at her unhappy marriage with Theseus. Also note the sexual implications of uiscrea (see Adams (1982) 224).

forent: the substitution of the archaic forent for essent is dictated by metrical reasons to avoid elision in the final foot; the substitution of foret for sis is particularly frequent in Augustan poetry (see LHS 2.394f.).

127. i nunc: a popular construction in Ovid (but not in the Met. and the Fast.), usually implying sarcasm or irony (often combined with another imperative, like here. For the ironic use of ire see OLD s.v. 10b.). For more see Gagliandi (1978), Fordyce on Verg. Aen. 7.425, McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.7.35f, Casali on Her. 9.105 with bibliography, Bessone on Her. 12.204 with bibliography and Michaelopoulos on Her. 17.57f. with bibliography.

sic meriti lectum reuerere parentis: Phaedra echoes here Theseus’ accusations against Hippolytus in the Euripidean play (cf. Eur. Hipp. 651f. ος και σύ ἕμιν πατρός, ὥ κακὸν κάρα, / λέξατων ἄδικαν ἤθες ἐς συναλλαγάς, esp. 885f. ἵππολυκός εὐνής τῆς ἐμῆς ἔτη τιγείν / βις, το σεμνόν Ζηνός ὄψι' ἄτιμάσας, also cf. lines 408, 1003,1011). The association with lines 885f., in particular, is significant in that Theseus in the play curses Hippolytus immediately after the reference to Hippolytus’ alleged insult to his bed. From this perspective, Phaedra’s reference to the bed could be another ominous allusion to Hippolytus’ death. The accumulation of terms from legal language, like reuerere, fugit, factis abdicat, offers further support by echoing the legal character of Theseus’ confrontation with his son in the play (on Theseus- Hippolytus agon scene, see Goff (1990) 41-4, Segal (1992) 426, Roisman (1999) 134-47, Lloyd (1992) 43-51). Phaedra’s second reference to the bed at line 146 is in a totally different light, since in these lines the bed no longer belongs to Theseus (parentis), but to herself (146 lecto...meo with n. ad loc. The metonymic use of bed for “wife”, present already in the Euripidean text (see Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 651f.) is also widely attested in Latin elegy, see cf. Pichon (1966) s.v. lectus, TLL
7.2.1097.42ff., also cf. Prop. 2.2.1, 6.23, 18C.35 with Camps. *lectus* is extremely rare in epic (in Vergil only at *Aen.* 4.496 *lectumque iugalem*), while in Ovid it is slightly less frequent than *torus* (see Bessone on *Her.* 12.57). The heroines’ reference to their empty bed as testimony of their abandonement is a common motif in the *Her.*, cf. 1.7, 6.39f., 164, 10.13-4, 51-8, 12.193, 19.65-6. The etymological association of *lectus* with the Greek ἀνεγραφή (so Varro *Ling.* 5.166, see Maltby (1991) s.v. *lectus* (3)) further supports the intertextual connection with Eur. *Hipp*.

Furthermore, I am inclined to read Phaedra’s suggestion that Hippolytus should give up his respect for his father’s marital bed as an attempt to fight against her literary past (what Barchiesi (1987) 70 (=2001) 33) calls “tagli ‘elegiaci’ sul materiale narrativo della tragedia”). Phaedra once again manipulates her Euripidean reminiscence in order to serve her own rhetorical goal in the best possible way. Hippolytus’ devotion to his father, apart from the father-son *agon* scene, seems also to anticipate the revalidation of the father-son relationship (cf. Eur. *Hipp.* 1325f., 1431-6, 1449-51) over her dead body at the end of *Hipp.* (Segal (1992) 443, for an opposite view see Roisman (1999) 147-53). Hence, Phaedra’s suggestion to Hippolytus is meant to shake Hippolytus’ devotion to his father and ultimately tear down to pieces the essentially male father-son relationship. Hippolytus has no obligation whatsoever to pay respect to his father’s marriage, since the latter has dishonored it many times in the past with his infidelities. As if she knew the outcome of their story, Phaedra is fighting against the (re-) validation of male relationships at the cost of her female desire; she is trying to convince Hippolytus to succumb to her love, but more importantly she does all that is possible to disassociate her beloved from his father.

128. *fugit...abdicat*: both terms belong to the legal vocabulary; *abdicat*, in particular, refers to the *abdicatio filli*, a procedure through which a father could renounce his son (*TLL* 1.1.53.83ff.). For more see Palmer ad loc., Kaser (1965) 264, Saller (1994) 118f.

129. *nee*: for the use of *nec* before consonants see n. on *Her.* 4.103f.

*qua* *uidear*: in classical Latin *quia* (stylistically less elevated than *quod*) was considered prosaic and archaic (LHS 2.585). *uidear* picks up *uideor* at line 36 (see n. ad loc. on Phaedra’s use of verbs in passive as an indication of her concern for reputation). Here the choice is dictated by reasons of metrical convenience.

*nouerca*: again at line 140 *fida nouerca*. The term has strong negative connotations. Stepmothers were conventionally notorious for their unjust and cruel behaviour towards their stepchildren (cf. Hes. *Op.* 825 with West, Verg. *Ecl.* 3.33, Hor. *Carm.* 3.24.17f., *Epod.* 5.9, Jerome *Ep.* 54.15). The image of the poisoning stepmother (the so-called “stepmother topos”) became a stock figure in verse and rhetoric and their spitefulness was proverbial, see Otto s.v. *nouerca* with *Nachträg* 113, 193, 241, 282, Schmieg (1937) *passim*, Opelt (1965) 199, 202, Fiorencis - Gianotti (1990) 85 n.36. In the *Her.* all references made to stepmothers have negative implications (cf. *Her.* 6.126f., 9.8,54, 12.188, 19.126). *nouerca* is often found in connection with Phaedra in Latin poetry, esp. in Ovid (cf. *Am.* 2.18.30 *legit ab Hippolyto*
nouerca: a poetic plural. animus here is better understood in the sense of "instrument of judgment" (TLL 2.91.48ff.) rather than as "the seat of feelings and desire" (TLL 2.95.74ff., cf. lines 16 and 165), since in the following lines Phaedra’s argumentation on the moral implications of her proposition is appealing primarily to Hippolytus’ judgment and less to his emotions.

nouercae: “false accusations”, “ungrounded charges” (for nomen as “counterfeit accusation” see OLD s.v. nomen 25). The combination is rather unusual both in poetry (again at Met. 15.154 and Mart. 4.11.1) and in prose (only at Sen. Epist. 80.5.2). uanus is often attributed by Ovid to speech (or words) with negative connotations (cf. e.g. Am. 3.11.21, Met. 13.263).

Phaedra’s claims echo conventional rejection of old moral standards in favour of modern practices by the elegiac lena. In particular, her rejection of the past on grounds of rusticitas brings her very close to the propositions of the praeceptor in Ovid’s Ars amatoria 3.107-28. For a detailed discussion on Phaedra’s appropriation of the role of the elegiac lena see pp.23ff.

uetus pietas aeuo moritura futuro: cf. Horace’s pessimistic view on moral decline (Hor. Carm. 3.6.46-8 aetas parentum peior ausit / nos nequiores, mox daturos / progeniem uitiosiorem). This is another instance where Phaedra, a Greek heroine, strikes a typically Roman tone. pietas, was one of the most fundamental values of the Romans throughout their history and it involved respect for both the gods and the fellow human beings (cf. Cic. Nat. Deor. 1.2, also De Fin. 3.73, Nat. Deor. 1.116, 2.66, ibid 2.161, Rep. 6.16). On the gradual differentiation in the meaning of pietas from the Republic to the Principate see Wagenvoort’s (1980) excellent discussion. Byblis’ reference to people of old age as guarantors of the interpretation and enforcement of the laws (cf. Ov. Met. 10.551 iura senes norint et / inquirant legumque examina servent) offers an interesting parallel for Aen. 8.627, Lygd. [Tib.] 3.4.47, Tert. Pud. 13.

rustica: in the sense of “erotic inexperience” and “crudeness in love” it picks up the rusticitas theme from line 102 (rustica silua). Further on the term see n. on Her. 4.102.

Saturno regna tenente: an imitation of Prop. 2.32.52 hic mos Saturno regna tenente fuit. For similar suggestions, cf. Ov. Am. 3.4.37f. rusticus est nimium, quem laedit adultera coniux, / et notos mores non satis Vrbis habet and Juvenal’s discussion of adultery (Sat. 6.1-24).

Phaedra briefly touches upon the theme of the Golden Age, which was a popular idiom in Augustan literature (cf. e.g. Verg. Ecl. 4 passim, Georg. 1.125f., 2.536f., Ov. Am. 3.8.35f., Met. 1.89f., 15.96f.). The Golden Age motif, known ever since Hesiod (Op. 42.46, 90-2, esp. 109-20), was present throughout Greek (cf. in particular Plato’s account at Rep. 2.372a, Plt. 272a-b, Leg. 3.680 b and 4.713 b-714 b with Vidal-Naquet (1978)) and Latin literature.

Phaedra throughout the letter is consistent in using the Roman names of the gods (cf. *Amor* 11, *Iuno* 35, *Ioui* 36, *Bacchi* 47, *Fauni* 49, *Venus* 54, *Iuppiter* 55, *Dianae* 87, *Veneri* 88, *Aurora* 95, *Venerem* 97, *Venerem* 102, *Venus* 136, *Amor* 152, *Iouis* 163, also *Neptunius* 109) with the only exception of *Satyri...Panes* at line 171. The Roman god Saturnus was identified with the Greek Kronos at a very early stage, cf. Andr. *Od.* fr. 2 Warington (=Prisc. in *G.L.* 2.305.27 K) *Pater nostri, Saturni filie* translating *Od.* 1.45 (al.) "ϖ ρατερ ἡμετερη Κρονιδη, ibid* fr. 16 Warington (=Prisc. in *G.L.* 2.231.13K) sancta puer Saturni...regina, *Enn. Ann.* 53 Skutsch *Respondit Iuno Saturnia, sancta deearum, 444 O genitor noster, Saturnie, maxime diuom and 445 Optima caelicolum, Saturnia, magna deearum, Accius *Annales* fr.3 Courtney (=Macr. 1.7.36) and Cic. *Carm.* 23.18 genitor Saturnius. Cf. also *Verg. Aen.* 8.319ff., *Ov. Fast.* 1.235, *Dion. Hal.* 1.34. As a result of this identification, the Golden Age for the Romans coincides with Saturn’s reign. For more on the Hellenization of the Roman Saturnus and his identification with the Greek Kronos see Roscher s.v. *Saturnus* 432.5ff. and Thulin in *RE* 2 (1921) s.v. *Saturnus* 219.62ff. The etymology of the god’s name is much disputed. Some derive his name from *sātus*, thus making him a god of sowing, or of seed-corn, others from the Etruscan *Sartre*, while most modern historians consider him as an Italo-Roman deity (for more on this see Bömer on *Fast.* 1.234, Roscher s.v. *Saturnus* 436.7ff., Maltby (1991) s.v. *Saturnus*). His festival, celebrated on the 17 December, was among the most popular festive days of the Roman calendar (cf. Livy 2.21ff.).

The phrase *regna tenente(m)* appears frequently in hexameters and in elegy (cf. e.g. Prop. 2.32.52, *Ov. Fast.* 2.384, 432, 4.594); Ovid combines here two stock phrases: *Saturno rege* (Verg. *Aen.* 8.324, Tib. 1.3.35, 2.5.9, Mart. 12.62.1ff, [Sen.] *Oct.* 396, Juv. 6.1) and *Saturnia regna* (Verg. *Ecl.* 4.6, 6.41, *G.* 2.538, *Aen.* 6.792-4, *Ov. Am.* 3.8.35). On the high frequency of *rex* (or adjectives from the same root) as attributes to gods in Augustan poetry see Murgatroyd on Tib. 2.5.9.

133f. On the text see p.281. The couplet is framed by the two lovers who are mentioned either by name (*Iuppiter*) or by their title of kinship (*soror*).
Phaedra’s substitution of Saturn for Tatius in the previous couplet (on this see p.24) offers a smooth transition to the Jupiter-Juno exemplum, since it was Jupiter who put an end to the Golden Age by overthrowing Saturn, his father. This is the second appearance of the royal couple in Phaedra’s letter, since at lines 35f. Phaedra drew an analogy between herself and Juno through her comparison of Hippolytus’ exquisite beauty to that of Jupiter (see n. ad loc.). Now, the king and queen of gods and mortals through their incestuous affair offer the perfect example for Phaedra’s argumentation. Perhaps it is not by chance that Byblis in her love-letter to her brother, Caunus, also makes use of the Jupiter-Juno relationship as a paradigm of incest (cf. Met. 9. 497-9 di melius! – di nempe suas habuere sorores. / sic Saturnus Opem iunctam sibi sanguine duxit, / Oceanus Tethyn, Iunonem rector Olympi). On the use of this exemplum see Davisson (1993) 223, Feeney (1991) 195-7. Comparing the ruling couple to Zeus and Hera was a panegyric topos established during the Hellenistic period, which survived until the Imperial period. The identification of Augustus with Jupiter became a popular flattery to Augustus and his successors. Further on this matter with parallels and bibliography see Green on Ov. Fast. 1.608 and 650. Cassius Diodorus (Hist. Rom. 59.26.5), for example, informs us that the emperor Gaius (‘Caligula’) called himself equal to Jupiter in order to justify his incestuous relationship with his sisters (cf. also Aur. Vict. Epit. de Caes. 3.5 Iouem ob incestum...se asserebat). Further on this see Ferri on [Sen.] Octav. 220 with bibliography.

Endogamy with a kin, especially for economic reasons, was not strange to the Romans, since the Republic and throughout the Imperial times. Nevertheless, the union of near relatives was generally considered as incestuous and scandalous. A woman’s extra-marital incest, like in Phaedra’s case, would have been judged on grounds of adultery and would have fallen under the directives of the lex Iulia de adulteriis (see Treggiari (1991)104-19, esp. 281 and McGinn (1998) 140-7. On the restrictions concerning marriage between relatives in Rome see Rossbach (1853) 442.


marita soror: the juxtaposition is emphatic, it picks up – though in reverse gender order – the fratremque uirumque at line 35. The use of the poetic marita, instead of uxor, which is the popular elegiac term for “wife” (on the term see n. Her. 8.29) adds further to the grandeur and importance of the reference. As an adjective marita in classical times is confined only to poetry, and it is frequent in elegy (TLL s.v. maritus 8.406.81ff.). As a noun used for a “wife” or “married woman” it also appears in epitaphs, but its use in elegy is rather restricted, often as a metrically convenient alternative of uxor and mulier (only in Propertius 4.7.63, Ov. Her. 12.175, 13.45 and Fast. 2.139, 429; absent from Tib. and Ov. Am). Further see Bessone on Her. 12.87.

For the humanization of divine (and heroic) figures as a Hellenistic poetic trope see Papanghelis (1987) 203f.

134. et fas: fas in the sense of “something which is right or permissible by divine law” (OLD s.v. fas 1, TLL 6.1.292.59ff.). Further on fas (and its reference to “divine law”) see Bömer on Ov. Met. 9.551f. (…) quid liceatque nefasque / fasque sit, Green on Ov. Fast. 1.25 and especially Peeters (1945).

135. coit: it picks up pruino coitura noverca at line 129, a careful choice, since the verb is a popular euphemism for sexual intercourse (see Adams (1982) 178f., TLL 3.1418.7ff., cf. Ov. Am. 2.2.63, 3.4.42, Her. 19.67).

firma generis iunctura…catena: cf. Prop. 2.15.25f. atque utinam haerentis sic nos uincire catena / uelles, ut numquam solueret uilla dies! wich was later imitated by Sulp. [Tib.] 3.11. 9-16, esp. 15f. sed potius ualida teneamur uerque catena, / nulla queat posthaec quam soluisse dies. Also cf. Stat. Silv. 5.1.43f. uos collato pectore mixtos / iunxit inabrupta Concordia longa catena. The “chains of love” is a widespread motif in Roman elegy, possibly under the influence of Greek epigram (so La Penna (1951) 187-80, cf. e.g. AP 5.96.2, 255, 12.132.3, 12.160.1f., also see Fedeli on Prop. 1.13.15-8). The association of erotic fetters and love bonds with the seruitium amoris seems to have been an addition made by the Roman elegists, Tibullus in particular, as an attempt for variation and refinement, see Tib. 1.1.55 with Murgatroyd and Maltby ad loc., also Murgatroyd (1981) 596f. - add to his list Prop. 2.15.25, Ov. Am. 1.2.30, 2.17.1, 3.11.3). marita soror (i.e. Iuno) and iunctura catena placed at the end of two consecutive lines could be an intentional implicit allusion to the etymological derivation of Iuno from iungere see Paschalís (1997) 150. O’ Hara (1999) 116f. also Feeney (1991) 133.

catena: The combination of the “chains of love” with Venus (mentioned by name) could be a learned allusion to the Venus-Mars illicit affair, which was covertly implied earlier in the letter (lines 53f.) through Phaedra’s reference to the wrath of Venus against her family. For a similar allusion to the Venus-Mars adultery at Hor. Carm. 1.13.17-20 felices ter et amplius / quos inrupta tenet copula nec malis / diuolsus querimonii / suprema citius soluet amor die) see N-H
ad loc. If such connotations are perceptible here, then Phaedra's preference for *catena* is intentional, since in the great majority of narratives about the Venus-Mars illicit affair *catena* outnumbers the synonym *uincula* or *uincula* seems to have particular associations with the bonds of marriage (cf. Catul. 61.33, Tib. 2.2.18 with Maltby).

136. *imposuit nodos... Venus ipsa suos*: the reference here is made to Venus’ “magic knot,” which according to Tupet (1976) 344 “est un lieu commun de la poésie amoureuse.” Venus was considered to possess magical powers ever since Homer (cf. Il. 14.214-221, Pind. Pyth. 4.213-17). Knots, in particular, played an indispensable part in ancient magic (e.g. amulets, *deuinitiones* or *κατάδεσμοι*). On the magical powers of knots see Tupet (1976) 45-8 and 118. In Latin poetry, Venus appears in connection with *nodus* only in three other instances: Lucr. 4.1148 *et ualidos Veneris perumpere nodos*, Tib. 1.8.5-6 *ipsa Venus magico religatum bracchia nodo / perdociit and Verg. Ecl. 8.77-8 *necte tribus nodis ternos, Amarylli, colores / necte, Amarylli, modo et *Veneris*” dic “uincula ncto”. For more on Venus’ “magic knot” see Murgatroyd and Maltby on Tib. 1.5.5f. *nodos* also picks up Theseus’ *claua trinodi* (line 115). Propertius’ reference to his punishment by the *Amorini* offers an interesting parallel, since he also mentions a *nodus* put around his neck, cf. Prop. 2.29A.10 (…) *dixit, et in collo iam mihi nodus erat*. For the legal implications of *nodus* (meaning “knots of the law”) see Kenney on *Her.* 20.39 with parallels.

Phaedra’s reference to the erotic knots of Venus could also be seen as another instance of the heroine’s Euripidean reminiscence, since in Eur. *Hipp.* knots and ties are wide-spread throughout the play (cf. Eur. *Hipp.* 515, 671, 777, 779, 781, 783, 802, 828f., 1060, 1237, 1244, 1442). In fact, the knot imagery plays a prominent role both in literal and metaphorical level. On the great significance of the binding / unbinding (loosening) idiom and its multi-purpose in Eur. *Hipp.* see Segal (1965) 133 n.35, Fowler (1978) 18-20, esp. Zeitlin (1985) 58-64, 67, 194 n.33 with bibliography, Goff (1990) 7 n.10 with bibliography, 62-4. For a series of artistic representations of Venus with chains in her hands see *LIMC* s.v. *Venus* 8.1.130 145?, also *ibid* s.v. *Aphodite* e.g. 2.2.58, 89, 225, 255.

**Venus**: the reference to Venus by name combined with the chain imagery (*iunctura catena* 135) and the magical knots *imposuit nodos* 136) may contain a reference to the supposed etymological association of *Venus* with *uincire* (cf. Varro *Ling.* 5.61 *mas ignis...aqua femina...et horum uinctionis uis Venus*, see Maltby (1991) s.v. *Venus*, *idem* (1993) 265, Michalopoulos (2001) s.v. *Venus* (c).

137-46. After having established her case on grounds of divine order, Phaedra now proceeds to argue her case in terms of the possible repercussions of her proposal on a social level. The fact that she devotes ten whole lines to this matter clearly indicates its importance. Phaedra initially gives the impression that she shares the same concern for *eφικτεια* with her tragic counterpart. However, it soon becomes obvious that she is in fact less concerned with her own reputation (cf. her concern for *fama* at lines 19f., 31f.); instead, she puts all her emphasis on reassuring
Hippolytus about his own good name and his respectability. Through the employment of a remarkably perverse argumentation consisting of a series of reversals and illogical assumptions the Ovidian Phaedra aims doubly at fulfilling both the illicit passion and preserve a good name for Hippolytus. A major part of this perverse rhetoric consists Hippolytus' further elegization mainly through the erotic colouring of her domus and the allusions to the kommatic tradition. Further on this see pp. 37f.


138. Phaedra's claim for concealing the illicit affair under the protection of kinship can be traced back to relevant motifs from the sceptic literature, more specifically to the excessive intimacy among relatives, cf. Catul. 67.29 and Mart. 2.4, 4.16 (so Rosati (1985) 121 n.11).


138. cognato...nomine culpa tegi: the verbal similarity with Byblis' suggestion to Caunus is noteworthy, cf. Ov. Met. 9.558 dulcia fraterno sub nomine furta tegemus), cf. also Met. 2.546 detegeret culpam with Bömer. culpa is often used to denote an error of sexual nature (see OLD s.v. culpa 3b, TLL 3.1302.67ff.); in elegy it is employed with particular reference to erotic infidelity or illicit love affairs (cf. Pichon s.v. culpa ). Further on tecti amores (Greek κρύφτοι ἐπανετέλεσ) see Bömer on Ov. Met. 4.191.


laudabimur: cf. laudemque merebere at line 145.

140. dicar: emphatic by position, on the use of verbs in passive (cf. also laudabimur 139) as an indication of Phaedra's concern for her reputation see n. on Her. 4.35.

priuigno fida nouerca meo: a paradoxical, but ingenious, manipulation of the father-son relationship. The combination fida nouerca through the associations of fida with marital fidelity (on marital fides see Treggiari (2001) 237, Boucher (1965) 85-7 on the presence of fides in Roman elegy) glosses over the negative implications of Phaedra's marital unfaithfulness towards Theseus (the father) with the positive implications of her faithfulness towards Hippolytus (the son). On nouerca and the proverbial fierceness of step-mothers see n. on Her. 4. 129.

priuigno: in Ovid it occurs again at Am. 2.9.47, Her. 4.129, 19.125 and Met. 9.416. In Augustan poetry it appears only three more times (cf. Hor. Carm. 3.24.18, Epist. 1.3.2, Prop. 2.1.51-2 seu mihi sunt tangenda nouercae pociula Phaedrae, / pociula priuigno non nocitura suo), later at Mart. 4.16.1-2 priuignum non esse tuae te, Galle, nouercae / rumor erat and Juv. 6.134, 628.

141f. Phaedra's recapitulation of the most conventional clichés of the komos (παρακλαυσίθυρον) tradition (the promised night, the unlocking of the door, the cruel husband, the custos) further contributes to the elegization of Hippolytus, who is now portrayed
in terms of the elegiac figure of the *exclusus amator* (the locked-out lover). A similar recapitulation of these komastic conventions is made by the *praecceptor* in Ovid's *Remedia amoris* (Ov. Rem. 505-8 dixerit, ut uenias: pacta tibi nocte uenito; / Veneris, et fuerit ianua clausa: feres. / nec dic blanditias, nec fae conuicia posti, / nec latus in duro limine pone tuum with Pinotti. The lover's *komos* outside the closed door of his beloved is a long-established literary theme in Roman elegy (e.g. Tib. 1.1.56, 1.2, esp. 5-17, 1.6.9-11, Prop. 1.11.15, 1.16, 2.6.2, 2.23.9, Ov. Am. 1.6.7, 2.2, 2.12.3, 2.19, 3.1.49, 3.8.24, 3.11.12). For concise overviews of the literary history of *komos* in Greek and Roman literature see Copley (1956), Fedeli's introduction to Prop. 1.16, Yardley (1978), Murgatroyd (1980) 72-4, McKeown's introduction to Am. 1.6, Maltby's introduction to Tib. 1.2.

141. *per tenebras*: the conventional time for the *exclusus amator* to be locked-out from the chambers of his mistress was the night, cf. Hor. Carm. 1.25.7 with N-H, Tib. 1.6.11f., Prop. 1.12.13 with Fedeli, 2.16.6, 2.19.22, 54, 3.1.52). For house-doors being closed during the night, cf. Ov. Am. 1.4.61, 2.19.38, Hor. Carm. 3.7.29. The (un)fulfilled night, in general, was a common erotic *topos* (cf. e.g. Catul. 68a. 5f. with Tromaras, 68b. 83f., 145f., Prop. 1.10.1-10, 2.15, Tib. 2.6.49 with Smith, Ov. Am. 1.8.73, Rem. 505, with the exception of Ov. Am. 1.5 (midday)).

duri reseranda mariti / ianua: the combined reference to the door (*reseranda...ianua*) and the difficult husband (*duri...mariti*) is perhaps reminiscent of Tib. 1.2.7 *ianua difficilis domini*. Cf. also Ov. Am. 2.12.3f. *quam uir, quam custos, quam ianua firma, tot hostes, / seruabant, nequa posset ab arte capi!*, Met. 9.750f. *hanc tibi res adimit: non te custodia caro / arcet ab amplexu nec cauti cura mariti*.

duri...mariti: in komastic contexts *durus* is often attributed to the door (both literally or metaphorically), cf. Hor. Ep. 11. 22 *limina dura*, Tib. 1.1.56, 1.2.6, 1.8.76, 2.6.28, 47, Fedeli on Prop. 1.16.18 and McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.6.27f., 6.62, Am. 2.1.22, Ars 2.636 *durus postibus*, 3.194 *durus...pilis*, Rem. 508, 677, Met. 14.709 *in limine duro*, Fast. 5.339 *durum...limen amicae*, Stat. Theb. 10.47, also Verg. Aen. 2.479, 11.890). The transposition of the hardness of the threshold to the occupant of the house, in the majority of cases to the *puella* (cf. e.g. Hor. Carm. 3.7.32, Tib. 1.8.50, 2.6.28, Prop. 1.11.10, 1.7.6, 1.16.30, 1.17.16, 2.1.78, 2.24.47-8, 4.2.23, Ov. Am. 1.6.62, 1.9.19, Ars 2.527, Fast. 4.111, for the characterization of the beloved as *dura* see bibliography in Wyke (2002) 153 n.85), and to the husband (or the *leno* or the *duenna* or the *custos*) seems to have been a Roman innovation. For *durus uir*, cf. e.g. Ov. Am. 3.4.1 *Dure uir*, Rem. 554 *duro capta puella uiro*.

tibi...reserandi: *reserare* is almost a *terminus technicus* for opening, unfastening a door or gate (see OLD s.v. *resero* 1b) and is very frequent in komastic contexts, cf. Tib. 1.2.18 *fores*, Prop. 1.16.19 *ianua*, 3.19.24, Ov. Am. 3.1.45f. *ianua*, 3.2.77 *carcer*, Ars 3.577 *portae*). There seems to be a certain degree of ambiguity behind the use of the dative *tibi*. If *tibi* is taken as ethical dative, then it is Phaedra who should do the unlocking of the door from the inside; whereas, if
tibi is a dative of the agent, then it is Hippolytus who should unlock the door from the outside (the trick of unbolting a door from the outside occurs as early as with Homer (cf. Od. 1.441f., 21.46ff.). The emphatic placement of tibi at the beginning of the line seems to suggest Hippolytus' active participation. After all, the use of reserare for unlocking a door from the outside is well attested, cf. Prop. 4.5.73f., Ov. Met. 10.384, Tib. 1.8.60. For more see Murgatroyd and Maltby on Tib. 1.8.60.

142. ianua: given Phaedra's eroticized version of the house door the possibility of a sexual double entendre should not be excluded, since terms meaning "door" or "gate" are common euphemisms in both Greek and Latin for female genitalia (more often for the anus), see Adams (1982) 89 and Henderson (1991) 137-8. In addition, "unlocking the door" can be used as metaphor for sexual intercourse, see Fruhstorfer (1986).

custos decipiendus: the sleepless custos who guards the puella and the wiles of the separated lovers are stock features of the komos tradition. For parallels see Murgatroyd on Tib. 1.6.9-10 and Gibson on Ars 3.611-58. deciperere is often applied in elegy with particular reference to the deception of the custos (cf. Tib. 2.3.73, Ov. Am. 3.1.49 decepto...custode, Her. 3.17 decepto...custode, Juv. 6.234 decipit illa / custodes).

143f. Hippolytus' elegization reaches its climax with Phaedra's eroticized version of her domus. In Eur. Hipp. the house (oixeoc) maintains its traditional fifth-century Athenian function as the guarantor of patriarchal continuity and of female seclusion. Phaedra, a chaste and faithful wife at first, is identified with the interior sphere (cf. Eur. Hipp. 131f). Later, as she becomes overcome by her illicit desire, she fails to comply with her sexually prescribed confinement to the interior and the subsequent concealment. The house ultimately becomes a death trap for Phaedra, as she leaves the house at the beginning of the play and re-enters it only to find death. On the very contrary, the Ovidian Phaedra sees her domus exclusively as a place of love. The reversal is obvious. The ominous darkness of the inside in tragedy now becomes the darkness needed to the elegiac lover in order to overcome any obstacles and meet his beloved. The house from a death trap now turns into a place of love and sexual consummation. Further on this see 38f.

ut tenuit domus una duo, domus una tenebit / oscula aperta dabas, oscula aperta dabis: a remarkable couplet for its repetitive structure. The parallel hemistichs (both in the hexameter and the pentameter) are further associated through the repetition of the verbs in past and future (tenuit - tenebit, dabas - dabis). The only other example in elegy with a split hexameter and a split pentameter in sequence is found at Prop. 2.3A.43f. (possibly deriving from Gallus) siue illam Hesperiis, siue illam ostendet Eois, / uret et Eoos, uret et Hesperios; however, without the verbal repetition in both lines of the couplet. Further see Willis (1996) 301. 414-18 and Maltby (1999) 382-4.

tenuit domus...domus tenebit: tenere denoting "hold", "contain" (OLD s.v. teneo 4) often appears in sepulchral epigrams (cf. CLE e.g. 1005.10 me mea fata tenent, 1108.3 mater corpus
operta tenet, terra tenet corpus, si tumulus teneat, corpus tellure tenetur),
which makes its application here rather ominous.

**una duos** picks up *una duabus* at line 63. The combination adds further to the ominous connotations of the line, since such pointed juxtapositions of numerals (popular with Ovid) appear very often in death contexts (cf. Ov. *Her.* 7.138 with Knox, *Met.* 2.609, 4.108, also cf. Prop. 2.26C.33, Ov. *Her.* 18.126, Mart. 8.43.4, Juv. 6.641).

### 144. oscula aperta dabas, oscula aperta dabis: cf. Ov. *Am.* 1.4.63 oscula iam sumet, iam non tantum oscula sumet: / quod mihi das furtim, iure coacta dabis, Her. 13.120 multa tamen capies oscula, multa dabis. oscula dare is one of the most frequent combinations denoting “to give kisses” in elegy (Pichon (1966) s.v. dare. dare used absolutely often means “to offer sexual pleasure” (see Booth (1981) 2692 n.36, TLL 5.1.1673.35-42, cf. e.g. Ov. *Am.* 1.4.64,70, 3.8.34, *Ars* 1.345, 454, 3.579).

**oscula aperta**: the *iunctura* appears only here. *osculum*, the diminutive of *os* (Serv. on *Aen.* 1.256 *ora diminutivae*), is the only form for “kiss” used in elegy (with the exception of Prop. 2.29.39 *opposita propellens suaula dextra*). *s(u)auium* is the principal word for kiss in Roman comedy, while *basium* (introduced to Latin by Catullus) has also a distinct colloquial character. Further see Axelson (1945) 35 with n.16, Fordyce on Catul. 5.7, Pichon (1966) s.v. *oscula*, Ross (1969) 104-5, Plepelits (1972), Kimura (1977), Moreau (1978), López López (1980), Flury (1988), Cipriani (1992). Cf. also Donat. on Ter. *Eun.* 456 *oscula officiorum sunt, basia pudicorum affectuum, sauium lideminum uel amorum. aperta* in the sense of “unconcealed”, “undisguised” (*OLD* s.v. *apertus* 9b, TLL 2.221.69f.) is a fitting choice in view of the reference to the door at line 142, since the adjective is very often attributed to doors, gates or houses meaning “open, unfastened, unlocked” (cf. e.g. Tib. 1.2.10, 1.9.58, Prop. 2.9.42, 2.31.2, Ov. *Ars* 2.245, 3.456, *Met.* 1.172, 4.439).

In terms of metrics there is a rare elision of a short *a* in the third syllable of the first half of the pentameter (again in Ovid only at *Am.* 1.11.26 nec Veneris media ponere in aede morer, *Ars* 3.520 ut mea de uobis altera amica foret). See Platnauer (1951) 88f.

### 145. tutus eris mecum: Hippolytus -in striking contrast with his mother (cf. line 120 nec tanto mater pignore tutafuit)- will enjoy safety under the protection of Phaedra’s love. The heroine offering protection to her man through her love is a recurring motif in the *Her.*, cf. 3.117 *tutius est iacuisse loro, tenuissem puellam, 5.89 tutus amor meus est*, 6.147, 12.108, 20.233; the idea appears very often also in elegy (cf. e.g. Prop. 1.1.32, 2.13A.14 *domina iudice tutus ero, possibly echoed at Ov. Am.* 2.2.56 *iudicis illa sui tua fauore uenit, 65*). An allusion to the widespread elegiac *topos* of the lovers’ divine protection is perhaps intended here (see Maltby on Tib. 1.2.29 *quisquis amore tenetur eat tutusque sacerque* with Maltby and Henderson on Ov. *Rem.* 29). *tutus* denoting “safe, unpunished, without consequences” (see *OLD* s.v. 1b, also Pichon (1964) s.v. *tutela*) is an adjective of high frequency in the *Her.* (23 times) and it could be associated with the existence of a Roman law, which permitted the husband to kill the adulterers

culpa: Phaedra never stops being conscious of her adultery (cf. 138 culpa, 151 culpae).

146. lecto...meo: a Greek loan-word (see n. on Her. 4.127) picking up Phaedra’s reference to her marital bed with Theseus at line 127 (meriti lectum...parentis), which she now claims for herself. By calling the bed her own Phaedra does not only mark her detachment and liberation from Theseus’ sexual and marital domination. Far more significantly, Phaedra through her appropriation of her marital bed asserts her own sexuality; she claims back her right to sexual pleasure, which is no longer dictated under the restraints of marriage, but it depends on her own free will. For the frequent references to Phaedra’s bed in Eur. Hipp. cf. lines 153f., 160, 179f., 495. The framing of the infinitive (conspiciare) by the prepositional clause (in lecto...meo) is noteworthy.

conspiciare: “marvel at seeing”, “see and admire”, a strong verb for “seeing” due to its implications of admiration (see TLL 4.497.1ff.), favoured by Ovid in his elegiac work.

147. tolle moras: a strong imperative, emphatically placed at the beginning of the hexameter, thus giving away the urgency of her appeal. For similar phrasings, cf. Ov. Met. 13.556 tolle moras, Hecuba, Lucan. 1.281 tolle moras, also Prop. 3.13.14 pretio tollitur ipsa mora, possibly a variation of the “Vergilian” rumpe moras (rumpe moras appears first at Verg. Georg. 3.43, also at Aen. 4.569 with Pease and 9.13). For similar formations of tollere see TLL 8.1470.28-47 and Bömer on Met. 11.685.

properata foedera iunge: another instance of Phaedra’s infatuation, which makes her perceive her proposed adulterous relationship with Hippolytus in terms of a marital commitment. This is a common practice of the Roman elegists, who frequently apply to their love-affairs legal terminology in an attempt to endow them with the seriousness of a foedus (cf. Tib. 1.3.83ff. with Smith, Prop. 2.6.42, 2.16.22). On the erotic motif of love as contract see n. on Her. 4.17.

148. mihi...Amor: cf. Verg. Aen. 4.532 (=7.461) saeuit amor. saeuire is rare in elegy (Ov. Am. 0, Tib. 3 times (1.290, 1.3.70, 1.5.58), Prop. 2 times (2.8.36, 4.8.55)); in the Heroides it appears again only twice (2.188, 18.39). saeuus, however, is a conventional epithet for Amor, cf. Enn. scen. 216 Jocelyn Medea animo aegro amore saeuo saucia, Verg. Ecl. 8.47, Ov. Am. 1.1.5 with McKeown, 1.6.34, 2.10.19, Her. 7.190, Ars 1.18, Rem. 530, Lygd. [Tib.] 3.4.65-66 with N-A for similar iuncturae, Sen. Med. 136, 850, Phaedr. 641 (sc. amor) intimis saeuit ferus / uisceribus. For further parallels see Bömer on Ov. Met. 13.798. For the possibility of a Hellenistic influence see Giangrande (1974) 5. For the rare construction with dative, cf. Plaut. Rud. 825, Tib. 1.2.90.

sic tibi parcat amor: cf. Phaedra’s initial wish to Amor at line 16 fingat sic animos in mea uota tuos.
As if she paid heed to the precepts of the praeceptor in the Ovidian Ars amatoria on how to write a love letter (cf. Ars 1.440-2 (...) nec exiguas, quisquis es, adde preces. / Hectora donavit Priamo prece motus Achilles; / flectitur iratus uoce rogante deus) Phaedra concludes her letter with an erotic supplication. After having appealed to Hippolytus' mind and judgement, she resorts now to targeting his emotion and sentiments and takes up the final role in her letter, that of a supplicant. In doing so, Phaedra inevitably recalls the Nurse's double supplication (both to Phaedra (lines 325-35) and to Hippolytus (lines 605-15)) in Eur. Hipp. Phaedra's erotic supplication to Hippolytus at Sen. Phaedr. 609ff. perhaps suggests a common origin from a now lost supplication to Hippolytus made personally by Phaedra in Euripides' first Hippolytus (see Barrett (1964) 11, 37 with n.3, Armstrong (2001) 64 n.28, for a different view see Roisman (1999) 10ff.). In any case, the imagery of erotic supplication constitutes a frequent motif in Roman elegy, especially in connection with the elegiac seruitium amoris (cf. Pichon s.v. supplices).

In terms of content this section adds almost nothing to Phaedra's argumentation. Instead, Phaedra through repetitions and emotional outbursts recapitulates significant themes, which were mentioned earlier in her letter, namely her ardent struggle against the revelation of her illicit passion (151), her concern for pudor (154f.), her family's past and her Cretan origin (157-64), the bull motif (165f.), the amatory hunt and her erotic frenzy in the woods (169-74).

Phaedra's emotional distress is clearly reflected on the letter's grammar. Her extensive use of imperative (cf. da 156, doma 156, miserere 161, parce 162, flecte 165, finge 176) is indicative of the urgent character of her appeal, while her use of rhetorical questions (150, 166), the pathetic interjections such as heu, and above all the accumulation of verbal and thematic repetitions (cf. e.g. the anaphora of quod (157-9) and sic (169-73), the repeated use of terms of supplication-related vocabulary) betray her emotional turmoil and the confused state of her mind.

149. non ego dedignor: the litotes is further emphasized by the gradual increase of the number of syllables at the opening of the line (1-2-3). dedignor occurs for the first time at Verg. Aen. 4.536; in Ovid it appears 11 times, always in litotes (except Am. 1.10.63). In view of digno quod adurimur igni at line 33 Phaedra's withdrawal from her ideal of mutuus amor clearly manifests her despair to be with Hippolytus at any cost. Further on the elegiac ideal of mutuus amor see pp.20f. and n. on Her. 4.28.

supplex: the lover often acts as supplicant in elegy, cf. Tib. 1.2.13f., 1.9.29f. with Murgatroyd for parallels, Prop. 1.9.33, 1.16.4, 13f., 2.14.12 at dum demissis supplex cervicibus ibam, 4.5.37 supplex ille sedet (...), 4.8.71f., Ov. Am. 1.7.61f. ter tamen ante pedes uolui procumbere supplex, 2.5.49 qui modo saeueus eram, supplex ultroque rogavi, Her. 12.185f. tam tibi sum supplex, quam tu mihi saepe fuisti, / nec moror ante tuos procubuisse pedes. Cf. also Seneca's emphasis on Phaedra's erotic supplication (Sen. Phaedr. 634, 666f. (...) en supplex iacet / adlapsa genibus regiae domus, 710-2), and Byblis' determination to drop down to her
knees as means of erotic persuasion (Met. 9. 605-9). Erotic supplication seems to have been a popular topos in Hellenistic poetry (see Bömer on Met. 13.856 with bibliography).

Phaedra’s repeated use of terms denoting supplication adds further emotion to her appeal, but at the same time is indicative of her self-awareness and her control over the situation (humilisque precari 149, fastus altaque uerba? iacent 150, precor 153, genibus tuis...tendo / braccia 153f., miserere 161, parcere, parce 162, per Venerem... oro, precibus 175).

150. The combined use of the pathetic interjection heu with the rhetorical question help to raise the emotional pitch of the line considerably.

heu!: heu (the poetic and rather elevated alternative for eheu) is rare in Latin prose, but very popular in elegy (cf. Lyne’s concise note on heu / eheu on Ciris 264, also TLL 6.2672.12-15 and Grassmann (1966) 99). Hiatus after interjections is frequent in elegy, see Platnauer (1951) 57).

Cf. line 125 o utinam.

ubi nunc: for the indignant question, cf. Verg. Aen. 5.391 and 10.897, Tib. 2.3.27. In Ovid again at: Her. 2.31 iura fidesque ubi nunc, commissaque dextera dextrae, 33 promissus socios ubi nunc Hymenaeus in annos, Ars 1.703 uis ubi nunc illa est?, Met. 13.92 (…) ubi nunc facundus Ulixes?. In Greek, poô is often used in a similar way, cf. Eur. Phoen. 1688 ὅ δ’ Οἰδίπος ποῦ καὶ τὰ κλεῖν’ αἰνίγματα; Αρπ. Rhod. 4.358f. (…) poû τοῦ Δίος Ἰκεσίου / ὅρκια, poû δὲ μελιχραὶ ὑποσχεσίαι βεβάσαν;

fastus: here in the sense of “pride, haughtiness” (OLD s.v. fastus a). For fastus meaning “opposition to love” see Green on Ov. Fast. 1.419.

151f. Phaedra repeats the claims she made to her inner struggle and her moral inhibitions about revealing her passion at the opening of her letter (lines 7f., cf. her similar claim at Eur. Hipp. 392 ἐπεὶ μ’ ἔρως ἔτρωσεν, ἑσκόπουν ὅπας / κάλλιστ’ ἐνέγκαιμ’ αὐτόν). Until the very end Phaedra is trying hard to cling to her portrayal as an innocent and chaste wife. However, her use of past tense (fui) to refer to her steadfast resolution ultimately gives her away, as it seems to suggest her change of mind in the present.

et…nec: the construction occurs from the classical time onwards, see K-G 2.2.49, TLL 5 889.48ff.

certa fui –certi siquid haberet amor: through the anaphora of certus Phaedra implicitly identifies herself with love! certi siquid haberet amor is a variation on the well-known iunctura of certus amor (cf. e.g. Ov. Am. 3.6.30, Her. 17.191, Medic. 45, Ars 2.248 with Janka for parallels, 3.575, Met. 4.156, Prop. 1.8.45, 2.29.19, 3.8.18).

amor or Amor? this is another instance of Ovid’s favourite ambiguity on the (un)personification of the word, see n. on Her. 4.11.

153f. Kneeling before one’s loved one and embracing their feet was a common feature of erotic supplication, cf. Tib. 1.9.29-30 haec ego dicebam: nunc me fleuisse loquentem, / nunc pudet ad teneros procubuisse pedes, Prop. 4.3.12, 4.8.71f. supplicibus palmis tum demum ad foedera ueni / cum uix tangendos praebuit illa pedes, Ov. Am. 1.7.61f. ter tamen ante pedes uolui
procumbere supplex; / ter formidatas reppulit illa manus with McKeown, Her. 16.271f. nunc
mihi nil superset nisi te, formosa, precari, / amplexique tuos, si patiorem pedes, 20.77f. utque
solent famuli, cum urbera saeva urantur, / tendere submissas ad tua crura manus!, Sen.
Phaedr. 666f. en supplex iacet / adlapsa genibus regiae pole domus with Coffey and Mayaer,
703 iterum, superbe, genibus aduoluor tuis. In general, the suppliant as a rule touched the knees
of the person he begged. For parallels see Kenney on Her. 20.78, Michalopoulos on Her.
16.271f. Also see Gould (1973) 76.

uita: cf. Phaedra’s acknowledgement of her defeat by Aphrodite during her last appearance on
stage (Eur. Hipp. 727 πικροὶ δ’ ἔρωτος ἰσοπηθήσασαι).

precor: it picks up humilis precari 149.

regalia.../ brachia: the iunctura appears only here in Roman poetry, the enjambment is telling,
since the extention of the meaning to the following line is an effective visualization of Phaedra’s
extended hands to Hippolytus.

155. depudui, profugusque pudor...reliquit: depuduit picks up dedignor (line 149) and
highlights the image of bold Phaedra in love. More importantly, her reference to the flight of
pudor contradicts her initial claim for the compatibility of pudor with amor (line 9 qua licet et
prodest, pudor est miscendus amor), and puts her credibility at stake. The figura etymologica
(depuduit...pudor) combined with the accumulation of compounds denoting separation (de­
pudui, pro-fugus, re-liqui) further underscores Phaedra’s abandonment by her pudor, hence the
shamelessness of her approach. profugus pudor appears only here (cf. Ov. Am. 3.1.22
praeterito...pudore).

156. da ueniam: meaning “ignoscere” is widely used in Latin literature, ever since Roman
comedy and it is particularly favoured by Ovid. For parallels see Appel (1909) 121, Janka on
Ov. Ars 2.38 (with bibliography) and Michalopoulos on Her. 17.105f. da is a popular
imperative in the opening of prayers (see Green on Ov. Fast. 1.17). For da ueniam in the same
metrical sedes see examples in Fantham on Fast. 4.755; da ueniam fassae again only at Her.
19.4 da ueniam fassae, non patienter amo!

Given the poetological implications of ueniam (dare), which often appears in poetic
invocations to the reader’s benevolence (see Janka on Ov. Ars 2.38, Sharrock (1994)a 136f.), I
am tempted to read Phaedra’s request to Hippolytus also as a covert invocation to the external
reader to be sympathetic towards her new literary attempt, the confession of her passion in
elegiac couplets.

corda: poetic plural, the alliteration of the letter “d” in the line implies perhaps some sense of
“hardness.”

157-62. Phaedra for the last time in her letter plays with the “motif of the worthy ancestors”
through the repetition of her reference to her Cretan descent (further on the motif see n. on Her.
8.48). This time, however, she focuses exclusively on the male members of her family.
Moreover, her past is no longer evoked in order to provide an explanation for her current
misfortune; instead, it serves more as a reminder of a proud heritage. Minos, Jupiter and Sun constitute an extraordinary triad of ancestors, which inevitably glorify Phaedra.

**quod**: the triple anaphora of *quod* has an accumulative effect (for such repetitions see Wills (1996) 408).

**mihi sit genitor...Minos**: it picks up *Minoa* at line 61. The reference to Minos, whose presence was only implied in the mythological list at lines 53-64 (on this see p.66) now becomes explicit. Ariadne in her letter to Theseus makes a similar contrast between her proud descent from Minos and the possibility of becoming a slave of Theseus, cf. *Her*. 10.89-92 *tament ne religer dura captiva catena, / neue traham serua grandia pensa manu, / cui pater est Minos, cui mater filia Phoebi, / quodque magis memini, quae tibi pacta fui! On Roman daughterhood see Hallett (1984) 76ff.


**qui possidet aequora, Minos**: cf. Sen. *Phaedr*. 149 *quid ille lato maria qui regno premit*. Phaedra’s emphasis on her father’s domination at sea is not surprising, since the thalassocracy of the Minoans, mentioned already in Thuc. 1.4, was very well-known in antiquity (see Starr (1954), Hiller (1975) 70 n.53 with bibliography). In addition, such a honorific reference is in accordance with Phaedra’s strategy of family praise. In particular, the Neptune-like portrayal of Minos as the ruler of the sea, supported by the similarity in sound between *possidet* and *Ποσειδῶν* (the Greek for *Neptune*) offer an interesting subtle link with Hippolytus’ grandfather, Neptune, who is the master of the sea *par excellence* (cf. e.g. Eur. *Hipp*. 44f. ὁ πόντιος / ἄναξ Ποσειδῶν, Sen. *Phaedr*. 945 *regnator freti*). Phaedra perhaps alludes to the importance of the sea in the Euripidean play see Casali (1995)b 10f. On the importance of the sea (and the sea-imagery) in Eur. *Hipp*. see Segal (1965), Lesky (1947) 246ff. 158. Phaedra’s reference to a glorious and omnipotent Jupiter stands far apart from her two less impressive references to Jupiter earlier in her letter (cf. lines 35f, 133f.). Jupiter was associated with lightning from a very early stage, judging from the attribution to him of the adjective *Fulgur* (as early as in *CIL* XI 2.1.4172) and *Fulminator*. As the god of lightning he had a sanctuary in Campus Martius and received sacrifices on October the 7th. For artistic representations of the god holding the lightning as his attribute see *LIMC* s. v. *Zeus / Juppiter* 8.2.56-97.

**proaui**: here in the strict sense “great grand-father” (OLD s.v. *proauius* 1). Also see n. on *Her*. 8.47.

fulmina torta: later imitated at Stat. *Theb*. 201f. 159f. The reference to Sun is emphatic both by being placed last in the list and by occupying a whole couplet, while Minos and Jupiter share the same couplet. Similarly to Minos, his implied presence behind Venus’ wrath in the mythological list at lines 53-64 now becomes explicit.
From an intertextual perspective, Phaedra’s reference to Sun, the god of light, picks up the thematic polarity of concealment and revelation, darkness and light, which is fundamental in the first mythological list, especially through the allusion to Sun’s revelation of Venus’ adultery with Mars. Cf. also Phaedra’s combined evocation of both Jupiter and Sun as witnesses of her supposed rape by Hippolytus in the Senecan play (Sen. Phaedr. 888-90 te te, creator caelitum, testem inuoco, / et te, coruscum lucis aetheriae iubar, / ex cuius ortu nostra dependet domus).

159. radiis frontem uallatus acutis: the image of the crowned Sun recalls Hippolytus’ similar description at line 71 praecincti flore capilli (with n. ad loc.). Phaedra’s reference to Sun could be seen as a remote echo of the parallel between Hippolytus and Phaethon at Eur. Hipp. 735-41 (on this see Segal (1979 and Curley (1999) 203ff.).

160. purpureo tepidum qui mouet axe diem: the elaborate structure supports the grand presentation of the god. It appears again at Ov. Fast. 3.518 purpureum rapido qui uelit axe diem (in respect of Lucifer), also see Ov. Am. 1.6.65 iamque pruinosis molitur Lucifer axes, 1.13.2 flaua pruinoses quae uelit axe diem (Aurora). The reference to Sun’s chariot combined with the imagery of the crown in the previous line further reinforces the parallel with Hippolytus (cf. Phaedra’s reference to Hippolytus’ chariot-driving skills at lines 79f. Also see Virbius’ (Hippolytus’) similar reference to the chariot in his account of his death at Ov. Met. 15.521-3).

purpureus: in the sense of “bright” or “shining” it is frequent in descriptions of daylight, especially of dawn (for parallels see McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.13.9f.). The adjective also has certain erotic implications, because of its usual attribution to Cupid or Venus (for a list of parallels and further bibliography see McKeown on Ov. Am. 2.1.38). The conventional association of purpureus with rubor (cf. e.g. Ov. Am. 1.3.14, 2.5.34, Tr. 4.3.70) offers a subtle link with Hippolytus’ blush at line 72 (tinxerat ora rubor). For adjectives in -eus as stylistically elevated see n. on Her. 4.44.

axis: a common synecdoche for chariot (see TLL 2.1636.66ff.), ever since Verg. Georg. 3.107, cf. e.g. Am. 1.13.2, 29, Met. 2.59, 4.214 (Vesper), 4. 634. For literary and artistic resources for Sun’s chariot see Bomer on Ov. Met. 2.106.

161. nobilitas sub amore iacet: an emphatic repetition of line 150 (heu! ubi nunc fastus altaque uerba? iacent). Hypsipyle in her letter to Jason gives voice to a similar concern about the usefulness of high birth in erotic matters (cf. Her. 6.113 si te nobilitas generasque nomina tangunt). Propertius, on the other hand, proudly asserts love’s indifference towards noble birth and social titles, cf. Prop. 1.5.23 nec tibi nobilitas poterit succurrere amanti. Phaedra’s use of nobilitas, a striking Roman term, reflects the social reality of Ovid’s contemporary Rome, thus contributing to the heroine’s Romanization. Further on Rome’s social stratification see Gelzer (1969) and Richard (1978). nobilitas is rare in elegy (Tib. 0, Prop. 1, Ov. Am. 0), in the Her. again at 6.113, 16.52, 17.52.
161f. That her proud parentage will necessarily provide safe grounds for Hippolytus’ mercy
(miserere priorum, parce meis) is a rather weak claim.

162. mihi si non uis parcere, parce: Phaedra seems to have her doubts about Hippolytus’
feelings towards her. The verbal repetition parcere, parce together with the enjambement are
indicative of Phaedra’s emotional distress. The imperative parce (and parce) - deriving from
the ritual language of prayer to the gods (Greek φείδω, φείδετε)- often appears in erotic
entreaties. Its use in poetry must have been a Tibullan characteristic. For more see N-A on
Lygd. [Tib.] 3.4.21 with bibliography.

163f. Phaedra returns to her reference to the political implications of Theseus’ injustices against
his son at lines 121-4. But this time she brings an extraordinary reversal, as she replaces
Hippolytus’ exclusion from power by Theseus with her proposition of the island of Crete to her
beloved. Phaedra’s promises are in accordance with the praepceptor’s advice for the unsparing
use of promises in the composition of a love letter (cf. Ov. Ars 1.443f. promites facito: quid
enim promittere laedit? / pollicitis diues quilibet esse potest, also 3.461 si bene promittent,
totidem promittite uerbis with Gibson).

163. est mihi dotalis: an echo of Dido’s similar offer at Verg. Aen. 4.103f. liceat Phrygio
seruire marito / dotalisque tuae Tyrios permettere dextrae with Pease. For similar offers in the
Heroides, cf. 6.117-8 dos tibi Lemnos erit, terra ingeniosa colenti / me quoque dotalis inter
habere potes (Hypsipyle), 7.149f. hos potius populos in dotem, ambage remissa, / accipe et
aduectas Pygmalionis opes (Dido), 12.53f. quam tibi tunc longe regnum dotale Creusae, 103
dotis opes ubi erant?, 199 dos ubi sit, quaiseris?, 201-3 aureus ille aries uil/o spectahilis alto /
dos mea, quam, dicam si tibi ‘reddel!,’ neges. / dos mea tu sospes; dos est mea Graia iuventus!
(Meda) with Bessone on 199-206. Cf. also Scylla’s similar offer to Minos (Ov. Met. 8.67f.),
which in turns echoes Tarpeia’s offer to Tatius (Prop. 4.4.56 and 59-62), see Tsitsiou- Chelidoni
(2003) 70. The offer is also repeated by the Senecan Phaedra, 617-19 mandata recipe sceptra,
me famulam accipe: / [te imperia regere, me decet iussa exequi] / muliebre non est regna tutari
urbium.

Phaedra, in the role of uxor dotata, echoes the social reality of contemporary Rome,
where a dowry played a major role for a young man to get married. Her offer of her dowry,
however, is invalid, since, according to the Roman marriage laws, during the marriage the
dowry passed to the husband’s hands, to whose hands it often remained, even after the
unfortunate event of a divorce. Further on Roman practices and attitudes towards dowry see
Treggiari (1991) 95-100, esp. 95-98, 323-364 (on dos and uxor dotata), also Corbett (1930)
147ff., Lee (1956) 150-2, Kaser (1959) 127ff., idem (1965) 251ff., Watson (1967) 57-76,
208, esp. 142f. For the stock characters of uxores dotatae in Roman Comedy see Michaut
(1920) 261-269, Duckworth (1994) 255f.
Seen within the context of gift offering as an integral part of elegiac courting (see Prop. 3.13. with Fedeli, Ov. *Ars* 2.261-86 with Janka, Bömer on *Met.* 10.243-97, esp. 10.259-66) Phaedra’s extravagant offer of Crete to Hippolytus stands closer to the expensive gifts offered by the rich rival rather than to the simplicity of the gifts offered by the “poor poet” (for the elegiac condemnation of the *diuus amator* see Sharrock (1991) a 43-45, Spoth (1992) 132).

For Crete as a symbol of death and deception in *Hipp.* see p 9.


**165f.** Phaedra’s reference to her mother’s unnatural love affair with the bull picks up the reference to this story in her first mythological list (lines 75ff.); however, this time Phaedra does not hesitate to emphasize Pasiphae’s role as a deceiver. The couplet is replete with verbal echoes from earlier parts of the letter (cf. *flecte animos* 165 ~ *fingat...animos in mea uota* 16, *animos...tuos* 130, also *animo...meo* 24, *ferox 165 ~ ferocis 79*, *ferox 82, taurum / tauro* 165ff. ~ *tauro* 56 and 57, *saeuior 166 ~ saeuit* 148, *truci 166 ~ trucem 73*).


**corrumpere**: Phaedra’s use of the verb with regard to Hippolytus is rather unexpected, since *corrumpere* is usually applied with reference to the seduction of women (see *TLL* 4.1056.35ff.). Further on its use in elegy see Lyne [*Verg.* *Ciris* 365.

**166. mater**: emphatic by position (first in the line) and by the enjambment (*corrumpere taurum / mater*).

intentional as it offers a link with the “bull imagery” and its morbid and sexual connotations (see nn. on *Her.* 4.21f.).


parcas, oro: a variation of the ritual *parce, precor* (see n. on *Her.* 4.162). *orare* belongs to high register and, like *parcere*, has further liturgical connotations (see McKeown on *Ov. Am.* 1.6.27f.)

quae plurima mecum est: cf. Eur. *Hipp.* 1 Πολλή μέν ἐν βρωτοῖσι κοῦκ ἀνόνυμος 443 Κύριε γέρο οὗ φορτύς ἣν πολλή ὤμι. For the idiomatic use of *multus / plurimus* (in Greek *πολύς*) as adverbs see Palmer on *Her.* 2.32 and McKeown on *Am.* 1.15.38 with parallels.

168. A rephrasal of line 148 *qui mihi nunc saevuit, sic tibi parcat Amor!*

169-174: sic...sic.../ sic...: Phaedra offers to her letter an elevated and imposing closure through the emphatic triple anaphora of *sic*, which mimicks the language of religious ritual. For the ritual repetition of *sic*, which is first attested at Catul. 17.5-7, and appears very often in cletic hymns to invite a god to appear see Maltby on Tib. 1.4.1-6 with ample bibliography (for parallels of similar fourfold repetitions see Wills (1996) 408 n.40). Her extensive use of optative subjunctive further supports the sacral implications of the section (cf. *adsit* 169, *praebat* 170, *faueant* 171, *cadat* 172, *dent* 173, *levet* 174). Phaedra’s triple wish for Hippolytus inevitably brings to mind (nevertheless in striking contrast) the three wishes granted by Neptune to Theseus, which ultimately caused Hippolytus’ death.


In terms of structure, the first and third couplet through the similar openings of their hexameters (*sic tibi...*) effectively frame the second couplet.

169. secretis agilis dea saltibus: Diana’s solitary woods echo Hippolytus’ secluded meadow. *agilis dea* is unique in Latin literature. The encircling word-order effectively reflects Diana’s isolation in the remote woodland.

*adsit* on its ritual implications see n. on *Her.* 4.15.

170. perdendas praebat: the jingle as a result of the accumulation of the prepositions *per-* and *praeb-* is worth mentioning.
171. Phaedra’s reference to the Satyrs and the Fauni invests Hippolytus’ woods with an unmistakable erotic flavour. The similarity with her erotic frenzy in the wild at lines 49f. is hard to miss and it is meant either to put Hippolytus in the same place where she is or to identify Hippolytus’ hunting wandering with her erotic roaming. Oenone in her letter to Paris makes a similar reference to her pursuit by the lustful throng of the Satyrs and the Fauni, while she wandered in the woods (Her. 5. 135-8 me Satyri celeres—siluis ego tecta latebam—/ quaesierunt rapido, turbâ proterua, pede / cornigerumque caput pinu praecinctus acuta / Faunus in immensis, qua tument Ida, iugis). For Satyrs, Panes and Silenus as Ovid’s conventional entourage of Bacchus see Green on Ov. Fast. 1.395-400.

172. et cadat aduersa cuspide fossus aper: the line is repeated at Ov. Rem. 204 aut cadat aduersa cuspidie fossus aper among the praeceptor’s advice for erotic remedy in hunting. cuspis here is a synecdoche for uenabulum. The killing of the boar is a rather unfortunate choice in that it picks up aper at line 104 and its association with Adonis’ tragic death by the boar (see n. on Her. 4.104). Fossus aper the iunctura appears only here.

montanaque numina: numen here denotes “the deity himself” (OLD s.v. numen 6). Further on the religious connotations of the term see Bailey (1935) and N-A on Lygd. [Tib.] 3.4.53.

173. tibi dent Nymphae: the interposition of the concessive clause (quamuis...diceris) by separating dent from its object gives the impression that the verb is used absolutely in the sense of “offering sexual pleasure” (see on n. Her. 4.143). Given the meaning of the Greek νύμφη as “bride” (cf. Servius on Aen. 8.336 “nymphae”... “maritae” dicit: nam graece sponsa νύμφη dicitur, for parallels see Michalopoulos (2001) s.v. nympha) Phaedra’s use of nympha is an implicit allusion to wedding imagery. According to Kenney on Her. 16.127f. Ovid alone, and only in the Heroïdes, uses nympha in the sense of the Greek νύμφη (“bride”). See OLD s.v. nympha 2, Barchiesi on Her. 1.27, Knox on Her. 5.12 and Casali on Her. 9.50.

173f. quamuis odisse puellas / diceris: diceris is an “Alexandrian footnote” (see n. on Her. 4.51), possibly intended to recall Hippolytus’ own words at Eur. Hipp. 664f. δλοιοσθε. μισων δ’ ουποτ’ εμπληθωσωμαί / γυναικας, ουδ’ ει θεοι τις μ’ αει λέγειν. puellas picks up Phaedra’s initial programmatic self-identification as puella at line 2 (Cressa puella) and rounds-off the letter with ring-composition.

odisse puellas: an echo of Prop. 1.1.5 castas odisse puellas; however, given Hippolytus’ outspoken hatred for the female race (see Eur. Hipp. 664f. μισων δ’ ουποτ’ εμπληθωσωμαί / γυναικας odisse should be understood in the strong sense of “hatred” and not simply “annoyance” (see Fedeli on Prop. 1.1.5 and Fraenkel (1980) 263. Further see Skutsch (1910)). For similar line-endings cf. Prop. 1.1.5 castas odisse puellas (with Casali (1995)b 12), Ov. Rem. 655 sceus est odisse puellam.

174. arentem quae leuet unda sitim!: a possible echo of Αίδως’ watering with its river waters Hippolytus’ secluded meadow (Eur. Hipp. 78 Αίδως δε ποταμίατι κηπευει δρόσοις) or Phaedra’s erotic infatuation to drink water from a mountain spring (Eur. Hipp.208f. πος ἀν
The junctura arenis sitiis is unique in Ovid, again only at Tib. 1.4.41 (see Maltby ad loc.) and Paul. Nol. Carm. 6.235, cf. also Lucr. 3.197, 6.1175 (sitis arida); the combination is closely associated with the widespread imagery of the intensive heat and the harsh droughts caused by the dog-star Sirius (Canis). For parallels see Murgatroyd and Maltby on Tib. 1.1.27f.

175. addimus...precibus lacrimas... precantis: addimus is a poetic plural. The emphatic repetition precibus...precantis underscores Phaedra’s supplication.

176. iam legis, et: on the text see 282f.


Phaedra’s identification of her tears with her letters is another instance of her connection of her body with the text, of her sexuality with the letter’s textuality (cf. her ambiguous use of ars (“art of loving” or “art of writing”) at line 25, further see pp.19f.). Phaedra’s claim is not unique in the collection, since signs of physical pain (usually tears and blood) are often involved by the heroines in the actual process of writing their letter, cf. (Briseis) Her. 3.3f. quascumque adspicies, lacrimae fecere lituras; / sed tamen et lacrimae pondera uoci habent with Barchiesi, (Dido) Her. 7.183-6 adsipicias utinam, quae sit scribentis imago! / scribimus, et gremio Troicus ensis adest, / perque genas lacrimae strictum labuntur in ensem, / qui iam pro lacrimis sanguine tinctus erit- combination of tears with blood, (Canace) Her. 11.1f. siga tamen caecis errabunt scripta lituris, / oblitus a dominae caede libellus erit – blood, (Sappho) Her. 15.97f. scribimus, et lacrimis oculi rorantur obortis; / aspice, quam sit in hoc multa litura loco. Also see Prop. 4.3.3-6 si qua tamen tibi lecturo pars oblita derit, / haec erit e lacrimis facta litura meis: / aut si qua incerto fallet te littera tractu, / signa meae dextrae iam morientis erunt. Their tears are transformed into “a kind of carnal alphabet,” as “the heroines themselves reiterate this textual physicality by explicitly linking their crying with their writing” (Spentzou (2003) 111). Hence, the female body becomes a text and the bodily fluids (tears, blood) are the ink to inscribe the message. As a result, while Hippolytus reads the letter,

From an intertextual perspective, Phaedra's suggestion to Hippolytus to imagine her tears (cf. *Her*. 7.183 *adspicias utinam, quae sit scribentis imago*) becomes an ominous allusion to the disastrous outcome of their story, since Hippolytus "will find himself sharing the exact viewpoint of a spectator of the Euripidean tragedy" (Barchiesi (1993) 337f. = (2001) 108f.). On the closure of the heroines' letter being at odds with the canonical, "official" end of their stories see Spentzou (2003) 183f. In addition, the high frequency of *lacrimas* and the "tear motif" in Roman epitaphs further enhances the morbid connotations of the reference (see Lattimore (1967) 234f.).
[1f]. On the spurious character of the opening couplet and the genuineness of the titular salutation (HERMIONE ORESTAE) see p.283.

3. Pyrrhus Achillides: the lack of a formal opening salutation, which is at variance with the usual epistolary practices, suggests the urgency of the situation and Hermione's distress. Hermione is trying to suppress the identity of both the sender and the receiver in case the letter gets intercepted (see p.50); however, the striking absence of any second-person terms (with the only exception of facis (7) and tibi (8)) from the beginning of the letter (Jacobson (1974) 51) is indicative of her reluctance to address Orestes in person. Given that lines 1f. are spurious, the reader gets the impression -at least momentarily- that the letter is written by Pyrrhus, who follows the conventional letter opening formula of aliquis alicui salutem dicit (further on letter-opening formulas see n. on Her. 4.1).

Pyrrhus: Neoptolemus, the son of Achilles. The name Pyrrhus derives either from his tawny hair (Serv. on Verg. Aen. 2.263 Pyrrhus...a capillorum qualitate uocitatvm est, 469 Pyrrhus a colore comae dictus, qui Latine burrus dicitur) or from Pyrrha, which was Achilles' name, when he was hiding on the island of Scyros disguised by his mother as a girl (Hyg. Fab. 97 Pyrrhus est uocitamus a patre Pyrrha). In the letter, Ovid shows his clear preference for Pyrrhus, instead of Neoptolemus (9 times to 5), since the latter is metrically intractable in dactylic poetry. Homer uses only the form Νεοπτόλεμος. Pyrrhus appears for the first time at Theocr. 15.140, but the name must have originated already in the Cypria (fr. 16 Davies (= Pausan. 10.26.4) τοῦ δὲ Αχιλλέως τῷ παιδὶ Ὀμήρος μὲν Νεοπτόλεμον ὄνομα ἐν ἀπάσῃ οἱ τίθεται τῇ ποιήσει: τὰ δὲ Κύπρια ἔπι φηνεν ύπὸ Λυκομίδους μὲν Πύρρον, Νεοπτόλεμον δὲ ὄνομα ὑπὸ Φοίνικος αὐτῷ τεθῆναι, ὅτι Αχιλλέως ἥλικια ἔτι νέος πολεμεῖν ἱράτῳ). Neoptolemus is completely avoided by the Augustan poets (Bömer on Met. 13.155).

Achillides: the application of the patronymic contributes to the epic-like introduction of Neoptolemus through his association with the heroic valour of his father. Hermione's persistent use of patronyms (cf. Aeacide 7, Pelopeius 27, Aeacidae 33, Dardanius 42, Tantalides 45, Aeacides 55, Tantalides 66, Pelopeia 81, Pelides 83, Tantalidae 122) should be seen within the context of the "heredity theme", which plays a programmatic role in the letter. In Hermione's eyes, Neoptolemus and Orestes are the doubles of their fathers (Achilles and Agamemnon respectively); hence, they have to compete not only in strength, but also on grounds of parentage. Hermione later in her letter (lines 84-6) will return to Neoptolemus' hereditary heroic valour in order to deconstruct the father-son relationship.

Neoptolemus' association with his father in terms of heroism appears, ever since Homer (Od. 11.505-540). In Euripides' Andromache, Neoptolemus in all fourteen references to him (with the only exception of line 14 τῷ νησιώτη Νεοπτόλεμῳ) is mentioned as "the son of
Achilles" (παῖς Ἀχιλλέως), which is a frequent title for him in Greek tragedy in general (Phillippo 1995 358 n.14. Further on the use of patronymics (and metronymics) in Eur. Andr. see Phillippo (1995) passim, esp. 367). In Latin poetry, the patronymic Achillides is not found before Ovid (cf. again Ibis 301 with reference to Pyrrhus, the king of Epirus). The association, however, between father and son is already present in Vergil's heroic representation of Pyrrhus during the sack of Troy, cf. Verg. Aen. 2.469-558, esp. instat ui patria Pyrrhus 491, also stirpis Achilleae 3.326, also cf. Sen. Tro. 252 Pyrrhum paternus (sc. feruor rapit). On the unfavourable connotations of this portrayal see nn. Her. 8.10 and 83-6).

animalus imagine patris: animosus in the sense "proud", "noble" (TLL 2.88.41ff., OLD s.v. 2). The clause in apposition further strengthens the "father-son" association implied through the use of the patronymic Achillides. For adjectives in -osus (possibly an Ovidian innovation) see n. on Her. 4.85.

3f. In order to complete the sense of the couplet a direct object must be understood. Such omission contributes further to the concealment (or at least the belated mention) of the identity of the sender; a technique much favoured by Ovid in the Her. (cf. 6, 7, 9, 10, 17, 20, 21).

4. inclusam...tenet: the absence of a direct object for the verb (tenet) implies bodily absence and causes a certain unclarity (see Palmer (1898) app. crit. ad loc.). For grammatical uncertainty as Hermione's strategy of self-effacement see pp.50f. The framing of the pentameter by inclusam and tenet suggests effectively a sense of confinement.

contra iusque piumque: "against any human and divine justice" (cf. TLL 7.684.41ff., OLD s.v. pius 1c), a legal formula, found in poetry only in Ovid (always in the same metrical position), again only at Ov. Ars 1.200 statit pro signis iusque piumque tuis (also [Ov.] Epic. Drus. 24 et quoscumque coli est iusque piumque deos). ius is a term with high frequency in Ovid (see Kenney (1969) 253). For the unusual caesura contra || iusque see Platnauer (1951) 13f.

5. renui...tenerer: the verb renuere is extremely rare in elegy (absent in Prop., Tib. 1.5.20 (only), Ov. Am. 2.8.23, Her. 17.89 and Met. 8.325). Note the alliteration of re in the line.

tenerer: Hermione's extensive use of verbs in passive voice throughout the letter (cf. iungar 36, rumpor 57, credar 81, paratai 82, orba...eram 90, credor 114, exstinguar 121) is part of her strategy of self-victimization (for more on this see pp.57f.). The passive syntax followed by her recollection of her abduction by Neoptolemus (lines 7-10) underlines her powerlessness and establishes her image as a victim of Neoptolemus' violence. In an attempt to win Orestes' sympathy, Hermione relegates herself from wielder of gaze to an object of male gaze. The manipulation of the power game of vision is a strategy commonly applied by the heroines in the collection (see Lindheim (2003) 111-4, 146-7, 164-5, 223 n. 86).

6. femineae...manus: for the iunctura, cf. Cic. Tusc. 2.20.24, Nat. Deor. 1.99.7-8, Ov. Her. 6.52, 11.20. femineus is frequent in Latin poetry (with the exception of Lucretius and Horace,
where the adjective is absent). Adjectives in –eus, in use ever since the archaic period, are stylistically elevated (further see n. on Her. 4.14 with bibliography).

The genitive feminae is metrically intractable; hence the poet prefers the genitive of the adjective (femineae). This feature (either a development by imitation of Greek epic and tragic poetry or, more likely, a development of an inherent feature of the Latin language) is common in Latin poetry (see Knox on Ov. Her. 1.14 with bibliography, Austin on Verg. Aen. 2.543). It survives until the Christian Latin authors (Löfsted (1942) 107ff., Ernout – Thomas (1964) 44-46).

ualuere: Ovid’s choice of ualuere, instead of the type ualuerunt, is dictated by metrical necessity. For Ovid’s use of the two forms of the third person plural of the perfect indicative see Michalopoulos (2006) 65.

7f. Hermione’s quotation of her exact words to Neoptolemus adds vividness to her letter and raises the pathos considerably. It is not by chance that the only other instance of an exact quotation of Hermione’s words involves her separation from her mother (lines 80f.). In this light, her abduction by Neoptolemus reiterates Helen’s abduction by Paris. Hermione’s entire life revolves around abduction (either her mother’s or her own). For more on this see p.50.

7. Aeacide: it picks up Achillides (line 3). This is the usual epic term to denote a descendant of Aeacus, Achilles (cf. Verg. Aen. 1.99, Sen. Tro. 253) or Pyrrhus (cf. Verg. Aen. 3.296). Vocative in –dē is the usual form for patronymics in -das (-des) in Latin; the alternative form in –dā is considered to be Greek and older (see Bömer on Met. 8.551, Skutsch on Enn. Ann. 167). In Ovid, the vocative of Aeacides is always Aeacide (cf. Her. 3.87, Ars 1.691, Met. 11.250), except Met. 7.798 Aeacidā (under the possible influence of Enn. Ann. 167 Skutsch aiot e Aeacida Romanos uincere posse), also cf. TLL 1.904.52ff. The use of patronymics in addresses is strictly restricted to high, poetic register, possibly under Greek influence, since the majority of such formations derive from the Greek mythological tradition (Dickey (2002) 210-12, esp. 211).

non sum sine uindice: cf. Her. 20.149f. elige de uacuis quam non sibi uindicet alter; / si nescis, dominum res habet ista suum. Hermione’s allusion to the uindicatio-process through her playful use of the legal terminology has the air of parody (so Kenney (1969) 254ff.). On uindex see Palmer ad loc. For Ovid’s predilection for legal terminology in general see n. on Her. 4.12 with bibliography. The figure of litotes (non sum sine) adds further emphasis by drawing attention to her claim (cf. n. on Her. 4. 69, on litotes see Hofmann (1926) 147ff., Bömer (1957)a 10, LHS 2.778ff.).

8. sub domino: dominus, an affectionate term applied to a lover (mainly since Ovid), belongs to the private amatory language and has certain sexual connotations, cf. Ov. Am. 3.7.11 et mihi blanditias dixit dominumque uocauit, Ars 1.314, Met. 7.725, 9.466, cf. OLD s.v. 4b). For more on dominus / -a in addresses and its amatory usage see Dickey (2002) 77-101, esp. 82-85. During the Principate the term was applied equally to husband and wife (Treggiari (1991) 414,
Hermione's self-identification as an elegiac puella in the opening of her letter is clearly programmatic. puella is an appropriate term for a young wife (Pichon (1966) s.v., Watson (1983) 135, for more on this see n. on Her. 4.2.), as well as for a young girl unlucky in love (Watson (1983) 137); in the latter sense the term is very common in the Her., cf. 2.63, 5.155, 10.118, 12.89f., 92, 14.65, 87, 19.7, 127, 21.122.

Hermione's abduction by Neoptolemus is in accordance with the main mythological tradition, according to which Hermione, during Menelaus' absence at Troy, was betrothed (or married) to Orestes by her grandfather Tyndareus. Menelaus ignorant of his daughter's betrothal by her grandfather promised her hand to Neoptolemus. For a detailed discussion of the various mythological versions of Hermione's "double marriage" see n. on Her. 8.31-4. Hermione mentions her violent abduction by Pyrrhus repeatedly throughout her letter (cf. lines 18, 66, 82, 103).

surdior ille freto: a conventional periphrasis for the indifference of a lover; the immovability and indifference of the sea to human emotions was a well-established poetic topos denoting indifference and emotional detachment (cf. Ov. Ars 1.531 surdas clamabat ad undas, repeated at Rem. 597 surdas clamabat ad undas with Pinotti, Met. 13.804 surdior aequoribus, [Ov.] Epiced. Drus. 108 ad surdas tenui uoce sonantur aquas). On the indifference of the sea to human emotions see also Pease on Verg. Aen. 4.366 and Fedeli on Prop. 3.7.18. Very often the sea appears in combination with the proverbial deafness of the (sea) rocks (cf. Eur. Andr. 537 τί με προσπίνεις, ἀλλὰν πέτραν / ἢ κύμα λιταίς ὡς ἰκετεύων; with Stevens, Med. 28-9 ... ὡς δὲ πέτρος ἢ θαλάσσαις / κλύδων ἀκούει νοὸν κυνομιθῆ ἵλων with Page, Lycophron 1451-3 Τό μακρά τλήμων εἰς ἀννυκώς πέτρας / εἰς κύμα κωφὸν ἡ νάπας δασπλητίδας / βαύζω, Hor. Carm. 3.7.21-2, Epod. 17.54-5 with Watson, Sen. Ag. 539 with Tarrant, see Otto s.v. scopulis no. 1611, pp.313-4). For another instance, where surdus is attributed to the sea, cf. Her. 18. 211 nec faciam surdis conuicia fluctibus ulla. The attribution of surdus to lovers (cf. e.g. Hor. Carm. 3.7.21, Ov. Her. 7.27 ad mea munera surdus), even to Venus herself, (Ov. Am. 1.8. 86 commodat in lusus numina surda Venus) is frequent.

freto: for the poetic use of fretum for the sea see TLL 6.1.1314.66ff.

clamantem nomen Orestae: Orestes is introduced in the letter rather late. Hermione's use of a third-person periphrasis, instead of a direct address in second person, is indicative of her emotional detachment. clamantem is later picked up in the letter at line 80, where Hermione calls upon her departing mother (clamabam: "sine me, me sine, mater abis?"). This interesting case of προθώστερον makes Hermione's abduction by Neoptolemus seem a reiteration of her mother's rape by Paris.
Orestae: Heinsius' emendation to genitive in –ae (Orestae) (adopted by Showerman-Goold) remedies the rarity of the Latin genitive in –is (Orestis), which is indeed very unusual for this type of Greek name. According to Housman (1972) 827f., however, no definite conclusions can be drawn in favour of either of the two. Cf. also Orestae at line 115.

10. traxit inornatis...comis: Ovid has in mind perhaps Eur. Andr. 710, where Peleus threatens Menelaus with an imaginary account of Neoptolemus’ dragging Hermione by her hair out of his palace (cf. ἔλατ (sc. Neoptolemus) δι’ οἴκων τήνδ’ (sc. Hermione) ἐπισπάσας κόμης). Violence against one’s beloved is a well-established topos in Roman elegy. The theme was common in New Comedy, and from there (either directly or indirectly through the Hellenistic epigram and Roman comedy) it was passed on to Augustan elegy. In particular, attacks on the hair constitute an indispensable part of quarrels between lovers (cf. Ov. Am. 1.7.49, 2.7.7, Ars 2.169-70, 451, 3.570, Met. 2.476-8 dixit et aduersam prensis a fronte capillis / strauit humi pronam with Bömer for parallels). For parallels see McKeown’s introduction to Am. 1.7. and his note on 1.7.11f. In some cases the attack is made by the mistress against her loved one, often on the latter’s request (cf. Ter. Eun. 859-60, Tib. 1.6.71-2, Prop. 3.8.5, see also Yardley (1976)).

Dragging someone by their hair was considered to be an act of contempt and it was normally reserved for slaves (cf. Hom. Od. 22.187-8, Aesch. Suppl. 883-4, 908-12), esp. for women in captivity (for women of Troy dragged off by their hair, cf. Eur. IA 790-2, Andr. 401-2, also Verg. Aen. 2.403-4 trahebatur Priameia urgo / crinibus). Hair-pulling as punishment is frequent in Latin poetry, cf. e.g. Pacuv. Antiopa 18f. Warmington coma / tractate per aspera saxa et humum, Ov. Her. 14.83, Met. 2.476-8, 9.317-8 ridentem prensamque ipsis dea saeua capillis / traxit), and it is also very popular in tales of abduction. The verbal and thematic similarities with Hypermestra (cf. Her. 14.83 abstrahor a patris pedibus, raptamque capillis) deserve special mention (for more details see Fulkerson (2005) 103-5). If such an act derives from an old juridical action of possession, then a further subtle link is provided with the legis actio per manus injectionem process at line 16.

Hermione’s emphasis on being dragged by the hair offers an interesting parallel with her mother, who was also dragged by her hair to the Greek camp after the sack of Troy. Such depictions of Helen are frequent in Euripidean tragedy, cf. e.g. Eur. Hel. 116 Μενέλαος αὐτὴν ἢ’ ἐπισπάσας κόμης with Kannicht, Tro. 881-2 κομίζετ’ αὐτήν τῆς μιαφωνωτάτης / κόμης ἐπισπάσαιντες with Biehl). In this perspective, Ovid’s Hermione appears to have read her tragedy well.

Furthermore, Neoptolemus’ violent behaviour echoes his disgraceful treatment of king Priam during the sack of Troy. According to the Vergilian account, Neoptolemus showed utter disrespect and committed sacrilege by dragging king Priam by his hair and killing him on the altar (cf. Verg. Aen. 550-53 (...) hoc dicens altaria ad ipsa trementem/ traxit et in multo lapsantem sanguine nati, /implicuitque comam laeua, dextraque coruscum / extulit ac lateri capulo tenus abdidit ensem, also cf. Sen. Tro. 44-8 uidi execrandum regiae caedis nefas /
ipsasque ad aras maius admissum scelus, / Aeacius armis cum ferox, saeua manu / coma reflectens regium torta caput, /alto nefandum vulneri ferrum abdidi. Further on this see Jacobson (1974) 46 n.6.

inornatis...comis: there is a touch of irony behind Hermione's reference to her dishevelled hair at the very moment of her abduction. Repeatedly throughout the letter Hermione shows a constant concern for her physical appearance (cf. incultae...genae 64, non longos etiam tunc scissa capillos 79, non cultus tibi cura mei 95), thus giving away some traits of a "childlike feminine vanity" (Jacobson (1974) 53).

comis: coma is the most frequent term for hair in elegy, as opposed to capillus and crinis. For more details see n. on Her. 4.71.

11. capta Lacedaemone serua: Hermione's fear of enslavement is strikingly reminiscent of Hector's epic fears about the fate of Andromache in the unfortunate event of Troy's fall to the Greeks (Hom. Il. 6.450-465). Similar concerns can also be found in Greek tragedy (cf. Eur. Andr. 12-31, Tro. 614f., 658-664). In the Heroides, similar fears are voiced by Briseis (Her. 3.69-80) and Ariadne (Her. 10.89f.). The relegation of the elegiac domina to the status of a slave constitutes an ingenious play on the intersection of the established elegiac topos of servitium amoris with the pragmatics of servitude (further see Barchiesi (1992) 26-28 on Briseis' literal and metaphoric servitude, cf. also Catul. 64. 160-163, Hor. Carm. 3.27.63).

Hermione's reference to the potential threat posed by the enemy is obviously exaggerated, since the Trojans were not conducting an aggressive war, but they were fighting to defend their country.

12. Hermione's extensive use of rhetorical questions offers a more dramatic tone to her appeal (again at lines 12, 17f., 50, 59f., 65f., 88).

Graias...nurus: Graius is elevated compared to the alternative form Graecus (see Bömer on Met. 7.214) and it is the form most often used in poetry. The rather prosaic Graecus is absent from Roman epic. For more on the use of Graius in Latin poetry see the bibliography cited by Michalopoulos on Her. 16.33f. nurus is used in the sense of "wife" (OLD s.v.2). Its collective use as a synonym for puellae (cf. Austin on Verg. Aen. 2.501) is particularly favoured by Ovid, especially in combination with adjectives denoting nationality, like here (Graias). Helen is called Graia puella at Ov. Ars 1.54 and Graia marita at Ov. Met. 12.609.

barbara turba: despite the fact that Homer never calls the Trojans "barbarians" (nevertheless, their Carian allies are mentioned as βαρβαροφάνειοι (Il. 2.267)), barbarus is used by Latin poets as a synonym for Trojanus (see Fedeli on Prop. 3.8.31, Bömer on Met. 14. 163-4, also Serv. on Verg. Aen. 2.504 (...) aut uere barbaro, id est Phrygio, quia παξ μη Ἐλλην βαρβαρος nam et Homerus Phrygas barbaros appellat, et Vergilius "barbara tegmina cruru". turba typically denotes unbridled crowds (see OLD s.v. 2, LSJ s.v. II.B, Bömer on Met. 3.529), cf. also n. Her. 4.101. Further on turba see n. on Her. 4.101.
The couplet has a distinctive Greek colour through the application of Greek names (Andromachen, Achaia, Danaus, Phrygias), the use of Greek accusative (Andromachen) and the accumulation of Greek sounds (ch, ph). Note also the alliteration of a, u and x.

**Andromachen uexauit**: the comparison with Andromache is perhaps intended to recall Hermione's animosity against Andromache, as treated by Euripides in his Andromache. In this light, the specific reference to Andromache becomes a metaliiterary allusion to the homonymous Euripidean play. The imaginary reversal of roles is ironic, since Hermione is afraid of experiencing the hardships, which she herself had imposed on Andromache in the play.

**Andromachen**: for Ovid's predilection for Greek accusatives see n. on Her. 4.55.

**Achaia**: Achā́’a, “Greece” by synecdoche, since Prop. 2.28B.53 (cf. also Ov. Her. 16.187, 17.209, Met. 4.606, 13.325); possibly echoing the synecdochic use of Ἀχαῖα in Homer (see TLL 1.383.39, OLD s.v. 3)

**Achaia uictrix**: the *iunctura* appears only here in Latin poetry. On the adjectival use of nouns in -trix (and -tor) see K-S 1.232, LHS 2.157.

14. Danaus Phrygias ueret ignis opes: a “golden” line, see n. on Her. 4.72.

**Danaus...ignis**: cf. Verg. Aen. 2.276 uel Danaum Phrygios iaculatus puppibus ignis. Danai is drawing from the epic tradition, since Δαναόι was one of the names used by Homer with reference to the Greeks (others are Ἀχαῖοι, Ἀργεῖοι, (Παύς) Ἕλληνες). The use of nominative, instead of genitive, is emphatic, see n. on Her. 8.6.

**Phrygias...opes**: cf. Laodamia’s similar phrasing in her letter to Paris, Her. 13.58 quique suo Ἀχαια corpore ferret opes. The wealth of Troy was proverbial; East, in general, was considered by the Romans as a place of extravagant wealth and moral corruption. For Trojan wealth see Michalopoulos on Her. 16.33f. and 177-84 and N-H on Hor. Carm. 2.12.20 (esp. for the legendary fertility of Asia Minor).

15. at t̄u: Hermione’s first address to Orestes is quite abrupt and its belated appearance in the letter is noteworthy. The use of at t̄u is common in apostrophe (e.g. in the Heroides again at 2.23, 14.123, 17.151, 18.37). For the various elegiac uses of at in apostrophe see Abel (1930) 52 n.2.

For a similar use, cf. Her. 14.123 at t̄u, situa piae, Lynceu, tibi cura sororis. at t̄u is often used to introduce a conclusion, usually with an imperative (Maltby on Tib. 1.2.89-90 with parallels).

**pia...cura**: “dutiful concern” (cf. Yardley’s (1990) 568, 560 suggestion that pius (and pietas) imply “the notion of the fulfilment of obligations”). pia picks up contra iusque piumque at line 3. The *iunctura* seems to have been an Ovidian formation, cf. Ov. Am. 2.16.47 si qua mei tamen est in te pia cura relicti with McKeown, [Tib.] 3.17.1 Estine tibi, Cerinthe, tuae pia cura puellae, also Her. 14.123 piae...tibi cura sororis (hypallage). cura covers a wide range of meanings stretching from simple worry, anxiety, to erotic concern and care (TLL 4.1474.80ff., OLD s.v. 5c), even the beloved (La Penna (1951) 199 and Michalopoulos on Her. 16.95f. with
bibliography). Ovid often employs *cura* to indicate marital love (for parallels see Bömer on *Met.* 6.533). For *cura* as a synonym for *amor* see N-A on Lygd. [Tib.] 3.1.19.

16. *inice non timidias in tua iura manus*: another instance of Ovid's predilection for legal terminology, obviously with certain degree of technical inaccuracy (La Penna (1951) 191 n.1, Kenney (1969) 254-59, esp. 254-6, Pokrowskij (1909) 395). For lovers to impose *iura* (often combined with *leges*) on their loved ones is a conventional elegiac *topos*, see Michalopoulos on 16.322 with bibliography ad loc.). Hermione urges Orestes to claim her back by means of the *manus iniectio* procedure (*legis actio per manus iniectionem*), since the line undoubtedly echoes the legal formula used during that legal procedure: *eam ob rem tibi manum inicio*. The *legis actio per manus iniectionem* for claiming back stolen property must have been an old, pre-judicial practice with ritual characteristics, already included in the Twelve Tablets (*Lex XII tab.* 1,2, Fest. p.131.7, Gaius *Inst.* 4.21, Ulpian *Dig.* 11.7.14), but it was later abolished by Augustan legal reformation (*Lex Julia*) (Medicus in *Das kleine Pauly* 3 (1975) s.v. *manus iniectio* 984, Kaser (1955) 152, *idem* (1959) 91ff., Daube (1966) 226ff.). For the emancipation of Roman women see Gardner (1998)a 55-85 and *idem* (1986) 11ff. Generally on manumission from *patria potestas* see Lee (1956) 84ff., Kaser (1965) 73, 263f. This metaphor is very frequent in Roman comedy (cf. Plaut. *Aul.* 197, *Per.* 70-71, *Truc.* 762). and was extremely popular with Ovid, cf. *Her.* 12.157f. *uix me continui quin sic laniata capillos / clamarem "meus est!" inicere manus* with Heinze and Daube, also *Am.* 1.4.40 *dicam "mea sunt" iniciamque manus* with McKeown, 2.5.29-30 "*quid facis?*" exclamo, "*quo nunc mea gaudia defers? / iniciam dominas in mea iura manus, 3.9.20 omnibus obscuras inicit (sc. Mors) illa manus, Ars 1.116 virgineus cupidas iniciuntque manus, Rem. 73 publicus assertor dominis suppressa leuabo / pectora: *undicata quisque faute suae Met.* 13.170 *inicium manum fortemque ad fortia misi, Fast. 4.90 quem Venus *inicet* inicicat alma manu, 6.515 *inicium manum puerumque reuellere pugnant* with Bömer, *Tr.* 3.7.35 *inicet* manum fortemque ad *fortia misi*, also Verg. *Aen.* 10.419 *iniciere manum Parcae* (possibly echoing Call. *Epigr.* 2.5-6 ὁ πάντων / ἀβρακτής Ἀἰδης οὐκ ἐπὶ χεῖρα βαλεί, cf. *Ov.* *Tr.* 3.7.35 above). For further examples see Bömer on *Met.* 13.170 and *TLL* 8.360.19ff. In poetry *inicere manus* is found for the first time at Catul. 35.10 *manusque collo / ambas iniciens roget morari* (so Fedeli on Prop. 1.13.15f. *uidi ego te toto uinclum languescere collo / et fierre inicet manum Parcae, Galle, 2.5.30 iniciam dominas in mea iura manus. For *ius* as "one's own right" (*de ipsis rebus*) see *TLL* 7.2.691.63ff.

17f. Hermione's peculiar employment of the cattle imagery is intended to allude to Paris, who in his early youth had retrieved his stolen cattle after killing the thieves. In his letter to Helen (*Her.* 16.359ff.) Paris makes a similar use of the woman/animal analogy. Furthermore, Oenone in her letter to Paris mentions Cassandra's prophecy, where Helen is ominously called a "cow" (*Her.* 5.117f.). Further on Paris' exploitation of the animal-cow-Helen link see Michalopoulos on *Her.*
16.359f. Through this allusion to Paris Hermione manages to suggest for the first time in her letter the parallel between her abduction by Neoptolemus and her mother’s by Paris and thus urge Orestes to imitate Menelaus in retrieving her. In any case, the existence of a now lost tradition in which Orestes was involved in a situation similar to that of Paris is always a possibility (Jacobson (1974) 48 n.10).

Hermione’s use of an “abduction and recovery” vocabulary is persistent throughout her letter (cf. rapiat 17, rapta coniunge 18, ademptae 18, repetitior 19, repetenda 25, apta rapina 66, redita 72, rapta 73, abducta...coniunge 86, adeiuntus 102). Apart from the obvious similarity with her mother’s rape, her emphasis can be explained in terms of the erotic idea that abduction incites jealousy. Briseis constitutes an instructive example for this conceit (cf. Ov. Am. 1.9.33f. ardet in abducta Briseide magnus Achilles / dum licet, Argeas frangite. Troes, opes!, Rem. 777f. hoc et in abducta Briseide flebat Achilles, / illam Plisthenio gaudia ferre uiro).

The couplet resounds with repetitions, cf. rapiat 17~ rapta 18, armenta 17~ arma 18, reclusis 17~ eris 18 (homoeoteleuton).

reclusis: for Ovid’s use of compound verbs with re- see n. on Her. 4.51 (cf. also reclusis 17, repetenda 25, referas 44, regebat 45, referam 67, reduce 97, requirebas 100, reduce 103, relinquo 113).

18. arma feras: for the Romans arma became a by-word for epic and its elevated subject matter, because of its emphatic placement in the opening line of Vergil’s Aeneid (arma uirumque cano) (see Green on Ov. Fast. 1.13 and 13f.). Hence, its emphatic position in the line can be read as a metaliterary hint at the epic treatment of Menelaus’ recuperation of his wife, namely at Homer’s Iliad. In addition to its metaliterary connotations, the possibility of sexual implications in the use of arma (especially in connection with lentus) is strong (for the sexual undertones of arma in Ovid see McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.9.21f. with parallels, also La Penna (1951) 209, Pichon (1966) s.v., Adams (1982) 224).

feras: on the text see p.284.

rapta coniunge: cf. abducta uiduum coniunge flerie uirum at line 86. The parallel with her mother now becomes clearer, since in Ovid the iunctura is often used for Helen (cf. Ov. Ars 2.6 talis ab armiferis Priameius hospes Amyclis / candida cum rapta coniuge uela dedit, Met. 12.5-6 postmodo cui rapta longum cum coniuge bellum / attulit in patriam). The participle raptus, however, has ominous connotations, because of its association with death (cf. e.g. Verg. Georg. 4.456, 504 (Eurydice), Ov. Met. 7.249 (Persephone), Ov. Pont. 1.9.1, Sen. Phaedr. 1199, [Sen.] Oct. 65-6, 102, CLE 2.1.397.1, 2.1.473.1, 2.2.1314.4, 2.2.1349.1, cf. also Call. Epigr. 2.6, 41.2.

coniuge: Hermione’s preference for the elevated conium (cf. Axelson (1945) 57f., Adams (1972) 252-5, Dickey (2002) 276-82, pace Murgatroyd on Tib. 1.4.73f. who argues that in elegy both terms are used indiscriminately), instead of the rather colloquial uxor, offers further support to the epic undertones of the couplet. For statistics on the frequency of conium / uxor in Latin poetry see N-A on Lygd. [Tib.] 3.1.26-7 with bibliography. On conium and coniugium in
Roman elegy see Tränkle (1990) 56, 131f. In the Paris-Helen correspondence Helen is called coniunx four times (Her. 16.275, 374, 17.109, 118) and uxor only twice (Her. 16.174, 304).

lentus: a typical elegiac term, which programmatically appears in the opening line of the first letter of the collection (Her. 1.1 Haec tua Penelope lento tibi mittit, Ulixè). The term most often refers to the male lover denoting not only his slow response to take action (OLD s.v. 7), but more importantly his reluctance to be erotically involved and express his feelings (Pichon (1966) s.v.). Further on this see Barchiesi on Her. 1.1.


19. repetitor: an hapax in Latin literature. For nouns in -tor see n. on Her. 8.13.

ademptae: later picked up at line 102 (is quoque, ni pro se pugnet, ademptus erit) with reference to Hermione’s deprivation of Orestes. The participle ademptus is a common euphemism in Latin poetry for “dead” (cf. e.g. CLE 1141.4 (= CIL 3.9418, 13895), CLE 1178 A.1 (=CIL 5 Suppl. it. 732), CLE 1988.36 (=CIL 6.37965), Catul. 67.20, 68.92, 101.6, Hor. Carm. 2.4.10, 2.9.10 with N-H, Her. 1.99, 9.166, 13.95, 15.115, Met. 11.273, 331, Fast. 4.852). For ademptus as synonym for “dead, deceased” in general see TLL 1.683.34ff., OLD s.v. cedo 2e.

20. pia militiae causa puella: an explicit allusion to militia amoris (see n. on Her. 4.6). The combination militiae causa appears only here in Latin poetry. For similar examples, where erotic passion instigates military action, cf. Ov. Her. 6.140 quamlibet ignauis iste dabat arma dolor, also Am. 1.9.43f. impulit ignauen formosae cura puellae / iussit et in castris aera merere suis.

foret: the substitution of foret for esset is common in Augustan poetry (LHS 2.394ff., Sicherl (1963) 192 n.6), also line 100 ipsa requirebas quae tua nata foret.

puella: for the use of puella with reference to a married woman see n. on Her. 4.2 and p.8.

21. pater ignauus…stertisset: Menelaus is portrayed in the role of the manipulative “lenomaritus”, who puts up with the promiscuity of his wife (or even profits from prostituting his wife) (on the motif see Tracy (1976)); the lenocinium mariti was punishable under the lex Iulia de adulterii (Ulp. Dig. 48.5.22 (33)). For more details see pp.285f. It is from this story that the phrase non omnibus dormio became proverbial (Otto 121 s.v. dormire 3, no. 580). Cf. also the proverbial phrases uigilans somniet used for “someone who talks nonsense”, “a day-dreamer” (cf. Otto 121 s.v. dormire, no. 578, Plaut. Amph. 697, Capt. 848, Men. 395) and uigilans dormit for someone stupid (cf. Plaut. Pseud. 386).

ignauus: “sluggish”, “inert”, “lazy” (OLD s.v. 1a, TLL 7.280.55f.). The adjective, which is frequent in Ovid’s elegiac work (Am. 5 times, Her. 3 times), appears only once in Prop. (3.11.3) and it is absent from Tibullus. Given the military implications of ignauus (TLL 7.279.19ff.), its application could be an inverted allusion to a similar application of military terms in erotic context at Tib.1.5.57f. tecum / dum modo sim, quaeso segnis inersque uocer with Maltby.
uidua...aula: an interesting case of enallage, in that, instead of uiduus in aula, the adjective is transferred to aula (cf. line uiduwm...uirum 86). The iunctura appears only here in Latin poetry; in this sense uiduus is commonly attributed to lectus (also torus, cubile see Booth (1981) 2690f. n.25). A similar case of enallage can be found at Her. 9.35 (ipsa domo uidua uotes operata puditcis / torqueor), where -according to Casali ad loc.- through the unexpected transposition of the adjective “Ovidio soppremite volutamente ogni coloritura erotica.” I am inclined to read behind Hermione’s specific reference to the “deserted halls of Menelaus’ palace” the same emphatic strategy with Deianira. For the use of uidua (-us) to indicate a widow(-er) see Treggiari (1991) 498-501.

aula: aula in the sense of “palace” is in use since Vergil. In view of the reference to stables at line 17 (stabulis armenta recluses), aula is also a double entendre for “a pen for animals” (in this sense first at Hor. Epod. 1.2.66, also cf. Prop. 3.13.19, Gratt. Cyneg. 167, Serv. on Verg. Aen. 9.59 ad caulas munimenta et saepta ouium. est enim Graecum nomen ’c’ detracto: nam Graeci avlaz uocant animalium receptacula). Note also the ominous connotations of aula, which is often used for the Underworld (TLL 2.1456.72ff., cf. e.g. lIor. Carm. 2.18.31 with N-H, Fedeli on Prop. 4.11.5).

22. ut ante fuit: Paris and Helen were not married, since Helen was already married to Menelaus. Paris, however, in many occasions in his letter to Helen (either under the influence of the elegiac topos of referring to a love-affair in terms of marriage (see Lyne (1970) 62 with n.4 and bibliography) or simply expressing a wishful thinking) refers to their affair in terms of eoniugium (cf.lIer. 16. 100, 173, 275, 374). For Greek references to the Paris-Helen love-affair as γάμος see Michalopoulos on Ov. Her. 16.100.

Paridi: for the dative in –i see Housman (1972) 827.

23. nec tu: for Ovid’s use of nec before consonants see n. on Her. 4.69.

mille rates: one thousand was conventionally considered to be the number of ships which sailed to Troy; this poetic tradition goes at least as back as Aesch. Ag. 45 with Fränkel, cf. also Eur. Andr. 106 with Σ, IT 141, Or. 352 with Σ, [Eur.] Rh. 262, Lycophr. Alex. 210. The exact number of the fleet given in the Iliadic catalogue of ships (ill. 2. 484-877 with Eustathius on line 760) is 1,186. Thucydides (1.10.4) rounds up the number to 1200 (cf. also Hyg. Fab. 97). This approximation of 1.000 as a poetic convention is popular among the Romans (see Wölfflin (1896) 9.180ff., cf. Varro RR 2.1.26, Plaut. Bacch. 928, Verg. Aen. 2.198 with Austin, Prop. 2.26C.38, Ov. Her. 13.97 inter mille rates tua sit millesima puppis, Met. 12.7, 13.182, Stat. Achil. 1.34, Sen. Ag. 40, 171, 430, Tr. 27, 274, 370, 708, 1007, 1030, ll. Lat. 801).

rates: rates for “ships” is in use, since Enn. Ann. 515-6 Skutsch.

sinuosaque uela: “full of folds, recesses” (OLD s.v. 4), in Greek κολχώδης. The adjective was imported by Vergil (Verg. Georg. 1.244, Aen. 11.753) from the descriptive vocabulary of rustic Latin (Knox (1986) 96); in elegy it appears only here and at Prop. 4.1.15.
24. numeros...militis: an uncommon use of the plural *numeri* for *cohorts* (pace Palmer ad loc.), which is considered to be a feature of later Latin (Knox (1995) 11 citing Heinsius).

ipse ueni!: Hermione echoes a similar claim made by Penelope in her letter to Ulysses (cf. Her. 1.2 nil mihi rescribas tu tamen: ipse ueni!). In view of the erotic connotations of *uenire* (see Pichon (1966) s.v., Reeson on Her. 13.102 with bibliography) Hermione, in addition to the physical presence of Orestes, is also asking for his active co-operation in love.

25. repetenda: it picks up repetitor at line 19.

marito: a reminder of Orestes' marital status as “husband”. Hermione thoughout her letter refers both to Orestes and herself in terms of “husband” and “wife” (Orestes: *uirum* [1], *coniugi* [2], *domino* 8, *uir* 28, 29, *marito* 95, *coniunx* 101, Hermione: *coniuge* 18, *uxori* 29, *uxor* 122). By underscoring their marital association she implicitly urges Orestes to stand up and fulfil his marital obligations by claiming his wife back.

26. aspera...bella: the *iunctura* appears only here in elegy; elsewhere in Latin poetry it occurs at Hor. Epist. 2.1.7-8 aspera bella / *componunt*, Ov. Fast. 2.516 lassabant agiles aspera bella uiros and Mart. 8.3.14 aspera uel paribus bella tonare modis (a generic reference to epic poetry). Cf. also Verg. Aen. 1.14 diues opum studiisque asperrima belli. Because of the coincidence of the noun *bellum* in plural with the singular feminine of the adjective *bel/us*, *bella* constitutes an ingenious pun; at least for a moment the reader gets the false impression that *bella* refers to Hermione. Despite the fact that *bellus* is rare in elegy (only once in Tib. and Ov., absent from Prop.), it is frequent in Catullus (see Ross (1969) 110f.). Moreover, given the military context of the section, the presence of *bella* (the adjective) would be appropriate, since *bellum* (the noun) was etymologically associated with *bellus* (the adjective). A number of similar puns offers sufficient support (for a detailed discussion of the “bellus-bellum” association see McKeown (1987) 53f. and idem on Ov. Am. 1.9.5f. with parallels).

caro...toro: The combination is unique in Latin poetry. Hermione opts for the Roman terms for bed (instead of the Greek loan-word *lectus*, see n. on Her. 4.146). *torus* as metonymy for conjugal relationship (*OLD* s.v. 5b) is an Ovidian usage (cf. e.g. Met. 1.353, 590, 7.91, Fast. 1.650, 3.463, 4.602, Tr. 2.346, Pont. 3.3.50).

27-9. Hermione introduces emphatically her principal line of argumentation, namely her double relationship with Orestes. Since the common descent from Atreus makes Orestes her husband as well as her cousin, his duty to protect and claim her back is twofold. For more details on Hermione’s use of the “double relationship” theme see p.57.

Orestes’ double status as “cousin and husband” is reminiscent of Briseis’ emotional address to Achilles in her letter (Her. 3.52 tu dominus, tu uir, tu mihi frater eras), which ultimately recalls the archetypal passionate appeal of Andromache to Hector in the Iliad (cf. II. 6.429-30 *Ektopo átôp só mi elai patîp kai pónta μήτηρ / hōde kai φιγνητος, só ðe mi o ðe μοi θαλερος parekoiū̂s*). Nevertheless, as convincingly argued by Fedeli on Prop. 1.11.23, we should be cautious not to overemphasize the importance of the Homeric text and argue for its
 exclusivity as a source. The association of Hermione with Tecmessa (Soph. Aj. 514-9) and Electra (Williams (1997) 124) broadens the intertextual horizon of the passage significantly offering further interesting dimensions (for more on the intertextual triplet Andromache-Briseis-Tecmessa see Wilkinson (1953) 229 and Barchiesi (1992) 29-32). Cf. also Deucalion’s emotional address to Pyrrha after the flood, cf. Ov. Met. 1.351-55, esp. 351-3 ‘O soror, o coniunx, o femina sola superstes, / quam commune mihi genus et patruelis origo, / deinde torus iunxit’ with Bömer on 1.351.

The close association with Briseis proves to be much more significant, since Briseis and Hermione are enslaved to father (Achilles) and son (Neoptolemus) respectively (for a detailed examination of the multiple associations between the two see the most recent intratextual reading of Her. 3 and 8 by Fulkerson (2005) 90-102). Hermione, however, moves a step further and manipulates her close resemblance with Briseis in order to strengthen her connection with Helen. The similarity between Hermione and Helen is better understood through the intertextual reading of the Iliadic account of the Greek embassy to Achilles. Achilles in his reply to Ulysses and the rest of the embassy (ll. 9.307-429) is open about his feelings for Briseis, whom she loves in exactly the same way in which Menelaus loves Helen (ll. 3. 338-43, esp. 341-3 (...) ἐπεὶ δὲ τις ἀνήρ ἁγαθὸς καὶ ἐξέφρων / τὴν αὐτοῦ φιλέει καὶ κηδεῖται, ὡς καὶ ἐγὼ τὴν / ἐκ θυμοῦ φιλέον δωρικτιτῆν περ ἑόησαν). If Briseis deserves to be loved like Helen, then Hermione, who becomes a “second Briseis” by being a captive at the hands of Neoptolemus, surely deserves a similar love.

27. quid, quod: a highly rhetorical formation of transition (K-S 2.2.277 and 2.2.498-9), which is always placed at the beginning of the line (except at Ov. Met. 5.528 esse louis fratrem! quid, quod nec cetera desunt with Bömer).

Pelopeius Atreus: Pelopeius is a rare, poetic patronymic (Verg. 1, Ov. 4, Prop. 2, Sen. 11, Stat. 4, Lucan 1). The adjective, which is mostly used for other members of the house of Pelops (cf. Prop. 3.19.20 Pelopea domus, 4.6.33 Pelopeum Agamemnona, Ov. Tr. 4.4.67 Pelopeia virgo (Iphigeneia), Lucan 7.778 Pelopeus Orestes), is attributed to Atreus only here. Hermione later in the letter calls herself Pelopeia (81 ne non Pelopeia credar with n. ad loc.). On the alternation of adjective endings in -eus and -eius (mainly for reasons of metrical convenience) see Bömer on Met. 15.296 with examples; for patronymics in -ius see n. on Her. 4.61. Pelopeius is a rather unfortunate choice in that it recalls Pelops’ involvement in the curse on his family (cf. Soph. El. 10, 502-15, 1497). According to the myth, Pelops overcame Oenomaus and carried Hippodamia off with his chariot with the help of Oenomaus’ charioteer, Myrtilus. However, after his victory he did not honour his word and killed Myrtilus, who in turn placed a curse upon Pelops and his descendants (Soph. El. 504-515). Alternatively, the curse upon Pelops came from Thyestes, the adulterous brother of Atreus (so Aesch. Ag. 1584-1602, Cho. 1068). In any case, the possibility of ominous connotations behind the use of the patronymic should not be dismissed. For Pelops as the ancestor of the Atreids cf. e.g. Eur. Or. 1441, Hel. 386-92.
28. frater: *frater* is frequently used for *frater patruelis*, “cousin on one’s father side” (cf. Gaius *Instit.* 3.10 *fratres patruelis...id est qui ex duobus fratibus progenerati sunt*, TLL 6.1254.83ff., 1259.58ff., *OLD* s.v. 2, also Palmer ad loc.), but such use is prosaic.

29. uir: emphatic by position, Hermione’s application of the more colloquial *uxor* (instead of *coniunx*, see *Her.* 8.18n.) is indicative of her despair and the urgency of the situation.

uxori...sorori: *uxor* is the popular elegiac term for “wife” (see Axelson (1945) 57f., Tränkle (1960) 26, Adams (1972) 249ff., Watson (1985) 431f., Fedeli on Prop. 3.20.26, Hallett (1984) 221f. with nn.10f. on the multiple etymologies of the term). The repetition *uxori-sorori* underlines the association between the terms in the wider context of Hermione’s and Orestes’ double status of relationship (cousins and husbands).


30. instant officio: the formation occurs only here in Latin poetry, a possible double entendre, since *officium* apart from “marriage as a duty, obligation” (*OLD* s.v. 3), is frequently employed as metonymy for sexual intercourse (often in Ovid, e.g. *Am.* 1.10.46, 3.3.38, 3.7.24, also see Adams (1982) 163-4, *TLL* 9.520.30ff.). The term can also be applied to all social events and ceremonies (including marriages, so Treggiari (1991) 162) see Courtney on *Juv.* 2.132. For further parallels see McKeown on *Ov. Am.* 1.10.46, and Tränkle (1960) 164.

nomina bina: “both titles”, *nomen* here in the sense of “title” (*OLD* s.v. 3).

31-4. Hermione through her reference to her “double marriage” offers a short recapitulation of the pre-letter events (in a way similar to a Euripidean prologue speech), thus throwing further light into her references to her relationship with Orestes in terms of a marriage (lines 9f. and 18). Hermione seems to have followed largely the version of her story adopted by Sophocles in his play *Hermione*, possibly through Pacuvius’ *Hermiona* (frr. 168-98 Warmington) as an intermediary (see Williams (1997) 135 n.41 with bibliography). So far as we can tell from the Σ on Hom. *Od.* 4.4 (Σοφοκλῆς ἐν Ἐρμιόνῃ φησίν ἐτι ἐν Τροίᾳ τυγχάνοντος Μενελάου ἐκδοθήναι τὴν Ἐρμιόνην ὑπὸ Τυνδάρεω τῷ ὀρέστῃ, κατὰ δὲ ὑπόσχεσιν ἤκωντος Νεοπτολέμου ἀφαιρέθηναι τὸν ὀρέστην ταύτην) and Eustathius on Hom. *Od.* 4.3 (pp. 1478.60-1479.17), according to Sophocles, Hermione was betrothed (or married) to Orestes by her grandfather Tyndareus, during Menelaus’ absence at Troy. Menelaus at Troy—complete ignorance—promised the hand of his daughter to Neoptolemus. On his return from Troy Neoptolemus took Hermione by force from Orestes. This contradicts Orestes’ account of the story at *Eur. Andr.* 967-81 in that it was not Tyndareus, but Menelaus, who had given Hermione in marriage to him. In any case, Menelaus during the Trojan war promised Hermione to Neoptolemus, provided that the latter contributed to the sack of Troy. Accordingly, upon safe
return Neoptolemus, ignoring Orestes’ protestations, claimed Hermione as his bride. This version was later followed by Verg. Aen. 3.327-32 (... qui (sc. Neoptolemus) deinde secutus / Ledaeam Hermione Lacedaemoniosque hymenaeos /me famulo famulamque Heleno transmisit habendam. /ast illum eruptae magno flammatus amore / coniugis et scelerum furiei agitatus Orestes / excipit incautum patrisaque obturcat ad aras) with Servius on 330, also Apollod. Epit. 6.14 (καὶ μανέντος Ὀρέστου ἀρπάξει τὴν ἑκείνου γυναῖκα Ἐρμιόνην κατηγγυημένην αὐτῷ πρότερον ἐν Τροίᾳ) and Hyg. Fab. 123 (sed postquam audiuit (sc. Neoptolemus) Hermione <n> sponsam suam Oresti esse datam in coniugium, Lacedaemonem venit et a Menelao sponsam suam petit. cui ille fidem suam infirmare noluit, Hermioneaque ab Oreste adduxit et Neoptolemo dedit). The Σ on Andr. 53 preserves a different variant, according to which Menelaus decided to marry Hermione to Orestes, despite his promises to Neoptolemus at Troy (ἄλλοι δὲ ὑπὸ Μενελάου, <ἐπεὶ> ὑποσχόμενος ἐν Τλίῳ τὴν Ἐρμιόνην δώσειν αὐτῷ, αὕτης ἐβοῦλετο <δεύναι> Ὀρέστῃ). In his version of the story Homer (Od. 4.1-19) is ignorant of Hermione’s marriage with Orestes, prior to her marriage with Neoptolemus. Menelaus had promised Hermione to Neoptolemus at Troy and celebrated their marriage after their safe return. In like manner, at Eur. Or. 1653-1657 (ἐφ’ ἦς δὲ ἐξεῖς, Ὀρέστα, φάσαγαν δέρη, / γῆμαι πέρασται σ’ Ἐρμιόνην δὲ οἱ ἔκτασι / Νεοπτόλεμος γαμεῖν νῦν, οὗ γαμεῖ ποτε) Apollo prophesies that Hermione will be the wife of Orestes, and not Neoptolemus. For a concise review of the various different versions of the story see Jacobson (1974) 45f.

This section resounds with legal terminology (cf. auctor, tradidit, arbitrium, acti, prior in ordine), which is devoid of any sentimental value and transforms Hermione’s personal plea to her beloved into a formal legal argumentation. Hermione’s use of this highly technical vocabulary is indicative of her emotional detachment. Orestes is reminded of his marital duties not so much on grounds of mutual love, but rather as a result of a series of legal commitments and obligations. Further on her application of legal terminology in her letter see p.56 with n. 377 and bibliography ad loc.

31. me tibi: the emphatic juxtaposition of me and tibi at the beginning of the line and more importantly the formation of a two-word dactyl (mē tibi) bring the two together.

uita...auctor et annis: auctor is a technical term referring to the founder of a family line (TLL 2.1204.30ff., Nettleship (1889) s.v. 11). Its use in poetry (auctor (sanguinis / generis)) is elevated and first appears in Vergil (cf. Verg. Aen. 7.49, Ov. Am. 1.3.8 with McKeown for parallels, Met. 4.640, 6.172 with Bömer, 12.558, 13.142. For auctor alone cf. Verg. Aen. 3.503, Ov. Ars 1.326, Met. 13.617). auctor in connection with tradidit in the following line possibly retains some of its principal meaning as “the person responsible for a sale or transference of property” (TLL 1.1194.62ff., Nettleship s.v. 2c). For a similar phrasing cf. Cic. Brut. 129.6 asper maledicus, genere toto paulo feruidior atque commotor, diligentia tamen et uirtute animi atque uita bonus auctor in senatu.
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32. **tradidit**: strongly emphasised both by the enjambment and the strong punctuation. The idea of “buying” (and “selling”) seems to have been inherent to Roman marriage; however, the purchase of the bride or the bride-price in historical times must be understood purely in symbolic terms (Treggiari (1991) 164). The dotal contract (*tabulae* or *tabulae nuptiales*) sanctioned during the wedding process and the exchange of gifts between the bride and the groom (*donatio ante nuptias*) were remnants of the financial character of the Roman marriage in the old times. The emphatic use of *tradidit* offers perhaps a further hint at another trait of the financial character of marriage, namely the emancipation procedure called *coemptio*, which often (but not necessarily always) accompanied a Roman marriage (for more on this see Corbett (1930) 78-85, McCormack (1978) and Treggiari (1991) 25-8, 168. Further on the customary and legal procedures of Roman betrothal see Corbett (1930) 1ff.). These commercial implications are in accordance with the socially accepted exchange of women as commodities between men (see Greene (1998) 94f., 104f. and Wyke (2002) 160 n.15 with bibliography). The idea is already present in the Greek world (cf. DuBois (1988) 137-9 on the association of women with coinage, with special emphasis on the exchange value of women in marital context, Patterson (1991) 48-53). For an anthropological approach to women as objects of exchange in general see Lévi-Strauss (1963). Hermione in her letter clearly perceives herself as an object of exchange between the male members of her family (further on this see pp.58f.).

32. **arbitrium neptis habebat auus**: “he, being my grandfather, had every power over his granddaughter”.

**arbitrium**: a legal term with high frequency in Ovid (see Kenney (1969) 253), which is used here in the sense of “power”, “jurisdiction” (see *TLL* 2.411.37ff., *OLD* s.v. 4).

**auus**: cf. line 34 ... *auus*. Ovid proves to be inattentive to this rather awkward repetition of the same word in the final metrical *sedes* of two successive hexameters (or pentameters). The same happens again at lines 37, 39 (repetition of *amor*) and at lines 112 and 114 (repetition of *manus*). Further on this Ovidian “negligence” see McKeown on Ov. *Am.* 2.2.60 with bibliography and Kenney on *Her.* 16.150-152 with bibliography.

33. **Aeacidae**: on the use of the patronymic see n. on *Her.* 8.7.

**inscius acti**: *inscius* with genitive is in use since Cicero (see LHS 2.78), possibly under Greek influence (e.g. ἀμνήμων, ἀγνώς, ἐπιλήσμων with genitive, see Smyth (1963) 333); the *iunctura* appears only here.

34. An obvious anachronism, since Hermione, a Greek heroine, refers to Tyndareus in terms of a *pater familias*. In the absence of Menelaus, Tyndareus takes up the role of *pater familias*. The typically Roman institution of paternal power (*patria potestas*) meant that all family members were under the power of their father or the oldest male ascendant in direct male line. Further on *patria potestas* see Lee (1956) 60-2, Watson (1967) 98-100, Eyben (1996) 114-6, Saller (1986), *idem* (1994) 102-32, Frier and McGinn (2004) 189-319, also Kaser (1959) 141ff. and *idem* (1965) 256ff. *paterfamilias* was a gender-specific title designating not merely a person, but
above all a legal right (Dig. 50.16.195.2). It was among the responsibilities of the paterfamilias to decide on issues of marriage of the female members of his family (see Treggiari (1991) 15-6, idem (1996) 31-2, Watson (1967) 99 with n.10) or even of divorce; in the latter case, however, with much limited influence (on the power of paterfamilias to break up a marriage see Treggiari (1991) 445, 459-60). Nevertheless, the consent of the paterfamilias in the majority of cases was simply assumed, and did not constitute an indispensable prerequisite for a marriage according to Augustan legislation. A daughter retained the right to marry against the will of her father, who still had the obligation to give her a dowry (Treggiari (1991) 147). For further discussions of Roman wedding and the degree of male power see Treggiari (1982)a and bibliography in Greene (1998) 127 n.22.

plus quoque qui prior est ordine: cf. Pacuvius' Hermiona fr. 184 Warmington prius data est, quam tibi dari dicta, aut quam reditum est Pergamo (so Palmer (1898) ad loc.).

ordo here denotes “the line of descent, the genealogical line” (TLL 9.954.48ff., OLD s.v. 7). In this sense it appears again at Ov. Am. 3.15.5, Met. 11.755, 13.152.

35f. That “the love offered by the heroine also affords security for her beloved” is a recurring motif in the Heroïdes (cf. Her. 3.117, 4.145, 5.89, 6.147, 7.89), which perhaps can be associated (but not identified) with the motif of the “lover being under divine protection”. For more details see n. on Her. 4.145 with bibliography.

This is an arresting couplet for its skilled structure and content. The contrast between Orestes and Neoptolemus and Hermione’s predilection for Orestes effectively reflect on the carefully chosen diction and word-order. Hermione’s union with Orestes receives special attention by being placed first in the hexameter, while her reference to Neoptolemus comes second in the subordinate pentameter. Similarly the dative tibi, which refers to Orestes, is emphatically placed at the beginning of the hexameter, compared with the dative Pyrrho in the pentameter, which follows merely the verb. Moreover, Hermione refers to her relationship with Neoptolemus using the verb nubere, which is very appropriate for marital context (OLD s.v. 1), but she opts for iungere with regard to Neoptolemus, a sexually charged verb (TLL 7.658.60ff.), which often bears negative connotations of subjugation (TLL 7.53.80ff., OLD s.v. 1). In addition, the active voice of nubebam suggests Hermione’s willing co-operation in the wedding, as opposed to the passive voice of iungar, which implies Hermione’s victimization.

A similar combination appears again at Her. 20.215 (“nube, precor,” dicet, “cui te bona numina iungunt”), where the two verbs appear together as part of Acontius’ erotic pledge. Cydippe should marry (nube -Cydippe is the grammatical subject) whom the good gods have decided to join her with (iungunt -Cydippe is the grammatical object).

35. mea taeda: the use of torches and a torch procession was such an indispensable part of the Roman wedding ceremony (see Treggiari (1991) 166ff.) that in time taeda was used as metonymy for the wedding itself (cf. Verg. Aen. 4.18, 339 with Servius, Catul. 64.302, Ov. Her.

36. **Pyrrho, tu:** instead of *si Pyrrho iungar* Hermione chooses *si iungar Pyrrho* in order to achieve the emphatic juxtaposition of *Pyrrho* and *tu* over the caesura. Note also the change of the metrical rhythm, as the spondees of the first half of the line turn into dactyls in the second half.

**laesus:** the use of *laesus* for “someone wronged in love” is particularly favoured by Ovid (cf. Ov. *Am.* 1.8.79, 2.19.8, 3.4.37, also Prop. 2.25.20 and Pichon (1966) s.v. *laedere*). For more on its elegiac (and Ovidian in particular) use and its legal implications see n. on *Her.* 4.114.

37-42. Hermione for a second time in her letter tries to establish a close parallel between Menelaus and Orestes on grounds of heredity. Menelaus’ image as the abandoned husband (cf. lines 19-24) is now further complemented by her additional emphasis on his love for his abducted wife. *pace* Palmer on *Her.* 4.37 who finds lines 37-40 as “four inept verses”, the section is important as Hermione grabs the opportunity to offer a more intimate portrayal of her father, and thus appeal once again to Orestes’ emotions. The change of the subjunctive *sit* at line 19 to the indicative *est* at line 41 suggests Hermione’s inner change and her resolution that Menelaus actually constitutes the perfect role model for Orestes.

37. **Menelaus:** this is the first reference to Menelaus by name in the letter.

**nostro...amori:** Hermione seems to have gained more confidence, since, after establishing her marriage with Orestes on legal grounds (cf. lines 31-4), she is now referring to her relationship with Orestes in terms of a love-affair. The almost complete absence of *amor* from Hermione’s letter (again only at line 39) is indicative of her lack of strong feelings for Orestes.

38. **praepetis...dei:** i.e. Love, the *iunctura praepetis*...*dei* appears only here. The only other instance, where the adjective *praepes* is attributed to a god(dess) is at Cn. Matius fr. 3.1 Courtney (ap. Gell. *7.6.5*) *dum dat uincendi praepes Victoria palmam*. On the imagery of winged Love see Maltby (2004) 263 with n.31.

**praepetis:** a poetic adjective in use since Ennius, which has its origins in augural technical language. The adjective initially meant “flying onward” and it was applied to favourable omen-birds in respect of their flight (cf. Enn. *Ann.* 86 with Skutsch, Nigidius Figulus ap. Gell. *7.6.11* ‘praepetes’ *appellatas quae altius sublimiusque volitent*) or the positions, where they alighted (cf. Enn. *Ann.* 89 Skutsch, Hyginus ap. Gell. *7.6.3* ‘praepetes’...*aues ab auguribus appellantur, quae aut opportune praevolant aut idoneas sedes capiunt, ibid 7.6.8 nam quoniam non ipsae tantum aues quae prosperius praevolant, sed etiam loci quos capiunt, quod idonei felicesque sunt, ‘praepetes’ *appellantur*, Serv. on Verg. *Aen.* 6.15 et quidam praepetes tradunt non tantum aues dici...sed etiam locos quos capiunt, quod idonei felices sunt. Also cf. Enn. *Ann.* 457 Skutsch *Brundisium pulcro praecinctum praepete portu*, where the adjective is used to denote a “suitable” place). Nevertheless, the sense of “success” or “propitiousness” seems to be present, even when the adjective is employed outside an augural context. In broader poetic use *praepes*

39. *quem…amorem*: in classical Latin the relative clause often comes first, which is appropriate here in that it results in the emphatic positioning of *amorem* at the very end of the line and the framing of the whole line between *quem* and *amorem*. Furthermore, the hexameter is split into two halves, each one of which contains equal number of words. This similarity in structure perhaps depicts the similarity between Menelaus and his son-in-law.

For *amorem* (39) repeating *amori* (37) see n. on *Her.* 8.32.

concedet: for the use of the intensive prefix *con-* in compounds as a colloquial feature see n. on *Her.* 4.25. See also line 8.108.

40. *exemplo…suo*: cf. line 19 *f•••sit socer exemplo nuptae repetitor ademptae†*. The expression appears for the first time at Cic. *Dom.* 125 and is popular with Ovid (again at Ovid *Am.* 2.9.47-8, *Her.* 17.214, *Met.* 15.834, *Fast.* 3.272, *Ib.* 400). For more details about the phrase see McKeown on Ov. *Am.* 2.9.47f. This is the second and last time that Hermione prompts Orestes to follow the example already given by her parents (cf. 39 *proderit exemplo mater amata suo*).

41. *tu mihi…matri pater*: Hermione’s careful arrangement of herself and Orestes, and of Helen and Menelaus in pairs is noteworthy.

42. *Dardanius…aduena*: “the Dardanian stranger”, i.e. Paris. The *iunctura* occurs only here in Latin poetry. The combination of the Greek *Dardanius* with the negative connotations of *aduena* (see below) clearly indicate Paris’ role as an outsider.

*Dardanus*: “Trojan” (see *TLL Onomasticon D* 46.34ff., *OLD* s.v. 2α), an epic adjective (from the Greek Ἀδραδανός, Ἀρδαδανός) which is in use ever since Ennius, cf. Enn. *Ann.* 358 Skutsch, Catul. 64.367, Verg. *Aen.* 3.596, Ov. *Met.* 15.431, Luc. 2.393, Stat. *Silv.* 1.1.9, Sen. *HF.* 1165. Trojans (or even Romans) are also called *Dardanidae* (first at Verg. *Aen.* 1.560, 2.59,72 etc., in Ovid only at *Her.* 13.79 and *Met.* 13.412) or *Dardanides* (*TLL Onomasticon D* 47.33ff.). In Greek literature Ἀρδαδανίδης is a stock epithet attributed by Homer to Priam (cf. e.g. *Il.* 3.303, 7.366, 22.352); nevertheless, the adjective is also attached to other Trojans, such as Ganymede (*Hom. Hymn. Ven.* 177).

Acc. trag. inc. frs. 1-4 Warmington (=Schol. Bern. on Verg. Georg. 1.502)). For more on the descent of the Trojan royal family see Thomas (1988) and Mynors (1990) on Verg. Georg. 3.35-6. In later writers there seems to have been two major mythological strands about Dardanus. The one held that Dardanus, son of Jupiter and Electra, was born in Samothrace, where from he fled and came to the mainland, later Troy, either because of Deucalion's flood (Lycoph. 72-3 with Σ) or because Iasion, his brother, was killed by Zeus' thunderbolt for having slept with Demeter (cf. Hom. Od. 5. 125-8, Apollod. 3.12.1). According to the other one, Dardanus, son of Corythus and Electra, born in Italy, was the brother of Iasius. The two brothers were either separated or Dardanus, after killing Iasius, left Italy and came to Phrygia, later Troy (cf. Verg. Aen. 3.167-171 with Servius, 7.207). For patronymics in -ius see n. on Her. 4.61.

aduena: Hermione, like Helen in her reply letter to Paris (cf. Her. 17.3f. ausus es hospitii temeratis aduena sacris / legitimam nuptae sollicitare fidem! with Michalopoulos), calls him an aduena, instead of the conventional and friendlier term hospes (cf. Hor. Carm. 3.3.26 famosus hospes, Prop. 2.34.7 hospes in hospitium Menelao uenit adulter, Ov. Her. 13.43f. Dyspari Priamide, damno formose tuorum, / tam sis hostis iners, quam malus hospes eras!, 55f., 16.129, 221, 300, 303-6, 17.10, 160, 191, Ars. 2.5 Priameius hospes, 359-373, esp. 360, 362, 369, Sen. Tro. 70). Her choice for aduena, which is rare in elegy (it appears again only at Prop. 4.1A.8), is intentional and it is aimed at portraying Paris in a bad light, given the derogative implications of the term (cf. Cic. de Orat. 1.249 ne in nostra patria peregrini atque aduena esse uideamur?, Verg. Ecl. 9.2, Aen. 4.591 et nostris inluserit aduena regnis? with Pease ad loc., 12.261 (Tolumnius for Aeneas), Ov. Met. 3.561 (Pentheus for Bacchus), 7.39 (Medea for Jason), also see Heinze (1915) 134 n.1 (possibly modelled on Call. fr. 556 Pf. νυμφίε Δημοφῶν, ἂδικε ξένε), Casali on Ov. Her. 9.121. aduena, as opposed to hospes, which is used to denote "a guest", "a visitor who receives hospitality" (OLD s.v. 1), most often refers to "a stranger", emphasizing his arrival from a different country (OLD s.v. aduena 1, pace Kenney on Her. 17.10 who overstresses the earliest coincidence of the meaning of the two terms). Note the careful placement of aduena in the line right before Pyrrhus.

Ovid often exploits the fine nuances in the meaning of the two terms through their witty combination even in the same line, cf. Her. 13.43f. Dyspari Priamide, damno formose tuorum, / tam sis hostis iners quam malus hospes eras, 17.10 qui sic intrabas, hospes an hostis eras?, Fast. 2.787 hostis ut hospes initi penetralia Collatini). Also cf. Martial's playful pun at 12.2.5 non tamen hospes eris, nec iam potes aduena dici, where he addresses his book upon its arrival to Rome as "no stranger nor...a newcomer" (tr. Shackleton Bailey).

Pyrrhus agit: The irony in Hermione's parallel between Neoptolemus and Paris is cutting, since the son of Achilles is now playing the role of the killer of Achilles. 43-6. Hermione employs once again the "heredity theme" and compares Orestes with Neoptolemus on grounds of their parents.
44. facta parentis: Hermione refers to Agamemnon’s heroic deeds, above all his victory over Paris (cf. Hom. Il. 3.21-32, 349-83, 449-54). The use of the generic parentis, instead of patris, is archaic and it is possibly reminiscent of a legal use of the term (for parallels on this see Mankin on Hor. Epod. 3.1). parens in Latin is used interchangeably for both male and female parent (so Jacobson (1974) 279 on Her. 15.61).

45f. The chiastic arrangement of the couplet (Tantalides 45... dux erat ille ducum 46 ~ Achillem 45... hic pars militiae 46) marks the juxtaposition of the two heroes.

45. Tantalides...Achilleum: Agamemnon is emphatically placed first in the hexameter, while Achilles is put at the very end of the line. Agamemnon receives more weight through the application of his papponymic (Tantalides) as opposed to Achilles, who is simply mentioned by name.

Tantalides: an elevated Greek patronymic, initially found only in tragedy (Acc. trag. inc. sed. 19-21 Warmington (=Cic. DND 3.90.11)) and in Ovid (cf. Her. 17.54, Fast. 2.627, Pont. 4.16.26); later the patronymic is picked up by Seneca (Th. 657), Statius (Theb. 10.785) and the Priapea 68.11. In Latin poetry, Tantalides refers to members of the Atreid family in general (see Bömer on Met. 12.626). Its application exclusively to Agamemnon is rare (again only at Ov. Am. 2.8.13, Met. 12.626, Fast. 5.307). In Greek literature the papponymic Tανταλίδης is attributed only to Agamemnon (except Aesch. Ag. 1468-9 δαίμον, ὃς ἔμπιτενες δόμασι καὶ διψώσεις Tανταλίδαις, where Agamemnon is joined by Menelaus). For the practice of using the papponymic in the place of the patronymic see Porphyry Isagoge vol. 4.1 p.5.23-6.3 τά δή πρὸ τῶν εἰδικοτάτων ἄχρι τοῦ γενικώτατον ἀνίοντα γένη τε λέγεται καὶ εἴδη καὶ ύπάλληλα γένη ὡς ὁ Ἀργαμέμνων Ἀτρείδης καὶ Πελοπίδης καὶ Τανταλίδης καὶ τὸ τελευταῖον Δίος, Elias In Porphyri Isagoge p.70.1-4 [Πράξεις κό.]. Τά δή πρὸ τῶν εἰδικοτάτων ἄχρι τοῦ γενικώτατον ἀνίοντα γένη λέγονται καὶ εἴδη καὶ ύπάλληλα γένη, οἷον Ἀργαμέμνων Ἀτρείδης Πελοπίδης Τανταλίδης.]

Tantalus was the great grandfather of Agamemnon (for more on the genealogy of the house of the Atreids see n. on Her. 8.48). The gods granted him the privilege to join them in their feasts, but he was later punished by them either for revealing to the mortals their divine secrets (cf. Eur. Or. 10, Diod. Sic. 4.74.2, Ov. Am. 2.2.43f. with McKeown, 3.7.51f., 3.12.30, Ars 2.605f., Met. 6.213 with Bömer, Sen. Thy. 90, Hyg. Fab. 82) or for stealing nectar and ambrosia (Pind. Ol. 60) or for murdering his son, Pelops, and serving him to the gods to test their omniscience. According to one strand of the myth, his punishment involved a huge rock hanging above his head, threatening to crush him (Archil. fr. 91.14-5 West, Alcm. fr. 72, Pind. Ol. 1.55-64, Isthm. 8.11, Eur. Or. 5-7, 982-5, Ath. 7.281B, Lucr. 3.980-3 with Kenney). Following another version, Tantalus suffered from eternal thirst and hunger in the Underworld. Being dipped in a lake, the water receded every time he was trying to reach out to drink and the trees drew back every time he was trying to grab fruits to eat (Hom. Od. 11.582-92, Hor. Serm. 1.1.68f., Epod. 17.65f., Tib. 1.3.77f. with Maltby, Prop. 2.17.5f., Ov. Am. 2.2.43f. with
McKeown and bibliography ad loc., 3.7.51-2, Her. 18.181f., Met. 4.458f. with Bömer, 10.41f.). Further on Tantalus and his role as the forefather of the Atreids see Michalopoulos on Her. 16.211f.

The ill-starred fate of the Tantalides was somewhat of a topos in Greek tragedy, esp. in Euripidean choral odes (cf. e.g. Eur. El. 1175-6, IT 199-202, Or. 808-42); hence, the ominous implications of Tantalides should be taken into consideration.

Achille: the accusative in -em has by far the best authority among the Roman poets (Housman (1972) 834f.).

46. Hermione shows her preference for Agammenon through the careful structure of the pentameter, whose metrical division is also marked by punctuation. The line is split in two unequal halves: the first (concerning Achilles) consists of three words, whereas the second one (concerning Agamemnon) consists of four words. Agammenon is further emphasized through the framing polyptoton dux...ducum.

pars militiae: a high-style poetic iunctura, very appropriate to the epic context of the couplet, perhaps reminiscent of Verg. Aen. 2.5f. ...quaeque ipse miserima uidi / et quorum pars magna fui (and again in Her. 3.46 patriae pars ego magna meae with Barchiesi). The metonymic use of the pars militiae to denote “a (fellow-)comrade, a soldier” (TLL 8.964.28, OLD s.v. pars 7a) first appears at Prop. 1.21.4 pars ego sum uestrae proxima militiae with Fedeli and bibliography ad loc. For further instances in Ovid, cf. Met. 5.577, 7.483, 11.216, nec pars militiae, Telamon, sine honore recessit 14.482, Fast. 2.156, Tr. 4.10.34.

dux...ducum: a vigorous polyptoton, outdoing the Homeric formula ἄναξ ἄνδραν, which is often attributed to Agamemnon (cf. e.g. Il. 1.7, 442, 2.434, 9.96, Od. only at 8.77, 11.397, 24.121. Cf. also Il. 1.280f. εἰ δὲ σὺ καρπερός ἐσσι ... / ἀλλ' ἐ γε φέρτερός ἐστιν ἐπει πλέονεσσιν ἄνάσσει). Agamemnon is addressed as βασιλεύτατος at Hom. Il. 9.69. The same polyptoton appears again in Ilias Latina 983-4 with reference to Achilles (te primum, dux ille ducum, quem Graecia somum / pertimuit...). For similar honorific addresses attributed to Agamemnon, cf. Cic. Sen. 31 dux ille Graeciae, Ov. Am. 1.9.37 summa ducum, Sen. Ag. 39 (=1007) docto...ducum with Tarrant.

47. habes: on the text see pp.286f. Note the elision at the second short at the arsis of the first foot (quoque habes).

proaum: proaum should be understood here in the broader sense of “remote ancestor, forefather” (OLD s.v. 2). For similar use in the Her., see 16.211 nec proaum Stygia nostro captantur in unda / poma, necin mediis quaeritur umor aquis, 17.51 sed genus et proaui et regia nomina iactas, 53 Iuppiter ut soceri proaui tacetur et omne / Tantalidae Pelopis Tyndareique deus.

Pelopem Pelopisque parentem: a compelling polyptoton, which is further emphasized by the alliteration of e, o and p (tu quoque per proaum Pelopem Pelopisque parentem). On Pelops see n. on Her. 8.27. Pelopis parens is a heroic periphrasis (so N-H on Hor. Carm. 2.13.37), which is
consistent with the epic undertones of the couplet; at the same time, Hermione avoids a reference to Tantalus by name, which would inevitably recall his hideous crimes (see n. Her. 8.45).

Pelops is mentioned as Tantalus' son for the first time in the *Cypria* (fr. 13 Davies): 

\[ \text{Τανταλίδεω Πέλοπος} \] 


**48. melius:** for the text see pp.287f.

**ab Joue quintus eris:** Hermione is right in arguing that Orestes is fifth from Jupiter, since the male line of descent of the Tantalid house is: Jupiter > Tantalus > Pelops > Atreus > Pleisthenes, cf. Ov. *Rem.* 778 with Henderson and Pinotti, Hyg. *Fab.* 86 and 88> Agamemnon > Orestes. For more details on the insertion of Pleisthenes in the genealogical line between Atreus and Agamemnon see pp.287f. On the divine origin of the house of Tantalus, cf. Eur. *Or.* 4-26, 345-7: 

\[ \text{τίνα γὰρ ἐτὶ πάρος οἶκον ἔτερον ἢ τὸν ἄπο / θεογόνων γάμων, / τὸν ἄπο Ταντάλου, σέβεσθαι με χρή}; \] 

Also cf. Porphyry *Isagoge* vol. 4.1 p.6.3-5 ἄλλοι ἐπὶ μὲν τῶν γενεαλογιῶν εἰς ἐνα ἀνάγος, φέρε ἐκεῖν τῶν Δία, τὴν ἀρχὴν ὡς ἐπὶ τὸ πλείοντον, ἐπὶ δὲ τῶν γενῶν καὶ τῶν εἰδῶν οὐκ ὁδοὺς ἔχει, David Philol. *In Porphyrii Isagoge* p.154.2 –7 

Φησὶ γὰρ νόησον μοι τὸν Δία ἄρχην εἰναι τοῖς γένους τῶν Τανταλιδῶν καὶ ἅπ' αὐτοῦ κατάγεσθαι Τάνταλον, ἄπο Πέλοπος Ατρέα, ἄπο Ατρέας Ἀγαμέμνωνα, ἂρ' οδ' Ὀρέστης. καὶ τὸν μὲν Δία ὡς μῆ γεννηθέντα ἐκ τινος πατέρα μόνον λέγομεν (πατήρ γὰρ ἐστὶ τῶν Τανταλιδῶν), τὸν δὲ Ὀρέστην μόνον νῦν (τίδος γὰρ καθὸ ἐγεννηθή, οὐκ ἐγέννησε), also see Michalopoulos on Her. 16.207f. and 17.53f.

Boasting of one's high birth was a feature of epic pride; at the same time, however, Hermione strikes a typically Roman tone, since nobility of descent was among the most desirable criteria for a Roman when choosing a husband for a female member of his family (Treggiari (1991) 89f., also see Bettini (1990) 422-4 on the importance of kinship for the Romans in general). Near the end of her letter Hermione does not fail to make a similar claim to her own high birth (lines 117f. with n. ad loc.). Besides, given that the comparison of titles was a motif in the declamatory exercises (Sabot (1981) 2606) Ovid's predilection for degrees of kinship (*gradi cognationis*) within the wider context of his extensive use of legal terminology could be appealing to a particular taste of his time (Bettini (1990) 424ff.).

The divine ancestry of Orestes, who comes fifth from Jupiter (*ab Joue quintus*), offers a striking parallel with Paris. According to Helen, Paris also comes fifth from Jupiter (*Her.* 16.59f. (*...*) *sed qui tibi Gloria magna est / quintus, is a nostro nomine primus erit* with Michalopoulos ad loc. on Helen's intentional miscalculation). Hence, the parallel between their lovers inevitably brings forth the close similarity between mother and daughter.

**49-54.** Hermione remains conspicuously silent about Orestes' matricide; instead, she tries to acquit him from any possible charge. For more details on Hermione's rhetorical strategy on this issue see p.55.
49. uirtute: uirtus is used here in the narrow sense of “bravery, physical strength, brawn” (OLD s.v. 1b).

arma inuidiosa: it picks up arma feras at line 18 (cf. also 89 pater arma ferebat). The iunctura appears only here in Latin poetry. inuidiosus is common in prose, but rare in poetry. The adjective, which is absent from Tibullus and appears only three times in Prop. (2.1.73, 28.10, 2.32.46), is, nevertheless, very popular with Ovid (e.g. Am. 1.8.55, Her. 2.145, 7.120, 17.126, Met. 4.795, 15.234, Fast. 1.266, 3.434, Pont. 2.7.73, 3.1.87, Ib. 122). The adjective has two meanings (active and passive) of which the active (TLL 7.2.208.76ff.) seems to be the older (so Barchiesi on Ov. Her. 2.145 with parallels), and rarest in classical period (see Green on Ov. Fast.1.266). I take inuidiosus here in its passive meaning (“hateful, horrible, spiteful”, see TLL 7.2.207.32ff). For more on the twofold (active and for passive) meaning of the adjective see Bömer’s instructive note on Ov. Met. 5.513. Adjectives in -osus deriving from abstract nouns, like inuidiosus (<inuidia), were closely associated with the sermo plebeius, but soon became an important feature of Latin poetic diction. Their presence in epic poetry, because of their colloquial quality, is rather restricted, with the exception of Ovid (also Lucan and Statius, both following Ovid). Further on adjectives formed in -osus see n. on Her. 4.85 with bibliography.

50. sed tibi –quid faceres?– induit illa pater: Hermione tries to transfer the responsibility from Orestes to his father (see Williams (1997) 130). His matricide was not a matter of personal choice, but the result of his obedience to his familial obligations (cf. also line 52 non lecta est operi, sed data causa tuo). Note Hermione’s emphasis on family ties through the emphatic placement of pater at the very end of the line. On the Ovidian use of parenthesis, see n. on Her. 4.18.

Hermione’s attempt to depict Agammenon as the sole responsible for the terrible matricide has its roots in the much-vexed issue of double (both divine and human) responsibility of Orestes’ matricide, which is discussed in many occasions throughout Greek tragedy. Her claim that it was the dead Agammenon who asked for revenge is surely not a new one (cf. e.g. Aesch. Ch. 1ff., 124ff., 479ff., 577, 925, 300, 495-99, 925, Eum. 598, Eur. Or. 579-84, El. 678). Such claim strikingly contrasts Orestes’ own assertion at Eur. Or. 285-93 that it was Apollo, and not dead Agammenon, who instructed him to avenge the murder of his father (cf. (...). Λοξία δὲ μέμφομαι, / δότις μ’, ἐπάρας ἔργον ἀνοσίωτατον, / τοῖς μὲν λόγοις ήπφρανε, τοῖς δ’ ἔργοισιν οὐ. / οἶμαι δὲ πατέρα τὸν ἐμὸν, εἰ καὶ ὃμματα / ἑξιστῶρον νῦν, μηπέρ’ εἰ κτείναι χρεών, / πολλᾶς γενείων τοῦδ’ ἀν ἐκτείναι λιτάς/ μῆποτε τεκουσης ές σφαγὰς ὄσαι ξίφος. / εἰ μηπ’ ἐκεῖνος ἀναλαβεῖν ἐμελλὲ φῶς, / ἐγὼ δ’ ο τλίμων τοιάδ’ ἐκπλήσσειν κακά, also cf. Aesch. Ch. 269-96, 900-2, 953ff., 1029ff., Eum. 199-200, 202, 465-6, 579-80, Soph. El. 32-37, 1425, Eur. El. 971-81, 1190-3, 1266-7, 1301-4, Or. 28-30, 76, 162-4, 191-3, 276, 327-31, 416, 591-9, 955-6, 971-81). For a concise discussion of this matter (with particular reference to Aesch. Choephoroi) see Garvie (1986) xxxi-iv and 123f. Hermione opts for the version, which best serves her argumentation.
51. materia: in the sense of “occasion, circumstance” (see TLL 8.462.25ff.) it often appears in Ovid (cf. e.g. Tr. 3.5.21-2 di tibi posse tuos tribuant defendere semper, / quos in materia prosperiore iuues, 4.3.73).

fortis: the arrangement of the terms in the line around fortis (materia ~ meliore, uellem ~ fuisses) underlines Orestes’ valour.

uellem...fuisses: a synonym for utinam (cf. also Ov. Am. 1.8.27, 2.7.11, 3.11.41, Her. 4.68, 7.139, 15.195, 209). The omission of ut in final clauses which denote an “unrealized wish” was such a common syntactic feature (see K-S 2.1.713, Allen – Grenough (1903) 365ff.) that soon the formation “uellem + subjunctive” equalled the bare optative subjunctive (Allen – Grenough (1903) 281). Later it was used adverbially as a mere synonym for utinam (see Bömer on Met. 9.735).

52. non lecta...sed data: κατ’ ἄραν καὶ θέσιν. Hermione’s main line of defence: Orestes’ matricide results from his family obligation to avenge his father’s murder. The use of passive voice is indicative of Hermione’s attempt to play down her beloved’s responsibility.

53f. Hermione’s silence over Clytemnestra’s killing is conspicuous! The same happens again at line 120.

53. implesti: the use of the syncopated form implesti suggests Hermione’s emotional distress.

iugulo Aegisthus aperto: “Aegisthus with his pierced throat”, the verb aperio means “to pierce, to cut open” (OLD s.v. 5), especially with regard to body parts in killing contexts (TLL 2.214.57ff.). I am tempted to read behind the use of iugulo...aperto a hint at the Greek sacrificial terms σφαζεῖν / σφαγή, which were both used in Greek tragedy to denote murder within the family of the Atreids (Casabona (1966) 155ff., 175 and Loraux (1987) 13f.). The verb σφαζεῖν, which means “to slay properly by cutting the throat” of a sacrificial victim (LSJ s.v.1), was used specifically in the context of sacrificial slaughter (Zeitlin (1965) 468-9 n.13). In the Oresteia, in particular, every single murder (or bloodshed) is described in terms of a ritual slaughter (“corrupted sacrifice”) whether by a third party in an attempt to emphasise the innocence of the victim or the cruelty of the act, or by its perpetrator in an attempt for self-justification (so Sommerstein on Aesch. Eum. 102. Further on the great significance of the sacrificial slaughter motif in Aeschylus’ Oresteia see Zeitlin (1965) passim).

The presence of iugulum in killing contexts is common in Latin poetry (TLL 7.2.637.69ff.) and the term is often used as metonymy for slaughter (see TLL 7.2.638.53ff., cf. also Lucr. 2.317, Ov. Met. 13.693 hanc non femineum iugulo dare pectus aperto, Sen. Dial. 3.2.2. seruili manu regalemaperire iugulum, Juv. 4.110 Pompeius tenui iugulosaperire susurro with Duff (1898) “surely a quotation from tragedy”, V. Fl. 3.154 iugulo uulnus molitur aperto, Luc. 6.555 erumpat iugulo qui primus aperto. Given the ritual connotations of the slaughter, a blow on the neck is very appropriate, since this kind of blow was considered to be the sacrificial blow par excellence (originating in Homer, cf. Il. 1.447ff., 2.402ff., 7.314ff., 11.240 τὸν ἔνθι οὔρπι πληγείσα αὐχένα (in war context), 16.331ff., 17.520ff., 24.621ff., Od. 3.449-50. In Greek tragedy
In Greek tragedy women's throats invite death. Female throat is not only a part of female beauty, but also the spot of female vulnerability (further see Loraux (1987) 50-2 and *ibid* 52-3 on men's throats). Iconographic representation during the archaic and classical times abounds with examples of such sacrificial blows (cutting with knife / plunging a sword in the victim's throat), see van Straten (1995) 103-114. For artistic representations of Orestes, in particular, plunging his knife in Aegisthus' throat see *LIMC* s.v. 6a, 8, 9, 22. It is my contention that Hermione's detailed reference to Aegisthus' throat actually works as a covert allusion to Clytemnestra's killing, since the surviving sources unanimously agree that Clytemnestra received the fatal blow on her throat (cf. Aesch. *Eum.* 592, *Choeph.* 883-4, Eur. *Or.* 291, 1235, *El.* 485, 1222-3, Hor. *Serm.* 2.3.136 *in matris iugulo ferrum tepedict*). Moreover, at Eur. *El.* 839-42 (...τού δέ νευόντος κάτω / ὄνυχας ἐκ ἄκρους στάς κασίγνυτος σέβεσθ / ες σφονόλους ἔπαισε, νοταία δὲ / ἐρρηξεν ἑρθρα...) Aegisthus was not struck in the throat, but was killed by a blow on the vertebrae. Hence, Hermione's slip of tongue, in addition to its sacrificial implications, constitutes an implicit warning to Orestes that she is aware of his matricide. However, she will protect him by offering him her help. A further indication of Hermione's knowledge is provided through her reactions of fear and helplessness, which echo Orestes' mental disarray after the killing of his mother (Williams (1997) 127-9).

54. *tecta cruentaut, quae pater ante tuus*: Hermione seems to follow Aeschylus (Aesch. *Ch.* 877-79) and Sophocles in their treatment of the story, since the killing of Aegisthus took place in the palace, at exactly the same place where Agamemnon was killed (cf. Soph. *El.* 1491-1496, esp. 1495-6 *...χώρει δ' ἐνθαπερ κατέκτανες / πατέρα τὸν ἄμον, ὡς <ἄν> ἐν ταύτῳ θάνης*). In Euripides, the killing takes places in the countryside (Eur. *El.* 774-853, 787-9, 802), while Clytemnestra is killed in Electra's countryhouse (Eur. *El.* 1139-40, 1166, 1172). *tecta* is a poetic plural.

55. *increpat Aeacides*: Ovid perhaps has in mind Eur. *Andr.* 977f. δ' (sc. Neoptolemus) ἦν ύβριστὴς εἰς τ' ἐμῆς μητρὸς φόνον / τάς θ' αἰματωπὸς θεᾶς ὄνειδιζων ἐμοί (sc. Orestes). *increpare* ("reproach", "reprimand") is a fitting choice for its legal colouring (cf. *TLL* 7.1.1055.59ff.), its use without an object as complement is rare in classical Latin (only Lurc. 3.963, Liv. 27.9.8, Sil. 10.6) and more frequent in later Latin. For the patronymic *Aeacides* see n. on Her. 8.7.
56. *et tamen*: an adversative expression, often at the beginning of a line (or a period) (K-S 2.2.98, LHS 2.495-97, Marouzeau (1949) 94ff.). The expression is used here in the sense of "and yet", "not only that, but..." and establishes an additive (cf. Ov. *Met.* 9.505, *Fast.* 3.79 with Bömer, 4.699) rather than in a concessive relationship with the preceding clause, which seems to have been a later use of *tamen* (see LHS 2.496 β).

**aspectus sustinet ille meos:** “and yet he does it in front of my very face”, the combination appears only here.

57f. Hermione’s symptomatology of anger against Neoptolemus’ insulting behaviour echoes Sappho’s (fr. 31 L-P) renowned jealousy at the sight of her beloved (in the company of a rival), and of its Roman poetic adaptations (cf. Catul. 51, esp. Hor. *Carm.* 1.13.4 *difficili bile tumet iecur*, 5-6 *nec mens... / manet...et in genas*, 8-9 *lentis penitus macerer ignibus. / uror*). But, while in Sappho’s case her feelings of jealousy and envy are instigated by the presence of her beloved, Hermione’s anger is caused by the absence of Orestes. Hermione manipulates the verbal similarity in order to stress the reversal in terms of the presence / absence of her beloved, and thus further underline her erotic feelings for Orestes.


**ora...cum mente tumescent:** for similar wording, cf. Sen. *Dial.* 4.20.3.1 *ne cihis quidem inplendi sunt; distendentur enim corpora et animi cum corpore tumescunt*, Ov. *Met.* 6.377 *inflataque colla tumescent* (also Sen. *Dial.* 4.35.3.8 *tumescunt uenae* (as a symptom of anger).

58. *pectoraque inclusis ignibus usta*: the correspondence between content and word-order is remarkable in that the framing of the ablatives *inclusis ignis* by *pectoraque...usta* effectively reveals the burning of the erotic flames in Hermione’s breast. For similar phrasing, cf. Cic. *Pis.* 42.11. *pectoraque inclusis ignibus*, Ov. *Met.* 6.466 *nec capiunt inclusas pectora flammas* (for erotic passion). The *iunctura pectora...usta* appears again at Ov. *Met.* 7.109-10 *pectora sic in tus clausas voluentiam flammas / gutturaque usta sonant*. The fire imagery, in addition to its well-known erotic implications (see n. on *Her.* 4.19f.), is also employed to denote anger, cf. Verg. *Aen.* 7.356 *...toto percepit pectore flamman* –* frenzy, rage, madness, Met.* 7.109 *pectora sic intus clausas volu* *uentia flammas*, 8.356 *spirat quoque pectore flamma*, 12.295, Petr. *Sat.* 121.1.105-6 *nec enim minor ira rebellat pectore in hoc leviorque exurit flamma medullas*, Sen. *Ag.* 723 *extingue flammas pectori infixas meo*, [Sen.] *HO* 275-6, Stat. *Silv.* 5.1.197 *at iuuenis magno flammatu* *pectora luctu*. The combination of love with anger is very fitting in Hermione’s case, since she is an enraged woman in love.
59. Hermione...Orestae?: one of the many rhetorical questions in the letter (see n. on Her. 8.11f.). With regard to the alternatives Oresti or Orestae, I prefer the latter following Showerman-Goold. For the difficulty to decipher with certainty between the dative in -i and -ae see Housman (1972) 828f. The framing of the line by the names of the two lovers is noteworthy. coram: the prepositional use of coram is rare in Augustan poetry (LHS 2.259, TLL 4.945.35ff.), cf. Verg. Aen. 2.538, Hor. Epist. 1.17.43, Serm. 1.4.95, Tib. 1.2.21, Ov. Her. 11.89. The postponement of disyllabic (and trisyllabic) prepositions is a common poetic feature (see K-S 1.586ff., Norden on Verg. Aen. 6.329, Platnauer (1951) 97ff., Maltby (1999) 384ff. with n. 16 with bibliography). In Tibullus, in particular, the postponement of circum, praeter, propter and coram is the rule (Maltby on Tib. 1.123-4 and 2.1.73-4).

Hermione's emphasis on face-to-face encounters in her letter (again at line 97 obuia prodieram) is indicative of her straightforward character and of her determination for a head-on approach to the problems.

obiecit: another instance of a term with legal connotations (TLL 9.2.56.26ff., 9.2.58.68ff.).

60. nec mihi sunt uires: despite her determination in the hexameter, Hermione maintains her initial reference to her female powerlessness at line 6 cetera femineae non vulcere manus.

ferus ensis: ferus is attributed to arms ever since Ennius, cf. Enn. Ann. 183-4 fero...ferro, also Lucr. 2.49 fera tela (see TLL 6.606.5ff.). ferus ensis seems to be an Ovidian formation, cf. Ov. Met. 6.557 ense fero, 13.343 perque feros enses, Pont. 4.7.44 fero...ense, Sen. Ag. 208 ense...fero, also Am. 1.10.19, 2.6.25 with McKeown, Ars 2.672, Her. 19.115.

61-4. Jacobson (1974) 51 finds these lines “a rather self-indulgent rehearsal of her plight.” Nevertheless, in this section Hermione grabs the opportunity to raise the sentimentality of her letter more, while at the same time she depicts herself as a powerless victim in desperate need of rescue from her beloved.

61. flere licet certe: Hermione's reference to her tears is in accordance with the technique of (simulated) tears, which constitutes an indispensable component of erotic persuasion. The praeceptor amoris in the Ars strongly advises his pupils (both male and female) to employ such technique (cf. Ov. Ars 1.659-62 with Hollis, 2.459ff., 3.291ff. with Gibson). For more details on this matter see n. on Her. 4.176 with bibliography. The motif of (false) tears plays a prominent role in the Heroides, cf. esp. Her. 2.51f. credidimus lacrimis -an et hae simulare docentur?/- hae quoque habent artes, quaque iubentur, eunt?, 12.51f. uidi etiam lacrimas -sua pars et fraudis in illis. / sic cito sum verbis capta puella tuis). On the intersection of sexuality with textuality through tears in the collection also see n. on Her. 4.176.

diffundimus: a poetic plural (less common with verbs compared to pronouns) with a strong emotional effect, which is dictated here by reasons of metrical convenience (further on poetic plurals see n. on Her. 4.15).
certe: meaning “at least”, “at all events”, “in any case” (OLD s.v. 2a, TLL 3.935.1ff.); in this sense certe is frequent in Ovid, esp. in the Met. (cf. 8.99, 10.400, 488, 11.321, 441, 478, 12.540, 13.387, 502).

62. fluminis instar: the formation originates in Germ. Arat. 48-9 has inter medias abrupti fluminis instar / immannis Serpens sinuosa volumina torquet (translating Arat. Phaenom. 45 Τὰς δὲ δὲ ἀμφοτέρας ὀψὶν ποταμῶν ἀκροφώς / εἰλείται, μέγα θάμνα, Δράκων...), later imitated by Sen. Thy. 870 fluminis instar lubricus Anguis. and Apul. Plat. 1.6.21-5 secundae substantiae (...) quae mutari et converti possunt, labentia et ad instar fluminum profuga. Cf. also Verg. Georg. 1.245 in morem fluminis with Servius ad loc. quoting Hesiod fr. 293 ποταμῷ βείοντι έστικώς M-W (in his description of the Snake - constellation). For tears as convergent streams of a river, cf. Eur. Or. 335-6 ... φάναξ / δακρυσι συμβάλλει / πορεύων τις ες δόμον ἀλαστόρων (the Schol. ad loc. quotes ll. 4.453, also cf. ll. 5.774). Further on the association of tears with rivers (most often river-streams swollen by someone’s tears) see Ov. Met. 11.47-8 lacrimis quoque fluminis dicunt / increvisse suis with Bömer. A cognate simile is that of tears likened to water dripping from melting snow (see Am. 1.7.57-8 suspensaeque diu lacrimae fluxere per ora, / qualiter abiecta de niue manat aqua with McKeown with parallels.)

63. semper semperque: the repetition underlines the sense of continuing failure and misery in Hermione’s life.

solas (sc. lacrimas) habeo: habere lacrimas is a rare combination in Latin literature (again only in [Ov.] Epic. Drus. 72, Sen. Thy. 968, Stat. Theb. 5.594, Petr. Satyr. 89.1.17, Apul. Met. 8.7.2) and in Augustan poetry in particular, where it occurs only once more at Ov. Tr. 1.3.24 inque domo lacrimas angulus omnis habet. The adjective solas underlines Hermione’s isolation and her abandonment by Orestes. In Her. 10 the adjective sola plays a central role in epitomizing Ariadne’s solitary abandonment by Theseus (for more on this see Bolton (1994)).

64. ument incultae fonte perenne genae: the phrasing is reminiscent of the description of Lucretia’s grief at Ov. Fast. 2.820 fluunt lacrimae more perennis aquae. Hermione later in her letter will make another implicit allusion to her (see n. on Her. 8.109). Lucretia, the chaste wife par excellence of the Romans, offers a fitting parallel for Hermione, since both are examples of wronged wives, violently separated from their husbands and dishonoured in their absence. The framing of fonte perenne by incultae ... genae is worthmentioning.

ument ... genae: stylistically elevated, it first appears in Augustan poetry (absent from Prop., only once in Tib. 1.9.38 umentes ... genas) and in Livy ap. Sen. Suas. 6.17. For similar phrasing see Tib. 1.9.37 umentes ... genas with Murgatroyd, Ov. Am. 1.14.34 with McKeown (also cf. 2.15.17 umida formosae ... ora puellae), Her. 5.72 madidas genas, 7.185 perque genas ... lacrimae ... labuntur,Ars 1.660, 2.70, 3.378, Met. 8.210 genae maduere seniles. Lucan 5.737 umentis miratas genas (also 2.36-7 madentis ... genas), Sil. 9.30 oculos atque ora umentia.
incultaegenaec: the adjective appears again in the Heroides only at Her. 9.125. The neglected appearance is appropriate to a captive, cf. Her. 9.125 nec venit incultis captarum more capillis. On Hermione’s concern for her physical appearance see n. on Her. 8.10. genaec here refers to cheeks (OLD s.v.1, TLL 6.1763.81ff.) and not to the eyes (a later use, more common in post-Augustan poetry, see TLL s.v. 6.1767.63ff., OLD s.v. 2.).

fonte perenne: a popular iunctura (both in poetry and prose), it first occurs (also in a simile) at Liv. 42.12.10.3 iuuentutem, ut iam Macedonia deficiat, uelut ex perenni fonte unde hauriat, Threiam subiectam esse. Cf. also Cic. Mil. 34.22 fontem perennem gloriae suae perdidit, Nat. Deor. 2.98.8 fontium gelidas perennitates, Ov. Am. 3.9.25-6 adice Maeoniden, a quo ceu fonte perenni / uatum Pieriiis ora rigantur aquis (in a simile), Rem. 651-2 flumine perpetuo torrens solet altior ire, / sed tamen haec breuis est, illa perennis aqua, Hirt. Gal. 8.43.5 repente perennis exaruit fons, Apul. De Mundo 4 haec fontium perennitate recreatur, Min. Fel. 17.9 uide fons, manant uenis perennibus, Curt. 6.6.23 rupes perennem habet fontem.

perennis is an adjective frequently applied to waters, springs, rivers, ever since Ennius’ Scipio 4 Warmington amnes perennes (OLD s.v. 1, also add Liv. 1.21.3 ex opaco specu fons perenni rogabat aqua, 4.30.7.3 sed terra quoque ingenito umore egens uix ad perennes succicit amnes, 42.54.11.3 ...et copia pluribus circumiectis fontibus perennium aquarum, Lucr. 5.261-3 quod super est, umore novo mare flumina fontes / semper abundare et latices manare perennis / nil opus est verbis..., 5.463 fluuiique perennes, Prop. 3.5.30 perennis aqua, Ov. Am. 3.6.98 quis dixit grata voce “perennis eas” (address to a river), Fast. 3.298 manabat saxo uena perennis aquae with Bomer, 3.654 amne perenne). fons perennis or uiuus was the technical term for the everflowing water, which was used as a means of purification by the Romans (For more on such religious practices see Bomer on Fast. 2.35 with bibliography and parallels). These connotations of purification are not that haphazard in view of Hermione’s reference to her relationship with Neoptolemus in terms of pollution (nefas 113, pollutas...manus 114). The substitution of the ablative ending –e in perenne for the usual in classical Latin ending in –i is dictated by reasons of metrical convenience (a frequent phenomenon in Ovid).

65-82. Hermione’s sole list of mythological exempla in the letter. For a detailed examination of the list in terms of structure, content and rhetorical function see pp.98ff.

65f. The introduction of mythological exempla with a rhetorical question is not uncommon in Ovid (cf. e.g. Ov. Ars 1.475, 2.185). The idea that guilt, or some sort of inclination to crime (or injustice) is hereditary is very frequent in Ovid (cf. Her. 4.53ff., 9.153ff., 14.85ff., Met. 1.162, cf. also Cic. Tusc. 4.77 ut facile appareat Atrei filios esse, Sen. Ag. 906ff. with Tarrant). Hermione’s claim that all Tantalid women share the common fate of rape plays a prominent role in her argumentation; in fact, the list of mythological exempla, which is employed to illustrate this claim, is rounded off with a similar reference to her generation (lines 81f.). This idea of inescapability from fate is later picked up by Seneca (cf. Sen. Ag. 906 uterque tanto scelere
respondet suis: / est hic Thyestae natus, haec Helenae soror, Phaedr. 698 et ipsa nostrae fata cognosco domus).

65. nostros errat in annos: the construction in + ‘a time term’ is rather colloquial and it is more frequent in post-classical times (cf. Ov. Am. 2.19.23 with McKeown, Ars 3.127 nostros mansit in annos, Met. 1.411, Fast. 6.309 uenit in hoc annos, Tr. 1.5.59 ille breui spatio multis errauit in annis, 4.10.73 seros permansit in annos). The preposition in is used here temporally to denote “duration”, “length of time” (TLL 2.117.25ff., 7.752.33ff., 7.1.754.1ff.). errare echoes perhaps the wandering of female characters before being raped (see McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.10.5). For errare in the sense “to be erroneous” see Green on Ov. Fast. 1.468.

66. Tantalides matres: the iunctura is popular with Seneca, cf. Ag. 375 Tantalidos...matris, Med. 954, Oed. 613f., HF 390. Tantalis is a Greek formation (cf. e.g. AP. Theodoridas 16.132.2, AP. Antipater of Sidon 7.743.7-8, 16.131.1, AP. Meleager 16.134.1). Feminine derivatives in -is are popular with Ovid, possibly under Callimachean influence (so Bömer on Met. 5.303 with copious Ovidian instances). pace Jacobson (1978) 54 n.18 and Knox (1995) 10 the attribution of Tantalides to Hermione’s female ancestors is fitting, since the patronymic is used ἐκ τοῦ ἀποτελέσματος. All these women are not Tantalids by origin; instead, they become members of the Tantalid house through their abduction by a male descendant of Tantalus (further on this see p.100). Such adjectival use in prolepsis was frequent in Greek (dramatic) poetry, while it is not uncommon in Latin poetry (see K-S 2.1.239f., also K-G 2.276).

matres: for the appropriateness of matres with regard to the women mentioned in the list, despite Palmer’s (1898) ad loc. objection, see my discussion at p.100. The generic use of matres meaning “matrons”, “married women” goes back to Vergil (see Austin on Verg. Aen. 2.501, Barchiesi on Her. 1.71, also cf. OLD s.v. 1c, LSJ s.v. mater I.B. “also, in general, a woman, a lady; usually in plural, women, ladies.”); the term in this sense often occurs in the Her.: 3.71 inter Achaeiadas longe pulcherrima matres, 13.35 matres Phylaceides, 15.54 Nisiades matres, 16.185 Troades...matres. Moreover, matres is metrically convenient as opposed to the equivalent feminae (cf. e.g. Verg. Aen. 2.797, 6.306).

Given the use of the term specifically for “mothers”, its attribution to Hermione is meaningful in view of a -rather obscure- branch of the mythological tradition. According to the tragedians Philoctles and Theognis (TrGF 1.24 F2, 28F 2) (Σ on Andr. 32: Φιλοκλῆς δὲ ὁ τραγῳδοποιὸς καὶ Θεόγις προεκδόθηναι φασίν ὑπὸ Τυνδάρω τὴν Ἐρμίδον τῷ Ὀρέστῃ καὶ ἦδη ἐγκυμονοῦσαν ὑπὸ Μενελάοι δοθήναι Νεοπτόλεμῳ καὶ γεννήσαι Ἀμφικτυώνα ὀστερον δὲ Διομήδει συνοικίσαι) Hermione was betrothed to Orestes by Tyndareus and she was already pregnant by Orestes, before her father married her with Neoptolemus. If such implications are perceptible here, Hermione’s use of matres could be an interesting slip of tongue implicitly hinting at her pregnancy.

apta rapina: the isolating effect of the singular apta rapina which is encircled by plurals (matres, sumus) calls for attention. rapina is used here in the concrete sense of ‘booty’ of sexual
abduction (OLD s.v. 2). Contrary to the admonition of the preceptor amoris in the Ars amatoria that erotic violence is not always unwelcome by women (Ars 1.673–5 *uit licet appelles: grata est uis ista puellis: / quod iuvat, inuitae saepe dedisse volunt. / quaecumque est Veneris subita violata rapina, / gaudet, et inprobitas muneris instar habet*) Hermione speaks with contempt about her fate as rapina. The term is attributed to Helen again at Ov. Ars 3.759f. Priamides Helenen aude si spectet edentem, / oderit et dicat 'stulta rapina mea est.', also Stat. Achil. 1.403, 946.

67. *fluminei...cycli*: *flumineus* (picking up line 62 *fluminis instar*) is a rare poetic adjective (it occurs only nine times, never in prose), stylistically elevated, like most adjectives in *eus* (see n. on Her. 4.44), possibly an Ovidian coinage (*TLL* 6.968.26ff.). The adjective is attributed by Ovid to swans again at Ov. *Am*. 1.3.22 and *Met*. 2.253.

According to Hyginus, the river where the abduction of Leda took place, was river Eurotas (cf. Hyg. 77 *Iuppiter Ledam Thestii filiam in cygnum conversus ad flumen Eurotam compressit*, also *AP* Antiphilus 5.307.1 *Xεύμα μὲν Εὐρώτατο Λακωνικόν*). The association of swans with rivers is a widespread poetic *topos*, ever since Homer (cf. *Il*. 2.459ff *Τῶν δ’ ὄψις τ’ ὄρνιθων πετεινών ἔθνεα πολλά / χθενῶν ἢ γεράνων ἢ κύκνων δουλιχωδέρων / Ἀσίω ἐν λειμαίνων Καῦστριον ἄμφι ῥέεθρα /ἐνβα καὶ ἕνθα ποτώται ἀγαλλόμενα πτερύγεσσι /κλαγγηδὸν προκαθιζόντων, σμαραγδὶ δὲ τε λειμών*). *Ap. Rhod*. 4.1300-2 ἤ δει καλὰ νάοντος ἐπ’ ὄφρυς Πακταλοῦ / κύκνοι κινήσουσιν ἐὸν μέλῳ, ἄμφὶ δὲ λειμῶν / ἔρσηις βρέμεται ποταμοῖο τε καλὰ ῥέεθρα, *Atr. Phaed*. 942-3 Πολλάκι λιμναία ἢ εἰνάλλα ὀρνιθές / ἀπληστὸν κλύονται ἐννέμεναι ὑδάτεσσιν (for water-birds in general) with Kidd, *AP* Meleager 9.363.18 κύκνος ἐπ’ ὄχθαισιν ποταμοῖ, in Latin: *Var. At*. fr. 22.1-3 *tum liceat pelagi uolucres tardaeque paludis / cernere inexpletas studio certare lauandi / et ulul insolitum pennis influndere rorem*, *Lucr*. 2.344-5 *et variae uolucres, laetantia quae loca aquarum / concelebrant circum ripas fontisque lacusque (birds in general)*, *Verg. Georg*. 1.383-7, esp. 383-4. *iamque variae pelagi uolucres et quae Asia circum / dulcibus in stagnis rimantur prata Cystri, 2.199 niusos herbosu flumine cyncnos, Aen. 7.32-3 ...variae circumque supraque / asduce ripis uolucres et fluminis alueo / aestera mulcebant cantu lucoque volabant (birds in general), Aen. 7.699-702 *ceu quondam niuei liquida inter nubila cycli / cum sese e pastu referunt et longa canoros / dant per colla modos, sonat amnis et Asia longe / pulsa palus*), *Ov. Met*. 2.252-3 *et quae Maeonias celebrabant carmine ripas / flumineae volucres with Bömer on the poetic topos of the Cystros swans, 539 amanti flumina cyncno, *Mart. 1.53.7-8 sic, niger in ripis errat cum forte Cystri, / inter Ledaeos ridetur coruus olores (on rivers as the habitat of swans see Gossen *RE*² (1921) s.v. 783.43ff.). In poetry, the element of water has a symbolic function and water landscapes with their ambiguous nature (between life and death, virginity / sexuality, shelter / exposure, peace / violence) often function as places of love, abduction, rape, even death. Further on these poetic symbolisms see Segal (1969) 23-33.
Ever since the ps.-Hesiodic *Aspis* (lines 314-7) swans were traditionally associated with Apollo and the Muses (further on this see N-H on Hor. *Carm.* 2.20.10 with parallels and bibliography). The swan motif soon became intrinsically linked with poetic creativity. Ovid in particular was very fond of using swans as symbols of literary criticism in his work (see Papaioannou (2005) 153-6).

cycni: the Greek loan word at a very early stage replaced the old Latin *olor* (Isid. *Or.* 12.7.19 *olores autem latinum nomen est*; *nam graece κύκνοι dicuntur*, further on this see André (1967) 111-3, Capponi (1979) 359). On the alternation of the guttural *c* and *g* before *n, m* (*cn ~ gn, cm ~ gm*) see n. on Hor. 4.68 and p.280. I prefer the spelling *cycni*, which seems to have been the older one (cf. Kenney on *Her.* 17.55 “the spelling *cygnus* still found in modern editions is a barbarism”). Swans were considered to be birds of good omen (McKeown on Ov. *Am.* 2.6.53, Macer fr. 4.1 Courtney *cygnus in auspiciis semper laetissimus ales*, Isid. *Orig.* 12.7.9 *cygnus in auspiciis semper laetissimus ales*) and were in close association with Venus.

mendacia: the term is rare in elegy (absent from Tib., once in Prop. 4.5.27, eight times in Ovid (again in *Her.* 15.55), but it is more frequent in later poets, cf. e.g. Juv. 7.111, Stat. *Theb.* 5.659, *Silv.* 4.6.63, [Verg.* *Aen.* 21, 366, 571, *Ciris* 362.

68. querar: cf. n. on *Her.* 8.89 *quodue mihi miserae sidus obesse querar*?; the motif of complaint is one of the most persistent motifs in the *Her.*

Iouem: The careful placement of *cycni* and *Iouem* at the end of two consecutive lines is noteworthy.

69f. Hippodamia was the daughter of Oenomaus, king of Pisa, and of Sterope (Paus. 5.10.6). Oenomaus, either because he was in love with his daughter (Hyg. *Fab.* 253), or because of an oracle, which warned him about his killing by his son-in-law (Diod. 4.73.20), promised Hippodamia as prize in a chariot race. Whoever could carry Hippodamia off and escape Oenomaus’ pursuit as far as the Corinthian Isthmus (Diod. Sic. 4.73.3.7ff, Paus. 5.14.6.8, Frazer (1921) 2.157ff. n.4) could marry her. All unsuccesfull contenders had already been decapitated (on the various numbers of the unlucky contenders see Hes. fr. 259a M-W, Pind. *Ol.* 1.128, Paus. 6.21.10-1, Epimenides *FGrH* 457 fr. 14). This version of the story (attributed by the Σ on Ap. Rhod. 1.752 and Σ on Soph. *El.* 505 to Pherecydes (= *FGrH* F 37)) seems to have become in time the established, canonical version (see Willink’s excellent note on Eur. *Or.* 988-94 and Stinton (1976) 68-9). Pelops won Oenomaus through bribing (either himself or Hippodamia) Oenomaus’ charioteer, Myrtillus, who did not insert the linchpins in his master’s chariot (Pherekydes *FGrH* 3 fr. 37b). As a result, Oenomaus found tragic death by being dragged to death entangled in the reins of his chariot (according to another version of the myth Oenomaus was killed by Pelops himself). Pelops was cursed either by Oenomaus or by Myrtillus (Soph. *El.* 504-5, Eur. *Or.* 988-996 with Willink, and Σ ad loc.) whom he drowned in the sea, thus dishonouring his initial agreement (Paus. 8.14.11, Hyg. *Fab.* 84). The curse came into effect only in the next generation. For more on the different mythological traditions about Pelops’
winged chariot, his “sea-crossing” and the drowing of Myrtilus see Willink’s informative note on Eur. Or. 988-94. Pelops with Hippodamia had three children (or six according to Pind. Ol. 1.89) and they lived in prosperity. Nevertheless, an alternative version held that at a later stage their common life ended in disaster, when Pelops killed Hippodamia during an argument (see Hyg. 85.4 Pelops cum Hippodamiam argueret, ipsa se interfecit. For more on the story of Pelops see Pind. Ol. 1.70-95, Paus. 5.13.1-7, Apollod. Epit. 2.4-9, Serv. on Verg. Georg. 3.7, Hyg. 84.

69. duo...frenta distinct Isthmos: For similar stock poetic descriptions of the Corinthian Isthmus, cf. Ov. Fast. 6.495 freta bina repellit Isthmos, Sen. HF 336 et bina findens Isthmos exillis freta (on the genuineness of the line see Fitch (1987) and Billerbeck (1999) ad loc.), Phaedr. 1024 et quae duobus terra comprimitur fretenis (the line is athetised by Leo), Lucan 1.102 geminum...separat Isthmos...fretum. For the opposite idea of the Isthmus uniting, bringing the two seas together see Stat. Silv. 4.3.60 Inous freta miscuisset Isthmos. Further on Isthmus see n. on Her. 4.105.

70. uecta peregrinis Hippodamia rotis: modelled on Prop. 1.2.19f. nec Phrygium falso traxit candor maritum / uecta externis Hippodamia rotis with Fedeli (cf. also Am. 3.2.15f. a, quam paene Pelops Pisaea concidit hasta, / dum spectat uultus, Hippodamia, tuos, Her. 16.266 uenit ut in Phrygios Hippodamia sinus). The line recurs unchanged at Ov. Ars 2.8 (uecta peregrinis, Hippodamia, rotis) in connection with Helen's abduction by Paris (lines 5f. talis ab armiferis Priameius hospes Amyclis / candida cum rapta coniuge uela dedit). Further on the intertextual association between the two passages see Janka on Ars 2.7f.

_Hippodamia rotis_ is an interesting case of etymological wordplay, since _rotis_ is a synonym of _currus_ ("chariot", ἁρμα in Greek) and chariots were drawn by horses (ἵππος in Greek, Hippo-damia), cf. Soph. El. 504-7 Ὡ Πέλοπος ἀ πρόσθεν / πολύκωνος ἵππεια, / ὧς ἔμοιλες αἰανής / τάδε γάρ).

_peregrinis...rotis: peregrinis_ is a prosaic adjective, rare in (classical) Latin (Plaut. 23 times, Ter. 3 times, Catul. 31.8, Verg. Aen. 11.772 (only), Hor. 4 times, Prop. 1.2.4, Juv. 4); however, the adjective was much favoured by Ovid (29 times, 7 in _Her._). With reference to “foreign loves” _peregrinus_ often carries negative connotations, cf. e.g. Hor. Carm. 3.3.18, Prop. 3.20.6, Ov. Her. 1.76 peregrino captus amore, 9.47 peregrinos addis amores with Casali, 12.111 uirginitas facta est peregrine praeda latronis with Bessone). In this light, _peregrinus amor_ becomes synonymous to _externus amor_, which is used for extramarital (or in any case rival) love (see Barchiesi on _Her._ 1.76). Furthermore, _peregrinus_ is noteworthy for its legal undertones, since this was the term applied to foreigners whose marriage with Roman (and non-Roman) citizens was at the centre of a huge legal concern during the Principate regarding the civil status of the offspring (see Treggiari (1991) 45-48).

Hermione through the use of _peregrinus_ manages to bypass the Phrygian origin of her ancestor, since the adjective “Phrygian” was charged with connotations of effeminacy and
contempt (see McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.10.1f.). The adjective is appropriate to Pelops, since Pelops originally came from Asia Minor (cf. Pind. Ol. 1.23-4 ... λάμπει δε οἱ κλέος / ἐν ἐνδύματι Αὐδοῦ Πέλοπος ἀποικία, Pherec. FGrH 3F 37-8, Prop. 1.2.19 Phrygium, Ov. Her. 16.266 Phrygios...sinus.

73. Taenaris Idaeo: the juxtaposition of the first two terms (Taenaris Idaeo) is repeated at the end of the line by the juxtaposition of the last two terms (hospite rapta); furthermore, through the chiastic correspondence of rapta to Taenaris and hospite to Idaeo the whole line is framed by these two pairs.

Taenaris means "Spartan" by synecdoche (OLD s.v.), since according to Pausanias 3.25.8 Ταϊναρος ορ ἡ εἰπ Ταϊνάρω Ἀchaiοὶ Καινήπολις was a Spartan town. Ovid prefers the form Taenaris to the more frequent Taenaria for reasons of metrical convenience, in order to avoid elision, like here (cf. e.g. Ov. Her. 16.30 Taenaris est, 17.6 Taenaris ora). The adjective Taenarius is rare in Augustan poetry (before Ovid it appears only at Verg. Georg. 4.467 and Prop. 1.13.22, 3.2.11), but it appears frequently in the Heroïdes in connection with Helen, cf. Ov. Her. 13.45 Taenariae...maritae, also 16.30 Taenaria...terra, 276 Taenaria...humo, 17.6 Taenaris ora).


On the plausibility of the alternative mss. reading Tyndaris see p.108.

Idaeo: Hermione, like in Pelops' case, carefully avoids any specific reference to the Phrygian origin of Paris through the use of Idaeus. For Idaeus as a stereotypical adjective of Paris see Michalopoulos on Her. 16.303.

ab hospite rapta: while Hermione called Paris aduena at line 42, now that her focus is put primarily on Paris' violation of hospitality laws she uses his conventional metonymy hospes (guest). For Paris as violator of Menelaus' hospitality, cf. e.g. Aesch. Ag. 61, 363, 399-402, Eur. Tro. 947, Cypria. ap. Procl. Chrest. Davies lines 17-22, Apoll. Epit. 3.3, also see Palmer ad loc. with parallels. For the use of hospes in context of erotic betrayal in connection with violation of hospitality see Prop. 2.24B. 43-6 paruo dilexit spatio Minoida Theseus, / Phyllida Demophoon, hospes uterque malus, Prop. 2.21.11 Colchida sic hospes quondam decept Iason rapta: it picks up apta rapina (line 66).
74. Argolicas...manus: Argolicas means "Greek" by synecdoche (OLD s.v. 2). manus is a common collective term denoting a military force (see TLL 8.366.47ff., OLD s.v. 22).

75-80. Hermione complements the last exemplum in the list (65-74), namely Helen's abduction by Paris, by offering an intimate account of its repercussions on her personal life. For a detailed examination of this supplementary section see pp. 108ff.

75. memini...memini: the double repetition of memini (over the third foot strong caesura) is emphatic and offers Hermione's account a sense of autopsy and first-hand knowledge of events. As Jacobson (1974) 55 remarks: "the first clause suggests the distant childhood of Hermione (...) while the corrective second mirrors the gravity of Helen's deed." Moreover, the emphatic presence of memini strikes me as a possible intertextual signpost, since the verb is often employed in Latin poetry as an "(integrated) reflexive intertextual annotation" (see Conte (1986) 57-69 (= Conte (1985) 35-45), Miller (1993) 153-56, 163-64, Bessone on Her. 12.1, Hinds (1998) 3f., also idem (1987c 20-21). Hermione's abandonment by Helen was well known ever since Homer (cf. Hom. II. 3.174-5 ... γνωτούς τε λίποασα /παίδα τε τηλυγήτην και ὀμηλικίην ἔρατενήν, Alc. fr. 134 Page esp. line 7 παίδα τ' ἐν δόμα[ο]σι λίποισ' [ἐφήμαν]. The portrayal of Hermione in misery seems to have had its own tradition in Greek literature (so Colluthus The Rape of Helen 328-88, Norden on Verg. Aen. 6.14 (p. 121), La Penna (1979) 177). Hence, Hermione's detailed description of her parting from her mother possibly alludes to a well-known scene from either Greek or Latin literature. Unfortunately, the dearth of surviving evidence precludes any connection with any surviving text.

omnia luctus, / omnia plena timoris: The section is thickly sown with repetitions (omnia... / omnia 75-6, sine me, me sine 80, abis /...aberat 80f.), which are indicative of Hermione's upset state of mind. For the repetition omnia - - / omnia, cf. Lucr. 3.11-12, 3.947-8, 5.830-1, 6.528-9, Catul. 64.186-7, Verg. Ecl. 6.33, [Verg.] Culex 348. The iunctura omnia luctus (sc. erant) is common (both in prose and in poetry) in descriptions of extreme destruction and misfortune, cf. Caes. Ciu. 2.41.8.5 plena...luctus, Cic. Sest. 128.15 plena luctus, Ov. Fast. 4.537 luctus...omnia plena, Tr. 3.11.10 omnia solliciti sunt loca plena metus.

omnia plena: for omnia plena as a poetic iunctura denoting "indefinite breadth" ("il senso di ampiezza indefinita") see Bessone on Her. 12.64 with parallels, also Verg. Georg. 2.4 with Thomas.

77. flebat: the accumulation of multiple subjects draws attention to the verb, which is already emphatic by position.

auus...soror...fratres: the relatives are presented in descending order from the oldest to the youngest. For Ovidian use of terms of kinship see Bettini (1990) and n. on Her. 8.48.

fratresque gemelli: gemellus, a diminutive, originating in Catullus in a reference to the Dioscuri (cf. Catul. 4.27 gemelle Castor et gemelle Castoris (= later imitated in [Verg.] Catal. 10.25, 57.6), Verg. Ecl. 1.14, Hor. (Epist. 1.10.3) and Ovid (Her. 6.121, 143, 13.61 (with reference to the Dioscuri). On the use of diminutives in Latin poetry, see n. on Her. 4.71.
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78. suumque Iouem: the use of the possessive pronoun infuses sentiment to Leda's address to Jupiter. Nevertheless, in view of the reference to her rape by Jupiter at lines 67f., there seems to be a certain degree of irony and humour in her appeal to her ravisher.

79. non longos: (sc. capillos) Hermione's short hair hints at her young age (see n. on Her. 8.89 below). For long hair as sign of female beauty see n. on Her. 4.77.

scissa: Hermione makes a similar reference to her disarrayed hair in the reference to her abduction by Neoptolemus at line 10 (traxit inornatis in sua tecta comis). Her reference to her torn hair is in accordance with the Greek customs of lamentation. Judging from the evidence from artistic representations and from the great number of relevant references in Greek tragedy it seems that is was expected from a woman to tear her hair as a customary indication of mourning (see Alexiou (1974) 207 with nn.22,23, to her list of literary parallels (n.27) add Aesch. Pers. 1056 (plucking out hair from beard), 1062, Soph. Aj. 310, 633, Eur. Alc. 101-2, Andr. 826-7, 1209, Supp. 973-4, El. 150, Hel. 368f., 372-4, Hec. 652-5, Or. 966, Tro. 279. Also see Garvie on Aesch. Cho. 22-83 with bibliography). The offering of shorn hair to the dead constituted an indispensable part of Roman ritual lament as well (cf. Cic. Leg. 2.64, Livy 1.13.1, Ov. Tr. 3.3.51, Cons. ad Liv. 98, 318, Luc. 2.36ff., Apul. Met. 5.11, pace Knox on Her. 11.116).

In addition to the ritual manifestation of wild grief, the reference to torn hair can also be associated with the multitude of similar representations of womens' dishevelled hair in elegy. Disarrayed hair enhance female beauty, since “the depiction of the dishevelled woman is primarily invoked when poets wish to stress the fact that grief makes their mistresses or heroines even more lovely, the disarray of the hair [offers] a sensual forstaste of the dishevelled pleasures of the night” (Verducci (1985) 250), also see McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.7.11f. and Greene (1998) 86 citing Curran (1984) 84. Whatever the case may be, dishevelled hair is a clear sign of a woman's abandonment by her beloved (so Fedeli on Prop. 3.6.9-10).


80. “sine me, me sine”: despite her claim to her weak memory at line 75 (uix equidem memini), Hermione's recollection of her exact words contributes significantly to the dramatic character of the scene. By disrupting the linearity of the letter's narrative the quotation makes her recollection more intimate and strengthens further the authority of her testimony. The repetition is indicative of her distress, while the chiastic arrangement of “sine me, me sine” (which picks up the repetition of memini, memini tamen at line 75) “suggests the disruption of domestic harmony” as a result of Hermione's departure (Williams (1997) 118). The inversion of sine occurs frequently in Ovid (cf. e.g. Am. 2.12.27, Her. 15.69 with Knox, Met. 10.396, Tr. 3.14.13).
81. nam coniunx aberat: Hermione refers to Menelaus' absence to Crete (on this see Michalopoulos on *Her.* 16.300). Even though she remains rather vague about the exact time of Menelaus' departure (before or after Paris' arrival), nevertheless the introduction of this short reference with *nam* is suggestive of its rhetorical purpose. In view of her close parallel with her mother, Hermione tries to acquit her mother from blame by transferring all responsibility to Menelaus, who is portrayed in the role of a *leno-marius* (cf. n. on *Her.* 8.21). Helen's abduction by Paris is portrayed solely as the inevitable outcome of her Menelaus' prolonged absence. It is not coincidental that in the Ovidian *Ars amatoria* the perfect example for *leno-marius* is offered by Helen's elopement with Paris as a result of Menelaus' delayed absence from his home, cf. *Ars* 2.359f. *dum Menelaus abest, Helene, ne sola iaceret, / hospitis est tepido nocte recepta sinu, 367 cogis adulterium dando tempusque locumque* (see Janka on Ov. *Ars* 2.359-72, 367f. and Weber (1983) 97f.). Cf. also both Paris' and Helen's reference to Menelaus' absence in their erotic correspondence (*Her.* 16.299f. *ipse tibi hoc suadet rebus, non uoce, maritus, / neue sui furtis hospitis obstet, abest, 17.153f. *maior, non maxima, nobis / est data libertas, quod Menelaus abest*). For the use of the elevated *coniunx* see n. on *Her.* 8.18 above, also Dickey (2002) 278.

ne non Pelepeia credar: for similar wording in similar context, cf. *Her.* 4.61 *ne forte parum Minoia credar*. However, pace Palmer on *Her.* 8.75, there is no need to rewrite line 81 on the model of *Her.* 4.61. Hermione through this reference to hereditary victimization rounds off her mythological list with ring-composition (cf. 65 *num generis fato, quod nostras errat in annos*), see n. on *Her.* 8.3. *Pelepeia*: For patronymics in -ius see n. on *Her.* 4.61.

82. ecece: *ecce* creates a vivid dramatic effect (*OLD* s.v. 5 “calling attention to an illustrative example or other amplification of a previous statement”, *TLL* 5.2.30.22) and it is employed to attract Orestes’ attention to the humiliation of Hermione's present state as captive.

Neoptolemo praeda: the woman as the lover’s booty (praeda) is a widespread *topos* in Roman elegy, see Pichon (1966) s.v. Also cf. e.g. Prop. 2.155, 16.2, *Am.* 1.2.19f. and 2.17.5f. with McKeown, *Ars* 1.125, 2.406, 3.84, 560, in the *Her.*: 8.82, 15.51, 16.154, 19.178). Further on this *topos* see n. on *Her.* 4.116. For the cognate *topos* of the lover as Cupid’s booty with parallels see McKeown on Ov. *Am.* 1.2.19f.

83-86. Hermione further expands on Neoptolemus’ descent from Achilles (cf. line 3 *Achillides*). This time her use of the “heredity theme” is aimed at highlighting Neoptolemus’ unworthiness and his degenerate character (*degeneremque Neoptoleumum* 548) as opposed to the magnanimity and moral superiority of his father. The analogy is reminiscent of a similar comparison between Neoptolemus and his father made by king Priam, moments before being killed by Neoptolemus on Jupiter’s altar during the sack of Troy (cf. Verg. *Aen.* 2.540-43 *at non ille, satum quo te mentiris, Achilles / talis in hoste fuit Priamo; sed iura fideumque / supplicis erubuit corpusque exsangue sepulcro / reddidit Hectoreum meque in mea regna remisit, 548f. (...) illi mea tristia facta / degeneremque Neoptoleumum narrare memento).
83. Pelides: it picks up Achillides at line 3. Pelides is a Latin formation of the Greek Πηλείδης / Πηληδέως, a standard epic patronymic for Achilles (cf. e.g. Il. 1.1, 322, 16.271, 17.105, 24.406, Od. 8.7, 11.467, 557), Od. 8.75, also Pind. Pyth. 6.23, Paean fr. 6.99 Macler (= fr. 52f.), Bacch. 13.110, Eur. IA 229, [Eur.] Rh. 371, Antim. fr. 84.2, Ap. Rhod. 1.558, fr. 12.19, Ap. Rhod. (?) 1.20 ap. Parthen. 21.3ff., Bion Epithal. Achil. et Deid. 6, AP 9.463.1 (Philemon). The patronymic Pelides stands alone, possibly in accordance with the Homeric practice, where Πηληδέως is mostly used alone (on the contrary Πηληδάδης appears most often in the iunctura Πηληδάδεω Αχιλής (except Il. 16.686, 24.431, 448)). The patronymic is frequent in both classical (cf. Verg. Aen. 2.263 (as papronymic for Neoptolemus), 548, 5.808, 12.350, Prop. 2.22A.34, Hor. Carm. 1.6.6, 1.2.12, Sen. Ag. 617, 620) and later Latin (Juv. 3.280, Stat. Silv. 2.7.79, Ach. 1.721, 754, 824, II. parv. 1, 81, 841). In Ovid, Pelides appears again only at Met. 12.605 and 619 (attributed to Achilles).

utinam uitasset Apollinis arcus!: there seems to have been two major mythological versions for the killing of Achilles. In the first one, it seems to have been Apollo who performed the killing alone (cf. Il. 21.277-8 ή μ' ἔφατο Τρώων ὑπὸ τείχει τιθητάων / λαιψηροῖς ὀλέσσαθαι Απόλλωνος βελέσσασιν, Hor. Carm. 4.6.3ff., Hyg. Fab. 107 Hector se pulito cum Achilles circa moenia Troianorum uagaretur ac diceret se solum Troiam expugnasse, Apollo iratus Alexandrum Parin se simulans talum quem mortalem habuisse dicitur sagitta percussit et occidit). Following the other one, Achilles was killed by Apollo and Paris in co-operation (see Bömer on Met. 12.597-612, esp. 604-6 dict (sc. Apollo) et tendendis sternenem Troica ferro / corpora Peliden, arcus obuerit in illum / certaque letifera derexit spicula dextra, also 13.501 cecidit (sc. Achilles) Paridis Phoebique sagittis), cf. Hom. Il. 19.416-7 (…) ἀλλὰ σοι αὐτῷ / μόρσιμον ἐστὶ θεῷ τε καὶ ἀνέρι ἢ αἰχμήναι, 21.277-8 ή μ' ἔφατο Τρώων ὑπὸ τείχει τιθητάων / λαιψηροῖς ὀλέσσαθαι Απόλλωνος βελέσσασιν, 22.359-60 ἡμιτη τϊ δε κεν σε Πάρις καὶ Φοίβος Ἀπόλλων/σέλην ἐντι ὀλέσσασιν ἐνι Σκαμβισι πῦληςαι, Apollod. Epit. 5.3 with Frazer, Aethiopis ap. Procl. Chrest. Davies p. 47.20-1 (sc. Achilles) ὑπὸ Πάριδος ἀνακείεται καὶ Ἀπόλλωνος. For the second version (i.e. of divine and human co-operation) being crystallised in Latin by Vergil see Norden on Verg. Aen. 6.57f. “Dardana qui (sc. Phoebus) Paridis derexti tela manusque / corpus in Aeacidae (...).” For more on the different versions of Achilles’ death see Escher RE 1 (1894) s.v. Achilleus 238.18ff.

84. Another fine example of the correspondence between content and word-order in the line, as Neoptolemus’ shameful deeds (nati facta proterua) are framed by damnaret and pater (emphatically placed at the beginning and end of the line). Note also that the whole couplet is framed between Pelides...pater.

facta proterua: the iunctura appears only here in Latin poetry (and in prose only at Cic. Fin. 2.47.7 et non audit cuiquam aut dicto proteruo aut facto nocere). proterus is a derogative adjective with moral implications (cf. Cic. Cael. 49 non solum meretrix sed etiam proterua
It does not belong to high poetry (see N-H on Hor. *Carm.* 1.19.7), and its frequency in elegy is also low (Tib. 0, Prop. 1), except for Ovid (7 times). For statistics see McKeown on Ov. *Am.* 1.4.45. In prose, *proteruus* appears only in Cicero (10 times). The adverb *proteruit* is in use since Ennius (cf. *Enn. scaen.* 374), while the forms *proterue* / *-ius* appear only twice in Augustan poetry (cf. Ov. *Am.* 1.4.45 and *Ars* 1.599 respectively). For positive portrayals of Neoptolemus as a brave hero see Hom. *Od.* 11.506ff., *Eur. Andr.* 342f.

85. The “present and past” repetition of the verb in the two hemistichs (*nec ... placuit, nec ... placuisset*, see Wills (1996) 303ff.) and the emphatic placement of *Achilli* at the end of the line are noteworthy.

86. The arrangement (of the type A-B-a-b) underlines the close relationship between husband and wife, and makes the reference to abduction more emphatic.


Hermione’s attribution of *coniunx* (“wife”) to Briseis is an intentional exaggeration in order to serve the parallel between Achilles and Neoptolemus. Cf. Briseis’ own reference to her status in her letter to Achilles (*Her.* 3.99f.): *nec tamen indignor nec me pro coniunx gessi / saepius in domini serua uocata torum*.

The use of the participial construction for an abstract noun with genitive (abducta...coniuge= the abduction of the wife) was idiomatic and originated in early Latin (see Woodcock (1959) 75f.).

**uiduum**...**uirum**: “wifeless” (*OLD* s.v. 1), the adjective was used earlier in the letter in a similar context (cf. line 21 *uidua...in aula* with n. ad loc.). Hermione’s transposition of the adjective from an inanimate object (*aula*) to a person (*uirum*) is indicative of her gradually increasing sense of loneliness and emptiness. The *iunctura* appears again at Ov. *Ars* 1.102 *cum iuuit uiduos rapla Sahina uiros* in a similar context (with reference to the rape of the Sabine women). *uirum* and *Achilli* are emphatically placed at the end of two consecutive lines.

**flere**: The image of the crying husband echoes the crying of Helen’s relatives at her departure (see line 77 with n. ad loc.). On Achilles’ tears for the abduction of Briseis see Hom. *II.* 1.348f. (*...*) αὐτάρ Ἀχιλλέως / δακρύσας ἑτέρων ἀφαρ ἔζετο νόσφι λιασθείς, 357 Ὀς φάτο
A similar complaint against fate's cruelty on those in misery is voiced by Briseis at *Ilium*. 3.43f. *an miser was tristis fortuna tenaciter urget, / nec venit inceptis mollior hora malis?* with Barchiesi.

87. *caelestis*: *caelestis* is an elevated, archaic epithet (mostly used in epic), possibly in imitation of the Greek epithet *οὐρανίος*, which was commonly attributed to the Olympian gods (an epic synonym for *οὐράνιον*) or was strictly preserved for the second generation descending from Ouranos (cf. e.g. Hom. *II*. 5.898), cf. e.g. *Od*. 7.242, 9.15, 13.41 with Hoekstra, West on *Th.* 127, 128, *Hes.* fr. 43a 53, *AP*. 14.72.13, *AP App.* Alcaeus of Messene 196.1). The epithet was used in plural as synonym for the heavenly gods (see *Encyclopedia Vergiliana* vol. 2 s.v. *caelestis, TLL* 3.67.37ff., also cf. Ennius *var* fr. 23, Prop. 1.13.23, *Ov. Ars* 1.147, 2.352).

88. *quodue... sidus obsesse*: The ancient belief that stars can influence human lives is common in Ovid; however, not in a strictly superstitious context and more importantly not without some scepticism (cf. *Ov. Am.* 1.8.29f. *stella tibi oppositi nocuit contraria Martis. / Mars abit; signo nunc Venus apta suo with McKeown, 3.12.3 quodue putem sidus nostris occurrencre fatis, *Ib.* 209-16, esp. 209f. *natus es infelix, -ita di voluere- nec uilla / commoda nascenti stella levissue fuit* with LaPenna). The concept of stars being unfavourable to mortals is widespread in Augustan poetry (cf. e.g. *Catul.* 66.73 *nec si me infestis discerpen sidera dictis, Verg. Ecl.* 5.23 *asta uocat crudelia mater, Hor. Carm.* 1.1.12f. *nec Babylonios / temptaris numeros, 2.17.17-24, Prop. 1.6.36 *uuiere me duro sidere certus eris* (in erotic context), 2.27.4 *quae sit stella homini commoda quaeque mala, 4.1.84 et graue Saturni sidus in omne caput, Ov. Am.* 3.12.3 *quodue putem sidus nostris occurrencre fatis, Tr.* 1.3.72 *stella grauis nobis, Lucifer ortus erat, 5.10.45 graue sidus*); Ovid must have been acquainted with such ideas (cf. *Sen. Suas.* 4.5.2 quoting Arellius Fuscus (who was Ovid's teacher in rhetoric) on astral influence on human life). For a detailed account of the increasing influence of astrology, especially on the masses, under the Augustan regime (despite official disapproval, and its effect on the literary production of the Augustan circle (Vergil, Horace, Propertius, Ovid) see Cramer (1954) 82ff., esp. 87ff., Liebeschuetz (1979) 119ff., Barton (1994) 41-4, also N-H on Hor. *Carm.* 1.11.2.

The star (zodiac sign) under which someone was born was believed to determine their character and manage their lives (cf. *Cic. Div.* 1.85 with Pease, *Nat. Deor.* 2.113 with Pease, *Hor. Carm.* 2.17.17-19 *seu Libra seu me Scorpios adspicit / formidolosus pars violentior / natalis horae seu tyrannus / Hesperiae Capricornus undae with N-H and Kiessling-Heinze, 3.29.17-20 *iam clarus occultum Andromedae pater / ostendit ignem, iam Procyon furit / et stella vesani Leonis / sole dies referente siccas, Prop. 4.1.81ff.*). The association between the human soul and the stars dates back to Plato (*Tim.* 41d8ff.) *συντήρας δὲ τὸ πάν διείλεν ψυχὰς ἵσαριθμὸς τοῖς ἀστροῖς... sqq.*. Cf. *Arist. GA* 736b33-737a1 *διαφέρει φύσις. πάντων μὲν γὰρ ἐν τῷ σπέρματι ἐνυπάρχει ὅπερ ποιεῖ γόνιμα εἴναι τὰ σπέρματα, τὸ καλοῖς, ποιαν...
θερμών. τοῦτο δ’ οὐ πίρ οὐδὲ τοιαύτη δύναμις ἔστιν ἄλλα τὸ ἐμπεριλαμβανόμενον ἐν τῷ σπέρματι καὶ ἐν τῷ ἀφρόδει πνεῦμα καὶ ἢ ἐν τῷ πνεύματι φύσις, ἀνάλογον οὖσα τῷ τῶν ἄστρων στοιχείω, Pliny NH 2.5.23 deus probatur incertus. pars alia et hanc pellit astroque suo eventus adsignat et nascendi legibus, semelque in omnes futuros unquam deo decretum, in reliquum vero otium datum, Cic. Rep. 6.15.1-14 quae terra dicitur, ilisque animus datus est ex illis sempiternis ignibus, quae sidera et stellas vocatis, quae globosae et rotundae, diuinis animatae mentibus, circulos suas orbes conficiunt celeritate mirabili, 16.4-10 ea uita uia est in caelum et in hunc coetum eorum, qui iam uixerunt et corpore laxati illum incolunt locum, quem uides, erat autem is splendidissimo candore inter flammam circu elucent quem uos, ut a Graiis accepistis, orbem lacteum nuncupatis, 17.1ff. Further on the various philosophical explanations (Presocratics, Plato / Platonists, Aristotle, Neoplatonists, Pythagorians, Stoics) of the divine character of stars and of stellar influence on human life see Scott (1991), Barton (1994) 102ff, esp. 109ff. on the association of the human soul with the stars. For bibliography on ancient Greek and Roman astrology see Bouché – Leclercq (1899), Cumont (1912), Riess (1933), Bayet (1957), Fraser (1972) 1.434-9, 435 n.479 with bibliography ad loc., Liebeschuetz (1979), Barton (1994), Greene (1998) 120 n.11 with bibliography ad loc.

Hermione’s emphasis on astral influence could perhaps be related with the great importance given by the Romans to the auspicia nuptiarum (i.e. omens during the marriage ceremony, see Treggiari (1991) 164), cf. Catul. 61.19-20, 64.329-30 adueniet fausto cum sidere coniunx, Hor. Carm. 1.15.5

mihi miserae: miser(-a) is the conventional term for the suffering lover in elegy (see Pichon (1966) s.v., Pease on Verg. Aen. 4.315, and idem on 420 for the combination miserae mihi, Fedeli on Prop.1.1.1). For the exclamatory accusative me miseram see Michalopoulos on Her. 17.181ff. with parallels and bibliography.

querar: cf. line 68 nec querar in plumis delituisse Iouem. Hermione’s reference to her lament through the use of the verb queror has further implications, since queror (and querela) are often used as technical terms to refer to elegy (for queror / querela as poetological terms see Saylor (1967) and Keith (1992) 141f., Maltby on Tib.1.2.9 and James (2003)a 108-21 with bibliography in 288 n.3 (for querela in particular). Both Greeks and Romans associated etymologically elegy (ἐλεγεία / elegia) with lamentation, cf. Etymol. Magn. 326.49-50 Εἱρηται δὲ παρὰ τὸ ἐ ε ἐ λέγειν ἐν τοῖς τάφοις. Ἡ ἄσω τοῦ ἐ ἕ λέγειν δι’ αὐτοῦ τοῦ θρηνοῦ τοῖς κατουχομένους, ibid 327.8 (where the elegiac metre is associated with madness), Harvey (1955) 170-72, Dover (1963) 187-9, Chantraine (1968) s.v. ἐλεγος, Rosenmeyer (1968), West (1974) 7-9, Barchiesi (1987) 76, Hinds (1987) 103f., Viarre (1987) 6, Maltby (1991) s.vv. elegia, elegiacus, Keith (1992) 141f., Knox (2002) 132 n.60 with bibliography, also TLL 5.2.339.76ff.). This conventional etymological association is fully exploited by Sappho in her elegiac letter to Phaon, where she prefers elegy to her lyrics as the most appropriate metre for her erotic lamentation, cf. Ov. Her. 15.7-8 flendus amor meus est: elegia flebile Carmen.
facit ad lacrimas barbitos illa meas. Cf. also Ov. Am. 3.9.3-4 flebilis indignos, Elegia, solue capillos! / a, nimir ex uero nunc tibi nonem erit!, Hor. Carm. 1.33.2-3 miserabilis / decantes elegos with N-H, Ars 75-78 uersibus inpariter iunctis querimonia primum, / post etiam inclusa est uoti sentential compos; / qui stamen exiguos elegos emiserit austor, / grammatici certant et adhuc sub iudice lis est).

The “complaint theme” with its high occurrence practically constitutes a most prominent Leitmotiv in the Heroides (queror / querela appear 44 times in total). On the metaliterary character of the terms in the collection see Barchiesi on Her. 1.8 with bibliography. It is not by chance that querela ultimately becomes a synonym for the letter itself, cf. Her. 2.8 non ueni ante suam nostra querela diem).

In addition to the (meta)literary implications of the term, we should also take into account the legal colouring of querar, since the verb is also used for making a formal complaint in a court (OLD s.v. 1e; however, following Barchiesi on Her. 2.8 such a legal use does not appear before Valerius Maximus).

89-92. In Jacobson’s words (1978) 55-6: “undoubtedly the high point of the poem is the sympathetic and effective account by Hermione of her life without parents, a brilliantly evocative delineation of a young woman mourning her lost childhood”.

89. parua: cf. Her. 15.70 filia parua. Hermione remains vague as regards her exact age. From ps.-Apollodorus we learn that at the time of her desertion she was nine years old ([Apollod.] Epit. 3.3.3 ἢ δὲ ἐνναήτη Έρμιόνη καταλίποντα).

sine matre: a calculated repetition of the emphatic anadiplosis at line 80 “sine me, me sine”.

pater arma ferebat: through his connection with arma Menelaus is portrayed in his role as repetitor (cf. line 18 arma feres with n. ad loc.). The verbal similarity with arma inuidiosa tulisti (line 49) adds to her suggestion for the similarity between Orestes and Menelaus.

90. duo...duobus: the emphatic polyptoton (duo...duobus) underlines Hermione’s deprivation.

cum uiuant: “albeit both were alive”, I take cum as concessive (K-S 2.2.348f., LHS 2.624f.).

orba: an arhaic adjective, with ominous implications because of its high frequency in sepulchral epigrams, cf. e.g. CLE 398.4, 1148.1,1534A.3, also Catul. 39.4f., Ov. Her. 6.156, 11.120, Fast. 2.402 (all in funerary context). orbus in the majority of cases is used with reference to parent-child relationship (see TLL 9.2.926.37ff.); here, however, the relationship is seen from the child’s perspective (see TLL 9.2.927.4ff.). The reversal could be intended as a parodic allusion to the excessive grief conventionally shown by parents for the loss of their children in Latin sepulchral epigrams (see Lattimore (1964) 187ff., esp. 189ff.).

91-100. Hermione elaborates on her non-existent relationship with her mother. The accumulative triple repetition of non effectively suggests a sense of nothingness in Hermione’s reality and the void in her personal relationship with her mother. Nevertheless, her persistent use of second-person pronouns with regard to Helen (tibi 91, tua 93, tuo 94, tibi 95, tibi 97, te
99, tua 100) is indicative of her love and affection towards her absent mother, and at the same time it creates the illusion of her presence (at least on grammatical level).

91-5. non...//non.../nece...//non...//nec: The accumulation of negative clauses is a common rhetorical device, which is often employed in poetry (see Tarrant on Sen. Ag. 208ff. with parallels and bibliography). According to Fraenkel (1957) 50 n.3, the figure recalls a particular type of indignation (or lament), where a series of negative clauses is rounded off in contrast with a positive one (see also Weyman (1929) 737-9 and Fraenkel (1966) 194). In this case, the omission of the positive sentence further implies the sense of absence. Further on this repetitional pattern see Wills (1996) 405ff.

91. blanditias: the term denotes here the children's loving words to their parents, cf. Lucr. 5.1018 (... puerique parentum / blanditiiis facile ingenium fregere superbnum, Ov. Met. 6.626 mixtaque blanditiiis puerilibus oscula iunxit, 632, Sen. Dial. 6.5.4.3 non (sc. convertis te) ad pueriles dulcesque blanditiias. However, blanditiae in elegy is (almost) a technical term for erotic words favourable to the ear of the beloved or, more generally, for any erotic words (see Pichon (1966) s.v., Smith on Tib. 1.1.72, Murgatroyd on Tib. 1.2.91-4, McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.4.66, Lucke on Ov. Rem. 717). The term often applies to the komast's erotic complaints (cf. e.g. Prop. 1.16.16, Am. 1.6.15 with McKeown for further parallels, 2.9.45, 3.1.46); even more, blanditiae is used synecdochically as a synonym for elegiac poems (cf. Ov. Am. 2.1.21).

92. blanditiae: the term denotes here the children's loving words to their parents, cf. Lucr. 5.1018 (... puerique parentum / blanditiiis facile ingenium fregere superbnum, Ov. Met. 6.626 mixtaque blanditiiis puerilibus oscula iunxit, 632, Sen. Dial. 6.5.4.3 non (sc. convertis te) ad pueriles dulcesque blanditiias. However, blanditiae in elegy is (almost) a technical term for erotic words favourable to the ear of the beloved or, more generally, for any erotic words (see Pichon (1966) s.v., Smith on Tib. 1.1.72, Murgatroyd on Tib. 1.2.91-4, McKeown on Ov. Am. 1.4.66, Lucke on Ov. Rem. 717). The term often applies to the komast's erotic complaints (cf. e.g. Prop. 1.16.16, Am. 1.6.15 with McKeown for further parallels, 2.9.45, 3.1.46); even more, blanditiae is used synecdochically as a synonym for elegiac poems (cf. Ov. Am. 2.1.21).

primis...in annis: the combination primis...annis is frequently employed by Ovid to denote "youth", "the early days" (cf. Ov. Ars 1.61 with Hollis, 181, Met. 7.216, Tr. 4.4.27); so is the prepositional clause in primis annis, cf. Ov. Ars 1.181, Met. 8.313 primis...in annis, 9.399 primos...in annos, also Met. 7.798 primum...per annos, 13.596 primisque sub annis, Tr. 4.4.27 primis...ab armis, Pont. 2.2.1 primis...ab annis, 2.5.43 primis...ab annis. The postponement of in (again at line 121 primo...in aeuo) is frequent in Ovid, cf. e.g. Ov. Am. 1.7.26 poenam...in ipse meam with McKeown, Tr. 5.2.75 flammis...in Aetneae. For the frequent postponement of prepositions in Latin poetry see n. on Her. 8.59.

mea mater: the distorted word-order in the line underlines the parenthetic address. mea mater is an emotional interjection, which adds to the dramatic character of Hermione's appeal; perhaps under dramatic influence, since the interjection mea mater was frequently employed in Roman drama to infuse greater emotion (cf. e.g. Enn. trag. 38, Plaut. Aul. 685, 690, 692, Ter. Hec. 353, 358). Hermione's preference for mater, instead of the elevated and poetic genetrix (similar to the pater-genitor distinction), is indicative of her emotional tension (on the use of mater ((non-litterally) in Latin addresses see Dickey (2002) 110-2, 119-20, 270 n.37, 270-2.

92. ineerto...ore: “sweet words spoken by prattling tongue”, a telling hypallage. os here means "mouth, 'voice', 'utterance' (OLD s.v.2); in this sense, the iunctura is unique in Latin poetry.

puella: puella is an appropriate term for a female child (OLD s.v.1), but at the same time it picks up Hermione's self-identification as an elegiac mistress (for puella as a distinctive elegiac signpost see n. on Her. 4.2).
93f. The couplet is echoed at Ov. Met. 6.624-8 (ut tamen accessit natus matrique salutem / attulit et paruis adduxit colla lacertis / mixtaque blanditiis puerilibus oscula iunxit, / mota quidem est generix) in a similar context of maternal betrayal, where Itys offers his last embrace to Procne, his mother, moments before he is tragically killed by her own hands.

captavi breuibus...colla lacertis: Hermione advances further in her attempt to blend filial and erotic affection (cf. blanditias 91 with n. ad loc.), since her careful phrasing intentionally recalls similar gestures of erotic nature, cf. Ov. Am. 1.4.35 nec premat inpositis sinito tua colla lacertis, Her. 16.221-2 ...cum me spectante / lacertos inponit collo rusticus iste tuo, Met. 3.389 ut iniceret sperato brachia collo with Bömer for a list of parallels, 428-9 in mediis quotiens visum captantia collum / brachia mersit aquis, Lygd. [Tib.] 3.6.45-6 nec uos aut capiant pendentia bracchia collo / aut fallat blanda sordida lingua fide with N-A for more examples. For further parallels see TLL 3.1160.25ff. and Murgatroyd on Tib. 1.4.53-56. The theme of erotic embrace is widespread in the collection, cf. Her. 2.93, 5.47-8, 13.106, 18.164, 19.103, 20.58. For the motif of erotic embrace in general see Zielinski (1931) 33ff.

breuibus...lacertibus: Hermione’s “little arms” are another implicit indication of her young age (cf. 79 non longos...capillos). The iunctura occurs only here (for the use of lacertus in dactylic poetry see n. on Her. 4.81).

94. gremio...sarcina grata tuo: the framing of sarcina grata by gremio...tuo suggests the maternal embrace. The iunctura sarcina grata appears only here. I am tempted to read behind the use of sarcina an implicit hint at Hermione’s (possible) pregnancy (see n. on Her. 8.66), since the term is common in the sense of “the burden of pregnancy” (see Bömer on Met. 6.224). For more details on sarcina within the context of Hermione’s strategy of self-objectification see p.58. In respect of Hermione’s eroticized version of imaginary meeting with her mother, in gremio sedere proves a fitting choice, because of its erotic implications, cf. Ov. Am. 2.18.6, 2.2.62, Met. 7.66ff., also see TLL 6.2322.8ff.

95. non tibi cultus mei: Hermione’s concern for cultus should be seen as a further indication of her elegiac status (for more details on Hermione’s preoccupation with her physical appearance see n. on Her. 8.10). Given the centrality of female cultus in the elegiac discourse and its prominence in the erotodidaxis of the praeceptor amoris in the Ovidian Ars (cf. Ov. Ars 3.101-34 with Gibson with bibliography) and the Medicamina, Hermione’s complaint for the lack of cultus becomes a metaliterary complaint for not having received an upbringing according to the literary and aesthetic principles of the elegiac genre.

pacta marito: paciscor + dative (cf. Her. 10.92 quae tibi pacta fui, 21.185 tibi pacta puella, and Prop. 4.3.11 haecne marita fides et pacta haec praemia nuptae) is the proper term for “betrothal” (see OLD s.v. 2, TLL 10.1.207.3ff., Treggiari (1991) 336-8, 357-61) and it has a distinctive legal colouring (see Bömer on Met. 4.703 with bibliography). For its disputed etymological derivation see Barchiesi on Her. 2.4 and Maltby (1991) s.v. pactum.
96. *intraui thalamos...nouos*: *intraui thalamos* is an Ovidian *iunctura* (unfortunately omitted by *TLL* 7.2.58.4ff, again at Ov. *Met.* 2.797, 4.218, 8.85, 816, later found in [Sen.] *Oct.* 276-7, 656 and at Carm. *Bell. Act.* 22 Courtney *Alexandro thalamus intrare dearum* (possibly an Ovidian influence, so Herrmann (1966) 776). *thalamus* is an elevated Grecism (in Greek *θάλαμος*). In most cases referring to the chambers of goddesses, heroines and queens (Pichon (1966) s.v.). For its distribution in Latin poetry see McKeown on Ov. *Am.* 1.5.11, while on the various meanings of *thalamus* / *θάλαμος* see Bömer on *Met.* 2.737. Here *thalamus* is used to denote specifically the marital chamber (Treggiari (1991) 164), which is possibly reminiscent of a similar use of the Greek *θάλαμος* (ever since Homer, cf. e.g. *Od.* 23.178ff. the bedroom of Ulysses and Penelope, see *LSJ* s.v.). *thalamus* appears in Latin for the first time in Catullus (61.181, 66.17, 68B.104); it is a frequent term in the *Heroides* (2.117, 3.72, 5.92, 6.95, 12.86, 14.31, 16.20). The *iunctura thalamos...nouos* is also an Ovidian formation (cf. Ov. *Met.* 7.709 *sacra tori coitusque nouos thalamosque recentes*, Sen. *Tro.* 900 *thalamis Troia praecucet nouis*).

*matre parante*: a similar complaint is (probably) voiced by the chorus at Eur. *Hel.* 1476-8 ἀν οἶκος / ἐδείκτης (sc. Helen). Ἐρμιόναν; / ἄς ὀφθαλμοι περὶκαὶ πρὸ γάμων ἔλεγχων (for the text at line 1477 see Dale (1967) ad loc., Kannicht (1969) *app. cr.*) In addition, Helen herself in many occasions throughout the play expresses her concern for Hermione’s bad luck in marriage (cf. Eur. *Hel.* 283, 689, 933).

While the use of *thalamus* brings out the Greek background of the story, this is an interesting case of anachronism, since, Hermione depicts Helen in the role of a Roman *pronuba* (see also n. on *Her.* 8.107-8f.), i.e. a respectable married woman (traditionally a *uniuira*) who escorted the new bride to the bridal chamber (cf. Catul. 61.186-8 *uos, bonae senibus uiris / cognitae bene feminae, / collocate puellulam*, Ter. *Eun.* 593 with Donatus ad loc., Verg. *Aen.* 4.166 with Servius, Paul. Fest. p.244 M (= Lindsay 283.15f.) *pronubae adhibitur nuptis, quae simul nupserunt, causa auspicii, ut singulare perseveret matrimonium*, Sen. *Phoen.* 505-8 *...non te duxit in thalamos parenes / comitata primos nec sua festas manu / ornauit aedes nec sacra laetas faces / uitta reuinxit, Apul. *Met.* 4.26, 8.12 sic faces nuptiales tuos illuminarunt thalamos. ultrices habebis pronubas*). For more on the ritual term *pronuba* and the role played by the mother during a Roman wedding see Williams (1958) 20-2, Barchiesi on *Her.* 2.117, Treggiari (1991) 163. According to the Roman customs of marriage the marital bed should have been lavishly decorated (cf. Catul. 64.47ff., Lucan 2.356-7, Juv 10.334-5).

The enjambement, which is surely indicative of her emotional turmoil, seems to echo the movement of the marital procession and more specifically Hermione’s entrance to her new marital chamber.

97. *obuia*: a slip of tongue, since the adjective in addition to “meeting” also involves an implicit sense of confrontation (*OLD* s.v. 2). Cf. Hermione’s emphasis on face-to-face confrontation at line 59 (*Hermione coram quisquamne obiecit Oresti* with note).
prodieram: in the sense “to go forth from the house, come out of the house” (OLD s.v. 1b), cf. e.g. Ter. Eun. 669, Phorm. 152, Adelph. 635, Ov. Am. 3.11A.13, Fast. 3.30.3) and further “to appear in public” (OLD s.v.2b). prodire is often attributed to a puella of outstanding beauty “with the sense of flaunting or showing off” (so Camps on Prop. 2.24.43, also cf. Hor. Carm. 2.8.7 with N-H, also Prop. 1.2.1 with Fedeli, 2.25.43, Ov. Ars 3.131, 171, Fast. 4.309, Rem. 666). In this light, its application constitutes a covered allusion to Hermione’s beauty, despite her claims to the contrary in the following couplet.

reduci tibi: cf. Prop. 2.32.31f. Tyndaris externo patriam mutavit amore, / et sine decreto uiua reducta domumst, Ov. Pont. 4.16.26 Tantalidae reduces. redux should be understood in its intransitive sense “someone returning from exile or captivity” (see OLD s.v. 1b). The adjective (either transitive or intransitive) appears as early as Naevius (cf. Naev. praet. 2 vita insepulta laetus in patriam redux) and has a constant presence throughout Latin poetry.

redux is one of the numerous compounds with re- in Hermione’s letter, which overall seem to imply the idea of re-turn and re-claim (cf. reclusis 17, repetitor 19, repetenda 25, referas 44, referam 67, reddita 72, reduci 97, requirebas 100, reduce 103). For a similar effect see Jacobson’s (1974) 202 n.23 remark on “the virtual refrain-like recurrence of words compounded of re-” in Her. 13.

- uera fatebor - : uera is a cognate accusative. For parenthesis as a Hellenistic device and its Ovidian use see n. on Her. 4.18.

98. nota parentis: Palmer’s suggestion ad loc. that nota is an Ovidian translation of a surviving fragment from Sophocles’ Hermione (TrGF fr. 203 (201) γνωστός Radt) is intriguing, though speculative. The application of the less intimate parens, instead of mater (cf. line 91), betrays Hermione’s emotional detachment.

99. Helenen: on Ovidian predilection for Greek accusatives see n. on Her. 4.55.

pulcherrima: Helen’s specific choice of pulcherrima is not by chance, since its elevated character (as opposed to the rather colloquial synonym formosus) effectively supports the grandeur of Helen’s presentation. In addition, pulcher also hints at Helen’s moral justification, since the adjective carries connotations of both physical and moral beauty. In this light, Helen’s beauty seems to offer valid explanation for her actions. Further on the moral implications of pulcher and on the stylistic differentiation between pulcher and formosus see n. on Her. 4.125 with bibliography. pulcherrima (an adjective often attributed to Venus, cf. e.g. line Enn. Ann. 86 Skutsch (with Skutsch on line 38), Verg. Aen. 12.554, Ov. Fast. 4.161) is often found in this metrical sedes in verse-endings (cf. Verg. Aen. 1.496, 4.60, 6.648, 7.761, 9.253, 11,852, Met. 9.9, 330, Ars 213, Her. 4.125).

Greek literature is replete with references to “beautiful Helen”, as the female beauty par excellence (cf. e.g. Eur. Hec. 269 ἡ Τυνδαρίς γὰρ εἶδος ἐκπεπέστάτη, 635f Ἐλένας ἐπὶ λέκτρα, τάν / καλλίσταν ὁ χρυσοφαίης / Ἀλίος αὐγάζει, Gorg. Hel. 4 (ἰσόθεον κάλλος), Isoc. 10.14, Theoc. 18.20-31, Apollod. Bibl. 3.10.7 κάλλει διαπρεπῆς). Homer in several
instances mentions Helen's sublime and incomparable beauty (cf. *Il. 3.228, 423, Od. 4.305, 15.106 διὰ γυναικῶν, Il. 9.139f. Τρικάδος δὲ γυναῖκας δείκοσιν αὐτὸς ἐλέσθω / at ke met’ Ἀργείην Ἑλένην καλλίσται ἑωσὶν), also Sapph. fr. 195 Page ἀ γαρ πολὺ περισκέθοισα / κάλλος [ἀνθ] ρώσων Ἑλένα, Theocr. 18.20: οἰα Ἀχαιάδων γαῖαν πατεὶ οὐδεμί' ἄλλα. Nevertheless, he avoids attributing to her any specific details other than formulaic beauty adjectives, such as ἡ ποικίλος (3.329, 7.355, 8.82), λευκώλενος (3.121), ταύνπεπλος (Od. 4.305, 15.171), καλλίκομος (Od. 15.58), καλλιπάρης (Od. 15.123) (cf. also ἐθερφυρος (Eur. *Hel. 1570) and ῥοδόξρας (Theoc. 18.31), ξανθὴ (Ibycus fr. 1a.5 and Euripides *Hel. 1224)), while his comment on her renowned beauty during the *Teichoscopy* scene (Il. 3.156-8) is conspicuous for its indirectness and restraint (see Kirk ad loc.). Helen is equally renowned for her beauty in Latin literature (cf. e.g. Prop. 2.3.32, 3.14.19, Ov. *Met.* 8.99, Hyg. *Fab.* 78.1.3, 92.3.5). In the *Heroïdes*, even Oenone, Helen's rival, cannot help acknowledging Helen's physical supremacy (*Her. 5.125 sit facie quamuis insignis*). Further on Helen's proverbial beauty see Michalopoulos on *Her.* 16.85f. with parallels.

100. Despite Hermione's allegations for the contrary, there are plenty of references to her outstanding beauty in both Greek and Latin literature (cf. Hom. *Od.* 4.13-4 ἐπεὶ δὴ τὸ πρῶτον ἐγείνατο παϊδὶ ἐρατεινῇ, / Ἐρμιώνῃ, ἢ εἶδος ἔχε χρυσῆς Ἀρφοδίτης, *Hes.* fr. 204.94 West ἢ τέκνον Ἐρμιώνῃ καλλισφραζόν ἐν μεγάροισιν / ἀθλητο, Sapph. fr. 197 Page ὡς γὰρ ἄλλιον εἰσίδω σ[e, / φαίνεται μ’ ὀνόδ]. Ἐρμιώνῃ τεαύτα [Λέμιμναι,] ξάνθαι θ’ Ἑλέναι σ’ εἰδ[ίκη]ν / [οὐδ’ ἐν ἄει]κες, Prop. 1.4.6-7 *Spartanea referas* (sc. formam) laudibus *Hermione* / et quasque tultur formis temporis aetas, 1.13.29f. (in connection with Helen) nec mirum, cum sit loue dignae proxima Ledae / et Ledae partu gratior, una tribus.

Hermione throughout her letter (and in this section in particular) says nothing at all about Helen's feelings for her as part of her strategy of self-deprecation in order to arouse Orestes' pity and sympathy. Helen even fails to recognize her own daughter. Nevertheless, Helen's warm feelings for Hermione were known to Homer (*Il. 3.175 παίδε τε ἡλυγέτην*), where Helen in a reference to her daughter calls her ἡλυγέτην; an adjective used for a dearly beloved, favourite child (cf. West on Hom. *Od.* 4.11, LSJ s.v.). Furthermore, Paris in his letter to Helen mentions her kisses to Hermione (*Her.* 16.255f. *oscula si natae dederas, ego protinus illa / Hermione tenero laetus ab ore tuli* with Michalopoulos).

101. *pars haec una mihi, coniunx bene cessit Orestes:* "this has been my only share in happiness, to have Orestes as my husband", a compressed variation of Ovid's popular phrase *pars allicius ret est in aliquo* (for different variations of the phrase see Heinze on *Her.* 12.91). For *pars* meaning "share" see OLD s.v. 8b.

*bene cessit:* *cedere* followed by an adverb must have been prosaic and belonged to low poetic register (e.g. *Annal. max.* fr. *Gell.* 4.5.4 *res bene et prospere populo Romano cessit*, *Sal. Catul.* 26.5, *Hor. Serm.* 2.1.31 *si male cesserat*). In Ovid, it occurs frequently, cf. *Her.* 10.141, *Met.* 8.862 *illa dei minus bene cedere sensit*, 10.80 *quod male cesserat illi*, *Fast.* 2.380 *quod bene*
cessit, Pont. 2.7.19 with Galasso). For more examples see TLL 3.732.43ff. (TLL 3.730.67f. wrongly construes cessit with dative, since cessit here is used absolutely). See also n. on Her. 8.46.

coniunx: the elevated tone of coniunx, which is restricted almost exclusively to epic poetry, adds to Orestes' grandeur. See also n. on Her. 4.18, where the term is used to denote a “wife”.

102. pro se pugnet: Palmer’s suggestion ad loc. for pro me in the place of pro se misses the intended irony; pro se appears here παρὰ προσδοκίαν in the place of the more expected pro me (so Jacobson (1974) 49 n.12). More importantly, through this rhetorical twist Hermione manages to entangle her fate inseparably with the fate of her loved one. Her story now becomes an issue of vital importance for Orestes as well. His fight to claim his wife back is equated with a fight for his pride, which in the heroic code of his time ultimately means a fight for his own existence.

ademptus: it picks up Menelaus’ deprivation of Helen at line 19 (nuptae repetitor ademptae), though in reverse sex order. For the ominous connotations of the participle see n. on Her. 8.19.

103. captam: this is the last of Hermione’s many references to her captivity by Neoptolemus (cf. inclusam...tenet 4, non inuita tenerer 5, traxit...in sua tecta 10, capta Lacedaemone seria tulissem 11, capitai 93). The contrast with her mention of her victorious father in the same line is striking. For the possibility of an allusion to the elegiac topos of the servitium amoris see n. on Her. 8.11 (on the motif see n. on Her. 4.22).

reduce et uictore: another remarkable anachronism, since Hermione depicts Menelaus’ return from Troy in terms of the homecoming of a Roman general and his victorious legions (cf. CLE 19.8 (= CIL 12.103 et add. p. 805), CLE 260.4 (=CIL 13.412 et add. p.4), Liv. 1.10.5.4 inde exercitu uictore reducto, ipse cum factis uir magnificentus tum factorum ostentator haud minor..., 2.25.6.3 consul cum maxima gloria sua uictorem exercitum Roman reductum, 3.23.6.1 uictor ad Culumen-id loco nomen est-exercitu reducto castra locat, 5.47.6.1 dictator exercitu uictore Romam reducto ...magistratu se abdicavit, 29.27.3.3ff. saluos incolesque uictis perduellibus uictores spoliis decoratos praedas triumphantesque mecum domos reduces sistas, [Ov.] Epic. Drus. duce iam uictore caremus (uictore qualifying duce, OLD s.v. uictor 3), Sen. HF 368 pacem reduci uellem uictori expedit, Sen. Ben. 5.15.5.4ff. qui ne triumphatur quidem intire urbe iniusu senatus debetis quibusque uictorem exercitum reductibus curia extra muros praebetur, Vell. 2.114.5.1 uictor in hiberna reduxit exercitus, also see Stat. Silv. 2.7.49 reducis...Vlixis, 4.2.4 reducem...Ulixem. It is surely not by chance that Hermione a few lines above also mentions Helen’s return from Troy using the same term (line 97 reduce tibi).

104. Hermione’s indifference for the epic repercussions of the great Trojan War deserves special notice. “History” for the heroines is significant only to the extent it affects their lives; hence, the fall of Troy means nothing more to Hermione than the pityful state she finds herself in, i.e. her seclusion from her beloved. In doing so, Hermione shares the same elegiac perspective with Penelope, who gives voice to a similar complaint in her letter to Ulysses (Her.
1.3f. *Troia lacet certe, Danais inuisa puellis; / uix Priamus tanti totaque Troia fuit, 51-2 diruta sunt aliis, uni mihi Pergama restant, / incola captiuis quae boue boue victor arat.* For the opposite effect (seen this time from the Trojan side), cf. Ov. Met. 13.507 soli mihi Pergama restant, where Hecuba identifies Troy as an everlasting reminder of her former happiness and her present disaster (on the Ovidian passage as a case of self-imitation and expansion of *Her.* 1.51 see Lee (1958) 467-8)).

**munus et:** for the postponement of *et* see n. on *Her.* 4.99 with bibliography.

**diruta Troia:** for similar phrasing, cf. Prop. 4.1B. 113-4 (...) *tu, diruta, fletum / suprime et Euboicos respice, Troia, sinuis!,* 2.28B.54 Priami diruta regna senis, *Her.* 1.51 *diruta sunt aliis, uni mihi Pergama restant,* 3.45 *diruta Marte tuo Lynnesia moenia uidi, Met.* 13.520 *felicem Priamum post diruta Pergama dici?*

105. *altus equis Titan radiantibus:* the *iunctura equis...radiantibus* is unique in Latin poetry.

**radiare** with reference to natural phenomena is frequent (in the majority of cases applied to the moon or the stars). For parallels see Bömer on *Met.* 4.99 and Pease on Verg. *Aen.* 4.119. To his list add [Sen.] *HO 488-9 non ille seros, cum ferens Titan diem / lassam rubenti mergit Oceano rotam,* Apul. *Met.* 7.1.2 *candidum solis curriculum cuncta lustratabat, 10.35.18 curriculum solis deflexerat.* The image of the Titan’s chariot occurs in Latin poetry for the first time at Cic. *Arat.* 60-61 *quem cum perpetuo vestitus lumine Titan, / brumali flectens contorquet tempore currum, 264 in quo consistens convertit curriculum sol,* also Cic. *Tim.* 29.1 *curriculum inuentum est solis et lunae.*


The identification of Titan with the sun-god has its roots in Greek literature, cf. *Anacr.* fr. 46.7-8 *West ἀφελὼς δ’ ἐλαμψε Τιτάν / νεφελῶν σκιαί δονοῦνται,* *Orphica Hymn.* 8.2 [*Eis Ῥίλιον*] *Τιτάν χρυσαυγῆς, Ὑκερίων, οὐράνιον φῶς* (on the identification of *Tītān* with multiple gods in the Orphic Hymns, see Morand (2001) 159-61, *Argon.* 512 *ἈΛΛ’ ὃς ἐκ Εὐκεανοῦ φόνον βιατίζετο Τιτάν, Lyrica adesporta (CA)* fr. 35.23, *AP.* 14.72 *Εὐτ’ ἀν ὑπέρ γαίης ἀνέχη δρόμων ὄρθια Τιτάν / λύσας ἀκτισις ζωφερής δηλήματα νυκτός,* *AP* *App.* dedic. 177.5 *Cougny Tītān δ’ ὅτι ἐλάων λευκοῦσι δι’ αἰθέρος ἰπποις, *Sepulc.* 217.19-20 *Cougny Φαέθωνα Τιτάν οὐκ ἐκλαυσ’ δ’ ἐκ δίφων / ἀπ’ οὐρανοῦ κατέπεσεν εἰς πένθον γαίης,. *Exhort.* 27.1 *Cougny Χαίρε μοι, ὁ Δήλον μεδεϊν, φασείμηβροτε Τιτάν, 74.5-6 *Cougny Σκέπειν πείρα πάντα πρὸς ἀντύμα, τῆς ἐπι Τιτάν / νόκτα ταλαντεύει καὶ φᾶος ἐρχόμενος,* *Procl. Hymn.* 1 [*Εἰς Ῥίλιον*] *Κλόθι, πυρὸς νοεροῦ βασιλεῦ, χρυσήνιε Τιτάν, Synes. Hymn. 3.20-21 *Σοι μὲν Τιτάν ἰππεύει, / ἥν οὖς ἀδεμέστος παγά, Τιτάν as an adjective is also attributed to: Apollo (cf. *Orphica Hymn.* 34.3), Phaethon (cf. *Oppian Cyneg.* 1.9 *ἐμενέοι Τιτάν Φαέθων καὶ Φοίβος Ἀπόλλων, 2.617 Φινεεῖ γάρ ποτε δὴ Φαέθων ἐκοτέσσατο Τιτάν,* the sun (cf. *Ezechiel Exagouge.* 217 ἐπεὶ δὲ Τιτάν ἰλιος δυσμαίς προσήν).
instant: an elevated, poetic use of the verb (cf. *TLL* 7.1.2003.43ff.), which is in accordance with the imposing portrayal of the Sun.

106. *perfruor infelix malo*: a striking oxymoron, which is further emphasized by the word-order in the line of the type ABab (*perfruor~ liberiore, infelix~malo*).

107. nox: Hermione's grief during the night alludes to the erotic motif of the "night-apart", according to which the pair of lovers have to spend the night in suffering, away from each other. The motif was present already in Hellenistic poetry, cf. e.g. Ap. Rhod. 3.61ff., 744ff., esp. 751ff., where Medea, being in love with Jason after their first encounter, spends two nights of erotic anguish and despair apart from him. Cf. also Dido's similar reaction at her separation from Aeneas for one night (*Verg. Aen.* 4.80-3).

ubi: for the postponement of *ubi* see n. on *Her.* 4.12 with bibliography.

*thalamis ululantem*: it picks up *thalamos...nouos* at line 96 with *n. ad loc.* on *thalamus*. The reversal is telling, since Hermione's marital chamber now turns into a place of mourning.

*ululare* is a strong verb associated with lamentation. In my view its application here in marital context alludes to the theme of the "tragic wedding", whose presence in the *Her.* is prominent: the theme appears 7 times in total (cf. *Her.* 2.117-20 (Phyllis and Demophoon) with Barchiesi, 6.43-6 (Hypsipyle and Jason), 7.93-6 (Dido and Aeneas), 11.103-6 (Canace and Macareus), 12.139f. (Jason and Creusa) with Bessone, 14.27 (Hypermestra with Lynceus), 21.157-72 (Cydippe with grooms) with Kenney) as a means of prefiguring the unfortunate conclusion of the story. The motif of the "tragic wedding" and the exchange between marital and funereal rituals is an old poetic *topos* dating back to Greek tragedy (see Lloyd-Jones (1969)103ff., Wiseman (1969) 19ff., Jacobson (1974) 392 n.392, Seaford (1987) 107, Rehm (1994), cf. e.g. Aesch. *Ag.* 462, 778, Eur. *Tro.* 308 ff.); the motif was passed on to the Romans in particular through the literary mediacy of the Hellenistic epigram (for examples see Kenney on *Her.* 21.172). Further on the motif see Barchiesi on *Her.* 2.117-20, Bessone on *Her.* 12.139f., Kenney on Apul. 4.33.4, Ferri on [Sen.] *Oct.* 23-4 with bibliography.

Further ominous implications behind the application of *ululantem* are provided through its association with the sinister cry of the Nymphs during the unlucky "marriage" of Dido with Aeneas (see *Verg. Aen.* 4.168 *summoque ulularunt ertzice nymhae* with Pease). Further evidence is provided by the presence of *ululare* in two similar occasions in the *Her.*, which also allude to the Vergilian account of Dido's "tragic wedding", cf. *Her.* 2.117 *pronuba Tisiphone thalamis ululaut in illis and Her.* 7.95 *nymphas ululasse putaut* with Knox (1995) ad loc. for this passage as an Ovidian re-interpretation of the Vergilian text). Further on the orgiastic implications of *ululare* see Theander (1915) 101-4.

An indispensable componement of the "tragic wedding" motif was the presence of an ominous *pronuba* (see Keulen on *Sen. Tro.* 1132-6). Hence, Hermione's reference to her mother in terms of a Roman *pronuba* at line 96 becomes intriguing; especially, in view of Helen's ominous likeness to a *pronuba* in Polyxena's sacrifice, as narrated by Seneca in his *Troades*
108. maesto procubuique toro: “sorrowful, doleful bed” (TLL 8.48.33ff.), an Ovidian *iunctura* appearing again only at Pont. 1.10.34 *non solet in maestos illa (sc. Venus) uenire toros*. For Ovid’s predilection for *torus* over *lectus* in his elegiac production see nn. on Her. 4.127 and Her. 8.26.


On the ominous connotations of the imagery see Bömer on Ov. *Met. 8.538* *posito dant oscula lecto.*

109f. The couplet is reminiscent of Ov. *Am. 1.4.61f. nocte uir includet; lacrimis ego maestus obortis, / qua licet, ad saevas prosecur usque fores*, where the *exclusus amator* is complaining about his separation from his beloved. The reversal in terms of gender is noteworthy, since the complaint now comes from the *puella* who is locked inside, and not from the locked out lover.


**lacrimis...obortis:** Hermione resorts to tears for a second time in her letter (cf. line 77 with n. ad loc.), this time as an expression of her despair. *lacrimis...obortis* is a solemn, epic *iunctura*, possibly of Ennian origin (so Norden on Verg. *Aen. 6.867*), cf. Verg. *Aen.* (cf. 3.492, 4.30, 6.867, 11.41), also see Ogilvie on Liv. 1.58.7.2. It is a popular Ovidian *iunctura* (cf. e.g. *Am. 1.4.61-2, Her. 15.97, Met. 8* times (see Bömer on *Met.* 1.350 for parallels) – almost always placed last in the hexameter, which was later picked up only by Statius (*Theb.* 6.44).

Given Hermione’s implicit parallel between herself and Lucretia at line 64 (see n. ad loc.), the fact that the combination *lacrimis...obortis* appears again at Livy 1.58.7.2 with reference to Lucretia’s reaction to her rape from Tarquinius is perhaps not that haphazard. Moreover, Hermione’s tears offer an additional link (cf. 107 *ululantem, 108 crying over the*
bed) with the Vergilian Dido through the verbal similarity with her own crying for her abandonment by Aeneas (cf. Verg. Aen. 4.30 *sic effata sinum lacrimis impelit obortis*). In both passages the *iunctura* appears at the same metrical *sedes*.

**oculi funguntur:** an interesting personification of the eyes (first attested in Cicero, cf. Cic. *Nat. Deor.* 2.141.1, *Div.* 1.71.5ff. (=2.107.3ff.)), which is further underlined by the framing of *lacrimis...obortis*.


**fugio:** in addition to its meaning “to avoid”, “to keep away” (*OLD* s.v. 10), the verb has further legal connotations (*OLD* s.v. 4, *TLL* 6.1.1490.45ff.).

**111-16.** Hermione’s erotic approach to Neoptolemus comes in striking contrast with her systematic self-portrayal as the helpless victim of his violence throughout her letter. In an attempt to rouse Orestes’ jealousy Hermione emphasizes her active role in her relationship with Neoptolemus; hence, she turns from a passive object into an active subject. The section serves as a further implicit reminder to Orestes of Hermione’s right to her sexuality and the joys of love. According to the *praecceptor* in Ovid’s *Remedia*, it was exactly Hermione’s erotic affair with Neoptolemus, which fed the fire of Orestes’ love for his wife (cf. Ov. *Rem.* 771ff. *acrius Hermionen ideo dilexit Orestes, esse quod alterius coeperat illa uiri*). Hermione’s erotic involvement with Neoptolemus recalls (by contrast) Cydippe’s own reference to her indifference towards the erotic approach of her fiancé (cf. Ov. *Her.* 21. 189-206 with Kenney, also *Her.* 20.135-70). Cf. also Andromache’s similar views on female marital devotion to only one man (even after the husband’s death) in *Eur. Tro.* 661-72.

**111. saepe:** the high frequency of their erotic encounters (suggested by the double repetition of *saepe*) seriously undermines Hermione’s loyalty to Orestes. The repetition of *saepe* at the opening of two hexameters in proximity is frequent in Ovid (see Sicherl (1963) 196 n.6).

**112.** The careful arrangement of the terms in the line (of the type A V B ab) reflects Hermione’s erotic embrace.

**112. ignara...manu:** a rare *iunctura* (appearing for the first time at Liv. 41.19.11.2); in Ovid it appears only here (later picked up at Stat. *Theb.* 3.98). The hypallage sounds almost comic, since it transfers responsibility from Hermione to her hands.

**Scyria membra:** Thetis, the mother of Achilles, in her attempt to prevent her son from being killed at Troy, disguised him as a girl and hid him on the island of Scyros. There, Achilles fell in love with Deidamia, the daughter of king Lycomedes of Scyros, and seduced her. Neoptolemus was the fruit of their love (cf. *Procli Cypriorum enarratio* p.32.51f. Davies, *Procli Iliadis Paruae enarratio* p.52.12f. Davies, *Ilias parua* fr. 4A Davies (=Σ on Hom. *Il.* 19.326). In the *Odyssey*, Ulysses, after the death of Achilles, fetched Neoptolemus from Scyros to Troy,
where he fought on the side of the Greeks (cf. Hom. Od. 11.505-37, esp. 508f. αὐτὸς γάρ μιν ἔγω (sc. Ulysses) κοιλίς ἔπι νηὸς ἑτος / ἴηγον (sc. Neoptolemus) ἐκ Σκύρου μετ' ἐικνηπιδας Ἀχαίος). It is possible that Hermione's use of Scyrius through its implicit allusion to Achilles' unheroic behaviour is meant to slightly undermine Neoptolemus' heroic origin (cf. line 2 Pyrrhus with n. ad loc.).

membra is a clever double entendre, since, in addition to its use for corpus (frequent in Ovid, see Kenney on Ov. Her. 16.224), the term (always in plural) is a common euphemism for male genitalia (see TLL 6.1814.9ff., 8.636.65ff, also Adams (1982) 69, 224, Booth on Ov. Am. 2.3.3, McKeown on 2.15.25), cf. also Ov. Am. 3.7.13 tacta...mea membria, Met. 10.257 tactis...membris.

113. nefas: nefas is a strong term denoting impious offence against divine and moral law (“impiety”, “sacrilege”, see OLD s.v. 1,2). Further on the term see Peeters (1945). Near the end of her letter, Hermione moves a step further and argues her case also on grounds of divine justice. The use of nefas combined with pollutas...manus (114) and omen (116) invests her extensive use of legal terminology with further moral and religious implications. Hermione's emphasis on her polluted hands is very unfortunate in that it recalls inevitably Orestes' matricide (see Williams (1997) 129 with n.60).

male: a clever double entendre, since male in addition to the meaning “wickedly, wrongfully” (OLD s.v.2) also makes perfect sense, if taken as “barely, scarcely” (OLD s.v. 5). For a similar case of a double rendering of male used as synonymous with non or uix see Green on Ov. Fast. 1.559.

corpora: a poetic plural for metrical convenience.

114. creador: Hermione's use of passive voice and her emphasis on her hands help her to play down her responsibility in a similar way to the hypallage at line 112.

pollutas...manus: the iunctura occurs again only at [Sen.] Oct. 423 (...) cruenta caede pollutas manus. The adjective pollutus is often applied to bodily members (e.g. corpus (Catul. 62.46), fauces (Lucan 1.332), dextra (Lucan 2.114).

Hermione's initial reference to her powerless female hands in the opening of her letter (cf. line 6 cetera femineae non ualuere manus) adds further irony to her second reference to her hands as means of erotic betrayal. For the akward repetition of manus (line 112) at line 114 (manus) see n. on Her. 8. 32.

114. saepe: again in line 115, the repetition is possibly intended to urge Orestes take immediate action. The accumulation of repetitions in the closing section (per...//per...117,119, genus...generisque 117, qui...qui 118, aut ego // aut ego 121f., Tantalidae Tantalis 122) reflects Hermione's turmoil. For Ovid's predilection for anaphora of saepe see Green on Ov. Fast. 1.10 with parallels and bibliography ad loc.
115. Neoptolemi pro nomine nomen Orestae: the polyptoton further strengthened by the arrangement of the terms in the line (note the juxtaposition of the proper names, which are emphatically placed at the two ends) draws attention to Hermione's linguistic "mistake".

*nomen Orestae* picks up Hermione's very first reference to Orestes at line 9 (*nomen Orestis*), thus concluding her letter with ring-composition. The repetition, however, is unfortunate, since it seems to suggest that Hermione throughout her letter has remained emotionally unchanged towards her loved one. Orestes is still nothing but a name to her (for *nomen Orestae* as a sign of Hermione's emotional detachment see p.56); more importantly, he is a name which she can easily confuse with that of his rival. Her share in love has now become a matter of linguistic choice; her confusion is between two names rather than between two real men.

116. errorem uocis: the formation is unique in Latin poetry. Following Williams (1997) 129 the personification of *uox* works as "an untimely reminder of his (sc. Orestes') more serious *errores uocis*, or his crazed ramblings and frenetic outpourings (cf. e.g. Aesch. *Cho*. 1048-62, *Eur. Or*. 255-76) in the mad fits from which he has only recently recovered". On this see p.52 with n.362.

*ut omen*: *omen* repeats *n-omen* from the previous line. The wordplay occurs already at Plaut. *Pers*. 623-5, cf. also Cic. *Verr*. 2.2.18. Hermione is so prone to superstition (see n. on *Her*. 8.88) that she herself creates the omen.

*amo*: note the careful placement of *Orestae* and *amo* at the end of two consecutive lines.

117-22. Hermione rounds off her letter with an emphatic re-employment of the "heredity theme". Hermione, even at the closure of her letter, tries to inscribe her personal story to the disastrous history of her family.

117. *per genus... // per patris ossa*: for oaths as letter-closures in the *Her*. see n. on *Her*. 4.167f. Erotic oaths, where a pair of lines begins with *per*, are characteristic of Ovidian elegy (for parallels see Wills (1996) 409 n.42).

*generisque parentem*: a honorific formula appropriate for a *pater familias* (an anachronism). The combination echoes the epic periphrasis *Pelopis parentem* at line 47 (see Wills (1996) 35f.). Initially the impression is given that Hermione carefully avoids the identification of "the head of her line;" possibly in an attempt to avoid a reference to Tantalus by name and its negative connotations. However, the reference here is made to Jupiter. The pentameter throws further light on the identity of this ancestor, since Hermione recalls the high birth of her family and her descent from Jupiter.

The polyptoton (*genus...generis*) is emphatic.

118. The accumulative effect of the three relative clauses adds further to Jupiter's glorious presentation. Cf. Phaedra's majestic reference to her father, Minos, at *Her*. 4.157f. *quod mihi sit genitor, qui possidet aequora, Minos, / quod ueniant praauifulmina tarta manu.*

*fretā*: *fretum* is a poetic term for "sea", see *TLL* 6.769.31ff.

119. *patris...tui...patrui mihi...tibi*: the repetition together with the use of the personal pronouns highlight their common descent.
quae tibi debent: another reminder of Orestes' horrible past, which Hermione so far has manipulated and interpreted entirely in terms of Orestes' obligations to his family (cf. lines 50 *induit illa pater, 54 quae pater ante tuus*). Orestes should see Hermione's recovery as another occasion for him to show his commitment to his family.

119. patrui mihi: the apposition hints at their "double relationship" (husbands and cousins).

120. fortiter: *fortiter* picks up *materia uellem fortis meliore fuisses* at line 51.

ulta iacent: Hermione carefully avoids any reference to the killing of Clytemnestra (like she did at lines 53f.); instead, she puts all her emphasis on Orestes' revenge for the death of his father.

121. praemoriar: a rare verb, in poetry it appears only in Ovid (again only at Ov. *Am. 3.7.65*).

122. Tantalidae Tantalis: pace Jacobson's (1974) 52 remark that the combination *Tantalidae Tantalis* alienates Hermione from Orestes, Hermione through this emphatic juxtaposition of the two patronyms manages to strengthen their association on grounds of their common origin. Through this re-employment of the "double relationship" theme she manages to conclude her letter with ring-composition.

The idea of dying before one's allotted time seems to be Greek in origin (so Gibson on *Ars 3.739f*. ante diem morior with bibliography, also see Katsouris (1986)). In Latin, it first occurs at Verg. *Aen. 4.620 cadat ante diem with Pease and 696f. nec fato merita nec morte peribat, / sed misera ante diem subitoque accensa furore*. The suicide motif is particularly frequent in the *Heroides* (often at the end of the letter), cf. *Her. 2.147f.*, 7.181-96, 9.146-51, 10.81-3, 152, 11.1-5, 15.175f. Further on the heroines' suicide threats in the collection see Kauffman (1986) 57ff., Rosati (1992) 75. For suicide threats in elegy in general see Navarro Antolín (1997). Given Hermione's imprisonment, her threat of suicide could be a witty reversal of the conventional similar threat, which often accompanies the erotic complaints of the *exclusus amator* (see Cairns (1979) 185 n.65, Copley (1956) 17. For the Propertian equation of love with death see Papanghelis (1987) passim).

122. Tantalidae Tantalis: pace Jacobson's (1974) 52 remark that the combination *Tantalidae Tantalis* alienates Hermione from Orestes, Hermione through this emphatic juxtaposition of the two patronyms manages to strengthen their association on grounds of their common origin. Through this re-employment of the "double relationship" theme she manages to conclude her letter with ring-composition.

The idea of dying before one's allotted time seems to be Greek in origin (so Gibson on *Ars 3.739f*. ante diem morior with bibliography, also see Katsouris (1986)). In Latin, it first occurs at Verg. *Aen. 4.620 cadat ante diem with Pease and 696f. nec fato merita nec morte peribat, / sed misera ante diem subitoque accensa furore*. The suicide motif is particularly frequent in the *Heroides* (often at the end of the letter), cf. *Her. 2.147f.*, 7.181-96, 9.146-51, 10.81-3, 152, 11.1-5, 15.175f. Further on the heroines' suicide threats in the collection see Kauffman (1986) 57ff., Rosati (1992) 75. For suicide threats in elegy in general see Navarro Antolín (1997). Given Hermione's imprisonment, her threat of suicide could be a witty reversal of the conventional similar threat, which often accompanies the erotic complaints of the *exclusus amator* (see Cairns (1979) 185 n.65, Copley (1956) 17. For the Propertian equation of love with death see Papanghelis (1987) passim).

The idea of dying before one's allotted time seems to be Greek in origin (so Gibson on *Ars 3.739f*. ante diem morior with bibliography, also see Katsouris (1986)). In Latin, it first occurs at Verg. *Aen. 4.620 cadat ante diem with Pease and 696f. nec fato merita nec morte peribat, / sed misera ante diem subitoque accensa furore*. The suicide motif is particularly frequent in the *Heroides* (often at the end of the letter), cf. *Her. 2.147f.*, 7.181-96, 9.146-51, 10.81-3, 152, 11.1-5, 15.175f. Further on the heroines' suicide threats in the collection see Kauffman (1986) 57ff., Rosati (1992) 75. For suicide threats in elegy in general see Navarro Antolín (1997). Given Hermione's imprisonment, her threat of suicide could be a witty reversal of the conventional similar threat, which often accompanies the erotic complaints of the *exclusus amator* (see Cairns (1979) 185 n.65, Copley (1956) 17. For the Propertian equation of love with death see Papanghelis (1987) passim).
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Heroides 4

PHAEDRA HIPPOLYTO. The question of the authenticity of all titular salutations in the Heroides is a vexed one. These superscriptions appear in the majority of the mainstream manuscripts and are found in various forms for all letters (including the double ones); however, there is no general consent among scholars in terms of their genuineness (see Kenney (1961)b 485 and (1970)a 176, Kirfel (1969) 37ff., Goold (1974) 483ff., Jacobson (1974) 404-6, Farrell (1998) 321, 332 n. 46, Reeson (2001) 10-12). Following Kenney (1961) 485 (and idem (1970)a 176 n.28 with some reservation) who argues in favour of the antiquity of these headings I retain the superscription PHAEDRA HIPPOLYTO as an organic part of the poem in that it helps to underscore the epistolary character of the poem. It is true that prefixing headings to poems was not a common practice in antiquity (cf. Fraenkel (1957) 208ff., Schmalzriedt (1970), McKeown (1987) 128, Schröder (1999), Krevans (2005) 86ff., Obbink (2005) 103 n.13 with bibliography ad loc.). However, the Heroides is a special case in that the poems in the collection purport to be “real” letters and Ovid exploits every possible detail in order to reconstruct the conditions of an actual correspondence. According to ancient letter-writing practices, the name of the sender, or at least the name of the recipient, was marked on the outer surface of the tightly rolled letter-scroll, as on a modern envelope (cf. Cugusi (1983) 28f. citing ancient evidence, esp. 64-7, Trapp (2003) 195 on Letter 1, Görgemanns in Brill’s New Pauly (2004) 4.1138, Schmidt ibid (2005) 7.437). Hence, the presence of a titular salutation contributes considerably to the literary illusion of an actual letter, since reading the superscription in effect equals receiving a letter and unfolding it in order to read the message written in it. In this respect, the superscription ultimately becomes an invitation to the reader (either the internal or the external) to take up a more energetic involvement in the actual process of reading. Further arguments for the authenticity of the superscriptions are offered by Jacobson’s (1974) 405f. discussion of an allusion made by Sappho to the superscription in her letter (Her. 15.3f.) (so also Goold (1974) 484, for an opposite view see Kirfel (1969) 102ff., Farrell (1998) 332 n.46). Besides, in this particular letter the presence of a titular salutation becomes all the more appropriate, since the identification of both the sender and the recipient in the opening couplet remains deliberately dubious (for more on this see pp.7f.)

1f. The authenticity of the so-called “introductory distichs” is as much disputed as the question of the epistolary headings at the beginning of each poem (discussed above). Given that their manuscript transmission varies considerably, their authenticity should be judged individually in terms of style and content. For a comprehensive critical discussion of these distichs see Kirfel (1969) with Kenney’s review (1970)b, also see Vahlen (1881), Schmitz-Cronenbroeck (1937),
Dörrie (1960) 208-21, *idem* (1971) 7f., Kenney (1961)b 485 n.2, Goold (1974) 482f., Jacobson (1974) 404-6, Tarrant (1983) 270f., Maurer (1990) 14-21, Barchiesi (1992) on *Her.* 1.1, Reeson (2001) 10-12, esp. 10 n.48 with bibliography *ad loc.* In terms of textual transmission, lines 1f. are attested in all manuscripts (see Kirfel (1969) 93-5, Dörrie (1971), Jacobson (1974) 406, Tarrant (1983) 270). However, it is the rhetorical efficiency and thematic relevance of the opening couplet, which makes it an indispensable part of the letter. Phaedra’s ingenious manipulation of the letter salutation contributes somehow to the identification of the letter’s sender and recipient, while at the same time it helps to introduce some of the letter’s core themes: Phaedra’s self-identification as *puella* and her reference to Hippolytus as *uir* with their programmatic quality help to establish the elegiac context of the letter. The juxtaposition of *Amazonio Cressa* (line 2) alludes to the “heredity theme,” while her employment of *sa/us* constitutes a covered allusion to the “incest theme” (for a detailed analysis of the couplet see my comments *ad loc.*). For all the above reasons, I find no reason to question the authenticity of the opening couplet.

**Quam:** In my view, the emphasis in Phaedra’s salutation is placed more on her anticipation of Hippolytus’ reply (*dederis*) rather than on her ill health (*caritura est*). Hence, following Showerman-Goold (1977) I prefer the accusative *Quam* to the ablative *Qua.* Taking *qua* as a complement of *caritura est* would make the interposition of the conditional clause (*nisi tu dederis*) rather awkward; it seems to me more natural to proceed from *Quam* to *dederis* instead of the *caritura est.* Besides, I find the framing of the opening line by *Quam* and *salutem* very attractive.

**8. destitit:** Diggle’s (1967) 136f. suggestion that *destitit* is a corruption of an original *deficit* seems unnecessary. Goold (1974) 480 and Hall (1990) 270 (who in addition replaces *ore* with *orsa*) argue in favour of *restitit,* which appears to be rather a scribal conjecture and occurs only in a few of the recentiores. Since the suggested alternatives fail to provide a better reading, I see no reason to call the evidence of the manuscript tradition into question (cf. Ov. *Fast.* 2.823 *ter conata loqui ter destitit,* also Cic. *Fam.* 10.24.4.5 *nihil destiti eum litteris hortari.*)

**9. qua licet et prodest:** instead of *prodest* the manuscripts read *sequitur,* which is rightly obelized by Dörrie (1971), since *sequitur* is grammatically unsatisfactory either taken personally or impersonally. The construction of a monosyllable + *licet et* + verb is common in Ovid (for a list of similar formations with *licet et* see McKeown on *Am.* 2.19.31). Phaedra frustrated by her failed attempts to express herself tries to justify her erotic advances to Hippolytus on the basis of love’s compatibility with shame. Her claim is further developed in the pentameter (line 10), where *amor* is dictating all the things which modesty covers with silence. It is exactly this combination of *amor* with *pudor,* which allows Phaedra to disclose her illicit passion and thus escape from her present predicament. Since she tries to combine human law (*licet*) with her own advantage, a verb denoting personal interest and gain is needed to balance *licet.* Hence, I am substituting *prodest* for *sequitur.* The combination of the two verbs is
not unattested in Ovid (cf. Ov. *Ars* 3.387 *at licet et prodest Pompeias ire per umbras* with Gibson ad loc. for parallels). In addition, *prodest*, apart from giving a better sense, also offers a good palaeographical explanation for the somewhat awkward presence of *sequitur*. My choice of *prodest* follows a suggestion initially put forward by Reeve (1973) 326, which was further developed later by Hunt (1975) 222f. According to Hunt, line 9 originally read: *qua licet et prodest Pompeias ire per umbras* with *sequitur*. Consequently, the insertion of *sequitur* must have been the result of a marginal adscript indicating the lacuna being incorporated to the main body of the text (Delz (1986) 81 suggests *seruit*, while Hall’s (1990) 271 conjectures put all emphasis on Phaedra’s attempt to convey her erotic message as discreetly as possible).

15. *uorat*: I adopt the conjecture *uorat* put forward by Francius (*uorat*, cited by Burman (1727) ad loc.), instead of the reading *fouet* preserved in the majority of manuscripts. I find *fouet* rather awkward, since its connotations of mildness are in complete contrast with the tension and power of love conveyed by *uido...igne* (cf. also Hall’s (1990) 271 suggestion of *domat*).

16. *fingat*: all but two codices (see Dörrie (1971) *app. crit. ad loc.*) read *figat*. However a sense of “moulding your spirit (*animos*) so as to yield to my prayers” is much more preferable to “transfixing your heart according to my prayers.” *figere* meaning “to transfix, to pierce” appears in most cases with concrete objects (see *ThLL* 6.1.37ff.), while its construction with an abstract object (*animos*) denoting “to manufacture, to form, to build” is rather uncommon, possibly a much later usage (see *ThLL* 6.1.713.14ff.). In fact, this would be the sole instance of *figere* with an abstract object in Ovid. Furthermore, the prepositional structure “in + accusative” suggests an end; hence, it makes much better sense if taken with *fingere*, instead of *figere* (cf. also Ov. *Met.* 1.83 *finxit in effigium...deorum*, 14.685 *fingetur in omnes*, 15.380f. *in artus*/*fingit*).

19. *serior*: following Kenney (1970)a 172. whose suggestion is based mainly on aesthetic criteria regarding the harmonious distribution of the metrical ictus and of assonance in the line (*uenit amor grauius, quo serior –urimur intus*) I prefer *serior* instead of *serius* (so also Dörrie (1971) and Rosati (1989)).

21. *urunt*: Burman’s (1727) advocacy of *urunt* found in the codex Ambrosianus (*Mi Dörrie*), instead of *laedunt*, seems plausible, especially when combined with the conventional elegiac imagery of “love as fire” at lines 15 (*ut nostras auido fouet igne medullas*) and 20f. (*urimur intus, / urimur*). The emphasis on “burning” is very appropriate in the context of the combined simile at lines 21-4. Phaedra’s infatuation with Hippolytus sets her on fire, while Love imprints his mark on her in a way similar to the first yoke, which causes the tender neck of the inexperienced calves to become sore. This is a common use of *urere* (“to make sore, to chafe”, see *OLD* s.v. 10) originating with Hor. *Serm.* 2.7.58. For more examples see the list of similar Ovidian instances gathered by Burman (1727) ad loc. with other instances where the verb appears in similar context in Ovid (cf. Ov. *Rem.* 235 *ut prenos urunt iuga*, *Pont.* 1.5.24
subducunt oneri colla perusta boues). For an extensive list of parallels of the verb perurere in similar use see Gaertner on Pont. 1.5.24.

37. mittor: Following Palmer (1898) (followed by Goold (1974) 480) I prefer mittor, the reading of some secondary manuscripts, to mutor, which was preserved in the main tradition (the same also applies to lines 8, 27, 151). mittor becomes an even more appropriate choice in view of a possible Euripidean influence here (cf. Palmer on Her. 4.38-44, Jacobson (1974) 149, Snell (1951) 337, Wilamowitz, Hell. Dicht. II 59 n.2, for the “emblematic” quality of the Euripidean passage for later literature see Snell (1964) 37f., Fedeli on Prop. 1.1.9). Phaedra’s wild hunting fantasies in Eur. Hipp. 215-49 are packed with verbs denoting movement (cf. πέμπετε μ’...εἴμι 215, βαδίσ θυμασ 233, ἐστέλλουσιν 234, παρεπαλάγχθην 240, βαίνει 245, τέραται 246); in this light mittor seems to be a fitting choice, and perhaps it could be seen as a remote echo of Phaedra’s ποιο παρεπάλαγχθην in particular. The presence of the alternative mutor can be explained on grounds of its palaeographic similarity with mittor as well as because of the verb’s (mutor) high frequency in contexts of metamorphosis, ever since Verg. Ecl. 8.70 (see Bömer on Ov. Met. 1.1). Horace’s transformation into a swan in the sphragis-poem of the second book of his Odes (Carm. 2.20.10 album mutor in alitem) with its highly (meta)literary character (see N-H (1978) 332ff.) might have provided a close parallel. Burman (1727) ad loc. in support of mutor cites its use by Phaedra in Sen. Phaedr. 668f. (respersa nulla labe et intacta, innocens / tibi mutor uni), but fails to take notice of syntactical difference in the use of the verb between the two passages. Furthermore, as Sedlmayer (1881) 18 on line 37 nicely puts it: “Es kann sich eine Person in eine andere Person, eine ars in eine andere ars, aber nicht eine Person in eine ars verwandeln."

Cnosia: the Greek name of the Cretan capital was Νωσός or Κνωσσός. Most editors print Gnosia here. Evidence from contemporary coinage attests that both Cnossus and Gnossus were in use during the Augustan period (see Fedeli on Prop. 1.3.2, N-A on Lygd. [Tib.] 3.6.39), while in the post-classical period only Gnossus survives. Given the elevated tone of the periphrasis (Cnosia...humus), I prefer Cnossus which seems to have been the oldest form (in favour of Cnossus see Goold (1974) 481, Kenney (1974) 90, idem (1996) on Her. 17.55, Pinotti on Ov. Rem. 743-46, further see Norden on Verg. Aen. 6.23 and N-A on Lygd. [Tib.] 3.6.39 with bibliography).

81-4: Palmer in his note on Her. 4.82 suspects as spurious either lines 81f. or 82f. (in a self-contradictory manner Palmer in his apparatus suspects only lines 82f. as spurious). He grounds his justification on the fact that “there is no real distinction between hastilia and uenabula.” Palmer is mistaken in his judgement, since there is in fact a distinction in the meaning of the two terms. hastile is a more general, rather generic form for spear (OLD s.v.), while uenabulum is used specifically for a hunting spear (OLD s.v.). Judging from her careful distribution of the two terms in the lines under examination, Phaedra proves to be well informed on the distinction and takes full advantage of it. The two couplets, far from being a clumsy repetition of one
another, in effect facilitate our transition from an urban environment to the countryside. Phaedra through her careful alternation between the two signals this gradual movement. Hippolytus’ competence in the javelin at lines 81f. looks backwards in the text complementing the reference to his excellence in chariot racing at lines 79f.; in this context hastile is fitting. In lines 81f., however, we are no longer in the arena; instead, this couplet looks forward at lines 85ff., where Phaedra deals with Hippolytus’ hunting pursuits in the countryside. Her shift from hastile (javelin) to uenabulum (hunting spear) is meaningful signalling our transposition from the city to the nature; hence, there is no need for any deletion (so also Hall (1990) 271).

85f. materiam... hastile: Palmer’s (1898) conjecture militia in line 86, which was later approved by Housman (1899) 172f. (= (1972) 471) and Goold (1974) 481, is preferable to materia found in all manuscripts. However, militia meaning “service, performance of duties” (OLD s.v.1) hardly makes good sense here, even if it is read as an allusion to the elegiac metaphor of militia amoris (for the Ovidian use of “the motif of childbirth as militia” see Knox on Her. 11.48, also McKeown on Am. 2.14.5f.). The term is perhaps more suitable if it is taken in the sense of “worries, care, concern” (OLD s.v.1d., ThLL 8.959.20ff.), but still it remains unsatisfactory. Hall (1990) 271f. accepts Tanaquil Faber’s conjecture duritia for the pentameter and he reads materiam in the hexameter (so also Sedlmayer (1881) 19 on line 86). In this light, Palmer’s combination of duritiam ~ militia can be explained as the result of a mutual transposition of two metrically equivalent words in two consecutive lines. In my view, Hall’s conjecture is valid, since it offers a sound explanation in terms of metrics, and at the same time avoids the awkwardness of either militia or materia at line 86.

133f. The couplet belongs to the category of “distichs (or pairs of lines) which were incorporated in the main body of the text” at a later stage (cf. Kenney (1961)b 485, Tarrant (1983) 271, Knox (1995) 35). Further on this category see n. on Her. 8.19-22 below. It is more likely that the couplet is a later interpolation elaborating on the reference to Saturn’s reign in the previous couplet (so Housman (1897)b 200 (= (1972) 388), Palmer (1898) xl, Damsté (1905) 15, Dörrie (1971) 8, Tarrant (1983) 271). Nevertheless, following the unanimous practice of all editors so far, I decided not to obelize it; instead I print it between cruces in order to mark the problematic state of the text.

137. nec labor est celare licet †pete munus ab illa†: the text is no doubt corrupt. The reading of the manuscript transmission pete munus ab illa is unintelligible both in terms of grammar and of meaning (see Palmer (1898) ad loc. and app. cr.). The multitude of the suggested emendations (for a list of the proposed conjectures see Palmer (1898) and Dörrie (1971) app. crit., cf. also Sedlmayer (1881) 19f. on line 137, Damsté (1905) 15f. and Watt (1989) 62) fails to provide a satisfactory remedy. Kenney’s (1970)a 173-5 concise discussion of the line deals successfully with its many textual problems. My only reservation concerns his emphasis on the concealment of the relationship as the governing idea of Phaedra’s argumentation in this particular section of her letter. For him, the licet-clause calls for a verb, which will make an
antithesis with *celare... amorem*, so he rejects *peccemus*; instead he suggests *prendamur*. On the contrary, I can see nothing wrong in Palmer's *peccemus* (Goold (1974) 481 also argues in favour of *peccemus amorem*). In my view Phaedra's main preoccupation here lies more with the moral implications of her proposed incest, in case it is revealed, rather than with the possibility of the revelation *per se*. A closer examination of the diction offers further support to my claim, since the passage is packed with a carefully chosen vocabulary, which clearly underscores the importance of Phaedra's ethical concerns (cf. 132 *pietas*, 132 *rustica*, 133 *pium*, 134 *fas*, 138 *culpa*, 145 *culpa*). In addition, it seems to me that Kenney in his search for a verb meaning "the expression of the couple's affection in public" (like *prendamur*) exaggerates the importance of Phaedra's preoccupation with public praise (cf. 139 *laudabimur*, 140 *dicar*, 145 *tutus... laudemque merebere*, 146 *licet conspiciare*). Phaedra, on the very contrary, when fantasising about her union with Hippolytus locates their intimate moments in the interior of her palace, and not in public through her explicit references to the door, the guard, her bed and the house itself (cf. 141f. *non tibi per tenebras... Ianua, non custos*, 143 *ut tenuit domus una duos*, *domus una tenebit*, 146 *in lecto... meo*). In any case, no emendation so far offers a satisfactory reading; hence I print the line after *licet* between *cruces*.

150. heu! ubi nunc fastus altaque uerba? iacent: Here I follow the punctuation suggested by Drakenborch and Sedlmayer (see Giomini (1957) and Palmer (1898) *app. crit.*, pace Goold (1974) 482), which I find more emphatic.

155. depuduit: I maintain the reading preserved in the manuscript tradition (*depuduit*), pace Goold (1974) 481 and Showerman-Goold (1977) who follow Bentley's emendation (*depudui*). *depuduit* here should be understood as impersonal (*ThLL* 6.1.617.60ff.), and not as personal (so *OLD* s.v.). I have some reservations about accepting Kenney's (1970)a 175f. conjecture *derubui*, which nevertheless, I believe, points in the right direction. Heinsius' suggestion of *profugusque rubor* seems to me more plausible.

176. iam legis, et: It was first noticed by Heinsius (1661) 32 ("certe illud perlegis subnatum videtur ex primo verbo sequentis epistolae") and later by Kirlf (1969) 95 and Kenney (1970)a 176 (pace Jacobson (1974) 152 n.24) that *perlege* (or *perlegito* Burman) is suspect to have been inserted to the text from the opening of the following letter in the collection (*Her.* 5.1 *Perlegis*? *an coniuncta prohibet nova? perlege- non est*). Hence, any form of *perlegere* in the concluding couplet of a letter (cf. Hunt's (1975) 224 reading *perlege sed* which rounds-off the letter in ring-composition (so also Casali (1995)b 5 with n.13) and at the same time echoes the epitaph style, Watt's (1989) 62 suggestion to insert a question-mark after *perlegis* (1989) 62, Dörrie (1971) *app. crit. and note ad loc.*) is out of place. For a concise overview of manuscript readings and all emendations suggested see Ramírez de Verger (2005) 429. In the most recent discussion of the line Ramírez de Verger (2005) suggests reading *exaudi et*, which in my view seems to be a rather awkward choice. In terms of metrics the elision of *exaudi et* is not problematic. However, Phaedra's appeal to Hippolytus' *hearing* at the end of her letter, now that he has almost finished
reading it, is rather unfortunate. In fact, any reference to the sense of hearing with respect to her erotic confession sounds to be absurd given her clearly programmatic statement at the beginning of her letter that whatever shame forbade her to say, it was love who instructed her to write (line 10 *dicere quae puduit, scribere iussit amor*, 13 *ille* (sc. Amor) *mihi primo dubitANTI scribere dixit*). From an intertextual perspective, Hippolytus is now called to play again not the role of the hearer (as in Euripides’ first *Hippolytus*), but that of the reader (like in Euripides’ surviving second *Hippolytus*). This is Phaedra’s written love letter and not an oral appeal to her beloved. At the very end, Phaedra urges Hippolytus to imagine that together with her letter he is holding her tears as well. Given that the two final clauses of the letter are joined in parataxis, the presence of *uidere* in the final clause hints at a verb of similar meaning in the penultimate clause. In this light, I should think that my suggestion *iam legis* makes better sense, since the verb *legis* is appropriate for the specific context, while the temporal *iam* effectively underlines the completion of Hippolytus’ reading. In addition, *legis* (contrary to *exaudi*) by corresponding to Phaedra’s initial call to Hippolytus to read through the entire letter (line 3 *perlege*) concludes the poem with ring-composition. It is true that the rhetorical use of the imperative *exaudi* in urgent requests is not uncommon in Ovid (see Bömer on *Met.* 4.144). However, in all relevant instances in Ovid (cited by Ramírez de Verger (2005) 429ff.) *exaudi* is used to request attention to voices or in any case oral commands (see *ThLL* 5.2.1191.29ff., “II. i.q. auditum praebere”, esp. 79ff., 1192.67ff.) and not to written messages, like here. Besides, despite the fact that the verb is often used as “compositum pro simplici” (see Bömer on *Met.* 5.188), the preposition undoubtedly suggests some sense of “distance” and “indirectness,” which is clearly very inappropriate, when it comes to Hippolytus himself reading Phaedra’s letter. Kirfel (1969) 95 following Loers (1829) 94 suspects the final couplet as the unsuccessful attempt of a later interpolator to round off the letter by complementing the threefold wishes at lines 167-74 with a concluding couplet (for a similar view see Goold (1974) 484).

**Heroides 8**

**HERMIONE ORESTI**: on the genuineness of the titular salutations in the *Heroides* see my note on the superscription to *Her.* 4 above (cf. also Goold (1974) 484: letter 8 (…) was “also conceived as headed by titular salutation”).

[1-2]. The opening couplet belongs to the so-called “‘extra’ introductory distichs,” whose authenticity is intrinsically related with the authenticity of the titular salutations found before the beginning of each poem. Lines 1f. have met widespread suspicion, mainly because of their flimsy attestation in the manuscript tradition, since they belong to the minority tradition and appear only in the margins of later manuscripts (14th - late 15th c.) and in three early printed editions of the 15th c. (see Kirfel (1969) 65, Dörrie (1971) *app. cr.*). Hence, in this case, the poor
transmission of the couplet seems to argue against its Ovidian authorship (so Palmer (1898), Dörrie (1960) 216f. and (1971) 7, Goold (1974) 484, Tarrant (1983) 270f., Knox (1995) 36 n.99; for an opposite view see Kirfel (1969) 65-7). It seems very likely that the introductory couplet is a scribal interpolation inserted in the text in an attempt to facilitate the identification of the sender and the recipient of the letter (so Dörrie (1971) 7, Tarrant (1983) 270f.). The same applies to all poems in the collection, where the identification of sender and recipient is similarly less straightforward, except poems 1-4, 13-14 (and from the double letters: 16 and 19). Furthermore, the emphasis put on Hermione’s and Orestes’ double relationship (cousins and consorts) gives away the interpolator who read and picked up the significance of the theme through this early allusion at the very beginning of the letter (cf. 1 fratre... nomen coniugis). Hermione’s agony and despair are better conveyed through the abrupt opening of her letter, which manages to transmit the urgency of her appeal vividly and efficiently. I consider the couplet to be the product of later interpolation; however, following Dörrie (1971) who prints the lines in small type, I include it in my text, though I put it in square brackets.

18. feras: either feras (so Burman (1727)) or feres makes perfect sense. feres (future indicative) is balancing the future eris, while feras (present subjunctive) as the apodosis of the conditional sentence matches the present subjunctive (rapiat) in the protasis. I prefer the subjunctive feras, because it foreshadows the recovery of the abducted wife through the contrast with the future indicative eris.

19-22: there is no doubt that the paradosis of the text after line 19 is lacunose (so Housman (1897)b 200 (=1972) 388), Palmer (1898) app. crit., Dörrie (1971) 7f., Goold (1974) 483, Tarrant (1983) 270f.). Lines 20f. are transmitted only in the text of three manuscripts of a late date (Bn², Of, Vb¹ Dörrie), in two of which the distich appears in the margins of the manuscripts (Bn², Vb¹). These lines belong to the category of “distichs (or pairs of lines) which were incorporated in the main body of the text” (cf. Kenney (1961)b 485, Tarrant (1983) 271); however, no definite conclusions can be drawn about their authenticity. It has been suggested that these lines are either genuine ((Tarrant (1983) 271, cf. also Heinsius’s note: “hunc (i.e. line 20) et sequentem uersum plerique codices non agnosceunt, sed male”) but omitted in the archetype (of early Carolingian time) and re-introduced laterally, or they are ancient interpolations (so Palmer on Her. 8.19, Goold (1974) 483). The possibility that the lines belong to a tradition independent of the main surviving one should not be excluded (Tarrant (1983) 270). Dörrie (1971) 7f. considers them either as Ovid’s (so also Sicherl (1963) 192f.) or of Ovidian quality (“aut vestigium Ovidiani ingenii servent”) belonging to an apocryphal paradosis (“ex apocrypha memoria originem ducunt”) of the text which did not survive. In his view, the lines seem to be the product of Ovid’s earlier activity, which were later excised as a result of a revision of the text by Ovid himself at an older age. If the lines are genuine, they must (given their absence from the codex Puteaneus) have been lost before its time; then they found their
way into late manuscripts. If, on the other hand, the lines are the product of scribal interpolation, they were introduced into the text in an attempt to remedy a lacuna, which is now beyond recuperation (cf. Housman (1897)b 200 (=1972) 388), Sicherl (1963) 193). Palmer (1898) on Her. 8.19 offers an interesting theory about the multiple stages of textual corruption, scribal interpolation, excision of the original text to the margins of the manuscripts and the re-introduction of the lines to the contaminated text. Whatever the case may be, the contamination is far too extended to allow a definite resolution of the authenticity question. As Dörrie (1971) 8 nicely puts it: “Quae (i.e. 19-22) si e textu removes, aliquid deesse videtur; at si recipes, haud leve suspicione moventur.” Hence, I print lines 19-22 between cruces in an attempt to mark the problematic state of the text, and at the same time to try and avoid a mental or textual disturbance in the sequence of the letter.

21. pater: pater seems to be the older reading compared to socer, which is attested only in the codices recentiores and in the first printed editions (see Palmer (1898) and Dörrie (1971) app. cr.). It is likely that socer at line 21 is either a scribal corruption under the influence of socer at line 19 or perhaps a conjecture for the genuine pater. pace Housman (1897)b 200 (=1972) 388)
I find Hermione’s combination of socer at line 19 with pater at line 21 particularly interesting and far from being “a trifle clumsy”. The alternation is most successful in that it helps to underline the close connection between Hermione and Orestes. The story of Helen’s recovery by Menelaus affects both Hermione and Orestes. Hermione manipulates her reference to Menelaus in order to bring herself and her beloved closer together. Menelaus is not only Orestes’ father-in-law; he is also Hermione’s father. In fact her reference to Menelaus is twofold: first at lines 19f. in connection with Orestes, whom she exhorts to imitate the example set by his father-in-law, and second in connection with herself (21f.), where Hermione’s reference to Menelaus becomes more personal. Her use of pater is indicative of her affection (pater is much more intimate compared to the elevated genitor, which would be more fitting in the epic context of the passage. Further on the intimacy of pater see n. on Her. 4.157, also Knox on Her. 11.99). Hence, I maintain the meaningful alternation between pater and socer at lines 19 and 21 respectively. Ker’s (1958) 227f. suggestion that socer at line 19 refers to Agamemnon (“my father-in-law”) and nuptae means generally “a bride” (not “his bride”) complicates rather than simplifies the situation.

steritisset: stertitisset is the oldest attested reading. Palmer on Her. 8.19 calls stertitisset “a barbarous form,” probably because of its vulgarity. It is true that stertere, because of its vulgarism (“to snore”) is altogether avoided in the higher poetic registers in Augustan poetry. Nevertheless, it is frequent in comedy (usually to denote stupidity and sluggishness, cf. Ter. Eun. 1079 fatuos est, insulsus, tardus, stertit noctes et dies with Barsby) and in other popular genres (cf. Serv. on Verg. Aen. 9.326 toto proflabat pectore somnum periphrasis est, ne uerbo humili stertentem diceret). In elegy it appears only here (and in Ov. Am. 2.2.[24] with McKeown for the possibility of an interpolation) and is completely absent from Propertius and
Tibullus (further on its frequency in Latin poetry see Galán Vioque on Mart. 7.10.6). In my view, its use is intended to strike a humorous note. This imagery of the inert sleeping husband (note the striking verbal similarities with Lucr. 3.1048 uigilans stertis, Juv. 1.57 doctus et ad calicem uigilanti sternere naso with Jocelyn) echoes Lucilius’ story of the manipulative husband who is putting up with his wife’s promiscuity (cf. Lucil. 1223 M = 251 W, quoted in Festus 173.5). In this light the employment of stertisset is understood as a pointedly comic hint at Menelaus’ inertness. The alternative manuscript (or early printed) readings plorasset and stetisset, and the conjecture sedisset (Micyllus, Bersmann, Burman) likewise, seem to be much later emendations of the initial lectio difficilior (stertisset). Finally, Housman’s conjecture (1897)b 200 (= (1972) 388) iacuisset approved by Sicherl (1963) 193 deserves some consideration, especially in view of its similarity to Her. 5.106 (nunc iacet in uiduo credulus ille toro). On the balance, however, I prefer stertisset mostly because of its comic connotations, which I find very appropriate in this context.

22. ut ante fuit: the whole line is bracketed by Palmer (line 20 in his edition), while Dörrie (1971) considers as locus desperatus only the second half of the pentameter. It is true that “Had Menelaus been reluctant in claiming his wife back, she would still be married to Paris, as she was before” hardly makes any sense, since Helen in the past (ante) was married to Menelaus and not to Paris. In my view, the misunderstanding concerns the span of time implied by ante. If ante stretches out to the remote past, when Helen was married to Menelaus, then ut ante fuit is surely problematic; if ante, however, refers to events of the most recent past, which is the time right after Helen’s abduction, then the difficulty is lifted. In the latter case, Hermione’s suggestion is that Menelaus’ unwillingness to claim Helen back would bring no change whatsoever to Helen’s marital status as Paris’ wife (ut ante fuit).

34. plus quoque, qui prior est ordine, posset auus: I can see nothing objectionable in the main manuscript tradition (and the older editions) either in terms of syntax or of meaning. As it is, the line is good Latin; all emendations fail to provide a better reading (cf. plus patre quo Bentley, plus quo quo Palmer, quoque quo Camps, poscit Palmer, Kenney, Showerman-Goold, plus quo, qui Heinsius, cf. Roncaioli Lamberti (1989) 262f., also Damste (1905) 27, who falsely suspects the couplet (33f.) as spurious). Only Bentley’s conjecture pollet in the place of posset seems to me somewhat attractive.

47. habes: In my view, Palmer offers insufficient evidence for calling the authority of the manuscripts (habes) into question; the fact that habes is absent from the Puteanus does not necessarily argue against its validity. P is, broadly speaking, our best surviving manuscript, but not the best witness always. By overemphasizing its credentials we run the risk of totally discarding Tarrant’s principle that “all inherently plausible readings, whatever their source, must be taken seriously, and sense and usage are the only sure criteria for deciding among them” (see p.112 with n.754), which proves to be the safest guide in determining the best reading, especially in cases like this one. Housman (1899) 173f. (= (1972) 472f.) also accepts
Palmer's per, but he expresses his concerns about Palmer's ad loc. arguments, which he considers to be the outcome of mere "improvised cavils." With respect to the rest of the "solecisms and absurdities" (so Palmer) of the line, suffice it to say that proauus here should be understood in the broader sense of "remote ancestor, forefather" (OLD s.v. 2, for similar uses in the Her. see 16.211, 17.51, 53), while Williams (1997) 135 n.31 convincingly refutes Palmer's objections to the presumably "solecistic" use of quoque.

48. melius: Showerman-Goold (1977) read medios (a conjecture suggested by Nodellius (1871) and Bentley, later adopted by Sedlmayer (1881) 32 on line 46, Palmer (1898) and Goold (1974) 481, cf. also Housman (1899) 173f. (= (1972) 472f.)). Given the manipulative character of Hermione's strategy, however, the reading of all manuscripts (with the only exception of Y and Ea Dörrie) melius seems to be a better choice, in that it helps her maintain a certain uncertainty regarding Orestes' origin. Palmer commenting on line 47 points out the fact that Orestes - contrary to Hermione's claim (48 ab Ioue quintus eris) was actually sixth in descent from Jupiter, and not fifth; hence, melius refers to some kind of (mis)calculation, which through the omission of Jupiter makes Orestes fifth from Jupiter. Despite his comment, however, he prints medios. It is my contention that Hermione's use of melius refers to some sort of numerical reckoning indeed, but within a much wider context than the one suggested by Palmer. According to the main mythological tradition, the male line of descent in the Tantalid house is as follows: Jupiter > Tantalus > Pelops > Atreus > Agamemnon > Orestes (on the divine origin of the house of Tantalus, cf. Eur. Or. 4-26, 345-7, also Porphyry Isagoge vol. 4.1 p.6.3-5 and David Philol. In Porphyrii Isagoge p.154.2-7). There is, however, an alternative old tradition (dating back to Homer) which inserts in the line of succession between Atreus and Agamemnon the rather obscure figure of a certain Pleisthenes (cf. Ov. Rem. 778 with Henderson and Pinotti, Hyg. Fab. 86, 88. Further on literary sources about Pleisthenes and his obscure place in the genealogical line of the Tantalids see Ilberg in Roscher 3.2.2562f.). Counting Pleisthenes as Agamemnon's father in effect removes Orestes even further from Jupiter. Judging from the surviving evidence (mostly fragments of Greek and Latin tragedy) there seems to have been some sort of uneasiness among the various mythological versions about the line of succession of the Tantalid family. From this perspective, melius is preferable to medios, since in addition to the numerical counting it also carries an allusion to the different mythological traditions concerning Orestes' descent. A further argument for the rejection of medios is provided by reasons of rhetorical efficiency. Following Williams' (1997) 135 n. 32 acute remark, the use of medios would have had disastrous results on Hermione's comparison of parity between the two lovers, since medios draws the attention to Orestes' four, instead of Neoptolemus' three, intervening ancestors between himself and Jupiter. With respect to Bettini's (1990) 422 suggestion who rejects both melius and medios in favour of medium I highly doubt that his suggestion helps us move towards a better direction. His translation "e sei quinto a partire da
Giove se conti come medio il padre Pelope” fails to provide a satisfactory reading, if it does not complicate the matter even further.

50. sed tibi -quid faceres?--: Following Housman (1897) b 203f. (=1972) 394) who argues convincingly for the priority of the dative tibi to the nominative tu both in terms of meaning and in syntax I maintain the Showerman-Goold (1977) text.

63. solas habeo semper semperque: the manuscript tradition is uncertain due to the metrical convenience of most of the alternative combinations. Since the repetition semper semperque is common in poetry (cf. Cic. Arati Progn. fr. 5.1, Germ. Arat. 127, Verg. Aen. 4.466f., Sen. Apoc. 15.1.4, Juv. 6.273, Stat. Theb. 5.744f., Silv. 3.3.64), I prefer to follow Palmer (1898), Showerman-Goold (1977) and Rosati (1989) in their word-ordering of the verse (so earlier Burman (1727); cf. Goold (1974) 481)

[71f.]. On the disputed authenticity of this couplet see p.100f.

88. quod mihi -uae miserae!-: I find the pathetic exclamation uae miserae! fitting for Hermione’s moment of despair, while its colloquialism further reinforces the spontaneity of the utterance. There seems to be nothing wrong with the text as it stands (see Dörrie (1971) app. cr. -however, Dörrie prints quodue mihi miserae sidus obesse querar?-- and Goold (1974) 481). In addition, this expression is well attested not only in Ovid (cf. Am. 3.6.101, Her. 3.82, 20.171, Ib. 203), but in other Augustan poets as well (for a list see Barchiesi on Her. 3.82).

101. pars: Watt (1989) 64 draws our attention to Heinsius’ conjecture of sors, which he finds very fitting, since Hermione, he thinks, is using here an idiomatic phrase borrowed from a game of luck. However, due to the absence of any evidence in support of this assumption I maintain pars in my text (cf. also Heinsius: “malim fors, sed obstant libri”).

110. uirum: fugere calls for a complement in the accusative (uirum), not the ablative. The ablative (uiro) seems to have mistakenly appeared because of its proximity to hoste (see also Heinsius, Goold (1974) 480).
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